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Abstract: For the lack of high precision inertial measurement system, the experimental airborne L-band SAR 
system was badly affected by random phase error induced by motion instability. The resultant SAR images 
derived from the L-SAR system were out of focus by conventional SAR signal processing and imaging method. 
It is necessary to estimate and correct phase errors for high resolution SAR imaging. As a prospective scheme to 
refocus these images, the phase gradient autofocus (PGA) algorithm was studied in the SAR imaging 
processing. This paper focused on the calculation process of phase error estimation, which was first derived 
mathematically in detail. Then, the effectiveness of PGA algorithm was tested not only for isolated point scatter 
scene, but also for various distributed-object scenes to verify its performance. Particularly, a near-range scene, a 
mid-range scene, and a far-range scene were tested. Experiments show that the imaging algorithm based on 
phase gradient autofocus can effectively measure and compensate the phase error, thus obtain an obviously 
improved airborne SAR image in azimuth resolution. The processing results prove the effectiveness of the 
proposed procedure for high- resolution airborne SAR imaging. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Coherent imaging, Phase error, Estimation, PGA, SAR signal processing. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

All coherent imaging techniques require extreme 
phase stability to avoid degrading image. In SAR 
systems, phase fluctuations are mainly due to two 
factors: propagation at GHz frequencies in turbulent 
atmosphere and/or troposphere, and unwanted 
deviations from the nominal trajectory of the 
platform carrying the antenna [1-3]. The first phase 
error source is dominant in the space-borne case, 
while in airborne applications the loss of 
synchronization is mainly due to, but not limited to, 
random deviations of the platform from the nominal 
trajectory [3]. These phase distortions can cause 
degradation in performance of the system, producing 
a blurred image. Thus phase error correction can’t be 

neglected for high- resolution airborne SAR imaging 
processing. 

Methods have been developed to compensate for 
these effects [4-10]. They can mainly be grouped into 
two classes. In the first it is assumed that phase errors 
are a priori known by means of onboard 
instrumentation. These methods, requiring the 
accurate tracking of the antenna phase center, 
introduce very stringent specifications on the 
precision of the inertial measurement system. 
However, in many cases, the inertial navigation 
system (INS) is not precise enough to provide motion 
error parameters with required accuracy, and 
sometimes even cannot provide usable INS data  
[3, 4]. For example, due to the small size of light 
aircraft, light aircraft SAR usually has more serious 
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motion errors in air turbulence. However, limited by 
the cost or payloads, light aircraft SAR sometimes 
cannot carry high precision navigation systems [10]. 
So, there are always some residual errors left in the 
estimation of the actual flight path, especially in 
airborne SAR applications. Residual phase errors are 
the main cause of the degradations in high-resolution 
SAR images, limiting achievable performance 
especially in the azimuth direction. Moreover, they 
do not allow compensation of the phase perturbation 
due to other factors, such as propagation effects, that 
can still impair the accurate focusing of the image, 
even with perfect motion compensation [4-6]. 

The second class includes the methods assuming 
that the phase errors are not a priori known but they 
have to be determined by investigating some 
properties of the raw data [4-10], so also known as 
data-driven autofocus techniques. They are, in 
principle, independent of the source of phase errors. 
Various automatic focusing methods have been 
proposed and built to estimate and correct phase 
errors mainly induced by motion instability by using 
dedicated algorithms on raw SAR data [4, 7-10]. 
Most of these automatic focusing techniques and 
extensions are usually difficult to focus scenes 
without having strong isolated scatterer present. 
However, the method of phase gradient autofocus 
(PGA) makes a narrow beam assumption to estimate 
the phase errors by statistical method while the 
aircraft platform motion compensation system is not 
provided. It has been claimed to be very robust on a 
variety of scene contents and phase-error functions  
[4, 5, 10]. 

For the lack of high precision inertial 
measurement system, the experimental airborne  
L-band SAR imaging system was badly affected by 
random phase error induced by motion instability. As 
a prospective scheme to refocus these images, the 
phase gradient autofocus (PGA) algorithm was tested 
in the SAR imaging processing. This paper reveals 
the details of phase error calculation and presents the 
experiment of airborne L-SAR imaging from the 
phase-corrupted data based on PGA algorithm. The 
rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
II, the calculation process of phase error estimation is 
derived mathematically in detail. In Section III, the 
imaging experiments are illustrated based on PGA 
phase error estimation and correction from raw SAR 
data. Also the refocusing results are presented. In 
Section IV, we conclude this paper and give some 
suggestions. 

 
 

2. Calculation Process  
of Phase Errors Estimation 
 
Previous publications [4, 6, 10] described the 

algorithmic steps of PGA and these are not repeated 
here in the same detail. The fundamental concept 
from which PGA was developed was to make a 
robust estimation of the derivative (gradient) of the 

phase error using only the defocused complex SAR 
image. In spotlight-mode SAR, the complex image 
and phase history are Fourier transform pairs [11]. 
The range-compressed phase-history domain data are 
obtained by a one-dimensional Fourier transform in 
the azimuth (or cross-range) direction. Let us denote 
the range-compressed phase-history domain data 
containing the phase error as 

)))()((exp()()( uujuFuF ennn   .     (1) 

The subscript n refers to the nth range bin, u  is 
the relative position along the synthetic aperture, 

)(uFn  and )(un  are the magnitude and phase, 

respectively, of the range-compressed data for range 

bin n. The uncompensated error )(ue  along the 

synthetic aperture is common to all range bins of 
interest and independent of n. 

PGA assumes a narrow beam in range to exploit 
the redundancy of the phase error along scatters at 
different range bins. The critical steps of the PGA 
algorithm consist of center shifting, windowing and 
phase gradient estimation. It estimates phase errors 
using the data obtained by isolating many single 
defocused targets via center-shifting and windowing 
operations. Let us denote the shifted and windowed 

image data as )(xgn  and 

)))()((exp()()( uujuGuG nenn   ,    (2) 

be the inverse Fourier transform. The scatterer-
dependent phase function for each range bin is 

denoted by )(un . 

The derivative and conjugate of )(uGn  can be 

calculated by 
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and 

)))()((exp()()( uujuGuG nenn    ,    (3) 

where )(uGn  and )(uGn
 denote the derivative and 

conjugate, respectively. Hence, we have 
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The phase error is related with the imaginary part 
of the above equation, which is given by 

2
)())()(()}()(Im{ uGuuuGuG nnenn    . 

By using the above equation, the following 
expression is obtained: 
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A linear unbiased minimum variance estimate of the 

gradient of the phase error,  ue , is given by, 
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Thus, the estimate yields the gradient of the true 
phase error, plus an error term, 
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)()(
. The PGA phase gradient 

estimation kernel is defined as the second term in the 
above equation. The mathematical expectation of 

random variable )(un  is 0. Accordingly, the 

mathematical expectation of the linear transformation 

(i.e. derivative) of )(un  is 0. Therefore, when n is 

sufficiently large, the error term will tend to 0, then 

the estimation of phase error, )(ˆ ue , becomes more 

accurate. 

The estimated phase gradient, )(ˆ ue  is 

integrated to obtain )(ˆ ue , and any bias and linear 

trend is removed prior to correction. Phase correction 
is imposed by complex multiplication of the range 
compressed phase-history domain data by 

)](ˆexp[ uj e . The estimation and correction 

process is repeated iteratively. As the image becomes 
more focused, individual scatterers become more 
compact, the signal-to-clutter improves, the circular 
shifting more precisely removes the Doppler offsets, 
and the algorithm is driven toward convergence. 
Removal of any linear trend in the phase error 
estimation prevents image shifting and the bias 
removal allows computation of the RMS phase error 
removed at each iteration as a means for monitoring 
convergence. The estimation and correction process 
is repeated iteratively until the algorithm converges 
to the true phase error. Once a reliable estimate for 
the phase error is available, the raw SAR data is 
corrected to obtain highly improved reconstructions. 
Generally, when the RMS error drops to a few tenths 
of a radian, the image is well focused and will not 
improve with additional iterations. 

The estimated phase error for actual phase 
correction is given by 
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The mathematical expectation of the error 

term,  
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is approaching 0. With the 

mathematical analysis, it can be seen that the 
estimation process exploits the redundancy of the 
phase-error information contained in the degraded 
image, independent of the underlying scene content. 

 
 

3. Imaging Experiments 
 
The whole imaging scheme can be divided into 

the following steps: SAR complex image creation; 
center cyclic shifting; windowing; Fast Fourier 
Transform in the azimuth direction; estimation of 
phase error; phase error correction and Inverse Fast 
Fourier Transform. The critical steps of the PGA 
algorithm consist of center shifting, windowing and 
phase gradient estimation. These steps are repeated 
iteratively until the algorithm converges to the true 
phase error. The first step in PGA is to select for each 
range bin n the strongest scatterer   and shift it to the 
origin (center of the image), to remove the frequency 
offset due to the Doppler of the scatterer. This 
shifting operation is done as a circular buffer where 
samples that would be shifted off the left or right 
edge of the array, are instead wrapped around and 
shifted in from the opposite edge. The next important 
step is windowing the circularly shifted imagery. The 
width of window should cover the most part of 
energy of the point target. Windowing has the effect 
of preserving the width of the dominant blur and 
suppressing the pulse echo disturbance of 
neighboring targets for each range bin while 
discarding data that cannot contribute to the phase-
error estimation. This allows the phase-error 
estimation to proceed using input data having the 
highest signal-to-noise ratio. After the image data is 
circularly shifted and windowed, the phase gradient 
is estimated. In Section II, the calculation process of 
phase error estimation is derived mathematically  
in detail. 

The experimental signal data were acquired by 
the experimental airborne L-SAR system without any 
motion measurement instruments. The time of the 
whole aperture duration was about 20s for the L-SAR 
system. For such a long interval, the aircraft can’t 
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keep flying in a uniform beeline motion and the 
phase stability was badly affected in a whole aperture 
period. To obtain a refocused image, we adopted the 
above signal processing and phase error 
compensation method to perform imaging 
processing.  

Firstly, we illustrate the processing of PGA 
algorithm with a distinct point target in the middle of 
SAR image by analyzing the azimuth time signal of 
the point target. Fig.1 (a) shows a profile of imaging 
result along range samples before phase error 
compensation. We can find that there exists an 
obvious point target. Fig. 1 (b) shows the details of 

the point target of Fig. 1 (a), which is severely out of 
focus. Fig. 1 (c) shows the correction phase after 
phase gradient estimation. From Fig. 1 (c), we 
inferred that the aircraft velocity varied obviously in 
the 4000-6000 azimuth samples. For these variations, 
the point target was out of focus and had two peak 
values in the Fig. 1 (b). Fig. 1 (d) illustrates the 
refocused point target after phase error correction. 
We can easily see that the point target has achieved 
the radar extreme resolution from analyzing the 
azimuth time signal of point target after phase error 
compensation. 

 

 

 

 
(a) A profile along range sample line before phase error 

compensation 
 

 (b) Local profile of one point target in (a), which is 
severely out of focus  

 

 

 

 
(c) The correction phase after phase gradient estimation 

 
 (d) The refocused point target after phase error correction

 
 

 

 

 
 (e) Image before phase compensation 

 
 (f) Refocused SAR image 

 
Fig. 1. A scene containing an isolated point target. 
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By analyzing the azimuth time signal of point 
target after center cyclic shifting, we knew that the 
sampling rate of radar system is not uniform. From 
Fig. 1 (a)~(d) with a distinct point target in the 
middle of SAR image, we estimated phase gradient 
and gave out the corrected phase after estimation. 
Before phase error correction, the point target is not 
well focused. After phase compensation, the quality 
of refocused SAR image scene is greatly improved. 
Fig. 1 (e) and (f) show the image scene with the 
distinct point target before and after phase 
compensation, respectively. 

With the point scatter scene processing, it is 
relatively easy to verify the whole imaging procedure 
of PGA method. As mentioned above, the most 
important characteristic of PGA is that, PGA is 
independent on SAR scene content. So, we carried 
out the PGA imaging algorithm to various 
distributed-object scenes to test its effectiveness in 
the experiment. The experimental data were also 
acquired by the same experimental airborne L-band 
SAR system without any motion measurement 
instruments. The scenes without obvious isolated 
point target before and after PGA refocusing were 
compared. Particularly, a near-range scene, a mid-
range scene, and a far-range scene were tested. 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

For the airborne L-SAR system without high 
precision inertial measurement instrumentation, it is 
necessary to use data-driven autofocus techniques for 
focusing the imagery. In our experiment, results 
showed that the imaging scheme based on phase 
gradient autofocus can effectively measures and 
compensate the phase error, thus obtaining an 
obviously improved airborne L-SAR image in 
azimuth resolution. We tested the effectiveness of 
PGA algorithm not only for isolated point scatter 
scene, but also for various distributed-object scenes 
to verify its performance. Experiment results 
indicated that PGA imaging is successful to provide 
near diffraction-limited performance in nearly all 
cases. Specifically, strong isolated point-like 
scatterers are not needed. 
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Abstract: According to high development of web technologies, the amount of data has been increased rapidly. 
Data mining and pattern recognition of web data has become more and more important for both individuals and 
companies. What’s more, an increasingly number of users trend to do more their daily work to internet, which 
makes it more difficult to analyze and mine these large amount of data. Conventional network pattern 
recognition model can’t handle these big data effectively. Therefore, this paper designed a new rough set based 
network pattern recognition model, presented the Bayesian network structure and designed the rough set 
classified model for classifier. Finally, this paper designed a set of experiment to demonstrate the performance 
and quality of rough set based network pattern recognition model, the result shows it can work effectively with a 
higher accuracy and performance. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Pattern Recognition, Rough Set, Bayesian Network. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 

With a widely in-depth application of variety of 
intelligent expert, troubleshooting, decision support 
systems, currently pattern recognition is widely 
attention and research. Made a lot of results based on 
the traditional, maturity classification and recognition, 
intervention of fuzzy mathematical thinking, ANN 
wealth of statistical models, appearing Evolutionary 
algorithm and a number of excellent algorithms, 
support vector machine, proposed rough set theory 
and some new methods. The statistical pattern 
recognition research and application full of 
vitality [1]. However, because pattern recognition 
involves many complex issues, existing theories and 
methods still have inadequacies in solving these 
problems, especially in recent years, with the 

emergence of the mass of information and incomplete 
information: in one side, more description of data 
attributes, that is increasing the dimension of the data, 
increasing the amount of training data, more and 
more time in learning the traditional pattern 
recognition methods, on the other side, the collected 
information may be missing many key attribute 
values, if traditional pattern recognition use samples 
in learning and training, unable to capture accurately 
rules hidden in data, besides, restrictions on the level 
and learning conditions, learning outcomes often 
have a certain noise which affecting stability of the 
way and the pattern recognition model [2, 9-11]. 
Finding new theories and methods based on existing 
pattern recognition theory is becoming a research 
hotspot and difficult in currently pattern recognition. 
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2. Network Security and Pattern 
Recognition 

 
2.1. Pattern Recognition Introduction 
 

Generally the performance of a time and spatial 
distribution of information is called mode. The role 
and purpose of the pattern recognition is correctly 
classified specific message as a category, according 
to some concept design a classifier based on available 
data, and then, learning good classifier to predict the 
unknown sample. There are two basic pattern 
recognition methods, they are statistical pattern 
recognition method and structure pattern recognition 
method [3]. 

Bayesian network identification model is 
established on Bayesian network classifier, it’s a 
typical classification model based on statistical 
methods and an effective representation and 
probabilistic reasoning model for uncertain 
environment knowledge, theoretical basis is Bayesian 
theorem, Prior probability of the event linked with 
posterior probability, calculate the sample belongs to 
a class posterior probability through the existing 
evidence, with maximum posterior probability of the 
class is the class of the object [4]. Since it is mainly 
used to measure the weight of probability and 
describe the correlation between data, thereby  
solving the inconsistencies between data, even  
a separate issue. 

The pattern recognition target architecture is 
showed as Fig. 1, it’s consisted of five components: 
windows, documents, links, images and forms.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The network architecture of pattern  
recognition target. 

 
 

Compared with other pattern recognition methods, 
Bayesian network pattern recognition method has the 
advantages of mildness and fault tolerance, it may do 
a good deal with incomplete information in identify 
issues and it has been one of the most effective 
models in uncertain knowledge representation and 
reasoning [5, 6]. But the application of current 
Bayesian network pattern recognition method still 
exists difficult in classifier structure and parameter 
learning. How to improve the efficiency of its 

structure learning quickly and effectively estimate the 
parameters and stability of the application have 
become the main direction of the majority of scholars 
recently. Paper research these issues paper about 
Bayesian network based on rough set model and 
pattern recognition methods. 
 
 
2.2. Pattern Recognition Model 
 

According the method learning classification to 
training samples, we can divide classification model 
into two categories: passive classification and active 
classification. Passive learning model chosen training 
samples at random, passive acceptance of these 
samples information, This passive study show 
significant deficiencies: 1) Processing the training 
sequence samples often make learning classifier 
having an order correlation, overly sensitive to data; 
2) If encounter noise samples, this noise should been 
spread always, affect the progress in classification; 
3) Lack of the ability of comprehensive no annotated 
sample information. Active classification model is 
active in training sample selection, concentrated on 
the test case in candidate sample, and these examples 
will be added to the training set in a certain way. 
Generally, active learning in the initial training set of 
active learning, the number of samples with marked 
are rarely [7, 8]. It uses these training samples with 
categories labeled to learning a classification model, 
then apply a certain selection strategy, select the best 
sample from candidate samples(without category 
labels) and add to the training set. Revised the 
classifier parameters, choosing the best next sample, 
until the candidate sample set is empty or it reaches a 
certain standard. 

In active Bayesian classifier, select the instance of 
the class conditional posterior entropy classifier that 
instance and measure certainty degree of current 
classification, using minimum and maximum entropy 
active learning method, first, choose a maximum and 
minimum conditional entropy candidate sample from 
the candidate set (min example: max example), then 
add these two samples to the training set 
simultaneously. The largest sample of class 
conditional entropy of is very likely the strange 
unknown sample, add the largest sample of class 
conditional entropy, allows classifier emphasis a 
sample with special information early; the smallest 
class conditional entropy is the determine sample in 
classifier. It is also more accurate in classifier; reduce 
the error propagation caused by the joining of an 
uncertainty sample. 

The pattern network of credit deceive problem 
diagram is showed in Fig. 2.  

Literature specializing in establishing and 
learning of active Bayesian network classifier, 
literature practice active Bayesian network classifier 
to the detection of unknown malicious executable 
code recognition, literature use active Bayesian 
network classifier for speech recognition. However, 
this method also has the following disadvantages, the 
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feature extraction of active Bayesian classifier is 
limited to a fixed length(Window value), the 
detection rate and accuracy of model should to be 
improved, when modeling, it’s cost large 
computation and time [9]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The pattern network of credit deceive problem. 
 
 

Generally, Dynamic Bayesian network classifiers 
have two characteristics, 1) Network topology is the 
same within each time slice, between the film and the 
film is connected through a similar arc. 2) The  
T frame network is only linked with the T-1and the  
T-i-1 network. Therefore, this method is more 
difficult to achieve algorithm, it needs long time to 
training Network structure and parameters. 
 
 
2.3. Challenges of Current Model 
 

Rough set theory is a mathematical tool to deal 
with imprecise information and uncertain 
information, it immunity to data in some extent. 
Compare with a hard partition of traditional 
recognition, classified by approximately reduction 
method of rough set, it doesn’t require any 
information except collection of data for processing 
which greatly simplifies the computational 
complexity; Bayesian network classifier is a 
reasoning method based on probabilistic uncertainty, 
with the characteristics of mildness and Fault 
Tolerance, both are have the ability to classified and 
deal with incomplete information. But if direct use of 
these two methods in the absence of key attributes it 
may not meet the actual needs of pattern recognition 
due to lower judgment. 

Thesis attempts to combine Rough set method 
and Bayesian networks, using rough set streamline 
the data and Bayesian network training streamlined 
data, construct Rough set – Bayesian network pattern 
recognition model, this model not only improve the 
pattern classification accuracy and the ability to deal 
with incomplete data but enhance Bayesian network 
classifiers decision-making efficiency. This method 
can overcome the weakness of rigid reasoning in 
rough set. Avoid drawbacks of computational 
complexity brought by simple network classifier. It’s 
a mildness, fault tolerance, and practical method of 
pattern recognition. 

3. Rough Set Based Network Pattern 
Recognition Model 

 
3.1. Bayesian Network Structure 
 

A complete statistical pattern recognition model is 
mainly composed of four parts: data gets, 
pretreatment, feature extraction, select and 
classification decision. Generally data acquisition and 
pretreatment are the research of digital signal 
processing and graphics on topics, and the Papers 
data rare from the standard database, regardless of 
feature extraction and selection, this chapter will 
focus on classification decision of Bayesian network 
pattern recognition model. 

Bayesian theory groundbreaking work from paper 
of Reverend Thomas Bayes “About the chance of 
problem solving comments”, who is a mathematician 
and theologian in the eighteenth century, article was 
first published by his friend in 1763 after his death. 

Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph 
model, it encodes a relation about a set of variables 
conditional probability, is more popular in the field of 
artificial intelligence knowledge representation 
methods of uncertainty. 
 
 
3.1.1. Definition of Bayesian Networks 
 

A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph, 
composed by a representative of the variable nodes 
and a directed edge connecting these nodes, where 
each node is marked by the quantitative probability 
information, expressed as },{ PGB    

( G is represented as a variable domain GAG , P   

is a corresponding set of conditional  
probability collections). 

If a collection of random variables V (With 
limited variables n), G is directed acyclic graph, E is 
Collection of directed edges, P  is Collection of 

conditional probability distribution, here is a 
Bayesian network model represented by 
mathematical symbols: 
 

    PEVPGB ,,,   (1) 
 

Note 
 

 EVG , ,  nVVVV ,,2,1  , 

 VVVVVE jiji  ,/
, 

  VVVVVVPP iii   |/ 121
 

 
Bayesian network is a directed acyclic model 

based on probabilistic reasoning. It may represent 
complex relationship between the variables in 
specific issue as a network structure, reaction the 
variables dependency in the problem domain through 
the network model, for uncertain knowledge 
representation and reasoning. 
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A Bayesian network is mainly composed of two 
parts, corresponding to qualitative description and 
quantitative description in problem areas they are 
Bayesian network structure and network parameters. 
 
 
3.1.2. Bayesian Network Structure  
 

Bayesian network structure is a directed acyclic 
graph (DAG), consists of a set of nodes and a set of 
directed edges. Each node in centralized nodes 
represents a random variable and variables can be an 
abstract of any problem, used to represent the 
phenomenon of interest, component, status or 
property and so on, meaning a certain physical and 
practical significance. Directed edges represent 
dependencies or causality between variables, the 
arrow of directed edges represents the direction of 
causal influence (by the parent node to the child 
node), if there is no connection between the nodes 
edge, means that the corresponding variable is 
conditional independence between nodes, if all nodes 
pointing to X , then we named these nodes as 
parents node. Despite the node X  pointing to node 
Y which has a directed edges frequent is used to 
denotes X  caused of Y , but in Bayesian network, 
this is not the only explanation for the directed edge. 
For example, Y  may be Associated with X , but not 
caused by X .Although Bayesian network can 
represent causal relationships, they are not limited to 
indicate causality. 
 
 

3.1.3. Bayesian Network Parameters 
 

Another part of the Bayesian network response 
the partial probability distribution of the variable 
correlation, that is network parameters (Probability 
parameters),usually called Conditional Probability 
Table (CPT), the table lists each node relative to its 
parent node all possible conditional probabilities. 
Bayesian networks have agreed node iX  as the 

parent node, iX conditional independence with any 
child nodes. Probability values represent strength of 
the association or confidence between child nodes 
and its parent node, node probability for no parent 
node is a priori probability. Bayesian network 
structure is the result of data instance abstract and a 
macroscopic description of the problem areas. The 
probability parameter is exact expressing the 
association strength between variables, belonged to 
quantitative description. 

Bayesian networks establish an arc between 
connection nodes, then joint probability distribution 
of Bayesian network with n nodes: 
 

 
   




n

i

iin PaXPXXXP
1

,2,1 \ (2) 

 

Node iPa  is the collection of parent node iX . 
 

3.2. Variable Precision Model Design 
 

A central problem of Rough set theory is 
classification analysis. The limitations of rough set is 
that the classification it handles must be entirely 
correct or affirmative, because it classification is 
strict accordance to the equivalence class, so it is 
exact classification, that is contains or does not 
contain Another limitation is that objects it processes 
are known and all these conclusions obtained from 
the model apply only to the set of objects. However, 
in practical applications, often needs to apply some 
conclusion from small object to the massive  
set of objects. 

Variable precision Rough set model is an 
extension from Rough set model, it introduce   
( 5.00   ) based on the basic rough set model, 
which allows a certain degree of misclassification 
rate exists. Improve the concept of approximation 
space, the other hand, it also conducive to use rough 
set theory found irrelevant data from the relevant 
data. Certainly, the main task of variable precision 
rough set model is resolving problems which are no 
function between property and uncertain data 
classification. If  =0, Rough set model is a special 
case of Variable precision rough set model. 

Definition, set U as a finite universe, UYX ,  

 
 

 








0,0

0,/1
,

X

XXYX
YXc



 
(3) 

 

X represents the cardinality X , named 

 YXc , is relative misclassification rate about 

X set to Y set. Obviously, 

  1,0  YXc ,   0, YXc . And only  

if YX  . 

Definition, set 0≤  <0.5, majority inclusion 
relation definition 
 

    YXcXY ,  (4) 

 
“Majority” means the number of common 

elements contains to YX ,  is 50 % more than 

elements in X . 

Definition 5, if  RU ,  is the approximation 

space, on the domain U is a non-empty finite set,  

R  Equivalence to U ,  nEEERU ,,2,1/   is 

the equivalence or basic consist to R , if UX  , 

 
      XEcUEUEXRUEUXR ,|/|  

(5) 
 

     1,// XEcRUEUR  (6) 
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If XRXR   , then X to  is define, or X  to 

 is rough variable precision rough set. 
Definition 6 If U is a finite non-doctrinaire 

domain, UX  , UUR   is arbitrary binary 

relations to U .  RUA ,  is called Generalized 

Approximation Space. For any UX  . 
Definition upon approximation and lower 

approximation belong to X about myopia space 

 RUA ,  is: 

 
        XXRcUxXRXUxXR ss ,  

(7) 
 

      1, XxRcUxXR s (8) 

 
In which  indicates the approximate level of 

accuracy of the set. If XRXR   , X on the 

approximation space A called  -generalized 
definable, Or X on the approximation space A called 
 -generalized rough. 

If R is equivalence relation,  – generalized 
variable precision rough set model reduces to the 
classical variable precision rough set model. 
 
 

3.3. Rough Set Classified Model 
 

Bayesian network learning is the basis to establish 
Bayesian network classifier, learning algorithm of 
Bayesian network directly determines the effect of 
Bayesian network classifiers feasibility, practicality 
and efficacy. They are the determinants of Bayesian 
network classifiers quality. Although Bayesian 
network learning algorithm has achieved many 
results, but there still are shortcomings in algorithms, 
such as: training volume, computational complexity 
and more stringent restrictions in using. Rough set 
theory is without loss of information under the 
premise of the original information system express 
the same knowledge with the minimum conditions 
attributes set. It is the simplest form to keep the same 
classification ability of information systems. Through 
Rough set reduction the knowledge, not only 
eliminate redundant information, reduce the amount 
of computation, improve recognition speed, but also 
to prevent significant information loss by the 
reduction, affect the accuracy of identification. 

The structure model of rough set classifier is 
showed as below Fig. 3.  
 
 

3.3.1. Rough Set-Based Bayesian Network 
Structure Learning 

 

Bayesian network structure learning goal is to get 
a network structure, the network structure can be 
described the probability distribution of the training 
data set. Search the optimal structure is actually a 

process of searching the best individual at all possible 
network structure space, but Bayesian network 
structure may with n! 2n species on the set of 
variables X, search space is huge, full search is the 
problem of NP, and local optimal network structure 
may also have multiple; meanwhile, if the property 
contains missing information or more information is 
missing, redundant attributes highlighted in the role 
of classification, and decline the rate of model 
correctly judge, the predicted results of BAN 
classifier is very unstable. So Rough set 
dimensionality reduction helps to reduce the amount 
of computation during training structure and improve 
the reliability of the priori information. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The structure model of rough set classifier. 
 
 
3.3.2. Rough Set-Based Bayesian Network 

Parameter Learning 
 

Got Rough set based on Bayesian network 
structure by algorithm structure learning, it relates to 
another important issue of classification, that is 
parameter estimation. Calculate the conditional 
probability of each node according to the training 
data, the accuracy of parameter estimation is directly 
affecting the classification performance. There are 
many parameter estimation ways, commonly used 
methods are maximum likelihood method, Bayesian 
parameter learning method, EM (expectation-
maximization) and so on. With the case of 
completeness and incompleteness training sample 
data, the parameter learning is not the same. 

 
 

3.4. Design of Classifier 
 

When learning to get through the rough set based 
Bayesian network structure and parameters, you can 
create a rough set – a Bayesian network classifier. 

When the sample data is complete, by the rough 
set reduction algorithm based on rough set and 
Bayesian theory shows: the identification pattern 
recognition objects x: 
 

  Dec S  and sx  , (1) 
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If  0 / 1s    , x  to be identified will 

correspond to different modes of class  njcj 1  

in a plurality of decision rules, mode the possibility 
of a variety of classification x , then x  cannot be 
directly on the mode classification. 

Definition  SDec  is the decision-making 

algorithm of S ,    
1

n

j
j

Dec S

   

sx   , to be determined i ,  ni ,,1 , 

cause sx  . Consider x pattern recognition, 

from the requirement to minimize misclassification 
departure, according to the classical criteria for 
minimum error rate Bayesian decision theory, can be 
obtained based on rough set minimum error rate 
Bayesian decision criteria are as follows: 
 

If    
1, ,

/ /maxs i j
j n

 


    


, then 

sx  . 
(10) 

 
Through (10) formula can be obtained: 

 
If 

       
1, ,

/ /maxs i s i j s j
j n

   


      


, 

then sx  . 

(11) 

 
Knowledge of probability theory will be used to 

describe (3.12) formula is:  
 

If 
       jiiij

nj
iiiii cxxxPcPcxxxPcP ii ,,2,1,,2,1 max

,,1



  

then icx . 

(12) 

 
2) When the sample data is not complete when, 

after reduction of rough and after the identification 
mode X can be both corresponding to the same class 

ic  multiple rules may also correspond to different 

class )1( njc j   multiple rules. 

Support by the formula indicates: 
 

   
 

 
 

sup ,
,

i j sj
i j

Cardps i
s

Card U Card U


  
     

   /s i i s j     

(13) 

 
i j   measure of the decision-making rules 

in the importance of centralized decision-making, and 
make full use of a priori information of the sample 
data, it can be used to identify the mode of processing 
X corresponding to the same class ic  multiple rules, 
namely: 

 If    
1

, ,maxs i i s j i
j s

 
 

     ,  

then sx  . 
(14) 

 
Through (13) formula can be obtained: 

 
If        

1
, ,maxs i i s i s j i s i

j s
   

 
       ,  

then sx  . 
(15) 

 
In the same class multiple issues are making 

corresponding rules, the rest is between different 
types of identification problem, for which only need 
to use the sample data and complete the identification 
method can solve. 
 
 
4. Experiment and Validation 
 
4.1. Experiment Environment and Scope 
 

To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the 
method, under conditions of Windows XP and PIV2.4 
hardware environment, with Matlab7.0 programming, 
learning from multiple UCI data sets, achieved the 
three classifiers: NB, BAN, RBAN, and for different 
completeness of sample data, learning on multiple 
data sets, count the accuracy of each classification 
rate and horizontal comparison. 

According to the four stages of statistical pattern 
recognition method, general steps of Bayesian 
network based on Rough set pattern recognition are 
as follows: 

1) Inputting training data; 
2) Data preprocessing, includes data relative 

concentration and decentralized; 
3) Simple data attributes of Rough set 
4) The training of RBAN classifiers 
5) Pretreatment and reduction of test samples 
6) Test sample data entry, classification and 

statistical analysis of test results 
 
 

4.2. Test Results 
 

For the case of data complete and incomplete, the 
results of the experiment are as follows: 

1) Data complete, this paper uses three data sets 
from UCI: Iris data, Waveform and Wine data, 
evidence for incomplete information system, their 
specific information as shown in Table 1.  

First random fifty data from the above three data 
sets as a test set, then each remaining data were used 
as training set. Using the training data set training the 
three classifiers, then testing the test data, the final 
test results are shown in Table 2. Where accuracy (%) 
and time (s) is the average of twenty experiments, the 
parameter value (α, β) of classification RBAN from 
Iris data, Waveform and Wine data are: (0.25, 0.1), 
(0.2, 0.1), (0.25, 0.1). 
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Table 1. The data of complete information. 
 

Date 
Number of 

samples 
Condition 
attributes 

Number of 
categories 

Iris 180 6 3 

Waveform 320 23 2 

Wine 180 13 4 

 
 
From the experimental results: 1) The accuracy of 

classification RBAN is higher than the other two 
methods, the recognition speed is slower than 
classifier NB, effectively reducing the complexity of 
solving Bayesian classifier recognition method. 2) 
Recognition accuracy for Iris data and Wine data is 
better than Waveform data. 3) Recognition accuracy 

of classification RBAN for Waveform data higher 
than Iris data and Wine data. 

2) Data incomplete, this paper uses three data sets 
hepatitis data, processed Switzerland data and 
processed via data from UCI, conduct empirical for 
incomplete information system, their specific 
information as shown in Table 3. 

First random fifty data from the above three data 
sets as a test set, then each remaining data were used 
as training set. Using the training data set training the 
three classifiers, then testing the test data, the final 
test results are shown in Table 4. Where accuracy (%) 
and time (s) is the average of twenty experiments, the 
parameter value (α, β) of classification RBAN from 
hepatitis data, processed Switzerland data and 
processed via data are:(0.25, 0.15), (0.2, 0.1), 
(0.25, 0.1). 

 
 

Table 2. The comparison of accuracy (%) and speed (s) of complete information. 
 

Method 
Data 

The number 
of test 

samples 

Classifier 
NB 

Classifier 
NB 

Classifier 
BAN 

Classifier 
BAN 

Classifier 
RBAN 

Classifier 
RBAN 

Accuracy Time Accuracy Time Accuracy Time 
Iris 80 93.12 4.2 93.46 5.5 98.26 4.2 
Waveform 80 94.33 7.6 95.04 14.2 92.43 8.7 
Wine 80 92.81 6.2 92.35 12.4 95.17 7.6 

 
 

Table 3. The data of incomplete information. 
 

Information 
Number of 

samples 

Condition attributes 
Number of categories 

Total number 
Maximum missing 

number 
Hepatitis 153 19 15 2 
Processed Switzerland 121 15 3 3 
Processed va 205 23 5 6 

 
 

Table 4. The comparison of accuracy (%) and speed (s) of incomplete information. 
 

Method 
 
 

Data 

The 
number 
of test 

samples 

Classifier 
NB 

Classifier 
NB

Classifier 
BAN

Classifier 
BAN 

Classifier 
RBAN 

Classifier 
RBAN

Accuracy Time Accuracy Time Accuracy Time 

Hepatitis 50 82.37 6.3 78.13 9.6 98.26 7.4 
Processed 
Switzerland 

50 72.45 8.5 70.67 11.3 88.24 9.7 

 
 

From the experimental results: 1) The less 
classification categories, the higher accuracy rate of 
decision, mainly due to the fewer categories, various 
types getting more fully training and the 
classification is more accuracy; 2) The more default 
attribute value, the more inaccurate classification; 
3) The accuracy of classification RBAN is higher than 
the other two methods, the recognition speed is 
slower than classifier NB, mainly due to classifier 
dimensionality reduction effectively, removing the 
redundant information, improves the reliability of the 
information. 

5. Conclusion 
 

In based on the theory of Rough set Bayesian, 
using the simple algorithm definition of the relevant 
knowledge in thesis learning the structure and 
parameters from Bayesian network which is based on 
Rough set, got Rough set-Bayesian network classifier, 
and analysis sample data for completeness and 
incompleteness, through experiments illustrate the 
effectiveness and feasibility of Rough set-Bayesian 
network classifier. Compared with the traditional 
classification NB  and BAN , whether complete or 
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incomplete information system, RBAN  Classifier 
has a higher recognition accuracy, recognition speed 
slightly slower than the NB  classification, but 

significantly accelerated than BAN . 
General relations of Rough set model and 

Variable precision rough set model are all expanded 
from classical rough set theory. General relations of 
rough set model overcomes the classical rough set 
model defects caused by the equivalence relation, can 
better deal with the incompleteness of information, 
variable precision rough set model by allowing a 
certain degree of presence of misclassification rate, it 
has better immunity to data noise. Paper combine 
general relations of rough set model and variable 
precision rough set model together, not only deal 
with incomplete information model information 
incompleteness but also overcome the data noise, 
meanwhile by variable precision Rough Sets 
reduction algorithm β and α-β for attribute reduction 
heuristic, using Bayesian network classifiers for 
pattern recognition, avoiding the problem of finding 
the smallest reduction NP-hard, so paper proposed 
method achieved better recognition results, and better 
recognition efficiency. 
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Abstract: This paper studies the evaluation criteria of two-dimensional discrete wavelet, two-dimensional 
discrete stationary wavelet and image fusion. By analyzing the contourlet algorithm of the wavelet transform, it 
conducts the simulation analog experiments of wavelet transformation and the effect evaluation of fusion image 
to get the results. It finds that the amount of information contained in the image fusion of wavelet transformation 
is larger and the quality of the fused image is better. Wavelet Transform in the spatial domain and the time 
domain can achieve resolution to adapt high and low frequency part of the image. The two-dimensional wavelet 
of images has the pyramid-shaped structure with multi-resolution decomposition. According to the need, extract 
the low-frequency component and a profile in the case of the images' different resolutions (scales) and the 
detailed high frequency components of vertical, horizontal and diagonal directions. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Wavelet transform, Fusion, Image reconstruction, Evaluation criteria. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

In recent years, people want to effectively take 
the multiple data or information of images of the 
same scene together based on the existing imaging 
technology to improve system performance. An 
emerging class of fusion technology – multi-source 
image fusion (multisensor image fusion, MIF) came 
into being and developed rapidly [1]. The wavelet 
transform of them is a rapidly evolving field in the 
current image processing, applied mathematics, and 
engineering disciplines, which has the characteristics 
of multi-resolution analysis, while it in the transform 
domain has the ability to characterize the local signal 
characteristics. It can extract information effectively 
from the signal [2]. In the past two decades, the 
international carry out a large number of models and 
algorithms at different levels of image information 
fusion, and then propose a variety of system forms. 

However, as so far, there are no universally accepted 
complete theory and methods in the field of image 
fusion at all levels, many studies have focused on the 
theory of technology. 

At present, foreign countries, especially the 
developed counties have a tight blockade on its core 
technology, in addition to the related reports of part 
theory and algorithms of multi-source image fusion 
technology. Our multi-source image fusion and its 
related fields of research start late, compared to the 
abroad, especially the developed countries. And 
China is currently still in a backward state of 
research. Our country's image fusion technology is 
still in the basic stage of theoretical research, and has 
only developed a small amount of multi-sensor 
image fusion systems with initial integration 
capabilities. Compared with developed countries, the 
level still far behind. Therefore, it is necessary to 
conduct extensive and in-depth basic theory and 
technology application research in this area [3]. 

Article number P_1674
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2. Image Two-Dimensional Wavelet 
Decomposition 

 
Images are two-dimensional signal, and are limit 

of energy equally. Virtually any digital image is 
obtained from the sampling and quantization of a real 
scene. From a mathematical point of view, the image 
is defined in the function. Image's characteristics 
determine if we want to apply the wavelet transform 
to digital image processing, we must spread the one-
dimensional wavelet transform to two-dimensional 
wavelet transform. 
 
 

2.1. Definition of Two-Dimensional 
Continuous Wavelet 

 

Make a two-dimensional signal to represent as 

  )(, 22
21 RLxxf  , wherein 1x and 2x  respectively 

are the abscissa and ordinate. 

 21, xx  represents the two Wikipedia and 

make telescopic scales and two-dimensional 

displacement of  21, xx  to become 
 

 21,; ,
21

xxbba
:

  





 


a

bx

a

bx

a
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2211
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The two-dimensional continuous wavelet 
transform can be expressed as 
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(1) 

 

Here factor is a normalization factor introduced to 
ensure that the energy is unchanging before and after 
the wavelet expansion. The inverse transform of two-
dimensional continuous wavelet is:  
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 , and the 

general representation of the two-dimensional 

continuous wavelet is arA  . The more general 

representation of the two-dimensional continuous 
wavelet is 
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formula Aa det ,  Txxx 21, ,  Tbbb 21, , so 
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(5) 

 
As can be seen, two-dimensional wavelet 

transform has the capability of rotation, including 
both the ability to zoom and the polarized 
characteristic. Further, there are four variables after 
transform, so the information is to have redundancy. 
In order to reduce the redundant information, in 
image processing, discrete two-dimensional 
continuous wavelet transform. 

First, amend rotation scaling factor A to be: 

21122211 aaaaA  . In the formula, round ija , so 

there is     bxA
A

xba  1
,

1  . Therefore,  

 
   )(,),( , xxfbAWT baf 

 
(6) 
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2.2. Decomposition and Reconstruction of the 
Two-dimensional Discrete Wavelet 
Image Transform 

 

Wavelet transform generally adapts Mallat 
dimensional discrete wavelet transform. The 
decomposition of two-dimensional Mallat algorithm 
image can be expressed as [4]: 
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The reconstruction of Mallat algorithm image can 

be expressed as: 
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In the formula, h is a low-pass analysis filter, g is 

the high-pass filter, h
~

 h
~is a low-pass synthesis filter, 

g~  is the high pass synthesis filter and J indicates 

decomposition level. 
Fig. 1 illustrates a wavelet decomposition of the 

image layer, and we can see sequentially according 
to rows and columns, the images convolute the one-
dimensional low-pass filter (H) and the high-pass 
filter (G) to obtain. After this, do the corresponding 
sampling of dropping two. 

If an image does the wavelet decomposition of L 
layer, it will get (3L +1) layer's sub-bands, including 

low baseband jC  and 3L layer's high-frequency sub-

band hD , vD  and dD .  yxf ,  represents the 

original image, denoted as 0C . 

Let the filter coefficient matrix respectively 
corresponding to scale decomposition coefficient 

)(x  and wavelet coefficients  x  are H and G, 

then two-dimensional wavelet decomposition 
algorithm can be described as: 
 

 HHCC jj 1  
HGCD j

h
j 1  

GHCD j
v
j 1  

GGCD j
d
j 1  

(10) 

 

In the formula (10), j indicates decomposition 
layers; h, v and d denote respectively the horizontal 
component, vertical component and diagonal 
component; and are respectively noir transposed 
matrix of H and G. 

jA f
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2
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Fig. 1. Image Wavelet Decomposition Algorithm. 

 
 

Image wavelet reconstruction algorithm is: 
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction map of two-dimensional discrete 

wavelet transform. 
 
 

Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of the image 

layer wavelet decomposition. Here 3A  is the low 
frequency part of the image, which focus the image 

energy. iH , iV  and  3,2,1iDi  are respectively 

the horizontal component, vertical component and 
diagonal components, which represent the details of 
the image. 

For an image, the low-frequency component is its 
profile, similar part and the high frequency 
component is the details of its contour's edge texture. 
Image two-dimensional wavelet decomposition, in 
the each level of transformation, images are 
decomposed into four quarter-size images. 

Wherein 3A  is the low frequency component of 

the original image (similar, rough image); iH , iV  

and  3,2,1iDi  represent the high frequency 

component of image, and wherein  3,2,1iH i  is 

the horizontal high-frequency component. It 
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represents the horizontal edge details;  3,2,1iV i  

is the vertical high-frequency component. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Schematic and decomposition after two-
dimensional discrete wavelet decomposition. 

 
 

It represents the vertical edge details; 

 3,2,1iDi  is the diagonal high-frequency 

component that represents the details of the diagonal 
direction. The right image of Fig. 3 illustrates the 
result of the wavelet decomposition under two scales 
level, we can see two scales of wavelet 
decomposition. It can be seen that the result of 
wavelet decomposition under two scales is the result 
of decomposition again of low-frequency component 

under one scales, and get four bands of 1cA , hcD1 , 
dcD1  and vcD1 . So, image two-dimensional wavelet 

decomposition, the next scale layer re-decomposite 
the low-frequency component of the upper 
decomposition scale layer. If the two-dimensional 
images are decomposed for  
N-scale layer, there will be eventually (3N + l) of 
different frequency bands, which contains 3N of 

high-frequency bands ( iH , iV and iD  all have N) 

and a low-frequency band iA . The wavelet 
decomposition layers are higher, the image size will 
be smaller, then each image of the wavelet 
decomposition appears to have pyramid-shaped 
structure, called wavelet decomposition pyramid. 
 
 
2.3. Two-Dimensional Discrete Stationary 

Wavelet Transform 
 

The scaling function and wavelet function of 
dimensional discrete stationary wavelet transform 
can be obtained from one-dimensional scaling 
function )(x  and wavelet transform tensor product 

 x  [5]. Two-dimensional discrete stationary 

wavelet transforms into scaling function and wavelet 
function as the following: 
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(12) 

 

Here H represents the horizontal component,  
V represents the vertical component and D represents 
the diagonal component. 

Dimensional discrete stationary wavelet 
transform divides the low-frequency portion of  
j  layer signal into the low frequency part and a 

horizontal, vertical and diagonal high frequency part 
of the low-frequency portion of the 1j  layer. The 

low frequency part of its signal corresponds to the 
signal of the frequency behaviors, as the frequency; 
signal's levels low frequency portion corresponds to 
the signal with the high frequency behaviors, as the 
high frequency; the vertical high-frequency part of 
signal corresponds to the signals with high frequency 
behaviors, as a low frequency; high frequency 
portion of the signal corresponds to the signals with 
high frequency behaviors, as high frequency. 

The principle of two-dimensional stationary 
wavelet transform is same to two-dimensional 
discrete wavelet transform, except that the two-
dimensional discrete stationary wavelet transform do 
not perform the sampling. The resolution is that high-
pass and low-pass filters are obtained from the 
sampling on the upper filter, and merely add the 
results of the reconstruction filters. The approximate 
coefficients and detail coefficients of two-
dimensional stationary wavelet transform remain the 
length of the original signal, thus decomposing signal 
retains all shift informations of the original signal. 
By two-dimensional discrete stationary wavelet 
transform, cite the sampling information in the upper 
layer of the filter is extremely easy to obtain 
approximate coefficients and detail coefficients. The 
reconstructed signal can directly get access to the 
upper filter's sampling results. Through these 
characteristics of two-dimensional discrete stationary 
wavelet transform, we can see that solving the large 
number of the images' convolutions in the two-
dimensional discrete wavelet transform can improve 
the computing speed. What's more, two-dimensional 
discrete stationary wavelet is more able to maintain 
the frequency information of the original time. 
 
 

2.4. Two-Dimensional Lifts  
Wavelet Transform 

 

Lifting wavelet is a kind of new wavelet 
construction methods used in the time domain to lift 
scheme. It no longer uses the Fourier transform as the 
wavelet design tool. This wavelet is not defined as 
the conversion and spread of a fixed function. 
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Compared with the classic wavelet transform, 
lifting wavelet has many excellent features: include 
the possibility of an adaptive nonlinear design, 
sampling irregularly, the simple structure, the low 
operation, in-situ operation, to save storage space, the 
inverse variation can flip the implementation, and the 
reversible integer to integer transform, easy to 
implement. The main characteristics of lifting 
wavelet transform are to provide a complete 
explanation of the airspace, which is the opposite of 
the traditional component-based frequency domain 
[6]. The basic idea of uplift is that divide the existing 
wavelet filters into basic building blocks, step by step 
to complete wavelet transform. Lifting wavelet's 
decomposition process has three steps: 
decomposition (split), forecast (predict) and  
update (update). 

One of the most effective methods of two-
dimensional discrete wavelet transform is to adapt 
the Mallat algorithm to alternately use a low-pass and 
high-pass filter through the horizontal and vertical 
directions. This traditional convolution-based 
discrete wavelet transform has a large amount of 
computation, and computational complexity is high, 
high requirements for storage space, which is not 
conducive to hardware implementation. The 
emergence of lifting wavelet effectively solutes this 
problem. Upgrade does not depend on the Fourier 
transform, and inherits the characteristics of multi-
resolution of the first generation wavelets. The 
coefficients after wavelet transform are integers, 
quick computing speed, without additional storage 
overhead. Daubechies has proved that any discrete 
wavelet or the two-stage filtering transform with 
finite filter can be decomposed into a series simple 
lifting steps. So the wavelets achieved by Mallat 
algorithm can enhance the algorithm to achieve. 
 
 
2.5. Evaluation Criteria of Image Fusion 
 

The quality assessment of general image tends to 
preclude the use of subjective evaluation. However, 
when a person subjectively evaluates the fused image 
quality, it is difficult to master the evaluation criteria 
(scale). In most cases, the evaluated staff does not 
have the evaluating reference, and do not know the 
standard fused image should be like. In order to 
objectively and quantitatively evaluate the effect of 
the fused image, people make a number of objective 
evaluations without anthropogenic impacts. Image 
fusion requires the amount of information contained 
in the merged image increase without  
large distortion. 

Entropy method [8]. Under unknown conditions 
of the ideal image, take fused image's entropy (EN) 
and cross-entropy (CE) to evaluate the effect of 
fusion algorithm [7]. Entropy is an important 
indicator to measure the richness of the image 
information, which is defined as: 
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Here L is the total gray levels of the 

image,
ip means the probability density of gray 

value. The large entropy of fusion image shows that 
the amount of information carried by the fused image 
is greater. Cross-entropy is used to measure the 
difference between two images. The smaller the 
cross-entropy is, the smaller the difference between 
them is. The cross-entropy of source image A and 
fusion image F is defined as: 
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Aip  and ip  represent the probability density of 

gray value i of the source image A and the fused 

image F. Empathy calculate the cross-entropy BCE  

of source image B and the fused image F. The total 
cross-entropy of fused image and two source  
images is: 
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To avoid the situation of zero denominator in the 
above formula, in the practical applications often 
give a system minimum accuracy to denominator. 
The assessment index of evaluating fusion is the sum 
of cross-entropy of the fused image and the source 
image is a cross between entropy.  

Mutual information [9]. Mutual information is 
very important information in the theory concept. 
You can use it to describe the statistical correlation 
between the two variables, or the measure of the 
amount of information that a variable that contains 
another variable. Mutual information plays a very 
important role in image registration. This thesis 
makes use of concept of mutual information to 
measure the correlation between the fused image and 
the source image in order to evaluate the effect of 
integration. The mutual information between fused 
image F and the source image A, B are respectively 
expressed as: 
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In the formula, AP , BP  and FP  are respectively 

the probability density of A, B and F;  ik
FAP ,  and 
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 jk
FBP ,  represent the joint probability density of two 

sets of images. Take FBFA
AB
F MIMIMI   to 

represent the sum of the mutual information that the 
fused image F contains the source image A and B. 
The greater its value is, it means that the information 
that the fused image obtained from the source image 
is richer and blends better. 

Image quality index [10] (IQI). Wang and Bovik 
in 2002 proposed a comprehensive evaluation of 
image quality indicators, which can simultaneously 
reflects the similarity, contrast, distortion and 
brightness distortion between the two images. IQI 
between fused image F and the source image is 
defined as follows: 
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(18) 

 

In the above formula, Fm  and Am  are the means 

of the image F and image A, F  and A  are the 

variances of image F and the image A, FA  is the 

covariance of image F and image A. The first part of 
the above formula represents the correlation 
coefficient of the image F and the image A, which 
reflects the similarity between the two images. The 
second part of the formula reflects the brightness 
distortion between the two images. The third part of 
the formula reflects the contrast distortion between 
the two images. IQI ranges from [0,1]. The greater  
its value is, it indicates the better integration.  
In practical applications, often  

take  
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iAFQ
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1
 as an evaluation of 

fusion effect. 
To sum up, the entropy is a self-evaluation of the 

fused image. The cross-entropy, mutual information 
and image quality index reflect the relationship 
between the fusion of image and the source image 
further to indicate the merits of fusion. The former 
one is more intuitive compared to the latter approach, 
often close to the result of subjective judgment. The 
latter method has the larger amount of calculation 
and higher stability than the former one. 
 

 

3. Simulation 
 

According to Mallat algorithm, use MATLAB 
platform for image analysis and processing. Here are 
a few of wavelet transform functions in MATLAB to 
process images. 

1) dwt2 is a function of two-dimensional discrete 
wavelet transform, and the syntax is [CA, CH, CV, 
CD] = dwt2 (X, 'wname') 

2) idwt2 is used for two-dimensional discrete 
wavelet transform. Syntax is: X = idwt2 (CA, CH, 
CV, CD, 'wname') 

3) wcodemat is used for cording the index image. 
Syntax is: 

Y = wcodemat (X, NB, OPT, ABSOL) 
4) waverec2 is used for multi-wavelet 

reconstruction of two-dimensional signal. Syntax is: 
X = waverec2 (C, S, 'wname') 
5) detcoef2 is used to extract the detail 

component of two-dimensional wavelet 
decomposition. Syntax is: 

D = detcoef2 (O, C, S, N) 
6) appcoef2 is used to extract the approximate 

weight of two-dimensional wavelet decomposition. 
Syntax is: 

A = appcoef2 (C, S, 'wname', N 
7) wrcoef2 is the decomposition signals used for 

multi-layer wavelet decomposition to reconstruct 
some level. Syntax is: 

X = wrcoef2 ('type', C, S, 'wname', N) 
wdencmp takes wavelet decomposition for image 

compression. Syntax is: 
[XCOMP,CXC,LXC,PERFO,PERFL2]=wdencm

p(‘gb1’,X’,wname’,N,THR,SORH,KEEPAPP) 
For example, the Matllab with picture trees 

makes a multilayer decomposition to reconstruct the 
signal of the second layer wavelet. Shown in Fig. 4. 
And so on, it can carry out the signal of multi-
wavelet decomposition and reconstruction. 
Experimental results show that multilayer 
approximate component and detail component the 
image can be reconstructed after the wavelet 
decomposition, are in accordance with the wavelet 
transform properties. Fused image and information 
entropy indicate a large amount of information 
contained in the fused image and the better quality of 
fused image. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Approximate signal and detail signal obtained  
from reconstruction of the second layer. 

 
 
4. Conclusion 
 

The original image is decomposed and 
reconstructed in a multi-level. Take images for multi-
scale detailed analysis, which is beneficial to gather 
any details of the image. Two-dimensional wavelet 
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transform in the space domain and time domain can 
adapt to high resolution for the image of high and 
low frequency part; two-dimensional wavelet 
decomposition of images has a pyramid-shaped 
structure with multi-resolution. According to need, 
extract the profile's low-frequency component as well 
as detailed high frequency components in three 
directions of a vertical, horizontal and diagonal. It is 
applicable to image processing, such as multimedia 
communications, synthetic of music and language, 
medical imaging and diagnostic aspects. 
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Abstract: In the process of automatic detection for the road cracks, the traditional algorithms can not always get 
satisfactory results. This article applied the grey entropy of the grey system theory into the surface image 
preprocessing and segmentation, and offers a new more effective way for the road image denoising. With the 
presence of the noise in the surface image, we use the grey entropy value of each pixel in the neighborhood and 
their median value as the weight coefficient of each pixel, and find the weighted average value of the 
neighborhood window to replace the centre pixel of the neighborhood in order to achieve the noise filtering. 
Simulation results show that the method is superior to the traditional mean filtering, grey weighted average filter 
algorithm, and lay a good foundation for further processing of pavement crack. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Image filtering, Grey entropy, Grey system theory. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Surface image will inevitably be subjected to a 
variety of subjective and objective reasons for the 
noise caused by pollution in the image processing 
and collection. All kinds of random noise, especially 
the salt and pepper noise of impulse noises, 
distributed in the polarization of gray level of the 
surface image, corroding the real pixels of the surface 
image, not only seriously masks the true state of the 
road, fractures the following detection and causes 
great disturbance, even with the noise mixing into the 
low gray pixels, causes a certain degree of 
miscarriage of justice information of the target 
position, shape, size and other characteristics. 
Therefore, before the crack is automatically detected 
and measured, we can reduce the noise, filter the 
image, and lay a good foundation for the follow-up 
process of image filtering. 

Currently, there are many kinds of the algorithms 
about the surface image denoising, such as the linear 
filter, nonlinear filtering, as well as some complex 
filters combined with some new science direction. 
Li Li [1] proposed that, one of the challenging 
problem of the automatic interpretation for video or 
image response to road conditions, is to detect the 
low to moderate width crack whose width is less than 
¼ inch; Yaxiong Huang [2] proposed a suitable high-
speed, real-time pavement crack detection image 
processing algorithms. The goal of [3] is to use 
digital image processing techniques to automatically 
detect and identify surface cracks; New fast adaptive 
algorithm for breakpoint-detection and connection in 
the road image processing is proposed in [4]. Gang 
Wang [5] pointed out that we could use 2  statistical 

hypothesis testing approach to ruling on the noise for 
surface image with complex background; Gang Li [6] 
proposed a way of combining the Ostu method and 
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Maximum mutual information to detect the crack; 
Qigang Zhu [7] presented that the surface image 
pixels can be divided into four categories, and 
designed different methods to process different type 
of image pixels, filter out the noise and save the edge 
of the crack respectively. The classical median 
filtering algorithm of nonlinear filters applied to 
noise reduction, enhancement, and other 
preprocessing methods of surface image were 
introduced in [8, 9]. Changrong Xie [10] focused on 
the mean filer, median filter, Wiener Filtering, Otsu 
segmentation method, global histogram threshold 
method, etc. several classical image processing 
algorithms in the pavement crack detection. 

However, because of the inherent complexity in 
the process of the surface image collection, 
transmission, storage and analysis, the traditional 
processing algorithm can not solve all the problems. 
Meanwhile, relying on the existing branches and the 
concept of the subject, the image filtering algorithm 
encounter bottleneck, so looking for new ideas and 
breakthrough is placing in front of us. 

Road Image itself is gray, and the road noise 
added exacerbates the gray nature. Except for the 
outermost ring of pixels outside, any neighborhood of 
a pixel distributes eight surrounding pixels 
adjacently, and the adjacent pixels display certain 
characteristics of the texture. Because the image 
noise is not inherent elements of information system, 
the distribution characteristic of pixel grayscale is not 
relevant to the real pixels of the surface image, with a 
visually obtrusive or fuzzy feeling.  

Denoising preprocessing stage has been a hot 
topic. Traditional image denoising are linear filtering 
and nonlinear filtering. Among them, a typical 
representative of linear filtering are mean filter, 
nonlinear filter are a typical representative of the 
median filter. In the mean filter, using the average of 
the image neighborhood window pixels as the center 
of the new value. The practice of 
M N neighborhood average, to a certain extent, can 
inhibit the high-frequency noise. Later, with the 
emerging mathematics, systems engineering 
disciplines in the development of cross-disciplinary, 
grey system theory was proposed by Professor Julong 
Deng [11] and later a new approach using the grey 
relational coefficient as weighted value of each pixel 
in the neighborhood window for noise reduction 
come forth [12]. This algorithm is improved to some 
extent than the filtering effect of the original 
algorithm for making that the image pixel closer to 
the average value of neighborhood pixels in the 
window plays a greater weight in  
the average calculation. 

Later, people realized the lack and defect of grey 
relational analysis [13], and as the extension and 
development of gray system theory, the grey entropy 
theory was proposed by Professors Qishan Zhang, 
Weiyou Han, Julong Deng [14]. Then, grey entropy 
was applied to all levels of social and economic life 
[15-17]. Throughout the literature at home and 
abroad, grey entropy theory in image denoising 

application is also rarely reported. From the basis of 
grey entropy, we combine the grey entropy and 
weighted mean filter, and discuss a new weighted 
mean filtering algorithm.  

Because when the surface image is in high-speed 
access, real-time processing, the data can not be too 
large, and the image processing system’s own 
capacity is limited, or the system efficiency will be 
reduced, the cost of processing will be straight up, we 
can see the surface image is with a typical “small 
data” characteristics. The surface image data 
distribution is unknown, likely to be noise pollution, 
and the image geometric distortion takes place in the 
process of imaging, some noise pixels with low gray 
level is similar to the crack pixels, and it is difficult 
to identify the mixed pixels. So we say with a typical 
surface image is with a typical mature of 
“uncertainty”. Therefore, using the grey system 
theory to deal with surface image is reasonable and 
applicable. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows. In Section 2, we introduce the classical 
filtering algorithm based on the grey relational 
analysis (GRA) model concisely. In Section 3, a new 
method based on the grey entropy about the image 
denoising is put out to improve the filtering effect. 
We use the experimental images and surface images 
to simulate the effect of the implementation of the 
algorithms, and their results were compared in the 
final section. 
 
 
2. Classical Adaptive Added-Weigh 

Mean Filter Based on GRA 
 

In traditional mean filter method, all the elements 
in the window are treated equal no matter they are 
normal pixels or noise points, and they are given the 
same weight value when using them to calculate the 
value of the central pixel. When the noise density is 
little, maybe the impact from the noise points in the 
filter window can be ignored, but with the noising 
increasing, the effect of filtering turns to get worse. 
To overcome the weakness, we discuss an algorithm 
for the noise reduction and edge protection, which is 
the classical added-weigh mean filter based  
on GRA [12]. 

“GRA is a method of quantifying the trend 
relationship between systems or two elements of a 
system, and this relationship can change with time” 
[13]. As it shown in [12], this added-weigh mean 
filter algorithm derives from the combination 
between the traditional mean filter and GRA, which 
can be described as below: 

Suppose an image has a size of M rows and 
N columns noted by, a central pixel in the image can 
expressed as ( , )f k l  ( 2, , 1,k M   

2, , 1)l N  (For simplicity, the outermost layer of 

pixels do not implement  the image processing, which 
will reduce the complexity of the algorithm and will 
not affect the effectiveness of testing algorithms), 
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then a 3  3 window template marked with 
corresponding image grey levels is given by 
 

 ( 1, 1) ( 1, ) ( 1, 1)
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We can apply the GRA into the image filtering 

process, which is described as follows [12]: 

Step 1. Determine comparative sequence 1X and 

reference sequence 0X  as below, namely, 
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Step 2. In order to avoid the difference between 

the orders of magnitude of data, initialize the various 
components of the sequence if necessary. For the 
range of image data locates the interval [0,255], this 
steps can be ignored herein.   

Step 3. Compute the different sequence, 
maximum difference and minimum difference by 
assorting the different sequence.   
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Step 4. Calculate the grey relational 

coefficients ( )
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Step 5. Let grey relational coefficients be 

corresponding weigh, and calculate the added-weigh 
means value of the central pixel ( , )f k l as below, and 

we get  
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1 2 8 9
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f k l f k l f k l

f k l
  

   
       


   




 

(9) 

Obviously, ˆ( , )f k l  is the result of calculating the 

added-weigh mean value for the pixels in the 
neighborhood window of ( , )f k l . 
 
 

3. Improved New Image Filtering 
Algorithm based on the Grey Entropy 

 

3.1. Background of the New Algorithm 
 

Compared to the traditional mean filtering 
algorithm, the algorithm does have the advantage to a 
certain extent. It has changed the fact that all the 
pixels in the filter window are treated equally no 
matter the current pixel is true pixel or not, so the 
algorithm can get rid of the negative effects of noise 
pixels to a certain extent. However, because of the 
limitations of its own in the calculation of the grey 
relational analysis model, the algorithm by using 
GRA still can not get enough satisfactory results. 

In the weighted mean filtering, we all hope the 
pixel that is close to the true value of the center pixel 
in the image occupy great weight. Pepper noise pixels 
are generally a number of hash points whose gray 
scale changes dramatically, expressed as extreme 
value of the neighborhood window, naturally far 
from the value of the centre pixel in the 
neighborhood window. Therefore, we can use the 
median value of image neighborhood window to 
replace the true value of the centre pixel of the image 
approximately.  

However, we can not completely replace the 
value of the centre pixel of the image window, as 
simple and easy replacement can cause similar 
distribution of pixels in the neighborhood window, 
thereby reducing the level of image intensity 
changes, causing the image smoothed to some extent. 
Simple weighted mean filter though composites all 
the information of neighborhood pixels, all the pixels 
in the neighborhood are handled equally no matter 
what value the pixel is and does not reflect the 
difference between the pixel in the neighborhood, 
and the texture changes of image in the neighborhood 
are obliterated. 
 
 
3.2. Idea of New Algorithm 
 

It is realized that the grey entropy can be used to 
characterize the smooth changes of each component. 
If we form a group from the median value of all 
pixels in the neighborhood window and the value of 
each pixel respectively, measured the closeness 
between pixels and their median pixel in the 
neighborhood with grey entropy, and assign the grey 
entropy value to each pixel as the weight to make the 
weighted mean operation in the neighborhood, thus 
we can get a new pixel value  for the centre value of 
the neighborhood which is closest to the median 
value of neighborhood window but not equal to that, 
which can block out the interference on the filtering 
from the Salt and Pepper noise. This section analyzes 
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theoretically algorithm, and then gives the steps of 
the various theories, and finally through the 
programming, makes the simulation and modeling of 
the theory. 

In order to avoid the situation that the true 
number of the logarithmic may be zero in the process 
of the grey entropy calculation, we can set a 
translation transformation to increase the overall 
pixel value of two when calculating the value of grey 
entropy; calculate the median value of pixels in the 
neighborhood window, and divided the median value 
and each pixel value into one group; then compute 
the grey entropy value of nine sequences in the 
neighborhood (the larger gray entropy values, 
indicating that the pixel value of the neighborhood 
closer to the value, the more away from the Noise 
points; the other hand, the smaller gray entropy, 
indicating that the pixel value more away from the 
median value in the neighborhood, the more close to 
the noise points.) finally, use the 9 grey entropy value 
as the weighting coefficients  corresponding to the 
pixel in the neighborhood window to perform a 
weighted mean operation, and take the result value as 
the new value of the centre pixel in the neighborhood 
window, so achieve the image filtering. 
 
 

3.3. Steps of New Algorithm 
 

Concrete realization of the algorithm steps: 
Step 1, in order to prevent the true number part of 

logarithmic may be zero in the calculation of grey 
entropy, we firstly shift the image of  
a whole transformation; 
 

 ( , ) ( , ) 1g k l f k l   (10) 
 

Step 2, set the current pixel of the image 
is ( , )g k l ( 2, , 1; 2, , 1)k M l N     , and 

compute the median value of the neighborhood 
window where ( , )g k l is the centre pixel. 

 
{ ( 1, 1), ( 1, ), ( 1, 1), ( , 1),

( , ), ( , 1), ( 1, 1), ( 1, ), ( 1, 1)}
v median g k l g k l g k l g k l

g k l g k l g k l g k l g k l
      

       

(11) 
 

Step 3, calculate each group of grey entropy; 
 

( , ) ( , )
( , ) ln( ) ln( )

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

v v g k l g k l
z k l

v g k l v g k l v g k l v g k l
  

   
 

(12) 
 

Steps 4, using the grey entropy value of each 
pixel in the neighborhood as weight coefficient, 
calculate the weighted average value as the new 
value of centre pixel ( , )f k l . 

 
1 1

1 1
1 1

1 1

( , ) ( , )
ˆ( , ) ( 2, , 1; 2, , 1)

( , )

k l

i k j l
k l

i k j l

z i j f i j

f k l k M l N
z i j

 

   
 

   

    
 

 
   

(13) 

The frame structure and algorithm flow chart is as 
follows: 

 
 

 

|Calculate the median pixel value in 33 neighborhood window 

Starting from the pixel (2, 2)  

Yes 

Whether is it  
pixel ( 1, 1)M N   

No 

Output, end the cycle 

Compute the grey entropy of each group 

Improved mean operation using the grey entropy as weigh coefficient 

Divide each pixel value in the image neighborhood window  
and their median value into one group  

Move to the next pixel

 
 

Fig. 1. Flow chart of image filtering algorithm based on 
grey entropy. 

 
 
3.4. Simulation Results Analysis  

of Algorithms 
 

Under the new idea of the algorithm, using 
MATLAB software programming, compared with the 
traditional algorithm, the results are as follows: 
 
 

  
 

(a) image with noise     (b) traditional mean filter 
 

  
 

(c) grey relational filter     (d) grey entropy filter 
 

Fig. 2. Algorithm results of experimental image. 
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(a) image with noise       (b) traditional mean filter 
 

  
 

(c) grey relational filter      (d) grey entropy filter 
 

Fig. 3. Algorithm results of surface image. 

 
 
3.4.1. Subjective Analysis of Algorithm 
 

From the filtering effect of experimental image 
with noise, we can see that the original image is 
relatively clear, with high quality; noise image, 
because of adding a certain of degree noise, resulting 
in a lot of image sharpening processes, is not clear, 
and the edges have been blurred, visual quality is 
poor; the traditional mean filtering to some extent, 
improve the quality of the image, but the noise can 
still be seen, and the edges are blurred; the traditional 
grey relational filtering algorithm has a certain 
improvement than the traditional mean filter, and the 
visual quality has further enhanced; the grey entropy 
filter method presented in this section has further 
improved the processing effect of the noised image, 
and the outline of the image gradually becomes clear, 
while the smooth area still maintain a relatively 
smooth state; Unfortunately, in the image, it still 
looms some white spots. How can further 
automatically remove the spots, will be the follow-up 
where we need to work.  

From the view of the surface image with cracks 
processing, the present algorithm can make better 
result than the mean filtering and traditional grey 
relational filtering. Crack part has been enhanced 
while remaining the smooth part outside still smooth 
to some extent and not textured. The result image 
processed by the new algorithm can get an overall 
better quality. 
 
 
3.4.2. Objective Evaluation 
 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of methods 
above objectively, the most famous practice has been 
done by computing the Peak Signal/Noise Ratio 

(PSNR) as criterion to evaluate the performance of 
filters. Set ( , )f k l to be the grey-scale value of the 

pixel of the original image without noise, ˆ ( , )f k l  to 

be the one of image made by denoising, and the size 
of the image is M N , thus the PSNR formula is 
given as following. 
 

2

2

1 1

255
10lg

1 ˆ[ ( , ) ( , )]
M N

k l

PSNR
f k l f k l

MN  




 
(13) 

 
PSNR is a quantitative assessment method for 

image processing quality. From the formula of the 
definition, it is easy to find that the more the PSNR 
is, the higher the quality of image denoising is. In 
Table 1, we give the experimental result that the 
value of PSNR after processing by the three kinds of 
filters when the cameraman (256  256) image is 
added the rates of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20 noise.  

For a more objective assessment of the quality of 
the treatment algorithm, we use proven methods peak 
signal to noise ratio to test the effect of the algorithm. 
The following experiments about image with noise 
use peak signal to noise ratio to test results: 
 
 

Table 1. PSNR of various filtering methods compared. 
 

Noise density 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 
Mean filter 31.4518 30.4357 29.7892 29.1371 
grey relational 
filter 

33.3456 32.4611 31.6385 30.7752 

grey entropy 
filter 

35.1436 35.6705 36.0213 36.4174 

 
 

As can be seen from the table, when the images 
were added to 0.05,0.10,0.15,0.20 density noise, the 
PSNR value obtained by the new algorithm based on 
gray entropy is the highest, but also for the same 
density noise, the difference of PSNR made between 
the new method and the traditional grey relational 
filter, is much larger than the difference of PSNR 
made between the traditional grey relational filter and 
traditional mean filter, which indicates that the new 
filtering  algorithm based on grey entropy has made 
much progress than the traditional grey relational 
filtering method. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 

This paper introduced the application of grey 
relational theory in image filtering, and then try to 
apply the grey entropy theory into the image filtering, 
analyzed the binding sites between the grey theory 
and image filtering, presented the main idea and 
creativity of the algorithm, explained the mechanism 
and specific implementation steps, the algorithm's 
flow chart and the frame structure, finally, by the 
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software, from the experimental image and surface 
image, both explained and verify its validity, and 
calculated the value of peak signal to noise ratio from 
an objective point of view, which use the way of 
figures to show the effectiveness of the new image 
denoising method based on grey entropy.  

The research of this paper put grey entropy model 
to solve the practical problem, and enriched the grey 
system theory and expanded the application range of 
slope grey entropy. In the follow-up study, we will 
continue to tap the potential of gray entropy theory, 
and look for the point of integration of theory and 
algorithm to improve the algorithm implementation 
mechanism, try our best to get rid of the residual faint 
white spots for image quality increased. 
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Abstract: Although we are in favor of turning our picture into cool looking effects like oil, watercolor and 
cartoon paintings, the relevant techniques still too elusive for non-professionals to master. In order to overcome 
such problems existed in the previous methods as complicated operation and model that do required professional 
experience, we propose an image filtering based method which can achieve image based non-photorealistic 
rendering for the amateurs to get the oil, watercolor and cartoon image effects efficiently. By analyzing and 
summarizing the digital characteristics and difficult technical points for the oil, watercolor and cartoon effects, 
we design an appropriate special visual effects filter for each of them to make the simulated effects vivid. 
According to our numerous experiments, the designed filters for oil, watercolor and cartoon effects are easy to 
use and can generate satisfactory non-photorealistic image rendering results. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Filter design, Special visual effect, Oil painting, Watercolor painting, Cartoon painting. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Simulation of the real world is one of the ultimate 
goals of computer graphics, which has never changed 
ever since. Nowadays, we can utilize the 
photorealistic rendering technique to generate digital 
pictures that are almost the same as the real photos 
captured with cameras. However, the cloning 
consistency implied in the computer generated 
pictures is lack of vivid and realistic sense; as a result 
it fails to convey the artistic situation which is 
expected to express by the artists. Different from the 
traditional photorealistic rendering techniques, the 
non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) techniques aim at 
imitating and exhibiting the artistic characteristics of 
the painting and copying artwork in an image with 
the digital computer, which is constructed on the 
basis of the subjective human perception and driven 

by the human knowledge discipline. As users can 
outstand or dilute the selected features at their will, 
this technique has unique advantages and applied 
prospects in such fields as education and illustrative 
manuals, etc. [1]. 

Using the non-photorealistic rendering techniques 
to create the paintings with the artistic features has 
become a technical hotspot, which can greatly 
increase the production of paintings and meet 
different requirements from users. In the international 
graphics and vision community, NPR also has 
become a hot research topic. During the international 
academic conference every year, a number of high-
quality non-photorealistic rendering technical papers 
and results come out. For example, Microsoft and 
Harvard University have proposed a technical 
framework for image based non-photorealistic 
rendering, which brings about a special visual effect 
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filter based on the gradient domain [2]. The filter can 
effectively highlight the image’s contours and make 
its color distribution uniform and compatible. 
 
 
2. Related Works 
 

Nowadays, the non-photorealistic rendering 
technology has been quite extensively studied. And, 
the technique to simulate the traditional art works 
such as watercolor painting [3], oil painting [4], 
cartoon painting [5] and pencil drawings [6], etc. 
have achieved great progress. 

For the stylized rendering of oil paintings, 
Hertzmann put forward the first rendering algorithm 
based on the strokes [4]. In the construction of a 
hierarchical image sequences, though the algorithm 
can depict the oil painting effect, it merely uses a 
Gauss filter and does not treat it from the painter’s 
view of image decomposition. It also considers little 
about the relationship between the primary and 
secondary art contents in the strokes layout process. 
Thereafter, in order to improve the surface veracity of 
oil paintings, he develops an illumination model for 
the oil painting rendering method on the basis of the 
above work [7]. Then, he comes up with another 
improvement idea to make the traditional stroke 
direction drawing further fine [8]. Firstly, user 
interactions are required to determine the key 
drawing area; then an energy function is established 
and the relaxation iterations are applied to gradually 
evolve the surroundings of the specified area with 
more rough drawing styles. However, the method has 
flaws in computational speed and does require 
specifying the important region center manually. 
Because the traditional painting stylized rendering 
algorithms only consider the stroke directions, Hays 
et al. [9] train the edge information to obtain their 
weights and then interpolated on the strong edge 
weights with the radial basis function (RBF). 

The stylized simulation of watercolor paintings is 
first introduced by Small with the cellular automata 
theory based method [10]. It imitates the interaction 
of pigment and water to obtain a more realistic 
watercolor effect. Curtis et al. [3] propose a classic 
watercolor modeling system based on the previous 
work. The system can simulate fluid flowing and 
pigment dispersing through a model with three layers, 
i.e. shallow water layer, pigment deposition layer and 
capillary layer. It can generate watercolor stylized 
paintings in an interactive as well as automatic way. 
At the same time, a typical non-photorealistic 3D 
rendering model is also provided. The above drawing 
process can achieve lifelike effect which is close to 
the real watercolor paintings, at the expense of 
computational speed, model complexity and higher 
professional experience of users. Recently, a new 
watercolor drawing algorithm based on image 
processing comes out [11]. Integrating the drawing 
technique of the wet paintbrush on the wet or drying 
papers with such techniques as image segmentation, 
image filtering, image synthesis, etc., the algorithm 

succeeds in synthesizing many translucent watercolor 
layers to simulate the watercolor painting effects. 
However, it is difficult for the algorithm to simulate 
the natural texture effect produced by the pigment 
spread in the real watercolor paintings. 

For the stylized rendering of cartoon paintings, 
Decaudin [12] proposes a 3D scene based rendering 
algorithm which can work in an automatic way. It 
first extracts the scene contours with contour 
detection on the depth maps. Combining the 
illumination intensity obtained from the Phong model 
of OpenGL and the shadow calculated with the 
shadow map technique, it then handle the tonal 
information of the rendering objects to get the final 
result. Later, Claes et al. [13] put forward a rapid 
cartoon rendering method whose advantage lies in the 
smooth processing of the boundaries during the 
colorization process. Lander’s method [14] completes 
the cartoon colorization by the texture mapping 
technique. Nevertheless, the models in the above 
algorithms are relatively complex. 

In short, all of the methods mentioned above hold 
complex models and require complicated operations, 
which increase the requirement for professional 
experience of the users. In contrast, we present a 
special visual effect rendering framework based on 
image filtering for the non-professional users, which 
can automatically produce oil, watercolor and cartoon 
effect paintings. According to the characteristics of 
different image filtering methods and stylized 
paintings, it can reproduce the input images with 
different styles, i.e. oil, watercolor and cartoon 
paintings. Analyzing and extracting the special 
characteristics of oil, watercolor and cartoon 
paintings respectively, we design appropriate special 
visual effect image filters to simulate these three 
kinds of painting styles. Then, we implement them to 
get the processed images and observe whether they 
meet our requirements. If the outputs are not satisfied, 
we can adjust the parameters of the special visual 
effect filters until an ideal effect is achieved. 

 

 

3. Special Visual Effect Filter Design  
for Image Based Oil Painting 
Rendering 

 
Compared with other painting effects, the 

pigment used in oil paintings can be thickly piled and 
possesses highly plasticity, which make the oil 
paintings produced the visual rhythm and strength 
resonating with human thought and emotion. At the 
same time, for the oil paintings, the continuous works 
of strokes and the completion of external outlines 
construction play a positive influence on the image 
skin texture. The skin texture of oil paintings is a 
kind of expressive means that would feast our eyes to 
some degree by conveying some special feelings to 
us. What’s more, it can reflect the artists’ special 
pursuit of beauty of the period. Excellent oil 
paintings require not only the expression of shape, 
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color, light and texture, but also the aesthetic feeling 
of skin texture which is manifested by the painting 
materials or other supporting materials and 
reasonably performed by the planar stereo texture 
[15]. In order to get the oil paintings conveniently, 
experts put forward the computer simulation 
technique. However, there is a difficult point existed 
in the creation process of the NPR oil painting 
stylized images, that is how to make the reference 
image layer much closer to the one artists draw  
with hand. 

Depicting the scene hierarchies is an important 
characteristic of the oil paintings. Within each layer, 
the artists use almost the same color and strokes to 
create the painting. Therefore, we have to generate a 
more layering coverage according to the input image, 
so that the final image can better demonstrate this 
feature of oil paintings and make the whole image 
looks more artistic. Our approach of image based oil 
painting rendering uses the image filtering principle. 
According to the law of large numbers, we use the 
blocking effect filter and reset each pixel’s value with 
the one most frequently appeared in its 

1)(2N1)(2N   neighborhood. The diagram for the 
image based oil painting rendering process is shown 
as Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The oil painting filter. 

 

 
We shape the detailed implementation steps as 

follows: 1) Split the input color image into three 
different channel images, i.e. RGB channel images. 
2) Apply the blocking effect filter on the G channel 
image. For each pixel p , we search its 

1)(2N1)(2N   neighboring pixels for the one p  
which is occurring most frequently, and reset the G 
value of p  with that of p . 3) Combine the processed 
G channel image with the original RB channel 
images to get the final synthesized color image with 
oil painting style. 

At step 2), we use a blocking effect filter with a 
template of 1)(2N1)(2N   kernel size on the G 
channel image. Obviously, the templates applied with 
different kernel sizes will turn out different oil 
painting rendering results. Through lots of 

experiments, we find that smaller templates would 
cause the oil painting effects indistinguishable, while 
larger ones would lead to the loss of the original 
texture characteristics. Hence, according to the size 
of the input image and the weight of oil painting 
bush, we choose the template with kernel size 

2)(N 55  . 

 

 

4. Special Visual Effect Filter Design  
for Watercolor Stylized Image 
Synthesis 

 
Watercolor stands for a romantic, pure and free 

painting language in the world of art, which presents 
such particular characteristics as good wettability and 
fluidity. And of course, whether a piece of watercolor 
work is successful or not is determined by many 
factors, for example the exquisite degree of the 
pigment, the fluidity of the water and the roughness 
of the paper. While the wet brush paints on the dry 
paper, it would deepen the color of the edges, which 
is the so-called edge darkening. [16]. It is caused by 
the pigment diffusion driven by the paper surface 
tension and the followed water penetration from the 
wet area to the dry ones. When the wet brush draws 
on the wet paper, it would generate the beautiful 
pinnate texture along the water flow, which is caused 
by many factors, such as the flow patterns with the 
free diffusion of the pigment, the structure of the 
paper and the little pressure on it. Since the paper has 
many small holes and the pigment particles have 
different sizes, different absorption and diffusion 
effects on the paper under interaction between the 
water and the pigment will form different darkening 
edges and pinnate textures. The irregular movement 
of water and pigment on the paper brings about rich 
and colorful pinnate textures. The wettability of 
water leads to its transparency and brightness. To 
achieve these artistic effects with the computer is a 
great challenge. 

To make the watercolor effect come true, we 
preprocess the input image with a median filter. The 
existence of noise in the image generation, 
transmission and transformation process deteriorate 
them with degradation phenomena. The median filter 
is a nonlinear processing method which can remove 
noise while preserving the image edge under  
certain conditions.  

Although the median filter may remove some 
image details, such as fine lines, corners, etc., we 
choose it to achieve the watercolor effect because the 
watercolor painting images prefer the vague contours 
to the distinct details. For the filtered image, we then 
apply the edge diffusion filter to enhance the edge 
information in the filtered image, and finally get the 
watercolor style image. The diagram for the image 
based watercolor painting rendering process is shown 
in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The watercolor effect filter. 
 
 

The procedures of our watercolor stylized 
rendering algorithm can be described as follows. 
1) Split the input image into R, G, and B three single 
channel images. 2) Use the standard median filter to 
preprocess the three images. The basic principle is to 
replace the value of a pixel in a digital image with the 
median value of its neighborhood. Let }),(,{ Ijipxp   

represents the gray value of a pixel ),( jip  in the 
digital image I , we can define the median filtering 
with a filtering window A  on I  as follows: 
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3) After image preprocessing, most interference 

factors for our experimental results have been ruled 
out. We apply the edge diffusion filter on the three 
channel images respectively to enhance their edge 
information weakened by the median filter. In other 
words, we convolute the edge diffusion template with 
preprocessed images. Then we reset the value of 
pixel p  as the average value )( pAvg  calculated in 
the template centered on the pixel p . The convoluted 
image is the expected watercolor stylized image 
which presents watercolor characteristics. 

Convoluting with the edge diffusion filters with 
different 33  kernel templates will generate different 
watercolor effects. The templates with greater 
absolute weights for the neighboring pixels highlight 
the image details and lose the vague contours, which 
is contradictory to the nature of the watercolor 
paintings. Through lots of experiments, we determine 
to adopt the following template 
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to mimic the hand-painted watercolor effect. 
 
 
5. Image Based Rendering with Cartoon 

Style via Special Visual Effect Filtering 
 

Cartoon is a popular media with artistic form, 
whose expression mean relies on the modeling and 
painting arts. By analyzing various painting styles of 
the cartoonists, we conclude two main features, i.e. 
edge lines and colors. Coherent and clear lines not 
only highlight the leitmotiv and the main point of the 

paintings, but also express their content clearly [17]. 
Simple and uniform colors used in the cartoon 
paintings, do make them vivid and attractive. As a 
result, the key point is to preserve the contour 
information as much as possible and simplify the 
color distributions to be uniform while transforming a 
real picture to a cartoon effect image. 

In order to get the cartoon effect image, we adopt 
the bilateral filter and the gradient domain filter to 
design our cartoon effect filter. The former can 
maintain the contour features, while the latter can 
uniform the color distributions. According to the 
processing flowchart shown in Fig. 3, our cartoon 
stylized rendering process can be decomposed into 
four steps. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The cartoon effect filter. 
 
 

Firstly, the input color image is converted from 
the equipment related RGB color space into the 
device independent Lab color space to broaden the 
color gamut and make up the uneven color 
distribution in the RGB color space. Secondly, the 
bilateral filter is used to remove image noise while 
preserving the important edges and details of the 
image. In this way, we reach the purpose of saving 
the contours of the image. Thirdly, the gradient filter 
is applied to equalize the color distribution of the 
image. In detail, we first calculate the gradient )( pG  
for each pixel p . Let minG  and maxG  denote the 

minimum and maximum cut offs of the pixel gradient 
respectively, which is specified by the users. We then 
compare )( pG  with maxG  and minG  as shown in 

equation (3) and (4) respectively. 
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Finally, we convert the image from Lab to RGB 

color space, which is our expected image with 
cartoon style. Obviously, larger maxG  and minG  are 

favorable for the stylized cartoon rendering effects. 
 
 
6. Experimental Results 
 

We evaluated our technical framework on a PC 
with Windows XP operating system and Intel® 
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CoreTM i5 CPU 650, 3.2 GHz × 2, 4 GB memory. 
The system is realized with Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 
development environment based on the Intel® Open 
Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [18]. 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 show two examples of image 
based non-photorealistic rendering, Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 
are their close-ups respectively.  
 
 

  
 

(a) input image 
 

(b) oil painting 

  
 

(c) watercolor effect 
 

(d) cartoon effect 

Fig. 4. Bumble-bee example. 
 
 

Fig. 4(a) is the input image. Its stylized oil 
painting result is shown in Fig. 4 (b), which presents 
strong sense of layering as well as aesthetic feeling of 
skin texture, and embodies the traits of oil paintings. 
Fig. 4 (c) is the watercolor effect result with rich and 
colorful textures, in which the brighter tone 
strengthen it with more artistic feelings. The cartoon 
effect result is shown in Fig. 4(d), which preserves 
the image contours and equalizes the color 
distribution. The experimental results prove that the 
designed special visual effect filter for oil, watercolor 
and cartoon paintings can get satisfactory results with 
a few simple parameters, and is easy to use. 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

This paper proposes an image based non-
photorealistic rendering method with image filtering 
for the non-professionals to get pictures into stylized 
oil, watercolor and cartoon painting effects. It 
effectively solves the existed problems in previous 
methods, such as complex models and complicated 

operations that require skilled user participation. We 
first summarize and analyze the characteristics and 
difficult technical points for the drawing modes of 
the oil, watercolor and cartoon paintings. Then we 
design appropriate special visual effect filters for 
them with the objective of realistic effect and easy to 
operate. Lots of experiments prove that our system is 
easy to use and can generate satisfactory artistic 
rendering results. 
 
 

  
 

(a) input image 
 

(b) oil painting 

  
 

(c) watercolor effect 
 

(d) cartoon effect 

Fig. 5. Close-ups of Fig. 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 (a). Lotus flower example: input image. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 (b). Lotus flower example: oil painting. 
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Fig. 6 (c). Lotus flower example: watercolor effect. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 (d). Lotus flower example: cartoon effect. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 (a). Close-ups of Fig. 5: input image. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 (b). Close-ups of Fig. 5: oil painting. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 (c). Close-ups of Fig. 5: watercolor effect. 

 
 

Fig. 6 (d). Close-ups of Fig. 5: cartoon effect. 
 

Fig. 6. Close-ups of Fig. 5. 
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Abstract: The artificial intelligent classifiers have been proven to be efficient in face recognition; however, to 
meet the demand of online recognition, they need enhance the recognition accuracy and speed. In order to 
resolve this issue, the kernel extreme learning machine (KELM) has been proposed to provide quick and 
accurate pattern recognition ability. The only parameter need be determined in KELM is the neuron number of 
hidden layer. Suitable neuron number will accelerate the training procedure. However, little work has been done 
to select proper neuron number in the application of face recognition. To address this issue, this paper presents a 
new method that uses the genetic algorithm (GA) to optimize the KELM parameter for face recognition. After 
the determination of proper hidden layer neuron number, the face recognition accuracy and speed of KELM 
could meet the online application requirements. Experiments have been carried out to evaluate the proposed 
method. The performance of the GA-KELM was compared with KELM, ELM, and LS-SVM. The analysis 
results indicate that the proposed GA-KELM outperforms its rivals in terms of both recognition accuracy and 
training speed. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Biometric identification, Face recognition, GA, KELM. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Face recognition has been widely used in areas of 
human-computer interaction, security systems, 
criminal identification, teleconference, image and 
film processing, etc [1]. Human face expressions 
could be regarded as low dimensional manifold 
resided in the original images [2]. If recognizing the 
face images in the low dimensional space, the 
recognition precision and speed will be improved 
significantly [3]. Especially for practical online 
applications, the face recognition precision and speed 
are strictly demanded. Hence, how to develop a 
practicable tool for the face recognition attracts 
extensive attentions. To meet the industry 

requirements, a possible solution for high 
performance of face recognition is to reduce the 
dimensionality of the image matrix into a low 
dimensional space. By doing so, distinct features 
could be easily extracted by signal processing 
techniques. To realize this, the principal component 
analysis (PCA) has been introduced into the face 
recognition [4]. Although the PCA [4] is very 
efficient for image pre-processing by extract some 
distinct features of the original image data into a low 
dimensional space, their main limitations lie in the 
extraction of nonlinear properties of the original data 
[5]. In contrast to PCA, the Kernel PCA (KPCA) can 
extract nonlinear properties from the original data 
[5]. Then useful face expression features can be 
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obtained in the low dimensional space. The 
remaining question is how to efficiently utilize  
these features.  

Up to date, the artificial intelligent 
methodologies have been widely used in the face 
image recognition. Two common techniques are the 
artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector 
machine (SVM). For some type of ANNs, such as 
BP NN and RBF NN, they are able to adaptively 
learn the inherent patterns hidden in the given data; 
however, they often suffer from local minima and 
slow convergence speed [6]. For SVM, it needs to 
set the kernel function, error control parameters, and 
penalty coefficient. It is difficult to select these 
parameters. Hence, although ANN and SVM have 
contributed a lot in machine learning and data 
analysis [6], they face some challenging issues (i.e. 
slow learning speed and poor learning scalability). 
These disadvantages limit their applications  
in practice.  

In order to overcome this problem, the kernel 
extreme learning machine (KELM) has been 
proposed as en integration of ANN and SVM to 
provide quick and accurate pattern recognition 
ability [7]. The KELM is a variant of the 
conventional LS-SVM but adopts the structure of 
single-hidden layer feed-forward networks (SLFNs). 
The classical ANN and SVM learning algorithms 
require setting several defined parameters and may 
produce the local minimum. However, the KELM 
only needs to set up the number of hidden layer 
nodes of the network [7, 8]. Siddartha et al [3] 
employed the extreme learning machine (ELM) to 
extract features in face recognition. Zong and 
Huang [9] introduced the ELM into  
the face recognition.  

Experimental tests have been carried out in the 
study to show high performance of the ELM in 
multi-label face recognition applications. Further, 
they [7] have presented the KELM in the face 
recognition and found that the KELM outperforms 
LS-SVM in terms of both recognition prediction 
accuracy and training speed. However, a parameter 
optimization mechanism of the KELM or ELM has 
not developed in existing work. Proper setting of the 
neuron number of the KELM can enhance the 
training speed and accuracy [10]. It is therefore 
imperative to develop an optimization mechanism 
for the KELM. 

To address the mentioned issue, a new solution 
based on the GA-KELM has been proposed for face 
recognition in this work. The GA is used to tune the 
neuron number of the KELM to make the KELM 
achieve high generalization performance. A series of 
experimental tests have been implemented to 
evaluate and verify the effectiveness of the proposed 
method in face recognition. The recognition 
performance of the proposed GA-KELM has been 
compared with KELM, ELM, and SVM in terms of 
both recognition prediction accuracy and  
training speed. 
 

2. The Proposed Face Recognition 
Method 

 
As mentioned above, this work will introduce the 

GA-KELM method for the face recognition. The face 
recognition is carried out in a low dimensional space 
of the original images through the transform of 
KPCA. The theories about KPCA and GA-KELM are 
briefly described as follows. 
 
 
2.1. Kernel Principal Component Analysis 
 

Given 1 2[ , ,..., , ] d n
nX x x x R   , where d is the 

data dimension and n is sample number, the 
covariance matrix C can be expressed as 
 

 1 TC XX
n

  (1) 

 
Conduct the eigenvalue decomposition we can 

obtain 
 

 
T T

i i i
i

C U U u u   , (2) 

 
where  is the eigenvalues and U is the eigenmatrix. 
Then, the original matrix X can be projected along 
the first several eigenvalues to form a new reduced 

matrix ( )T k n
kY U X Y R   , where k is the new 

dimension. This is the PCA algorithm. To extend 
PCA to higher dimensional space, i.e. Reproducing 
Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS), a nonlinear map has 
been used, i.e. : R Q   [5]. Then, the kernel 

functions can be adopted in the RKHS to evaluate the 
inner product of two points: 
 

 ( , ) ( ) ( )i j i jK x x x x    (3) 
 

Assuming that the data are centered in Q, the 
covariance matrix for KPCA can be obtained by 
 

 1
( ) ( )TC X X

n
   (4) 

 
Using the eigenvalue decomposition we can get 

the kernel principal components.  
 
 
2.2. GA optimized KELM 
 

Given{( , ) : 1,2,..., ; , }p q
i i i ix t i N x R t R   , where 

x is the feature vector and t is the class label vector, 
the below SLFN is used to identify the sample [8] 
 

 
g( ) , =1, 2,..., .

1

T
i i j i i

m
x b o j N

i
   


, (5) 
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where m is the number of hidden neuron; io is the 

output of jth sample; g( ) is the activation 

function; ib is the threshold of the ith hidden neuron; 

i and i are the input and output weight vectors, 

respectively. If the output o can approximate t,  
we derive 
 

 

1
g( ) , =1, 2 ,..., N.

m T
i j i j j

i
x b o = t ji 


   (6) 

 
(6) can be written compactly as 

 
 Gβ = T , (7) 

 
where 
 

1 1 1 1

1 1

g( ) g( )

g( ) g( )

T T
m m

T T
N m N m

x b x b

x b x b

   


   

 
 
 
  

G


  


, 

 

1 1[ , , ]  and [ , , ]T T
m Nt t  β T  . 

 
To solve (7), the ELM adopts a least squares error 

to get solution ̂ : 

 
 †ˆ G T  , (1) 

 

where †G  is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse 
of G . Function g( ) is usually unknown, we can 

incorporate kernel functions in g( ) . This is the so 

called KEML. The kernel matrix 

 1K( ; ) K( ; )
T

Nx x x xK  ( K( ) is the kernel 

function) is introduced into (7) and (8) to estimate the 
output of the KELM: 
 

 o KT  (9) 
 

Herein, the Gaussian kernel function (RBF)  
is adopted  
 

 2
1 2

1 2K( ; ) exp( )
2

x x
x x



 
 , (10) 

 

where  is the width of RBF. 
The number of hidden neuron m needs to be 

specified. In order to obtain a proper m, the GA has 
been used to tune it in the training processing of the 
KELM. An initial value of m is firstly randomly 
selected; then GA uses the inheritance, mutation, 
selection, and crossover [11] to search the optimized 
value of m. 

A diagram block of the proposed face recognition 
method is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the proposed face  
recognition method. 

 
 
3. Experiments and Results 
 

The Yale [12] database has been used to evaluate 
and verify the proposed method in this paper. The 
Yale contains frontal grayscale face images of  
15 people, with 11 face images of each subject. 
Facial expression variations include normal, sleepy, 
surprised, happy, sad, and wink. Out of these 11 face 
images of each individual, 5 images are taken as 
training data and remaining 6 images are used  
for testing.  

In the present work, the KPCA was employed to 
extract useful features of the face images in a low 
dimensional space. Then the GA-KELM was applied 
to the recognition of the face images. To evaluate the 
performance of the proposed method, the KPCA was 
compared with some popular extraction algorithms 
(i.e. PCA, independent component analysis (ICA), 
and linear discriminant analysis (LDA)) with the 
same classifier. Moreover, the GA-KELM was 
compared with KELM, ELM, and SVM with the 
same feature extraction algorithm. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 
show the comparison results. 

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the KPCA based 
feature extraction can generate the best face 
recognition rate against the PCA, ICA and LDA. The 
best recognition rate of KPCA is 93.7 % when the 
input feature dimension of the GA-KELM classifier 
is 38. In contrast, the best recognition rates of PCA, 
ICA and LDA are 82.7 %, 83.7 % and 88.7 %, 
respectively. Hence, the KPCA extraction could 
improve the face recognition rate by 5.1 % or better 
among the 4 feature extraction algorithms. This is 
because the kernel trick can enhance the ability of 
KPCA to deal with the nonlinear components hidden 
in the original data. Distinct features can be extracted 
by KPCA to improve the face recognition rate. 
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Fig. 2. The comparison of the face recognition performance 
between KPCA, PCA, ICA, and LDA using the same  

GA-KELM classifier. 
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Fig. 3. The comparison of the face recognition performance 
between GA-KELM, KELM, ELM, and SVM using the 

same KPCA feature extraction algorithm. 
 
 
In Fig. 3, one can note that the GA-KELM 

outperforms the rest and obtains the best face 
recognition rate. It can be also seen in Fig. 3 that the 
KELM can get better face recognition rate than that 
of ELM and SVM. This is because KELM adopts the 
kernel function to avoid the parameter of output bias 
in ELM [7]; hence there only one parameter needs to 
be determined. In the optimization processing, the 
less parameters to be tuned, the better optimization 
performance could be obtained. Thus, the KELM can 
provide better face recognition rate than that of ELM 
and SVM. However, in the KELM, if the neuron 
number could be optimized, the recognition 
performance will be improved. This explains why the 
GA-KELM gets better face recognition rate than that 
of KELM. 

To highlight the effectiveness of the proposed 
face recognition method, we present the comparison 
between different feature extraction algorithms and 
different face recognition classifiers. Table 1 lists the 
comparison results. The hybrid of the KPCA, PCA, 
ICA, and LDA extraction algorithms and the GA-
KELM, KELM, ELM, and SVM classifiers has been 

investigated in terms of both recognition accuracy 
and training speed. It can be seen in the table that 
both the recognition accuracy and training speed of 
the proposed method is among the best; the GA-
KELM based face recognition with the same feature 
extraction algorithm can attain better performance 
than that of the KELM, ELM and SVM; the training 
speeds of the GA-KELM and KELM are equal but 
better than that of the ELM and SVM. Hence, the 
comparison results listed in Table 1 verify that the 
KELM has fast training speed owning to only one 
parameter of the structure, and the GA-KELM can 
enhance the face recognition rate. 
 
 

Table 1. The comparison results of the face recognition. 
 

Method 
Recognition 
rate 

Training 
time 

PCA-SVM 78.7 % 0.027 s 
PCA-ELM 78.3 % 0.021 s 
PCA-KELM 80.3 % 0.018 s 
PCA-GA-KELM 82.7 % 0.017 s 
ICA-SVM 79.7 % 0.027 s 
ICA-ELM 79.3 % 0.020 s 
ICA-KELM 81.3 % 0.017 s 
ICA-GA-KELM 83.7 % 0.017 s 
LDA-SVM 86.3 % 0.026 s 
LDA -ELM 85.7 % 0.021 s 
LDA -KELM 87.7 % 0.018 s 
LDA -GA-KELM 88.7 % 0.017 s 
KPCA-SVM 87.7 % 0.027 s 
KPCA-ELM 86.3 % 0.021 s 
KPCA-KELM 91.3 % 0.017 s 
KPCA-GA-KELM 93.7 % 0.017 s 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

In order to develop a practicable approach for the 
face recognition, a new method based on the 
integration of KPCA, GA and KELM has been 
proposed to meet the industrial requirements on the 
recognition accuracy and computation speed. The 
KELM only has one parameter to be determined and 
hence it is reasonable and reliable to employ the GA 
to optimize this parameter. By doing so, satisfactory 
face recognition performance could be obtained. The 
innovation of this work lies in the development and 
implementation of the KPCA and GA-KELM in the 
face recognition for the first time. A series of 
experimental tests have been carried out to verify the 
performance of the new method. The experimental 
analysis has showed satisfactory and effective face 
image identification performance of the proposed 
method. In addition, through comparison between 
different feature extraction algorithms (i.e. KPCA, 
PCA, ICA, and LDA) and different face recognition 
classifiers (i.e. GA-KELM, KELM, ELM, and SVM) 
it has shown that the performance of the proposed 
KPCA-GA-KELM method is superior to its rivals in 
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terms of both recognition accuracy and training 
speed. Thus, the composition of KPCA feature 
extraction and GA-KELM classification  
show promising applications in the domain  
of face recognition. 

Future research will focus on the industrial 
practice of the newly proposed method and it would 
be interesting to explore further the interplay between 
nonlinear feature extraction algorithms and kernel 
extreme learning machines. 
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Abstract: In the security monitoring of banks and confidential departments, it is essential to monitor and record 
unusual entrants through detection of dynamic human faces. In this paper, a dynamic human face detection 
algorithm based on video sequence is proposed. The new algorithm consists of three parts: detection of moving 
objects, approximate skin color detection and frontal view human face detection. The algorithm first quickly 
detects moving objects through a method based on color curve proportion difference, then based on which 
dynamic human faces are detected through approximate skin color segmentation and structure-based second 
identification of frontal view human faces. Test results have shown that the dynamic human face detection 
algorithm based on video sequence proposed in this paper is effective. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Moving object detection, Face detection, Skin color detection, Video sequence. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Nowadays, some important organizations in our 
society such as bank vaults and some departments 
where confidential documentation is kept often suffer 
from theft and destruction caused by criminals, thus 
resulting in serious losses. How to provide enhanced 
safety guarantee under such environmental conditions 
has become a problem to be solved. Dynamic human 
face detection is crucial to the safety monitoring over 
those departments. Song Hong, Shi Feng, et al. [1, 2] 
proposed a quick and automatic multiface detection 
algorithm based on the multi-source information 
fusion technology and knowledge about human face 
structure in the context of the intelligent video 
monitoring system for human face detection. This 
algorithm integrates the moving information and skin 
color information in images and obtains candidate 

face regions by using relevant prior knowledge. Niu 
Deji, Zhan Yongzhao and Song Shunlin [3] proposed 
a method for real-time face detection and tracking in 
video sequences in collaborative systems. This 
method establishes the skin color model of human 
faces using multiple training samples based on the 
color distribution characteristics of user-specific 
objects (such as human faces). This model and 
human face characteristics are then used to segment 
and match the color images so as to determine human 
faces from the candidate regions.  

From the above references, we know there are 
several challenges for dynamic face detection base on 
structural features and video sequence. First, in 
detection of moving objects, the difference image 
method is frequently used in video monitoring 
systems to detect moving objects. However, when the 
difference image method is used to detect objects, the 
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illumination changes will affect the detection 
results [4, 5]. Second, skin color detection under 
different illumination conditions will encounter 
problems [6]. Finally, in the second identification of 
human faces, the object with similar structure to 
human faces will prevent us from finding out correct 
human faces. 

To solve the above problems, this paper proposes 
the color curve proportion difference algorithm 
which can be used to quickly and accurately detect 
moving objects while avoiding inaccurate detection 
resulting from illumination changes. In approximate 
skin color detection, a great number of data are 
collected to set up the skin color model. Through 
integration of the two color spaces YIQ and YUV, a 
strict threshold range is selected to enable the skin 
color of human faces to be better screened. In the 
second identification of human faces, this paper 
combines a number of methods [8-10], including 
image mosaic, horizontal line detection, and 
extraction of characteristics and use of structural 
rules of human faces, which can  accurately locate 
human faces and distinguish human faces from non-
human faces. Fig. 1 shows the dynamic face 
detection algorithm. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 introduces the quick detection 
algorithm for moving objects. The approximate skin 
color detection and frontal view face detection are 
presented in Section 3 and 4. Experimental results 
and conclusion are described in Section 5  
and 6 respectively. 
 
 
2. The Quick Detection Algorithm  

for Moving Objects 
 

In this part, the first step is to determine whether 
there are moving objects in adjacent frames. If no 
changes take place, replace the background; 
otherwise, compare the color single-channel value 
with the gray value at each point according to the 
change difference of the color single-channel curve 
between the previous frame and the next frame and 
do accumulating projections of the ratios. After that, 
the projection is further processed to obtain the 
positioning map. 
 
 
2.1. Color Curve Proportion Projection 

Difference Algorithm 
 

The color curve proportion projection difference 
algorithm first judges in real-time whether there exist 
moving objects in the previous and the next frames 
with an interval of Δt based on (4) in this paper. If no 
moving objects exist, immediately replace the 
previous frame with the next frame as the 
background. When moving objects appear, the 
single-channel color projection of the kth and k+1th 
frames is shown as Fig. 2. 

Gaussian smooth

Single color proportional difference 
algorithm 

Gaussian smooth

Detection of motion object

Skin color detection algorithm

Face preliminary screening

Image mosaic

Stripes detection

Feature extraction

Face secondary identification

Video 
Sequence

Section П  The quick detection algorithm for
moving objects

Section �  Approximate skin color detection

Section �  Frontal face detection

Human face
 

 
Fig. 1. The dynamic face detection algorithm. 

 
 

When the moving object appears, we define j, j+1 
two frames of the single color projector as in (1): 
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where x=1,2…m, j stands for the jth frame. 
We use the figure size of mn, m =700, n= 525. 

As we see, U(x,y,j) is the value of any channel in the 
three primary colors at the jth frame (x, y) of the color 
image. This paper selects the red channel. U(x,j) is the 
accumulating projection in the vertical direction of 
U(x,y,j). According to (2), it can be obtained that the 
light colored solid line in Fig. 3(a) is the 
accumulating projection of the kth frame. The dark 
astroid U(x,k+1) is the accumulating projection of the 
k+1th frame. The figure shows that there are equal 
projected intervals in some parts of the two curves, 
which is caused by gradual illumination changes. If 
subtraction is made directly at this time, the location 
will be inaccurate. 

In order to eliminate this influence and highlight 
unequal intervals, this paper adopts the idea of 
accumulation of proportion differences here. In the 
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same frame, when the single-channel value  U(x,y,j) is 
affected by the gradual illumination changes, the 
trend of the gray value V(x,y,j) is the same, and their 
ratio U(x,j) is slightly affected by illumination. It is 
described as follows: 
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where V(x,y,j)  stands for the gray value at the jth frame 
(x, y).  

It can be obtained from (2) that the light colored 
solid line U(x,k) in Fig. 2(b) is the proportion 
accumulating projection of the kth frame and the dark 
astroid U(x,k+1) is the proportion accumulating 
projection of the k+1th frame. The figure shows that 
accept the part where moving objects appear 
(between 300 and 400), other parts are basically 
consistent. Finally, according to the difference U(x,d) 

between curve U(x,k) and curve U(x,k+1) (as shown in 
Fig. 3(b)), the abscissa of the moving object can  
be determined. 
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Fig. 2 (a). Background image without a moving object  
and the background image with a moving object. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 (b). Background image without a moving object  
and the background image with a moving object. 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 3.  two single-color projection difference curves and 
two projection proportion differential curves. 

 
 

The result is shown in Fig. 4(a), from which it can 
be known that there will be obvious crests where the 
moving object appear. Therefore, the moving object 
can be located according to the crests. 

As the proportion projection difference map 
contains some high-frequency noises which will 
affect the detection, in order to better distinguish 
“crests” and “troughs”, Gaussian smoothing is 
applied to the images.  Here, filtering is done using 
the two-dimensional Gaussian function G(r). 
 
 
2.2. Moving Objects Determination and Exist 

and the Location 
 

When moving objects appear, the gap between 
two frames will increase quickly. The condition to 
determine whether it is necessary to replace the 
background is shown in (4). 
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(a) Before Gaussian filtering 
 

 
 

(b) After Gaussian filtering 
 

Fig. 4. Gaussian smoothing. 
 
 

According to the experiment, T is assigned 15. 
Y=1 means that no moving objects appear and the 
background can be replaced. Y=0 means that a 
moving object appears and it is essential to locate it 
timely. The waveform of U1(x,d)is shown in Fig. 5(a). 
There may be small wave form that affects the 
judgment of object locations. Therefore, it should be 
removed or merged according to wave width and its 
distance to other wave forms before the moving 
object is finally outlined (as show in Fig. 5(b)). 
 
 

3. The Approximate Skin Color Detection 
and Face Preliminary Screening 

 
After the moving object is detected through the 

color curve proportion difference algorithm, it is 
required to detect human faces within the scope of 
moving objects. In human face detection, extraction 
of skin color is the most important stage. The 
characteristics of human skin color have been widely 
used and proven to be effective in many applications, 
such as human detection, and human tracking. This 
skin color detection algorithm is adopted because 
skin color is important information and its color is 
different from most background objects. Also, human 

faces are independent on detailed characteristics of 
faces. Moreover, it is stable and robots to the changes 
such as rotation. In this paper, the distribution models 
of skin color in the color spaces YUV and YIQ are 
established to get the conditions based on which skin 
color is determined. Then, according to the 
conditions, the algorithm seeks out regions that may 
contain human faces from the image, which is 
suitable for various illuminations. 
 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 5. The waveform figure and positioning figure. 
 
 

Here, analyses are carried out of the skin color 
distribution characteristics of human faces in the 
color spaces YUV and YIQ. The component Y 
represents the brightness information of color. U and 
V components of the color difference signal are 
orthogonal and called chrominance signals. 
Chrominance signals U and V form a two-
dimensional vector in a two-dimensional space. The 
phase angle θ stands for tone and the formulation is 
shown as follows: 
 

  UV /tan 1  (5) 
 

The skin colors of faces of Asians, Europeans and 
Americans range from red to yellow. According to 
previous analysis results of the sample values of 
human face images, it can be considered that the 
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tonal range of skin colors of human faces is between 
105 and 150 [7]. 

Taking the phase angle as the characteristic, face 
segmentation is conducted by filtering out those 
backgrounds which are greatly different from the skin 
colors of human faces in tone. Also, the saturation 
information of color can be used in the YIQ space to 
enhance the segmentation effect. The skin colors of 
human faces contain much yellow component. 
Component I represents tones from orange to blue-
green. The smaller the value of I is, the more yellow 
is contained and the less blue-green is contained. 
Experiments have found that values of skin color of 
human faces in the YIQ space varies in a specific 
range which can be determined to lie between 10  
and 100 [7]. 

The range obtained above is just a rough one. We 
need more accurate thresholds to select skin color 
regions. Therefore, what will be done next is to 
choose more accurate skin color regions by 
establishing skin color models. 

Sampling of skin color is conducted as follows: 
a. Collect the frontal view human face photos of 

different genders and ages. 
b. Cut the photos manually to get face images. 
c. Data analysis is carried out of the great number 

of manually cut face images, including getting the 
maximum value TImax and the minimum value TImin, 
the mean square error ET, the mean value E and the 
best threshold of the skin color of each image TI1, 
TI2, Tθ1 and Tθ2. 

Under normal illumination conditions, let TI1=30, 
TI2=95, Tθ1 =100 and Tθ2=135, where TI1 refers to 
the lower threshold of I; TI2 refers to the upper 
threshold of I; Tθ1 refers to the lower threshold of θ 
and Tθ2 refers to the upper threshold of θ. Statistics 
have indicated that due to the influence of 
illumination intensity, proper adjustments should be 
made of the parameters based on the summary of the 
data about the established skin color model. 

First set the value of TI1, and then set the value of 
TI2 based on TI1. 

(A) When   TImax≥95 ,   TI2=95; 
(B) When   TImax<95 ,  TI2= TImax; 

a) When  TI2>65 , TImax ≥85  and  ET<20  TI1 =20; 
b) When  30<TI2≤65; 

1.When  E≤5 ,  TI1 =15; 
2.When  E>5 ,  TI1 =25; 

c) When TI2≤30, TI1 =TImin; 
After proper adjustments of parameters, TI1, TI2, 

Tθ1 and Tθ2 of each image can be obtained. With 
these four thresholds, approximate skin color regions 
and non-skin color regions can be distinguished 
easily in Fig. 6. 
 
 

4. Structure-Based Frontal  
Face Detection 

 
After extraction of approximate skin color, we 

judge whether the window images belong to human 
faces through the structure-based frontal view human 
face detection method [8, 9]. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Approximate skin color region. 
 
 

1) Some principal organs such as eyes, nose, 
mouth, etc. are of low gray scales, including the 
extreme points on curved surfaces. All these are key 
feature points describing human faces; 

2) Except these principal organs, the gray scale of 
other parts of human faces changes gradually. Fig. 7 
is the gray scale distribution map of frontal view 
human face images.  
 
 

  
 

Fig. 7. The structural characteristics of the front face. 
 
 

As human face characteristic distribution has this 
characteristic, we combine several methods to 
conduct second identification of human faces. First, 
preprocessing is conducted of approximate color skin 
regions, including normalization and background 
filling so as to facilitate the further processing of the 
images. Then we make a mosaic image. Then, in 
order to locate the five sense organs, horizontal line 
detection from the mosaic image is conducted by 
using edge detection operators. Finally, based on the 
approximate skin color detection module, the 
candidate human faces with different sizes are 
segmented, in which skin color accounts for a large 
portion and the background accounts for a small 
portion. So it is essential to conduct preprocessing, 
including normalization and background filling. 
Background filling is about filling some parts of the 
background based on the average color of the 
proposed parts so that its color is similar to skin color 
and that the facial characteristics are further 
highlighted for easy search. 

Mosaic of the preprocessed images is made to 
reduce the resolution of images. The image shows a 
common feature of two eyebrows, two eyes, the noise 
and the mouth on human faces. That is, as Fig. 7 
shows when the observed human faces are not very 
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oblique, they basically present horizontal distribution, 
which is even more obvious in mosaic images. 
Therefore, mosaic images before horizontal line 
detection not only can highlight the characteristic, but 
also can further reduce the computations of this 
algorithm. Next, horizontal line detection of images 
can be conducted using edge detection operators so 
as to further locate the five sense organs. Sobel 
operator for edge detection can be used to extract 
grooved horizontal lines. This method is simple with 
good effects. Although the extracted edges are thick, 
they have no significant influence on the algorithm. 
The horizontal lines of human face organs are 
relatively long, so their edge detection operators can 
be used. 

After the stripes detection, color image turns into 
a binary image composed of a number of stripes, 
where the stripes are the facial features and some 
interfering elements of the edge line as Fig. 8 shows. 
According to these different thresholds binaries, the 
mutual position of the stripes and lines and their 
relationships, we can further locate the position of the 
facial features. In the facial features, the most 
significant is the eyes, and it is also the largest organ 
with the whole face difference. Therefore, the first 
detection of binocular binaries by higher draws 
decreases the number of stripes and makes it easy to 
reduce the computational complexity. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Stripes detection the similar  
complexion figure. 

 
 

After stripes detection, color image turns into 
stripes and forms a binary image, where the stripes, 
the edge line of the facial features, interference 
elements, and then different threshold binaries stripes 
as shown in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b). L1 is the result 
after the high threshold value binary as show in 
Fig. 9(a) shows, while L2 is the result after the low 
threshold value binary as Fig. 9(b) shows. 

In accordance with relationships of the mutual 
position of these stripes and lines, we can further 
locate the position of the facial features. In the facial 
features of the human face, the most significant is the 
eyes, and it is also the largest organ with the whole 
face difference. Therefore, first binocular testing, 
used by the detection of the eyes in the figure is the 

L1, which is drawn by higher binarization threshold. 
With fewer stripes, it is easy to reduce the 
computational complexity. 
 
 

 
(a) high threshold 

binarization

 
(b) low threshold 

binarization
 

Fig. 9. Binarization of the horizontal line picture. 
 
 

This detection algorithm first searches the 
coordinates corresponding to the location of eyes 
based on the length-width ratio of the eye and the 
relative location of two eyes. Then the point with the 
minimum pixel is based on to find the coordinates 
near the pupils. Next, remove the eyebrow pair above 
the eye pair to make preparation for better search of 
other characteristics. Finally, the threshold low L2 
image is used to search for the nose and mouth. The 
two eyes, the nose and the mouth are combined into a 
group to identify human faces for the candidate five 
sense organ pair. 

According to the above procedures, the location 
information of the organs on human faces is obtained. 
Then second identification is applied to determine 
whether the recorded is the human face. 

As we can see in Fig. 10, A, B and C are the 
extreme points of the mouth region respectively. The 
matrix region determined by A and C is called R1; 
the region determined by B and C is called R2. Then 
we make binary images of human faces. K1 and K2 
are defined as the proportion of white points in R1 
and R2, respectively. The location of B and C reflects 
the first feature of human face structure. That is, a 
certain geometrical relationship exists among main 
organs. K1 and K2 describe the second feature of 
human faces and respectively reflect the smoothness 
of regions R1 and R2. Therefore, we adopt rules to 
describe the structural characteristics of human faces: 
Rule 1: 

They constitute an acute triangle; 
A and B basically lie on the same horizontal line; 
Horizontally, C lies between A and B; 
Vertically, C lies below A and B; 

Rule 2: 
K1and K2 reflect the smoothness of the regions 

R1 and R2; they must comply with the following 
equation; 
 

 K1>= 0.6 (6) 
 

 K2>=0.6 (7) 
 

 |K2-K1|<=0.2 (1) 
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(a) Original   diagram               (b) grayscale diagram 
 

 
 

(c) structure diagram 
 

Fig. 10. Facial feature diagram. 
 
 

The structure based frontal view human face 
detection algorithm inputs a grayscale image. If the 
input image belongs to human face model, the 
structural characteristics of human faces are met; 
otherwise, the image is not a human face, which is 
described in detail as follows: 

1) Conduct regional segmentation of the input 
image to obtain feature points A, B and C; 

2) If features A, B and C do not satisfy rule 1, the 
input image is not a human face; 

3) If K1and K2 do not satisfy rule 2, the input 
image is not a human face; 

The key to the algorithm pretreatment step is 
locating feature points A, B, and point C, and the 
methods used are: first making regional segmentation 
of the gray-scale smoothing image and then been able 
to roughly reflect the gray distribution structure in 
split image; then obtaining the minimum point of the 
gray scale value in each region, i.e. one feature point 
as a candidate feature point; finally, selecting three of 
the candidate with the smallest gray value eigenvalue 
as feature points, to ensure the human face. Fig. 11 is 
some face secondary identification results. 
 
 
5. Experimental Results 
 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed 
method, the total number of test samples is 250 video 
frames, which includes a complicated background 
with single or multiplayer image. All the experiments 
were run on a dual core (TM) 2.4 GHz machine with 
2 GB of main memory and a Windows XP operating 
system. 
With the complex background and slowly-changed 
illumination, we have tested 355 moving objects in 
250 video frames. We use our algorithm and face 
detection method in reference [4] to do comparative 
experiments.  

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

 
 

(c) 
 

Fig. 11. Secondary identification results. 
 
 

Because in reference [4], it directly subtracted 
background frame and prospects frame to get moving 
object and also use simple skin color model to detect 
human face. To contract with it, we can know the 
algorithm we propose can solve some problem that 
similar algorithm didn’t solve. The comparison 
results are as followings. 

First, in the comparison test of moving object 
detection algorithm, our algorithm is correctly 
positioned 303 moving objects, the accuracy was 
93.4 %. The reference [4] correctly positioned 284 
moving objects. The accuracy was 87.7 %.Our 
algorithm accuracy has improved greatly. Table 1 
shows the result. 

The comparison test results show that our 
algorithm has a high sensitivity for indoor moving 
objects. Although the time interval between 
background frame and prospects frame is short, the 
light still slowly changes. If directly subtracted as 
reference [4], these minor differences will also cause 
a lot of noises. Thus affecting the accuracy of 
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positioning moving objects. This problem can be 
solved by using the method of this article, so as to 
achieve accurate positioning. 

Secondly, we also use the above test samples to 
evaluate the whole dynamic face detection system. In 
this paper, face detection accuracy was 89.8 %, while 
the reference [4] was 83.8 %. Specific comparison 
test results are shown in Table 2. 

The test results show that the algorithm can 
achieve a better detection of single face in complex 
background. The inaccurate position to the moving 
objects cause some of the human faces missing. 
Therefore it reduces the accuracy of the entire face 
detection system. So the moving object detection 
accuracy has a certain effect on face detection 
accuracy. The accuracy improvement on moving 
object detection helps to improve accuracy  
of face detection. 
 
 

Table 1. The comparison test result of moving  
object detection. 

 

 
Our 

algorithm 
Reference 

[4] 
Moving objects 335 335 
The number of undetected 22 41 
Accurate positioning 313 294 
Wrong positioning 33 51 
Accuracy (%) 93.4 87.7 

 
 

Table 2. The comparison test result of the human  
face detection. 

 

 Our 
algorithm 

Reference 
[4] 

Face numbers 335 335 
The number of undetected 32 54 
Accurate positioning 301 281 
Wrong positioning 40 61 
Accuracy (%) 89.8 83.8 

 
 

Also the established skin color model and the 
structure-based frontal view human face detection 
method help us to detect human face more accuracy. 
 
 

6. Conclusion 
 

Dynamic face detection used to monitor and 
record the abnormal entry of personnel is a critical 

step. Considering the difficulties of illumination 
changes, skin color detection under different lighting 
conditions and objects with approximate human face 
structure, this paper proposes a new dynamic face 
detection algorithm, which is robust to the slowly 
varying illumination effect. We build the skin color 
model by statistics based on a large amount of color 
data to get the approximate skin color accurately, 
using the structure-based frontal view human face 
detection method to exclude the wrong face and get 
the right one. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we put forward a patched locality preserving projection algorithm for human facial 
expression recognition. Different from traditional approaches that partition all facial images of different classes 
into sub-images, the patched locality preserving projection first partitions the same class images into different 
patches, and then construct the feature subspace from the same location patches, and finally applied locality 
preserving projection algorithm to project the feature subspaces into low dimension spaces. The experimental 
results on JAFFE and Ekman facial database show that the proposed method is effective and improve the facial 
expression recognition performance. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Facial expression recognition, Patched locality preserving projection, Manifold learning. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The recognition of human’s emotion from facial 
expression images has become one of the most 
popular research topics in computer vision and 
pattern recognition [1]. The study of the facial 
expression dates back to the 19th century, Darwin 
researched the expression of emotions in his 1872 
work [2]. Because of its importance to the study of 
emotion, a number of emotion theories have been 
developed. A commonly used facial expression 
recognition approach is to categorize each given 
facial images into the basic expression types, e.g., 
happy, sad, disgust, surprise, fear and angry, defined 
by Ekman and Friesen [3]. Modern facial expression 
recognition approaches generally fall into two 
categories: holistic matching methods and local 
matching methods. Holistic matching approaches use 
the whole face region as the input to a recognition 

system, e.g., PCA, LDA, and LPP [4]. The general 
idea of local matching methods is to first locate 
several facial features, and then classify the faces by 
comparing and combining the corresponding local 
statistics. As the patch-based facial expression 
recognition approaches can describe the local 
features of data well and have more stable application 
performance, and they have seen greater 
development. Hsieh and Tung [5] propose to use the 
local structure features of human face images to 
combine the sub-pattern thought with the vertical 
center principal component analysis and the 
horizontal center principal component analysis 
respectively. Kadappagari and Atul [6] give sufficient 
consideration to the global and local features of 
image data and combines PCA with Sub-PCA 
through cross sub-pattern analysis, which reduces 
time complexity and avoids overlapping sub-patterns. 
Nanni and Maio [7] put forward a weighted sub-
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pattern Gabor projection, first partitioning all images 
into sub-images, then implements a series of Gabor 
feature extraction and K-L transform operation to 
obtain feature spaces and training classifiers. The 
sub-pattern thought has also been of great help in 
manifold learning. Researches show the sub-pattern 
based manifold learning approach can describe the 
nonlinear manifold structure inside the data more 
accurately. In SPP [8], it is thought that sub-patterns 
are not independent of but correlative of each other. 
This approach finally obtains a unified low-
dimension sub-space by training different sub-
patches. SpLPP [9], combining the sub-pattern 
thought with LPP, partitions the images into non-
overlapping sub-patterns and implements dimension 
reduction for each sub-pattern. This approach can 
effectively preserve local information structure and 
nonlinear manifold structure but the defect is that it 
ignores the difference in the contribution each sub-
pattern makes to image recognition. Therefore, [10] 
puts forward Aw-SPLPP, which assigns different 
weights to each sub-patches on the basis of SpLPP, 
which is to differentiate the contributions different 
sub-patches make to image recognition and increase 
the robustness of the algorithm.  

Though some sub-pattern based manifold learning 
approaches preserve local information feature and 
local manifold structure well and have shown great 
effects in pattern classification, most of these 
approaches assume that all images are located in a 
unified manifold. Actually, images of different 
classes have their own unique sub-manifolds. 
Therefore, this paper puts forward a patched locality 
preserving projections (PLPP). The PLPP approach 
first partitions the same class images into different 
image patches, uses the same location patches to 
form a feature subspace, and then applies LPP to 
learn the manifold structure of each feature subspace. 
Experimental results show that patched locality 
preserving projection preserves the manifold and 
local information well and improves the  
recognition performance. 
 
 

2. Facial Expression Recognition Using 
Patched Locality Preserving Projection  

 

2.1. Patch-Based Manifold 
 

Human facial images contain a great amount of 
information and the relations between them are 
complicated. Therefore, to effectively extract image 
features can reduce the complexity of the 
information, obtain useful information and increase 
facial expression recognition efficiency. Though 
some linear mapping methods such as PCA are able 
to implement feature extraction and dimension 
reduction, they can only solve linear feature 
extraction problems which also require a great 
amount of storage space and time. In recent years, 
manifold based feature extraction has shown great 
effects in facial expression recognition. Manifold 

learning assumes that all high-dimension data are 
located in a potential low-dimension manifold and 
implements dimension reduction of high-dimension 
data using the nonlinear feature mapping method. 
The unique physical structure determines the locality 
of human faces. Therefore, if we can effectively 
preserve the local manifolds of data, we can increase 
the accuracy of feature extraction greatly. Locality 
preserving projection is the linear expression of 
Laplacian Eigen map. The goal is to preserve the 
similarity relation among the data, that is, the 
corresponding adjacency relation is still preserved 
after the adjacent data in the high-dimension space 
are projected to the low-dimension space. Therefore, 
it can preserve the local manifold structure in the 
nonlinear sub-manifold well. However, the traditional 
manifold learning method takes all human face 
images as a whole and thus ignores the difference of 
manifolds of images in different positions. To 
address this problem, many patch-based manifold 
learning methods have drawn wide public attention. 

Most of the existing patch-based facial expression 
recognition approaches assume that the 
corresponding sub-patches of all individuals are 
located in a unified sub-manifold, which thus ignores 
the difference between individuals. Generally, 
different individuals have different manifolds. To this 
end, this paper proposes to partition all face images 
into sub-images and put the images of the same class 
into a subset. Therefore, the images in the same 
subset have higher similarity and a more compact 
manifold structure. Suppose  nκ ,x,x,,xxX 21 , 

hence M
k Rx  , after the partition, we can get the 

subset of different classes 
pX  ( P1  p , P  is the 

number of classes). For each subset pX , partition 
the images to form a feature subspace. In this paper, 
we first partition every image into Q non-overlapping 
sub-patches of the same size [11, 12], and then merge 
all of the No.q sub-patches of the No.p person into 
one sub-pattern PQX  ( P1  p , Qq1  ), as 

shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
Feature subspace 1   Feature subspace 2 Feature subspace 3 Feature subspace Q 

 
Fig. 1. Patched images and establish feature subspace. 

 
 

2.2. Patched Locality Preserving Projection 
 

LPP, linearization of LE algorithm, overcomes 
the Out-of Sample problems and retains the inherent 
geometrical and local structure of data during 
dimension reduction. Sample set was assumed 
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as D
iN RxxxxX  },,...,,{ 21 , with the existence 

of linear transformation 45n . Transformation 

matrix W  was obtained by the target function of 
maximization equation (1): 
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If nodes I and j are connected, define the 
weighted similarity matrix as follow: 
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where 0  is sufficiently small. Therefore, target 
function can be rewritten by simple linear 
transformation:  
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So the solution to the LPP can be converted into 

optimization problem as follows:  
 

1.,minarg  WXDXWtsWXLXWW TTTT

w

, (4) 

 
where D is NN  diagonal matrix 

j
ijii SD , and 

SD L  is the Laplacian matrix. The bigger iiD  

is, the more important iy symbolizes. The solution to 

Eqs.4 can further be converted into solving the 
following eigenvalue problem: 
 

 WXDXWXLX TT   (5) 
 

By partitioning subsets and sub-patterns, we can 
get a total of PQ  sub-patterns. For each sub-pattern, 
project with the locality preserving projection. 
Assuming PQX  can be expressed as PQY  after being 
projected to the low-dimension space, and PQW  is the 

transformational matrix of PQX and XWY pqTpq  , 
the minimal cost function is thus: 
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The constraint condition is 
IWXLXW pqpqTpqpqpqT  , and pq

jy indicates the data 

of pq
ix after the projection, h indicates the number of 

samples in the sub-pattern pqX , pq
ijS  indicates the 

similarity between 
pq
ix  and

pq
jx

. 
Finally, the minimal target function is: 
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It can be seen from the solution of the target 

function above, pq
l

pqpqpq WWWW ,,, 21  is the 

transformational matrix of the sub-pattern pqX , and 
pqW is composed by the eigenvector with the 

minimal eigenvalue in the generalized characteristic 
equation (8):  
 

 pqpqTpqpqpqpqTpqpq WXDXWXLX   (1) 
 

Based on the matrix transformation above, we can 
get the project of each sub-pattern in the low-
dimension space and then the project of each person 
in the low-dimension space. 
 
 
2.3. Facial Expression Classification  
 

In this process, in order to classify an unknown 
sample X  , first, divide the image according to the 
pattern partitioning method for training samples; then 
implement dimension reduction of the sample using 
the pattern received from Class P training samples (a 
total of P patterns) and get P sample points 
 Pyyy  ,,, 21  ; finally, calculate the distances 

between P sample points and the average value of the 
corresponding samples (after projection) and classify 
the sample to the category with the minimum 
distance, as shown in Formula (9):  
 

  pp
p

yyd ,minarg   (1) 

 
where Py indicates the sample point of x  after using 

Class p  pattern projection, py indicates the central 

point after Class p  training sample projection, while 
)(,d  indicates the Euclidean distance between  

the two. 
 
 
3. Experimental Results 
 
3.1. Japanese Female Facial Expression 
 

In this experiment, we use the Japanese Female 
Facial Expression (JAFFE) [13, 14] database. The 
database is a set of 213 images of 7 different 
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expressions posed by 10 Japanese females.  
In preprocessing, all the face samples in JAFFE 
database are normalized to 32×32-pixel patches and 
processed by histogram equalization, see Fig. 2 for 
some samples. And 20 images of the same person’s 
different expressions were selected. Respectively, to 
test the proposed patched locality preserving 
projection method. The performance of the projection 
in this paper will be compared with those of SpLPP, 
LPP, SpPCA and PCA. For all facial images in each 
database, the original images were first normalized 
(in scale and orientation) such that the two eyes were 
aligned at the same position, then the facial areas 
were cropped into the final images for recognition. 
The experimental result is the average value of five-
time repeated experiments. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Samples from the Japanese female facial  
expression images. 

 
 

All images have 3232   picture elements, which 
is to say, each image can be seen as a vector 
with 10243232 D  dimensions. 

The research on the size of partitioned images is 
an important part of the sub-pattern based facial 
expression recognition approaches. In the 
experiment, we’ve compared four different image 
partition methods. Each image is partitioned into  
n (n=4, 8, 16, 32) pieces and its number of 
dimensions reduced to about 600. The classification 
and recognition rates are shown in Table 1. With the 
increase of the number of partitioned image pieces, 
the recognition rate of SpPCA increases, while those 
of BspLPP and SpLPP reach the highest when the 
number of partitioned image pieces n=8 and then the 

rates decline. The reason may be that too many 
pieces make each sub-image too small, which causes 
the loss of local structure information and damages 
the original local manifold structure. Meanwhile, 
when n=4, 8, 16, the classification accuracies of 
BspLpp are all higher than those of other four 
approaches. 
 
 

Table 1. Recognition rates and variance under different 
image partition methods. 

 
 4 8 16 32 
PLPP 77.14±0.54 77.92±0.13 77.74±1.21 70.90±0.84 
SpLPP 76.57±0.03 77.74±0.41 77.40±0.02 76.87±0.03 
LPP 72.60±7.59 74.03±4.86 75.19±0.30 73.89±2.73 
SpPCA 76.02±0.06 76.48±0.04 77.22±0.04 77.48±0.13 
PCA 76.27±1.81 76.31±1.37 76.53±0.84 76.66±0.54 

 
 
With regard to the run time, it can be seen from 

Fig. 3. The run time of the partitioning based 
algorithms PLPP, SpLPP and SpPCA is lower than 
that of standard LPP and PCA. And with the increase 
of the number of partitioned pieces, the run time of 
SpLPP increases; and when the number is 32, the run 
time reaches its highest. Compared to SpLPP, LPP 
and PCA, the run time of patched locality preserving 
is shorter and is the most stable, saving about 60 %, 
81 % and 80 % respectively at least. Therefore, the 
algorithm proposed in this paper can be applied in the 
datasets with larger dimensions, as its run time is 
basically the same with the increase of partitioned 
image pieces. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Run time under different image partition methods. 

 
 

At last, we compare the selection of the 
parameters t (in formula 2) and k (number of 
neighborhoods) in this paper. Through the 
explanation of Table 1, we partition each image into 
8 equally-sized sub-images and reduce the 
dimensions of each image to about 600. First, we fix 
the parameter t as t=600 and set k  
as 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 respectively, of which the 
classification and recognition rates are shown below 
in Table 2. From the table we can see that when k is 
7, it has the highest recognition rate, and if the k 
value is too small, it may cause incomplete local 
information, and if it is too large, it may lead to 
distortion of local manifold structure after dimension 
reduction. Then, we fix the parameter as k=7 and set t 
as different parameters, as shown in Table 3. The 
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recognition rate increases with the increase of t and 
reaches its highest when t is 600 and then drops  
as t increases. 
 
 

Table 2. Classification and recognition rates under  
different k values. 

 
k value Recognition rate 

3 77.02±1.77 
5 77.18±1.17 
7 77.30±1.49 
9 76.81±2.73 
11 77.25±4.96 

 
 

Table 3. Classification and recognition rates under  
different t values. 

 
t value Recognition rate 

800 77.05±1.20 
600 77.55±1.55 
400 77.30±1.08 
200 77.16±1.79 
100 76.63±1.92 
10 74.83±2.80 

 
 
3.2. Ekman’s Pictures of Facial  

Affect Database 
 

We used Ekman’s ‘Pictures of Facial Affect’ 
database [14] in our experiments. The database 
contains 110 facial expression images showing 
different emotions of six male and eight female 
subjects, Fig. 5 shows part samples of Ekman’s facial 
database. We chose 77 images of 11 persons with 
seven basic facial expressions displayed by each 
person as our training set. All images have been 
adjusted to images with 3232   picture elements. In 
the experiments, each image is partitioned into  
16 images, that is, 88  patches. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Samples from the Ekman’s facial  
expression images. 

 

The recognition rates after the patching are 
subject to dimension reduction to different 
dimensions with LPP are shown in Fig. 5. First, the 
recognition rates of the patched-based algorithms are 
far higher than those of traditional LPP and PCA, 
which clearly shows that patch-based algorithms can 
preserve the local information structure of data more 
accurately. Second, with the change of number of 
dimensions, the classification accuracies of patch-
based locality preserving projection are becoming 
more stable, while that of SpPCA not, which 
indicates the performance of patch-based locality 
preserving projection is more stable. Finally, 
compared to other algorithms, even the dimensions of 
the sub-patterns are reduced to a very low value (for 
example, 8 dimensions), the patched locality 
preserving projection still shows high classification 
accuracy, which is an advantage that the other 
algorithms do not have. Meanwhile, its classification 
accuracy is slightly higher than that of SpLPP and 
reaches its highest when the dimensions of the sub-
patterns are reduced to about 23. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Classification and recognition rates with different 
sub-pattern dimensions. 

 
 

On this database, we have also selected the values 
of the parameters k and t in the algorithms. First, we 
fix the parameter k as k=5 and set t as different 
values. As indicated in Table 4, when t is 10, it has 
the highest recognition rate. Then, we fix t as 10 and 
change the value of k. As indicated in Table 5, the 
recognition rate gradually increases as the k value 
decreases and reaches its highest when k is 5; but 
when k is 3, the recognition rate drops sharply. The 
reason may be because the k value is too small which 
leads to inaccurate local information and makes it to 
be interfered by noises. 
 
 

Table 4. Classification and recognition rates under  
different t values. 

 
t value Recognition rate 

800 72.39±1.51 
500 72.47±1.49 
100 73.96±0.02 
10 75.94±1.07 
5 75.53±1.29 
1 74.04±0.55 
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Table 5. Classification and recognition rates under  
different k values. 

 
k value Recognition rate 

3 73.05±0.50 
5 75.16±0.77 
7 74.45±2.73 
9 73.96±1.07 
11 73.87±0.08 

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

In problems concerning facial expression 
recognition, the existing sub-pattern based manifold 
learning algorithm takes the face images of all 
individuals as a whole and then partitions them into 
sub-images and uses the sub-images to form a feature 
subspace, that is, it assumes all classes of manifolds 
are unified, but actually, the patterns of different 
classes and those of the same class have their own 
unique manifold structures. Therefore, this paper puts 
forward patched locality preserving projection, which 
preserves the local information feature and manifold 
structure of the images well. Experimental results 
show that the algorithm increases emotion expression 
recognition rate and greatly reduces run time. 
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Abstract: The contrast is low and the venous structure is simple for the hand vein image captured by near 
infrared camera. In order to extract the features of hand vein structure effectively, the wavelet decomposition 
sub-band image was analyzed. The low frequency sub-band image is better as hand vein recognition features. 
A feature extraction method by wavelet decomposition and mean absolute deviation is proposed in this paper. 
Then 48 dimensional feature vectors were formed. Finally, the Euclidean distance classification was used to do 
classify experiment. The results have shown that this method is not sensitive to shift, rotation and scaling in 
small range. The total recognition rate is 99.25 %, while the false acceptance error rate is 0.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Hand vein recognition, Biometrics, Feature extraction, Wavelet decomposition. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The vein recognition mainly depends on vessel 
structure to make personal identification .The human 
venous lines include a great deal of information and 
everybody’s venous structure is unique, so we can 
obtain abundant authentication information from it. 
Patterns of hand veins vessel exist inside the skin, 
and it possesses the characteristic of non-
reproducible. What’s more, vein structure can’t 
change too much as the growth with age. In addition, 
if blood stop flowing, the near infrared image 
acquisition device will not capture the vein image. 
From this we know that the vein recognition has the 
advantages of reliability, uniqueness, security, 
stability and living body recognition and so on. The 

vein recognition does not need refined device to 
capture the hand vein image. Consequently, the vein 
recognition attracted increasing attention in the field 
of biometric feature identification recently [1, 2]. 

Hand vein images captured by near infrared 
camera have low contrast and the grey level, so 
enhancement pre-processing and feature extraction 
method of vein images is the key to research. The 
feature extraction method mainly includes geometry 
feature extraction, partial feature extraction and 
global feature extraction. They firstly manipulated 
two values image segmentation, then conducted 
feature extraction and recognition based on terminal 
and junction in Ref. [3]. The disadvantage of these 
methods was higher rejection recognition rate. A 
novel hand vein database and a biometric technique 
based on the statistical processing of the hand vein 
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patterns been present in Ref. [4]. Though this method 
has a higher recognition rate, it has higher 
computational complexity at the same time. The sub-
band energy of different scale was exacted as the 
global features form vein image which was 
transformed by Contourlet in Ref. [5-8] used media 
filter to preprocess the whole hand vein image, then 
used pixel by pixel matching method to manipulate 
hand vein matching. 

The above algorithms have achieved certain 
results, but there are still some problems. In this 
paper we analysis the wavelet decomposition of the 
sub-band image, find that the low-frequency sub-
band image is better for hand vein recognition. A 
feature extraction method based on wavelet 
decomposition and the mean absolute deviation is 
proposed and its procedure is introduced in detail. 
We also analyze the algorithm advantages. The 
experimental results show that the method an 
effective performance. 
 
 
2. Hand Vein Image Preprocessing 
 
2.1. Hand Vein Acquisition 
 

The principle of near infrared hand image capture 
is the hemoglobin of human body hand vein blood 
possesses the characteristic which absorbed near 
infrared light of 700-1100 nm wavelength. At the 
same time, the near infrared light can easily penetrate 
the 3mm depth of muscle and bones. Consequently, 
using near infrared emitter of fixed wavelength to 
evenly irradiate hand region, then using near infrared 
camera to collect light reflection can capture the hand 
vein image. 

Laboratory designed near infrared capture device 
according to this principle. After the experiment, the 
wavelength of near infrared emission source selected 
850 nm, and “TCA032” CMOS black and white 
camera was selected as the near infrared camera. 
Fig. 1 shows the infrared capture device designed in 
our laboratory. 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Hand vein acquisition device. 

Samples of hand vein image captured by the 
acquisition device are shown as Fig. 2. 
 
 

  

  
 

Fig. 2. Hand vein image. 
 
 
2.2. Geometric and Grayscale Normalization 
 

As shown in Fig. 2, the hand vein image includes 
hand edge, which may make greater impact on the 
recognition results, so we intercept part of the region 
as the standard image. 

The size of original hand vein image is  
320×240 pixels (Fig. 3(a)). Fifty width pixels in the 
edge area are deleted and get the center hand vein 
area, then Zoom to 160×120 pixels (Fig. 3(b)). We 
can see from Fig. 3 that Fig. 3(b) contains important 
information of Fig. 3(a) and is suitable for subsequent 
feature extraction and recognition. 
 
 

 
 

(a)                                                   (b) 
 

Fig. 3. Geometric normalization of hand vein image. 
 
 

There are some problems during the process of 
hand vein images acquisition. Firstly, there is infrared 
light in the natural environment, so the gray scale of 
the hand vein images acquired in different 
environment may have some differences. Secondly, 
there are some differences for the hand vein images 
in the same environment, because the automatic 
exposure function of the camera. Thirdly, the gray 
scale of one people’s hand skin is different from 
others. So the gray normalization should be used to 
reduce the difference between different hand vein 
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images. A simple and effective way is to convert the 
image with the same mean and variance, which can 
be defined as follows: 
 

MyxIifVMyxIVMyxI  ),(/)),((),( 111

MyxIifVMyxIVMyxI  ),(/)),((),( 111
, (1) 

 
where ),( yxI  is the original input image; M and 

V  are the mean and variance; ),(1 yxI is the gray 

normalization image; 1M and 1V  are the mean and 

variance of normalization image. In this paper, we set 
255,150 11  VM . V is defined as the difference 

between maximum and minimum of ),( yxI . 
 

 )),(()),(( yxIMinyxIMaxV   (2) 
 

The geometric and grayscale normalized hand 
vein images are show in Fig. 4. We can see from the 
histograms that the two normalized images are of the 
same mean and variance. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Geometric and grayscale normalized hand vein 
images and its histograms. 

 
 
2.3. Hand Vein Images Enhancement 
 

The hand vein image captured by this device has a 
low contrast, and it was easily infected by near 
infrared light of nature. Therefore, we need 
preprocess image before feature extraction and 
recognition.  
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Enhancement and segmentation on hand  
vein image. 

The author of this paper Huabin-Wang in Ref [9], 
firstly conducted geometric and gray-scale 
normalization and obtained the standard hand vein 
image with uniform size and the same gray value, A 
kind of Retinex vein enhancement vein structure 
algorithm based on adaptive filter is proposed, but it 
also bring noise at the same time. The results show 
that noise generally produced in hand skin regions. 
Therefore, the noise can be eliminated by adaptive 
threshold segmentation and then the clearer vein 
structure is obtained. We obtain the enhancement and 
segmentation result as Fig. 5. 
 
 
3. Hand Vein Feature Extraction 
 
3.1. Multi-Layer Wavelet Decomposition 

 
Multi-resolution analysis of wavelet transformation 

is one of the most effective tools to image analysis 
and feature extraction. Low frequency sub-band 
image which is obtained by multi-layer wavelet 
decomposition to vein image is better for the hand 
vein feature. The low frequency band and high 
frequency band of wavelet decomposition plays a 
different role in feature extraction. The low 
frequency components mainly describe global 
features and the high frequency components mainly 
describe the partial details. From this we can know 
that if we eliminate the low frequency components 
and remain high frequency components after  
wavelet transformation, we can keep hand vein 
information well. Four sub-band images  
LL HL LH HH are obtained by a layer of wavelet 
decomposition to the original image. The dimension 
of every sub-image is a quarter of the original image. 
 
 
 

 
 

(a)                                  (b) 
 

Fig. 6. Multi-layer wavelet decomposition diagram. 
 
 

Fig. 6 shows the result of multi-layer wavelet 
decomposition to hand vein image. Fig. 6 (a) is the 
result of the image after a layer of wavelet 
decomposition. The sub-band image LL represents 
the low frequency components of image after low-
pass filter in horizontal and vertical directions.  
Fig. 6 (b) is the result of the first layer of sub-band 
image after additional 2-D wavelet decomposition.  

The low frequency sub-band image of Fig. 6(b) 
decomposed by two layers of wavelet is magnified 
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and the result is shown in Fig. 7 (b). From the result 
we can find that after two layers of wavelet 
decomposition, the main structure information of 
vein image remain and the noise is reduced greatly. 
The dimension of image is only one sixteenth of 
original image. 
 
 

 

 
 

(a)                                  (b) 
 

Fig. 7. Comparison of low-frequency sub-band image with 
two level wavelet decomposition. 

 
 
3.2. Mean Absolute Deviation of Hand  

Vein Image 
 

The low frequency sub-band image with size of 
4030 can be obtained from the 160120 original 
hand vein images with two layers of wavelet 
decomposition. The dimension of the original image 
decrease greatly. It can’t be as the characteristic 
values directly. Therefore, we should adopt method 
for further dimensional reduction. Here we used 
mean absolute deviation to describe the texture 
information of vein vessels. Hand vein image the size 
of 4030 was divided into forty-eight non-
overlapping 55 sub-image. Then mean absolute 
deviation of every sub-image was computed as the 
characteristic values of image. The method of 
computing mean absolute deviation is as follows:  
 

  48,,2,1),(
1   mMjiI
N N mm , (3) 

 
where ),( jiIm  is the m-th sub-image. N is the total 

amount of pixels of ),( jiIm and here N is 55=25. 

The parameter M is the mean of ),( jiIm . The 48 

characteristic values of image form a 1*48 
dimensional vector which was the characteristic 
vector of image.  
 

  4821 ,,,  V  (1) 
 
 

3.3. Feature Extraction Algorithm 
 

In this section, the procedure of hand vein image 
feature extraction algorithm is described in detail.  

1. Preprocess the hand vein image to obtain the 
standard hand vein image I with size of 160120. 

2. Low frequency sub-band image I2 by 
decomposed I with two layers of wavelet 
decomposition. 

3. Divide image I2 into 48 non-overlapping sub-
images of size 55. 

4. Obtain hand vein image characteristic vector V 
using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). 

The advantages of this paper in hand vein feature 
extraction algorithm are as follows. The vector 
dimension is just one-sixteenth of original image with 
two layers of wavelet decomposition. Low frequency 
sub-band image loses high frequency components, 
but it remains the basic structure of the hand vein 
image. So it has ability to distinguish the different 
hand vein images. The low frequency sub-band 
image with wavelet decomposition is not sensitive to 
slight change of the hand vein image. We reduced the 
dimension by dividing image to some sub-images and 
computing the mean absolute deviation which can 
represents the texture features well. 
 
 
4. Classifier Design and Experimental 

Analysis 
 

The last step of hand vein recognition is classifier 
design. The common classifiers include the nearest 
neighbor classifier, Fisher linear classifier, artificial 
neural network classifier, support vector machine 
(SVM) classifier and so on. 
 
 
4.1. Build Hand Vein Experimental Sample 
 

In order to effectively test the performance of 
hand vein recognition algorithm proposed in this 
paper, we firstly need a public and general hand vein 
image base. but there has not been one image base for 
near infrared recognition system in the world. 
Therefore, we used near infrared hand vein image 
capture device that was described in this paper to 
build a small data base. the scale of this database is as 
follows: there are total 1600 images. We captured 
these images from 40 people and we respectively 
captured 20 images from left and right hand in every 
person. They represent 80 different types of hand 
sample. In order to prove the experiments have the 
ability to adapt transformation, rotation, scaling in 
small range, we conducted some manipulation to  
20 images in one type which include random 
transformation within 30 pixels, rotation within  
15 degrees and zoom in a certain range. 
 
 
4.2. Classifier Design and Recognition 

Experiment 
 

Here, we selected a relatively simple classifier 
used Euclidean distance to measure the similarity 
between test samples and learning samples: 
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where Ri is the mean and absolute deviation of the i-
th learning sample, and Ti is the mean and absolute 
deviation of the i-th test sample. Learning process: 
we got 10 images from 80 different type samples 
respectively as the object to learn and then obtained 
10 48-D characteristic vectors. At last, these vectors 
were stored into dataset. Recognition process: we 
randomly got one from the rest 800 images, and then 
extracted the feature using the algorithm proposed in 
this paper. At last, we compared it with learning 
sample in the database. If the Euclidean distance D of 
two samples was less than T, we considered the two 
samples belonged to the same type. Here we set 
T=30. Resilience test: we manipulated additional 
recognition the nu-learned image after randomly 
conducting shift and rotation in a certain range. 

Experimental result is shown in Table 1. Where 
false recognition number (FRN), Rejection number 
(RN), Total false recognition number (TFRN) and 
total error rate (TER). Obviously, the feature 
extraction method based on wavelet decomposition 
and mean absolute deviation has a good adaptability 
to shift and rotation in a certain range. But if the 
range of shift and rotation is too large, the 
recognition rate of this system will greatly reduce. 
From the Table 1 we can find that an obvious 
advantage of this system is that it can not falsely 
recognize, which could prove the feature extraction 
method used in this paper has a good stability. 
 
 

Table 1. The recognition results based on wavelet 
decomposition and mean absolute deviation. 

 
Samples FRN RN TFRN TER 

Standard sample 0 6 6 0.0075 
5 pixels shift 0 10 10 0.0125 
15 pixels shift 0 22 22 0.0275 
25 pixels shift 0 378 378 0.4725 
5 degrees rotation 0 12 12 0.015 
15 degrees rotation 0 538 538 0.6725 

 
 
5. Development in VC++6.0 
 

We developed a hand vein recognition system in 
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 as shown in Fig. 8.  

It contains the module of enhancing and feature 
extracting of hand vein images, which is according to 
the algorithm presented in this paper. The same hand 
vein database was used as in the above sections to 
evaluate the performance of the software, which 
worked on a Pentium 4/3.0 GHz personal computer. 
The average runtime for recognizing one hand vein 
image is less than 1 second per image, so the 
algorithm presented in this paper fits for a  
real-time system. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. The interface of our hand vein  
recognition software. 

 
 

The running time was showed in Table 2. The 
learning and recognition time mean the proposed 
algorithm suitable for personal identification  
in real time.  
 
 

Table 2. The system running time. 
 

 Average 
time  

Maximum 
time  

Minimum 
time  

Learning  96 ms 101 ms 90 ms 
Recognition  291 ms 473 ms 156 ms 

 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

In order to extract hand vein image features 
effectively, we proposed a feature extraction method 
based on wavelet decomposition and mean absolute 
deviation. The algorithm can remain the structure 
feature of hand vein image well and reduce feature 
dimension effectively. The method is not sensitive to 
shift, rotation and scaling in a small range. The 
recognition rate of standard sample is 99.25 %, and 
the false recognition rate is 0 used our hand vein 
standard sample base. In experiments of recognition 
to 40 different type samples, the recognition time  
is less than 500 ms which mean the proposed 
algorithm can meets the requirement of practical 
applications well. 
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Abstract: Virtual reality system provides probability and methods for efficient flexible human machine 
interaction. Since motion capture technology can obtain the motion state in real environment, an interaction 
system based on optical motion capture system is introduced in this paper. The models of human body are 
constructed by commercial CAD software. It analyzes movement characteristics of human arm and hand and 
builds layered structure model for the movement of them. The motion parameter of hand model is also 
determined. Moreover, motion control is applied to geometric model of human body as well as mapping image 
from human body’s motion to virtual environment is established. Considering on detection precision and 
efficiency analysis of collision detection algorithm, suitable collision detection methods for this research is 
selected, and real-time collision detection by means of bounding volume hierarchies is achieved. Furthermore, it 
studies human hands grasp motion and defines grasp rules of virtual hands for grasp motion of objects in VR 
Environment. Finally, development and test of virtual interaction system are accomplished. Various motions, 
such as grasping, moving and releasing operations are demonstrated in the virtual interaction system for the 
aiming tasks. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Virtual reality, Motion capture, Motion control, Collision detection, Virtual interaction. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Virtual Reality (VR) has significance on 
manufacturing field by applying in conceptual 
design, design verification, production training and 
maintenance. In product design, VR technology can 
minimize the problems by all around design analysis 
and evaluation in virtual environment so as to shorten 
the production cycle and cut the cost. In complex 
products assembly [1], manipulation and 

maintenance [2], VR technology also plays an 
important role. 

In actual world, people are accustomed to achieve 
various operations by hands, and hand operation is 
also easily accepted in virtual environment. As a type 
of direct operation, hand interaction leads more 
natural and efficient operation especially for the 
complex operation. For virtual assembly, virtual 
hands are required to verify the feasibility and 
reasonableness of assembly process [3]. 
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To provide a human-machine interaction system 
with more reality and flexibility, motion capture 
method is introduced to study the hand operation in 
virtual environment. Utilizing optical motion capture 
system as hardware, the real-time interaction is 
implemented though driving virtual hand and arm 
models by the data captured.  
 
 
2. System Design 
 

Optical motion capture system has been applied 
widely for its flexibility, reliability and real-time 
performance. For the function of capturing human 
body motion data, motion capture technology can 
serve for virtual reality and ergonomics. Princeton 
University and Caterpillar conducted the research on 
human factors of the production line [4], and Beijing 
Jiaotong University studied human machine 
interaction in high speed train driving [5]. 
Additionally, a series of commercial software also 
provide support to motion capture system [6]. 

In this paper, Vicon MX is selected as the motion 
capture equipment, and C++ and OpenGL are used 
for software development. To construct the 
interaction platform in virtual environment, the data 
captured by hardware equipment and the displayed 
scene with certain immersion are needed, and the 
data captured should drive the model in virtual 
environment. According to the functions above, the 
functions structure of the system is shown as Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. System function. 
 
 

According to the function analysis and object-
oriented programming thoughts, the software system 
designed in this paper is divided into four parts as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

1) Foundation layer. It includes the basic 
geometric bodies and operations classes. The 
geometric bodies are point, line, plane, vector, 
triangle and coordinate frame, and the operations are 
matrix operation, file reading and writing and data 
base operation. All kinds of system functions are 
implemented by calling these basic elements in 
foundation layer. 

2) Objects layer. It describes the counterparts and 
operation in the real world by objects. Based on 
foundation layer, the objects are combination of basic 
geometric bodies, and the operations are composed 
by basic operation. In addition, the bounding box 

class and layered bounding box objects are used to 
collision detection by mapping real word behavior to 
the system. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Layered structure of the system. 
 
 

3) Management layer. It manages and controls the 
data from objects layer and the motion data. The 
models data include parts model, human body model, 
scene model and data in the data base. It makes the 
calling from the display layer more convenient and 
efficient. For the data from interface to motion 
capture, the layer can also process the data and 
control the models motion by it. 

4) Display layer. It implements the display 
function of the system including model display, 
rendering and light. It accesses the management layer 
and obtain the modes data, and displays the whole 
virtual scene and motions by the functions of 
OpenGL in display and rendering. 
 
 
3. System Modeling and Interactive 

Control 
 
3.1. Modeling of Human Body 
 

The geometric models in virtual environment are 
human body model, scene models and parts models, 
in which the human body models are the most 
complex ones. Specially, the upper limb model has 
great impact on the interaction and realism. Thus, the 
modeling of human upper limb is studied in this 
section. 

Human body modeling relies on the anatomical 
structure of human body. Human upper limb is 
composed by 30*2 bones that are humerus, radius, 
ulna and hand bones as shown in Fig. 3. 

The wrist and palm bones are so complex that it is 
difficult to model. However, it is not necessary to 
construct the model completely same as anatomical 
structure. In this paper, the bones structure of human 
upper limb is simplified. The wrist with 8 bones is 
regarded as a joint, and the palm bones excluding 
thumb bone is also a whole part paper because there 
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is only minimal relative motion from the second to 
the fifth palm bone. The palm bone of thumb is 
separated as a section, so the five fingers have the 
same structure as shown in Fig. 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Upper limb bones. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Hand model. 
 
 

With the frame of geometric model, the upper 
limb model is constructed by the commercial CAD 
software UG NX as shown in Fig. 5. Because other 
parts of the body do not participate the interaction 
frequently in this system, these parts are simplified  
as Fig. 6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Upper limb model. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Human body model and the skeleton. 

 

 
3.2. Motion Control of the Models 
 

Motion control of the models is the reconstruction 
of upper limb motion by marker position information 
from motion data interface. Human body motion is 
realized by rotation transform to arbitrary axis and 
translation between coordinate frames. For the 
layered structure of human body motion model, the 
motion control of the models also organized  
by layers. 

Because the coordinate frame of Vicon motion 
capture system is decided by static calibration, it does 
not coincide with the frame of virtual environment. 
The data obtained from the motion data interface is in 
the coordinate of Vicon while the motion control 
occurs in the virtual environment, so the two 
coordinate frames should be unified through the 
transform as formula (1). 
 

 ' 11 1 viP P M    (1) 

 
In the formula, '1P is the coordinate after 

calibration, and 1P  is the coordinate before 

calibration. 1
viM   is the reverse matrix of Vicon 

system coordinate frame in the virtual environment. 
Because there are three rotation degrees in upper 

limb, it is difficult to decide the direction of rotation 
axis. Therefore, the transform of upper limb is from 
one coordinate to another. To construct the upper 
limb coordinate, two markers are attached on the 
upper limb. 

For the first, the position of shoulder joint could 
be determined by the marker “shoulder”, and then the 

local coordinate frame of upper limb mC is 

constructed by the points of shoulder, ArmR and 

ArmL. In the coordinate frame, Z axis of mC  is the 

vector from shoulder joint to ArmL while X axis is 
the cross product by Z axis and the vector from 
ArmR to ArmL as shown in Fig. 7. As a result, P0 
and P0' on upper limb can construct two coordinate 

frames through the transform 0mC to '0m
C . 0M  is 

described as formula 2. 
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0 0'0  Cm CmM M M

 
(2) 

 

In the formula, 1
0 CmM   0mC is the reverse matrix 

of coordinate frame 0mC , and 0'CmM '0m
C  is the 

matrix of coordinate frame '0m
C  

 
 

Cm0 

Cm0' 

 

 
Fig. 7. Local coordinate of the upper limb. 

 
 

For the layered structure of human limb, the joints 
and marker information has to be updated before the 
top layer model transform. For the top layered joint 
point or maker P , the 0M  transform of it has to be 

conducted, and then the updated 'P is assigned to P  
as formula 3. 
 

 ' 0P P M   (3) 
 

Similar as upper limb, the forearm elbow joints 
transform is also from one coordinates to another. In 

the coordinate frame, Z axis of mC  is the vector from 

shoulder joint to ForeArmR while X axis is the cross 
product by Z axis and the vector from ForeArmR to 
ForeArmL as shown in Fig. 8. With two positions of 
forearms, the transform from forearm to upper limb is 
determined by local coordinates.  
 

 1 0 01M M M   (4) 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 8. Local coordinates of the forearm. 

 
 

For the motion of palm, the rotation transform to 
arbitrary axis can be applied because there is no 
rotation to the axis of itself besides the waving 

freedom of the hand. It is also the reason for 
attaching only on marker on the palm. 

As the top structure, palm and finger coordinates 
information has to be updated before the forearm 
transform. The 2P  coordinate for wrist is unified, 
and the two positions of the palm are Palm and Palm'. 

2P  and Palm define the vector 1V , and 2P and 

Palm' define the vector 2V . The rotation transform 

V of the palm is the cross product of 1V  and 2V . 

The angle between 1V and 2V is shown as Fig. 9. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 9. Rotation Transform of the palm. 

 
 

Regard V as the rotation axis and   as the 
rotation angle, the rotation matrix from palm to 
forearm is 12M . The transform from palm to world 
coordinate is formula 5. 
 

 2 1 12 0 01 12M M M M M M     (5) 
 

The transform of palm also influence the fingers 
position for the layered structure. Similarly, the 
proximal phalanx transform is based on the updated 
finger sections information. For the same structure of 
the five fingers, the finger root is defined as 3P , and 
the marker on the finger is defined as Finger1. The 
two different positions of makers are Finger1 and 
Finger1', so 3P  and Finger1 forms 1V  and 3P  and 

Finger1' forms 2V . The rotation transform V of the 

palm is the cross product of 1V  and 2V  with the 

rotation angle . The transform from the proximal 

phalanx of thumb  23M  can be regarded as the 
rotation to arbitrary axis, and the transform from the 
root of thumb 3M  is as formula 6. 
 

3 2 23 0 01 12 23M M M M M M M      (6) 
 

With transform of proximal phalanx, the position 
of middle phalanx would be determined. However, 
there is no marker on the middle phalanx, so the 
motion of middle phalanx is derived by the length of 
finger sections and the maker on the distal phalanx as 
shown in Fig. 10. 

The position of middle phalanx is 4P , and the 

two position of distal phalanx are 5P  and 5P with 
markers of Finger3 and Finger3'. The vectors are 
constructed as following: 1V = 5P - 4P , 
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2V =Finger3- 4P , 1V = 5P - 4P , 

2V =Finger3'- 4P . 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 10. Parameters of the middle and distal phalanxes. 

 
 

The angle   between 2V  and 2V can be 

obtained, and the length of 1V is known. The angle 

  between 1V and 1V is as formula 7. 
 

 

1 2
1

s
scos L
L

 
 

(7) 

 
Similarly, the angle   between 1V   and 2V  

can be deducted. For the feature of human fingers 
motion, the angle   between 1V  and 1V   is 
calculated by formula 8. 
 

        (8) 

 
 
3.3. Collision Detection of Human  

Body Model 
 

To achieve the interaction in virtual environment, 
the intersection among models should be detected 
firstly. The contact of models is the basic 
intersection, so collision detection is the base of 
virtual interaction. The bounding volume is a general 
method for collision detection for both real-time 
performance and precision. There are a series of 
bounding volume according to their shapes such as 
sphere, AABB, OBB and K-Dops etc. [7]. In this 
paper, OBB method is adopted for the arm model as 
Fig. 11 and the bounding box is described by its 
center point, coordinate and 1/2 length of sides  
as Fig. 12. 

The OBB collision detection is testified by 15 
separated axes, including the three axis direction of 
each bonding box and the axis vertical to the two 
bounding boxes. The principle of OBB collision 
detection is shown as Fig. 13. If OBB is in the 

separating state, S L Ra Rb   . 

 
 

Fig. 11 Bonding box of upper limb. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. Description of OBB bounding box. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 13. Detection of OBB bounding box. 
 
 

The probability of the results that the nine vertical 
axes do not intersect is 15 %. To improve the 
efficiency of OBB collision detection, the detection 
of coordinate axes is conducted firstly, and then the 
collisions of vertical axes are detected. The flowchart 
of the OBB collision detection is shown as Fig 14. 

The probability of the results that the nine vertical 
axes do not intersect is 15 %. To improve the 
efficiency of OBB collision detection, the detection 
of coordinate axes is conducted firstly, and then the 
collisions of vertical axes are detected. The flowchart 
of the OBB collision detection is shown as Fig 14. 

 
 

3.4. Definition of Grasp 
 

When human grasps, the judgment occurs for the 
first and there is a stage of pre-grasp before. In pre-
grasp stage, only partial fingers contact with the 
objects but no force is applied while the force is 
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applied in the formal grasp stage to finish the grasp. 
To achieve simple and efficient grasp, the application 
of force condition is conversed to contact condition. 
The rule of grasp is as following. 

1) When the finger contacts with the objects, it 
can only extend without bending. 

2) When the thumb and index finger contact the 
objects at the same time, the grasp is finished. 

3) When the hand grasp the objects, the objects 
will move with the palm until the constrains are 
removed. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. Collision detection flowchart. 
 

4. Development of the System  
and the Virtual Interaction 

 
There a four Vicon MX-3 infrared cameras and 

PC for motion capture and data process. The four 
cameras are connected to MX Net of Vicon, and the 
MX Net and PC communicate with each other by the 
network.  

The four Vicon cameras are arranged in a space 
for real-time motion capture. The position of the four 
cameras should ensure all the markers visible to the 
cameras. In addition, arbitrary makers must be visible 
to at least two cameras at the same moment. Without 
constraining the movement of hands, the volume of 
the space should be smaller as possible. The 
arrangement of the cameras of this system is shown 
as Fig. 15. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 15. Vicon motion capture system. 
 
 

The real-time virtual interaction test is for the 
verification of the system performance. It mainly 
tests the real-time performance, the flexibility of 
grasp and the stability of the system. The real-time 
performance relates to the motion transform and 
collision detection, and the flexibility of grasp is 
limited by the grasp rules. In this paper, the virtual 
hand conducted grasping, moving and releasing 
operations in the system developed. The operations 
are shown is Fig. 16. 

 
 
 

    
 

Fig. 16 (a). Operation test: start action. 
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Fig. 16 (b) Operation test: pre-grasp action. 
 
 

    
 

Fig. 16 (c). Operation test: grasp action. 
 
 

    
 

Fig. 16 (d). Operation test: moving action. 
 
 

    
 

Fig. 16 (e). Operation test: moving to the aiming position. 
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Fig. 16 (f). Operation test: releasing action. 
 
 

The interaction test demonstrate the operation in 
the system is concurrent with the actual operation of 
the user though the grasping, moving and releasing 
operation. The refresh frequency of the system is 
shown in Fig. 17. The computation time of the 
system increases during the grasping operation 
because of the collision detection. However, the 
refresh frequency maintains more than 20 frames/s 
that satisfies the real-time performance requirements. 
On the whole, the system can accomplished the 
interaction functions for the aiming interaction 
operation. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 17. Frequency of system refreshment. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 

Utilizing the commercial CAD software, the 
models of human body are constructed. It analyzes 
movement characteristics of human arm and hand 
and builds layered structure model for the movement 
of them. The motion parameter of hand model is also 
determined. Moreover, motion control is applied to 
geometric model of human body as well as mapping 
image from human body’s motion to virtual 
environment is established. Considering on detection 
precision and efficiency analysis of collision 
detection algorithm, suitable collision detection 
methods for this research is selected, and real-time 
collision detection by means of bounding volume 
hierarchies is achieved. Furthermore, it studies 
human hands grasp motion and defines grasp rules of 
virtual hands for grasp motion of objects in VR 

Environment. Finally, development and test of virtual 
interaction system are accomplished. Various 
motions, such as grasping, moving and releasing 
operations are demonstrated in the virtual interaction 
system for the aiming tasks. 
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Abstract: Sparsity is a significant features of synthetic aperture radar images. A method based on sparse 
representation is presented for synthetic aperture radar target recognition after analyzing the statistical 
characteristic of synthetic aperture radar images in order to solve the high dimensional problem based on sparse 
representation in pixel domain. It trains samples and generates templets using the extended maximum average 
correlation height filter, extracts the template’s generalized two-dimensional principal component analyze 
features to form an over-complete dictionary, sparse representation coefficient of the test sample’s feature is 
computed base on the optimal dictionary. Classification and recognition is realized according to the energy of 
coefficient. Experimental results based on synthetic aperture radar images in MSTAR database show that the 
proposed method has lower complexity and short recognition time, it is a feasible and effective method for 
synthetic aperture radar images target recognition. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Sparse representation, Synthetic aperture radar, Extended maximum average correlation height, 
Generalized two-dimensional principal component analyze, Target recognition. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a form of active 
coherent imaging radar with high resolution working 
in the microwave region, whose imaging features are 
all-weather, long-distance range, able to penetrate 
certain coverings and identify camouflages. As a new 
kind of reconnaissance remote sensing device, SAR 
is widely used in aerial and space reconnaissance and 
monitoring. High-resolution images can be generated 
by SAR as a result of the long distance transmission 
ability of the radar signal and complex information 
treatment ability of modern digital electronic 
technology. As being affected by the inherent speckle 

noise, SAR images are inferior in readability and are 
difficult to handle with. The image features can be 
changed tremendously as slight fluctuations of 
imaging parameters or the variation of surroundings, 
and further more affect the accuracy rate and identify 
speed of SAR images target recognition. The main 
SAR images target recognition methods are focused 
on 3 types as based on templet matching, based on 
model and based on the core. A lot of research was 
proposed by domestic and foreign scholars in this 
aspect. For example, SAR target recognition based on 
Gabor filter and sub-block statistical feature was 
proposed [1], SAR target recognition based on view-
aspects partitioned by fuzzy clustering has good 
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recognition rate [2] and the improved sparse LSSVM 
is used in SAR images target recognition [3]. 

Compressed sensing (CS) theory is a method for 
signal representation and compression which has 
been put forward in 2004 [4, 5]. The main contents is 
including sparse representation of signals, 
measurement matrix design and signal 
reconstruction. The purpose of sparse representation 
of signals is to indicate signals with as little as 
possible of atoms in an over-complete dictionary. 
Theoretically, any signal has compressibility as long 
as the corresponding sparse matrix being founded 
out. The sparse representation of signals has been 
applied to various aspects of signal processing such 
as the non-stationary signal analysis, signal encoding, 
identification and signal denoising, etc. The research 
focuses mainly on 3 aspects including sparse 
decomposition algorithm, over-complete  
atom dictionary construction and the application of 
sparse representation. 

The main research questions are with sparse 
representation identifying, how to select the over-
complete dictionary and how to set the objective 
function so that the sparse solution obtained has 
distinguish ability. Sparse representation is firstly 
used in the field of face recognition. Cotter and some 
other researchers introduced the theory of sparse 
representation into this field in 2010 and succeeded 
in such fields as facial expression recognition [6] and  
3-D face recognition [7], etc, and presented a better 
recognition accuracy compared to traditional  
k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Linear support vector 
machine (SVM) algorithm. Vishal and Nasser applied 
sparse representation in military target recognition 
and the result got from the method approves that a 
better recognition effect has been obtained [8]. 

Sparse representation also has been applied in 
object identification of SAR images in recent years. 
Extended maximum average correlation height 
(EMACH) combined together with index wavelet 
fractal characteristics has been applied in SAR 
images target recognition [9], extracting the 
generalized two-dimensional principal component 
analyze (G2DPCA) characteristic to construct 
dictionary and using the energy of the sparse 
coefficient to realize the target classification of SAR 
images [10]. But for index wavelet fractal 
characteristics, the apriority information such as 
target size and orientation of the imaging process 
shall be as a basis to detect the specific target of 
images effectively. While extracting the features of 
the training sample to construct over-complete 
dictionary, the dimension is relatively prominent, and 
redundancy is large and will affect the speed of 
sample identification. This paper applies the 
compressed sensing in SAR images target 
recognition, utilizing training sample to generate 
template, extracting G2DPCA feature of templet to 
form the over-complete dictionary and obtaining the 
sparse representation coefficient under the sample 
dictionary. Designs are sorting algorithms according 
to the distribution feature of coefficient vector 

between the real categories of test sample relative to 
other categories and realize the effective recognition 
of SAR images target. The simulation results approve 
that the algorithm specified in this paper can realize 
relatively high-precision SAR target recognition and 
promote recognition speed greatly only by simple 
image preprocessing, templet generating, features 
extracting, over-complete dictionary construction and 
sparse solution. 
 
 

2. Sparse Representation Theory 
 

One of the important contents of CS theory is the 
signal sparse representation problem. Using sparse 
representation theory to solve the problems generally 
includes two aspects, i.e., constructing over-complete 
dictionary and solving sparse coefficient. 

A given set for N-dimensional signal  

vector 1Nf R  . 
 

 
1 2[ , , , ]      N M

M R  (1) 
 

Signal 
f

can be indicated as the linear combination 

of  . 
 

 

1

N

i i
i

f  


   (2) 

 

Where in the formula:   is sparse matrix and   
is sparse coefficient. Signal f  shall be defined as 

sparse if it has )( NKK   nonzero coefficient 

based on  . Considering   as a dictionary and if 
N M , the set   shall be an over-complete 
dictionary, and the every single column of vectors 

( 1,2, , )i i N  
 
are known as atoms. For any given 

signal  Ny R can be indicated as the superposition  

of i . 

Sparse matrix selection has a direct impact on 
sparse signal representation. General sparse matrix 
selection has two kinds: One is directly selecting the 
standard matrix that satisfies (Restricted Isometry 
Property, RIP) criterion [2], such as Fourier, Wavelet, 
Curvelet and Gabor etc. Another is combining of 
specific target feature to select sparse matrix, the 
atoms of dictionary can reflect the characteristics of 
the target images. 

In consideration of the redundancy of the 
dictionary, the expression of signal f  is not unique, 

while sparse representation is the best signal 
representation to find a best linear combination of the 
atoms within a dictionary. 

The sparse degree of a signal is expressed directly 
as the most optimization problem under norms l0. 

 

 
0

min . .
l

s t f


    (3) 
 

Since N M , the solving process is a NP 
problem, requiring combinatorial search, difficult to 
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be realized along with dimension increasing and 
sensitive to the noise.  

In consideration that the actual signal of interest is 
only close to sparse but not really an ideal sparse, the 
measured data is more or less affected by the noise, 

norm 1l  is more stable to the noise and the error and 

norm 1l  has equivalence to the norm 0l  under certain 

conditions, the formula specified above can be 
transformed to: 
 

 
1

min . .
l

s t f


     (4) 

 
In the formula (4),  limits the amount of the data 

noise. At present, many algorithms are used in 
solving this kind of problem, three typical algorithms 
are convex optimization algorithm, the greedy 
algorithm and the combination algorithm. 
 
 
3. Algorithm Realization Based  

on Sparse Representation 
 

SAR images target recognition refers to detecting 
radar target, processing echo information, and then 
determine the target attribute, category or type. SAR 
images recognition becomes a difficult problem as a 
result of the high dimensional volatility, the complex 
background during image formation process and the 
variable factors of SAR sensor itself. Focalized on 
this problem, scholars at home and abroad has put 
forwarded various kinds of recognition algorithms.  

In this paper, simple pre-process on the SAR 
images first, take logarithmic operations on the 
images to change the multiplicative noise into 
additive noise, and then select the regions of training 
center containing the target image to process the 
division, generate the templet on training target 
images, build the over-complete dictionary by 
extracting the feature information of the templet. For 
the test images, following the same steps as simple 
pre-processing, images division, extracting the 
features of the images, sparse representation under 
the over-complete dictionary and finish the 
classification and recognition by using coefficient 
energy features. The recognition algorithm 
framework is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
3.1. Image Preprocessing 
 

The coherent imaging methods of SAR has 
caused coherent speckle noise on the image which 
affects the image quality, and leads to the difficulties 
for the extracting and recognizing of image features. 
When the resolution cell of image system is smaller 
than the Spatial detail of the target images and pixels 
degradation of images are independent from  
each other, speckle noise can be modeled as 
multiplicative one. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Sar target recognition framework. 
 
 

Supposing x  is an image with speckle noise, e  is 
the noise and the ideal image is S , then it shall 
satisfy the relation as below: 
 

 *x S e  (5) 
 

To take logarithm on both sides: 
 

 
10 10 10log ( ) log ( ) log ( )x S e   (6) 

 

Therefore, the multiplicative noise of the original 
image has been changed to additive one.  

Take T7 tank image (138×138) with an azimuthal 
angle of 109  speckle denoising as a sample. Select a 
target region of 54×54 contained within the sample 
image center to realize the division. Generate a new 
target image based on the biggest scattering point of 
the target section as the centricity. Adjust the target 
section of image under different azimuth angles to an 
azimuth angle of 90 . As shown in Fig. 2(c). 
 
 

       
 

(a) tank image (b) section 
image 

(c) pre-
processed image 

 
Fig. 2. Sar image pre-processing. 

 
 

Compared the images before and after the pre-
process as show in figure 2 (a) and (c), we can view 
the features of the image after the pre-process as 
below: aimed at description on the target, with fewer 
clutter around the target. After being adjusted to the 
image center, the detail information of the target has 
been enhanced. Besides, after the angle adjusting, the 
impact to the target from different azimuth angles has 
been minimized. 
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3.2. Training Process of EMACH Filter 
 

EMACH filter is actually a kind of templet filter 
that has been put forward in 1987 by Mahalanobis 
and it is widely applied in specific targets recognition 
with [11, 12]. The features of high suitability and 
strong ability to resist noise etc. This paper adopts 
EMACH filter as a training templet. 

First use EMACH filter to obtain a 2-dimensional 
function through training of the sample images, and 
then conduct relevant processes on the images of the 
same size to be inspected, get the relevant responding 
of the images and distinguish the target according to 
the strength of the respond. Fig. 3 listed the T7 tank 
sample images used for the filters from 109  to 120  
training within MSTAR database. A total N pictures 
of target images with the size of 138×138. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. 109  to 120  T7 tank image. 

 
 

Input an image and take the center section 54×54 
as the training image. After aligning the angle of the 
54×54 training image, extend every single pixel line 
by line from left to right to a one-dimensional 
vector ix , in length. Calculate the average vector of 

all the ix  as m . Define h  as the filter of EMACH. 

FFT2() is indicated as two-dimensional Fourier 
algorithm, and assign (0,1)  , 2( )FFTM m , 

2( )i iFFTX x , [1 ]i N  , 
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( )
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where in the formula (7): 
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When formula (7) take the Max. namely when h  

is the responding feature vector of the Max. Features 
of the matrix -1

( )
β β

x xI + S C , it is the filter required. And 

the last result h  is a one-dimensional function of a 
length expressed as length×width. Revivify h  to a 
two-dimensional matrix and get the filter templet 
required. As show in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. EMACH templet. 
 
 
3.3. Feature Extraction  

and Dictionary Construction 
 

Feature extraction is a very important step in 
target recognition system, quality of feature 
extraction directly affects the accuracy and time of 
target classification and recognition.  

PCA is a kind of multivariate statistics analysis 
method, linear transforming multiple variables to 
relative fewer important variables, which is a method 
for dimensionality reduction in mathematics field 
[13]. When PCA is applied in two-dimensional 
image, the matrix of two-dimensional image has to be 
transformed to one-dimensional vector, damaged the 
two-dimensional spatial structure of the image and is 
easily cause curse of dimensionality. ICA is a new 
kind of multidimensional digital signal processing 
technology, focused on the high order statistical 
properties among the data, leading to the 
characteristics unrelated to each other while 
statistical independence as far as possible [14]. Use 
the substantive characteristics of the data on 
statistical relation aspect efficiently which can 
express the feature information of the image very 
well. It has achieved good effect on image target 
recognition by the combination application of PCA, 
ICA and LDA [14-16]. KPCA algorithm is the best 
orthogonal transformation based on objective 
statistical properties, the newly generated 
characteristics are orthogonal or unrelated to each 
other. This kind of algorithm expresses the original 
vector with random error by using part of the newly 
generated characteristics, a tendency to more 
confirmable of the transform vector and more 
concentrate of the energy. However since translation 
invariant is required for the signals to be processed 
by using KPCA algorithm, the application in high 
resolution radar system is limited [17]. 2DPCA is 
different from PCA. 2DPCA seeks the optimal 
projection direction directly based on 2-dimensional 
image and has avoided the trouble brought out by 
dimension shifting [18]. 2DPCA is widely used in 
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face recognition [19]. For the 2DPCA promotion of 
G2DPCA, it is no need to transform the  
2-dimensional image to one-dimensional vector. At 
the same time, the correlation between line pixels and 
column pixels has been removed, decreased the 
dimensions of the feature extracted, improved the 
recognition performance, has relatively good 
robustness towards target azimuth change and has 
been widely used in SAR target recognition [20] and 
face recognition [21] by G2DPCA. 

Assume that the training image set after pre-
processing is  , ,1 MI I , m n

i
I R , , ,i=1 M ,  

and M  is the total amount of the training sample. 

Centralize the training sample i i I I I , while I  is 

the average value image of the training sample. Find 
out a group of orthorhombic projection axes 

, ,1 lu u  and , ,1 rv v , constitute left projection 

matrix  , , m l
1 l

 U u u R  and right projection 

matrix  , , n r
1 r

 V v v R and make the projected 

sample meet the maximized overall distribution. 
 

 ~
T

iB U I V  (10) 
 

And T
lU U I , T

rV V I , lI , rI is the unit 

matrix of l l , r r respectively. While as in 
formula (8), the solving of the optimal mapping 
matrix can be realized by solving the minimization 
problem, namely: 
 

 ~

,
2M

T
iopt opt i

i=1 F

arg min     U V I UBV , (11) 

 

where as in the formula,  
F

 is the Frobenius norm 

of the matrix. For a given image, the feature is as: 
 

 
opt

T l r
opt


    

 
D U I I V R  (12) 

 

The column vector set ,1 ,2 ,[ , ,..., ]
kk k k k nD v v v  

consisted by the features of kn  templet under k  

classification of the target. The features of all the C 
classification of training templet in sequence 
arrangement to form an over-complete dictionary 

1 2[ , ,..., ]CD D D D . 
 
 

3.4. Recognition Algorithm 
 

Construct the over-complete dictionary by using 
the features of the templet images and solve the 
coefficient of sparse representation based on the test 
sample. A new improved orthogonal matching 
pursuit algorithm [22] is adopted in this paper to 
estimate the sparse degree of the signal step by step 
by variable step size. The optimal coefficient is 
solved out through multi-iterative calculation. 

Assume that the total number of class is C  and 
K  sample templet number is kn , calculate the 

feature of the test sample and then solve the 
Coefficient of sparse representation x under the over-
complete dictionary. 
 

  , , , , , ,
1 i

T

1,1 1,n C,1 C,nx x x xx     (13) 

 
The coefficient value of the coefficient vector 

reflects the level of similarity between the test sample 
and training sample. Since the training sample 
generated templet has the classification information, 
when constructing the over-complete dictionary by 
the features shall be arranged logically. The nonzero 
element within Coefficient of sparse representation of 
class k  will focus on the responding classification, 
as shown in Fig. 5. 

 
 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
0

0.5

1

templet order number

BRDM-2            BTR70              D7                 BMP2              T72            ZSU-23-4

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Coefficient distribution of BTR70 test samples. 
 
 

Calculate the sum of every classification of the 
coefficient in this paper. Determine the largest 
classification as the target belonged one. 

The specific steps of the algorithm are as follows: 
Step 1: Conduct simple pre-process for images. 
Step 2: Generate templet images by using 

EMACH training sample images. 
Step 3: Extract the G2DPCA features of the 

templet images to build up the over-complete 
dictionary. 

Step 4: For any test sample my R , solve out the 

optimal coefficient under the dictionary D by using 
the improved Sparse algorithm. 

1 2[ , ,..., ] m n
C

 D D D D R . 

Step 5: Calculate the coefficient sum of 1̂| |x  

under class k: ,
ˆ( ) sum(| ), 1,...,k k i kr | i n y x . 

Step 6: Determine test samples category 
according to the sum of coefficients: 
identity( ) arg max( ( ))k

k
ry y . 

 
 

4. Simulation Experiments  
and Results Analysis 

 

4.1. Test Data Introduction 
 

The test data in this paper is provided by U.S. 
MSTAR Work group, which is actual measurement 
static data of SAR target on ground with high 
resolution, including 5 classifications as BRDM2, 
BTR70, D7, BMP2 and T72, with a imaging 
resolution of 0.3 m×0.3 m, Azimuth coverage 
0~360°. The selected training sample used in the test 
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is the imaging data taken when the target is under a 
depression angle of 17°, while the test sample is the 
imaging data taken when the target is under a 
depression angle of 15°. Since some of the SAR 
images are noise polluted seriously from certain 
angle, the amount of images sample for every single 
target can be used is different. The amount of training 
sample and test sample used in this test is shown in 
Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. MSTAR data subset. 
 

Type 
The total number 

of training set 
The total number 

of training set 
BRDM2 274 298 
BTR70 196 233 
D7 274 299 
BMP2 233 192 
T72 196 232 

 
 
4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis 
 

Train the filter divided and aligned target images 
to a template, selecting all the images within a 12° 
azimuth angle to be trained as a template, 30 templets 
for every classification of image and a total 150 
templet obtained. Extract the feature from the templet 
images, normally selecting 2-dimensional feature line 
quantity l  and column quantity r  equivalence [21]. 
After several tests, 13l r  has been selected 
finally since it has a relatively higher recognition rate 
and a faster recognition speed. Select the solving the 
transformation matrix W , the final feature 
dimension is d r . Comprehensively analyze and 
compared after many tests, it presents a best effect 
when 9d  , 13l r  . Extend the extracted feature 
of every single templet images to column vector to 
form a two-dimensional array of 117150, built up 
an over-complete dictionary D , solving out 
coefficient of sparse representation of the over-
complete dictionary of the test sample feature. 
Classify and recognize the test sample per the sum of 
various sample coefficients. The recognition rate and 
recognition time of all target samples are shown  
in Table 2. 

 
 

Table 2. Recognition rate (%) and recognition time (s). 
 

Type 
The total 

number of 
training set 

Recognition 
rate 

Recognition 
time 

BRDM2 298 94.37 10.41 
BTR70 233 96.75 9.96 
D7 299 98.42 13.18 
BMP2 192 96.31 14.39 
T72 232 95.19 11.85 

 
 

Pre-process on images with the same method. 
Compare the algorithm in this paper (Method 4) to 
the method specified in this paper to the SVM 

(method 1) specified in Document [23], sorting 
algorithms KNN (method 2) and algorithm (method 3) 
based on sparse representation mentioned in 
Document 7. The recognition results are shown  
in Table 3. 

 
 

Table 3. Comparison of various algorithms to recognition. 
 

Type 
Method 

1 
Method 

2 
Method 

3 
Method 

4 
BRDM2 95.64 96.36 98.12 94.37 
BTR70 89.70 96.15 97.24 96.75 
D7 98.33 98.74 100 98.42 
BMP2 92.35 95.12 96.24 96.31 
T72 90.95 96.75 98.23 95.19 
Average 
recognition 
rate(%) 

93.09 96.62 97.97 96.21 

Average 
recognition 
time(s) 

50.24 46.47 31.40 11.96 

 
 

From the Table 3, we can get the conclusion that 
based on the same condition of feature extracting, 
SVM has the lowest classification recognition rate 
and longest duration, and the method 3 has the 
highest recognition rate. Matching pursuit sparse 
solution of classification has been used by this paper 
and Method 3 with a better recognition effect 
compared to SVM and KNN. Compared the results of 
method III and the arithmetic specified in this paper, 
it presents that although the arithmetic specified in 
this paper has a lower recognition rate, the average 
duration of method 3 is 31.40 s while for this 
arithmetic is only 11.96 s, has promoted the 
recognition speed significantly. 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

In order to overcome the defects of SAR images 
feature extraction and classification problems, A 
target recognition method for SAR images based on 
sparse representation is proposed according to the 
sparsity of SAR images. The main innovation points 
of this method is the use of EMACH filter training 
templets, generalized two-dimensional principal 
component feature extraction templates are 
constructed over-complete dictionary, solving sparse 
representation coefficients of the test samples in the 
dictionary by using the improved orthogonal 
matching pursuit algorithm, using the energy 
characteristic factor, finally realized the recognition 
of SAR images target.  

Through simulation experiment of MSTAR SAR 
images data, the results show that the method of this 
paper significantly improves the recognition speed in 
the precondition of ensuring the recognition rate. 
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Abstract: When measuring the dimensions of large parts with binocular stereo vision measuring system, image 
point extraction error, resulting from image sampling, is one of the key influencing factors to the measuring 
accuracy. In this paper, a mathematical model of the relationship between the measurement error caused by 
image point extraction error (resulting from image sampling) and structural parameters, such as focal length, 
baseline distance, etc. is proposed. In this model, the constraint of effective field of view (FOV) of the binocular 
sensor is taken into consideration. Then, the layout optimization is conducted by using the genetic algorithm 
(GA) to obtain a set of optimal structural parameters. Finally, both the comprehensive measurement error of the 
space points and their measurement error in each coordinate component are analyzed under the optimal layout. 
The analysis method proposed in this paper would provide effective theoretical guidance for the reasonable 
layout of the cameras without calibration. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Binocular stereo vision, Extraction error, Structural parameters, Genetic algorithm, Layout 
optimization, Image sampling. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Binocular stereo vision, as a non-contact 
measuring method with good real-time performance 
and high measuring accuracy, has been widely 
applied in many fields such as industrial detection, 
target identification, etc. Especially, binocular stereo 
vision measuring method has an incomparable 
advantage over other measuring methods in real-time 
measurement of geometrical dimensions for large 
parts during machining. Many studies have been 
conducted to obtain high-precision results using 
binocular stereo vision, however, most of them 
mainly focused on how to improve the accuracy of 
calibration and the precision of stereo matching. 

Meanwhile, the effect of structural parameters (focal 
length, baseline distance and camera deflection 
angle) of the binocular stereo vision measuring 
system on the measuring accuracy is often 
overlooked. In fact, structural parameters not only 
determine the range of the effective field of view 
(FOV), but also affect the distribution of 
measurement errors. During the actual measurement, 
once the camera calibration is done, then the relative 
orientations of these two cameras should remain 
unchanged, that is, the structural parameters are 
fixed. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct layout 
optimization of binocular stereo vision system before 
camera calibration. A set of optimal structural 
parameters will be acquired to improve the measuring 
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accuracy. According to the error analysis theory,  
Y. B. Guo [1] and Q. Liu [2] established an error 
model of binocular stereo vision measuring system, 
and they observed the effect of every structural 
parameter one by one on the measurement accuracy. 
However, all the structural parameters had not been 
comprehensively considered. S. O. Mason [3] 
developed a layout optimization software based on 
expert system. However, it is not easy for inexpert 
users to improve the quality of expert system by 
obtaining accurate and all-sided knowledge. 
D. Fritsch [4] used first-order design strategies to 
optimize the layout of cameras, whereas, this method 
can trap into local optimization easily. 
M. Saadatseresht [5] proposed a novel method based 
on the fuzzy logic reasoning strategy to improve the 
configuration of an existing photogrammetric 
network by adding additional imaging stations, and 
this work does not guarantee the global optimum for 
the camera placement. J. C. Chen [6] considered both 
the camera calibration and the uncertainty 
propagation during the three-dimensional 
reconstruction process of the spatial points, and the 
genetic algorithm (GA) was utilized to solve the 
layout optimization problem. However, intrinsic 
parameters of the cameras must be calibrated 
beforehand. This work is not aimed at the image 
point extraction error resulting from image sampling. 
So also is the research conducted by G. Olague [7], 
who presented a solution to the problem of optimal 
camera placement using the multi-cellular genetic 
algorithm (MGA). 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
some descriptions of the image point extraction error 
resulting from image sampling are given. In Section 
3, the layout forms of the binocular stereo vision 
sensor are introduced. Then, a mathematical model of 
the relationship between the measurement error 
caused by image point extraction error (resulting 
from image sampling) and structural parameters is 
proposed in Section 4. In Section 5, the single 
objective optimization problem, which is transformed 
from the layout optimization problem, is solved by 
using the GA. Finally, some conclusions are 
discussed in Section 6. 

 

 

2. Image Point Extraction Error 
Resulting from Image Sampling 

 
An analog image, which is expressed with a 

continuous light intensity distribution function of the 
incident radiance, cannot be represented exactly in a 
digital computer. Hence, it is necessary to convert the 
analog image into a digital image by discretizing the 
analog image into a number of small square areas 
(called pixel) through some digital imaging device 
(e.g., digital cameras). The space discretization 
process is called image sampling. As to the pixel-
precise localization of the feature points, we can only 
obtain the location information of the pixel where the 

feature point lies. If we regard the coordinates of the 
pixel as the coordinates of that point, then, there will 
be image point extraction error resulting from image 
sampling. Supposed that the pixel size is denoted by 
   (length and width), then the maximal image 
point extraction error resulting from image sampling 
will be 0.5 . We take the sampling process of a 
single point in an image for example, as shown  
in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Sampling process of a single point in the image. 

 
 

It is noted that the measurement error mentioned 
below in this paper is referring to the measurement 
error caused by the image point extraction error, 
resulting from image sampling. 
 
 
3. Layout Forms of the Binocular Stereo 

Vision Sensor 
 
The symmetry layout of two cameras, assumed to 

have identical parameters, is investigated in this 
paper. According to the relative orientations of the 
optical axes of those two cameras, the binocular 
stereo vision measuring system can be classified into 
two types: parallel-optical-axis system and crossed-
optical-axis system, as shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 (a). Layout forms of the binocular stereo sensor: 
parallel-optical-axis system ( 0  ). 
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Fig. 2 (b). Layout forms of the binocular stereo sensor: 
crossed-optical-axis system ( 0  ). 

 
 

The following notations are used: (a) 
l l l lO X Y Z  is 

the camera coordinate system (CCS) of the left vision 
sensor (CCD1), where 

lO  is the projection center of 

CCD1, 
l lO Z  is the optical axis of CCD1, and 

lY  is 

one of the coordinate axes, which can be determined 
from 

lX  and 
lZ  with the right-hand rule. (b) 

r r r rO X Y Z  is the camera coordinate system (CCS) of 

the right vision sensor (CCD2), where 
rO  is the 

projection center of CCD2, 
r rO Z  is the optical axis 

of CCD2, and 
rY  is one of the coordinate axes, which 

can be determined from 
rX  and 

rZ  with the right-

hand rule. (c) OXYZ  is the world coordinate system 
(WCS), where O , coinciding with 

lO , is the origin 

of the WCS. (d) D  is the baseline distance, 
| |=| |l rd O A O B  is the focus distance, and f  is the 

focal length. (e)   is the angle between the optical 
axis and the boundary line of the FOV, and   is the 
angle between the optical axis and Z  axis, i.e., the 
camera deflection angle. (f) 

0Z  is the starting point 

of the overlap region of the FOV, and 
0L  is the 

length of effective FOV at Z d  (as shown in Fig. 
2(a)) or cosZ d    (as shown in Fig. 2(b)). 

The CCS is defined such that its x and y axes are 
parallel to the column and row axes of the image 
plane, respectively, and the z axis, perpendicular to 
the image plane, has the positive direction pointing to 
the front of cameras. 

The effective FOV for binocular stereo vision 
measuring system is the overlapping FOV of the two 
cameras within the range of their depth of field 
(DOF), as shown by the shaded area in Fig. 2. The 
zone between dotted lines, which is denoted by L , 
represents the DOF of the cameras. The object to be 
measured must stay within the effective FOV when 
using binocular stereo vision sensor. Hence, those 
studies, analyzing the effects of structural parameters 

on the measurement error without regarding the 
constraint of the effective FOV, all have some 
limitation [1]. 

For ease of comparison, those two layout forms of 
the binocular stereo sensor are of the same baseline 
distance, as shown in Fig. 2. It can be clearly seen 
that the utilization rate of the FOV in parallel-optical-
axis system is much less than that in crossed-optical-
axis system. As to parallel-optical-axis system, a 
wide range of effective FOV can be gotten by 
significantly reducing the baseline distance. By 
contrast, as to crossed-optical-axis system, the layout 
of cameras is relatively free and a large baseline 
distance can be taken. Actually, measuring 
equipments in the workshop should be kept as 
compact as possible, so the baseline distance cannot 
be too large. However, when >  , there will be 

0L D , so in most cases, the range of effective FOV 

cannot meet the requirements of dimension 
measurement for large parts. Therefore, analyses are 
conducted just for the crossed-optical-axis system 
( 0    ) in this paper. 
 
 

4. Mathematical Relationship  
Between the Measurement Error  
and Structural Parameters 

 

The structural parameters of the binocular stereo 
vision measuring system mentioned in this paper 
include focal length f , baseline distance D  and the 

angle   between the optical axis and Z  axis. 
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the 3D coordinates of 

point P  in the WCS is denoted by ( , , )w w wX Y Z , and 
its corresponding coordinates in the CCS of CCD1 
and CCD2 are ( , , )l l lX Y Z  and ( , , )r r rX Y Z , 
respectively. The image points of point P  in the 
image planes of CCD1 and CCD2 are lp  and rp , 
and their corresponding coordinates in the physics 
image coordinate system (in unit of millimeter) are 
( , )l lx y  and ( , )r rx y , respectively. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. The image points of point P  in the image planes  

of two vision sensors. 
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For the pinhole camera model that describes the 
perspective projection from three dimensions to two 
dimensions, the following expressions that relate the 
coordinates of point P  in the CCS and the 
coordinates in the physics image coordinate system 
are given by: 
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The relationship between the coordinates in the 
CCS and the corresponding coordinates in the WCS 
can be expressed as the following simultaneous 
equations: 
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After substituting Equation (2) and Equation (3) 

into Equation (1), the relationship between the 
coordinates in the physics image coordinate system 
and the coordinates in the WCS can be represented 
by: 
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The expression of the coordinates of point P  in 

the WCS can be resolved from all the aforementioned 
equations:
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The above derivation process is built on the 

premise of perspective projection. However, owing to 
the image sampling, the corresponding image point 
of the point P  with continuous distribution in 3D 
space is discrete in the image plane, so there are 
image point extraction errors [8-9]. As to those 
location methods with pixel accuracy, whose location 
accuracy is 0.5 pixels, the theoretical position of an 
image point deviates from the actual extraction result 
within ±0.5 pixels. If we consider the case where the 
measurement error is maximal, then the image 
extraction errors in the left and right image planes 
will be: 

 
 0.5l r     , (8) 

 
where    denotes the pixel size. 

Let ( , )l lx y   and ( , )r rx y   represent the actual 
extraction coordinates in the physics image 
coordinate system corresponding to the theoretical 
coordinates ( , )l lx y  and ( , )r rx y . The relationship 
between the actual extraction coordinates and the 
theoretical coordinates is as follows: 
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+
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, (9) 

 
The actual 3D coordinates of point P  in the 

WCS can be acquired from the actual extraction 
coordinates of the image point in the physics image 
coordinate system: 
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The mathematical model of the relationship 
between the measurement error Q  and the structural 

parameters is set up: 
 

 2 2= (X X ) + ( ) ( )w w w w w wQ Y Y Z Z       (13) 

 
 
5. Layout Optimization of the Binocular 

Stereo Vision Measuring System 
 
5.1. Optimization Problem 
 

In the dimension measuring system for large 
parts, the imaging devices are two monochrome CCD 
cameras (Princeton MegaPlus II ES4020) with a 
resolution of 2048 2048  pixels. Their active area of 
the camera view has the dimension of 15.2 mm  
15.2 mm and the pixel size    is 7.4 mm   
7.4 mm. In order to meet the needs of different sizes 
of the FOV, the zoom lens (Tamron AF18-250 mm 
F/3.5-6.3 Di-II LD) with a focal range of 18-250 mm 
and an aperture range of / 3.5 / 6.3F F  is selected. 
As the light rays passing the lens tube and the 
diaphragm, some may be diffracted. In general, the 
quality of a lens increases as diaphragm closes down 
before the proportion of the diffracted light and the 
non-diffracted light becomes too significant to be 
neglected. However, with a loss-pass filter (BD, 
450SP) in front of each camera, the background light 
will be relatively weak, and hence a large aperture 
value / 3.5F  is chosen here so as to capture clear 
images by allowing more light to strike the CCD 
plane. To avoid the damage of measuring devices, the 
measuring system is located at about 8000 mm away 
from the machining center, so the focus distance d  
can be set to 8000 mm in this paper. 

According to the requirements of the actual 
dimension measurement for large parts, the size of 
effective FOV should meet the following limits: the 
length range (along the X axis) is 3000 mmL  , the 
width range (along the Z axis) is 1000 mmW  and 
the height range (along the Y axis) is 3000 mmH  , 
as shown in Fig. 4. In order to obtain a compact 
layout, and owing to the dimension limits of the 
cameras themselves and their mounting pedestals, the 
range of baseline distance is set to 
100 mm 2000 mmD  . 

In the XOZ  plane, the angle between the optical 
axis and the boundary line of the FOV is computed  
as follows: 

 

 
arctan( )

2 f

  , (14) 

 
where   represents the length or the width of the 
active area of the camera view, i.e., =15.2 mm . 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Structural sketch map of the binocular  
stereo vision measuring system. 

 
 
The zone of acceptable sharpness of an image is 

referred to as the depth of field (DOF), as shown in 
Fig. 5. 

Front depth of field (F-DOF) is given by: 

  2

2
1=

F CoC d
L

f F CoC d

 


  
, (15) 

 Rear depth of field (R-DOF) is given by: 

  2

2
2=

F CoC d
L

f F CoC d

 


  
, (16) 

 

Depth of field (DOF) can be calculated  
as follows: 

  2 2

4 2 2 2

2
= 1 2

f F CoC d
L L L

f F CoC d

  
    

  
, (17) 
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where F  represents the aperture value, and CoC  
represents the permissible circle of confusion, the 
CoC  diameter limit may be given by the “Zeiss 
formula”, /1730CoC a , with a  being the diagonal 

of the camera view (i.e. 15.2 2 mm ) [10]. Then the 

value of CoC  can be calculated by: 
 

 15.2 2 /1730mm 0.0124mmCoC    (18) 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Geometric interpretation of DOF  
and permissible CoC . 

 
 
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the equations of those 

lines where the boundary lines of the DOF lie are 
formulated as follows: 

 
 1:  tan ( ) sec ( 1)l z x D d L         (19) 

 
 2 :  tan ( ) sec ( 2)l z x D d L         (20) 

 
 3 :  tan sec ( 1)l z x d L         (21) 

 
 4 :  tan sec ( 2)l z x d L         (22) 

 
The equations of those lines where the boundary 

lines of FOV lie are as follows: 
 

 5 :  cot( + ) ( )l z x D      (23) 
 

 6 :  cot( )l z x     (24) 
 

 7 :  cot( ) ( )l z x D       (25) 
 

 8 :  cot( + )l z x    (26) 

The equations of those lines where the boundary 
lines of the measurement range (along the length 
direction) are as follows: 

 
 9 :  / 2 / 2l x D L   (27) 

 
 10 :  / 2 / 2l x D L   (28) 

 
( ')C C  is the intersection point between line 

9( 9 ')l l  and line 2l , ( ')U U  is the intersection point 

between line 9( 9 ')l l  and line 3l , ( ')V V  is the 

intersection point between line 9( 9 ')l l  and line 5l . 

There are two situations for the width of FOV, W : 
=| |W CU  and =| ' '|W C V . There will be: 

 
 min{| |,| ' ' |}W CU C V , (29) 

 
where 

 
 | |= tan secCU L L     (30) 

 
 (tan cot( )) ( )

| ' '|=
2

            sec ( 2)

D L
C V

d L

  



   


   
 (31) 

 
The measurement errors are not evenly distributed 

in the effective FOV. Without loss of generality,  
180 points, which are distributed uniformly over the 
measuring space (the cuboid shadow area located at 
the center of the effective FOV, as shown in Fig. 6) 
with the size of 3000mm 1000mm 3000mm   
(length, width and height), are chosen as the test 
points. Those points are numbered by the following 
rules: the measuring space is divided into five 
equidistant test planes along the Z  axis, and the 
distance between two adjacent test planes is 
1000/4=250 mm. There are 36 points (6 rows and  
6 columns, meanwhile, row coordinates increase 
downward and column coordinates to the right) 
evenly distributed in each test plane 
(3000 mm×3000 mm in size). So we can let 

,( , )k i jP represent the test point at row i, column j of 

the test plane k. As a result, the values of X are {D/2-
1500, D/2-900, D/2-300, D/2+300, D/2+900, 
D/2+1500}, the values of Y are  
{-1500, -900, -300, 300, 900, 1500} and the values of 
Z are five values chosen in the range from 
1000( ')

'C

C U

z d
d

z z





 to 

1000( ' )
 ' U

C U

d z
d

z z





or in the 

range from
1000( ')

'C

C V

z d
d

z z





to 

1000( ' )
' V

C V

d z
d

z z





 

equidistantly, where 
 

 ' cosd d    (32) 
 

The Z coordinate of point ( ')C C  is: 
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 z tan ( ) / 2 sec ( 2)C D L d L          (33) 
 
The Z coordinate of point ( ')U U  is 

 
 z tan ( ) / 2 sec ( 1)U D L d L          (34) 

 
The Z coordinate of point ( ')V V  is: 

 
 z cot( ) ( ) / 2V D L      (35) 

 
When the length L is set to 3000mm  there 

should be 3000| | 1000LCU    and 3000| | 1000LCV   . 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Distribution of the test points. 
 
 

Above all, the layout optimization problem can be 
translated into the single objective optimization 
problem with nonlinear inequality constraints and 
domain constraints (i.e., the lower and upper bounds 
for the optimization variables), as follows: 
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, (36) 

 
where  0 / 2tan( )Z D     and the optimization 

variables are those three structural parameters ( f , 

D  and  ). There should be a set of optimal 

structural parameters which can minimize the 
measurement error. 

 

 5.2. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

 Most of the existing optimization methods, whose 
optimized results largely depend on the selection of 
initial values, are more likely to exhibit local search 
ability. However, the GA, which is based on the 
natural selection and natural inheritance in biosphere, 
is an effective heuristic stochastic search algorithm 
combining the survival-of-the-fittest mechanism in 
nature with the random exchange mechanism of 
chromosomes within groups. The GA has the ability 
in searching the entire solution space with more 
likelihood of finding the global optimum [11], for 
this reason, the GA is selected to solve the layout 
optimization problem of binocular stereo vision 
measuring system in this paper. The process of the 
GA is described as follows: the algorithm starts with 
a random initial population, then, the subsequent 
generation (called children) with good quality, which 
means a better solution to the optimization problem, 
is created from the current population (called parents) 
through genetic operators (selection, crossover and 
mutation). Next, such cycle of evolving process is 
repeated for multiple times until one of the stopping 
criteria is met. 

Population size, encoding method, the method 
that each genetic operator adopts and stopping 
criteria, etc. all have a big impact on convergence 
speed and optimization result of the GA. 

(a) Processing method of the constraints, design 
of the fitness function and the fitness scaling. 

In this paper, as to the constrained optimization 

problem ' ( )objF x , processing methods of the 

constraints ( ) ( 1,2,..., )ic x i m  include rejecting 
method, repairing method and penalty method, where 
the penalty method seems to be the most popular. In 
this paper, the penalty method is used to convert the 

constrained optimization problem ' ( )objF x  into an 

unconstrained optimization problem ( )objF x ,  

as follows: 

  
'

1

( ) ( ) ( )
m

obj obj i
i

F x F x M c x



   , (37) 

 
where M  represents the penalty factor, the initial 
value of M  is set to 10. When the problem is not 
solved to the required accuracy and those constraints 
are not satisfied, the penalty factor is increased by 

100. ( )ic x  is defined by: 

 

 
2( ( )) ,  ( ) 0,

( )  1,2,...,
0,            ( ) 0,

i i
i

i

c x c x
c x i m

c x
   


, (38) 
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where ( )ic x  is the form of nonpositive inequality 

transformed from the constraints in Equation (36). 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

fitness function ( )fitF x  and the objective function 

( )objF x . Besides, the fitness function ( )fitF x  should 

meet the following requirements: the fitness value is 
nonnegative; the optimization direction of the 
objective function corresponds to the direction in 
which the fitness value increases. For the minimum 
optimization problem, the fitness function ( )fitF x  

can be acquired by the following conversion from the 
objective function ( )objF x  [12]: 

  
max max

max

( ),  ( )
( )

0,                      ( )
obj obj

fit
obj

C F x if F x C
F x

if F x C

   
, (39) 

 where maxC  is the relatively large number so as to 

ensure that ( ) 0fitF x  . 

As to the GA, the selection probability of each 
individual is determined by its corresponding fitness 
value. If just the expression of ( )fitF x  mentioned 

above is used to calculate the fitness values of the 
individuals, premature convergence and the random 
walk phenomena will occur easily. Therefore, a 
proper fitness scaling method should be used to 
enlarge or narrow the fitness values appropriately. 
Popular methods of fitness scaling include linear 
scaling, power law scaling, index scaling and rank 
scaling. Rank scaling method has the similar effects 
with other scaling methods, moreover, it can not only 
avoid selecting the scaling parameters [13], but also 
remove the effect of the spread of the raw fitness 
values. In this paper, the rank scaling method  
is adopted.  

(b) Population size (PopSize). 
PopSize is one of important factors affecting the 

performance of the GA. If PopSize is too small, 
performances of the GA will become poor for the 
absence of some valid genes. Large PopSize will help 
the GA cover a wide domain of possible solutions 
and effectively avoid the premature convergence. 
However, the larger the PopSize, the longer CPU 
time the GA will take. As to constrained problems, 
large PopSize should be selected to ensure that the 
feasible solutions within the population are enough. 

(c) Encoding method. 
The encoding method largely determines the 

efficiency of the genetic computation. Encoding 
methods include binary encoding, real-number 
encoding (i.e., float-point encoding), Gray encoding, 
and serial-number encoding, etc. Here, real-number 
encoding method should be adopted to improve the 
computational complexity and the computation 
precision of the GA [14]. The precision of the real-
number encoding method, depending on the precision 
of the computer, is better than the other methods. 

 

(d) Selection operator. 
The main goal of selection operator is to avoid the 

deletion of useful genes, and to improve the 
computation efficiency and global convergence. 
Common methods of selection operator contain 
roulette wheel selection, tournament selection, 
stochastic universal sampling selection, remainder 
stochastic sampling selection and elitist selection, etc. 
Here, the stochastic universal sampling selection 
method is selected. The selection probability of each 
individual is proportional to its scaled value. 

(e) Crossover operator and mutation operator. 
A good collaboration between the crossover and 

the mutation, as two essential genetic operators to the 
GA, will make the algorithm obtain a better 
evolutionary performance. The crossover children are 
produced by recombining the genes of parents, while 
the mutation children are created by randomly 
changing the genes of individual parents. The values 
range of crossover probability cP  is usually from  

0.6 to 1.0, and the values range of mutation 
probability mP  is usually from 0.005 to 0.01 [12]. 

Methods of the crossover operator mainly include 
one-point crossover, two-point crossover, scattered 
crossover, arithmetic crossover and uniform 
crossover. Here, the scattered crossover method is 
chosen. The principle of this method is to create a 
random binary vector, and produce a child by 
combining the genes where the vector is 1 from one 
parent with the genes where the vector is 0 from the 
other parent. Methods of the mutation operator 
mainly include simple mutation, uniform mutation, 
boundary mutation, non-uniform mutation, Gaussian 
mutation and adaptive feasible mutation. Adaptive 
feasible mutation is often chosen for constrained 
optimization problems [15]. The principle of this 
method is to randomly generate mutation directions 
by referring to the constraints of the optimization 
problem and the running state of the last iteration. 
That is, a self adaptation of mutation probability mP  

is used. Next, we only consider how to determine a 
proper value of the crossover probability cP . 

(f) Stopping criteria. 
In this paper, two criteria are used to determine 

when to terminate the GA: one is the number of 
iterations is equal to the maximum number of 
iterations, MaxGenera; the other is the weighted 
average change in the fitness value over a certain 
number of consecutive generations (ConGenera) is 
less than the function tolerance. The GA will stop as 
soon as either of the two stopping criteria is met. 

For ease of comparison of the solution quality 
under different crossover probabilities cP , a set of 

algorithm parameters, under which the GA is 
relatively easy to converge, was set as follows: 
PopSize (equal to 100), MaxGenera (equal to 400), 
ConGenera (equal to 100) and function tolerance 

(equal to -610 ). cP  was set to increase from 0.6 to  

1.0 with a step size of 0.01, then the GA was run ten 
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times for each value of cP . The means and standard 

deviations of the best fitness value are shown in  
Fig. 7. All the experiments were conducted on the 
desktop with 1.98 GB of RAM and 2.53 GHz 
processor. 
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Fig. 7. The means and standard deviations of the best 

fitness values under different cP . 

 
 

As shown in Fig. 7, the choice of crossover 
probability has an apparent influence on the 
convergent results. The means and standard 
deviations of the best fitness values are less while the 
crossover probability cP  is equal to 0.7, 0.78 and 

0.81. Then we compare the solution quality and 
speed of the GA under these three crossover 
probabilities, as listed in Table 1. By contrast, setting 

cP  to 0.78 is the right choice for the fitness function 

in this paper. 
 
 

Table 1. Further comparison of the three  
crossover probabilities. 

 
Items to be 
compared 

0.7cP   0.78cP   0.81cP   

The mean value 
of the best 

fitness values 
/mm 

22.767 23.350 23.129 

The standard 
deviation of the 

best fitness value 
/mm 

19.891 10.171 15.342 

The mean value 
of time 

/s 
1234.294 333.929 360.781 

 
 

In order to get the global optimal solution, a much 
larger PopSize was selected and much higher 
stopping criteria were set. The parameters that the 
GA uses were set as follows: PopSize (equal to 500), 
MaxGenera (equal to 2000), ConGenera (equal 

to 500) and function tolerance (equal to -1210 ). Then 
the GA program was run several times, the results are 
listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Optimization results of the GA. 
 

No.
Optimal solution Optimal 

value/mm 
CPU 

time/s f /mm D /mm  /rad 

1 42.552 2000 0.103 5.834 10076.6
2 42.552 2000 0.103 5.834 10125.5
3 42.552 2000 0.103 5.834 10137.3
4 42.552 2000 0.103 5.834 10212.3

 
 

As shown in Table 2, the optimal solution to the 
optimization problem is: f  equals to 42.552 mm, D  

equals to 2000 mm and   equals to 0.103 rad (i.e., 

5.92 ); the optimal value is 5.834 mm; the mean 
value of CPU time is about 2.8 hours. 
 
 
5.3. Error Analysis Under Optimal 

Parameter Settings 
 

The placement of the binocular stereo vision 
measuring system is accomplished according to the 
optimal parameter settings (i.e., f  equals to 

42.552 mm, D  equals to 2000 mm and   equals to 

5.92 ). Then the comprehensive measurement error 
Q  of those test points in different locations and the 

measurement error in each coordinate component 
( wX , wY  and wZ ) are observed, where 
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 (40) 

 
As shown in Fig. 8, the comprehensive 

measurement error of all the test points will increase 
with the measuring distance increasing along the  
Z axis. By comparing the comprehensive 
measurement error of test points in different test 
planes, we can see that the distributed regularity of 
the measurement error in each plane is identical. 
Take one of the test planes (k=1) for example, as 
shown in Fig. 9. The comprehensive measurement 
error is minimal in the center of the test plane, and 
the farther the test point is away from the center, the 
bigger the error is. The comprehensive measurement 
error is maximal at the four corners of the test plane. 
Likewise, take one of the test planes (k=1) for 
example, the measurement error in each coordinate 
component is shown in Fig. 10. 

As shown in Fig. 10, the measurement error in Zw 
coordinate component, which is much bigger than 
those in the other two coordinate components, 
changes little in the entire test plane. Whereas, the 
measurement error in Xw coordinate component is 
minimal in the center of Xw, i.e., the center of the 
baseline. Moreover, when the value of Xw is kept 
constant, the measurement error in Xw coordinate 
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component doesn’t change with different values of 
Yw. Similarly, the measurement error in Yw 
coordinate component is minimal in the center of Yw, 
and when the value of Yw is kept constant, the 
measurement error in Yw coordinate component 
changes little with different values of Xw. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The comprehensive measurement error of the test 
points in different locations. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. The comprehensive measurement error of the test 
points in the test plane (k=1). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 (a). Measurement error in each coordinate 
component of the test points in different locations:  

in Xw coordinate component. 

 
 

Fig. 10 (b). Measurement error in each coordinate 
component of the test points in different locations:  

in Yw coordinate component 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 (c). Measurement error in each coordinate 
component of the test points in different locations:  

in Zw coordinate component. 
 
 
5.4. Improvement of Measuring Accuracy 
 

1) Increasing the baseline distance. 
The optimal solution to the constrained objective 

optimization problem mention above is  
[42.552 2000 0.103], i.e., when 42.552 mmf  , 

2000 mmD   and 0.103 rad  , the objective 

function value is optimal. The value of D happens to 
be the upper bound of the value range of D, and 
based on that, some research is done to obtain some 
related rules by changing the upper bound of the 
value range of D. The parameters of the GA are set 
to: PopSize (equal to 500), MaxGenera (equal to 
2000), ConGenera (equal to 500) and function 

tolerance (equal to 1210 ). The optimal solutions and 
optimal values under different value ranges of D are 
presented in Tab. 3. 

As shown in Table 3, it can be clearly seen that 
the optimal value of D is always equal to the upper 
bound of the value range of D. So we can conclude 
that the measurement error will reduce with the 
increasing of the baseline distance. As a result, on the 
condition that the measuring system meets the 
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requirement of the layout on site, a longer baseline 
distance is more proper. 
 
 
Table 3. The optimal solutions and optimal values under  

different value ranges of D. 
 

Value range  
of D/mm 

Optimal value  
/mm 

Optimal solution 
[ f /mm D /mm  /rad]

100≤D≤1500 7.916 [41.799  1500  0.069] 
100≤D≤1600 7.394 [41.957  1600  0.076] 
100≤D≤1700 6.934 [42.111  1700  0.083] 
100≤D≤1800 6.526 [42.261  1800  0.090] 
100≤D≤1900 6.161 [42.408  1900  0.097] 
100≤D≤2000 5.834 [42.552  2000  0.103] 
100≤D≤2100 5.538 [42.693  2100  0.110] 
100≤D≤2200 5.269 [42.830  2200  0.117] 
100≤D≤2300 5.025 [42.964  2300  0.124] 
100≤D≤2400 4.801 [43.096  2400  0.131] 
100≤D≤2500 4.595 [43.224  2500  0.138] 

 
 

2) Using the subpixel-precise extraction 
technology. 

The above mentioned studies on the measurement 
error we have conducted so far are pixel-precise. 
Often, the subpixel-precise extraction technology, as 
an image processing tool, can make the resolution of 
the image become higher than a pixel. The accuracy 
of subpixel-precise location algorithms is generally 
0.1~0.3 pixels, and in some ideal cases, the accuracy 
of some algorithms can even reach 0.01 pixels [16]. 
Assuming that the locating accuracy of subpixel-
precise extraction technology is   pixels, when we 
consider the case where the measurement error 
reaches the maximum, then the image extraction 
error of the left and right image plane is 

0.5l r     . Fig. 11 shows how the optimal 

value of the objective function changes as the 
accuracy grades of the location algorithms are varied. 
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Fig. 11. The optimal value varies with the accuracy  
grade of the location algorithm. 

 
 

Fig. 11 shows that there is a linear relationship 
between the comprehensive measurement error and 

the accuracy grade of the subpixel-precise location 
algorithms. Furthermore, the measurement error can 
be reduced effectively by using the subpixel-precise 
extraction technology. 

 

 6. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, a mathematical model of the 
relationship between the measurement error caused 
by image point extraction error (resulting from image 
sampling) and structural parameters, such as focal 
length, baseline distance, etc. was proposed. The GA 
is adopted to optimize the layout problem of the 
measuring system in which the cameras and lens 
have been given. Then, under the optimal parameter 
settings, the distributed regularities of the 
comprehensive measurement error and the 
measurement error in each coordinate component are 
analyzed. The comprehensive measurement error is 
minimal in the center of the test plane, and the farther 
the test point is from the center of the test plane, the 
bigger the error is. The measurement error in Zw 
coordinate component is much bigger than those in 
the other two coordinate components. When 
measuring the dimensions of the large parts, the 
longer the baseline distance, the smaller the 
measurement error is. Furthermore, the measurement 
error will be effectively reduced by using some sub-
pixel extraction technology. The research results in 
this paper will provide significant guidance and 
valuable reference for the proper layout of the 
binocular stereo vision measuring system. 
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Abstract: This article designed and had completed a digital image gathering system by the means of the 
ARMS3C44B0X processor and CMOS image sensing component. Considering the superiority of the ARM 
technology and the CMOS image sensing technology, the system combined the image gathering with the 
imagery processing recognition function in a module and had the advantages of rich function, strong handling 
ability, nimble connection and convenient expansion. The characteristic system was that it constructed the image 
gathering hardware platform on the base of S3C44B0X, studied and transplanted the Bootloder vectoring 
procedure and the uClinux operating system and can realize the real-time and multi-duty processing, thus 
enhanced the manageable capacity of the system largely. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: ARM technology, CMOS sensor, Image gathering. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

With the characteristics of slow speed, simple 
function, big volume and great power consumption, 
the traditional CCD image gathering system cannot 
satisfy the need of machine vision application, in 
particular in some new application domain as the 
need of the embedded vision and the intelligent 
monitoring aspect.  

CMOS is a new type of solid image sensor 
developed in recent years. With the same CMOS 
process, it can integrate the pixel array, drive circuit 
and signal processing circuit on the same chip. When 
using a CMOS image sensor acquisition system, it 
only needs to design an appropriate interface circuit 
[1] without using the traditional image of A/D 
acquisition. 

This paper studies a solution to design and 
implement an embedded image monitoring system 

that uses CMOS image sensor with low price. This 
small-sized monitor device can be implemented in 
one circuit board and has the function of image 
gathering, image recognition, image storage and 
image display. The above device can not only be the 
independent image monitoring instrument, but also 
be used as an intelligent component in some other 
application system. 
 
 

2. CMOS Image Sensor 
 

2.1. The Structure and Basic Operational 
Principles of CMOS Image Sensor 

 
The structure of CMOS image sensor is shown in 

Fig. 1. It includes Photosensitive pixels array, line 
logic gate, column gate logic, timing and control 
circuits and analog signal processor (ASP) [2]. 

Article number P_1686
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Fig. 1. The structure of CMOS image sensor. 
 
 
2.2. CMOS Image Sensor – ETZIX130D 
 

ETZ1X130D is a monochrome digital CMOS 
image sensor, whose effective pixel array is 160120. 
For each pixel unit has higher light sensitivity, so it 
can effectively convert the light energy into a voltage 
signal. The installed 8 ADC can convert analog 
voltage signal into digital signal [3]. The circuit with 
relative frequency multiplication sampling can 
significantly inhibit the fixed pattern noise. The 
whole chip with a small amount of control signals 
can directly output the original image data who’s 
each pixel is eight on the chip pins. Therefore, 
ETZ1X130D is in common use. 
 
 

3. Hardware and Software Design  
of the System 

 
The basic structure of data image constitutes of 

ARM microprocessor, peripheral circuit, CMOS 
image sensor circuit and so on. ARM microprocessor 
adopts S3C44B0X as CUP, which belongs to ARM7 
microprocessor kernel without MMU. 

The structure of hardware system is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig 2. The structure of hardware system. 
 
 
3.1. Design of ARM System  

Peripheral Circuit 
 
3.1.1. Power Circuit 
 

The embedded processor of S3C44B0X needs 
two sets of power supply. The power supply of I/O is 
3.3 V and power supply of kernel is 2.5 V. Fig. 3 is 
the switching circuit of 2.5 V. 





 
 

Fig. 3. The switching circuit of 2.5 V. 
 
 
3.1.2. Crystal Oscillator and Reset Circuit 
 

Crystal oscillator circuit provides working clock 
for CPU and other circuits. According to the highest 
working frequency of S3C44B0X and the working 
mode of PLL circuit, it chooses 10 MHz crystal 
oscillator. After the frequency multiplication of PLL 
circuit in S3C44B0X, 10 MHz crystal oscillator’s 
frequency can reach to 66 MHz [4]. The following 
figure is the system clock crystal oscillator circuit 
and the clock oscillator circuit of RTC.  
 
 

 
 

Fig 4. System clock crystal oscillator circuit. 
 
 
3.1.3. Serial Interface Circuit 
 

RS-485 standard is an interface standard and a 
universal serial bus [5], which uses serial binary data 
to exchange data between data terminal equipment 
and data communication equipment.  

The highest data transmission rate of RS-485 is 
10 Mbps. The interface of RS-485 composes balance 
drive and differential receiver, which is a good 
resistance to noise. The maximum transmission 
distance of RS-485 interface is 4000 feet, but actually 
is 3000 meters, which has more standing ability. 
Serial port communication 485 interface circuit is 
shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 
3.1.4. JTAG Interface Circuit 
 

JTAG is an international standard test protocol, 
which is mainly used in chip internal test and system 
simulation and debugging. JTAG technology is an 
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embedded debugging technique, which has a special 
test circuit TAP in chip and by using special JTAG 
test tools to test internal contact [6]. Through JTAG 
interface, it has an access to all parts in chip. 
Therefore, it becomes a kind of concise and efficient 
method in developing embedded system. JTAG 
interface circuit is shown in Fig. 6.  
 
 

3.2. Module Design of CMOS Image Sensor 
 

ET21X130D image sensor chip is an important 
part of this system. Fig. 7 is the schematic diagram  
of ET21X130D. 

The working voltage of chip is 3.3 V, in which 
the output signal VSYNC, HSYNG and PXCLK 
connect with S3C44B0X and ExINT0-ExINT2 
respectively. It reads the data according to output of 
temporal logic. SDATA is a bi-directional serial data 
interface. The serial interface clock of SCLK 

connects with 2I C  brought by ARM processor. 

The main advantages of 2I C  is its simplicity and 

effectiveness. There are three signal types of 2I C  in 
transmitting data. They are starting signal, ending 
signal and responding signal. Fig. 8 is the schematic 

diagram of 2I C . 
 
 

 
  

 
Fig. 5. Serial port communication 485 interface circuit. Fig. 6. JTAG interface circuit. 

 

 
 

Fig 7. Schematic diagram of ET21X130D. 
 
 

3.3. The Circuit Board Wiring  
of System Hardware 

 

In order to get stable operational system, it needs 
to consider Signal integrity and crosstalk between 
different signals caused by high-speed signal. 

For the interference caused by power line and 
ground wire, it needs to make changes in the 

following three aspects when arranging circuit board 
wire. 1) Add decoupled capacitance between the 
power supply and ground wire; 2) Try to widen the 
power cord, ground wire width; 3) Use magnetic 
beads to isolate analog and digital power supply. 

It also should pay attention to the following points 
when printing circuit board wiring. 1) Try to reduce 
the discontinuity of printed wiring; 2) routing should 
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near the ground loop and drive should be close to the 
connector; 3) small difference between the same 
address line and data line; 4) concatenate impedance 
33 resistance in the power supply for the important 
signal; 5) try to keep away from the high speed 
digital devices and high speed digital signal keeps 
away from the analog part and ensure that they do not 
pass through the analog ground plane. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Interface Circuit of 
2I C . 

 
 
4. Software Design 
 

uClinux is a variation of Linux, which is an 
operating system with open source and developed 
specially for no MMU micro controller. The main 
difference between Linux lies in memory 
management mechanism and process scheduling 
management mechanism [7]. At the same time, in 
order to satisfy embedded application, it adopts romfs 
file system, and simplifies C programming language 
glibe on Linux. The overall diagram of system 
software is shown in Fig. 9. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. The overall diagram of system software. 

When gathering image data, embedded system 
sets the value of ET21X130D and configures the 

proper image gathering mode through 2I C . When 
an image is completely stored in the FLASH, 
S3C44B0X begins to read the image data and 
identify OCR algorithm, then display the results and 
last send the data through serial port. 

 
 

4.1. Software Architecture of Embedded 
Linux System 

 
Embedded Linux system can be divided into four 

levels from the view of software. 1) Boot loader; 2) 
Linux kernel; 3) File system; 4) User  
application program. 
 
 
4.2. Design of Boot Loader 
 

Boot loader is a small program performed before 
the operating system. Through this small program, 
we can initialize the hardware equipment and 
establish memory space mapping table so as to 
establish proper system software and hardware 
environment and prepare for the operating system 
kernel. Eventually, boot loader loads operational 
system kernel into RAM and transmits system control 
to it. When the system is power up, CPU first 
executes boot loader program. 
 
 
4.3. Transplantation of uCLinux 
 

There are four steps to transplant uCLinux to 
ARM. Firstly, it should be well prepared, including 
source code and establish cross compiling 
environment. Secondly, configure and compile the 
kernel and make some changes to source code if 
necessary. Thirdly, make Cramfs to mount root file 
system. Lastly, add application programs into root 
file system. 
 
 
4.3.1. Progress of uCLinux 
 

Progress is a run program and an entity that 
provides execution environment for itself, including 
an address space and at least one control point. 
Progress performs a single instruction sequences in 
this address space. The address space of the progress 
includes the collection of access and reference 
memory unit. The control point controls and tracks 
process instruction sequence through a hardware 
register of program counter. uCLinux without MMU 
needs the protection of data when processing  
multiple processes. 

Multi-process implementation mechanism of 
uCLinux is related to its memory management. Due 
to the development of Normmu, uCLinux has to use a 
memory management mode called Flat, which needs 
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to distribute memory space for application when 
starting a new application, and quickly load 
application to memory. uCLinux without memory 
mapping mechanism of MMU has to process Reloc 
when in the stage of file loading, so as to enable the 
program to directly use physical memory. 
 
 
4.3.2. Device Driver of Linux 
 

A device driver completes the following functions. 
First, initialize the equipment. Second, transfer data 
between the kernel and device. Third,  
make equipment go into work. Fourth, process 
equipment’s fault. 

There are two types of device driver of Linux. 
One is character and the other is block type. There 
are two types of choices for the use of device driver. 
The first type is load device driver as loadable 
module into kernel. The second type is to compile 
device driver as kernel code into the kernel. 
 
 
4.3.3. Operational Mode of uCLinux Kernel 
 

There are two operational ways to choose for 
uCLinux kernel. One is FLASH operational mode 
and the other is kernel loading mode. In this paper, 
kernel loading mode is adopted. First, it puts 
compressed files of the kernel on FLASH, then reads 
the compressed file and decompresses when the 
system starts. Last it executes. Although this mode is 
a little complex, the operational speed is very fast. 
 
 
4.3.4. Adding Application Programs  

to uCLinu 
 

First it loads the mirror image file of Linux to the 
target board. Second, it can find application program 
in file system after target board compresses Linux 
image. If it wants to add user application program 
into mirror image file of Linux, it can add the 
compressed application program into remfs after 
making remfs, that is, add it to category of bin. Last, 
repeat the above compilation process. 
 
 
4.3.5. Configuration and Compilation  

of uCLinux Kernel 
 

Open terminal under Linux environment, and then 
type in the order: cd/home/sun/uClinux-dist and 
Make menuconfig. Next chooses Vendor/Product 
Selection, and presses Enter to the Product selection 
interface, last chooses 44B0ARM processor. 

Now back to the main interface, after choosing 
Kernel/Library/Defaults selection, presses Enter. It 
can be compiled when the configuration completes.  

After the successful compilation, there are three 
files under category of uClinux-dist/image: image. 

ram; image. rom and romfs. img, Namely, the binary 
file that can be used. Image. ram is compressed 
kernel image, whose starting process is compressed 
in memory. Although it needs a lot of space when it 
is compressed, it can still operate in SDRAM. 

 
 

4.4. Programming of Digital Image Gathering 
 

The implementation of software module in 
embedded operational system lies in the control of 
hardware equipment and the completion of image 
gathering, identifying, displaying and transmitting. It 

includes 2I C , image gathering, image display and 
transmitting program. 

For the part of image gathering, after executing it 
first configures CMOS sensor and the value of 

register through 2I C . Register has its default at first. 
Then it test whether VSYNC and HSYNC synchronic 
signal are triggered from low level to high level. 
After the test, if begins to test PXCLK clock signal. 
One clock signal only reads one data, which is called 
the pixel value. It reads the pixel value one after 
another. The flow chart of image gathering is shown 
in Fig. 10. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. The flow chart of image gathering. 
 
 
4.5. Programming of LCD Display 
 

S3C44B0X processor has installed LCD 
controller, whose function is to display drive signal 
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so as to drive LCD. The most important step to 
configure LCD controller is the appointment of frame 
buffer. The content displayed is read from frame 
buffer, then displays on the screen. The size of the 
frame buffer is determined by distinguish ability and 
display colors of the screen. Frame buffer is the main 
point of drive development process. 

LCD controller in S3C44BOX includes 
REGBANK, LCDDMA, VIDPRCS and TIMEGEN. 
There are 18 programmable register in LCD 
controller, through which it can configure the size of 
display module, display mode and the width of the 
interface data. Fig. 11 is the flow chart of LCD 
display programme.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 11.The flow chart of LCD display programme. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

Based on ARM embedded micro processor, the 
real-time operating system of uCLinux is adopted in 

this paper. First, it introduces the principle and basic 
knowledge of this system ad puts forward the overall 
design scheme. This paper mainly discusses the 
detailed design of hardware and the functions of 
software on image gathering system. 

The hardware system adopts S3C44B0X ARM7 
embedded processor as the core and uses CMOS 
image sensor to gather the original image. Based on 
this, it extends power circuit, FLASH Memory 
interface circuit, SDRAM interface circuit, 
communication interface circuit and so on. This 
paper designs Boot Loader for S3C44B0X processor, 
realizing the transplanting of embedded real-time 
operating system. Meanwhile, the software design 
process is also discussed in this paper, which 
achieves the combination of image gathering module, 
display module and transmission module. 

This system is a study of the digitization and 
integration of digital image gathering. Also it is a 
practice of CMOS image sensor, which has an 
important role in the application and promotion of 
CMOS image sensor. 
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Abstract: Considered that general detection algorithms against common copy-paste image forgery have poor 
robustness, this paper proposes a forgery image blind detection algorithm based on histogram invariant 
moments. The algorithm first carries out discrete wavelet transform on the image to be detected to extract low 
frequency part, then divides the low-frequency image into blocks. After that, histogram invariant moments 
characteristic vectors of these blocks are extracted and a characteristic matrix is constructed using these vectors. 
The characteristic vectors in the matrix are sorted by dictionary, and finally the sorted adjacent blocks. The 
block is judged by confidence distance to determine whether some of them are copy-paste image blocks. 
Experiments show that the proposed algorithm can more accurately locate the forged area of copy-paste images, 
and has better robustness on anti-noise, anti-compression, anti-rotation and anti-scaling. Meanwhile, the amount 
of computation is effectively reduced and detection efficiency is improved. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Histogram invariant moments, Discrete wavelet, Image matching, Image forgery. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Detection algorithm against digital image 
tampering can be divided into two categories: one of 
them is image authentication based on fragile 
watermark and digital signature. This category 
belongs to active algorithms. It needs to add a 
watermark or auxiliary information into the image in 
advance, but in reality not all of the images can 
involve this information in advance. The other 

category is blind detection technology, which belongs 
to passive authentication. It relies on characteristics 
of image itself for authentication, but this 
authentication method is more complex and 
challenging. However, it has broad application 
prospects. 

There are many image forgery methods [1], where 
the copy-paste region tampering of same image is 
extremely common. That is, some part of an image is 
copied and then pasted on the other part of the image. 
This can obscure the human figure or object in the 
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image. Detection algorithms against this image 
forgery belong to blind detection technology. Among 
them, exhaustive search method is the most 
commonly used method. Fridrich [2] first analyzed 
the exhaustive search algorithm, and then proposed a 
block matching detection method based on discrete 
cosine transform (DCT) to improve the efficiency of 
the exhaustive search algorithm. Popescu [3] 
proposed a similar approach, using principal 
component analysis (PCA) rather than discrete cosine 
transform to reduce the dimensions of the 
characteristic vectors and the dimensions of 
computation. Since then many scholars have made 
further researches based on the block matching 
algorithm. Wu Qiong [4] used discrete wavelet 
transform to extract the low frequency part of the 
original image, and then divided the low frequency 
part into blocks. Singular value decomposition was 
used to reduce dimensions, and finally the blocks 
were sorted by dictionary, the amount of computation 
was further reduced. Jing Li, et al. [5] proposed 
detection and locating algorithm based on phase to 
improve the efficiency of the block matching 
algorithm. In general, these algorithms are time-
consuming, need large amount of computation and 
have poor robustness.  

In this paper, the author carries out research on 
taking histogram invariant moments as the image 
characteristic vectors and improving the anti-rotation, 
anti-noise, anti-compression and scaling performance 
of the algorithm. The proposed algorithm first carries 
out discrete wavelet transform on the forgery image 
to extract low frequency part, then extracts histogram 
invariant moments characteristic vectors of the low 
frequency part blocks. The characteristic vectors are 
sorted by dictionary, and finally the sorted adjacent 
blocks are judged by confidence distance to 
determine whether some of them are copy-paste 
image blocks. 
 
 
2. Detection Algorithm Based  

on Wavelet Transform  
and Histogram Invariant Moments 

 
2.1. Haar Wavelet Transform 
 

If an image is divided into blocks, for the  
(M-a+1) × (N-b+1) blocks that can be overlapped, the 
amount of histogram invariant moments computation 
is extremely large. For this end, the author first 
employs DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) as 
Fig. 1 shows to reduce the size of the image. After 
dividing the low frequency part into blocks, 
histogram invariant moments characteristic vectors 
are extracted from low frequency blocks. The number 
of blocks can be dramatically reduced in this way. 
Meanwhile, due to the low frequency area's ability of 
maintaining the profile and space characteristic of the 
image, the robustness of extracted image 
characteristics is enhanced. 

 

 
 

(a) The orginal image. 
 

 
 

(b) After wavelet transform of the image. 
 

Fig. 1. The discrete wavelet transform. 

 

 
2.2. Normalized Histogram  

Invariant Moments 
 

The histogram of an image can reflect the 
statistical properties of the image. It reflects the 
proportion of areas and number of pixels with 
different gray values in the entire image. The amount 
of information contained in an image can also 
obtained through histogram. Therefore, when the 
imaging conditions of one area changes, although the 
look and feel of the image has undergone great 
changes, the corresponding histogram will not change 
a lot. So we can utilize the information contained in 
histogram to define the characteristics of the image, 
and to find matching points between the images. In 
order to take advantage of the information of the 
histogram, article [6] and [7] have defined several 
image histogram invariant moments which have 
nothing to do with displacement and scale changes. 

For a given digital image f(x, y), we assume that 
A represents the total number of pixels of the image, 
and A(t) represents the total number pixels of an 
image with the gray value t, thus the histogram can 
be defined as: 
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When the image f(x,y) is converted to histogram 

P(t), the items which need to be processed change 
from two-dimensional to one-dimensional, the 
amount of data is largely reduced, and the 
computation time is subsequently reduced and the 
processing speed is improved. 

For the one-dimensional function P(t), the k order 
moments are defined as 
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Central moment of k-order is defined as 
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where t =m1/m0, 

The normalized k-order central moments are 
defined as 
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In the process of image matching, we expect that 

we can choose moments with such math 
characteristics as shift, rotation and scale invariance, 
i.e. invariant moments characteristics. If using central 
moments to represent image characteristics, it will 
only have shift invariance; if we normalize the 
central moments, it will have shift and scale 
invariance. Therefore, ordinary moments or central 
moments alone cannot achieve the desired goals. But 
if we perform some transform on them, the expected 
goals can be achieved theoretically. We present three 
invariant moments f1, f2, f3 with invariant shift, 
rotation and scale characteristics based on normalized 
central moments: 

 
 2
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In this paper, circular blocks are employed as 

feature extraction block template to remain the 
rotation invariance of histogram invariant 
characteristic. Histogram invariant eigenvalues of 
rectangular image blocks' effective area after being 
performed image rotation will have larger changes. 
Therefore, it is essentially infeasible to take 
rectangular image blocks as the image rotation 
invariant characteristic of image matching. 

2.3. Sorting Normalized Histogram Invariant 
Moment Vectors by Dictionary Sort 

 
The image is divided into blocks. After that, 

histogram invariant moments vectors of these circular 
blocks are extracted and a characteristic matrix is 
constructed using these vectors. It will need very 
huge amount of computation if traditional methods 
are used to find the most relevant vector the current 
characteristic vector in the characteristic matrix. 

The copy area and paste area of the image are the 
combination of many similar image blocks. These 
image blocks have consistent shift vectors. This fact 
can convert the locating problem of forged image 
area into finding image block pairs with similar shift 
vectors. We first carry out dictionary sort on the 
characteristic matrix, and then compare the two 
adjacent characteristic vectors to find similar  
image pairs. 
 
 
2.4. Matching Detection of Similar  

Image Blocks 
 

In this paper, the Pearson correlation coefficient 
in statistics is used for similarity matching detection: 

The correlation coefficient of the two variables is 
defined as a quotient, dividing covariance of two 
variables by the product of standard deviations of 
them, which is 
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where x, y are two characteristic vectors (with same 
size) of one image block, cov(x,y) is the covariance of 
x, y, and σx , σy are standard deviations for x and y 
respectively. 

The last formula (8) defines a population relevant 
coefficient, which is indicated by Greek alphabet ρ. If 
using the covariance and standard deviation of 
samples instead of population covariance and 
standard deviation, the calculated result will become 
sample correlation coefficient, which is generally 
denoted by r: 
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where L is the number of image blocks. 

 
 
3. Specific Algorithm Flowchart  

and Steps 
 

Considered that general detection algorithms 
against common copy-paste image forgery have poor 
robustness and long computation time of block 
matching, this paper proposes a detection algorithm 
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based on wavelet transform and normalized 
histogram invariant moments. Theoretically, the 
algorithm can not only detect shift transform but also 
can detect rotation and scaling transformation. The 
flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the algorithm. 
 
 

The algorithm first carries out discrete wavelet 
transform on the image to extract low frequency part, 
then divides the low-frequency image into circular 
blocks. After that, histogram projection invariant 
moments characteristic vectors of these blocks are 
extracted. Finally, similarity of adjacent blocks is 
judged by confidence distance to determine whether 
some of them are copy-paste image blocks. 

The specific algorithm is described as following: 
1) Perform discrete wavelet decomposition on the 

MN image and extract low frequency part S, whose 
size is M/2N/2; 

2) Divide S into small overlapped circular blocks 
with a diameter of a, the size of the block is  
L=[M/2-a+1] [N/2-a+1]. Calculate projection 
histogram invariant moment characteristic vectors of 
every circular block using (1)-(7). 

3) Form a row vector matrix K using the 
characteristic vectors of each small block, where i is 
the row vector number. The total number of row 
vectors is L. The obtained matrix K has a dimension 
of LH, where H is the number of elements in each 
row vector. 

4) Sort matrix K in a dictionary sequence. Denote 
the sorted matrix as K1, which has the same 
dimension as K. K1i is the ith row vector of K1. 
Record the small block in K and K1i with (Xi, Yi) as 
its upper left corner coordinates. 

5) Calculate the position difference between K1i 
and K1j and their relevant coefficient  yx,  in the 

matrix K1. For each pairK1i, K1j, if  ji KK 1,1 >T 

and | Xij|>a, | Yij|>b are satisfied, it indicates that 
this region of the image is tampered. Record the 
corresponding (Xi, Yi) and (Xj, Yj) and mark the area 
whose top left coordinate is (Xi, Yi), (Xj, Yj) with 
white color. 
 
 
4. Experimental Results and Analysis 
 

All experiments are carried out on a computer 
with a dual core (TM) 2.4 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM and 
Windows XP operating system. The image blocks are 
circles with a diameter of 16. Matlab 7 programming 
algorithm and related algorithms are adopted to carry 
out testing. 
 
 
4.1. Robustness Testing of Anti-Rotation 
 

We first select a JPEG image show in Fig. 1(a) 
with a size of 512×512, and then modify it using 
Adobe Photoshop. Rotate the copied area 
“sunflower”clockwise by 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° 
respectively and paste them. The detection results are 
shown in the following Fig. 3. The results show that 
both un-rotated and rotated tampering can be detected 
correctly by the algorithm. 
 
 

     
 

(a) Original image        (b) Copy-paste forgery image 
 

      
 

(c) 0°rotation                      (d) 90°rotation 
 

      
 

(e) 180°rotation                 (f) 270°rotation 
 

Fig. 3. Detection figure of different rotation angles. 
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4.2. Robustness Testing of Anti-Scaling 
 

We also select the same JPEG image with a size of 
512×512, and then modify it using Adobe 
Photoshop. Taking into account that the tampering 
will become apparent due to too much scaling, we 
will just scale down an image area by 1/5 and scale it 
up by 1/5 respectively and then paste them. The 
detection results are shown in the following Fig. 4. 
As can be seen from detection results, the proposed 
algorithm can correctly detect scaling tampering. 
 
 

        
 

(a) scale down 1/5         (b) scale  up by 1/5 
 

Fig. 4. Robustness testing of anti-scaling. 
 
 
4.3. Robustness Testing of Anti-noise 

Addition and Lossy Compression 
 

In order to verify the robustness of anti-noise 
addition and lossy compression, we add different 
Gaussian noise μ=0, σ2=0.001, μ=0, σ2=0.005, μ=0, 
σ2=0.01 on copy-paste forgery image respectively 
and use different Gaussian low pass filter with  
3×3 template, 5×5 template, 7×7 template, and 
different compression factors 50, 75, 85. 
 
 

     
 

(a) μ=0,σ2=0.001                       (b) μ=0,σ2=0.005 
 

 
 

(c) μ=0,σ2=0.01 
 

Fig. 5. Detection figure of different Gaussian noise. 

     
 

(a) 3×3 template                 (b) 5×5 template 
 

 
 

(c) 7×7 template 
 

Fig. 6. Different templates Gaussian low-pass filter result. 
 
 

     
 

(a) Quality factor 50            (b) Quality factor 75 
 

 
 

(c) Quality factor 85 
 

Fig. 7. Detection figure of different quality factor. 

 
 

According to the experiment results, for noise 
addition show in Fig. 5, the detection effect declines 
slightly with the increase of noise factor, however, 
tampered area can still be detected correctly .The 
robustness against Gaussian low-pass filtering does 
not decrease as the template increases as show in 
Fig. 6. For addition of compression factor, the 
detection effect declines accordingly, but tampered 
area can still be detected correctly as show in Fig. 7. 
All this shows that detection algorithms based on 
histogram invariant moments based have  
better robustness. 
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4.4. Algorithm Comparison 
 

We have compared the proposed algorithm in this 
paper with those algorithms in [2, 3, 8], the results 
are shown in Table 1: 
 
 
Table 1. Compare copy – paste tamper detection algorithm. 

 

 Paper 
[2] 

Paper 
[3] 

Paper 
[8] 

This 
paper 

Shift √ √ √ √ 
Noise Addition  √ √ √ 
Gaussian Filter  √ √ √ 
JPEG 
Compression 

  √ √ 

Rotation   √ √ 
Scaling    √ 
 
 

The algorithm in paper [2] has poor robustness 
against area copy-paste tampering. The algorithm in 
paper[3] has better robustness because it improves 
the algorithm in paper [2]. The algorithm in paper [8] 
can detect rotation, but it cannot detect scaling. 
Compared with paper[2, 3, 8], the proposed 
algorithm based on histogram invariant moments not 
only has good robustness, but also can detect 
tampered area which has been rotated and scaled. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

Image region copy-paste forgery is a simple and 
common method of tampering. Detection algorithm 
must have certain robustness in anti-noise and anti-
compression, as well as anti-geometry change. For 
this type of tampering, this paper proposes a 
detection algorithm based on normalized histogram 
invariant moments. The algorithm first carries out 
discrete wavelet transform on the tampered image to 
extract low frequency part, then divides the low-
frequency image into circular blocks. After that, 
histogram invariant moments characteristic vectors of 
these blocks are extracted and a characteristic matrix 
is constructed using these vectors. The characteristic 

vectors in the matrix are sorted by dictionary to 
reduce matching space. And similarity of 
characteristic vectors of two adjacent blocks is 
compared to determine whether some of them are 
copy-paste image blocks using judging threshold. 
Simulation experiments show that the algorithm can 
not only accurately locate the forged regions of copy-
paste images, but also can effectively resist noise and 
lossy JPEG compression, as well as rotation and 
scaling attacks. Meanwhile, the amount of 
computation is effectively reduced and detection 
efficiency is improved. 
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Abstract: A key technology of intelligent video surveillance was demonstrated in this paper. The first human 
motion detection in video sequences, and then carry on the track, the research on the recognition of human 
behavior, the abnormal behavior detection. Firstly, the first video image denoising with Gauss low-pass filter, 
then using the background subtraction method and frame difference method for target detection, and then use 
morphological image processing, regional connectivity analysis and a series of processing methods, to eliminate 
the small holes and noise, the moving object is extracted from the video sequence background subtraction 
method, and compare the advantages and disadvantages and frame difference method. Finally, the analysis and 
discussion of human behavior recognition method were demonstrated. Methods using the template matching 
method based on characteristic value for human identification, selection of structure moment features with 
translation, rotation, scaling invariance of the values, the method overcomes the defects of the traditional 
template matching method, comparing the similarity of feature extraction value, in order to distinguish between 
normal and abnormal behavior, to achieve the recognition of human behavior. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Non-negative matrix factorization, Pattern recognition, Algorithm, Database. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Nowadays, the society is a densely populated and 
highly complex social, human activity scope 
gradually expanded, emergency faces and abnormal 
events more frequent and complex, monitoring of the 
difficulty and the importance of public security 
events are more and more prominent, and the 
widespread use of safety monitoring system, the main 
function of the camera is usually only instead of the 
eye simple will record the results, it can never replace 
the human real time to play, take the initiative to 
analyze monitoring function, it is difficult to meet the 
actual needs, and the human is also more and more to 
the video data analysis and understanding of the 
collected amount of amazing [1]. Therefore, the 

ability to give motion behavior of computer 
observation and understanding in dynamic scene, the 
camera more intelligent, able to capture the real-time 
video data analysis and processing of camera, 
tracking, capture the behavior and anomaly detection 
and alarm functions of criminals. For the future, 
intelligent monitoring of social safety is very 
necessary [2]. 

In today's information society, with the rapid 
development of network, communication and micro-
electronics technology and the improvement of 
people's living standard, the video monitor with its 
intuitive, convenient and informative features, more 
and more people favor, monitoring products evolved 
from analog to digital, networked, intelligent 
revolution [3]. The mid ninety's, with the 
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development of computer and video technology to 
improve the processing ability of the people, by using 
high speed data processing ability of computer 
collecting and processing video, using high resolution 
image display of the image display, which greatly 
improves the image quality, the multimedia console 
system PC machine based on the second generation 
digital local video monitoring system [4]. At the end 
of the ninety's, with the rapid improvement of 
network bandwidth, computer processing power and 
storage capacity, and a variety of practical video 
processing technology, video surveillance has entered 
the digital network era, known as the third generation 
of remote video monitoring system [5]. The third 
generation of video monitoring system relying on the 
network, digital video compression, transmission, 
storage and playback as the core, to image intelligent 
practical analysis for the characteristic, caused the 
technological revolution of video surveillance 
industry, academe, industry and service sector  
highly regarded [6]. 

This paper is according to the analysis of human 
motion in video monitoring system, visual, mainly 
for moving target detection, tracking motion human 
behavior understanding and description, to study 
three key technology [7]. Target detection firstly, 
background subtraction, first of the input video 
sequence denoise, to build the background model, the 
background will have some interference and noise, a 
method using real-time background updating 
background model, background and foreground 
subtraction to the difference image, and then analysis 
the removal of small the holes and noise of 
morphological processing and regional connectivity, 
extract moving object [8, 9].This paper discussed to 
solve the problem of nonlinear systems with filtering 
algorithm and the particle filter algorithm, focusing 
on in-depth analysis of the particle filter algorithm 
and its problems and solve them. The basic principle 
of particle filtering, combined with the actual 
characteristics and requirements of video monitoring 
system, proposes a video object tracking method 
based on particle filter algorithm [10-13]. This paper 
mainly studies human behavior recognition method, 
firstly the image motion data rules stored in the 
database, the target image and the real-time detected, 
using image recognition method in pattern 
recognition, features for the translation, rotation, 
scale change of structure moment invariant, seven 
invariant moments to extract image, and calculate the 
similarity, thus judge abnormal behavior, alarm 
processing. 
 
 

2. Study of Detection Technology  
of Video Moving Object 

 

2.1. Detection Method of Moving Object  
in Video 

 

Background subtraction method is the motion 
segmentation, it is the most commonly used method 

and is the use of the current image and the 
background image difference to detect a moving 
region [14]. It can provide the feature data 
completely, but the change in dynamic scene, 
particularly sensitive to such as light and the 
interference of external irrelevant events. The 
background model is the simplest of the time average 
image, most researchers are currently working on the 
development of different background model, in order 
to reduce the influence of dynamic scene change for 
motion segmentation [15, 16]. Therefore, the main 
difficulty in using the background subtraction method 
is to build the background model and update in order 
to maintain accurate approximation with the actual 
background [17]. 

Frame difference method in image sequences of 
continuous two frame or three adjacent image using 
pixel based on the time difference and the threshold 
to extract moving regions in an image [18]. The main 
advantage is that the algorithm is simple, light 
changes on the scene is not very sensitive, affected 
by the target shadow is not too large [19]. The main 
problem is, when there are large gray uniform region 
of the target surface, the area on the target 
phenomenon, and the velocity of the moving target is 
detected, the area is greater than the actual area, and 
when the target motion is very slow, often detected 
region is very small, not even to detect the movement 
of the target [20-23]. 

Optical characteristics of optical flow method 
used a moving target change [24]. The advantage of 
this method is to detect the moving object 
independent in the presence of camera motion under 
the premise of. However, most of the optical flow 
computation method is quite complex, and poor anti-
noise performance, real-time processing without a 
hardware device special cannot be applied to frame 
of video stream [25]. 
 
 
2.2. Moving Target Detection Based  

on Gauss Background Model 
 

The noise of image input, acquisition and 
processing of various links, will affect the whole 
process and output results [26]. Therefore, denoising 
has become very important in image processing 
method. Because of the noise in image space 
spectrum are generally located in the higher 
frequency region, while the frequency components of 
the image itself is in the lower region, so it can be 
used in low pass filter to achieve smooth, can be 
realized by discrete convolution filtering [27]. 
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the L X L impulse response array [28]. Some low-
pass noise smoothing of operator arrays are listed 
below: 
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These arrays are often referred to as the impulse 

response array to suppress noise, they are normalized 
to unit weight, lest cause brightness appear bias 
phenomenon in the processed image [29]. Transfer 
function of 2-D ideal low-pass filter satisfied the 
following conditions: 
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D0 is a nonnegative integer in the formula. Here 

is less than ideal frequency can be completely 
unaffected by the filter, and the frequency is greater 
than all pass. Therefore it is also called the cut-off 
frequency. Although the ideal low-pass filter is 
mathematically defined very clearly, in a computer 
simulation can be realized, but in the ideal low-pass 
filter cut-off frequency is not steep electronic devices 
with the actual [30]. 

 

 
2.3. Morphological Filtering 
 

Due to noise and target color and background is 
similar to the effect of, in the foreground detection by 
means of a section, in the target region detected will 
be empty, so we can use the method of 
morphological image processing to fill the target area 
small hole. The basic idea of mathematical 
morphology is to shape corresponding to measure 
and extract the structure of a certain form elements, 
to achieve the purpose of image analysis and 
recognition. This method is generally in the two 
value image as the processing object. The basic 
morphology is the corrosion and expansion. 
Expansion is the use of vector addition of two sets 
are merged which was shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 

Fig. 1. The example of expansion computing. 

 

 
Corrosion is to assemble elements by vector 

subtraction which was shown in Fig. 2. Dilation and 
erosion are not inverse, in image processing, they are 
usually linked with. The first image corrosion and 
expansion the operation known as the opening, the 
first image expansion and corrosion and the results of 
operations is called closed (here the use of the same 
structural elements). They are also the important 
operation in mathematical morphology. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The example of corrosion operation. 
 
 

Open and closed two kinds of operation can be 
removed by specific image details than the structural 
elements of small, which does not produce global 
geometric distortion. Open operation can put than 
structural elements of small spike filter, cut thin lap 
to separation. Closing operation can take the gap or 
hole than structure elements of small fill, lap short 
discontinuous and connectivity role. 

Therefore, this paper applies morphological 
opening operator to eliminate the two value image 
noise small, while the use of morphological closing 
operation to eliminate motion target small hole, the 
appropriate use of opening and closing operation can 
get very good value of two foreground image, but 
should not use so as to avoid the loss  
of useful information. 
 
 
2.4. Difference Method of Moving  

Object Detection  
 

Through the analysis of the basic principle of 
image difference between frames, we know that the 
inter-frame difference method is by two consecutive 
frames to detect moving target, but only two frames 
of image has many shortcomings. In order to 
overcome the two frame difference method, some 
scholars put forward three frame difference method, 
three frame difference method is at frame two 
conventional difference image, the difference image 
further processing, thus obtains two times difference 
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results, better get moving target information. Three 
frames difference operation process shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Three frames difference operation process. 
 
 

In the three frames differencing method before 
the first image denoising, and then the image 
sequence of three consecutive frames by 
conventional two frame differencing image 
difference of D1 and D2, the first to conduct two 
values processing, to avoid the premature loss of 
useful information. Three frames difference is the 
difference image of D1 and D2 with the operation 
which was shown as follows: 
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Three frames difference not only avoid the 

disadvantages of two frame difference in target 
detection, and often can get the actual contour. With 
rich information of three frames based on image, so 
detection of slow moving objects with strong Lu 
Stick. Even so, three frame difference to get the 
contour is generally not continuous, need to deal with 
later, but later too much will lose the original image 
information, and the three frame difference method 
has a flaw: the time lag behind at least one frame. 
Only the k+1 frame in image acquisition, in order to 
get the contour of the K frame image. 

The difference image is obtained by determining 
the difference image threshold, the image processing 
two values, two value image, at last using the two 
value image processing methods described in section, 
analyzed morphological processing and regional 
connectivity, remove noise and non-target area, to 
extract moving target. 
 
 
3. Result and Discussion 
 
3.1. Research on Human Motion Recognition 
 

At present, human’s behavior understanding 
extraction and motion in general compliance 

characteristics of characterization, behavior 
recognition, high level activity and scene 
understanding some basic process. Feature extraction 
and motion representation is on target detection, 
classification and tracking at the bottom and the 
middle processing, extraction of the target image 
features from the motion information of the target is 
used to characterize the target motion state; behavior 
recognition is the input sequence is extracted from 
the motion characteristics and the reference sequence 
matching, determine the current action at what kind 
of behavior model; high level activity and scene 
understanding is the combination of action scene 
information and domain knowledge, to identify the 
complex behavior, the realization of events and  
scene understanding. 

In this paper, using a template matching method 
based on structure feature for the identification of 
human abnormal behavior, after the success in 
tracking moving target on the detected, to distinguish 
the target behavior is abnormal behavior. The relative 
abnormal behavior, we should explain to the normal 
behavior, so as to establish a set of rules. The 
sequence of walk and run image was shown in Fig. 4. 

The sequence diagram first provides a series of 
normal behavior are stored in the database, as shown 
in the figure of people walking and running behavior 
sequence diagram, is regarded as a normal behavior, 
structure feature extraction method and using the 
feature extraction of the section normal behavior, the 
behavior of the sequence diagram and the 
characteristics of data stored in the database. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The sequence of walk and run image. 
 
 

In real-time detection stage, read frame-by-frame 
video sequence, image preprocessing is performed 
for each frame of image, using the background to get 
the foreground image subtraction method of human 
motion, two values, morphological processing and 
analysis of regional connectivity, find the 
corresponding class in the database, when compared 
with the first two images of the all the image data, 
calculating Euclidean distance similarity measure of 
structure moment. In all the comparison results, 
taking the minimum similarity value is compared 
with a preset threshold, if the prescribed threshold 
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range is regarded as a legal act, namely normal 
behavior, and can be regarded as abnormal behavior, 
for subsequent processing. 

This paper selects the video scene in the four 
images of different human behavior of the foreground 
image sequences in this experiment, as shown in 
Fig. 5, contains the simple act of four kinds of 
people, for people to walk upright as normal 
behavior, several other behaviors in certain situations 
can be regarded as abnormal behavior. The 
experiment will by calculating moment of each 
image, to measure whether the image similarity and 
then compare the structure moments. 
 
 

 
 

(a) (b)                 (c)                  (d) 
 

Fig. 5. Different human motion sequence. 
 
 

For the understanding and description is the 
continuous tracking observation of the moving object 
recognition, analysis what kind of behavior patterns 
are present, and described by natural language, and 
judge this behavior whether to belong to the 
abnormal behavior, which belongs to the high-level 
processing part. The ultimate goal of intelligent 
monitoring is to let the computer can observe and 
understand the world as human beings do, is analyzed 
by visual observation and understanding of human 
activities and the scene information, realize the 
intelligent monitor. 

This paper studies the application of template 
matching and two-dimensional image structure 
moment feature for human action recognition, 
invariant moments of the density function of the 
method is the use of the density function of the 
original transformation, which can produce structure 
moment new, through discussion and experimental 
data can be seen in front of the, the method to 
identify human behavior effective, but the algorithm 
presented in this paper is not on the traditional 
template matching algorithms cannot achieve defect 
effectively identify overlapping objects in the scene 
has improved, it is need to be improved in the 
algorithm. 
 
 
3.2. Moving Target Detection Based on 

Gauss Background Model Experiment 
 

This experiment selects the video at the beginning 
of a human presence, update verification of different 
background updating rate on the background model. 
Sixtieth frames selected video observation, can be 
found when the update rate of alpha value is greater, 

and the background image still in the initial frame of 
the integration, namely "disappeared" faster, if the 
background update rate is larger, the more strongly 
dependent on the current frame. Experiments show 
that the detection of choosing appropriate 
background updating rate for the moving target 
effectively is the key. 

Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 to select the human 
detection results under different background, as can 
be seen from the graph, the method can get the body 
area is complete, in Fig. 6(b) in the human body 
region of discontinuity, this is because the pixels of 
background and color clothes very similar to the 
results, but the human body can still tell the whole 
contour. Fig. 7(b) for indoor human body detection, 
the results showed a complete human silhouette. Fig. 
8 is the interference of background wind in trees, 
using this method the detection results although a 
small amount of noise, but can still detect human 
good. The experiments show that the Gauss 
background model and background subtraction 
method can effectively and accurately detects the 
body area. 
 
 

    
 

(a) Original image      (b) Foreground image 
 

Fig. 6. Outdoor scene. 
 
 

    
 

(a)Original image  (b) Foreground image 
 

Fig. 7. Indoor scene. 
 
 

    
 

(a) Original image  (b) Foreground image 
 

Fig. 8. Complex scene. 
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3.3. Research on Tracking of Video  
Moving Object 

 
Moving target tracking is an important part of 

video monitoring system, one of the hot research 
issues are also the fields of computer vision, image 
processing and pattern recognition. Target tracking 
technology is to create the corresponding feature 
matching problem based on the consecutive image 
frames. The target is described by its state, so the 
tracking problem is equivalent to the solution of the 
target state, the solving process can be used to 
estimate theory to realize. This chapter discusses the 
estimation theory, mainly discusses the nonlinear 
system filtering problem, discuss two kinds of 
filtering algorithm, and applied to the human  
motion tracking. 

The traditional human expression method has 
three kinds: the line graph method, 2D profile and 3D 
model. The parts of a person's body in a straight line 
to approximate expression. Two-dimensional contour 
method and the projection in the image of the human 
body can use cardboard model, spatio-temporal slice 
method and tracking. The three-dimensional model is 
the use of elliptic cylinder, cone sets, generalized 
three-dimensional model of ball to describe the 
structural details of the human body, therefore 
require more parameters and needs more computation 
during the matching process. The present application 
is more three-dimensional model method, the basic 
idea of the method is, three-dimensional structure 
model and motion first by the prior knowledge of 
target model, then according to the actual image 
sequences, to determine the parameters of three-
dimensional model of the target, the target motion 
parameters and determine the instantaneous. The 
advantages of this method are accurate analysis of 3D 
motion trajectory, can realize the reliability of 
tracking, but the drawback is that it is difficult to 
obtain the precise model parameters in practice, and 
need a lot of running time, it is difficult  
to realize tracking. 

Tracking method of area currently has more 
research based on, basic idea is first to obtain the 
target template, the template is obtained in advance 
or man-made determined by image segmentation, 
template usually rectangular slightly larger than the 
target, but also for the irregular shape; then the 
sequence image search matching, using the related 
algorithm for tracking., gray-scale image based on 
texture feature of color image correlation, also can 
use the color feature correlation based on. The 
advantage of this method is when the target has not 
been blocked, the tracking precision is high and 
stable, once the target deformation and occlusion 
tracking accuracy will decline, will spend a lot of 
time and when the search region is wide. 

Based on the idea of active contour tracking is to 
express the moving target by using curve closed, and 
the contour can be automatically and continuously 
update. For example, a short thread active contour 

using Paragios and Deriche, the detection and 
tracking of multiple moving objects in image 
sequences with Level Set; Peterfreund using a 
Calman filter based on the active contour tracking 
non-rigid objects; Isard and Blake to describe 
complex motion models using stochastic differential 
equations, and the deformable template combination 
applied to human tracking. Relative to the tracking 
method based on region, contour expression to 
reduce the computational complexity, if you start to 
reasonably separate each moving object and 
Realization of contour initialization, even can also 
continuously tracking in the presence of partial 
occlusions, however difficult it is usually. 

 

 
3.4. The Results of Simulation and Analysis  

of Algorithm 
 

The extended Calman filter nonlinear filter 
method in this section will be mentioned in (EKF) 
and particle filtering (PF) algorithm simulation, and 
its performance comparison. Consider the following 
model experiment: 
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The represented the linear intensity a system 

model type, with the increase of a, linear intensity 
enhancement, target maneuvering weakened. 

This experiment selects the initial state is 0.1, the 
system noise and measurement noise covariance is 1, 
the number of particles is 100 cases, using the 
extended Calman filter and the particle filter for state 
estimation of the nonlinear system, verify the 
tracking performance of two filters by changing the 
linear intensity, the experimental results as shown  
in Fig. 9. 

As indicated by Fig. 9, along with the change of 
a, tracking performance of EKF and PF have great 
change, when a is small, the maneuverability is 
strong, as shown in Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9(b), the 
tracking performance of PF is much better 
performance than the EKF, but as a becomes large, 
nonlinear weakened, maneuvering target is abate, as 
shown in Fig. 9 (c) and Fig. 9(d), PF tracking 
performance and EKF is basically the same. Follow-
up for further explanation, Table 1 lists the mean 
square error of the EKF and PF values, data show 
that the mean square error of the mean square error of 
PF was less than that of EKF, but with the increase of 
the linear intensity, mean square error tends to 
approximate value. Experiments show that, the 
particle filter for high intensity of nonlinear system 
performance is better than the extended Calman. 
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(a) a=0, the estimate of EKF and PF. 
 

 
 

(b) a=0.2, the estimate of EKF and PF. 
 

 
 

(c) a=0.6, the estimate of EKF and PF. 
 

 
 

(d) a=1, the estimate of EKF and PF. 
 

Fig. 9. Influence of linear intensity on EKF and PF. 

Table 1. Mean square error comparison of EKF and PF. 
 

a 0 0.2 0.6 1.0 
Mean square error of EKF 11.1 11.5 4.4 0.6 
Mean square error of PF 2.9 1.9 1.5 0.4 

 
 
3.5. Study on the Human Body Tracking 

Based on the Particle Filter Theory 
 

The color model is based on the color space, so 
the color model and color space is closely related to. 
In the establishment of color model, as a color are 
available in three basic quantity to describe, so the 
establishment of color model can be viewed as a 
coordinate system of a 3-D, where each point 
represents a particular kind of color. Here are two 
kinds of color models and their conversion. 

RGB model is one of the most classic color model 
is the most commonly used. RGB model is a kind of 
human visual system structure closely linked model. 
According to the structure of the human eye, all 
colors can be seen as different combinations of three 
basic colors. The RGB model can be established in 
the Cartesian coordinate system, one of the three 
shaft are respectively R, G, B, shown in Figure 10. 
RGB model of the space is a cube, the origin 
corresponds to the black, the farthest from the origin 
of the vertex correspondence white. In this model, 
from black to white in the gray value distribution 
from the origin to the line from the origin of the most 
distant vertices, and corresponding cubes within the 
remaining points of different colors, available from 
the origin to the point of vector representation. 
General for the sake of convenience, the total will be 
normalized to a unit cube cube, so that all R, G, B 
values in the interval [0,1]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. RGB color cube. 
 
 

According to this model, each image includes 
three independent primary color plane, or can be 
decomposed into the three plane. Conversely, if an 
image can be expressed as three plane, using this 
model is more convenient. The visual perception of 
RGB color model and the use of a certain distance 
and inconvenient, for example, given a color signal, 
is very difficult to determine which R, G, B 
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component, then use the visual perception of color 
model more convenient. In the visual perception of 
color model, the HSV model is a basic model using 
more. Reflection brightness and object is proportional 
to, if there is no color change only one dimension of 
brightness. On the color, the color mixing white more 
and more bright, the incorporation of black more 
brightness is small. Hue is connected with the main 
wavelength spectral mixture in contact. Saturation 
and color purity, pure spectral color is completely 
saturated, with the addition of saturation white 
gradually reduced. Hue and saturation together called 
chrominance. So the available colors luminance and 
chrominance said. 
 
 
4. Summary 
 

Intelligent video surveillance technology as a 
challenging research topic, has become a hot research 
field of computer vision, and has important 
theoretical significance and practical value, and in 
recent years it has drawn wide attention. Intelligent 
monitoring technology gives the monitoring system 
the ability to observe and analyze the scene content, 
can be in almost the absence of the intervention, the 
automatic analysis of the video sequence captured by 
the camera, and timely response. Despite the current 
video surveillance has been widely used in social life, 
but the relevant research work is still at the 
exploratory research stage, and exists many 
problems, more work is needed to realize the 
intelligent monitoring system. As the technology 
matures, it will truly intelligent monitoring system 
plays an important role in the future production  
of life. 
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Abstract: Celestial bodies monitoring involved a large number of spatio-temporal information. It is the main 
challenges in this field. This article abandoned the traditional way of area monitoring, used the latitude and 
longitude monitoring methods to solve this problem. During the study, we proposed the idea that used latitude 
and longitude of the projection area to cover the area under the track area. Given two theorems, and proofed. 
Then, constructed celestial trajectory monitoring model. Verify the rationality of the model by “Chang’e 1” 
satellite data. It provides new solution ideas for spatio-temporal data acquisition of celestial bodies.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

With the development of spatio-temporal 
database, more and more applications based on 
spatio-temporal data have produced (Such as mobile 
phone location, vehicle monitoring system, wildlife 
monitoring [1], business activity [2] etc.). Celestial 
monitoring is a typical application of temporal data, 
because it contains a large number of objects type 
(various stars, planets, nebulae, and various man-
made aircraft) and their evolution. At the same time, 
the Earth's rotation and celestial body self-influence 
lead to huge amount of data collection requirements. 
On time monitoring required monitoring stations 
placed throughout the world. But celestial 
information collection requires expensive equipment, 

so the number of stations and the control station 
layout issues are particularly important, and this is 
why we have to discuss how to make the entire 
layout minimum number of monitoring stations. It is 
one of spatio-temporal database research priorities 
that establishing an effective data acquisition to 
improve retrieval efficiency. So it’s important to 
build data collection model to various types of space-
time queries on the observation of celestial bodies. 

In particular, monitoring the planet, involving a 
large number of spatio-temporal information we have 
to consider how to reduce the cost of monitoring 
model, while gathering information to achieve the 
desired effect. The earth, for example, scientists have 
done a lot of research work. Yuanbo Liu provides the 
Quantifying variability of satellite data in the 
reflective band for long-term monitoring of the 
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earth's surface [3]. Ranga Raju Vatsavai provides the 
continuous biomass monitoring system [4]. Tao Yang 
is for changes of global terrestrial water storage [5]. 
Daniela Stroppiana is for environmental monitoring 
at continental scale [6]. Alexander P. Trishchenko, 
provides satellite system on a highly elliptical 
orbit [7]. M.D. Ibrahim, is for Satellite water quality 
monitoring validation [8]. Jonathan Weber towards 
efficient satellite image time series analysis [9]. Lei 
Wang research on spatiotemporal segmentation of 
spaceborne passive microwave data [10]. 
H. Asanuma [11], H. Taubenböck [12], Alexander 
P. Trishchenko [13], M. A. Zoran [14] are all the 
corresponding work for spatio-temporal data 
collection. We intend to work for the information 
collection of planet on the basis of predecessors. It is 
the main challenges to provide a more macro  
data acquisition solutions, and build the  
appropriate model. 
 
 
2. Celestial Orbit Analysis 
 
2.1. Classification 
 

We found celestial orbiting have different ways. It 
can be divided into the following categories: 

1. Orbit inclination is zero. The orbital plane 
coincides with the equatorial plane of Earth's orbit 
called "equatorial orbit". In this case, the celestial 
bodies relative to the Earth 's orbit is a circle, we may 
consider the issue in a plane. 

2. Celestial bodies operating cycle is the same 
with the Earth's rotation period. They are all 24 
hours, this track is called "geosynchronous". On the 
ground view, celestial bodies are relatively static. In 
this case, we only need monitoring stations which can 
be real-time tracking observation. 

3. The satellite 's orbit inclination of 90 °. The 
Earth's orbital plane through north and south poles, 
this track is called "polar orbiting". The celestial 
bodies will appear on the ground anywhere. We can 
just consider the whole sky coverage on  
a certain height. 

4. The celestial orbit and the Earth's equatorial 
plane as a fixed acute angle. The celestial bodies are 
the most common, and its trajectory is also more 
complicated, it is this question focuses  
on the situation. 
 
 
2.2. Approximately Elliptical in a Circular 

Orbit Analysis 
 

When the speed of celestial body is just as the 
first cosmic speed, the track is perfect circle. When 
the speed of celestial body is between 1 and  
2 cosmic speed, the orbit is elliptical. When thinking 
about the sun, moon and other celestial bodies 
gravitational effects, therefore, strictly speaking, all 

the celestial bodies and spacecraft's orbit is elliptical, 
and the earth is one of focus. 

In elliptical orbits, it’s need to take into account 
the different flight path in the same elevation of the 
ground-based observations in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Satellite orbit. 
 
 

So that the arrangement of the site, we must take 
into account the distribution of the stations are not 
equidistant conditions appear optimal solution. 
However, if you think about the case of the Earth's 
rotation. Earth's rotation period is 24 hours,  
but common ground satellite cycle of about  
103-120 minutes or so. In comparison, they are quite 
different. When the Satellites are around the earth, 
the earth has only minor changes. If the observations 
are not equally spaced standing on the Earth's 
surface, it is bound to be monitoring blind spots. 

Even if the direction of the Earth's rotation and 
orbit are not coplanar, the period should also be a 
trigonometric function with Earth's rotation period. It 
must be more than 24 hours, so they are still  
far away. 

In summary, in the conventional case, if we need 
to implement process monitoring, monitoring stations 
must be evenly distributed. And the perigee of the 
celestial body is the minimum. Then, we can achieve 
monitoring without blind spots. In this way, we can 
approximate the elliptical orbit into a geocentric 
circle, the radius are the center of the earth  
to satellite perigee. 
 
 
2.3. Formula of Observations Range 
 

The observation of monitoring station has a 
certain range. Shown in Fig. 2. 

C is a monitoring station, D is the celestial body. 
 is the minimum elevation angle or blind angle, 

which is 3 degrees.   is the geocentric angle, r is 

the geocentric distance of the celestial body, EL is 

the radius of the ground effect. Then the observations 
range of ground station is calculated as: 

 
 θ＝90°- -arcsin (REcos /(RE+H), (1) 
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  )/cosarcsin(90 HRR EE
o   (2) 

 
 



 
 

Fig. 2. Observations range of ground station. 
 
 
3. Model Analysis 
 
3.1. Simplify the Problem 
 

This question should observe a trajectory of a 
celestial body, which running on the sphere with the 
height is S from the ground monitoring station. The 
monitoring range is a cone, which monitoring station 
is the vertex. Then, we should find a way to fill the 
entire running track by cross-section of cone and 
sphere S. So the research question becomes a 
simulated ball filled problem. 

We consider that the Earth and sphere S has the 
center of the sphere. The sphere S mapped to the 
same earth. At the same time, with the concepts of 
latitude and longitude of the earth, we can simplify 
the problem. In other words, in the all the tracks on 
the sphere S, we consider by the projectors in the 
earth. They are the same. So, we need to introduce 
the following definitions. 
 
 

B

b

A

a

Earth

Sphere S

A’

a’

 
 

Fig. 3. Auxiliary graph. 
 
 

Definition 1: “a” is the downward-facing viewing 
geometry of an orbiting celestial body “A” on the 
earth's surface, which we called it nadir. 

Definition 2: Operation of the celestial body 
process from “A” to “A'”, the chronological 

connection of the nadir “aa'”, we called it  
the nadir track. 

Definition 3: So, the area “B” is the observations 
on the sphere S. Its projection “b”, called projection 
observation area (POA). 

According to above definition, we can solve the 
problem of sphere S by transferring to the surface of 
the Earth. 

When the model to be solved by transferring to 
the earth, we calculated by latitude and longitude, but 
the three-dimensional spherical solution is too 
complex. If there are projection transformations, 
which can put all the three-dimensional problem to 
two-dimensional problem, then it would be relatively 
easy to solve. 

By test more times, Mercator projection is the 
best way [15]. 
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3.2. Nadir Trajectory Analysis 
 

With Mercator projection, the earth could be 
turned into two-dimensional plane rectangular 
coordinates. Then, projected the trajectory of a 
celestial body and the range of a single monitoring 
station observations onto the plane-rectangular 
coordinate system, you can fill the form to complete 
the trajectory of celestial body monitored by a single 
monitoring station. 

First, we ignore the rotation of the earth, and 
through two extreme ways to draw the astronomical 
orbit. For example, when it is polar orbiting satellites, 
satellite ground track corresponds to the equator line 
for doing a simple harmonic motion; when the 
satellite is equatorial orbit satellites, satellite ground 
track is equivalent to a straight line along the equator. 

Therefore, when the astronomical orbit has a 
certain angle to the equator, the two movements can 
be considered, i.e., in simple harmonic motion axes 
plus linear motion. So we can know of the ground 
track is a sine curve, shown in Fig. 4. 

With the Earth's rotation, the starting point for 
each celestial body operation there will be some 
differences in longitude. For the right of Fig. 4, it is 
equivalent to the sine curve move a fixed distance 
(left or right) along the rectangle. Fig. 5 are GPS 
satellites operating in multiple cycles nadir trajectory 
effect [16]. It can be seen that the nadir track can be 
approximated as a central axis of the equator 
rectangle, when the celestial body repeated after 
exercise. 

Then, what we want to consider is some 
parameters of this rectangle. After the projection, 
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distance will be deformed, the parameters are 
represented by latitude and longitude. We can clearly 
get that the length of the rectangle includes all the 
longitude from east to west. It’s 360 degrees. When 
talking about the width, the rectangle can be seen as a 
thing that the center is the equator, symmetrical on 
both sides. From Fig. 4, we can find the angle 
between astronomical orbit plane and the equatorial 
plane is the nadir latitude. So the nadir track width of 
the rectangle should be 2  ( is the angle between 
the astronomical orbital plane and the  
equatorial plane). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Single nadir track. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Nadir trajectories. 

 

 

4. Model Construction 
 
4.1. Theoretical Foundation 
 

By the 3.1 and 3.2, we conducted Earth and nadir 
trajectory with latitude and longitude. Now, we 
simply expressed the covered observation area of 
POA as latitude and longitude. Using POA to 
completely fill the rectangle observation area (nadir 
track), you can get the full trajectory of monitoring. 

However, due to the distribution of latitude and 
longitude are not the same on Earth's surface, and the 
POA is the same area. So we must first solve the 
observation area of the projection cross latitude 
problems. 

Theorem 1: Latitude spans theory. Projection 
observation area on Earth took a region spanned by 
latitude region [   , ], is the latitude of 

the center of POA(C).  is half the geocentric 
elevation, shown in Fig. 6. 

c
a

b

o
αθ

θ

d

 
 

Fig. 6. Latitude spans. 
 
 

Proof: 
Because the projection of the earth observation 

area in the vertical section is an arc segment (acb), 
We have known the latitude of point C as  . Then, 
calculated the value of latitude of a and b, we can get 
the value of its latitude across values. 

On a vertical cross section which through the 
center of the earth. Od is the equatorial radius, the 
latitude of point a is degrees of aod. 

Since the latitude of point C as  , aoc is  , 

then aod = aoc + cod =   . The same 

reason bod = cod -cob =   . 
Theorem 2: Longitude spans theory. Projection 

observation area on Earth took a region spanned by 
longitude region [ YY   , ], where 

)))cos(sincos(arcsin/arcsin(sin  Y ,   is 

the longitude of the center of POA(C),  is the 

latitude of the center of POA(C).  is half the 
geocentric elevation, shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 (a). Longitude spans. 

 

 
Proof: 
As shown in Fig. 7(a), point C is the center of the 

projection observation area, O is Geocentric. In the 
circle OABC, the projection maximum longitude is 
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from A to B. The length of AB is sin2R , A and 
B on the weft coil O1E. 

Because weft coil O1E parallel to the equator, as 
shown in Fig. 7(b), the length of OO2 is cosR . 
We obtained the relationship by the length of O2G: 
O2G=  sinsin*cos RR  . 

Then, the longitude of A and B is 
)cos*arcsin(sin   , O1E= O1A ＝ O1B= 

= cosR . 
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Fig. 7 (b). Longitude spans. 

 

 
Assuming longitude range is Y , in the triangle 

O1AB, AB/2O1A＝ Ysin . 
YRR sincos/sin   

)))cos*(sincos(arcsin/arcsin(sin Y  so 

the longitude spans [ ,Y Y   ]. 

In this way, we can find the range of POA 
spanned( latitude and longitude) at any point on 
Earth. In the normal case of no deformation, the ratio 
is 0.785 that a circle with a tangent square. According 
to Mercator projection transformation, the projector 
closer to square. So we can be approximated by a 
rectangle instead of observing the projection area in 
little excessive errors. 

Then, the rectangular of POA: 
length: Y2 , width: 2  

 

 
4.2. Celestial Tracking Model 

 
We got two rectangular areas in the process of 

POA and nadir trajectory. If it is to achieve spatio-
temporal data acquisition in real time, the projector 
will have to cover the whole observation area nadir 
track area. According to the actual situation analysis, 
if b is the width of POA, L is the width of nadir track, 
we get the following two ways. 

1. nbLbn 2)12(   ( n  is natural number), 

this mode is that the equator as the center, 
symmetrical arrangement covering, shown in Fig. 8. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. nbLbn 2)12(   ( n is the natural number). 

 

 

2. bnLnb )12(2   ( n  is natural number) 

this mode is that the equator observation area through 
a center axis of the projection row, symmetrical 
arrangement covering, shown in Fig. 9. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. bnLnb )12(2   ( n is natural number). 

 

 

5. Model Validation 
 

To test the model validation, we selected the 
satellite which has the most complex spatio-temporal 
data to test. 

“Chang’e 1” was an unmanned Chinese lunar-
orbiting spacecraft, part of the first phase of the 
Chinese Lunar Exploration Program. 

As the Earth's rotation, no one monitoring stations 
on earth is able to carry out continuous observation of 
the lunar probe. Theoretically, monitoring stations 
only continuous observation eight hours a day, for the 
lunar probe, the dorsal region due to the month cause 
signal interruption, communications will be less. To 
ensure the lunar orbit and the earth-moon transfer 
orbit 24 hours of continuous observation, it must be 
laid at least three stations in the world, which 
longitude apart o120 . As the special position of the 
Earth, the moon and the sun, the angle between the 
Earth's equator and the Moon White Road is o35.28 . 
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Therefore, the latitude of monitoring station, must be 
more than o29 . 

Based on the Celestial Tracking Model, when the 
height of orbit reached 40000KM, the monitoring 
station cover o158 . Two of the ground-based 

monitoring stations covering less than o360 . 
Therefore, it requires at least three monitoring 
stations to meet the satellite tracking. 

In China, we chose two monitoring stations. 
Kashi (latitude o48.39 , longitude o03.76 ) in western 

and Qingdao (latitude o50.34 , longitude o50.109 ) in 
eastern. And, in Chile, we added the CEE monitoring 
stations (latitude o81.34 , longitude o91.74 ), 
shown in Fig. 10. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. "Chang'e 1" monitoring stations and range. 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

This article abandoned the traditional way of area 
monitoring, used the latitude and longitude 
monitoring methods to solve this problem. The 
innovation of this paper is that converted the area to 
latitude and longitude. During the study, we proposed 
the idea that used latitude and longitude of the 
projection area to cover the area under the track area. 
Given two theorems, and proofed. Then, constructed 
celestial trajectory monitoring model. Verify the 
rationality of the model by “Chang’e 1” satellite data. 
It provides new solution ideas for spatio-temporal 
data acquisition of celestial bodies. 
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Abstract: In order to overcome the dimming and blurring effect resulted from deficient enhancement or the 
haloing and noising problem caused by excessive enhancement, this paper proposes a luminance optimization 
based under-exposed image clearness enhancement algorithm, which treats it as the simultaneous augmentation 
of luminance and contrast, and combines them in an optimization framework under the expectations of 
augmented luminance and gradient fields. We adopt a relaxation strategy in the gradient energy terms of the 
framework to further suppress the noise amplification phenomenon. Experimental results demonstrate that our 
algorithm is simple and flexible, and obtains clear pictures for both locally and globally under-exposed images 
at the cost of only solving a system of sparse linear equations. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Under-exposed image enhancement, Luminance optimization, Relaxation strategy. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Bad environment is unavoidable when we take a 
photography, which usually leads to the exposure 
deficiency or excess phenomenon existing in the 
acquired frames. It makes us difficult to see the 
visual information hidden in the darkness or 
highlights of the pictures, which not only greatly 
reduce their appreciable aesthetic feeling, but also 
brings immeasurable loss to such important 
application fields as visual surveillance, judicial 
forensic, etc. Therefore, we must enhance the 
clearness of the images. However, this paper is 
particularly concerned about the under-exposed 
image clearness enhancement, which seeks to present 
the visual content in the under-exposed image 

clearly, especially making it easy for us to identify 
the detail information contained in the under-exposed 
area. 
 
 
2. Related Works 
 

Image clearness enhancement belongs to the 
category of image enhancement [1]. The 
conventional methods, such as histogram 
equalization and Gamma correction, augment the 
global image contrast by nonlinear luminance 
stretching on the logarithm domain. However, they 
are not convenient to be used, because they require 
relatively complex parameter settings or user 
interaction. In addition, there are some constraints 
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among the different regions in an image, hence global 
mapping functions often sacrifice the image contrast 
in the highlight area to enhance those in the low-light 
area, which leads to the reduced contrast range in the 
fully exposed regions and the loss of the original 
image luminance hierarchy. 

High dynamic range (HDR) image processing 
shares some similarities with the under-exposed 
image enhancement because a HDR image can be 
linearly transformed to be an ordinary low dynamic 
range (LDR) image, which is similar to an under-
exposed image. Tumblin et al. [2] put forward the 
tone mapping problem at first, namely how to display 
HDR images in a relatively small dynamic range 
devices. According to the sensitivity of human eyes 
to luminance and contrast, they propose a global 
mapping function. Then, Larson et al. [3] proposed 
an improved histogram customized method, which 
can fully utilize the dynamic range of luminance and 
avoid the flat regions to be pulled. Dargo et al. [4] 
presented an adaptive log mapping method, which 
can easily and effectively perform tone mapping with 
a global operator. Lischinski et al. [5] brought forth 
an interactive local tonal adjustment algorithm. Users 
simply paint a few strokes with the brush in the area 
to be adjusted, and set such parameters as luminance 
and contrast by the slider. The algorithm then 
propagates these parameters to the entire region by 
minimizing the edge-preserving energy. 

Retinex theory [6] is a model based on how 
human visual system perceives the color and 
luminance of an object. The basic idea is that the 
perceived illumination of a point is not only related to 
its absolute illumination value, but also influenced by 
the surrounding illumination values. It can be used to 
compress the dynamic range of the image, improve 
the image contrast, and show details drown in the 
shaded area effectively. The general procedures of 
the Retinex method can be summarized as follows: 
first to estimate the illumination from the original 
image, then to remove the illumination in logarithmic 
domain from the original image, so as to return the 
enhanced image. However, with the assumption of 
gradual illumination changes which is usually 
inconsistent with the actual situations, traditional 
Retinex method has a distinct drawback, i.e., it 
produces haloing effects in the area with strong 
image contrast. Inspired by Retinex theory, 
Choudhury et al. [7] proposed a perception-driven 
automatic contrast enhancement algorithm. They first 
extract the reflection coefficients and the illumination 
information in the image based on the color 
constancy hypothesis; then they multiply the adaptive 
augmented illumination information by the reflection 
coefficients to obtain the contrast enhanced image. 
Although it avoids the haloing phenomenon to a 
certain extent, the noising problem is still obvious. 

In recent years, some scholars propose the 
gradient domain based luminance adjustment 
methods. For HDR image processing, Fattal et al. [8] 
constructed an expected image gradient filed based 
on the specified luminance values in the image with 

user interaction, and obtained a resulted image by 
minimizing the difference of its gradient filed with 
the expected one. Gradient domain based image 
enhancement algorithms are better in preserving the 
image details and hierarchy information, but they 
show such defects as the uncontrollable noising, 
dimming or blurring effects, which fail to meet the 
requirements of human perception. Guo et al. [9] 
brought forward an automatic tone adjustment 
method for the under-exposed image. They adjusted 
the tone values of pixels by remapping the dynamic 
range with a tonal mapping operator, which is 
composed of a global operator and a local one. The 
former adjusts the tone values of the under-exposed 
image with linear transformation and a non-uniform 
luminance reduction function, and the latter is used 
for noise suppression and detail enhancement. 
Although it can get better results through fine 
parameters setting, the trial process for the optimal 
parameters is not only heavy and tedious, but also 
shows higher requirements for the users. Wang et al. 
[10] devised an automatic luminance adjustment 
algorithm which is based on gradient domain 
manipulation. It first partitions the image with 
luminance clustering, then computes the luminance 
adjustment operation for each region, finally obtains 
the enhanced result by solving the gradient 
constrained equations. However, the overall image 
enhancement effect looks dimming. 

In short, there are various deficiencies in the 
existing image clearness enhancement methods, such 
as the dimming and blurring effect resulted from 
under-enhancement, the haloing and noising effects 
caused by over-enhancement, and the complexity 
problems in algorithm, operation, or computation. In 
order to overcome the above problems, we design a 
luminance optimization based under-exposed image 
clearness enhancement framework with relaxation 
strategy, which is simple, flexible and effective. 
 

 

3. Under-Exposed Image Enhancement 
Based on Relaxed Luminance 
Optimization 

 
In order to overcome the dimming and blurring 

effect or the haloing and noising phenomenon 
existing in the state-of-the-art methods, we propose a 
luminance optimization based under-exposed image 
clearness enhancement algorithm with relaxation 
strategy. Because human visual system is good at 
identifying the image with high luminance and high 
contrast, we treat the under-exposed image clearness 
enhancement problem as the simultaneous 
augmentation of luminance and contrast, and 
combine them in an optimization framework under 
the expectations of the augmented luminance and 
gradient fields. 

The main procedures of our algorithm are as 
follows: Firstly, we extract the luminance 
information L  as well as the chromaticity and 
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saturation information ab  from the under-exposed 
image I  by transforming it from RGB  to Lab  color 
space. Secondly, we preliminarily augment the 
luminance and contrast of the image respectively, i.e. 
increasing the luminance from L  to 'L , and boosting 
the gradient that reflect image contrast from L  to 

)'( L . Thirdly, under the constraints of the expected 
luminance field 'L  and the expected gradient field 

)'( L , we get the optimal luminance field "L  via 

energy optimization. Finally, we obtain the clearness 
enhanced result of the under-exposed image with the 
optimal luminance field "L  and the chromaticity and 
saturation information ab  through color space 
transformation from Lab  to RGB . Fig. 1 shows the 
flow chart of our luminance optimization based 
under-exposed image clearness enhancement 
algorithm. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The flow chart of our algorithm. 
 
 

Let )( pL  represent the original luminance value 
of a pixel p  in the under-exposed image I . In order 
to obtain its optimal luminance value )(" pL , we 
construct the following energy function under the 
constraints of the expected augmented luminance and 
gradient field: 

 
)"(*)"(*)"( 21 LELELE gl   , 

 
where )"(LEl  is the luminance energy term, )"(LEg  
is the gradient energy term, 1  and 2  are the weight 

coefficients for the luminance energy term and the 
gradient energy term respectively, which are used to 
balance their influences. 

For the purpose of increasing the luminance 
values of the under-exposed image, we try to 
conform the optimal luminance field )(" pL  to the 
expectation of the augmented luminance field )(' pL , 
and thus define the luminance energy term  
as follows: 
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where )(' pL  denotes the expectation of the 
augmented luminance value for the pixel p . A 
rapidly rising enhancement function is adopted to 

amplify the luminance value of pixel p  from )( pL  
to )(' pL , which is defined as follows [11]: 
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with maxL  indicating the maximum luminance value 

of all pixels in the under-exposed image.   is the 
adjustment factor for the augmentation amplitude. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the bigger   leads to the larger 
adjustment amplitude. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The luminance enhancement curves. 
 
 

With the aim of enlarging the contrast features of 
the under-exposed image, we try to align the gradient 

)(" pL  of the optimal luminance field )(" pL  with 
the expectation of the augmented gradient field 

))'(( pL , and hence give the gradient energy term 
)"(LEg  as follows: 
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where ))'(( pL  is the expectation of the augmented 
gradient value for the pixel p . We use the same 
rapidly rising function as the luminance enhancement 
function to enlarge the luminance gradient value of 
pixel p  from )( pL  to ))'(( pL . However, larger 
gradient change brings about distinct noising and 
haloing effects in the clearness enhanced version of 
the under-exposed image. To overcome this 
drawback, we adopt a relaxation strategy and add a 
relaxation factor to the gradient energy term, which 
can weaken the constraint of the gradient energy term 
for the pixels with sudden gradient change, i.e. 
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hereinto )( pRF  is the relaxation factor.   is the 
relaxation exponent, which takes the range of 5~1 . It 
can be categorized into the relaxed optimization 
schemes when 1 , or the non-relaxed optimization 
schemes when 0 . 

Since the luminance energy term and the gradient 
energy term are quadratic functions, the whole 
energy function is quadratic, which is shown  
as follows: 
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We utilize the linear least square method to 

minimize this energy function and adopt the Gauss-
Seidel iterative method to solve for the optimal 
luminance field )(" pL . 

Our technical framework is flexible. As long as 
we choose different expectations for the enhanced 
luminance or gradient field, it outputs different image 
clearness enhancement effects.  

In order to further demonstrate the effectiveness 
of our choice for the expected luminance and 
gradient field, we provide two schemes with extreme 
conditions for comparison, i.e. the gradient 
enhancement scheme and the luminance 
enhancement scheme.  

For the gradient enhancement scheme, we only 
augment the expected gradient field and fix the 
expected luminance field LL ' . With the luminance 
enhancement scheme, we only enlarge the expected 
luminance field and set the expected gradient field 

LL  )'( . Therefore, the energy functions for above 
two schemes can be written as follows: 
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4. Experimental Results 

 
The experimental platform for our technical 

framework is a PC with Intel® Core™ i5 CPU, 4 GB 
memory, which is installed with Windows XP 
operating system. The software prototype for the 
luminance optimization based under-exposed image 
clearness enhancement is implemented with 
Microsoft Visual C++ 8.0 development environment. 

Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show three under-
exposed image enhancement results, where (a) is the 
input image.  

As Wang et al result [10] shown in (b), we can 
observe that the luminance and contrast in the 
originally under-exposed low-light area have been 
slightly improved, but the luminance in the original 
highlight have been greatly reduced, which make it 
hard to identify the inner detail information. 
(c) shows the gradient enhancement result which only 
augments the expected gradient field.  

It greatly enhances the detail information by 
increasing the local contrast, but it holds almost the 
same luminance information as the input under-
exposed image, therefore it looks a bit dimming on 
the whole. (d) shows the luminance enhancement 
result which only enlarges the expected  
luminance field.  

It greatly augments the luminance information via 
luminance boosting, but it retains nearly the similar 
local contrast information with the input under-
exposed image, consequently it looks a little blurring 
on the whole.  

The non-relaxed optimization result for the under-
exposed image clearness enhancement is shown 
as (e). Both luminance and local contrast are greatly 
enlarged so that it is easy to recognize all the 
information in the enhanced image.  

However, the exceedingly augmented local 
contrast leads to severe noising and haloing effects, 
as a result it is necessary to appropriately suppress 
the excessive contrast augmentation phenomenon. (f) 
shows the relaxed optimization result for the under-
exposed image clearness enhancement.  

Although its sharpening degree is slightly lower 
than (e), it eliminates such unfavorable effects as 
noising and haloing in (e), and achieves clearer effect 
with simultaneous luminance and contrast 
augmentation than (b), (c) and (d). 

Fig. 6 displays an under-exposed image clearness 
enhancement example based on the relaxed 
optimization scheme with different weight 
coefficients for the gradient energy term 2  ( 11  ). 

It is obvious that when 2  is relatively small ( 12  ), 

the constraint effect of the gradient energy term is 
weakened, and the image contrast is not improved to 
a certain extent, thereby the clearness enhanced 
image appears a little fuzzy.  

With the gradual increment of 2 , the constraint 

effect of the gradient energy term is strengthened, 
and the detail information in the clearness enhanced 
image becomes clearer.  

However, after 2  is increased to a certain extent 

( 52  ), the excessive constraint of the gradient 

energy term begins to bring about noise amplification 
and haloing effects.  

The experimental results are consistent with the 
theoretical analysis for the influence of the weight 
coefficients, and we generally take 11   and 

51 2   . 
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(a) input image 
 

 
(b) Wang et al’s result [10] 

 

 
(c) gradient enhancement 

 

  
 

(d) luminance enhancement 
 

 
(e) non-relaxed optimization 

 

 
(f) relaxed optimization 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of under-exposed image enhancement methods. 

 

 

  
 

(a) input image 
 

 
(b) Wang et al result [10] 

 

 
(c) gradient enhancement 

 

  
 

(d) luminance enhancement 
 

 
(e) non-relaxed optimization 

 

 
(f) relaxed optimization 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of under-exposed image enhancement methods. 

 

 

  
 

(a) input image 
 

 
(b) Wang et al result [10] 

 

 
(c) gradient enhancement 

 

  
 

(d) luminance enhancement 
 

 
(e) non-relaxed optimization 

 

 
(f) relaxed optimization 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of under-exposed image enhancement methods. 
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(a) input image 
 

 
(b) 1.02   

 

 
(c) 12   

 

 
(e) 52   

 

 
(f) 102   

 
Fig. 6. Under-exposed image enhancement with different weights 2  ( 11  ). 

 
 

Fig. 7 presents the under-exposed image clearness 
enhancement results based on the relaxed 
optimization scheme with different expected 
luminance and gradient augmentation parameters. 
With the gradual increment of the luminance 
enhancement parameter, the enhanced images in the 
top row of Fig. 7 change from dark to bright. 
However, overlarge luminance enhancement 
parameters ( 5l ) gather the luminance values of 

all pixels into the highlight range, and result in a

 compressed dynamic range for the enhanced image, 
which is unfavorable to the exhibition of the image 
details. With the gradual increment the gradient 
enhancement parameter, the enhanced images in the 
bottom row of Fig. 7 change from blurring to 
sharpening. However, overlarge gradient 
enhancement parameters ( 5g ) bring about noising 

and haloing effects. To meet the requirements of the 
ideal clearness enhancement effect, we usually  
take 5,1  gi  . 

 
 

 
 

(a) input image ( 3g ) 

 

 
(b) 1l  

 

 
(c) 3l  

 

 
(d) 5l  

 

 
 

(e) input image ( 3l ) 

 

 
(f) 1g  

 

 
(g) 3g  

 

 
(h) 7g  

 
Fig. 7. Under-exposed image enhancement with different l  and g . 

 
 
5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

This paper proposes a luminance optimization 
based under-exposed image clearness enhancement 
algorithm, which can resolve the dimming and 
blurring effects induced by deficient enhancement or 
the noising and haloing effects resulted from 
excessive enhancement. We regard the under-

exposed image clearness enhancement problem as the 
simultaneous augmentation of luminance and 
contrast, and combine them in an energy optimization 
based technical framework with the constraints of the 
expectation for the augmented luminance and 
gradient fields. In addition, we adopt a relaxation 
strategy and add a relaxation factor to the gradient 
energy term, which weakens its constraint effect for 
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the pixels with large gradient change and further 
suppress noise amplification and haloing phenomena. 
Our algorithm is simple and flexible, and can obtain 
clear pictures for both locally and globally under-
exposed images at the cost of only solving a sparse 
linear equation, which is demonstrated by a lot of 
experimental results. 
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Abstract: Volumetric matching is essential for volume image analysis. The main contributions of this paper are: 
1) We present an improved 3DSIFT algorithm for volumetric matching. We can extract more correspondences 
than the state of the art. 2) We introduce anisotropic Gaussian smoothing during the scale space extreme 
detection step. We find more reliable keypoints than the isotropic one. 3) We present a point-point matching 
algorithm to solve the one-many matching problem. Experiments on synthetic and real volume images show the 
superiority of the proposed 3D SIFT over the state of the art. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Volumetric matching, 3DSIFT, Feature matching, Gaussian smoothing. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The aim of volumetric matching is to find coarse 
correspondences between two volume images. It is an 
important task for volume image analysis. 
Volumetric matching has many applications. For 
example, image registration [1-5], evaluation of 
registration [6], volumetric ultrasound panorama [7], 
action recognition [8, 9], image retrieval [10, 11], to 
name a few. SIFT [12] is the most prevalent image 
matching algorithm for planar images. It has been 
justified as the most distinctive feature [13], SIFT can 
be extent to three dimension – 3DSIFT [14]. 

The existing 3DSIFT algorithms have many 
limitations, including: 
1) Too few correspondences. This is bad for 

applications in which a large amount of 
correspondences are needed,  e.g. non-rigid image 
registration [3]. 

2) Sensitive to rotation change. Some existing works 
do not reorient keypoint region, they construct the 
3DSIFT descriptor directly on the keypoint 
region. The descriptor is sensitive  
to rotation change. 

3) Sensitive to scale change. The descriptor is 
constructed on a fixed size of keypoint region. 
They deal with scale change poorly. 

4) One-many matching problem. One keypoint may 
have more than one keypoint description. They 
match the descriptions directly. In that way, one 
keypoint may have more than one correspondence, 
which we denote as one-many matching problem. 
In our previous work [5], we have solved the 

problems 2) and 3). In this paper, we pay more 
attention on the problems 1) and 4). For the integrity 
of expression, the solving of problems 2) and 3) will 
also be presented. The main contributions  
of this paper are: 
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 We present an Anisotropic 3DSIFT (A3DSIFT) 
algorithm. It can extract more correspondences 
than the existing volumetric matching algorithms. 

 We introduce anisotropic Gaussian smoothing 
concept into scale space extremes detection step. 
We extract more reliable keypoints. 

 We present a point-point matching algorithm to 
solve the one-many matching problem. 
The remaining of this paper is organized as 

follows. We give a brief overview of the related work 
in Section 2, and then introduce the backgrounds in 
Section 3 In Sections 4 and 5 we elaborate our 
improved 3D SIFT signature, then demonstrate the 
effectiveness of our approach on a set of lung volume 
CT images, using both synthesized transformation 
and real motions. Finally, we conclude the paper  
in Section 6. 
 
 
2. Related Works 
 

Our goal is volumetric matching and the main 
contributions of the paper are on Gaussian smoothing 
and feature matching. We will briefly discuss the 
related work on these three fields.  

Volumetric matching. There are some works on 
3D SIFT. Scovanner et al. [15] proposed a 3D SIFT 
descriptor and applied it in action recognition. Since 
he chose interest points at random, this 3DSIFT is 
sensitive to deformations. Cheung and Hamarneh 
extent SIFT to N-SIFT [14] (N-Dimension SIFT) and 
synthetic experiments on volumetric MRI and 4DCT 
show its effectiveness. However, N-SIFT algorithm 
is sensitive to rotation and scale change. Ni et al. [7] 
applied 3D SIFT in volumetric ultrasound panorama 
with scale space extreme detection and dominant 
direction reorientation. This 3D SIFT is sensitive 
scale change. Allaire et al. proposed a full 3DSIFT 
[16]. They filtered out point candidates with low 
contrast and those poorly localized along edges or 
ridges. However, there are only a small amount of 
keypoints left and they are not sufficient for reliable 
volumetric matching. Han [17] proposed the 
3DSURF method. 3DSURF method is sensitive to 
large rotation and scale change.  

Gaussian smoothing. Gaussian smoothing is 
widely accepted for image smoothing [18], scale 
space construction, etc. Gaussian function is 
isotropic. That is to say, the degree of Gaussian 
smoothing on each direction is the same. Isotropic 
Gaussian smoothing is effective when the image is 
isotropic. Its effectiveness on an anisotropic image 
remains unknown. 

Feature matching. The most widely used feature 
matching method is Nearest Neighborhood (NN) 
[19]. The performance of direct use of NN is weak. 
There are many one-many matches. An improved NN  
[12, 14] rejects those matches whose ratio of nearest 
distance and second nearest distance are below a 
user-defined threshold. However, this work cannot 
fully discard those one-many matches.  

3. Background 
 

In this section, we will discuss some backgrounds 
that are related to our volumetric matching work. 
These backgrounds are all from the work [14]. We 
organize them in the order of a volumetric matching 
pipeline, which is also the pipeline of our volumetric 
matching algorithm, although we make some 
improvement on certain steps. 

 

 
3.1. Scale Space Extrema Detection 
 

The first step of the volumetric matching pipeline 
is to detect keypoints that are repeatable under 
different deformations. Scale space extrema detection 
[12] is a method to detect keypoints. It is based on 
the scale space theory, for more information of scale 
space, readers are referred to the paper [14, 16] 
According to scale space theory, the extremas of the 
scale-normalized Laplace of Gaussian images 
( 2 2G  ) are stable. Lindeberg [20] showed  
that Different of Gaussian (DoG) can  
approximate 2 2G  , 

 
 2 2( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( 1)G x y z k G x y z k G      , (1) 

 
where k is the user-defined parameter; ( , , , )G x y z   is 

the Gaussian function 
 

 2 2 2
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We define the DoG image ( , , , )D x y z  , 

 
 ( , , , ) ( ( , , , ) ( , , , )) ( , , )
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 (3) 

 
and ( , , , )L x y z   is the Gaussian smoothed image  

 
 ( , , , ) ( , , , ) * ( , , )L x y z G x y z I x y z   (4) 

 
According to (1), we have,  

 
 2 2( , , , ( 1) ( , , )D x y z k G I x y z      (5) 

 
Therefore, the keypoint detection problem comes 

to detect extremas on DoG images. For efficiency, 
we use an image pyramid for the Gaussian scale 
space. There are 3 octaves and 5 levels per octave in 
the image pyramid. The first image of each octave is 
a down-sample one of the second last one in the 
previous octave. Other images are smooth images of 
the previous level with the Gaussian scale k . Then, 
for each octave, the extremes of 3 3 3   across scale 
are denoted as keypoints. 
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3.2. Orientation Assignment 
 

The second process of the volumetric matching 
pipeline is to define description for a point in the 
volume image. Voxel gradient is a widely used 
description. It have been shown [13] that gradient 
based descriptors, such as SIFT [12], are more 
discriminative than the gray based descriptor. In 
order to describe the voxel gradient, two orientations 
and magnitude are defined, as is showed in Fig. 1, 
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where xL , yL  and zL  are the partial derivatives of 

the Gaussian smooth image L. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Orientations and magnitude of points. 

 

 
3.3. Feature Extraction 
 

The third process is to define keypoint descriptor 
for keypoints. A robust descriptor construction 
method is important for reliable volumetric matching. 
The construction of 3DSIFT descriptor is illustrated. 

1) Define the keypoint region. A 16 16 16   region 
surrounding the keypoint is used for descriptor 
construction. It is divided into 4 4 4   patches. The 
size of each patch is 4 4 4  . 

2) Calculate the gradient. The gradient magnitude 
and gradient directions of the keypoint can be 
calculated as (6), (7), (8). 

3) Calculate each patch’s feature. Divide the two 
0 ~ 360  gradient directions evenly into 8 8  bins. 
Then amplitude within the range of angles is 
summed. 8 8  bins are joined together for each patch 
as the patch’s feature. 

4) Get the descriptor. Features of 4 4 4   patches 
are joined together as the final descriptor. The 3D 
SIFT features has a length of 4 4 4 8 8 4096     . 

3.4. Feature Matching 
 

The fourth process of the volumetric matching 
pipeline is to match features and finally get the 
volumetric matching result. A feature in the first 
image is compared with every feature in the second 
image according to 2l  distance. For a feature v , let 
u  be the best match (the shortest distance), and 'u the 
second best match (the second shortest distance). Let 

( , )d v u  is the distance between feature v  and u . 
Only when 

'

( , )

( , )

d v u

d v u
 is below a threshold T (for 

example 0.8), v and u is consider corresponding 
feature. The process can be done bi-directionally. 
 
 
4. Anisotropic 3DSIFT 
 

In this section, we focus on our improved 
3DSIFT. The organization of the improved 3DSIFT 
is, 

1) We introduce anisotropic Gaussian smoothing 
in the scale space extrema detection. (Section 4.1) 

2) We propose a scale-related direction 
reorientation procedure to make the descriptor more 
robust to rotation change. (Section 4.2) 

3) We propose a scale-related 3DSIFT descriptor 
construction method using scale selection to make the 
descriptor more robust to scale. (Section 4.3) 

4) We propose point-point matching algorithm to 
solve the one-many matching problem. (Section  4.4). 
 
 
4.1. Anisotropic Gaussian Smoothing 
 

During the scale space extrema detection step, we 
need several levels of smoothing on the input image. 
The original Gaussian scale space uses an isotropic 
Gaussian function. That is to use a same smoothing 
degree (the same   of Gaussian function) along all  
3 axes. However, isotropic Gaussian smoothing can 
not reflect the situation of anisotropic image voxel 
size. In fact, most volume images are anisotropic, e.g. 
most CT images have a voxel size of 
2.5 2.5 0.97562  . If we use isotropic Gaussian 
smoothing, the information across the Z axis will be 
over-smoothed.  

According to Koenderink [21], anisotropic 
Gaussian function can be a choice of the function for 
Gaussian scale space construction. The difference 
between isotropic Gaussian function and anisotropic 
Gaussian function is showed in Fig. 2. 

In the paper, we introduce anisotropic Gaussian 
smoothing. The anisotropic Gaussian function is 
define as, 
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where x , y , z  are the sigma along the X, Y, Z 

axis. We set : : : :x y z x y zk k k     for anisotropic 

Gaussian smoothing. If we set ,z x z yk k k k  , the 

information across Z axis will be better preserved. 

 

 

 
 

(a) isotropic                            (b) anisotropic 
 

Fig. 2. Isotropic Gaussian and anisotropic Gaussian. 

 

 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

anisotropic Gaussian smoothing, we conduct 
experiments on a volume image 0S  sized 

465*465*20 . We rotate 0S along Z axis by 30 and 

get the synthetic image 1S . We rescale 0S  along all  

3 axes by a scale factor of 0.8 and get the synthetic 
image 2S . We justify the effectiveness of our 

anisotropic Gaussian smoothing by setting x =1.6, 

1x yk k   and verifying zk . When zk =1, it is the 

isotropic case. Let 0N , 1N , 2N  are the keypoint 

numbers detected respectively in 0S , 1S , 2S . The 

repeatability r is defined as, 

 
 repeatN

r
N

  (10) 

 
N is the keypoint number detected in a synthetic 
image (

1S  or 2S ) and 
repeatN  is the repeated keypoint 

number in the synthetic image. A keypoint is 
repeatable when the distance between its location and 
its ground-truth location is below a given threshold 
  ( 3.0   in the paper). We show the repeatability 
result on 

1S  and 
2S  respectively in Table 1 and 

Table 2. The repeatability result on 0S  is also shown. 

We compare the detected keypoint number and the 
repeatability. 
 
 

Table1. The effectiveness of anisotropic Gaussian 
smoothing on rotation change. 

 

zk  

item 
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 

0N  8258 8169 7263 5509 1476 115 

1N  9500 9443 8383 6053 1541 120 

r  83 % 82 % 82 % 80 % 81 % 71 % 

0N  and 1N  is the keypoint number detected in the 

original image 0S and its rotated one 1S . r  is the 

repeatability. We set 1x yk k   and verify zk  the 

column zk =1 represents isotropic case. 

According to Table 1, we can see that anisotropic 
Gaussian smoothing detects more keypoints than the 

isotropic one ( zk =1) on rotation change. Those 

keypoints are more reliable. Similarly, we show the 
results on scale change in Table 2. We can draw the 
following conclusions: 
 Anisotropic Gaussian smoothing detects more 

keypoints. 
 Keypoints detected by anisotropic Gaussian 

smoothing are reliable when a suitable zk  is 

given.  

In the paper, we set zk = 0.001 for our improved 

3DSIFT. We show some keypoints detected by 
anisotropic Gaussian in Fig. 3. 
 
 

Table 2. The effectiveness of anisotropic Gaussian 
Smoothing on scale change.  

 

zk  

item 
0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 

0N  8258 8169 7263 5509 1476 115 

2N  4283 4238 3784 2554 876 57 

r 94 % 93 % 90 % 89 % 84 % 60 % 
 
 

0N  and 
1N  is the keypoint number detected in the 

original image and its scaled one 2S . r  is the 

repeatability. We set 1x yk k   and verify zk . 

 
 

 
 

(a)                                     ( b) 
 

Fig. 3. Keypoints detected by scale space extrema detection 
using anisotropic Gaussian smoothing. 

 

 
4.2. Scale-Related Direction Reorientation 
 

Direction reorientation is essential to improve the 
performance of 3DSIFT on rotation change. In our 
previous paper [5], we proposed a scale-related 
direction reorientation method.  
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In order to calculate the dominant directions, a 
36 36  bin histogram is calculated in a region with a 
width 6.0 scl  surrounding the keypoint. scl  is the 

keypoint’s scale. A bin represents a 360
10

36



  range 

of the angles. The magnitude of the points of the 
keypoint region is added to the bin according to the 
keypoint’s angle. We propose a 5-linear (3 spaces +  
2 angles) interpolation algorithm to avoid all 
boundary affects in which the descriptor abruptly 
changes as a sample shifts smoothly from being 
within one histogram to another or from one 
orientation to another. Therefore, angles of the max 
of bins are chosen as dominant direction. In addition, 
those angles whose bins are larger than 80 % of the 
dominant direction are also chosen as the  
dominant directions.  

When the dominant directions are calculated, we 
can reorient the keypoint region. We multiply 
location of the keypoint region points with the 
following matrix [15]: 
 

* * * * *

* * * *

* * * * *

cos cos      sin cos      sin

( , )   -sin                  cos               0

  -cos sin     -sin sin       cos  

M

    

   

    

 
 

  
 
  , 

(15) 

 

where * and *  are the dominant directions. 

 
 
4.3. Scale-Related Descriptor Construction 
 

In order to design a scale insensitive 3DSIFT 
descriptor, in our previous paper [5], we proposed a 
scale-related descriptor construction method. 

During the construction of the 3DSIFT descriptor, 
the width of the keypoint region is related to its scale. 
In the paper, the patch width is defined as 3.0 scl , 

where scl  is the scale of the keypoint. In this way, 
the descriptor is insensitive to scale change. Feature 
normalize is used to discard information due to noise 
or illumination. In the beginning, feature is 
normalized to [0, 1]. Then, those vectors that are 
lower than 0.2 are set 0. Finally, the feature is 
normalized to [0, 1] again. 
 
 
4.4. Point-Point Matching 
 

One keypoint will have more than one descriptor. 
There are mainly two reasons: 1) One keypoint may 
be detected in more than one scale during the scale 
space extrema detection step. 2) One keypoint may 
be assigned multi dominant orientations during the 
direction reorientation step. If we match descriptor 
directly, one keypoint may be matched with more 
than one keypoint. We denote it as one–many 
matching problem. In the paper, we propose a point-
point matching method to solve this problem  
(see Fig. 4). 

 
 

(a) One-many problem.                 (b) Point-point matching. 
 

Fig. 4. One-many matching problem and point to point 
matching result. 

 
 

Given one keypoint with k descriptors, if we can 
find only one correspondence for the keypoint, we 
have solved the one-many problem. We denote our 
method as point-point matching algorithm. That is to 
consider matching between keypoints instead of 
descriptors. We illustrate our point-point matching 
concept as follow. 
1) We find the corresponding descriptors in another 

image for all the k descriptors. We use  
the improved NN method [14] that is discussed  
in section 3 for the finding of the  
corresponding descriptors. 

2) Corresponding descriptor pair with the lowest 
distance is deemed as the final correspondence. 
As a result, at most one keypoint can correspond 

to more than one keypoint. In order to show the 
effectiveness of our point-point matching method, we 
demonstrate it through a synthetic experiment. We 
show the result on table 3. 
 
 

Table 3. The effectiveness of point-point matching.  
 

Method Corr.# True  One-many  Accuracy 
INN  [14] 5442 4267 828 78.4 % 
Point-point 4611 4026 0 87.3 % 

 
 

The experiment is conducted on the synthetic 
image. Corr.# represents the correspondence number. 
If a point has more than one match, these matches are 
denoted as one-many matches. 
 
 
5. Experiments 
 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our 
proposed 3DSIFT, we perform experiments on lung 
CT volume images. The dataset is taken from a 
person at different respiratory periods. We choose a 
dataset S1 including three volume images (SE1, SE5, 
SE8), whose sizes are 512 512 20  . We extract 
ROI regions with a segmentation method proposed 
by Chunming Li [22] and get the final volume images 
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whose sizes are 465 465 20  (see Fig. 5). In our 
experiments, we set 1x yk k  , 0.001zk  . We use 

k-d tree to compute the Nearest Neighborhood.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
(a)                                    (b) 
 

  
 
                    
  
 
 

 
 

 
(c)                                   (d) 

 
Fig. 5. ROI extraction using image segmentation. The 
method proposed in the paper [22] is used for the ROI 

extraction. (c) and (d) is the ROI result of (a)  
and (b) respectively. 

 
 
5.1. On Synthetic Images 
 

We perform synthetic experiments on SE1. We 
compare our method with N-SIFT [14] and our 
previous work on 3DSIFT which we denote as 
p3DSIFT [5]. In our synthetic experiments, a 
correspondence is true when the distance between its 
location and its ground-truth location is below a 
threshold  ( 1.5   in the paper). The accuracy   
is defined as, 
 

 
trueN

N
  , (12) 

 
where trueN  is the true correspondence number and 

N  is the whole correspondence number. 
Change Rotation insensitive is an important 

property to evaluate volumetric matching methods. In 
order to show the performance of our improved 
3DSIFT on rotation change, we rotate SE1 along  
Z axis by 30  and extract correspondences between 
them. The result is showed on Table 4. 

The experiment is conducted on a volume image 
and its synthetic image with rotation angle along  
z axis by 30 . According to Table 4, our method 
extracts about 7 times of correspondence number 
than our previous work p3DSIFT [5] and about  
100 time of N-SIFT [14]. The accuracy of our 

proposed method (87.3 %) is higher than N-SIFT 
(23.6 %) and p3DSIFT (84.8 %).  

 

 
Table 4. Performance on rotation change.  

 
Method Corr.# Accuracy 
N-SIFT [14] 55 23.6 % 
p3DSIFT [5] 712 84.8 % 
Ours  4611 87.3 % 

 

 
In order to further demonstrate the rotation-

insensitivity property of A3DSIFT, we present 
synthetic experiments on varying rotation angles 
Fig. 6 shows the result. As shown, our method 
outperforms N-SIFT both on accuracy and correct 
match number. A3DSIFT performs much better when 
the rotation angle is times of 10 degree, because we 
define the dominant direction every 10 degree. A 
between accuracy and efficiency. Above all, 
A3DSIFT is less insensitive to rotation change than 
N-SIFT [14] and our previous work [5] 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) Accuracy on rotation change 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(b) Correct matches # on rotation change 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison on rotation change.  

 
 

The experiment is conducted on a volume image and its 
rotation ones with different rotated angle along Z axis. 

Scale insensitive is another important property to 
evaluate volumetric matching methods. In order to 
show the performance of the improved 3DSIFT on 
scale change, we re-scale SE1 along all 3 axes by a 
factor of 0.8 and extract correspondences between 
them. The result is showed on Table 5. 
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Table 5. Performance on scale change.  
 

Method Corr.# Accuracy 
N-SIFT [14] 234 65.0 % 
p3DSIFT [5] 221 70.8 % 
Ours  728 64.1 % 

 
 

The experiment is conducted on a volume image 
and its synthetic image with scaling along 3 axes by a 
scale factor of 0.8. According to Table 5, our method 
extract about 3 times of correspondence number of 
our previous work [5] and N –SIFT [14].  

Similarly, we present matching results on 
synthetic image with varying scales. See Fig. 7. 
A3DSIFT outperforms N-SIFT. Above all, A3DSIFT 
is relatively robust to scale change. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                               (a) Accuracy on scale change 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                       (b) Correct match # on scale Change 
 

Fig. 7. Comparison on scale change.  
 
 

The experiment is conducted on a volume image 
and its rescaled ones with different ratio of rescaling 
along X, Y and Z axis. Above all, our proposed 
method extracts more correspondences than the state 
of the art on rotation and scale change. The accuracy 
of our method on rotation change is higher than  
N-SIFT [14]. 
 
 
5.2. On Real Images 
 

Our dataset S1 are volumetric CT images scanned 
during respiratory cycles. SEi indicates the i-th frame. 
We pick three frames 1, 5, 8, and use A3DSIFT to 
match their corresponding pairs: SE15, SE58, SE18. 
The gray values of corresponding points vary little 

(i.e., the lighting condition is stable) in the volume 
images. Therefore, we compute mean of sum of 
Square Difference D to evaluate the matching results.  
 

 2

, ,
1

1
( ( ) ( ))M M i F F i

i N

D I x I x
N  

 
,
 (13) 

 
where N  is the whole correspondence number 
between MI  and FI , ,M ix  in MI  is corresponded to 

,F ix  in FI . Because our real images are volume 

images from different respiratory periods of the same 
person, the gray value on the corresponding points 
are nearly remained. Therefore, the best matching 
method has the lowest D. We show the matching 
result in Table 6. 

 

 
Table 6. Performance on real images. A lower D  

represents a better accuracy. 
 

Dataset Method Corr.# D 

SE1,5 

N-SIFT [14] 201 98.06 

p3DSIFT [5] 399 81.79 

Ours  767 126.35 

SE5,8 

N-SIFT [14] 396 36.64 

p3DSIFT [5] 701 36.18 

Ours  2816 65.83 

SE1,8 

N-SIFT [14] 185 110.71 

p3DSIFT [5] 365 83.81 

Ours  651 140.56 

 

 
According to Table 6, our method detects more 

correspondence number than N-SIFT and p3DSIFT. 
The large number of correspondences is important in 
many application, such as 4D image registration [5]. 
Since we detect much more keypoints, it is not easy 
to distinguish them by feature matching, the accuracy 
of our method is slightly worse. However, we have 
much more true matches. As a result, we can discard 
wrong matches using RANSAC [23]. We show some 
matching results on real images in Fig. 8. 
 
 

 
 

(a)             (b)                  (c)                  (d) 
 

Fig. 8. Some matching results on real dataset. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
In the paper, we focus on the volumetric matching 

problem. Our main contributions are: 
1) We proposed an improved 3DSIFT algorithm. 

It can extract more matches than the original one. 
2) We introduced anisotropic Gaussian smoothing 

into the construction of Gaussian scale space. We 
detect more keypoints than the isotropic one. We 
show that the detected keypoints are repeatable under 
scale and rotation change. 

3) We proposed a point-point matching notion to 
solve the one-many matching problem. 

We showed the effectiveness of our method both 
on synthetic and real data. One limitation of our 
method is its time consuming. However, the 
computation of 3DSIFT can be parallel, which can be 
implemented on GPU. We will move forward on this 
in the coming future. 
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Abstract: The target object must stay in the permanent position within telescopic field of vision during the 
long-playing exposure of astronomical photograph; otherwise it may blur the picture. For this reason, the 
telescope has to track the target objects precisely in a long time. So the function of guiding star is necessary: 
Due to the level of accuracy of the equipment or the Polar axis, the telescope sometimes fail to track the target 
object precisely during the long time tracking process while the guiding star helps to adjust the telescope 
through monitoring the movement of the target object so that it remains a certain position within the field of 
vision. But the function of guiding star above is based on PC equipment which is very expensive, heavy and 
high power consumption. So a new study is to design a cheap, high-performance and portable embedded guide-
star system to discard the previous operating system which is expensive and difficult to operate which has to run 
on a PC on which is installed the specific guiding star CCD. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Guide star, Embedded system, Track star, Portable. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Celestial bodies will be present as the original 
look as the enough brightness of the long-time 
exposure with the photographic device while the 
target star has to keep the fixed position in the visual 
field of the telescope since the most stars are very 
dim, otherwise the image will be blurred. So the 
target stars are tracked precisely by the telescope but 
it’s very difficult because the position of the stars in 
the sky is changing more obviously as the multiple of 
the telescope is improved with the smaller visual 
field because the earth revolves on its own axis. Then 
the guiding star is necessary: the telescope is 
automatically adjusted through monitoring the 
movement of the star as the telescope can’t track 
precisely the star because of the bad mechanical 
precision and the deviation of the polar axis in the 
long-time tracing. It is very necessary that the 

guiding-star function based on the tracking 
equipment is more important for a small and rough 
telescope in the observation of stars in the deep space 
[1-3]. 

Guiding-star is equal to replace the motion of 
human to adjust the direction of the telescope 
constantly. For example, the control system will 
adjust the telescope to move up when the position of 
the star move down in the visual field. The whole 
control process is automatic to be detected and 
operated more accurately and more efficiently [4-5].  

 

 

2. Introduce of the Mainstream Scheme 
of Guiding-Star 

 
The equipment and the accessories of guiding-star 

will be first introduced. 
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Guiding camera is used to get the image 
connected with the guiding telescope as human’s 
eyes. The professional guiding CCD must be reduce 
thermal noise to improve signal to noise ratio to get 
good quality of photos or added the interface function 
of guiding star to resolve the command from the 
guiding software sent to the device controlled by the 
telescope, so the price is usually higher [6-8]. 

Guiding software will process image sent from 
the guiding camera to control the command to send to 
the control end of the telescope for calibration 
through monitoring the movement of the star. A 
computer is running this guiding program and high-
capacity mobile power is necessary for long-time 
running in the open accordingly [9-10]. 

The equatorial telescope is made to improve the 
shortcoming of horizon equipment for overcoming 
the negative effect of earth rotation for the 
observation of stars. The coordinate system of the 
equatorial telescope is the equatorial telescope 
coordinate system which is equal to a big network 
which is rotating with stars. It is that the equatorial 
telescope is just equipment following with the sky 
rotation, so it includes two axes of vertical each 
other: the right ascension and the declination axis. 
The polar axis has to be regulated that the rotation 
axis of the equatorial telescope is parallel with the 
earth rotation axis [11-14]. 

The control equipment of the telescope is 
designed to realize mechanical control of the 
telescope for higher efficiency and precision through 
the motor on the mechanical control since the manual 
control to the equatorial telescope is very difficult to 
make a great impression. 

At present the mainstream scheme of guiding-star 
at home and abroad is to get the image through the 
special guiding CCD camera which is sent to the 
guiding software such as GuideMaster, PHD and so 
on at the terminal PC which will send the 
corresponding command to tracking equipment for 
correction as seen in Fig. 1, but this plan has two 
shortcoming: costly guiding CCD camera and PC on 
the person [15-17]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Traditional guiding-star scheme. 
 
 

The key point of this design is convenient and 
simple to realize guiding-star with STM32 the 
embedded system as the control center instead of PC 
and AVR as the master control chip at the telescope 

control end is used to develop a telescope mechanical 
control equipment to realize looking for stars 
automatically, tracking automatically, adjusting 
telescope through hand shank and so on that is 
especially fit for observing stars in the open and 
reducing weight of the guiding equipment which is a 
necessary factor of the star observation in the field 
especially on the tops of very high mountains that is 
the only shortcut since it is very difficult to observe 
stars in the city where light pollution is very serious 
to cause observation more difficult and more cost to 
eliminate negative effect of city light harm with the 
light filter. 
 
 
3. Hardware Scheme 
 

TA STM32 chip is used as the system control part 
because it’s cost effective on which μC/OS-II can run 
for multi-tasks will swift and work efficiently. 

Two parts is around STM32 which is the guiding-
star part and telescope control part. The guiding-star 
part includes STM32 microprocessor module, 
guiding CCD camera module, TFT touch display 
screen and so on. The telescope control part includes 
AVR main control chip, motor and motor drive 
module, LCD display module and so on. 

STM32 embedded system will get images from 
the OV7725 camera and view them on the TFT touch 
screen right now that are processed and calculated 
coordinates for tracks which are sent to AVR 
embedded system as the control terminal of the 
telescope to control motor to move a fit distance for 
guiding-star as seen in Fig. 2. 

This system is designed two part but not all in one 
because the telescope control equipment will control 
the telescope to find and track stars which is used 
enough in low precise occasion, whereas guiding-star 
is more precise to track stars which belong to an 
alternative equipment for higher consumer layer. 

 
 

4. Software Design 
 

Fig. 3 shows the software diagram. As beginning 
the star observation, the telescope control equipment 
will let the right ascension of the equatorial telescope 
running as a certain speed for an approximate 
tracking, and now guiding-star is working. The 
guiding camera gets the real-time image that is 
processed by the STM32 chip and the command is 
sent to the stepper motor driver to drive the stepper 
motor running at the prescriptive speed for correction 
through changing the direction of the right ascension 
and the declination of the equatorial telescope. At last 
the guiding camera shows the effect of star moving 
through the monitoring telescope moving for 
correction in circles. 

The guiding-star part and telescope mechanical 
control part will be discussed in detail. 
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Fig. 2. Hardware scheme. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Software flow chart. 

 
 
4.1. Guiding-Star Tracking Algorithm 
 

It’s very necessary to adopt the effective image 
recognition because of real-time guiding-star led to 
adopt binarization processing method which assumed 
a threshold value that is compared with a data got out 
from the buffer. This objective is considered stars if 
the pixel value is lower than the threshold value, or 
it’s the background of sky that will not be processed 
as seen in equation 1.  
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The method is relatively simple but it’s very bad 

performance of anti-interference, e.g. A sudden light 
will lead to the failure of guiding-star. But this 
method is used for some reason below: 

It’s not fit for star observation while the 
interference of any other source of light, e.g. the 
color of the background of the picture is inclined to 

be red or white or overexposed when it’s cloudy. So 
it’s unnecessary for guiding-star. 

It’s unnecessary to get out all the data to compare 
with the threshold value but only get the data around 
the real-time coordinate of the star. 

The position of the star will not change violently. 
The telescope avoid rocking wildly during guiding-
star because the control system can’t find the star 
round the real-time position beyond the detecting 
range and it does’t make sense since the shot picture 
is dim. So the stabilization of the telescope  
is very important.  

The threshold value is the ruler to distinguish the 
objective and the background by making a judicious 
selection for recognition of the useful image 
information and reduction of the interfere of 
background and noise. The star shining in the back 
sky at night will be easy to be judged for the 
specialization of the sky. So a confirmed threshold 
value is set because of the experience and tests in 
long time before binary image processing. 
 
 
4.2. Program Design of the Telescope  

Control Part 
 

The part will mechanically control the telescope 
to find stars (GOTO), track stars, operate manually 
and respond to the received command as seen in Fig. 
4. The software will be explained how to designed  
in detail. 
 
 
4.2.1. Finding Star (GOTO) Principle 
 

The objective star must be found by the telescope 
at first before tracking the star. Traditionally, the 
direction of telescope is adjusted manually if the 
objective is observed in the visual field of the 
telescope that is an un-efficient method. The reason is 
as follow: 

1. The visual field became smaller with the 
telescope magnifying the object many times that led 
to the fast movement of the star with  
a slight adjustment. 

2. The rough direction is confirmed through the 
bright star around on the observation then to look for 
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the objective star, but the visible stars by eyes is 
becoming more and rarer with the more light 
pollution in city. So it’s more difficult to find the star 
in the dim sky by eyes. 

3. The number of the visible stars by eyes is about 
7000 in a fine night with little light pollution that is 
very difficult to find a star with a man unfamiliar 
with the star map. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Traditional guiding-star scheme. 
 
 

This design with an intelligent method looks for 
an objective star with the telescope driven by the 
stepper motor. How is a star positioned by the 
telescope automatically? A simple method is used: 
one star position is as follow: 

The position of all stars in the sky is confirmed as 
the only the right ascension coordinate and the 
declination one with the equatorial coordinate 
system. For example, the Crab Nebula (M1) will be 
observed which coordinate is: the right ascension 
coordinate (RA): 5h 34m 30s, the declination 
coordinate (DEC): +22°01’00’’. The star is 
magnitude-8.4 that can’t be seen in the city, but 
Sirius is very easy to find which brightness is -1.45 
which coordinate is: RA: 6 h 45 m 8 s, DEC:-
16°03’01’’ that differs from RA: -2 h 49 m 22 s, 
DEC:+38°57’59’’ which is calculated to control the 
telescope to turn the corresponding angle and 
direction.  

1. Angle Confirmation 
The angle confirmation must be combined with 

the hardware design. For example, the right ascension 
coordinate is driven by the 6-phase 6-line 
deceleration stepper motor which stepper angle 
fraction is 1.8°, speed down ratio 1/7.2, and the right 
ascension 130 teeth with the turbine worm type.  

2 gears is connected with the stepper motor and the 
equatorial telescope for transmission. The stepper 
motor subdivision driver is set 16-subdivision. 

So, the angle which the stepper motor will rotate 
with one pulse is 1.8/7.2/16=0.015625°. The number 
of the pulse for the motor rotating a circle is 
360/0.015625=23040. The number of the pulse for 
the right ascension rotating a circle is 
23040*130=2995200. The number of the pulse for 
the right ascension rotating 1° is 8320.  

Then the distance between 2 stars in the right 
scension is ΔRA=h153600+m1560+s15 while 
the total number of the pulse for the right ascension is 
shown: RA_pulse=ΔRA*2.311. At last the angle for 
the telescope rotation will be calculated with the 
above formulas. The angle of the declination axis 
rotation is the same principle. 

2. Direction Confirmation 
At first the pole axis of the telescope is adjusted 

to parallel with the Earth rotation axis which is 
parallel with the right ascension of the equatorial 
telescope and perpendicular to the declination axis. 

According to the definition of the above direction, 
the right ascension axis will be adjusted west if the 
value of ΔRA is a positive number and east if ΔRA a 
negative number. The declination axis will be 
adjusted south if the value ΔDEC is a positive 
number and north if ΔDEC a negative number. 

 
 
4.2.2. Tracking theory 
 

Stars will move out of the visual field if the 
telescope keeps static because of the earth rotation on 
its axis which causes the sun, moon and stars rise 
from the east and descend from the west. Tracking 
automatically will eliminate the effect of the earth 
rotation on its axis which the right ascension of the 
telescope rotates at a certain speed for the objective 
in the center of the visual field of the telescope with 
high precision of the pole axis for tracking 
accurately, but it’s very difficult for the pole axis 
calibration and very hard for the star to stay in the 
static place with the great influence of the 
observation equipment. So it's very necessary for 
tracking accurately with guiding stars and adjusting 
automatically in the real time.  

The period of the rotation of the Earth with  
23 hours 56 minutes 4.0916 seconds is a sidereal day. 
The right ascension axis of the telescope is controlled 
to rotate at the same speed with the Earth and in the 
reverse direction that is eliminated the effect of the 
Earth rotation on its axis. 

The right ascension coordinate and the declination 
one is controlled to change the direction with the 
buttons after coming into the tracking state and the 
command sent from the guiding-star device or the 
computer. A speed configuration button is set on the 
right side of the control box of the telescope to 
achieve 1x, 5x and 10x speed configuration. 
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5. System Test 
 

The test for the function of the guiding-star and 
performance is selected in the clear sky since the 
environment and time will affect the result of the test. 

 

 
5.1. Function Test 
 

This test is for tracking an objective star in the 
long time and guiding the star steadily.  

The test process is as follow: 
1. The telescope has to be adjusted directly at the 

pole axis and tested the control device running 
normally before guiding stars, then the primary 
mirror and guiding-star frame is set up with the 
guiding-star camera contacted with guiding-star 
mirror. All were normal and the objective star is 
found by the “finding-star” program that is tracked 
by the “tracking-star” program. 

2. The sender for the guiding-star command is 
connected with the receiver of the telescope by the 
USB line to send and receive data. 

3. Guiding-star began after a fit star found by the 
guiding camera for guiding with the others prepared. 
The test keeps 10 minutes while the star stays in the 
same position statically. After 30 minutes and 1 hour, 
the objective star is still in the same position of the 
center of the screen so it is shown that the function of 
guiding-star has been realized. 

 

 
5.2. Performance Test 
 

It is very important of 2 parameters of guiding-
star that is star magnitude and guiding fluctuation 
which adjustment scale cannot too large to shoot 
blurry pictures. 2 Test for these reasons is as follow: 

1. The sensitivity test of the guiding camera: The 
star magnitude observed by the camera is 5 through 
the comparison between TFT display screen and the 
star map.  

2. The fluctuation test for guiding star: A PC 
program is designed for this test to collect the data 
for any fluctuations in movement stored in the 
database to generate the movement diagram of the 
right ascension coordinate and the declination one. 

Fig. 5 is shown that the movement of the right 
ascension around the base line of 5. For example, one 
is added if the guiding mirror is moved east, or one is 
being subtracted if the guiding mirror is moved west. 
The guiding effect is bad if the fluctuation is too 
large. Fig. 6 is shown that the movements of the 
declination around the base line of 5 like Fig. 5. 
 

 
5.3. Result Analysis 
 

The result of the test showed that the objective 
star remained in the fixed position of the visual field. 

From above results, the following conclusion  
was drawn.  

It is the longest time when the objective star 
keeps in the static position since the probability at the 
base line 5 is the largest. 

The adjustment process of the declination axis is 
smoother than the right ascension.  

The adjustment of the right ascension moves 
more frequently than the declination one related to 
the performance of the equatorial telescope and the 
control device or the preciseness of the pole axis. The 
frequency of the adjustment will be rounded up if the 
performance of the equatorial telescope and the 
control device is poor. 

The probability of the number of 8 is very small 
that means the fluctuation is little, so this system can 
meet our requirements basically. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The right ascension movement diagram. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The declination movement diagram. 

 
 
6. Conclusion 
 

A new cheap and portable guiding-star device is 
designed instead of the traditional guiding method 
with a telescope control device with AVR single-chip 
at its core to realize a real-time feedback uniformity 
to improve the convenience of the observation and 
precision. 

The key point of this design is the recognition and 
tracking of stars in the night sky which is 
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distinguished stars and the background image with 
the binarization algorithm, then the star is tracked 
indefinitely and the regulation command is sent to the 
telescope control device through the comparison the 
real-time coordinate with the reference coordinate. 

A function and performance test is designed to 
prove this guide device satisfactory. 

The next step a better guiding camera, stepper 
motor and bigger TFT screen will be changed for 
seeing further and observing more dim stars. 
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Abstract: Generally, the multi-Bernoulli filter does not have robust ability to generate the motion trajectory. To 
solve this problem, in this paper, the improved nearest neighbor algorithm is introduced and combined with the 
multi-Bernoulli filter for multi-object tracking. The observation likelihood is obtained by statistical analysis on 
the distribution of the image pixels. Then, the amount of the objects and their location are predicted, extracted 
and updated by combining the spatial information and the color statistical model. As the result, the proposed 
method solves the problem that the traditional nearest neighbor algorithm cannot accurately correlate the objects 
if object increases. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method has super performance in 
multi-object tracking and trajectory correlation. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Multi-Bernoulli filter, Nearest neighbor algorithm, Trajectory correlation, Random finite set. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Moving objects analysis majorly relies on the 
results of object tracking and trajectory simulation 
which intuitively describe the motion state of the 
interest objects. However, the object tracking is 
complicated by the changes of the scene and the 
amount of the object. For the task of multiple object 
tracking in complex scene, many popular methods 
have been taken, such as the nearest-neighbor 
standard filter (NNSF) [1], multiple hypotheses 
tracking algorithm (MHT) [2], the joint probability 
data association filtering algorithm (JPDA) [3] and so 
on. However, due to the variability of the observation 
state we can hardly establish a certain relationship 
between the observation state and the object state.  

To the “many-to-one” problem between the 
observation state and the object state, the random 
finite set (RFS) theory provides us a feasible 
solution [4]. According to the RFS theory, the state 
and the measurement are jointly expressed as a unite 

collection and the state estimation on multi-object is 
achieved by the operation on a single collection, 
avoiding the “combinatorial explosion” in the date 
association. Based on the RFS theory, Macher 
proposed the PHD (Probability Hypothesis Density) 
[5] filter, which used the PHD to replace the posterior 
probability density and estimate the state of moving 
objects by the first order moment of the recursive 
probability density function. However, the PHD 
based object tracking assumes that the amount of the 
object is in line with the Poisson distribution, which 
in some cases is not true. Moreover, since the image 
data is not normalized, the high variance of the 
particle weight would exist, seriously decaying the 
tracking results. 

Differed from the PHD based method, in the 
recursive process, the Multi-Bernoulli filter [7] no 
longer transmits the first order moment of the 
probability density function. Alternatively, the 
multiple object posterior probability density function 
is approximated by calculating the residual objects 
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and updating the Multi-Bernoulli RFS. Since the pre-
assumptions on the state distribution are unnecessary 
and the image data is normalized, the high variance 
of the particle weight is avoided. Hence, the Multi-
Bernoulli filtering provides a more reliable and 
feasible object state estimation. Reza Hoseinnezhad 
et al. [8] applied the Multi-Bernoulli filter in object 
tracking. They definite a likelihood function for 
multiple objects by background subtraction. The 
Multi-Bernoulli recursion and update are achieved by 
the conjugate prior information. However, for 
calculating the observation likelihood function, this 
method assumes that the background pixels and 
foreground pixel distribution obey a certain rule, 
which limits the extent of application. Moreover, the 
Multi-Bernoulli filter cannot simulate the motion 
trajectory as the tracking result. 

In order to generalize the method proposed by the 
MeMber, the foreground and background pixels in 
the differencing image are statistically analyzed, and 
the observation likelihood function is obtained by 
function approximation. Meanwhile, consider the 
weakness that MemMBer filtering cannot generate 
the complete trajectory, we propose a strategy which 
combines the NNSF and the MeMber algorithms. By 
using the MeMBer filter, the object locations are 
effectively predicted and estimated. Then, following 
with the improved NNSF, the correlation of the 
object trajectory is achieved by combining the color 
feature and the object location information. 
 
 

2. Object Tracking 
 

2.1. Multi-Object Tracking Based on RFS 
 

Definition for RFS [4]: In locally compact 
Hausdorff separable space E, ( )F E  is the collection 
including all finite subset, which is call of the 
Matheron topology. The random finite set   on E 
can be defined as the mapping function: 
 

 : ( )F E  , (1) 
 

where the symbol   represents a basic event space. 
In the process of object tracking, since the objects 

would merge, split and disappearance, the amount 
and the state of the objects temporally changes. 
Assume that at the time k the number of the objects 

in the images is kn and the measured object number 

is km , the multi-object state and the measured 

observation can be modeled as [5]: 
 

1 1{ }      {z },k kn ni i
k k i s k k i oX x E Z E     , (2) 

 

where sE and oE represent the state space and the 

measurable space, kX and kZ  represent the multi-

object state vector and the finite set at time k. 

2.2. Framework for Object Tracking 
 

Multi-Bernoulli Filter which is based on the 
Multi-Bernoulli Random Finite Set has the ability to 
solve the uncertainty in object tracking. However this 
method cannot effectively simulate the motion 
trajectories as the tracking results. Moreover, 
although the tracking information in the tracking 
process should be given by the traditional nearest 
neighbor data association method, if any new objects 
appear, error correlation would exist. In order to 
better handle the uncertainty problems and accurately 
estimate the trajectory of moving objects, this paper 
combines the Multi-Bernoulli Filter and the improved 
nearest neighbor association method to construct the 
multiple object tracking framework, as shown  
in Fig. 1. 

The first step is object detection. Then the 
uncertainty problem is modeled by the Multi-
Bernoulli Random Finite Set method. Second, the 
Multi Object Multi-Bernoulli Particle Filter is applied 
to estimate the object state. In the third phase, the 
improved nearest neighbor data association method is 
used to associated the trajectory of multiple objects. 
In this system, the observation likelihood estimation 
is the key. 
 
 
3. Multi-Bernoulli Filter 
 
3.1. Multi-Bernoulli RFS 
 

The Multi-Bernoulli Random Finite Set defines X 
as a collection of Bernoulli Random Finite 
Set ( )iX which is mutually independent [9], as 

( )
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M
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 . Let ( )ir  and ( )ip  represent the 

probability distributions of each Bernoulli RFS 
elements, then in space   Multi-Bernoulli RFS 

probability density can be expressed as [10]: 
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The Random Finite Set can be modeled by the 

probability density function and the number of the 
object is calculated by the average state estimation on 
this collection. If the multi-Bernoulli RFS 

corresponds to a set of parameters as      
1

,
M

i i

i
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  , 

the tracking process could be achieved by the 

recursive process for  ji
r  and  ji

p  parameter.  

Given a prior probability density for multiple 

objects  , the posterior probability density  |y   

can be obtained by Bayesian function: 
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Fig. 1. Object tracking framework. 
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where  |g y X  is the likelihood function of the 

observed value y for the state X. 

Let k  be the multi-object Posterior Probability 

Density function in the time k, the prediction and 
update process can be obtained [8]: 
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where  '| 1 |k kf X X  is the density function for the 

state transition from time k-1 to k. This paper takes 
the following multi-object state transition model. 
Given the multi-object state at time k-1 as 'X , each 

element 'x  in the set 'X appears with the 

probability  ',s kp x , or disappears with the 

probability  '1 ,s kp x . If the objects consecutively 

appear in the previous time,  '| 1 |k kf X X  is a 

transition function to transmit to the state x . Hence, 
at the time k, the multi object state X can be  
molded as: 
 

  
' '

'
| 1k k k

x X

X S x


 
, 

(7) 

 

where k  is the state of new objects. By prediction, 

multi-object probability density function is given as:  
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where  '| 1 |k kf x x  and  ',s kp x  are the state transition 

function and the residual probability.      | |
1

,
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kM

i i
k k

i
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is the multi-Bernoulli parameter set for the new 
objects at time k 

Assume multi-object RFS prediction probability 
density can be expressed as a set of Multi-Bernoulli 

parameters, as       | 1
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, with the update 

process the posterior multi object probability density 

function can be expressed, as:       | 1
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(12) 

 

where  yg x  is the observation likelihood function. 

From the function (11) and (12), the observation 
likelihood function is the key in the Multi-Bernoulli 
Filter. 
 
 

3.2. Observation Likelihood Function 
 

In order to establish the observation likelihood 
function, Reza Hoseinnezhad et al assume that the 
distribution of the background pixels and foreground 
pixel are kept in a certain distribution. However, this 
assumption is not proper in some cases. In order to 
establish an observation likelihood function, pixel 
distribution statistics and function approximation are 
taken in this paper. First, 100 frames are statistical 
analyzed and the distribution of the background pixel 
is shown in the Fig. 2. Define the probability density 
function of the pixel value, T (x), in the object area x, 
as  Fg t . With the approximation method, the 

function     2
expF F Fg t t a     is given as 

shown in Fig. 4. Where, the parameter F , a , F , 
are constant. 

Define  y x  is the average of the pixel in the 

object region, as: 
 

      

1
i

i T x

y x y
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, 

(13) 
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(a) Object                     (b) Background 
 

Fig. 2. Pixel statistical distribution. 
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Fig. 3. Function approximation. 
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Fig. 4. Probability density curve. 

 
 

where  T x  is the number of pixels in the region  
T (x). The likelihood function in the T (x)  is 

  Fg y x . Assume that the pixels of the state x in 

the state set X is independent, the likelihood function 

of the area  
x X

T x
  is   Fx X

g y x
 . 

Pixels not belong to the region of  
x X

T x
   

correspond to the background area, according to the 
statistical result as shown in Fig. 2(b), the model 

   expB B Bg t t    is given by the 

approximation function as shown in Fig. 4(b) where, 

B , B , are constant. 

Define  
 1

1 m

B i i
i x X i T x

y x y y
m   

 
   

 
    is the average 

of all the pixels in the background area, 

then  
 1

1 m

B i i
i i T x

y x y y
m  

 
   

 
  . Where m is the size of 

the image. Hence, the likelihood function for 
background region is given: 
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Consequently, the likelihood function of the 
multi-object state X in the difference image is 
established as:  
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(15) 
 
 
4. Improved Nearest Neighbor Algorithm 
 

Multi-Bernoulli filter has the ability to solve the 
“many-to-one” uncertainty between observation and 
the object states. However, its main drawback lies in 
the disability to directly describe the object state. In 
order to obtain the state information, this paper takes 
the nearest neighbor algorithm to associate the object 
trajectory. Assume object x has n 
candidates  1,2, ,iX i n  , according to the idea of the 
nearest neighbor method, the optimal object is the 
one corresponding to the closest point-point  
distance as:  
 

   min , 1,2, ,ig x x X i n   
 

(16) 

 
The advantage of the nearest neighbor algorithm 

lies in its simplification and feasibility, while the 
main disadvantage is that the algorithm is sensitive to 
the changes in the amount of the objects, cannot 
adapt to the situation with increasing objects. To 
solve this problem, the color moment and spatial 
features are jointly used to determinate if there is 
"one to many" relationship. Then the judgment is 
repeated based on the location and color moment of 
the objects. Finally, if the score of the association 
degree larger than a certain threshold, the 
correspondence is established, else a new object 
appears. 
 
 
5. Proposed Method 
 

Assume that the Multi-Bernoulli parameter set 

is       1

1 1
1

,
kM

i i
k k

i
r p



 


 at time k-1, and  
1

i
kp   is expressed 

as     
 

1

1 1
1

, ,,
i

k
L

i j i j
k k

j
w x 

 


by a set of the weighted particles. 

The object tracking algorithm by combining the 
Multi-Bernoulli Particle Filter and the nearest 
neighbor algorithm comprise of six phases. 

1) Normalizing the gray image; 
2) Describing the object state by Multi-Bernoulli 

random finite set; 
3) Deducing the Multi-Bernoulli parameter set 

      1 1 1
, ,, ,i i j i j

k k kr w x   based on the state transition 

function  | 1 1|k k kf x  : 
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4) Update the Multi-Bernoulli random finite set: 
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5) Extract the moving object and calculating its 

spatial feature and color moment feature; 
6) Associate multiple objects by improved nearest 

neighbor date association algorithm, as well as obtain 
trajectories information. 

The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in 
Fig. 5: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Flowchart of object tracking algorithm. 

6. Experimental Results 
 
6.1. Multi-Object Tracking 
 

To demonstrate the performance of the Multi-
Bernoulli Filter, the PHD filter is selected as the 
reference. In the first simulated scene, four objects 
intersect in a plane. The motion equation is 
established as: 
 

 
1k k kx Fx Qw 

, (22) 

 

where the state , , , ,, , ,k x k x k y k y kx l v l v    contains 

parameters describing the object location and 
velocity, and  
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The object observation equation is established: 

 
 

k k kz Hx  
, (23) 

 

where 
2

2

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0
', ,kH w N 



     
              

 . 

The random finite set for new objects could be 
expressed as the Multi-Bernoulli parameter set:  

     4

1
,i i

i
r p  


  ,   0.02ir 

       1 2 3 4; , , , , ,i i
r rp x N x m p i  . and 

   1 250 250 2.5 -12
T

rm  ,    2 250 -250 12 -2
T

rm   ,
   3 800 200 -5 -10

T

rm  ,    4 -100 100 8 -10
T

rm  ,

  5 5 5 5, , ,rp diag . 

The clutter is in line with a Poisson distribution with 
mean 5, and uniformly distributed in 
   400 1200 1000 400, ,    m. The Simulated scene 
is shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Simulation scene. 
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The MSEs of process noise and measurement 
noise are 1w   m and 0 25.   m respectively. 
The probabilities for survival of the objects and 

object detection are 0 99, .s kp   and 0 9, .D kp  . 

Besides, the threshold is 310  . The maximum 
trajectories value is 100. The object appearance and 

disappearance thresholds are 0 5.b   and 

0 5.d  . Hence, 100 independent Monte Carlo 

processes is established. The object numbers 
estimation and the optimal subpattern assignment 
(OSPA) distance are used to evaluate and compare 
the MeMBer filter and GMPHD filter. 
 

   
    

1

1

1
min, ,

n

m pp
c p

OPSA i i
i

d X Z d x z c n m
n 



  
    

  


(24) 
 

where p=2, c=100. The experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 7. 
 
 

 
 

(a) Mean 
 

 
 

(b) OPSA distance 
 

Fig. 7. Performance comparison. 
 
 

From the result shown in Fig. 7(a), the correctness 
of the GMPHD is 88 % which is lower than the score 
of the 94 % given by the Multi-Bernoulli Filter. From 
the results shown in Fig. 7(b), the OPSA minimum 
distance and average distance are 25 m and 260 m, 
while the 25 m and 130 m are given by the Multi-
Bernoulli Filter. Hence, better results are obtained by 
the Multi-Bernoulli Filter. 

6.2. Multi-Object Tracking in Real World 
 

In this paper, two clips in the benchmark 
OTCBVS database are selected. The object tracking 
is complicated by changes in the object number, 
object merging and splitting. The size of the image is 
240*320, the motion model is 
     1x k x k e k   , while  e k  is the Gaussian 

function with zero mean, and the variance 

is  2 2 2 2, , ,x y h wdiag      . Hence, 

   | 1 1 1| ; ,k k k kf x x N x x    . 

The results of object tracking is shown in Fig. 8. 
We have three object marked with NO. 1, 2, 3. In the 
10th frame, goal 1 and 3 start to merge, and in the 30th 
frame, they splitted. 
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(a) The tracking results of MHT method 
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(b)  The tracking results of the proposed method 
 

Fig. 8. The tracking results of the object merging  
and separating. 
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From the Fig. 8, it is found that for MHT the 
correlation is just operated on the detection results. 
However, if the objects began to merge such as the 
10th frame, the l the object state can not be well 
predicted. In this situation, the object 3 is lost and the 
trajectory of the object 1 is deviated. The correct 
prediction and extraction are reappeared in the 30th 
frame. By comparison, although the objects begin to 
merge together in the 10th frame, the proposed 
method still has the ability to predict the object state 
as shown in Fig. 8(b), the predicted state and 
simulated trajectory is clear and correct. 

The estimation on the number of the object and 
the deviation of the centroid position of the objects as 
well as the real centroid position is shown in fig.9. 
From the results we can see that by the proposed 
method we are given more stable estimation on the 
number of the object and more accurate  
tracking results. 
 
 

 
 

(a) Object number estimation 
 

 
 

(b) The average deviation of the object centroid 
 

Fig. 9. Performance comparison. 
 
 

7. Conclusions 
 

In order to achieve robust multi-object tracking, 
the improved nearest neighbor algorithm and Multi-
Bernoulli Filter in this paper are introduced and 

combined. By statistical analyzing and approximation 
processing, the observation likelihood function is 
gotten. Then the Multi-Bernoulli filter is used to 
predict and update the object state. Combining the 
spatial feature and color moment, we solve the 
problem that the Nearest Neighbor algorithm can not 
accurately associate the trajectory. The experimental 
results demonstrate that our method has  
a better performance on object tracking and 
trajectories association. 
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Abstract: This paper explores how to have a numerical simulation for the slurry transportation process by use 
of CFD. Euler’s method and Lagrange method are applied respectively to calculate pipeline pressure distribution 
and loss. After the simulation of slurry settling process in pipes, its numerical results get verified in the tests. 
The results demonstrate that Euler model simulation comes closest to actual working conditions in the case of 
high-concentration slurry as the transmission medium, while Lagrange model comes closest to actual working 
conditions in the case of coarse particles or sandy soil. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Slurry pipeline transport is widely applied in 
projects such as dredging, hydraulic reclamation, 
mining and transportation [1]. Researches on slurry 
pipeline flow are helpful to the improvement of 
efficiency and safety and to the reduction of silting 
and costs in these projects by offering key technical 
parameters. Slurry pipeline transport is a solid-liquid 
two-phase flow. As for it, worldwide professionals 
and experts have made different kinds of researches, 
including theoretical research, experimental study 
and numerical simulation [2, 3]. In theoretical 
research, physical model is built to get corresponding 
flow equations which are solved by mathematical 
analysis. Usually these solution results are precise 
and therefore have wide applicability. As for the flow 
which cannot be theoretically analyzed, the 
preciseness of solution is usually greatly impaired 
although theoretical models can be built by means of 
simplification. Therefore, other experimental 
methods are needed to be adopted. These 
experiments usually have theoretical guidance and 
related simulation tests. Through induction and 

analysis these experimental data can provide some 
empirical equations and relation charts so as to help 
the real projects. But the limitation of experiment 
conditions makes the experimental conclusions not 
widely applicable. With the rapid development of 
computer science, many complicated equations are 
gradually taking numerical solutions. This paper also 
adopts CFD to calculate and analyze the slurry 
pipeline transport [4]. 
 
 
2. Theory Model 
 

Due to the different motion forms of solid 
particles, pipeline slurry transport has three following 
basic kinds: transport of fake homogeneous flow, 
transport of clean-water two-phase flow, and 
transport of seriflux two-phase flow. 
 
 
2.1. Transport of Fake Homogeneous Flow 
 

When the solid particles are small, they will 
become homogeneous seriflux after mixed with 
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water. These particles will not change and settle in 
the process of transportation. The pipeline 
transportation resistance follows pipeline 
transportation resistance laws of the non-Newtonian 
fluid. The unit weight and viscosity of seriflux 
changes with its concentration and accordingly 
influences the pipeline resistance. Such case can 
adopt Bingham fluid model [5]. The velocity of 
Bingham fluid should follow the equation (1): 
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where η is the apparent viscosity of Bingham fluid, 

Pa·s; μ is the viscosity of Bingham fluid, Pa·s; 0  is 

the yield stress of Bingham fluid, Pa; p is the unit 
pressure drop, Pa/m. 

As for laminar flow, the rheological equation is: 
 

 

dy

du
B  

,

 (2) 

 

where B  is the shear stress of Bingham fluid. 

 
 
2.2. Transport of Clean-Water  

Two-Phase Flow 
 

Under such circumstance, solid particles are large 
and coarse with few small ones. The particles will 
obviously settle and present uneven concentration 
distribution in pipeline fracture surface [6]. The 
particles which are pushed forward take up a large 
percentage. When flow velocity is low, the slurry 
concentration of upper pipes is low and even near to 
clean water. Flow velocity distribution is calculated 
respectively from the aspects of clean-water 
turbulence and sandy flow.  
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 (3) 

 

where y is the height from the bottom; my  is the 

height of the maximum velocity; u, mu  is the 

velocity; κ is the Carmen constant; *U  is the friction 

velocity;   is the adhesive layer thickness. 

As for sandy flow area, the velocity distribution 
has already been tested by H. A. Einstein, Ning 
Cheien, V. A. Vanoni, G. N. Nomicosand el al, and 
gets the following conclusions: flow velocity in main 
flow area accords with the logarithmic distribution, 
but Carmen constant decreases with the increase of 
sandy concentration or vertical concentration 
gradient. The turbulence of sandy flow has a more 
uneven velocity distribution than water clean water, 
as is shown in that: the flow velocity gradient in main 
flow area is large than that of clean water turbulence, 
while the flow velocity gradient in near base area is 
close to that of clean water flow. 

Because the suspending solid particles in pipes 
are low in concentration, pipeline resistance in such 
flow can be approximately assumed as turbulence 
loss of clean water flow plus traction loss of solid 
particles. In the scope of real flow velocities, usually 
a simplified equation is used to analyze the pipeline 
pressure by adding turbulence loss of clean water to 
extra loss caused by solid particles. That is  
 

 JJJ  0 ,
 (4) 

 

where 0J  is the Clear water hydraulic gradient, J  

is the extraneous loss. 
 
 
2.3. Transport of Seriflux Two-Phase Flow 
 

Under such circumstance, a certain amount of 
small particles and water will mix up to be seriflux, 
which reduces the settling speed of the coarse 
particles or turns their throwing motion into floating 
motion. When the small particles in the suspending 
liquid exceed a certain amount, they will form 
floccule net organization and then reduce greatly the 
settling velocity because of the net resistance. 
Therefore there goes a roughly homogeneous vertical 
distribution of sand content. Under such flow 
velocity, most solid particles maintain floating 
motion, and only a few larger particles are in the 
transition stage between floating motion and 
throwing motion. Hence, the pipeline resistance 
reduces a lot. 

Due to the decrease of settling velocity and 
density gradient of vertical distribution, here reduces 
the turbulence energy consumption for supporting 
slurry weight and overcoming density gradient, and 
goes a homogenizing flow velocity distribution. The 
tests verify that the flow velocity distribution in main 
area still follows logarithm law. 

There are several kinds of methods in view of 
resistance calculation. When designing the coal slurry 
pipelines, Wasp et al proposed to divide the solid 
particles into two kinds – evenly floating ones and 
base-gliding ones, and then add these two resistances. 
The resistance of evenly floating solid particles is 
calculated as homogeneous slurry resistance, while 
the resistance of base-gliding solid particles is 
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calculated by Durand formula. Others also put 
forward to follow the calculation of clean water as 
liquid phase, only replacing the clean water 
turbulence resistance with slurry turbulence 
resistance. The extra resistance is caused  
by larger particles. 

The pertinent literature [7, 8] points out that the 
difficulty of predicting pipeline resistance for slurry 
as the liquid-phase lies in how to clarify the 
percentage of slurries in throwing motion under high-
concentration slurry condition. Therefore, if there is a 
method which can clarify the respective percentages 
of particles in throwing motion and particles in 
floating motion under different flow velocities, the 
corresponding pipeline resistances under different 
flow velocities will be easy to find out. 

 

 

3. Simulation Calculation 
 

Slurry pipeline flow can be calculated by three 
different models, which are transport model of fake 
homogeneous flow, transport model of clean-water 
two-phase flow, and transport model of slurry two-
phase flow. This paper applies CFX software to 
simulate the pipeline slurry flow. In order to simplify 
related calculations, pipelines are set as horizontal 
ones (models and grid distribution are shown in 
Fig. 1), and adopts the first two models for simulation 
calculation. In CFX, the first model can choose 
Euler’s method for calculation, and the second model 
can choose Lagrange method for calculation [9]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Pipeline grid distribution. 

 

 
3.1. Euler Method 
 

With Euler’s method for simulation, slurry can be 
an individual phase. In CFX slurry is set as a 
substance and given related parameters. Starting 
conditions are input, shown as Fig. 2. 

Euler’s Method has the following features: each 
phase are mixed in a macro-scale, which is far less 
than analysis scale (grid scale), but much more than 
molecule scale; all phases occupy a same space 
volume and in controlled volume each phase’s 
volume can be present by variable volume fraction; 
each phase has its own flow field; each phase has its 

coupling by models of energy transfer, momentum 
transfer and quality transfer. Most Euler’s models are 
based on empirical formula. According to this model, 
internal pipeline pressure distribution is shown as 
Fig. 3, and pipeline pressure loss is shown as Fig. 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Parameter setting of Euler’s Method. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Pipeline pressure distribution. 

 
 

The above analyses reach the conclusion: in 
Euler’s method simulation, pressure distribution and 
pipeline pressure loss of slurry are close to those of 
clean water as slurry is treated as homogeneous flow 
and calculation is simplified as one-phase one. 
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Fig. 4. Pipeline pressure loss. 
 
 
3.2. Lagrange Method 
 

Lagrange Method has the following features: it 
tails after the representative particle sample to go 
through continuous flow; as for each particle its 
location and velocity are acquired by ordinary 
differential equation; the total quality is separately 
given to representative particle samples and therefore 
each particle has its own quality flow rate and its own 
numerical flow rate. In Lagrange model, slurry 
particle is treated as an individual phase and water is 
seen as another phase. Analysis can be made by use 
of particle-tracing model in CFX. The specific setting 
is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Parameter setting of Lagrange method. 

According to this model, pipeline pressure 
distribution is shown in Fig. 6, slurry particle velocity 
is shown in Fig. 7, pipeline pressure loss is shown in 
Fig. 8, and the particle volume fraction in pipe base is 
shown in Fig. 9: 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Pipeline pressure distribution. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Particle velocity distribution. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Pipeline pressure loss. 
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Fig. 9. Particle volume fraction in pipe base. 
 
 

The above analyses show that: the velocity of 
slurry particle is increasing first and then decreasing 
from up to down along the pipe diameter (direction of 
axis Y) as slurry particle and clean water are two 
separate phases in Lagrange model (Fig. 7). Such 
increase appears because of that upper slurry particles 
are reducing in number by settling and large 
quantities of slurry particles in the middle pipes 
accelerate by the drive of pump. Such decrease 
appears because of that slurry particles settle at the 
bottom of the pipes and then increase the pipe 
friction. As shown in Fig. 9, as conveying distance 
extends, volume fractions of bottom slurry particles 
are rising. It can also illustrate that slurries have their 
settling in the process of movement. 
 
 

4. Experimental Verification 
 

In order to verify the accuracy of calculation 
theory of CFD, the calculation results are compared 
with the laboratory test results of the mud. The test 
conditions are introduced briefly as follows: 

The whole test system includes pool, slurry pipe 
(diameter 50 mm), glass tube, slurry pump, and 
motor and control valve and so on. Its main task is to 
transport slurry. The test bed is a closed cycle system, 
which means that the slurry sucking from the slurry 
pool still get sucked back to the slurry pool. The 
experimental medium of the test bed is a solid-liquid 
mixture, which is likely to separate and settle in the 
stationary state. Therefore, in order to keep slurry a 
uniform concentration in the experimental process, a 
stirring pump is specially equipped to mix slurry 
pump and keep the liquid of the pool a suspension 
state. Two transparent glass tubes are installed to 
observe the multi-phase flow in the slurry pipe. The 
physical map is as follows: 

From the large experimental data, this simulation 
chooses the representative working conditions for 
comparison: the slurry concentration is 40 %, and the 
rate of flow is: 1.45 m/s. as for evaluation index it 
chooses the common pipeline pressure drop to 
evaluate slurry pipeline flow resistance. 

 
 

Fig. 10. Test pipes (stainless steel pipe). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Control system. 
 
 

When slurry in the experiment flows with the 
speed of 1.45 m/s, the monitoring sections of 
pressure gauge 4 and 5 are treated as the 
experimental sections. With the monitoring section of 
pressure gauge pipeline 4 as the entrance, and the 
monitoring section of pressure gauge pipeline 5 as 
the exit, it obtains the numerical values of two 
pressure sensors 5 meters between. That is, the 
entrance and exit pressure value. Records of the 
experiment are as follows: the pressure Table 4 
shows that the pressure value is 6.87 kPa; the 
pressure Table 5 shows that the pressure value is  
4 kPa. Because the experimental section is five-
meters-long, for comparison with the simulation 
results of the demand, the values have to be 
converted to an average pressure drop within a meter 
for the sake of comparison with simulation results. 
Hence, the average pressure drop of entrance and exit 
pressure value is calculated to be 0.57 kPa, namely 
570 Pa. 

From the experimental data, the errors of Euler’s 
method and Lagrange method are calculated by being 
compared with actual flow. The calculation list is as 
follows (Table 1): 

By comparison of the results of CFD simulation 
and experimental data, it can be learned that Euler’s 
method is more close to the experimental result. Such 
phenomenon is caused by the following reasons: 
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1) The slurry medium of the test belongs to clay, 
which turned into homogeneous slurry after mixing 
with water. 

2) The test set the slurry flow rate as 1.45 m/s. 
According to the formula calculation it is a turbulent 
flow, which has little sedimentation, high 
concentration up to 40 %, and pipeline slurry flow 
near the fake homogeneous flow. 
 
 

Table 1. Error analysis. 
 

 
Simulation 

pressure 
drop (Pa) 

Practical 
pressure 
drop (Pa) 

Numerical 
error 

Euler method 650 570 12.3 % 
Lagrange 
method 

1350 570 57.8 % 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

In summary, according to different working 
conditions the slurry pipeline flow can be treated as 
transport of fake homogeneous flow, transport of 
two-phase flow between slurry particle and clean 
water, and transport of two-phase flow between 
slurry particle and slurry. Euler model simulation 
comes closest to actual working conditions in the 
case of high-concentration slurry as the transmission 
medium. Judging from the theoretical model features, 
Lagrange model comes closest to actual working 
conditions in the case of coarse particles or sandy 
soil, because slurry has an evident settling process. 
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Abstract: Fractional order chaotic system has more complex features than integer order chaotic systems. In this 
paper, a new fractional order hyper-chaotic system was constructed, whose dynamic properties were analyzed 
by software simulation 99.080.0 q (step size is 0.01). Based on the frequency domain Bode plot 

approximation, a new system circuit was designed by tree circuit unit. The circuit simulation and the 
corresponding test show the same results with simulation using software, whereby the availability of the circuit 
was described. Finally, a simple linear feedback controller was designed for circuit simulation; the simulation 
results also verify the feasibility of the controller. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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Linear feedback. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Since 1963, Lorenz found chaos when he studied 
at atmospheric temperature convection [1], 
characteristics of chaotic nonlinear dynamics have 
been come through in integer order systems such as 
Chua's circuit, Chen system, Duffing system, hyper-
chaotic system [2, 3], and so on. Especially in the two 
aspects of control and synchronization, they have 
achieved good results [4, 5]. Fractional 
differentiation is an extension of integer-order theory 
of differentiation. Although research on fractional 
order differentiation has three centuries, and 
correspond to the history of integer order 
differentiation, but it was limited due to the lack of 
practical application. In recent years, when 
researchers introduced fractional order differential 
operator to chaotic system, they found that it still can 
show the wonderful chaotic or hyper-chaotic 
phenomena [6, 7], and better described by the 

characteristics of chaotic system. From then on, 
fractional order chaotic systems have begun to appear 
the new wave of research in physics and engineering 
fields [8-10].  

Due to complexity of high dimensional fractional 
order chaotic system, the tracking reports on 
synchronization control of high dimensional 
fractional order chaotic systems is less, This paper we 
construct a new four-dimensional fractional hyper-
chaotic system, analysis its balance and stability and 
the other related dynamics, using Matlab for its 
numerical simulation, adopting differentiation 
method of approximate theory and potter figure in the 
frequency domain, designing fractional order tree 
circuit unit [11, 12], at the same time applying 
Multisim software to simulation implementation. To 
achieve the synchronization control of the system, a 
simple linear feedback controller is proposed, 
numerical calculation and circuit simulation verify 
the effectiveness. 
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2. Fractional Differentiation  
and its Frequency-Domain 
Approximation 

 
Fractional order differentiation has many 

definitions [13], commonly definition is Riemann 
Liouville-(RL) is defined, its mathematical 
expression is as follows:  
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among eq.(1), )( is the gamma function, 

nqn 1 , q  is the fraction, n  is the integer, eq.(1) 

is the unified representation of the fractional order 
differentiation and the fractional order integration. It 
shows that the fractional order differentiation is 
memonic function. so, fractional order differentiation 
is more suitable for the description with circuit 
characteristics. If the initial value of the function 

)(tf  is zero, the Laplace transform formula of eq. (1) 

can be expressed as: 
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Therefore, fractional order differential operator 

q can be expressed in transfer function of the 

frequency domain qssH /1)(  . Refer to literature 

[14] which proposed a frequency domain 
approximate method, an approximate formula qs/1  
( 9.01.0 q , step is 0.1) was derived. In this article 

we only use approximate error is 2 dB of 
approximate formula.  

 

 

2. A New Fractional Order Hyper-
Chaotic System 

 
Based on a three-dimensional constant order 

chaos equation, a new four-dimensional fractional 
hyper-chaotic system is designed; its dynamic 
equation is as follows: 
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where 5,5.0,5,10  hcba . By eq. (3) we can get 

the balance plots )0,0,0,0(O  of the system, and 

system only has a balance point, it is original point. 
Because in position of balance point: 
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(4) 

 
Thus the system is dissipative, and convergence 

with exponent 10 e
dt

dV . As time goes on, the 

system is asymptotically tends to an attractor. 
In order to more intuitive understand the 

characteristics of the hyper-chaos system dynamics, 
using Matlab software to numerical simulation of the 
system (3). Choosing initial values for the system 

)2,3,1,2(),,,( 0000 wzyx , when 90.0q , fractional 

order chaotic system attractor is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Dynamics trajectory of a new chaotic system 
( 90.0q ). 

 

 
Fig. 1 shows the fractional order hyper-chaotic 

system has continuous aperiodicity, and it is very 
sensitive to the initial value, and has more than  
1 greater than zero Lyapnuov exponent,  
which is hyper-chaotic system to produce  
a fundamental nature. 

By changing q  value, we can simulate different 

phase diagrams when 50.0q , 66.0q  and 

79.0q . The system can not produce chaos (see 

Fig. 2 (a)-(c)), when 80.0q , in this critical value, 

system begin to appear chaotic attractor. In fact, 
through simulating a large number of software, 
equation (3) is suitable to all 99.080.0 q (step is 

0.01) fractional order numerical range. 
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(a) 50.0q (non-chaotic)     (b) 66.0q (non-chaotic) 

 

 
 

(c) 79.0q (non-chaotic)      (d) 80.0q ( chaotic) 

 
Fig. 2. Comparing yx   phase diagram with different  

q values. 
 
 
3. The Stability Theory of Fractional 

Order Linear System 
 

Lemma [13]: considering fractional order 
autonomous system: 
 

 ,AXDq  0)0( XX   (5) 
 

Among them, 10  q , )( NnRX n  , 
nmRA  . 

1) The system is asymptotically stable, if and only 
if for any of eigenvalues  , there all have 

2
)arg(

 q
  set up. 

2) The system is stable, and only if for any 

eigenvalues  , they all having 
2

)arg(
 q

  set up. 

Therefore, for the number of fractional order 
system q ( 10  q ), no matter what the value of the 

state variables, as long as the characteristic root of 
the system is real component, and is greater than 
zero, then the fractional order system is 
asymptotically stable. 
 
 
4. Hyper-Chaotic System Circuit Design 

and Simulation Analysis 
 
4.1. Analysis of Fractional Order Tree 

Circuit Unit 
 

According to the theory of circuit, Fig. 3 is 
equivalent circuit of the frequency domain, between 

A and B it can be achieved reference [14] qs/1  
approximation from 0.1 to 0.9, in order to 
convenient, we call it a tree circuit unit. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Tree circuit unit of fractional order qs/1 . 
 
 

As an example for 90.0q , design circuit 

simulation with system (3), according to the 
reference [14], we know the approximate equation 
(2 dB) of qs/1  is:  
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When 90.0q , tree unit circuit is shown in 

Fig. 4:  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Tree circuit unit of fractional order 90.0/1 s . 
 
 

Fractional order transfer function is:  
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Among them, 
0C as unit parameter, and make 

FC 10  , )()( sHsF  , 90.0
0 /1 sC   compare with 

eq. (6) and eq. (7), Fig. 4 showing resistor and 
capacitor values of circuit unit, that are  
R1=1.55 M , R2=61.54 M , R3=2.526 M , 
c1=0.7346 F , C2=0.5221 F , c3=1.103 F . 

Considering the actual resistance capacitance can’t 
meet the required accuracy, we select R1=1.55 M , 
R2=62 M , R3=2.52 M , C1=0.72 F , 

C2=0.522 F , C3=1.1 F  to simulate this 

experiment.  

4.2. Circuit Design of a New Fractional 
Order Hyper-chaotic System 

 
According to the new design of the fractional 

order hyper-chaotic system (eq. 3), using Multisim 
software, we design this circuit with TL082 series of 
operational amplifier, AD63 analog multiplier, linear 
resistor and capacitor, etc., and successfully achieve 
the fractional order operation in tree unit circuit 

qs/1 . Fig. 5 shows the detail circuit with 90.0q , 

and these resistances are matched on the respective 
components. 
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Fig. 5. Circuit design of a new fractional hyper-chaotic system ( 90.0q ). 
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Actually, eq.(8) and eq.(3) are equivalent. 
Simulating the new hyper-chaotic system in 

Multisim, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. We can 
clearly see that the results are almost the same as the 
results in Matlab.  

 

 

        
 

(a) yx   phase diagram;          (b) zx   phase diagram; 

 
Fig. 6.  Phase diagram of circuit simulation in Multisim. 

 

 
By changing the fractional order q  value of the 

tree circuit unit in Fig. 3, we can also simulate other 
fractional order hyper-chaotic circuit with 

99.080.0 q  (step is 0.01). Through circuit 

simulation and numerical simulation that we can get 
a similar conclusion: the new fractional order 
nonlinear equations which are proposed in this paper 
can generate chaotic phenomenon, and has the 
common characteristic of the hyper-chaos system. 

 

 
4.3. Feedback Control of the New Fractional 

Order Chaotic System 

 
The system of linear feedback term, its stable in 

equilibrium point of the system, which the controlled 
system can be expressed as: 
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Obviously origin point (0,0,0,0) is the only 

equilibrium point of the system, then linearize system 
(9) at the origin point, and get the matrix of Jacobi 
system as follows:  
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According to   0)0(det  JI , getting the 

characteristic root of system: 

11 ka  , 
22 kb  , 

33 kh  , 
44 k . 

For 10  q , no matter what the value of the state 

variable is, as long as the real part of the 
characteristic roots of the controlled system (9) are 
not greater than zero, so the controlled system (9) can 
be asymptotically to the equilibrium point, next we 
can get: 
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When 5,5.0,5,10  hcba , we can achieve 

0,2,50,0 4321  kkkk , and control the new 

fractional order hyper-chaotic system (9), then the 
linear feedback control circuit system is shown  
in Fig. 7: 

 

 

 

- 
+ 

 

Fig. 7. Linear feedback controller. 
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If we add the linear feedback controller into the 
Fig. 5, when the switch J1 and J2 are closed, 
feedback controller begins to work. Fig. 8 shows the 
stabilize waveforms of different variables in the 
controlled system. 
 
 

 
 

(a) waveform of variable x ; 
 

 
 

(b) waveform of variable y ; 

 

 
 

(c) waveform of variable z ; 
 

 
 

(d) waveform of variable w ; 
 

Fig. 8. Waveforms of different variables under the action 
of feedback controller. 

From the above wave diagrams, we can see that 
chaotic attractors from numerical simulation results 
and circuit simulation results are the same, which 
indicate that the design of controller is effective  
and feasible. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 

This paper presents a new fractional hyper-
chaotic system, analysises its chaotic dynamics 
properties. Both experiments of numerical calculation 
and the circuit simulation to make sure the existence 
of chaotic attractors, while having hyper-chaotic 
dynamics characteristics. The new fractional order 
hyper-chaotic system has super chaotic phenomena, 
and a broad research and application value because of 
a wide ranges q  value, in 99.080.0 q (step  

is 0.01). Finally designs a simple and effective linear 
feedback controller, experimental results also 
validate the effectiveness of the controller, and the 
controller has a universality, we can apply it to other 
fractional order control of hyperchaotic system. 
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Abstract: An innovative low temperature coefficient and high power supply rejection bandgap reference (BGR) 
using double negative feedback and non-linear compensate is described. The circuit uses a negative feedback 
bandgap core to optimize the temperature coefficient, power supply rejection and line regulation. Simulation 
results of the proposed BGR implemented in 0.35-um CMOS processing demonstrate that a temperature 
coefficient of 8.10 ppm/C is realized at 3.3 V power supply, a power supply ripple rejection radio of -102.7 dB 
@DC is achieved, and the line regulation is 7.78 V/V. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Precision voltage references independent of 
temperature and supply play an important role in 
ADC, DAC and LDO circuits. The temperature 
coefficient (TC) and power supply rejection ratio 
(PSR) as two key factors define the performance of 
the reference. So it is necessary to design a low TC 
and high PSR reference. 

Conventional bandgap reference (BGR) is first 
order temperature compensated. With regards to the 
non-linear of emitter-base voltage of bipolar junction 
transistor (BJT), the TC of conventional Bandgap 
Reference Circuit (BGR) is always limited between 
20-100 ppm/°C [1, 2]. In order to canceling this 
nonlinear component, the classical method is through 
the addition of a second-order or high-order PTAT 
term to the output voltage, which is denoted as 
curvature-corrected bandgap references [3].  

In theory, ln( )T T  correction is the best way to 

compensate the nonlinearity of BEV . However, it is 
quite difficult to realize such relationship in reality. 

Most of the curvature-corrected BGR use a proximate 
way to eliminate the nonlinearity [4]. A piecewise 
nonlinear squared-PTAT current flowing through 
MOSFET is added to the first-order BGR to 
compensate the nonlinear BEV  in high temperature 
[5] Or BEV  could replaced by a complementary-to-
absolute temperature current, the circuits uses PTAT 
and CTAT to implement the second-order curvature-
compensation [6]. Instead of second-order 
compensation technique, a class of exponential and 
logarithmic curvature compensation is used to 
decrease the temperature drift in whole temperature 
range and achieve 5 ppm/°C [1, 7]. 

To improving PSRR, a self-biased symmetrically 
matched current-voltage mirror is presented to 
enhance the PSRR to around -50 dB with 0.35 m 
CMOS process [4]. Two negative feedback loops to 
achieve -80 dB PSR performance with TSMC 
0.35 m CMOS process, which are the pre-regulator 
of line voltage and a negative feedback loop in the 
bandgap core [7]. 
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In this paper, new circuit architecture is proposed 
to improve a BGR’s TC as well as the PSRR. The 
circuit utilizes a negative feedback in a first-order 
voltage reference [8] for curvature-corrected 
compensation and high PSRR. The principle of 
classic bandgap references is introduced in Section 2. 
Section 3 analyses the improved bandgap reference in 
detail. Simulated results as well as performance 
comparison with some other reported bandgap 
references in recent years are presented in Section 4. 
And the conclusion is given in Section 5. 
 
 
2. Principle of Classic BGR 
 

Fig. 1 shows the classic structure circuit of BGR 
[7]. The feedback loop constructed by 1 2P P  and 

1 2N N  forces the voltage A BV V , the current of 
1R  is  
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  (1) 

 
where BEV  means the emitter-base voltage of bipolar 
junction transistor, TV  represents the thermal voltage 
and M  is the emitter area ratio of 1Q  and 2Q . N  

means that 3P  mirrors N  times current of 1P  or 
2P , so the output voltage is  
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Fig. 1. The Classic Bandgap Reference Structure. 
 
 

However the relationship between temperature 
and emitter-base voltage of PNP BJTs, which are 
biased in forward active region, can be expressed  
as [3]: 
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where 0GV  is the bandgap voltage of silicon 
extrapolated at 0 K, 0T  is the reference temperature, 
k  is the Boltzmann ‘s constant,   is the temperature 

constant depending on the technology, m  is the order 
of the temperature. 

At room temperature 2 / 1.5 /EBV T mV K      
and / / 0.087 /TV T k q mV K      [10], q  is the 

electronic charge. By properly setting resistance 
values of 1R  and 2R , the (2) will be independent of 
the temperature. However, due to the non-linear of 

EBV , the temperature coefficient of REFV  will not 
always is zero. 
 
 

3. Design of Proposed BGR 
 

Fig. 2 shows the proposed bandgap reference 
circuit, and the deviations from the original design 
are highlighted. The BGR is consist of regulation 
voltage generate block, reference voltage generate 
block, PSRR enhanced block and start-up block four 
parts. 
 
 
3.1. Temperature Coefficient Analysis 

 
As the reference voltage generate block shows in 

Fig. 2, 1 2P P  and 1 2N N form a 1:1 current 
mirror circuit [4] which forces 1 2N NI I I   and 

2B A EBV V V  .Then the relationship between current 
and voltage of 1R  is 
 

 
121 EBEB VVRI   (4) 

 
Assume that the current of 3P  is N  times that of 

1P  and 2P , the emitter area ratio of 1Q  and 2Q  is 

M , the equations about emitter-base voltage of 1Q  

and 2Q  can be obtained 
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Substitute (5) into (4) is 
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Assuming the transconductance of 3N  is 3mNg , 

the equation (6) can be simplified as 
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If condition that 3mN REFg V I  can be satisfied, 

(7) can be expand in Taylor series as 
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     IN
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T 1
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  (8) 

 

To obtains the relationship between the current 
and the temperature. The partial derivative of (8) 
equation with respect to the temperature as shown 
below 
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Suppose / 0REFV T   , as the condition 
3mN REFg V I  is satisfied, proper value of 1R  can be 

chosen to meet 
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Making use of (10) to simplify (9) as 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the proposed BGR. 
 
 

The relationship     IN

Vg
NM REFmN

1
11ln 3


   

can be met easily, so the current I shows a positive 
correlation to temperature. And in Fig. 2 the output 
reference voltage REFV  can be expressed as 
 

 
22 IRNVV EBREF   (12) 

 
Taking partial derivative of (12) with respect to 

the temperature, expression can be got as 
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The first term in (13) can be transformed as 
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Obviously, the expression 3 ( 1)mN REFg V I N   

was met before, (14) can be approximately to that 
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The first term in (15) can acquire from [9]. With 
(15), (13) can be rewritten as 
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The (10) requires a large and appropriate value of 

1R , so the expression (9) can be satisfied simply. 
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The (17) can achieve ( / ) / 0TV I T   , which 

indicates that /TV I  is also a positive correlation  
to temperature. 

Analyze the (16) in detail. First observing the 
numerator of (16), the first and second terms 
represent the negative temperature coefficient and the 
third and forth terms stand for the positive 
temperature coefficient. Supposed that right 
parameter is chosen to let the numerator of (16) is 
zero correspond to the temperature 0T . When the 
temperature is rising, the first term becomes more 
negative to lead (16) to be minus. However, the 
second term becomes less negative at the moment to 
relive the change of (16) as well as the third and forth 
terms become more positive. Proper value of each 
component will make the tendency of changes of 
negative and positive temperature coefficient 
compensate each other to achieve a low TC of the 
BGR. As well as the temperature is falling. 

Even the numerator of (16) is nonzero, the 
denominator is going to become larger which make 
the entity value of (16) reduce when the temperature 
is rising. But it may have an exactly opposite effect 
when the temperature drops. Fortunately, in most 
cases the chip works in a high temperature 
environment. 
 
 
3.2 PSRR Analysis 
 

Besides the self-biasing technique, the band gap 
circuit operates from an internal supply REGV , which 
regulating the supply voltage to the BGR through 
Loop1 in the PSRR enhanced block. In Fig. 2, there 
is another negative feedback loops in the reference 
voltage generate block brought by 3N . So the PSRR 
of the bandgap voltage /REF DDV V  output can  
be written as  
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PSRR1 represents the supply rejection of line 

regulation /REF DDV V , and PSRR2 represents the 
supply rejection of the bandgap core.  

In Loop1, the REGV  is adjusted by means of a high 
gain feedback loop. The voltage variation between is 
sensed by two stage amplifier made 5 6P   and 

4 6N  . The amplified voltage is then converted to 
current by 6N , which feeds a current into the node 

REGV  so as to force it to the right voltage. For 
simplicity, the influence of 3N  is omitted, then the 
loop-gain on node REGV  can be expressed by 
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where 1A  is the open-gain, 1  is the feedback factor, 

Cr  is the equivalent impedance of node C, REGr  is the 
equivalent impedance of node REGV , and Our  is the 
output impedance of the component u , where u  
represents 1N  and 1Q . In addition, assume that the 

impact factor from DDV  to REGV  is 1k , which can be 
expressed by 
 

 
DDREG VkV  1 , (20) 

 
where DDV  is the variation of DDV . According to 
Fig. 3, and the two equations, (19) and (20), the 
variation of REGV  can be expressed as 
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So the PSRR of node REGV  to DDV  is 
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(22) 

 
Concluded in [2], The higher the loop gain, the 

higher will be the rejection of the variations of REGV . 
The PSRR1 of the output reference voltage will be 
increase with the addition of the amplifier gain, but 
high gain increases the requirement for designing and 
may also cause the stability problem. The use of 3N  
reduces that requirement and relieves the problem. 
 
 

 1A1A

1

1 DDk V
1V

REGV





 
 

Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Node REGV . 
 


In Loop2, the node voltage variation of REFV  is 
eliminated by 3N . The variation in REGV  is sensed by 
the MOSFET 3N  and then transformed to the 
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compensation current which goes through 2Q . This 

current leads the emitter-base voltage 2EBV  to offset 
the variation in the node REFV . 

Similarly, suppose that the impact factor from 
REGV  to REFV  is 2k , which means that 

 

 
REGREF VkV  2  (23) 

 

the current variation of 3N  is given by (23) 
 

 
REGmNN VgkI  323 , (24) 

 

where 3mNg  is the transconductance of 3N , which is 

3 ( )mN REF THNg V V  . At the same time, the current 

through 1Q  changes 
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where eqr  represents the equivalent impedance of 
this branch, which is 
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Using (24)-(26), the current variation of 2Q  can 

be expressed as 
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On the basis of the exponentially relationship of 
diodes [5], we can make an approximate treatment to 
get that 
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Combining (27) and (28) yields 
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Because 2 2REF EBV V N IR   , the relationship 
between 2EBV and REFV  is 

2 2EB REFV V I NR      . We will have the loop-
gain of node REFV  through (25) and (29) as  
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(30) 

 

Similar to (22), equation to express PSRR of node 
REFV  to REGV  can be given by 
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According to (22) and (31), the PSRR of node 
REFV  to DDV  can be expressed as 
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where 1 1A  and 2 2A  are given in (19) and (30) 

respectively. From (32), we can find that 3N  brings 
the terms 2 21 / (1 )A  which improves the PSRR of 

the output reference voltage substantially and reduces 
the high requirement for the two stage amplifier, and 
if 3mNg  becomes larger, the PSRR of node REFV  will 

becomes better in theory. 
 
 

3.3. Start-up Analysis 
 

The start-up block of the proposed BGR 
comprises of 11P  and 9 12N   in Fig. 2. At the first 
the PMOS 11P  will be on because of the 0REGV   in 
the beginning,  the voltage of node D is pulled up by 

DDV , then 11 13N N  will be turn on finally, DDV can 
charges node REGV , and meanwhile 10N  guarantees 
the gate voltage of 1 2P   is low. The voltage of node 

REGV  could be pulled up and then make 1 2P   open. 
The whole circuit turns on. Therefore, the proposed 
BGR is driven towards the desired stable state. 11P  
can be turned off when the voltage at node REFV  
exceeds some amount, and 10 12N N  will be off due 
to the voltage at node D is pulled down by 9N . Thus 
the start-up circuit will not affect the normal 
operation of the proposed BGR. 
 
 

4. Simulation Results 
 

The proposed BGR shown in Fig. 2 has been 
implemented in 0.35 um CMOS technology. 
However (17) and (32) decide TC and PSRR 
respectively are both difficult to find the proper 
parameters of each component. SO their common 
factor 3mNg  is an important which is decided by the 

/W L  of 3N  and its DC operating point. So we 
could use the computer to find the proper size of 3N  
after design other components roughly first. Fix the 
W of 3N  as 500 nm, we can get the TC L  and 
PSRR L  curve in Fig.  4. 

Fig. 4 shows that the TC of the proposed BGR 
will get the optimal solution when the L of 3N  varies 
and the PSRR will get worse with the L is being 
stretched. When the L of 3N  is 9.7 m, the TC is 
8.2 ppm/C and PSRR is 102.7 dB. 

Fig. 5 shows the difference of TC between the 
first- order conventional bandgap and the proposed 
BGR measured with the operating temperatures 
varying from -45 °C to 135 °C. 
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Fig. 4. (a). TC Variation with L    (b). PSRR Variation with L. 
 
 

The TC of the first order BGR is 8.76 ppm/°C over a 
range from -40 °C to -85 °C, and 131.53 ppm/°C 
over a range from -45 °C to 135 °C. The reference 
voltage of the proposed BGR is 1.196 V with a TC of 
only 8.10 ppm/°C at -40 °C to 125 °C. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The conventional BGR vs. this work in TC. 
 
 

Fig. 6 shows the conventional BGR owns a -
69.23 dB @DC, and -66.85 dB @1 KHz while the 
proposed BGR achieves -102.7 dB @DC, -102.7 dB 
@1 KHz and even -81.5 dB @1 Mhz. 

Fig. 7 shows the difference of line regulation 
(LNR) between conventional BGR and the BGR of 
this work. The results show that the BGR of this 
work reaches 7.78 V/V but the conventional BGR 
gets 370 V/V with DDV  ranging from 3.0 V to 
3.6 V.  

Table 1 summarizes a Brief comparison onto the 
results of the proposed BGR in this paper and the 
conventional BGR to show the improvements from 
the conventional structure. 

Table 2 compares some recently published 
reference circuits with the proposed BGR in this 
paper. From the comparison, we can see that the 
structure of the voltage reference proposed by this 

paper is brief, which is only added a single NMOS 
based on the conventional structure, with regard to 
other curvature compensation structure [1, 4-7]. And 
the circuit of this work also owns good temperature 
characteristics over -40 °C-125 °C, and excellent 
PSRR performance at the range of DC-1 MHz. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The conventional BGR vs. this work in PSRR. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The conventional BGR vs. this work in LNR. 
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Table 1. Comparisons of key parameters between 
conventional BGR and this work. 

 

 
First order without 
negative feedback 

This Work 

Technology 0.35 m CMOS 0.35 m CMOS 

Temperature  -40 °C-85 °C -40 °C-125 °C 

Output 
Voltage  

1.209 V 1.196 V 

TC 8.66 ppm/°C 8.10 ppm/°C  

PSRR 
-69.23 dB@DC 

-66.85 dB@1 KHz 
-102.7 dB@DC 

-102.7 dB@1 KHz

LNR 0.37 mV/V 7.78 V/V 

Setting Time  About 2 s About 2.8 s 

 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

An innovative low TC and high PSR BGR has 
been proposed and implemented by 0.35 um/3.3 V 
CMOS technology in this paper. High-order 
temperature compensated and PSR enhanced are both 
achieved by a negative feedback in bandgap core 
circuit. A thorough analysis of the proposed 
curvature corrected BGR architecture, along with the 
simulation results is presented. Simulation results 
using Spectre of Cadence show that the average 
output voltage is 1.196 V with a 8.1 ppm/°C 
temperature coefficient and a high PSRR which is -
102.7 dB @DC, -102.7 dB @1 KHz and -81.5 dB 
@1 MHz. The high-performance of the proposed 
BGR provides a competitive advantage in the market. 

 

Table 2. Comparisons of some parameters between bandgap references. 
 

 This Work Paper[1] Paper[4] Paper[5] Paper[6] Paper[7] 

Technology  0.35 m CMOS 
0.5 m 

BiCMOS 
0.35 m CMOS 0.13 m CMOS 

0.6 m 
CMOS 

0.35 m 
CMOS 

Supply Voltage  3.3 V 1.6V | 3.6V | 5V 3.5 V 2.5 V 3.3 V 2.2 V-5.5 V 
Reference 
Voltage  

1.196 V 1.285 V 1.2 V 1.179 V 1.255 V 1.210 V 

Temperature 
Coefficient 
(TC) 

8.1 ppm/°C  
@-40°C-125°C 

7.2 | 5 | 5 
ppm/°C 

@-40°C-100°C 

12.1 ppm/°C 
@5°C-95°C 

3.1 ppm/°C 
@-50°C-125°C 

5.29 ppm/°C 
@-35°C-

120°C 

10-30 ppm/°C 
@-25°C-120°C 

Power Supply 
ripple 
Rejection Ratio 
(PSRR) 

-102.7 dB@DC 
-102.7 

dB@1KHz 
-81.5 dB@1 

MHz 

-70 dB@10 Hz 
-69 dB@1 KHz 

-35 dB@100 
KHz 

-53.3 dB@100 
Hz 

NA 
-81.54 

dB@DC 

-120 dB@DC 
-80 dB@10 

KHz 
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Abstract: A new fault diagnosis method is proposed in this paper to overcome the shortcomings of the 
traditional methods for insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) open-circuit fault diagnosis such as long time 
need and sensitive to load change. An experiment platform of the 660 V H-bridge static synchronous 
compensator (STATCOM) is built to test the proposed method. For the H-bridge structure is easy to realize the 
capacitor voltage balance, the average value of the three phase capacitor voltage is selected as the original signal 
to avoid the misdiagnosis of load change. The features of the original signal are extracted by using the theory of 
wavelet packet transform. Dimensionality reduction method based on kernel principal component analysis 
(KPCA) is chosen to improve the diagnosis speed. Finally, the fault classifier is constructed via the least squares 
support vector machine (LS-SVM). The test results show that the method has good accuracy and real-time 
performance. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: IGBT, Fault diagnosis, Wavelet packet transform, KPCA, LS-SVM. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Researchers have been paying close attention to 
the static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) 
because of its wide applicability in electrical power 
systems. As one of the core devices in flexible 
alternating current transmission systems (FACTS), 
the STATCOM has advantages such as quick and 
continuous adjustability, low harmony, low 
dissipation, a wide range, and high reliability. 

The reliability of the STATCOM system is 
directly related to the safe operation of the power 
grid. With its fault-tolerant control capabilities, the 
STATCOM system has become a research hotspot 
[1-5]. The STATCOM can diagnose faults in a timely 
manner as well as reconstruct both the software and 
hardware structures of the system upon fault 

diagnosis to ensure that the device continues to 
operate safely without any reduction in performance 
indicators. Research on the fault-tolerant control of 
the STATCOM focuses on topology and control 
strategy. Limited research on the timely and accurate 
diagnosis of faults has been conducted. The 
precondition of a fault-tolerant control system is 
accurate fault diagnosis followed by the adjustment 
of software and hardware in accordance with the 
implementation of the fault-tolerant control  
of the system. 

The insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) 
power module is one of the core devices in the 
STATCOM inverter. The characteristics of the IGBT 
power module include large input impedance, low 
power, high switch speed, high frequency, and high 
capacity. The failure of the IGBT power module 
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directly affects the normal operation of the 
STATCOM. This paper presents our findings on the 
IGBT fault diagnosis method. 

The IGBT has two fault types: open circuit fault 
and short circuit fault. Two instances lead to the open 
circuit fault. One is over current burn, and the other is 
poor drive connection or drive breakage. 

Mature solutions exist for short circuit faults. The 
faults can be accurately distinguished through the 
drain source voltage drop of IGBT as detected by the 
hardware circuit. The short circuit fault can also be 
converted into an open circuit fault through series  
2 quick fuses in each bridge arm of the inverter [6]. 

At present, the main IGBT open-circuit fault 
detection methods include the following: 

a) Current detection method 
The spectrum decomposition method, the output 

voltage, the current variation identification method, 
and the inductive current recognition method were 
used to diagnose the single-tube open fault and the 
single-phase open-circuit fault of the inverter unit in 
[7-8]. The disadvantage of the aforementioned 
methods is that at least one fundamental cycle is 
required for diagnosis, which is not conducive to 
real-time diagnosis. 

b) Average current Park vector method 
The fault location of the IGBT was proposed in 

[9-10] by determining the amplitude and phase 
position of the Park vector. The disadvantage of the 
Park vector method is that when the load changes, the 
current Park vector size changes as well, which 
causes the fault evaluation criteria to differ. 

c) Knowledge-based method 
The artificial neural network (ANN) method, the 

fuzzy neural network method and the fuzzy wavelet 
control method were used for fault diagnosis  
in [11-13]. But the analysis object is still the  
current in system, which is not conducive to real-time 
diagnosis. 

A fault diagnosis method based on kernel 
principal component analysis (KPCA) using least 
squares support vector machines (LS-SVM) is 
proposed. The method is designed according to the 
characteristics of the IGBT open-circuit fault and in 
consideration of diagnosis time and diagnostic 
accuracy in the face of load changes. First, the 
features of the original signal are extracted by using 
the theory of wavelet packet transform. The 
dimensions of the features are then reduced based on 
KPCA. Finally, the fault classifier is constructed by 
using LS-SVM. An experimental prototype of the 
660 V low-voltage STATCOM is built to test the 
proposed method. The experimental results indicate 
that the proposed IGBT open-circuit fault method  
is effective. 

 
 

2. Experiment Platform 
 
In this paper, a 660 V low-voltage STATCOM 

device is investigated. The circuit theory is presented 
in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the 660 V  

low-voltage STATCOM. 
 
 
The main circuit topology (see Fig. 2) contains 

three single-phase H-bridges. Each H-bridge is 
composed of four IGBT modules for a total  
of 12 IGBTs. 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. Diagram of the main circuit topology structure. 
 
 
In a simulation of the IGBT open-circuit fault, the 

corresponding IGBT drive signal is connected on an 
invalid level by controlling the DSP, which places it 
in a normal open state. 

Carrier disposition is selected as a control 
strategy. Reactive power is regulated through 
modulation ratio control. Capacitor voltage balance is 
achieved by adopting the inverter bridge power 
balance theory. Thus, capacitor voltage is not 
affected by load change. 

When an open circuit fault is detected in an  
H-bridge IGBT module, the waveform of the 
capacitor voltage changes significantly. The 
waveform tends to balance within half a fundamental 
period. Fig. 3 shows the waveform of the System 
circuit, the load circuit, the compensating current and 
the capacitor voltage. As shown in Fig. 3, only the 
capacitor voltage changes obviously. Fig. 3 also 
shows that the IGBT open circuit fault occurs at 
0.3 s. Therefore, the original signal with the capacitor 
voltage of the H-bridge in the half fundamental 
period can correctly reflect the work state of the 
IGBT and ensure real-time diagnosis. To reduce  
LS-SVM input vectors, the average of three-phase 
capacitor voltages is selected as the original signal. 
One period has 216 sampling points. 
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Fig. 3. System circuit, load circuit, compensating current 

and capacitor voltage. 
 
 
3. Fault Feature Extraction 
 
3.1. Feature Extraction Based on the Theory 

of Wavelet Packet Transform 
 
The average value of the three-phase capacitor 

voltages is defined as A. For the original signal 
sequence A0, a half fundamental period that consists 
of 108 sampling points is obtained. The waveforms 
are shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 7. (Given space limitations, 
this paper only provides figure for the normal, the Ta1 
open fault, the Ta2 open fault, and the Tb1  
open fault). 

The original signal is decomposed into many 
layers at low and high frequency respectively by using 
the theory of wavelet packet transform. 
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Fig. 4. Normal. 
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Fig. 5. Ta1 open-circuit fault. 
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Fig. 6. Ta2 open-circuit fault. 
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Fig. 7. Tb1 open-circuit fault. 

 
 

Signal energy is defined as 2
0|| ||A , which is the 

Frobenius norm square of A0. 
 

1 1

2 0 2 1 2
0|| || || || || ||A W W   (1) 

 
After the decomposition of the J layer, (1) can be 

expressed as 
 

2 0 2 1 2 2^ 1 2
0|| || || || || || || ||j

j j jA W W W      (2) 

 
Original signal energy is equal to the sum energy 

of all frequency components from low to high in the J 
layer. Therefore, energy of each frequency component 
can be selected as the feature vector. The specific 
steps in feature extraction are as follows: 

a) The original signals are decomposed into the  
J layer via the binary orthogonal wavelet in the 
Matlab wavelet toolbox. All frequency components 
from low to high in the J layer are obtained. 

b) To solve for the each frequency component in 

the J layer, m
jE is defined as the energy of one of the 

frequency component. 
 

2

1

| ( ) |
N

m m
j j

k

E W k


  , 2 1jm   , (3) 

 

where ( )m
jW k is the k component of the m frequency 

sequence of the J layer, N is the number  
of components, m is the number of  
frequency components. 
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c) The each frequency component energy of  
the J layer constitutes the feature vector T. 
 

0 1[ , , , ]m
j j jT E E E   (4) 

 
According to the wavelet transform theory, a 

smooth wavelet function is necessary for the signal to 
detect electronic power circuit faults accurately. 

Comparative research on different wavelets 
reveals that using Daubechies wavelet in 
decomposing the original signal into three layers can 
ease wavelet decomposition and diagnosis time while 
maintaining fault diagnosis accuracy. A Db40 wavelet 
function is selected to decompose the average value of 
three-phase capacitor voltages in a half fundamental 
period into three layers. Table 1 shows the 
decomposed feature vectors presented in Fig. 4  
to Fig. 7. 
 
 

Table 1. Fault types and corresponding feature vectors. 
 

Energy 
types 

0
3E  1

3E  2
3E  3

3E  4
3E  5

3E  6
3E  7

3E  

normal 0.447 3.063 51.62 784.5 2662 145.2 443.1 23.51
Ta1 0.289 5.160 52.17 434.3 2151 6784 58690 3064
Ta2 0.724 3.916 66.07 504.5 4629 7540 12489 7163
Tb1 0.256 3.441 40.41 364.8 670.6 1050 6127 2008

 
 

A comparison of the energy of each frequency 
component in different fault types is indicated in 
Fig. 8. The figure also shows that the feature vectors 
obtained from a three-layer wavelet decomposition 
based on wavelet packet could distinguish between 
different types of faults. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the energy of each frequency 

component in different fault types. 
 
 

3.2. Feature Dimension Reduction  
Based on KPCA 

 
Given the sample data set {T1, T2,…, Tn}, T  Rn 

are the feature vectors obtained based on wavelet 
packet on the original signal. Using the nonlinear 
mapping function Φ, we extend the original vectors 

into the high-dimensional feature space F. The 
mapping of Ti is simply noted as Φ(Ti). The map data 
is assumed to be zero mean as follows: 
 

1

( ) 0
n

i
i

T

   (5) 

 
The covariance matrix in the feature space is  

given as 
 

1

1
( ) ( )

n
T

i i
i

C T T
n 

    (6) 

 
KPCA is conducted by solving the eigenvalue 

problem of C as follows: 
 

v Cv  , (7) 
 

where  is one of the eigenvalues of C .  0v F  is 

the corresponding eigenvector. 
By computing the inner product between ( )iT  

and (7), we obtain the following equation: 
 

   ( ) ( )i iT v T Cv     , i=1, 2,…, n (8) 

 
v can be linearly expanded by  

 

1

( )
n

i i
i

v T


   (9) 

 
By substituting (9) into (8) and defining an n×n 

kernel matrix K, the element of K is obtained by 
 

( ( ) ( ))ij i jK T T    (10) 
 

Equation (7) can be expressed as 
 

 n K  , 1 2[ , , , ]Tn      (11) 
 

Equation (7) is modified to evaluate the 

eigenvector and eigenvalue of kernel matrix K. p  is 

assumed to be the first non-zero eigenvalue. 
The purpose of principal component extraction is 

to calculate the mapping from the test sample to the 
feature vector ( 1, 2, , )kv k n  . Given input test set 
T, Φ(T) is the mapping in F. The principal 
components for T can be calculated by 

 

1

( ( )) ( ( ) ( ))
n

k k
i i

i

v T T T


      

         
1

( , )
n

k
i i

i

K T T


   

(12) 

 
The actual sample data do not always satisfy the 

conditions of (5). Thus, the mapping has to be 
adjusted to 
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1

1
( ) ( ) ( )

n

i i j
j

T T T
n 

      (13) 

 

Clearly 
1

( ) 0
n

i
i

T

   

By defining a new kernel matrix K , the element 
is obtained by 
 
  ( ( ) ( ))ij i jK T T  

2
1 1 , 1

1 1 1n n n

ij ip qj pq
p q p q

K K K K
n n n  

     
(14) 

 

The K in (11) is replaced by  
 

K K IK KI IKI    , (15) 
 

where matrix (1/ )n nI n  . 

i  is one of the eigenvalues of K , which satisfies 

1 2 n     . 

The contribution rate of the principal component 

k  is 
 

1

/
n

k i
i

 

  (16) 

 
The cumulative contribution rate of the front k 

principal component is  
 

1 1

/
k n

i i
i i

 
 
   (17) 

 
The contribution rate of the principal component 

represents the size of the original data. When the 
contribution rate is high, the ability to comprehend 
and explain the characteristics of the original data is 
greater [14-15]. 

Table 2 lists one set of data for each fault type.  

 
Table 2. Fault types and corresponding feature vectors. 

 
Energy 
types 

0
3E  1

3E  2
3E  3

3E  4
3E  5

3E  6
3E  7

3E  

normal 0.432  3.435  57.70  586.7  3872  184.4  1145  292.1 
Ta1 0.337  2.165  32.05  522.5  2276  6332  78333  1321 
Ta2 0.868  5.906  97.30  860.6  7372  5367  62980  1083 
Ta3 0.731  3.397  54.03  876.3  7533  3138  48081  880.0 
Ta4 0.510  1.971  44.15  471.4  2661  6635  70019  1066  
Tb1 0.601  7.973  112.6  1041  11309  911.1  3081  6316 
Tb2 0.265  3.382  56.72  385.6  706.6  1945  4470  1680 
Tb3 0.266  3.036  54.73  308.6  514.5  1120  3451  1298 
Tb4 1.129  3.737  72.33  966.5  10628  837.9  2312  4390 
Tc1 0.588  4.398  79.86  493.4  2232  4766  60380  2437 
Tc2 0.799  2.400  56.75  761.3  7504  3955  64434  6175 
Tc3 0.672  3.955  38.71  823.5  6927  3238  59755  5786 
Tc4 0.464  4.105  58.25  508.7  2798  2253  37136 2000 

 
 

The sample data shown in Table 2 undergo principal 
component analysis (PCA), p-order polynomial 
kernel principal component analysis (KPCA1), and 
Gaussian radial basis kernel principal component 
analysis (KPCA2). The four front eigenvalues (λi ) 
and the cumulative contribution rate (CCR) are 
shown in Table 3.  
 
 

Table 3. The four front eigenvalues and the cumulative 
contribution rate undergo PCA,KPCA1 and KPCA2. 

 
Eigen-
value 

ordinal 

PCA KPCA1 KPCA2 

λi CCR λi CCR λi CCR 

1 4.059 0.507 5.94E+19 0.9866 1.13E-02 0.9804 
2 2.037 0.762 6.14E+17 0.9968 1.88E-04 0.9968 
3 0.989 0.886 1.57E+17 0.9994 2.85E-05 0.9993 
4 0.587 0.959 2.74E+16 0.9998 6.83E-06 0.9999 

 
 

According to the PCA, the contribution rate of the 
first principal component is only 50.7 % and the 

cumulative contribution rate of the four front 
principal components is 95.9 %. Therefore, the 
dimension reduction effect is not ideal. A better 
dimension reduction effect can be obtained via 
KPCA. Regardless of the type of kernel function 
used, the contribution rate of the first principal 
component is above 98 %. 

To achieve a balance between diagnostic accuracy 
and diagnosis time, KPCA2 is used to process the 
data and select eigenvectors of the three front 
principal components to obtain the fault classifier 
input in the fault diagnosis example. The eigenvector 
obtained from the data provided in Table 2 using 
KPCA2 is shown in Table 4.  
 

 
4. Fault Classification Using LS-SVM 

 
The support vector machine (SVM) is a learning 

algorithm with the ability to effectively classify 
limited training samples, which accounts for its wide 
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use in fault diagnosis [16-18]. The standard SVM has 
to solve a constrained quadratic programming 
problem online; thus, processing large data sets is 
time consuming. Suyken et al. propose the LS-SVM 
as an alternative. The LS-SVM reduces 
computational complexity by converting  
the quadratic programming problem into  
linear equations. 

 
 

Table 4. Fault types and corresponding eigenvectors. 
 

Eigenvector 
types 

V1 
 

V2 
 

V3 
 

normal 0.349 -0.185 -0.262 
Ta1 -0.380 -0.197 -0.029 
Ta2 -0.235 0.118 -0.480 
Ta3 -0.093 0.117 -0.488 
Ta4 -0.302 -0.192 -0.120 
Tb1 0.332 0.490 0.116 
Tb2 0.317 -0.355 0.189 
Tb3 0.327 -0.377 0.160 
Tb4 0.339 0.385 -0.148 
Tc1 -0.211 -0.177 0.179 
Tc2 -0.247 0.295 0.396 
Tc3 -0.203 0.244 0.390 
Tc4 0.010 -0.168 0.097 

 
 

Given the sample data set {Vi, yi}l
i=l, ViRn are 

the eigenvectors obtained from the original signal 
based on wavelet packet and KPCA; yiR are fault 
types. Using the nonlinear mapping function ( )V , 
we extend the input eigenvectors into the high-
dimensional feature space. The optimal decision 
function constructed in the high-dimensional feature 
space is obtained by 
 

( ) ( )Ty V w V b   (18) 
 

Based on the principle of structural risk 
minimization, the original optimization problem for 
LS-SVM can be expressed as 
 

2 2

1

1
min ( , )

2 2

l

i
i

C
J w w 



     

S.t. ( ) , 1, 2, ,T
i i iy w V b i l     

,

 

(19) 

 

where w is the weight vector that represents the 
model complexity; C R is the penalty factor that 
adjusts the smoothness of function; the training error, 
b is the bias constant of decision hyper plane;  
and   is the relaxation factor that represents the 
empirical error. 

The constrained optimization problem can be 
converted into an unconstrained optimization 
problem by using the Lagrange method as follows: 
 

1

( , , , ) ( , ) ( ( ) )
l

T
i i i

i

L w b J w w V b y     


     , (20) 

where ( 1,2, , )i i l    are the Lagrange multipliers. 
Using the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condition, the 

following equations are obtained: 
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By defining the kernel function  

 

( , ) ( ) ( )T
i j i jK V V V V   (22) 

 
the optimization problem is converted into the 
following linear equations: 
 

1 1 1
1

1

0 1 1

1
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1
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 10
T

ly y  , (23) 
 
where the content of the dashed box is the kernel 
matrix K. 

To calculate i  and b by using the least square 
method, the nonlinear prediction model is  
obtained by 
 

1

( ) ( , )
l

i i
i

y V K V V b


   (24) 

 
 
5. Fault Diagnosis Example and Analysis 

 
The original signal is sampled by the test 

platform as shown in Fig. 1. Data processing and 
analysis are completed by a PC (2 GB of memory, 
CPU for the Intel E5300 2.6 GHz). Data transmission 
is realized by RS232 serial communication mode 
between the test platform and PC. 

Given that two or more IGBT open-circuit faults 
are unlikely to occur at the same time, we consider 
only a single IGBT open-circuit fault. The fault 
diagnosis example contains 12 fault types and one 
normal type for a total of 13 data types. The specific 
test steps are as follows: 

a) The capacitor voltage of the three-phase  
H-bridges is sampled, along with 100 groups of data 
for each type at a certain time (a half fundamental 
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period 0.01 s). The waveforms of system circuit and 
capacitor voltage are shown in Fig. 9 to Fig. 12. 
(Given space limitations, this paper only provides 
figures for the normal, the Ta1 open fault, the Tb1 
open fault, and the Tc1 open fault). 
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Fig. 9. The system circuit and capacitor voltage for normal. 
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Fig. 10. The system circuit and capacitor voltage  

for Ta1 open circuit fault. 
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Fig. 11. The system circuit and capacitor voltage  

for Tb1 open circuit fault. 
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Fig. 12. The system circuit and capacitor voltage  

for Tc1 open circuit fault. 
 
 
b) Twenty groups of each data type are chosen as 

the training sample data. A 260×8 energy matrix 
0 1 7
3 3 3[ , , , ]trainT E E E   is obtained by decomposing 

the 260 groups of data (20×13 types) into three 

layers. 0
3E is the energy of the first frequency 

component, 1
3E  is the energy of the second,  

and so on. 
c) To process the Ttrain via KPCA2, the radial 

basis parameter σ is set as 106. The first three 

principal components are obtained to compose a 
260×3 eigenvector matrix Vtrain. 

d) The LS-SVM model is tested by using 
eigenvector matrix Vtrain and the corresponding  
class label. 

e) The remaining 80 data groups are chosen as the 
testing samples. By repeating steps 2 to 3, the 
eigenvector matrix Vtest is obtained. 

f) The performance of the LS-SVM model is 
validated with Vtest. 

The following steps detail the process of realizing 
online real-time fault diagnosis: 

a) The capacitor voltage of three-phase H-bridges 
is sampled and one group of data is obtained  
every 0.01 s. 

b) Ti is obtained by decomposing the one group of 
data into eight scales. 

c) Ttrain and Ti are merged. KPCA2 is used to 
process the data to obtain Vi. 

d) Vi is substituted into the LS-SVM model to 
obtain the classification results. 

The recognition effect of the fault classifier is 
shown in Table 5. 

 
 

Table 5. Recognition effects of different models. 
 

Fault classifier LS-SVM KPCA+(LS-SVM)
Train accuracy 99.23 % 98.84 % 
Test accuracy 99.04 % 98.33 % 
Diagnosis time of 
a single sample (s)

0.035-0.043 0.016-0.009 

 
 
The LS-SVM saves computing time while 

maintaining diagnostic accuracy by using KPCA in 
fault feature dimension reduction. Less than one 
fundamental period is necessary to detect the result, 
which allows the STATCOM system to respond 
quickly to faults by running the corresponding fault-
tolerant control strategy. 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

A new method of combining wavelet packet, 
KPCA, and LS-SVM was proposed in this paper as 
an alternative to the traditional IGBT open-circuit 
fault diagnosis method, which had low fault 
diagnosis accuracy as a result of load change 
sensitivity and a long fault diagnosis time. The 
capacitor voltage in half a fundamental STATCOM 
period was selected as the research object. Fault 
diagnosis examples verified the advantages of this 
method as manifested in the following aspects: 

a) Using the capacitor voltage in half a 
fundamental period as the original signal reflected 
the fault characteristics at the time of fault diagnosis. 

b) Misdiagnosis as a result of load changes  
was reduced. 

c) The advantages of the traditional SVM on 
small sample learning were maintained. 
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d) The LS-SVM model reduced diagnostic time 
while maintaining diagnostic accuracy with feature 
dimension reduction based on KPCA. 
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Abstract: Electromagnetic heating method has a wide range of applications in engineering field, the technique 
of invasive microwave hyperthermia is applied to cancer treating, the distribution of microwave thermal field 
and the effect of the therapy are determined by the type of microwave radiative antenna. The thermal field of 
biological tissue produced by microwave radiative antenna is investigated in this paper. The distribution of 
thermal field and specific absorption rate (SAR) of three invasive coaxial-slot antenna in the frequency of 
2450 MHz are obtained by the technique of finite element analysis. According to the experiment of heating the 
exvivo pork liver by this three kind of antenna, the result concordant with the theory is obtained. Therefore,  
it is suggested that this research could be a reference for clinical therapy and operation scheme.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Microwave hyperthermia therapy, Antenna, Thermal field, SAR. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Recent years, electromagnetic heating method has 
a wide range of applications in engineering field, 
invasive microwave hyperthermia for cancer treating 
has been widely investigated. In the research of the 
biological effects of microwave and microwave 
therapy, the radiator, which is also called antenna, is 
used to radiate the electromagnetic energy of the 
microwave oscillator to the exposed biosystem 
spatially or couple the biosystem directly. 

When the technique of invasive microwave 
hyperthermia is applied to cancer treating, the 
distribution of microwave thermal field is determined 
by the type of microwave radiative antenna. In the 
microwave mesenchymal thermal therapy, the 
radiative antenna is linear antenna, which portrait 
length is far more than transverse diameter. The 
invasive system distribution energy obtained from 
the thermotherapic probe or duct’s energy source of 

powerful small antenna. Invasive microwave 
radiative antenna is different from other antenna 
which is utilized on the human body’s superficial 
surface. And it should be smaller volume, stronger 
radiative capability and considerable intensity. Due 
to such advantages as direct exposure into the tissue 
of pathological changes, high efficiency of heating 
and easy control of power et al., it has been largely 
utilized clinically. 

The finite element analysis software FEMLAB is 
very suitable for its modeling analysis. It can carry 
out coupling analysis for multiple fields with a partial 
differential equations based interactive development 
environment for modeling and simulation of 
scientific and engineering problems. The heating 
process of microwave to the biological tissue relates 
to many areas such as electromagnetic, mechanics, 
acoustics, chemistry and thermology. But we mainly 
study the coupling relationships between 
electromagnetic field and thermal field in our study.  
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The purpose/aim of modeling is to calculate the 
temperature field, irradiation field and SAR in the 
biological tissue, together with controlling the 
heating power and its spatial distribution, also design 
and place the temperature sensor. By this means, 
protect the normal tissue from damage as much as 
possible and provide theoretic foundation for the 
design of optimal heating program. 

The performance of antenna can be determined 
by simulating tumorous SAR. Concretely, it is 
calculated by three dimension data model as EFIE 
and MFIE. Jaehoon et al. inserted an antenna into the 
human body and calculated the distribution of SAR 
by FDTD [1]. Zouheir et al. developed an 
electrothermal cordis duct model to distinguish RF 
and microwave energy transmission [2]. 
Monoantenna made by coaxial wire was inserted into 
myocardium for heating, and SAR was calculated by 
finite element modeling. Mikaya et al. established 
the precise model of antenna by GBM [3]. Francesca 
Rossetto calculated the distribution of SAR of 
915 MHz microwave antenna by FDTD and 
simulated on three different human tissues that is of 
importance to clinic [4]. Whayne et al. investigated 
915 MHz and 2450 MHz Monoantenna and did some 
microwave ablation experiments on cardiac muscle 
in vitro [5]. Rosenbaum et al. obtained some 
optimum frequency and pattern of antenna in way of 
heating phantoms by helical and whip shape  
antennas [6, 7, 8]. 

In order to investigate the distribution of thermal 
field and optimum antennal pattern in invasive 
microwave thermal therapy better, the three invasive 
coaxial-slot antenna in the frequency of 2450 MHz 
was design. After investigating the thermal field of 
biological tissue which induced by microwave 
radiative antenna, the distribution of thermal field 
and SAR of invasive coaxial-slot antenna in the 
frequency of 2450 MHz were obtained by the 
technique of finite element analysis. What’s more, 
the 2450 MHz HDZ-1 intelligent multifunctional 
microwave oncotherapic device was used to do 
heating experiment on pork liver exvivo, and a 
contrast and discussion between simulative results 
and experimental results was made. 

 
 

2. Antenna Design 
 
Nude antenna, semi-nude antenna and chock 

antenna are among the most frequently used antennas 
in clinical applications. They are all made by coax 
cable. That a radiative slot is opened in some 
distance from the top of 50 Ω coaxial wire and slot 
point is exposed from the media layer. In addition, 
exterior and interior conductor is connected on the 
top of the antenna. The structure of coaxial-slot 
antenna and its size and parameter were shown  
in Fig. 1. 

The nude antenna is made by directly stripping off 
the sheath, the shielding layer and the dielectric layer 
from the coax cable, so that the inner conductor 

extends an appropriate length, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). 
The semi-nude antenna is made by just stripping the 
sheath and the shield layer of the coax cable, as shown 
in Fig. 1 (b). And the chock antenna is made of 
stripping sheath, scrolling up the extended shield layer 
just the same way as you roll up your sleeve, exposing 
the dielectric layer and the inner conductor, as shown 
in Fig. 1 (c). The size of three different antennas is 
shown in Table 1, where Lts is selected based on 1/4 
wavelength, dielectric characteristic parameters are the 
same as shown in Table 1. The duty ratio of the three 
antennas' output power is 25 %. 

 
 

   
 

(a) Nude antenna (b) Semi-nude (c) Topless antenna
 

Unit: mm 
 

Fig. 1. The structure of antenna. 
 
 

Table 1. Pork liver tissue and antennal thermal parameter 
and dielectric characteristic parameter. 

 
Parameter Numerous Demonstration 

ri  2.03 
Medium layer 
relative dielectric 
constant 

rc  2.60 
Sheath relative 
dielectric constant 

r  43.03 
Hepatic tissue 
relative dielectric 
constant 

  1.69 (S/m) 
Hepatic tissue 
electrical 
conductivity 

  0.512 (W/m·K) 
Hepatic tissue heat 
conductivity 

  1060 (kg/m3) 
Hepatic tissue 
density 

C  3.60103 (J/kg·K) 
Hepatic tissue 
specific heat 

b  1000 (kg/m3) Blood density 

bC  4.18103 (J/kg·K) Blood specific heat 

b  3.610-3 (s-1) Density filling rate 
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3. Results and Discussion 
 
Early in year 1948, Pennes proposed the famous 

biological conduct heat equation, which demonstrate 
the balance between heat conduction of perfused 
tissues, heat loss from blood flow, metabolic heat 
from heating and energy deposition. For a long time, 
this equation has showed its metal in tumorous 
thermotherapy, blood circulation inhibition, clinical 
thermal science such as freezing and empyrosis and 
so on. Because of simplicity and applicability, it is 
the most popular model in biology conduct heat 
domain as well. Its equation format is: 
 

( ) ,b b b a i

T
C T C T T Q

t
   

      


 (1) 

 
where Ta is the proper artery temperature, and 
usually be hypothesized as core temperature (about 

37 oC). )( TTC abbb   is the item of heat transfer 
due to hemoperfusion called Qb. This equation can 
also write as:  
 

( ) ,b b b b met ext

T
C T C T T Q Q

t
   

     


 (2) 

 
where  is the tissue density, and b is the blood 
density, whose unit is kg/m3; C is the tissue specific 

heat, and bC  is the blood specific heat, whose unit is 

J/kg·K.   is the tissue heat conductivity, whose unit 

is W/m·K; b
 
is the blood perfusion rate, whose 

unit is s-1; T is the tissue temperature and Tb is the 
blood temperature, whose unit is K. 

metQ  is the 

metabolic heat, and 
extQ

 
is the absorbing microwave 

radiation energy per tissue unit, whose unit is J/m3·s. 
In this experiment, we use pork liver ex vivo. 

Thus, it is no need to consider the effect of blood 
filling rate when analyzed, and power input is pulse 
power. So Pennes equation is changed as: 
 

( ),av

T
C T Q k t

t
 

     


 (3) 

 
where Qav is the impedance heat, which is heat 
source in heating process. k(t) is the power’s duty 
ratio factor, which calls the square function from 
Matlab in calculation, and expression as follow: 
 

( ) [square(2π / 60, 100 ) 1] / 2.k t t D    (4) 
 
where D is the duty ratio, which values as 25 % 
(15s/60s) or 75 % (22.5s/30s) in this article. 

The finite element method was adopted to solve 
Pennes equation. Antennal duty ratio of output power 
is 25 %. Dielectric characteristic parameter in 
calculation is introduced in Table 1 and model’s 
finite element mesh in Fig. 2. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Model’s finite element mesh. 
 
 

Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 shows the temperature distribution 
of the porcine liver after heating for 60 seconds or 
240 seconds by the nude antenna, semi-nude antenna 
and chock antenna respectively. The maximum 
temperature of the irradiated tissue has risen to the 
magnitude of 10-6 when heated by the nude antenna 
for 60 second. The area its 43 degrees centigrade 
isotherm encloses is approximate to circular with a 
relatively large coverage. However, the temperature 
caused by the nude semi-antenna and chock antenna 
is rather moderate with a shared/similar hot  
zone shape. 

Fig. 5 is a curve of SAR changes in company 
with depth of penetration in the antennal external 
verge (distance r from axis equals 1.66 mm). 

Make a line tightly near antenna external 
diameter from antenna axis and r=1.66 mm. On this 
line, SAR variation is showed in Fig. 5. There are 
three peaks in the coaxial-slot antenna, with the 
highest one corresponding to top of antenna, other 
two corresponding to antennal slot. Therefore, 
radiation is weakest in coaxial-slot antennal slot and 
strongest on top of antenna. In actual thermotherapy, 
we should correspond antennal strongest radiation 
point to the middle of tumor tissue to obtain best 
heating effect. 

To investigate the distribution of thermal field 
and optimum pattern of antenna in invasive 
microwave thermotherapy better, the 2450 MHz 
HDZ-1 intelligent multifunctional microwave 
oncotherapic device was used to carry out ex vivo 
pork liver experiment. Microwave oncotherapic 
device is composed of microwave heating system 
and thermo-measurement system. Microwave system 
is composed of four 2450 MHz microwave power 
source, whose average power is 200 W. 

Thermo-measurement system is composed  
of 8-channel Pt1000 platinum electric resistance 
thermo-measurement needle and corresponding 
magnified and sampling circuit. The diameter of 
thermo-measure needle is only 2 mm, and it can 
resist high temperature and acid base and has strong 
strength. Because it will bring about damage on 
tissue with this measure method, it limits point 
amounts of measure temperature. So, we choose only 
2 or 3 thermo-measure needles to monitor variation 
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tendency in this experiment but it can not be set up 
actual temperature distribution diagram. On account 
of protein denaturation when heating tissue, which 
shows as proteic coagulation, we can compare 
coagulation field and simulative denaturation field to 
check up reliability of results and investigate 
efficiency of microwave radiometer, offering 
theorical reference to clinical oncotherapy. 
 
 

 
 

(a) Nude antenna 
 

 
 

(b) Semi-nude 
 

 
 

(c) Topless antenna 
 

Fig. 4. SAR distribution after heating 240 s. 

 
 

Fig. 5. SAR curve in coaxial-slot antenna  
external diameter. 

 
 

Fig. 6 shows cross-section picture of coaxial-slot 
antenna heating pork liver tissue for 240 s and hot 
area range is 2.8 cm6.0 cm after experiment. 
Temperature distribution is concordant with  
theoretic result. 

 
 

  
 

(a) Nude antenna (b) Semi-nude 
 

 
 

(c) Topless antenna 
 

Fig. 6. Cross-section picture of coaxial-slot antenna heating 
pork liver tissue for 240 s. 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

The antennal simulative results and 
experimental results show that the entirely 
temperature distribution of coaxial-slot antenna is 
homogeneous and this antenna has better heating 
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effect. Even if around the antenna, the top 
temperature does not exceed 200 oC. So the 
phenomenon of part hyperpyrexia near the antennas 
will not occur. And after heating, tissue will  
not be scorched. Therefore, it is suitable for  
clinical thermotherapy. 

We can conclude that the actual heating results of 
the nude antenna do not accord with the simulation 
results. This is due to the strong radiation of the nude 
antenna, which results in the burning of the antenna 
in the heating process due to the high local 
temperature of the antenna. Fig. 3 – Fig. 7 (a) shows 
that part of the tissue was burned, and the highest 
temperature of the magnitude 10-6 showed in  
Fig. 3 - Fig. 4 also illustrates the excessively high 
local temperature of the antenna. Its 43 degrees 
centigrade isotherm encloses an area of the 
approximate circular, which shows a relatively good 
distribution of the hot area in practice. But because of 
the high local temperature of the antenna, 
accompanied with poor-distributed thermal energy, 
the antenna radiator will burn down of excessively 
heating. So the nude antenna is not suitable for 
clinical therapy. 

As can be seen from Fig. 3 - Fig. 5 and  
Fig. 3 - Fig. 6, the semi-nude antenna and chock 
antenna has a similar thermal field/hot-zone 
distribution. After heating for the same period of 
time, the highest temperature of the semi-nude 
antenna is higher than that of the chock antenna. The 
hot-zone temperature of the former is mainly focused 
at the rang of 100-170 degrees centigrade, while that 
of the latter mainly centralized from 100 degrees  
to 220 degrees. This accounts for a relatively 
concentrated energy range of the nude antenna. The 
actual heating results coincides with the simulating 
results using these two antennas, and the hot-zone 
area of them is similar about 2.8 cm×4.5 cm. Both of 
the antenna share a well-distributed temperature 
range after heating and the phenomenon of 
excessively high local temperature did not occurred. 
However, since they both produce a relatively large 
hot-zone range, which is decided by the value of Lts, 
this may cause the damage of normal tissues in the 
case of a small tumor, so these two kinds of antennas 
are both unfit for the cure of small tumors. 
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Abstract: This paper presents a simple and effective way for reducing capacitor nonlinearity and capacitor 
mismatch in charge integral type ramp generator without increasing the chip area. On the basis of detailed 
analysis integral type ramp generator, deduced the relationship between input voltage and capacitor mismatch in 
the integral type ramp generator. The proposed ramp generator architecture is mainly applied to single slope 
ADC, which is used for CMOS image sensor. At the power supply voltage of 1.8 V, 10-bit resolution and 
10 MHz sampling frequency, through Monte-Carlo simulation, we compare the influence of different input 
voltages on Vout voltage, DNL and INL of ramp generator. The result indicates that reduces the input voltage can 
effectively improve linearity and capacitor mismatch of the ramp generator. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Charge integral type ramp generator, Capacitor mismatch, Single slope ADC, Monte Carlo 
simulation, CMOS image sensor. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
With the development of technology, CMOS 

image sensor (CIS) is more and more widely applied 
in the field of video image [1]. Pixel level ADC has 
greatly limited by the smaller pixel pitch and Fill 
factor. Chip level ADC has limited by continue 
expand pixel array within the same frame time. Due 
to the good scalability and Fill factor, column-
parallel ADC has become increasingly popular. 
Several column-parallel ADC architectures have been 
reported up to now. Single slope (SS) ADC is widely 
applied to large pixel array CMOS image sensor, 
which has high accuracy of inner and high column 
uniformity by the simple column circuit. Fig. 1 shows 
a block diagram of single slope ADC, which mainly 
includes the ramp generator, low pass filter, 

comparator, trigger, counter and register. Fig. 2 
shows a block diagram of traditional CMOS image 
sensor architecture. In the CIS, each column shared a 
comparator and counter and all the columns shared a 
ramp generator. Clearly, the ramp generator is the 
most important factors which decide the accuracy  
of CIS. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The typical single slope ADC architecture. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the CIS architecture. 
 
 

At present, the resistor string DAC and segmented 
current steering DAC is mainly used to generate 
slope voltage [2-4]. However, with the increase of 
accuracy, the former power consumption and chip 
area are growing exponentially. The latter has large 
power glitch in segmented points and also has large 
power consumption and chip area. 

To solve this problem, a novel and simple 
structure, charge integral ramp generator is  
presented [5]. This structure has intrinsic accuracy 
because of its simple construction. (Non-trimming 
[6], non-tuning [7] non-digital-calibration [8]). And it 
also has the advantages of low power consumption 
and small chip area. However, with the increase of 
resolution, feedback capacitance grows exponentially 
and capacitor mismatch becomes worse and worse. 
On the basis of this paper [5], we propose a simple 
and effective way for reducing capacitor nonlinearity 
and capacitor mismatch in charge integral type ramp 
generator without increasing the chip area. 

 
 

2. Integral Type Ramp Generator  
 
Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the charge 

integral type ramp structure. This structure consists 
of a high gain amplifier, a sampling capacitor Cs, a 
feedback capacitor Ci and some analog switches.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Block diagram of integral type ramp generator. 
 
 

There are three phase of charge integral type ramp 
generator. The timing diagram of the charge integral 
type ramp circuit shows in Fig. 4. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Timing diagram of integral type ramp generator. 
 
 

In the first sample stage: S1 S3 turn on, S2 S4 turn 
off, capacitor charged by VL  and VH , the storage of 
the charge on Cs: 

 

( )CsQ VH VL Cs   (1) 

 
In the second integral stage: S2 S4 turn open, S1 S3 

turn off, capacitor charged by VL  and Vout , the 
storage of the charge on Ci is: 

 

( )C iQ V out V L C i   (2) 

 
This process to meet Conservation law, so 
 

C i C sQ Q , (3) 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Timing diagram of integral type ramp generator. 
 
 
Putting formula (1) (2) and (3) together, the Vout  

can be calculated, 
 

_ ( )
Cs

Vout ideal VL VH VL
Ci

    (4) 

 
Repeat the previous two states, charge accumulate 

on Vout , after nth integral again, the Vout  is  
given by  
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_ ( )
Cs

Vout ideal VL n VH VL
Ci

    (5) 

 

In the third reset stage: S5 open, the ramp circuit 
resets and waits for the next work cycle. 

Through the equations (4) and (5), VL  is ramp 
initial voltage, and the resolution is decided by 

/Cs Ci  and ( )VH VL . On the one hand the 

sampling capacitor Cs  should be as low as possible 
so that the area of Ci  is not too large in high 
accuracy and sampling frequency is not too slow in 
high speed ramp generator. In fact, Ci  area 
accounted for 70 % of the whole chip area. On the 
other hand, in order to reduce the influence of 
thermal noise, the sampling capacitance should as 
large as possible. This needs to be taken into account. 
So in fact using the maximum output voltage as VH  
is not the best choice. Reducing VH  and increasing 
sampling capacitor Cs can reduce thermal noise and 
capacitor mismatch without change resolution and 
chip area. In the later chapter, the influence of 
different VH is analyzed detailed. 
 
 

3. Nonlinear Capacitor 
 

The equation (5) shows the iterative formula of Vout. 
However, this is not considered the influence of 
capacitor nonlinearity. Considering the capacitor to 
input voltage dependence, quantity of electric charge 
Q and capacitance C have changed. 

 
2

1 2(1 .. )n
ndQ C V V V dV      , (6) 

 

where 1  to n  are the coefficient of each 

component. 
In the first sampling stage: 
 

VH

cs sVL
Q C dV   (7) 

 
In the second integral stage: 

 

1n

Vout

ci sV
Q C dV



   (8) 

 
According to the above derivation, we can get the 

new iterative formula (9) of Vout  with capacitor 
nonlinear. (Ignore the higher-order influence). 

 

1
2

_

( )

(1 ) ( )
2

Vout nonlinear

Cs
VL n VH VL

Ci
Cs

Cs Ci VH VL
Ci





   

  

 
(9) 

 
Contrast to the equation (4) and (9) expressions, 

Vout  of capacitor nonlinear error is: 

1
1

[( ) ]
2 2n n

Vref Vref
Vout VH VL


    , (10) 

 
where Vref  and n  represent the maximum Vout  

swing and resolution, respectively.  
Form this formula (10), the capacitor nonlinear 

error is decided by first-order ( )VH VL  under the 

same resolution. 
So we can improve capacitor linearity through 

reducing VH . However, in fact the consequences of 
reducing VH  is increased the charge injection and 
clock feed-through which is caused by analog switch. 
Normally, the charge injection and clock feed-
through should be suppressed through reasonable 
timing control and appropriate switch structure, such 
as CMOS complementary switch, Virtual switch and 
the bottom sampling technology [9]. 
 
 
4. Capacitor Mismatch 
 

Through the analysis of before, reducing VH can 
improve capacitor linearity. Another advantage of 
reducing VH and increasing sampling capacitance Cs 
is that reduces the capacitor mismatch and the 
thermal noise.  

The mismatch ratio of the unit-capacitance can be 
modeled as the Gaussian distribution as follow: 

 
2
0~ (0, )

C
N

C u
 , (11) 

 
where C  and Cu represent the absolute 
capacitance error and the unit-capacitance, 

respectively. The 2
0  represent the variance of the 

unit-capacitor Cu. The unit-capacitance Cu can be 
modeled as: 

 
2~ ( , )C u N C u C u  (12) 

 
For the statistical analysis of mismatch effects, 

the K times unit-capacitors is: 
 

2
0

1

~ ( , )
k

K
i

C C u N K C u K C u


   (13) 

 
So, for the statistical analysis of mismatch effects, 

the new formula of Vout, is 
 

1

1

_ ( )

m

i
n

i

Cu
Vout mismatch VL VH VL

Cu





  



 (14) 

 
Form this formula (14), it is observed that Vout  is 

decided by the relative standard deviation 

( )C s C i   . It is defined as: 
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( )

( )
C s C i

F

F
  


 , (15) 

 

where F  and F are standard deviations. 
 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )i sC C
i s

F F

C C
 

    
   

      (16) 

 

1

1

m

i
n

i

C u
F

C u









, (17) 

 

where 
iC  and 

sC  represent the relative standard 

deviation of iC

C u
 and sC

Cu
. 

From formula (13) and (14), the variance of F is: 
 

2
2 2 2

0 02 2 4 2

1
( )

m
F m Cu n Cu

n Cu n Cu
     (18) 

 

So the relative standard deviation of F is   
 

0
( )

1 1
C s C i m n C u

      (19) 

 

Through the equation (19), if VH  decreases  
4 times and sampling capacitor Cs  increases 4 times, 
the relative standard deviation will nearly decrease  
2 times in the same resolution. So reducing VH  and 
increasing sampling capacitance Cs can reduces the 
capacitor mismatch effectively. In addition, given 

meet the accuracy requirement: 
 

21
( )

2s

KT LSB

C 
 , (20) 

 
where 1/   is the proportion of capacitor thermal 

noise to the total noise. So increasing sampling 
capacitance Cs can also reduce capacitor  
thermal noise. 

 
 

5. Simulation Results 
 
At the power supply voltage of 1.8 V, 10-bit 

resolution and 10 MHz sampling frequency, 
implemented in the GSMC 180 nm 2P4M CMOS 
process, the ramp generator layouts of different VH  

and /Cs Ci  in the same chip area and accuracy 
show in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Each chip area is 
450x380  m2. In order to better compare the ramp 

generator static characteristics of different sampling 
capacitance Cs, on the one hand places unit virtual 
capacitor around the sampling capacitor and 
Feedback capacitor. On the other hand, two ramp 
generator layouts are consistent except sampling 
capacitor Cs. Through Monte-Carlo simulation, we 
compare the influence of those two ramp generators. 
Table 1 shows the Vout  mean value and standard 
deviation of two different ramp generators. Table 2 
shows main static performances of the ramp 
generator. This result agrees with the discussion in 
the previous chapter. 

 
 

 
Fig. 5. 100 fF Cs ramp generator layout.

 
Fig. 6. 400 fF Cs ramp generator layout. 
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Table 1. Transient simulation of 500 Monte-Carlo. 
 

Sampling cap 
 
 

VL-VH 
500 Monte-Carlo 

Time 

100 fF 400 fF 
0.5 V-1.5 V 0.5 V-0.75 V 

Mean Standard deviation Mean standard deviation 

25 us 0.7379 1.56E-3 0.7381 4.32E-4 
50 us 0.9819 3.17E-3 0.9821 8.73E-4 
75 us 1.2258 4.77E-3 1.2262 1.30E-3 

100 us 1.4696 6.37E-3 1.4702 1.74E-3 
 
 

Table 2. Main static performances of 100 Monte-Carlo simulation. 
 

Supply Voltage  1.8 V 
Power Consumption 3.5 mW 
Resolution 10 bit 
Clock Cycle 10 MHz 
Vout Swing  1 V (0.5 V-1.5 V) 

Static Performances  
(100 Monte Carlo) 

 
 

Peak |DNL| (LSB) Peak |INL| (LSB) 

Mean 
Standard 
deviation 

Mean 
Standard 
deviation 

100 fF 0.5 V-1.5 V 0.31 0.424 0.495 0.706 
400 fF 0.5 V-0.75 V 0.14 0.138 0.21 0.204 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

This paper presents a simple and effective way 
for reducing capacitor nonlinearity and mismatch in 
the charge integral type ramp generator without 
increasing the chip area. At the power supply voltage 
of 1.8 V, 10-bit resolution and 10 MHz sampling 
frequency, through Monte-Carlo simulation, we 
compare the influence of different input voltages to 
ramp generator. The result indicates that reduces the 
input voltage reasonably can improve the linearity 
and the capacitor mismatch in the same resolution. 
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Abstract: This paper analyzed the factors which influenced the bearing stability of high-order picking vehicles 
based on RF Network Sensor Signals, then it established dynamic equation through dynamic-static method. The 
dynamic equation was 0i i

i

c r  . This paper analyzed the stability of the vehicles from height, trajectory, 

ways of driving and turning radius in order to constantly optimize the vehicle structure and control parameters. 
On the premise of ensuring its stability, it improved its mobility at the greatest extent. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Sensor, High-order picking vehicles, Stability, Maneuvering characteristics, Algorithm. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

The underpan structure of high—order picking 
vehicles is very compact, and the hoisting height is 
very high and the driving speed changes fast. 
Therefore, the vehicle is prone to rollover accident 
due to its high gravity. In order to ensure that 
vehicles can operate efficiently and safely in 
stereoscopic warehouse, we require that it must have 
good stability and maneuverability [1]. Stability 
means the ability to resist capsizing under self weight 
and external load. Maneuverability is embodied in 
the minimum turning radius of the vehicle  
and the suitable minimum roadway width of the 
warehouse [2]. Obviously, there is a contradiction 
between stability and maneuverability. The main 
content that this paper studies is the factors which 

influence the bearing stability of high-order picking 
based on RF-Radio Frequency Signal and calculates 
maximum ascending degree of stability resistance 
and designs algorithms. 
 
 
2. Stability Factors of High-Order 

Picking Vehicles 
 
2.1. Height Analysis 
 

In order to analyze the stability factors  
of high—order picking vehicles, we have to establish 
physical model. But it is difficult to establish 
accurate model for the firm structure of high—order 
picking vehicle and its trajectory are relatively 
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complex. Therefore, it needs to be simplified in  
a reasonable range. 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are the entity models of high—order 
picking vehicles. The whole vehicle is kept by horizontal 
support. The gravity of the whole vehicle (including 
vehicle itself, driver and goods) concentrates on the 
underpan’s center line. The projection of the vehicle 
height on vehicle supporting plane is point E. During the 
movement, vehicle is affected by many forces, such as 
gravity, ground reaction force and inertial force. Vehicle 
stability includes static stability and dynamic stability. 
Static stability is one of the special cases of dynamic 
stability, equaling to the state in which vehicle moves at a 
constant speed. So this paper only studies its dynamic 
stability [3]. There are two ways of driving of high—
order picking vehicles, one is straight driving and the 
other is cornering driving. But the load—carrying 
capability of vehicles is different under two ways, so this 
paper studies its stability respectively. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Models of high—order picking vehicle (1) 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.Models of high—order picking vehicle (2) 
 

2.2. Analysis of Movement Locus 
 

High—order picking vehicles operate on hard and 
smooth road, so it does not consider the influence of 

pavement deformation on stability. Therefore, it can 
rotate around one certain axis when vehicles overturn 
[4]. For three pivot vehicles, they are prone to lateral 
overturning during cornering driving. Its lateral 
overturning axis is ligature between the location of 
bearing wheel outside the cornering and the location 
of steering wheel. Take vehicles turning left as an 
example, it is easy to occur left lateral overturning 
with its movement locus, as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.Height Analysis 
 
 

2.3. Ways of Driving 
 
High—order picking vehicles are prone to occur 

longitudinal overturn during straight driving, so this 
paper is going to analyze its ways of driving under 
straight driving. Now take the state of vehicle 
accelerated speed as an example, we analyze its ways 
of driving and establish the model. The driving state 
of vehicle during moving is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Stand—on type. 
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Fig. 5. Seated type. 
 
 
Suppose that vehicle can balance without 

capsizing under the joint action of the above several 
forces, we use D’ alembert’s principle to establish 
algorithms as follows [2]: 

 

0z A B CF N N N mg      
(1) 

 

0BC A AH EF DEM N l mgl mal    (2) 

 

0AH B BH C CH EGM N l N l mgl    (3) 

 
In this equation, m is vehicle’s whole quality, 

including the weight of vehicle, goods quality and 
driver. a is vehicle’s accelerated driving speed; h is 
the height from vehicle’s gravity D to load bearing 
surface. NA, NB and NC are the counter—forces of 
ground to vehicle’s front wheel, left rear wheel and 

right rear wheel respectively.  zF
 are the joint 

forces when vehicles are in the vertical direction. 

 BCM  is the resultant moment of all the forces 

to axis BC;  AHM  is the resultant moment of all 

the force to axis AH. 
Now suppose that vehicles can maintain balance 

and stability under the existing structure and motion 
parameters, we calculate the counter—force of 
ground to three pivots NA, NB and NC, then regard 
these three forces as the index when measuring the 
stability of picking vehicles [5]. If the counter-force 
NA, NB and NC are all positive values and bigger than 
a safe value under all motion conditions, then it 
proves that the dynamic stability of the vehicle is 
good. If the counter—force is close to zero in one 
motion condition, then it proves that vehicle is in the 
critical state of overturning and the stability is bad. If 
the counter—force is less than zero, then it proves 
that the suppose that vehicle can maintain balance is 
false, and vehicles are bound to instability and 
capsize under this motion state. 

2.4. Turning Radius 
 

High—order picking vehicles are easy to occur 
lateral overturning in cornering driving, so this paper 
is going to analyze its turning radius in this working 
condition. Here, we take vehicle turning left as an 
example to establish mechanical mode [6]. As shown 
in Fig. 6, with the change of driving wheel’s steering 
angle, moment turning center and turning radius of 
vehicles also changes. Now suppose driving wheel’s 
steering angle is   in a certain moment, and the 
instantaneous turning center of vehicle is point .  

 
 

D

O

Z

n
gF

t
gF

mg

AN

BN

CN

Av

 
 

(a) Space stress analysis.  
 
 

n
gF

t
gF

 
(b) Plan form of stress analysis. 

 

Fig. 6. Algorithm model of high—order picking vehicle wh
en turning left. 

 
 

Compared with straight driving, except affected 
by the counter—force of ground NA, NB, NC, inertia 

force
t

gF , and gravity mg , the vehicle is also 

affected by centrifugal force n
gF . Suppose under 

the joint action of the forces, vehicles can maintain 
balance during cornering driving. Then analyze its 
dynamics and establish the dynamic equation, as 
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shown in Equation (4) to Equation (10). 
 

( cos sin ) 0n t
AC B MN g g EMM N l F F h mgl      (4) 

 
( cos sin ) 0t n

MN A AM B BN C CM g gM N l N l N l F F h       
(5) 

 
arccot arccot 0EH GH AGl l l     (6) 

 
90 0       (7) 

 

/t
g tF ma mv t 

 
(8) 

 
2n

g nF ma m R 
 

(9) 

 

1sin(arctan( ( cot )))
EH

EH GH

l
R

l L l


  
(10) 

 
In these equations, ∑

ACM  is the resultant 

moment of all the forces to overturning  
axis AC. 

MNM  is the resultant moment of all the 

forces to axis MN. t
gF  is the tangential inertial 

force when vehicle turns. According to Equation (8), 
at is the tangential accelerated speed of vehicle’s 

gravity, v is the speed of the center; 
n

gF  is the 

centrifugal force when vehicle turns. According to 
Equation (9), an is the centrifugal accelerated force 
of vehicle’s gravity, w is the angular speed when 
vehicle rotates around the instantaneous center O. R 
is the turning radius of vehicle’s gravity, whose size 
is related with the driving wheel’s steering angel. 
Through kinematic analysis of vehicle turning 
process, turning radius can be calculated as Equation 
(10). 

 
 

3. Analysis of Network Sensor Algorithm 
 

In order to verify the above dynamic model, we 
use the designed and developed high—order picking 
vehicles as an example to analyze its stability based 
on RF-Radio Frequency Signal. From Equation (1) to 
Equation (10), we know that during vehicle 
movement process, the size of the counter—force of 
ground to three pivots NA, NB and NC is closely 
related with vehicle’s structure, speed, accelerated 
speed and load, etc. [7]. Through the solution of the 
above kinematic equations and mechanic equations, 
we can know the influence of various parameters on 
the dynamic stability of high—order picking vehicles, 
so as to optimize the structural design and  
control strategy. 

The self—weight ( 1m ) of high—order picking 

vehicle developed in this paper is 3900 kg, rated load 
(QC) is 1500 kg, the quality of the driver is 80 kg, 

wheel base ( 1L ) between the front pivot and back 

pivot is 1537 mm, span ( 2L ) between left pivot and 

right pivot is 1200 mm, load center distance is 
60 mm, maximum lifting height ( maxH ) is 9000 mm. 

The accelerated time (t) is 3 s when vehicle starts at 

the maximum speed ( maxV ) in any time (t) in any 
lifting height. The braking time is calculated 
according to industry standard of warehousing 
vehicle, that is to say, the maximum braking distance 
of a vehicle can not surpass 1.5 m. 

No matter in the condition of no—load or full 
load, the minimum value of center—force of ground 
to three pivots NA, NB and NC is all more than 6000N, 
which proves when the lifting height (H) is 1.8 m, the 
vehicle’s lateral stability is good during cornering 
driving, and it is not likely to occur capsizing. 
Similarly, through the analysis of the process of 
turning left at the typical lifting height with the scope 
of H (H is 0.6 to 5.4 m), we can get the minimum 
counter—forces of ground to pivots an various 
heights, as shown in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. Minimum counter—forces of ground to pivots 
when turning left. 

 
Lifting 
height 

[m]
No—load Full load 

 
NA 
min 
[N] 

NB 
min 
[N] 

NC 
min 
[N] 

NA 
min 
[N]  

NB 
min 
[N]  

NC 
min 
[N]  

0.6 20317 5966 6583 12467 15325 17014

1.2 20268 6320 6587 12468 15307 16682

1.8 20211 6728 6631 12449 15594 16505

2.4 20146 7201 6741 12415 16117 16477

3.0 20076 7709 6914 12370 16814 16602

3.6 20005 8225 7149 12317 17621 16879

4.2 19938 8718 7446 12263 18473 17307

4.8 19878 9161 7804 12209 19305 17887

5.4 19829 9526 8221 12161 20054 18616

 
 
4. Research on Handling Stability  

of High—Order Picking Vehicles 
Based on Root—Locus Method 

 
For high—order picking vehicles, it is important 

to solve the matching and connection between 
tractors and picking vehicles. The handling stability 
of high—order picking vehicles includes connected 
maneuverability and stability, characterized by the 
steady state response and transient response under 
the steering wheel angle input and yawning angular 
velocity frequency characteristic under steering 
wheel sinusoidal input [8]. In it, the leading indicator 
of steady state response refers to the yawning angular 
velocity gain and stability factor k. The leading 
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indicator of transient response is overshoot amount, 
reaction time and stability time. They can well reflect 
the steady and dynamic performance of the vehicle, 
and it is one of the most widely used methods in 
study the handling stability of high—order picking 
vehicles. But it has deficiency. When the range of 
structural parameter is large, it requires more curves. 
However, the root locus method can make up for this 
deficiency. Root locus method can make up for this 
deficiency. Root locus method not only can clearly 
show vehicle’s steering movement stability, but also 
can clearly and intuitively reflect the influence of 
various parameters on vehicle steering characteristics. 

 
 

4.1. The Root Locus and Stability  
of the System 

 
The characteristic root of the system is the apex 

of system’s closed—loop transfer function. Because 
the characteristic root of the system is always plural, 
so we use complex plane (S plane) to represent the 
characteristic root. As shown in Fig.7, the 

characteristic root 2
1 1   nn js . 

In the S plane, abscissa is real axis, which represents 
the real part ( n ) of the characteristic root. 

Ordinate is imaginary axis, which represents the 

imaginary part ( 21  n ) of the characteristic 

root. The location of the characteristic root in S plane 
is determined by the real part and imaginary part. In 
the figure, n  is the system’s inherent circular 
frequency, which is represented by radius vector  
in S plane. With the structural parameters of the 
system changes, the characteristic root will change 
[9]. Meanwhile, the location of the characteristic root 
in S plane will also change. So the path in S plane 
formed by the position of the characteristic root is 
called root locus. The root locus is symmetry in the 
real axis, so when drawing the root locus, we only 
draws the upper half of S plane and the root locus or 
the real axis. 

 
 

1s n 2
1  nj

n



0  
 

Fig. 7.Characteristic root 
 
 
Stability is the intrinsic characteristic of the 

control system, which is determined by system’s 
structure and parameters. Because the characteristic 
root of the system is the apex of system’s closed-loop 

transfer function, so the necessary and sufficient 
condition of system stability can be expressed as 
follows: if all the apices of system’s closed—loop 
transfer function are all one on the left plane, then it 
proves the system is stable. Conversely, if the system 
has one or more apices on right half plane, then it 
proves the system is not stable. 

For a practical system, only knowing whether the 
system is stable or not is not enough, we should also 
know about the stability of the system, namely, the 
system must have stable reserves. Because the roots 
of the characteristic equation of a stable system falls 
in the left imaginary axis on plural plane, but the 
imaginary axis is the critical stable boundary of the 
system [10]. Therefore, we use the distance which is 
the closest to the root of the imaginary axis and the 
imaginary axis to represent relative stability or 
stability margin of the system. Generally speaking, if 
the distance is long, the degree of stability is high. 
The degree which the system leaves the critical stable 
state reflects the degree of system’s stability. The 
location, shape and direction of root locus on the 
parameters on system performance are the biggest 
advantages of root locus to analyze system.  

 
 

4.2. Performance Comparison of the Root 
Locus Falling on the Inside or Outside 
Ideal Area 

 
As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig.9, from Сurve 2 to 

Сurve 1, the overshoot amount reduces from 97 % to 
76 %, and the reaction time reduces from 0.185 to 
0.135. And also the transitional time is significantly 
shorter than Сurve 2. The dynamic and stable 
performance of Curve 1 is obviously better than that 
of Curve 2. From that we can know that if the root 
locus falls inside the ideal area, the handling stability 
of high—order picking vehicles is better than that 
falls outside the ideal area [11]. 
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Fig. 8.Performance comparison. 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
For the research on the stability of high—order 
picking vehicles, it currently widely adopts the front 
wheel angle step input to examine the transient and 
steady state response of high—order picking vehicles 
under the open loop control. But it has deficiency. 
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When the range of structural parameter is large, it 
requires more curves. 
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Fig. 9.Root locus  
 
 

However, the root locus method can make up for 
this deficiency . A point on the root locus can 
represent a curve of the front wheel angle step 
response, with clear, intuitive and simple advantages. 
This paper first uses the root locus method in 
domestic to study the handling stability of high—
order picking vehicles and gets the following 
conclusions: 

The influence of speed on limo trains is big. As 
the speed increases, the steering stability reduces 
significantly, or even instability. 

After the traction of high—order picking vehicles, 
the system damping ratio reduces significantly and 
stability margin reduces greatly. 

When analyzing the factors that influence the 
stability of high—order picking vehicles, we should 
pay attention to control other variables. 

The totational inertia of high—order picking 
vehicles is small and the distance from pin—
connected joint to tractor rear axle is short, thus it 
helps to improve the handling stability of high—
order picking vehicles. 

The rear wheels cornering stiffness of high—
order picking vehicles is big, so it is conducive to the 
handling stability of high—order picking operation. 
However, tire pressure is one of the main factors that 
influence the wheels cornering stiffness. Therefore, it 
must guarantee the tires have enough air pressure in 
the design and use. 

This paper creatively expands the root locus 
method in automatic control engineering. It 
organically combines the stable factor k, which is the 
most important parameter in the resource on handling 
stability of high—order picking vehicles, with the 
root locus method in automatic control engineering 
in order to easily analyze the steady and dynamic 
performance of vehicles by using the root locus 
method. The instance analysis shows that the root 
locus method in automatic control engineering, after 
integrating the important factor of handling stability 
of high—order picking vehicles, can not only 

visually determine the merits of handling stability of 
high—order picking vehicles, but also can analyze 
the reasons why handling stability of high—order 
picking vehicles is bad according to the position that 
root locus locates in the plane. Therefore, it provides 
a powerful research method for studying handling 
stability of high—order picking vehicles. 
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Abstract: Based on the path and collision-free that welding robot should do in the period of machining, a 
trajectory plan for certain collision-free movement for robot is provided in this paper. The first is searching the 
collision-free path through subdivision the working space by tangent plane projection in concentric cylinder 
coordinate system. The second is to assemble the welding robot with three degrees of freedom in order to 
confirm the collision-free trajectory when welding. Finally, obtain the optimized path by software simulation. 
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 
When obstacles are in the robot's movement 

environment, in order to reach a target position, a 
collision-free movement path need to be determined, 
this problem is called collision-free path planning. Here, 
the "planning" is actually intuitive meaning for solving 
constrained geometry problems, rather than the 
sequence of operations or action steps. On the other 
hand, if the moving object as a certain state of the 
research question, the obstacle as an end condition of 
problem, no collision-free path will meet the constraints 
of the solution, then, a collision-free path planning is 
kind of solving multi-constraint problem process. 

In order to facilitate the analysis, the welding robot 
selected is fisher welding robot model with three 
degrees of freedom and three motor driving [1, 2]. 

 
 

2. Obstacles and Collision Detection 
 
In a complex environment for a robot in the 

welding station, it is extremely possible collision 

would happen between robot and static equipment 
(such as work piece, positioning seat, fixtures, etc.) 
or collision between robots themselves because the 
machine station intensively distributed and machine 
space is relatively small. The robot working space 
can divided into free space and obstacles space when 
path planning. Robot that moves only in the free 
space can avoid collision problems. For the collisions 
between the robot and stationary equipment can be 
solved in advance. The key is to analyze the obstacles 
distribution in space [3]. 

 
 

2.1. Definition of Obstacle 
 

Obstacle is all equipments and objects that hinder 
robots’ welding operation, such as work piece, fixtures, 
transport device, support device, auxiliary machine 
equipments, and other robots. There are two kinds of 
obstacles, static obstacle and dynamic obstacle.  

1) Static obstacle. Static obstacle refer to the 
position of the device is unchanged relative to the 
ground coordinates when the working robot move, 
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Usually before trajectory planning for the welding 
robot, layout for static obstacle in space can be get. 
The static space layout can be defined by projection 
of section in concentric cylinder coordinate system, 
thus provide the possibility for collision-free 
trajectory plan for welding robot.  

2) Dynamic obstacle. Dynamic obstacle refers to 
the objects which position would change relative to 
the geographical coordinates when the working robot 
moves, such as the moving fixture, the moving 
carrier, and other working robots. 

 
 

2.2. Analysis of Space layout for Static 
Obstacles in Welding Station 

 
The analysis method of tangent projection plane 

in concentric cylinder coordinate is provided 
considering the characteristic of welding robot. It 
expressed the layout of obstacles on working 
position. The clearance between the concentric 
cylinders can be planned considering the welding 
torch used in welding to ensure the reasonable 
planning and simplifying the algorithm [4, 5]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Subdivide the working space by concentric cylinder. 
 
 
1) Subdivide the working space. Select the 

starting point of the robot for the initial position Nq ; 

select the first welding spot for the end spot oq , 

using a series of concentric cylinders to divide the 
robot working space, as shown in Fig. 1. Concentric 
cylinders should be selected so that the axial 
direction parallel to the Z axis coordinate system of 
the entire working station, the axis go through the 
center of the initial position of the robot, and the end 
spot is at the cylindrical surface which with 
maximum radius. In order to further subdivide for the 
space, reselect a series of parallel plane which 
perpendicular to the cylinder axis to cut for the 
welding position. As shown in Fig. 2. Obtain the 
layout of two-dimensional projection for the 
equipment. Then the three-dimensional question is 
converted into two-dimensional question for further 
study. In the process of series of plane cut station 
space, since the initial position of the welding torch 
and the first welding spot may not be on the same 
plane which parallel to the horizontal plane, the 

projection of initial position and end spot on each 
plane is selected as the corresponding start point and 
end point in order to speed up plan when series of 
concentric cylinders is cut [6]. 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional view using a plane to cut 
concentric cylinders. 

 
 
How to select the clearance between the 

concentric cylinders and how to select the clearance 
between the cutting planes direct affects the 
efficiency of path optimization algorithms when 
speed up plan in robot moving space. If the clearance 
made too large, it may result in missing some 
obstacles. If the clearance made too small, it may 
increase the computation time. For this reason, the 
variable clearance of concentric cylinders and 
variable clearance of cutting plane is used. 

2) Obstacle layout. The clearance of concentric 
cylinders and clearance of cutting plane is expressed 
as δ. According to the initial clearance value δ, select 
d = 10δ to subdivide the robot workspace and then 
project on two-dimension plane so as to transform the 
three-dimension problem into two-dimension 
problem. By such subdivision, each projection after 
series of plane cut should be a series of circle which 
contains all obstacles. The clearance between the 
circles is determined by the selected value d (as 
shown in Fig. 2). 

Thus obtaining k-th concentric circles on plane, 
the expression of radius is: [7, 8]. 
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Considering Fig. 3, the polar coordinate system 

that endpoint oq  set as circle center is established, 

and then obtain: 
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Obstacles located in the concentric circle (set  

of m) can be expressed as: 
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Fig. 3. Establish polar coordinates with center  
at end-point qo. 

 
 

According to the result of subdivision, the 
midpoint of the free space between the two obstacles 
can be select as the point that the robot must pass 
through, the midpoint is cascaded, and is tentatively 
fixed as the initial welding trajectory, and then 
analyze if it’s a feasible moving trajectory by the 
collision experiment. If it is feasible, the selected 
trajectory is the feasible machining path. If it is not, 
analyze which space segment that collision may 
occur then re-plan. 

For the collision area when re-plan, select 
5d  then analyze the feasibility of machining 

path. If a collision is still occur, repeat the above 
steps and select 2d  when re-plan. If collision is 
still exists until d  is selected, then no viable 
welding path for select in the current device layout. 

 
 

2.3. Collision Detection 
 

The most important step of path planning for 
welding robot is detecting where the collision occurs 
in machining, and then avoids it. The path planning 
question is always around the collision detection and 
how to avoid them.  

1) Collision definition. Collision is two objects 
have same space region and interfere with each other. 
Usually defines that object A is a collection of a 
series of Ai  objects, the object B is another 

collection of a series of iB
 
objects, that is 
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Then if the collision occurs between object A and 
B, the collision is defined as 
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That is, part of the object A and part of object B 
have disturbed each other when collision occurs. 

2) Dynamic obstacles. 
Research of layout of station obstacle is mainly 

on static obstacle. However, in the welding process, 
the dynamic obstacle is formed between the robots 
and between the jigs. As the dynamic obstacle 
position is not fixed, so the research will focus on 
moving trajectory, and put forward the robot's 
moving priority and moving rules in order to achieve 
collision-free path [9]. 

 
 

3. Assemble of Welding Robots Models 
 
In order to verify the theory mentioned above, the 

welding robot model with three degrees of freedom 
was assembled based on fisher. The main components 
of the model are manufactured by high quality nylon 
plastic, with characteristics of accurate dimension, not 
easy to wear, compact organization and flexibility. It 
also can repeatedly dismantle but not affect the 
accuracy of the model. The patented design of the part 
is dovetail groove, making it’s possible for part joint in 
six directions. The unique design feature can easily 
realize structure developed. The welding robot 
assembled by Fisher is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. The model of Fishertechnik welding Robot. 
 

 
The structure of the robot is consisted of three 

parts: the mechanical part, the sensor part and control 
part. Mechanical part is mainly consisted of the 
mechanical body, three DC motors, gears - worm 
drive mechanism and four bar linkage. DC motor 
drive the mechanical part working which shaft is 
connected with spur gear. The shaft of worm is 
driven by spur gear. Wherein the motor shaft is the 
output shaft and the worm shaft is the working shaft. 
When the worm rotates then drives three worm 
wheels working. The LLWin.3.0 software of Fisher is 
a kind of graphical programming software with 
characters of easy to use and real-time control. When 
31002 intelligent interface boards are used to control 
the model, ladder programming is adopted. 18 kinds 
of software modules can be programmed in any 
combination. It can graphically display, automatically 
connect. Program is shown in Fig. 5 [10]. 
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Fig. 5. The program for welding Robot. 
 
 

Welding robot has three degrees of freedom. The 
movement of the robot depends on the drive of three 
motors. Motor M1 is responsible for the large arm 
rotation of the welding robot. Motor M2 is 
responsible for the forearm stretch. Motor 3 is 
responsible for the mid-arm pitching. The function of 
switch E1 limits the rotation of large arm. Pulse 
counter E2 is set for large arm rotation counter to 
control the rotate angle for the large arm. Switch E3 
is set for limit switch of forearm. Pulse counter E4 is 
set for stretch count of forearm to control the length 
of stretch. Switch E5 is set for limit switch of up and 
down for mid-arm. Pulse counter E6 is set for 
pitching angle control of mid-arm. M4 is a small bulb 
which represents the welding torch working or stop 
when it’s on or off. The working principle of pulse 
counter is: when the pulse counter is controlled by 
the rotary-disk pulsar, it would switch five times 
during each rotation. And the rotary-disk pulsar is 
connected with the motor reducer, so the number of 
turns of the motor can be measured by the  
pulse counter. 

The mechanic arm of the welding robot shows a 
clearly moving path which has three degrees of 
freedom. Before work, the welding robot is reset by 
switch E1, E3, and E6. Then the welding robot did 
the movement of rotation, pitching, stretch at the 
same time in the three degrees of freedom. The motor 
M7 is working then does the movement to the 
welding spot for welding on the control of pulse 
counter E2, E4 and E6. The counter value of E2, E4 
and E6 is assigned to three different welding places. 
In order to achieve barrier-free movement, the 
welding torch can be removed or extended according 
to the requirement. After finished welding in the 
three spots, the robot is reset before next cycle. 

4. Welding Trajectory Plan 
 

4.1. Welding Trajectory Plan When Robot 
Machine 

 
Selection of welding path can use the method of 

inversed order algorithm, i.e., seek the path from the 
welding end to the start point. Find out the possible 
welding path by combine the method of subdivide the 
working space and the method of collision-free area 
selection. The possible welding path can be found 
from the end point to the start point on the projection 
of initial position to end spot on each plane. Try to 
avoid the possible collision area or deviated area 
when path plan [11]. 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 6. The welding route chooses for the Robot  
avoids colliding. 
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As shown in Fig. 6, for example, start from the 
end point to find out the non-collision pitch point 1, 2 
on the circle which is most near the end point. The 
principle of pitch point selected is a little away the 
barrier edge considering the welding torch. Connect 
the end point to the pitch point, and then measure its 
distance. Then start from this pitch point, connect 
other pitch point on the adjacent circle till connect 
with the start point. As shown in Fig. 7.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The node connection and select from the ending  
to the start. 

Based on the theory of non-collision detection in 
the experiment, the LLWin.3.0 program is adjusted 
by right click to modify the input and output 
parameters after the reference value is calculated. 
The collision-free path for the robot should be the 
connected path before mentioned. 

The query to the obstacles distribution for the 
processing equipment and work stations can be made 
in many cases [12]. 

With simulation software can analyze the 
obstacles on every layout. The selection of robot 
machining path is to avoid these obstacles, select the 
space of collision-free road to complete welding 
tasks. Although a collision-free path can be selected 
in Fig. 8, but this is mainly focused on the two-
dimensional plane. This also needs change the 
problem of two-dimensional plane into three-
dimensional plane, as described below. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The free space chooses in k-th homocentric circle existing obstacle. 
 

 

4.2. Simulate for Trajectory Plan  
 

In Rob CAD simulation environment, all kinds of 
CAD model which simulate mechanical hand, racks, 
shelves and parts are called into through the data 
conversion interface of physical model to plane 
model. The type of robot need select before build the 
simulation model. For the station layout that robot 
located, with the center of the base as a reference 
point, Build series of concentric cutting cylindrical 
plane in robot working space, combining the method 
mentioned before of subdivide working space and 
considering the method of tangent projection. Then 
speed up the algorithm of convergence for cutting 
working space. The path optimization problem of 
three-dimensional working space can be transformed 
into two-dimensional problem. As shown in Fig. 8. 
The obstacle layout of the machine equipment and 
station is clearly checked up [13]. 

Although the welding robot can select a collision-
free path in Fig. 8, it still concentrates upon two-
dimensional picture. Therefore, something in the 
two-dimension plane needs to revert to that of in 
three-dimension. Subdivide the working space of 
robot along the axial direction of concentric circle. 
Select and collect all the free space on corresponding 
two-dimensional cutting plane. Then overlay the 
space in two-dimensional plane and expand it in 
three-dimensional space. Find out a feasible welding 

path in space. However, the model has been 
simplified in the process of the working space 
subdivided. It may results the collision happen 
between the equipments when simulation. At the 
collision place, the collision equipment should be cut 
along the normal direction. Then get its projection on 
two-dimensional plane. By this method, the whole 
working path in the working space and welding place 
can be got. The welding place and the key point in 
the movement are linked in series according the path 
calculation result on interpolation method. Then a 
complete three-dimensional space machining path 
can be got. After running the simulation, the 
simulation results which include the welding time, 
welding place and the moving path are output 
respectively. Run the simulation to verify the 
welding path after modify the input parameters of 
welding robot [14]. 

 
 

5. Trajectory Optimization  
for Welding Robot 
 

Because the overlap area is limited on the entire 
space station and it’s more limited for essential pass 
point of welding path on the overlap area as well as 
the number of welding spot. Thus, the machine 
priority can be used to solve the collision problem. 
As shown in flow Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Flow chart of optimization algorithm of welding 
robot path. 

 
 
Using the method above to find the possible 

welding path can get many different paths. The every 
path can become the welding path. Therefore, the 
optimal path should be selected from the entire 
possible path. After selected two or three path, verify 
all of them in the virtual manufacturing environment 
then find the optimization plan. When simulation in 
this program, the perfect results has achieved though 
the error still exists when simulate for direct and 
inverse kinematics solution.  

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
The trajectory selected and trajectory 

optimization for one welding robot have discussed in 
the paper. In practice, many robots usually work 
together to finish the welding task. It’s possible that 
collision may occur between them. The mainly 
happened area is concentrate on overlap area of two 

robots. That is the dynamic barriers between them. 
The solution method is: 

1) Define the welding priority before working. 
When collision area is detected, the robot with higher 
priority works first. The robot with lower priority 
then waited or detour the collision area.  

2) Replants the welding path to solve the collision 
problem. The purpose of trajectory plan and analyze 
is to build the simulation model for verify in the 
future. This method is of universal applicability and 
transplant ability for avoiding obstacles of  
welding robot.  
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Abstract: Robot-aided treadmill training has become increasingly common in patients after stroke or spinal 
cord injury. In this paper, an adaptive controller designed by invertibility decoupling method is used for Lower 
Extremity Rehabilitation Robot (LERR). Firstly, the dynamic model of LERR is decoupled into three 
independent second-order integral subsystems using the nonlinear inverbility decoupling theory. Secondly, the 
adaptive control strategy is further studied for the gait trajectory adaptation based on decoupled second-order 
integral subsystems. Finally, the performance of the designed adaptive controller is verified  
in the MATLAB/Simulink-Adams co-simulation environment and the experimental result shows that the 
proposed adaptive controller achieves successfully a good tracking performance of the gait trajectory.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The number of patients with locomotor 
disfunctions in the lower limbs resulting from stroke 
or spinal cord injuries has increased steadily, which 
seriously endangers human health and aggravates the 
burden of society in recent years. With the rapid 
development of robotic technology, robot-aided 
treadmill training instead of traditional manual-aided 
treadmill training has become more and more 
popular by integrating robotics and rehabilitation 
medicine. A lot of clinical studies support the 
validity of the method [1-3]. Many foreign research 
institutions have developed related research work, 
which has made a lot of valuable research  
results [4-7]. 

A six-degrees-of-freedom robotic orthosis called 
LERR (Fig. 1) has been built for rehabilitation 
training in our lab. It mainly comprises the powered 

gait orthosis (PGO) which is attached to the patient’s 
legs, a treadmill, a body-weight support system and a 
control system. Each hip, knee and ankle joint can 
realize extension and flexion movements in the 
sagittal plane to simulate human walking. LERR 
system is a strong and complicated coupled nonlinear 
system. In this paper, in order to facilitate the design 
of the controller, an invertibility decoupling theory is 
used to convert the problem of MIMO controller 
design [8] of LERR system to design a set of SISO 
controllers. A decoupled system can be treated as a 
collection of SISO systems that can be controlled 
independently. Firstly, the dynamic model of LERR 
system is decoupled to three second-order integral 
subsystems using the invertibility decoupling theory. 
Secondly, in order to deal with patient cooperation 
intention, an adaptive control strategy is further 
investigated based on the decoupled subsystems. 
Finally, the satisfied performance of the proposed 
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adaptive controller is verified in the 
MATLAB/Simulink-Adams co-simulation environment. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Lower Extremity Rehabilitation Robot. 
 
 

2. Controller Design 
 
2.1. LERR Model Decoupling 

 
In this section, using the invertibility decoupling 

theory [9, 10], the dynamic model of LERR  
system is decoupled by means of state feedback and 
inverse compensation. 

Considering a nonlinear system represented by 
the following equation: 
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where M  denotes a continuous real state space. 

1, , , mA B B  are real vectors on M . Taking the 

derivative of ( )y t  and (1) is written as 
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11( )D x  is the full rank matrix. We define (1) and 

(3) as the 1th system. Follow a similar procedure, we 
obtain the  th system. 
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where 1( )H H H 
    . Let the lowest and 

highest derivatives of iy  in (7) be 
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It is seen from the above derivation process that 

m m  matrix ( )N x  on M  is nonsingular for 

   . We choose ( )u t  as 
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After arranging (6), (8) and (10), we obtain 
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As a result of ( )N x  is inverse for x M , it is 

obtained from (11) that 
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iK
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It is seen from (12) that the closed-loop system is 
decoupled using the control law (10). 

Considering the human gait cycle is divided into 
the swing phase and the stance phase, the dynamic 
model can be written as 

 

( ) ( , ) ( )

1,

2,

r r r

r

M C G

r    in swing phase

r    in stance phase

        
 
 

  
, (13) 

 

where rM  denotes the inertia matrix, rC  is the 

centripetal force and Coriolis force matrix, rG  

represents the gravity matrix and m act      is 

the joint torque required by the mechanical legs. m  

denotes the actuator torque produced by the motor 

and act  is the active torque provided by the patient. 

In the swing phase, 1r   and in the stance  
phase, 2r  .  

Let 
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(13) can be reformulated as 
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where 1 2,X X  are the state variables and Y  is the 

output variable of the system. Taking the derivate of 

1Y X , we obtain as 
 

1 2Y X X    (15) 
 

Taking the derivate of Y , we obtain as 
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Therefore, (14) can be reformulated as 
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As a result of 0rR  is nonsingular, the dynamic 

model can be decoupled into three second-order 
integral subsystem. Let ( ) ( ) , 1,2,3i iv t y t i  , (17) 

can be rewritten as 
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The resulting decoupled closed-loop system is 

3 32

1
I

s   (Fig. 2). 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The resulting decoupled closed-loop system. 
 
 

In order to verify whether the robot system is 
decoupled successfully, the same step signal is input 
to the second-order integral subsystem and the 
decoupled robot system (Fig. 3) respectively. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Decoupling validation block diagram. 
 
 

It is seen from Fig. 4 that the both output results 
are the same. Therefore, the decoupled robot system 
is verified. 

It is also seen from Fig. 4 that although the LERR 
system is a nonlinear and strong coupling system, it 
is successfully decoupled into three second-order 
integral subsystems based on the invertibility 
controller (18). A single PID controller for each joint 
can be designed to make the output Y  track the 
reference trajectory and the controller design  
is simplified. 

 
 

2.2. Adaptive Control Strategy 
 
The traditional impedance control and admittance 

control are based on a fixed reference trajectory, with 
individual adjustments difficult to perform. Such 
modifications have to be carried out manually based 
on qualitative observations made by the therapist. This 
limitation can be over-come by the gait automatic 
adaptation. The adaptive control strategy fully takes 
into account the patient’s intention and voluntary 
efforts and can modify the reference trajectory 
optimally online with individual adjustment. We 

define new reference trajectory as r . 
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(a) The output of the decoupled robot system. 
 

 
 

(b) The output of 
2

1

s
. 

 
Fig. 4. The decoupling validation simulation results. 
 
 

, ( / )r r noma t T d    , (19) 

 
where a  denotes the amplitude scale, d denotes the 

amplitude offset and T  is the time-stretch. It is 
found that a simple parameterization can yield a new 

desired reference trajectory r . If 1, 1,a T   

0d  , r  is the normal gait trajectory. In order to 

guarantee that the adapted trajectories remain 
physiological, the allowed parameter changes are 
limited to 20 % of their nominal values 

(multiplicative parameters) and 04  (offset of 

additive parameters). 
The gait adaptation is provided by calculating the 

human-robot interaction torques from the force 
recordings, and attempting to minimize these by 
adapting the parameters of the reference gait 
trajectories (online minimization of calculated 
interaction torques). Therefore, the robot motion gets 
entrained with the desired human motion. The 
mathematical formulation of the adaptive algorithm 
is given as: 
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int 2( , ) || ( ) ( ) ||
r rk T q k
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where 
rq  is the additive variation in the reference 

trajectories and intT  is the interaction torque 

calculated from the measurements of forces 

( , , )T
hip knee ankleF F F F . The variation in the 

torque ( )
rT q   is derived from the dynamics model 

of LERR system. Over the parameter space spanned 
by , ,a T d  (19), the minimization of the cost 

functional ( , )
r

J F  is performed. During the 

simulation, we assume that the patient-robot 
interaction forces are derived from a virtual spring-
like coupling between the desired and the actual 
position of the robot brace. Adaptive decoupled 
control architecture is shown in Fig. 5. In order to 
provide motion synchrony, the temporal scaling 
which is set to the average value of three joint T  
parameters has to be identical for all three joints. The 
three parameters are updated once per period to adapt 
a new gait reference trajectory. 

 
 

r

intT

, act 

mlmp

  
 

Fig. 5. The adaptive control architecture. 
 
 

3. Simulink Results 
 
The computer simulation model is developed in 

MATLAB / Simulink-Adams co-simulation 
environment (Fig. 6). A dynamic model of LERR 
system [11, 12] is used to test the adaptive control 
strategy. The simulation results of three joint 
trajectories are shown in Fig. 7. 

 
 



 
Fig. 6. MATLAB / Simulink-Adams  

co-simulation environment. 
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Fig. 7. The simulation results of the adaption in three joint 
angles with the adaptive control strategy. 

 
 

During the simulation, the patient walks at first 
according to the standard gait trajectory. The patient-
robot coupling force which yields a change of the 
reference trajectory is applied at the 64th second. At 
this moment, the corresponding control torqueses 
become large and the gait trajectory adaptation starts. 
The gait trajectory parameters are updated once 
online per period. The simulation results of the gait 
trajectory parameters (the dashed line denotes 
theoretical value, the solid line denotes actual value) 
are shown in Fig. 9. In such a way, a modified gait 
trajectory is obtained. The simulation results of three 
joint torques are shown in Fig. 8. It is seen from 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that three stable joint trajectories are 
obtained after 104th second, three joint torques also 
begin to decrease after the 64th second and eventually 
reach stability. Especially, the hip and knee joints are 
the most obvious. The trends of the new joint 
trajectories and torques are the same as the  
desired ones. 

The above simulation results show that the 
proposed adaptive controller based on the decoupled 
dynamic model of LERR can successfully achieve 
the modification of the gait trajectory parameters 
online and make the control torques decrease,  
that is, the proposed adaptive controller can adjust 
the gait trajectory online in accordance with the 
variable of the patient-robot interaction torque. 
Eventually, the adjusted gait trajectory is in accord 
with the desired one. 

 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, in order to facilitate the adaptive 

controller design for LERR, the invertibility 

decoupling theory based on which the problem of 
MIMO controller can be reformulated as that of 
designing a set of SISO controllers, is used. Thus, the 
invertibility decoupling theory is firstly applied to 
convert the nonlinear strong coupled dynamic model 
of LERR into three independent second-order 
integral subsystems. An adaptive control strategy is 
further investigated to fully take into account the 
patient’s intention and voluntary contribution, 
increase the patient cooperatives. At the same time, 
the adaptive control strategy achieves the gait 
trajectory adaptation with individual adjustments.  

 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. The simulation results of the adaptation in three 
joint torques with the adaptive control strategy. 
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Fig. 9. The simulation results of three joint parameters in 
three joints with the adaptive control strategy. 
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The satisfactory performance of the proposed 
adaptive controller is verified in MATLAB / 
Simulink-Adams co-simulation environment. The 
simulation results show that the proposed adaptive 
controller can adjust and optimize the gait trajectory 
online in accordance with the variable of the patient-
robot interaction torques, reduce effectively the 
patient robot interaction torques and the adjusted gait 
trajectory is eventually in accord with the  
desired one. 
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Abstract: To solve basic problems on restraining fluttering of picking robot arm, this paper used the theory on 
forward kinematics of picking arm through joint movement, mapping, transformation and matrix operations, 
obtained the redundant problems equation affecting picking robot arm motion. Simulation results showed each 
joint displacement curve of the robot arm realized the smooth transition, which is differential coefficient and 
continuous, thus verified the correctness of mechanical arm kinematics, provided theoretical basis on effectively 
restraining joints fluttering problems. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Homogeneous coordinates, Posture, Matrix transformation, Forward kinematics. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Picking robot arm manipulator consists of the 
upper arm, forearm, picking arm and shoulder joint, 
elbow and wrist joints, which is called 3-DOF. All 
the arm joints are open rod chain connecting type 
structure driven by corresponding joint motor. 
Picking operations directly in contact with the fruit 
picking arm mounted on the wrist on wheeled mobile 
platform, its mechanics body structure diagram is 
shown as Fig. 1. Picking robot arm constitute 3-DOF 
RRR rotation structure. The first freedom degree 
pedestal is fixed on the mobile trolley to support the 
rotating shoulder joint, the second and third freedom 
degrees are the axis of rotation, lift picking robot 
gripper to move in any direction on space, and 
according to the picking control instruction, send 
hand to stay in picking apple's position, so as to 
complete picking ripe fruits. 

At present, in order to achieve the automatic 
picking, such as spraying, transplanting and other 

agricultural operations process, have developed with 
a finger, attractor, scissors and other styles of picking 
gripper [1]. Picking objects are studied in this paper 
mainly apple fruit given size priority to 75-85 mm, 
the actual picking methods of cut stem near the fruit 
trees side according to apple's physical properties, 
which is equipped with rotary cutter inside of the 
clamping device, driven by the servo motor fixed on 
the back of picking arm to rotate cutting fruit stalk. 
The paper aimed at picking arm motion analysis, 
whose essence is proposing the each joint movement 
rule of, the joint is composed of series of joint 
connection space-open-chain mechanism. In order to 
restrain fluttering and improve stability control, its 
kinematic and dynamic location including picking 
arm posture analysis must be analyzed to draw a 
picking arm forward and inverse kinematics 
equations, and solve the problem of redundant 
movement [2]. 
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2. Picking Arm Homogeneous Coordinate 
Transformation Matrix 

 

Homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix 
(HCTM) is used to describe the relationship between 
two rigid body space position of  
4´4 matrix in the robot kinematics, this paper apply 
this concept to describe the spatial geometric 
relationships compositing of picking arm system 
between ideal posture and the actual position [3]. 
HCTM of picking arm comprehensive express on 
axis translation around the axis of rotation. In order 
to apply the same matrix to rotation and translation, 
HCTM is introduced therefore. 

 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 1. Mechanical noumenon architecture of apple-

picking-arm. 
 
 

2.1. Picking Point General Rotation 
Transformation 

 
Usually, aim to analysis on picking robot arm 

kinematics, the coordinate transformation between 

adjacent joints depends on two rotation and 
translation indicated by four parameters [4]. General 
rotation and transformation of picking point will 
simplify dynamics equation. That is helpful to 
improve moving arm state control, to open up new 
ways to perfect the kinematics and dynamics 
analysis. Any space picking point A shown as Fig. 2 
rotate around unit vector k bypassing the original 
point and turning angle A. kx, ky, kz standing for 
vector k are respectively 3 coordinate component 
fixed reference axis system X, Y, Z meeting the 
conditions of 2 2 2 1X Y Zk k k   .  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Rotation transformations bypass origin point  
for picking point. 

 
 
This can be verified that the arbitrary unit vector 

k rotated around original point turning the rotor angle 
q, the rotation operator can be written as following. 

Formula (1) so-called general homogeneous 
transformation is given, including various special 
expression of homogeneous transformation rotating 
around X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis. 
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On the other hand, if the rotation operator is 

given, according to the Formula (2), the equivalent 
rotation vector k and equivalent angle q is calculated 
as following  
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where if the rotor angle q stands between 0o and 180o, 
the sign in formula approaches "+"; if q is very small, 
it is difficult to determine the revolving shaft; if q 
stands nearly 0o or 180o, the revolving shaft is  
unsure completely. 

The above-mentioned rotation operator not only 
applied to the rotation of the picking point 
transformation, but also extended to vector, 
generalized rotation coordinate system, objects, etc. 

 
 

2.2. Picking Operator Left and Right 
Multiplication Rules 

 
If the relative fixed coordinate system is 

transformed, picking operator is left multiplied; if the 
relative moving coordinate system is transformed, 
the picking operator is right multiplied. As for a 
picking points U in the given coordinates, the 
position vector U=[7, 3, 2, 1]T shown as Fig. 3, the 
point rotate 90o in anticlockwise around Z-axis, then 
rotate 90o around Y-axis, the rotation transformation 
point W can be obtained. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Two rotation transformations for picking point. 
 
 
Therefore  
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(4) 

 
Fig. 4 shows the picking wrist joint with one 

rotational freedom degree. The starting posture 
matrix can be calculated by experimental simulation  
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(5) 

 
If the forearm rotate 90o in anticlockwise around 

Z0-axis, the picking gripper can reach  

point G2; if the arm doesn't move, the picking wrist 
rotate 90o in anticlockwise around Z1-axis, the 
picking gripper can reach point G3, the expression in 
matrix on picking arm coordinate system {G2} and 
{G3} can be calculated. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Rotation motion for picking robot forearm  
and wrist. 

 
 

In view of the arm rotating around a fixed axle 
can be looked as transformation relative to fixed 
coordinate system, therefore 
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(6) 

 

Moreover, the picking arm rotate around the wrist 
joints, which is rotation transform relative to the 
moving coordinate system  
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G G  

(7) 

 
 
3. Homogeneous Transformation  

of Picking Arm Translation  
 
3.1. Translation in the Space Rectangular 

Coordinate System  
 

Based on general translation movement of 
picking translation theory, the picking point can be 
regarded as rotation and translation revolving around 
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the basis point in the coordinate system, which can 
be attributed to the same matrix equation, this 
method is convenient to calculate [5-7], therefore, as 
for relative complex problem on picking kinematics, 
especially for the multiple-joints trajectory system 
research, it is very meaningful to utilize 
homogeneous transformation method. As shown in 
Fig. 5, if any picking point A in the space coordinates 

, ,A A AX Y Z（ ） translates to point 'A , the coordinates 

would be turned to ' ' ', ,A A AX Y Z（ ）. Thus 

 
'

'

'

A

A

A

A

A

A

X X X

Y Y Y

Z Z Z

   


  
   

 (8) 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Translation transformation for picking points. 
 
 
Or can be written as the following 
 

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

1 0 0 0 1 1

A A

A A

A A

X X X

Y Y Y

Z Z Z

     
          
     
     
     

 
(9) 

 
Also can be abbreviated 
 

'A Trans( , , )AX Y Z    , 

 
where Trans( , , )X Y Z   stands for picking point 

translation operator of coordinate homogeneous 
transformation, , ,X Y Z   stands translation 

operator along the axis X, Y, Z respectively, which 
can be expressed as following 

 
1 0 0

0 1 0
Trans( , , )

0 0 1

0 0 0 1

X

Y
X Y Z

Z

 
     
 
 
 

 
(10) 

 

3.2. Translation Transformation Between  
the Picking Coordinate System  
and the Target Coordinate System 

 
The homogeneous transformation formula (10) of 

picking point similarly apply to the objects, 
coordination system etc., above-mentioned left and 
right multiplication operator also apply to the 
translation of homogeneous transformation. Fig. 5 
stands for three kind of situations between picking 
arm and coordination system in transformation of 
translation as following 

1) The moving coordinate system {A} translate  
(-1, 2, 2) to approach {A’} relative to the fixed axis 
X0, Y0, Z0; 

2) The moving coordinate system {A} translates 
(2, 2, -1) to approach {A”} relative to the coordinate 
system axis X, Y, Z; 

3) After the picking apples Q translate (2, 6, 0) to 
approach Q’ relative to a fixed coordinate system X0, 
Y0, Z0. The matrix belonging to moving coordinates 
A, Q and two homogeneous coordinate 
transformation translational operators can be both 
calculated in Matlab 

 
0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1

0 0 -1 1

0 0 0 1

 
  
 
 
 

A

 
 

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

    
 
 
 
 
 

Q
 

 

 
1 0 0 1

0 1 0 2
Trans( , , )

0 0 1 2

0 0 0 1

 
 
    
 
 
 

X Y Z
 

(11) 

 
The matrix expression belonging to coordinate 

system {A’}, {A”} and object Q’ Can be calculated. 
Because of coordinate system {A’} is converted to 
the moving {A} by translation transformation along a 
fixed coordinate system, the matrix expression of 
{A’} shown as following according to the operator 
left multiplying. 

 
1 0 0 1

0 1 0 2
' ( 1,2, 2)

0 0 1 2

0 0 0 1

0 -1 0 1 0 -1 0 0

-1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 3

0 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 3

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

 
 
   
 
 
 

   
   
   
   
   
   

A Trans A
 

(12) 

 
Similarly, coordinate system {A’’} is converted 

to the moving {A} by translation transformation 
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along coordinate system. The matrix expression of 
{A’’} shown as following according to the operator 
right multiplying. 

 
0 -1 0 1

-1 0 0 1
'' ( 1,2,2)

0 0 -1 1

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 -1

0 1 0 2 0 0 0 2

0 0 1 2 0 0 -1 -1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

 
 
   
 
 
 

   
   
   
   
   
   

A ATrans  

(13) 

 
Moreover, the picking apples Q translate the 

homogeneous coordinate relative to fixed coordinates 
by Matlab, transformation operator can be shown  
as following 

 
1 0 0 2

0 1 0 6
( , , )

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

A Trans X Y Z

 
 
     
 
 
 

 

1 0 0 2

0 1 0 6
' (2,6,0)

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 -1 0 1 0 -1 0 3

-1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 7

0 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

 
 
  
 
 
 

   
   
   
   
   
   

Q Trans Q
 (14) 

 
Coordinate system {A’}, {A’’} and the picking apple 

objects is shown as Fig. 6 through translation transform. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Translation transformations between picking motion 
coordinate and picked objects. 

4. Picking Arm Forward Kinematics 
 
Analysis on forward kinematics of picking arm is 

solved posture by picking arm joint variables, also 
known as forward problem. According to Section 1.1 
and 1.2, as for studying on joints variable of picking 
arm, first of all, build joint coordinate system, then 
calculated the homogeneous coordinate 
transformation matrix Ai (i=1, 2, 3) used to describe 
relative translation and rotation of the arm coordinate 
system. Where A1 describe posture on upper arm 
versus shoulder joint coordinate system, A2 describe 
posture on fore arm versus the upper arm, A3 
describe posture on picking arm coordinate system 
versus the forearm posture. Now for the question of 
3-DOF arm QUAD300 in this paper, picking arm 
coordinate system, namely arm coordinate System 3, 
relative to the upper arm the coordinate system is be 
represent by the homogeneous transformation  
matrix 2

3T . 

 
2

3 3 2 1T A A A  (15) 

 

The homogeneous transformation matrix 0
3T  of picking 

gripper versus the robot body coordinate system  
 

0
3 1 2 3T A A A , (16) 

 

where 0
3T  can be written as 3T . 

Recent studies [8-13] have revealed the D-H 
method is used to describe the posture transformation 
relationship between adjacent connection rod matrix, 
which is general primary method on robot 
manipulator kinematics research, and based on that 
author regards picking arm QUAD300 as system 
verification objects, how to establish gradually the 
kinematic equation of the arm based on the D-H 
method, picking arm structure schematic shown as 
Fig. 6 is describe as following. 

1) Establishing the D-H coordinate system 
To establish picking arms coordinate system 

according to the d-h, Z0-axis rotate along the joint 
axis 1, Zi-axis along the joint i+1, supposing all Xi 
axis parallel to the base coordinate system X0 in 
Fig. 7, Yi-axis is defined by the right hand  
coordinate system. 

2) Determining the D-H parameters and joints 
variables of picking arm 

Experiment is given as shown in Table 1 
QUAD300 picking arm D-H parameters and  
joint variables. 

 
 

Table 1. D-H parameters for QUAD300 picking-arm. 
 

CR V α a d Cos α Sin α 
No. 1 1 -90o 0 0 0 –1 
No. 2 2 90o 0 d2 0 1 
No. 3 d3 0o 0 d3 1 0 
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*Note that CR stands for Connecting Rod, V stands 
Variable angle. 

3) Solving the posture matrix Ai between arms 
According to Table 1, the D-H parameters and the 

homogeneous transformation matrix formula, A1, A2, 
A3 can be obtained as following. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Diagram of picking-arm for QUAD300. 
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4) Solving the picking arm kinematic equation 
 

3 1 2 3

0 0 0 1

X X X X

Y Y Y Y

Z Z Z Z

n o a P

n o a P
T A A A

n o a P

 
 
  
 
 
 

,
 

(17) 

 
where T3 stands for posture of picking gripper in the 
base coordinate system.  
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5. The Experimental Simulation  
and Analysis 
 
To verify the established kinematics equation,  

8 different picking arm states were measured 
experimentally, the angle and the corresponding arm 
space d (Table 1) was substituted respectively into 
forward kinematics equations (17), the corresponding 
parameter of picking arm posture shown in Table 2 
can be obtained, omit the posture parameters n, o, a 
involving picking point location in the table is 
reflected as the following. All parameters of the 
picking points can obtained using the VC visual 
programming according to equations (17), there into, 
eight picking point position parameter in Table 2 is 
shown as following  

 

1 1 1 0

0 0 1 650
(:,:,1)

1 1 1 880

0 0 0 1

T

 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 

 
0.34 1.3 0.29 0

1.38 1.84 1.84 0
(:,:, 2)

0.54 0.54 0.54 475

0 0 0 1

T

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
0.67 0.17 0.3 1300

0 0.7 0.3 920
(:,:,3)

1.3 0.30 1.3 475

0 0 0 1

T

 
  
 
 
 

 
 

 
0.45 0.62 0.68 900

0.39 1.27 0.54 492
(:,:,8)

0.15 1.83 0.99 871

0 0 0 1

T

  
  
  
 
 

 
 

 
According to the above established forward 

kinematics model, position error program in the 
direction of the x, y, z axis in Matlab is designed, 
picking arm simulation diagram is shown as Fig. 8, 
as can be seen from the Table 2, the position error 
distribute within [0.29, 0.18] mm range, the relative 
error is small, picking arm kinematics model is 
proved to be correct. 
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Table 2. The parameter of forward kinematics  
for QUAD300 picking-arm. 

 

No. 
Joint Angle/rad 

1            
2            

3  
Terminal Position/mm 

Px           Py          Pz 
1 0 0 0 0 650 880 
2 0.4 -1.4 0.28 0 650 475 
3 1.3 0.6 -1.1 -1300 920 470 
4 -1.2 0.34 -0.3 900 297 880 
5 2.33 1.4 0.7 -1281 444 476 
6 1.97 -1.3 0.9 -1274 -902 474 
7 1.67 0.25 1.9 1305 -228 880 
8 1.2 -2.7 0.28 -900 492 -871 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Trajectory errors of picking-arm for QUAD300. 
 

 
The picking gripper is driven from the initial state 

(0, 650, 880) to the target point (900, 492, 871) in the 
linear motion, each joint angular displacement curve 
is shown as Fig. 9 within 2 seconds, each joint 
displacement curve has meet the smooth transition, 
derivative and continuously, thereby the inverse 
kinematics of robotic arm is verified the validity 
providing theoretical evidence on avoiding 
effectively the joints fluttering.  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 9. Diagram of joints angle displacement curves  

for picking-arm. 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
This paper aimed at resolving 3-joint-variables 

and picking arm posture solution problem, used the 
homogeneous coordinate and the target 
homogeneous matrix representation, got the represent 
method of the arm posture, furthermore, used D-H 
method for forward and inverse kinematics solution 
and simulation, and conducted picking arm statics 
calculation on the basis of Jacobean matrix analysis. 
Simulation experiments showed that the picking 
robot arm joint displacement curve smoothing, which 
proved that the established picking arm inverse 
kinematics accuracy. The kinematics solution for 
picking arm trajectory planning and for subsequent 
picking model provided theory basis on  
stability control. 
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Abstract: Robot’s speed fluctuation can greatly affect robot’s localization precision and detection accuracy. 
This study analyzes the factors affecting the speed of robot’s differential-pressure-driven in-pipe inspection in 
detailed, and, with the aid of dynamic grid technique by Fluent software, carries out numerical simulation of 
robot’s speed fluctuation processes. Simulation results show that abrupt change of frictional resistance and that 
of inlet velocity are the main causes of robot’s speed fluctuation, and the mass of robot can affect its amplitude 
of speed fluctuation. Proposes two ways to effective control the robot velocity fluctuations, there are benefits for 
providing a theoretical basis for further research pipeline inspection robot speed control system.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Pipeline robot, Speed fluctuation, Abrupt change of resistance, Numerical simulation. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

At present, there are 93000 kms pipelines in 
China, and the oil and gas pipeline network covering 
the whole China has preliminarily formed. It is 
expected that, in 2015, China's oil and gas pipeline 
mileage will reach 150,000 kms [1].  

With the passage of time, due to galvanic corrosion, 
fluid erosion, fatigue failure, pipe potential defects, 
natural and man-made factors, the diameter of pipelines 
may change, coupled with corrosion and mechanical 
crack, resulting in reduction of transmission efficiency 
and blockage or leakage, or even serious accidents such 
as fire and explosion [2-6]. These accidents may cause 
enormous economic loss, environmental pollution, 
ecological imbalance, etc.  

Robot for differential-pressure-driven in-pipe 
inspection is pushed by fluid pressure energy and 

kinetic energy and moves with the flow, requiring no 
additional energy supply, thus it is an ideal testing 
device [7-9]. But the obvious drawback is that the 
speed at run time there is a big fluctuation. Speed 
fluctuation process refers to the phenomenon that, 
when running smoothly in pipeline, the robot will 
inevitably change its speed or stop due to abrupt 
change of pipe wall friction, medium velocity, 
frequently changing flow from time to time and other 
factors. Its speed fluctuation will not only cause slip 
of the mileage wheel and inaccuracy of positioning 
data, but also affect the accuracy of detection probe 
measurement data, even damage robot parts and 
pipeline components, etc. In order to effectively 
control robot’s speed and better complete the 
detection task, it is necessary to study the robot  
speed fluctuation. 
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2. Causes of Pipeline Robot’s Speed 
Fluctuation 
 

2.1. Abrupt Change of Pipe Friction 
Resistance  

 
Pipeline robot contacts with inner pipe walls via 

supporting wheels, the pressure of supporting wheels 
on the inner pipe walls come from two sources:  

1) The pressure from interference assembly 
between the supporting wheels and the inner  
pipe walls, and it can be adjusted via the  
assembly interference; 

2) The pressure from mass of robot, it is not 
constant but varies with the pipe inclination angles. 
Ideally, the friction characteristics of pipe walls 
keeps stable, the pressure between supporting wheels 
and the pipeline wall keeps constant, the friction 
remains constant. In fact, after running for a period 
of time, the inner pipeline wall will show "waxing" 
[10], the valley of natural gas pipeline may hold 
accumulated liquid, and these will affect the friction 
coefficient of inner pipeline wall. In addition, 
pipeline defects and pipeline joints can draw more 
significant effect on the friction coefficient, and these 
areas can cause abrupt change of frictional resistance. 
The change makes the robot frictional force out of 
balance, causes slipping phenomenon, and leading to 
the robot's speed fluctuations. 

 
 

2.2. Abrupt Change of Flow Velocity at Inlet  
 
This type of robot immerses in fluid medium 

when working, and its movement is influenced by 
physical parameters of conveying fluid, such as its 
velocity, pressure, flow rate, density, etc. Under ideal 
conditions, physical parameters of fluid medium 
keep stable, the fluid pressure and flow rate remain 
constant, the pressure difference between both ends 
of the pipe robot is equal to the friction on robot, and 
the liquid moves at uniform speed. However, in the 
actual operation process, the physical parameters of 
fluid change from time to time, especially that abrupt 
change occurs to flow velocity at inlet, so that the 
pressure difference between both ends is not equal to 
the friction on robot, followed by acceleration and 
then robot’s instable speed.  

 
 

2.3. Abrupt Change of Pipe Inclination Angle 
 
Restricted by the terrain conditions, long 

pipelines are often laid along downhill or even in 
vertical manner. When the robot getting into and out 
of the inclined or vertical pipelines, the friction 
between robot and the pipe inner walls will change, 
and the axial force of robot will vary too, which 
causes change of robot’s driving force, and results in 
the change of speed. The larger of the tilt angle, the 
greater change of the force and speed [11].  

3. Dynamics Analysis of Robot in 
Horizontal Pipeline  
 
Fig. 1 shows the model of the physical map of the 

pipeline robot, it has the shell, flanges, end caps, 
sports wheels and supporting frame of five parts. 
Since the presence of the supporting frame, at the 
time of the robot is running in the pipeline, it can 
cause the tangential velocity around supporting 
frame, but this will soon be annihilated by axial 
velocity [12]. Therefore, we can consider the support 
frame removed, the robot simplified to a cylinder, the 
robot with the pipe becomes a symmetrical axis of 
rotation, so that the robot run in the pipeline can be 
simplified to a two-dimensional axisymmetric 
problem further.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The model of the physical map  
of the pipeline robot. 

 
Fig. 2 is the diagram to show pressure on robot in 

horizontal pipeline filled with medium.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Sketch of force analysis on robot. 
 
 
Ignore the radial and circumferential movement 

and the robot liquid buoyancy, its movement is 
simplified into one-dimensional, and, according to 
Newton's second law, its dynamic equation can be 
expressed as follows: 

 

00
2 sin ( cos )

l
x

T

S

dvdv
m R dx pdS mg N mg

dt dr
          

(1) 
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m : Mass of robot; 
v : Speed of robot; 

0 : Dynamic viscosity; 
l : Length of robots; 
R : Radius robot; 
x : Robot movement distance; 
S : Robot-side area; 

 : Friction coefficient; 

TN : Spring preload; 

 : Inclination angle of pipe 
( 90 90O O   ) 
The values in the equation can be actually 

measured or calculated according to the 
instantaneous flow parameters around the robot.  

It can be seen from the equation, the robot 
movement in a straight pipe, jointly affected by the 
fluid viscous forces and the pressure difference force, 
and axial component of robot’s gravity, and friction 
force of pipe. wherein each of the values can be 
measured or be calculated based on the field 
instantaneous parameters around the robot. The 
movement of the robot needs to obtain the driving 
force from its around flow field. In the case of water, 
its kinetic viscosity is 0.001kg / (ms), as the effect of 

the viscous forces ( 00
2

l
xdv

R dx
dr

  ) on the robot 

is very small, so it can be neglect. The pressure 
difference force acting on the robot by fluid not only 
influenced by the fluid flow, but also by the size of 
the end area of robot, the end area is larger, the 
greater the pressure differential across the robot, the 
greater the driving force to get. In addition, when 

0o  , the robot runs in a horizontal pipe, the axial 
component of robot’s gravity ( sinmg  ) is zero; 

when 0o < 90o  , the robot runs in the inclined 
climbing pipe, the axial component of robot’s gravity 
is in the opposite direction of robot movement, and 
obstructing the robot forward, and the greater the 
angle, the greater the axial component of robot’s 

gravity, if the robot can not get a sufficiently large 
difference pressure driving force, it can not overcome 
the axial component of robot’s gravity and friction 
force when increasing to a certain angle, the robot 

will be stuck; when < 90 0o o   , the robot runs 
in the downhill pipeline, the axial component of 
robot’s gravity is in the same direction with robot 
movement, driving the robot forward, and the greater 
the angle, the greater the axial component of robot’s 
gravity, if the frictional resistance can not overcome 
the axial component of robot’s gravity and difference 
pressure driving force, when increasing to a certain 
angle, the robot speed will rapidly increase, resulting 
in huge fluctuations. However, robot’s movement 
can change the boundary conditions of surrounding 
flow field, thus change the flow field distribution, 
followed a coupling motion by fluid and solid, thus it 
becomes more complicated to calculate. Therefore, it 
is necessary to simulate the robot’s movement 
influenced by surrounding flow field and friction 
force and exploring the laws of velocity fluctuations 
with the help of CFD dynamic mesh method.  

 
 

4. Numerical Simulation of Pipeline 
Robot’s Velocity Fluctuation 
 

4.1. Geometry Modeling and Grid Division  
of Robot 

 
To reduce the amount of calculation, base on the 

authenticity of flow field around the robot, according 
to the real structure characteristic of robot and 
pipeline, the robot and pipeline are simplified  
to 2-dimensional rotation symmetric structure, and 
building a two-dimensional calculation model. The 
robot length is 300 mm, and its diameter is 120 mm, 
inner diameter of pipeline is 150 mm. In the pre-
processing software of Fluent Gambit, computational 
mesh of robot’s surrounding flow field is  
generated (Fig. 3). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Mesh partition of the upper half part of robot and its surrounding. 
 
 
When moving in pipelines, the pipeline wall 

friction and the flow field parameters change from 
moment to moment, and the robot receives complex 
forces in inclined pipeline, thus it is difficult to 
accurately simulate these states; therefore, the speed 
fluctuation of robot in horizontal pipeline is 

simulated, and some simplifications and assumptions 
are made:  

1) The pipelines are fulfilled by flowing medium;  
2) Fluid medium is incompressible, with  

constant density;  
3) Axi-symmetric flow; non-time-varying flow; 
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4) The fluid viscous force is ignored;  
5) Mass force is negligible;  
6) Robot axis coincides with pipeline axis.  
 
 

4.2. Boundary Conditions and  
Calculation Methods  

 
Inlet conditions: the inlet of calculation area is 

turbulent fully developed with stable flow speed, 
which meets the laws of flow velocity distribution in 
turbulent pipelines, and the abrupt change of inlet 
flow velocity is controlled by UDF. 

Outlet conditions: the flow passes around the 
robot, and moves in long pipelines; it is assumed that 
flow field parameters have been stably distributed, 
with no change [12-13]. 

Wall conditions: values of all parameters on wall 
are determined by non-equilibrium wall function, and 
pipeline wall friction is controlled by UDF [14]. 

Calculation methods: unsteady pressure solver is 
adopted in calculation, Axi-symmetric structure and 
two standard k -  equation turbulence models are 
introduced, one-order upwind difference scheme 
disperse the equation to control flow field around the 
robot, then Simple algorithm is used for final 
calculation [14].  

 
 

4.3. Simulation Results and Analysis 
 
4.3.1. Effects of Friction Abrupt Change on 

Speed Fluctuation 
 
With water as medium, it is assumed that the 

initial friction of pipeline wall on robot is constant  
(8 N), the mass of robot is 3 kg, and the average 
velocity of fluid medium in pipeline is 0.8 m/s. The 
pipeline wall holds abrupt-changed friction resistance 
area with length of 5 mm, and its abruptly changed 
friction is set as 40 N and 1 N respectively. The robot 
achieves stable driven by fluid medium at first, then 
it passes by the abrupt change area, and the velocity 
change is displayed in Fig. 4. 

The figure demonstrates when the friction 
resistance abruptly changes to 40 N, the robot's speed 
drops sharply, because the friction resistance 
increases, and the driving force for robot decreases. 
Within 0.015 s, the robot’s speed declines from 
0.357 m/s to 0.334 m/s, and it passes by the abrupt-
change resistance area at -1.5 m/s2, then the driving 
force for robot restores, thus its speed sharply 
recovers, and a large velocity fluctuation zone forms 
within 0.03 s; when the friction resistance abruptly 
changes to 1 N, the robot’s speed rises sharply, 
because the friction resistance declines, the driving 
force on the robot recovers, and the robot goes 
through abrupt-changed resistance area within 
0.013 s. Getting out of the abrupt-changed resistance 
area, the robot’s speed gradually gets stable.  

 

 
 

(a) Frictional resistance changes abruptly to 40 N 
 

 
 

(b) Friction resistance changes abruptly to 1 N 
 

Fig. 4. Robot velocity curve when friction resistance 
changes abruptly. 

 
 

4.3.2. Effects of Inlet Velocity Abrupt Change 
on Speed Fluctuation 

 
With water as medium, it is assumed that the 

initial friction of pipeline wall on robot is constant 
(8 N), the mass of robot is 3 kg, and the average 
velocity of fluid medium in pipeline is 0.8 m/s. The 
robot achieves stable movement driven by fluid 
medium at first, then inlet velocity drops at 0.5 m/s, 
and 0.05 s later, inlet velocity suddenly rises to 
0.8 m/s; moving for some time, the robot achieves 
stable movement, and inlet velocity jumps suddenly 
at 1.0 m/s, and 0.05 s later, inlet velocity suddenly 
drops to 0.8 m/s. The specific change is shown  
in Fig. 5.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Robot velocity curve when inlet velocity  
abruptly changes. 
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According to the figure, when the inlet velocity 
drops to 0.5 m/s, the robot’s speed drops sharply 
from 0.37 m/s to 0.25 m/s, with acceleration  
of -2.4 m/s2. When the flow rate rises to 0.8 m/s, the 
robot’s speed rises sharply, and after a small peak, it 
rises to its initial stable speed. At 0.65 s, the fluid 
velocity increases to 1.0 m/s, the robot’s velocity 
increases from 0.34 m/s to 0.47 m/s within 0.05 s, 
with the acceleration of 2.6 m/s2. When the flow rate 
falls back to 0.8 m/s, the robot’s velocity decreases 
sharply at first and then gradually back to its initial 
stable speed. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the inlet 
velocity changed four times, each time makes the 
robot’s speed change abruptly. 

 
 

4.3.3. Effects of Robot Mass on Speed 
Fluctuation Process  

 
With water as medium, it is assumed that the 

initial friction of pipeline wall on robot is constant 
(8 N), and the average velocity of fluid medium in 
pipeline is 0.8 m/s. Three robots with different 
masses are driven stably, and they pass by resistance 
abrupt-change area with the length of 5 mm and the 
friction resistance of 40 N. Corresponding speed 
changes is illustrated in Fig. 6.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The robot velocity curve for different quality robots. 
 
 
The figure illustrates that, the larger the mass is, 

the smaller the robot’s velocity fluctuation amplitude 
is; on contrary, the smaller the mass is, the larger the 
robot’s velocity fluctuation amplitude is. Robot mass 
can draw great influence on the stability of robot 
speed. Therefore, under proper conditions, 
appropriately increased robot mass can enhance 
robot’s ability of anti-fluctuation.  

  
 

5. Effective Measures to Control the 
Robot Speed Fluctuation 
 
To effective control the speed of the robot, it is 

needs to set a speeder regulate equipment, to adjust 
the driving force and friction at real-time. 

5.1. Adjust Flow Orifice Regulating Speed 
 
The principle of adjust flow orifice is that 

installing a disc with a central orifice in front the 
robot, the size of orifice can be adjusted by an 
intelligent control system in real time. the smaller the 
orifice opening, the greater driving force the robot 
get for; the larger orifice opening, the smaller the 
driving it get for. When the robot speed is less than 
the setted stability speed, decreases the opening 
degree of the orifice; When the robot speed is greater 
than the setted stability speed, increasing the opening 
degree of the orifice. 

 
 

5.2. Friction Brake Regulating Speed 
 
The principle of friction brake regulating speed is 

that, adjusting the friction between the robot and the 
pipe wall in real-time. Theoretically, it can adjust the 
sizes of friction by adjusting the sizes of support 
wheel preload, but in actual operation, if the spring 
preload is too large, it is very easily to cause stuck 
phenomenon occurs when the robot running through 
a three-way and adjustable pipe, so an adjustable 
friction brake mechanism can be designed, as shown 
in Fig. 7. When the robot speed is too fast, the 
stepper motor pushes the speed wings opening, 
making the brake slider snap the pipe wall tightly, so 
as to increase the friction. The more tightly affixed, 
the greater the friction force is; contrary, contraction 
the speed wings. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Diagram of friction brake regulating organ. 
 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
This study analyzes the factors influencing the 

speed of robot for differential-pressure-driven in-pipe 
inspection, and carries out numerical simulation of 
robot’s speed fluctuation processes, based on 
previous similar researches, with the help of dynamic 
grid technique by Fluent software, then the laws of 
influence of various factors on robot’s velocity 
fluctuation process are summarized, and the causes 
of robot’s velocity fluctuation is illustrated. The 
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simulation results indicate that abruptly changed 
friction resistance and inlet velocity can cause great 
volatility to the robot’s speed, and robot’s inaccurate 
localization and detection is mainly caused by these 
fluctuations. This study provides theoretical basis for 
further study on the robot speed control system and 
realization of effective speed control.  
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Abstract: This paper presents a review of research on artificial lateral line system (ALLS) in recent years. We 
first sum up the structural characteristics and the sensing principles of fish lateral line system (FLLS) in nature. 
Several flow sensors based on the proposed bionic principle are described. Using these flow sensors, we 
introduce some researches that how people structure the ALLS to get the hydrodynamic features in the aquatic 
environment. Finally, we point out the difficulties in the research on ALLS and look forward its excellent 
application prospect. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 

It is still a problem to deal with underwater 
imaging because of the hindrances such as water’s 
selective absorption of light, the suspended solids on 
water and light refraction. In addition, there is no 
light can be used for underwater imaging in dark 
night or deep sea area, which leads to the part or 
whole loss of biological vision. Nevertheless, how 
fish and other underwater creatures can normally live 
in this environment and accomplish a variety of 
underwater activities, which attracts much attention 
from researchers. So the fish lateral line system 
(FLLS) was found. The FLLS is a unique sense 
organ of fish and amphibians, helping to detect 
hydrodynamic information around. FLLS enables 
fish to accomplish a variety of underwater activities, 
such as localization of moving prey detection and 

capture [1-3], detection of stationary objects, 
obstacles avoiding, schooling [4], rheotaxis [5] and 
social communication [6-8]. The study of FLLS 
began in the 17th century when Stenonis [9] did 
research for subdermal canals along the lateral lines. 
Thereafter researchers started a detailed study on the 
nerve constitution and function structure of FLLS 
[10-12]. For example, the FLLS is comprised of 
superficial and canal neuromasts, and both of them 
may contribute to fish-screen detection and 
avoidance. Also it is shown that fish can  
detect the direction of flow and face towards the 
oncoming current [13], which is known as the 
rheotaxis behaviour. 

With the development of robot technology and 
the continuous advancement of robot intelligent, 
people begin to pay their attention to underwater 
technology and underwater robot. The first 
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biomimetic robotic fish of the world — RoboTuna 
[13] was manufactured by MIT in 1994. The birth of 
RoboTuna created a new direction of underwater 
robotic research, which has an important significance 
on later robotic fish research. After that, more and 
more robotic fish with different styles and different 
functions have been manufactured. However, the 
early robotic fish can only achieve the swimming 
mechanism, and can’t sense and monitor the 
surrounding environment for none of sensors being 
equipped. Hence, based on the research of fish lateral 
line system and robot technology, people expect to 
design a biomimetic artificial lateral line system 
(ALLS) for robotic fish to sense the surrounding 
environmental information and make prompt reaction 
on the hydrodynamic change. But it is not easy to 
mimic fish to design ALLS. There are many 
problems, such as information perception, 
mechanical design, layout, installation, modeling and 
control. To solve the above problem, the scientific 
researcher focuses on how to use the lateral line 
theory to invent artificial lateral line system. 

In this paper, we first elaborate the mechanism 
characteristics and the sensing principle of fish 
lateral line system in Section 2. And then we 
introduce the foreign biomimetic researches on flow 
sensors in Section 3. The flow sensors were invented 
to sense the flow characteristics, and the flow sensors 
array was constituted as an ALLS to get the 
hydrodynamic features in Section 4. These 
researches have made great breakthroughs, opening 
up a new path for underwater environment 
perception. Finally we present the difficulties and 
problems in the researches of ALLS, and look 
forward its excellent application prospect.  

 
 

2. The Structure and Characteristics  
of the FLLS 
 

Fish is endowed with superior sensory 
intelligence. FLLS found in fish are sensitive, and it 
can act in a noisy environment with a wide dynamic 
range. The biology research of FLLS is the basis of 
the bionics and the design of ALLS. FLLS is 
comprised of superficial and canal neuromasts, both 
of the neuromasts feel the stimulation of water 
through the sensory nerve cells. Due to the different 
of location distribution, the morphology and the 
amount of sensory nerve cells, they have different 
functions [14].  

As shown in Fig. 1 [15], the superficial 
neuromasts of fish senses the external fluid and 
responds to the direct-current and low-frequency 
components of the flow, which is sensitive to 
displacement and equivalent to the displacement 
sensor. The basic sensory element of the superficial 
neuromasts is the hair cell, that is to say, an 
elongated epithelial cell with a ciliary bundle located 
at the apical meristem that is consisted of numerous 
stereocilia and a single eccentrically placed 
kinocilium. When relative motion occurs between the 

surface of the water and fish, the hair cells on the 
surface will incline. It results in the nerve impulses of 
the neurons under the hair cells: Hair cell is 
excitatory when the displacement of the hair bundle 
in the direction of the kinocilium, Hair cell is 
inhibitory when the displacement in the opposite 
direction [15]. These nerve impulses are transmitted 
to the brain nerve center from the nerve endings, and 
thus the fish feel the flow. Fig. 1 shows the 
Schematic diagram of a hair cell. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of a hair cell;  
(b) Directional sensitivity of a hair cell, see [15]. 

 
 
Canal neuromasts situated in subdermal canals 

along the lateral lines is equivalent to the pressure 
gradient sensor. It usually open to the environment 
through a series of small pores, respond to the high-
frequency components, react proportionally to the net 
acceleration and is sensitive to pressure gradient. The 
subdermal canals are filled with mucous, which 
through a number of pores communicate with the 
outside water environment [16]. The schematic 
diagram of a superficial neuromast is show in Fig. 2. 
When there is a velocity gradient between adjacent 
pores, a pressure difference is generated. At the same 
time, the pressure difference generated promotes the 
mucous moving, which causes the canal neuromasts 
excitatory. These nerve impulses are transmitted to 
the brain nerve center from the nerve endings, and 
thus the fish feel the pressure gradient. Moreover, the 
canal neuromasts also can feel the oscillation of the 
underwater object in still or running water. 

Based on the biological functions and feature of 
the lateral line system, the researchers begin to 
design and develop the ALLS, and variety of micro-
flow sensor is designed to sense the action of water. 
The sensing system of ALLS is based on the sensors 
to detect the water motion. Two kinds of sensors 
used to form the basic sensing element of ALLS are 
haircell sensor and pressure sensor. The haircell 
sensor mimics the theory of the superficial neuromast 
to sense the direction and displacement of the flow. 
And the pressure sensor mimics the theory of the 
canal neuromast to sense the pressure gradient of the 
flow. The multiple sensors arrays constitute ALLS to 
mimic the fish lateral line system. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Enlarged view of a segment of the fish lateral 

line (see [18]); (b) A canal neuromasts (see [15]). 
 
 

3. The Characterization and Situation  
of Hair Cell Sensor  

 
Fish can feel the flow by the neuromasts’ 

excitatory, and then transmit the excitatory by 
electric current, which is a biological processes 
integrating mechanical and electric effect together. 
While most sensors share a common mechanical 
transfer functions: they turn force/displacement 
signals into electronic pulses. Combined with fish 
superficial neuromasts sensing characteristics, 
researchers design numerous flow sensors to sense 
the flow. Here we post the situation about the 
research of these sensors. 

Most haircell sensor consists of an inplane silicon 
cantilever beam with a vertical artificial cilium 
attached at the distal, show as Fig. 3. Doped silicon 
strain gauges are located at the base of the cantilever. 
When the relative motion occurs between the flow 
and the cilium, an impact force generates along the 
direction of the flow, which creates a bending 
moment on the cilium. And then the torque 
introduces a longitudinal strain that can be detected 
by the piezoresistors at the base. So it feels the flow. 
The history of peoples’ using sensors is not long, but 
the developing of sensors is very fast and all kinds of 
sensors are used it almost everywhere, including 
underwater. 

Yoshihiro Ozaki reported an air flow sensor 
which is modeled on windreceptor hairs of insects, 
shown as Fig. 4. It detects low velocity air flow by 
measuring the force on a sensory hair [17]. Two 

different appearance designs of mechanical structures 
were composed of cantilevers and strain gauges. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic diagram of a haircell sensor;  
(b) Flow acts on the sensor. 

 
 
They were fabricated for force measuring. 

Characteristics of the direction angle and the velocity 
of air flow were measured. Fred Delcomyn designed 
and fabricated a distributed flow sensors on the basis 
of biological inspiration, the fish lateral line sensors, 
shown as Fig. 5 [18]. The principle of sensing is 
presented and the fabrication processes were 
discussed. The research of Chang Liu presented the 
development of a high sensitivity artificial hair cell 
sensor in Fig. 6 for underwater flow sensing [19]. 
Tests were made to perform the characterization and 
a flow rate sensitivity of 2 mm/s had been 
demonstrated. The sensors above are based on 
biological inspiration and have the characteristics of 
small size and high precision. In addition, they have 
the ability of flow sensing, which can obtain the 
information of the velocity and the direction of the 
flow. While using for underwater, the most important 
thing we should concern about is water proof. Small 
size of the sensor makes it more difficult to do the 
water-tightness well. Moreover, the flow changed 
with fast frequency, there is a higher requirement that 
the respond of the sensors should be fast, to meet the 
real time information collection. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of Yoshihiro Ozaki’s  
flow sensor. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of Fred Delcomyn’s flow sensor. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of Chang Liu’s flow sensor. 

4. ALLS for Underwater Sensing 
 
ALLS provides a new way of perception to sense 

the flow characteristic, making the underwater robot 
owns perception capability so that they can sense like 
fish. Recent years, more and more researches about 
ALLS are proposed for location and hydrodynamic 
study. Y. C. Yang [20] developed an ALLS by using 
biomimetic neuromasts sensor array to test 
localization capability. In his research, biomimetic 
neuromasts sensors were constituted an ALLS 
wrapped around a cylinder in Fig. 7. A cylinder was 
employed to imitate the fish body with outer 
diameter 89 mm. 15 biomimetic neuromasts sensors 
were wrapped around the cylinder, among which  
9 were along the axis with linear spacing of 30 mm, 
and others were along the cross section with angular 
spacing of 30o. Tests were made in a pool with water. 
A dipole source was employed as a vibration. In the 
course of the dipole source underwater approaching 
the cylinder, the vibration features were sensed by 
the ALLS. A beamforming algorithm was used for 
processing data. The result showed the capability of 
his ALLS for location. In his researches, the 
localization capability of the ALLS was employed to 
examine by a dipole source, even a natural tail-
flicking crayfish. And the probable position can be 
located. While in his system, there was a deviation as 
large as 27 mm in some orientation and the  
real time capability was not very well with a 
response time of 10 s. It can be improved so that is 
more effective maybe. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of Douglas Y. C. Yang’s  
ALLS equipment. 

 
 
Xiaobo Tan [21] proposed an ALLS consisting of 

arrays of the inherent sensing capability of ionic 
polymermetal composites (IPMC) using for the 
localization of a dipole source. The ALLS equipment 
is shown as Fig. 8. A prototype comprising six 
millimeter-scale IPMC sensors, is constructed, with a 
body length of 10 cm. With a maximum localization 
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error of 0.3 cm, the IPMC-based lateral line can 
localize the dipole source 1-2 body lengths away. 
Differing from existing studies mostly focused on the 
localization of a fixed underwater vibrating sphere, 
his later research examined the problem of tracking a 
moving dipole source using an ALLS [22]. It is an 
efficient method for his research to localize the 
dipole source with a high precision. However the 
equipment is just composed by a sample aligned 
sensors array, it is more biomimetic that adjust the 
distribution of sensors array to the positions of 
neuromasts on the fish skin surface along the fish 
lateral line. In addition, the equipment in the research 
only senses the flow passively for its stationary 
position. More improvements should be made to 
apply this system in engineering. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of Xiaobo Tan’s  
ALLS equipment. 

 
 

Paolo Fiorini presented the equipment shown as 
Fig.9 that took local measurements using a rigid 
body with laterally distributed parallel pressure 
sensor arrays to study uniform flows and Karman 
vortex streets [23]. The difference between uniform 
flows and Karman vortex streets can be 
discriminated and the hydrodynamic features, such as 
vortex shedding frequency, vortex travelling speed 
and downstream distance between vortices and the 
wavelength, can be computed. In his experiment, an 
ALLS was consisted of 20 pressure sensors which 
were linearly distributed parallel along the two sides 
of a platform. The sensors were not interconnected 
and every sensor had a separate compartment with a 
corresponding hole. The experiments were carried 
out in a flow channel and the flow direction was 
parallel to the axis of the platform. In his research the 
several hydrodynamic features were took measure in 
different scenarios. It is significant to do such a work 
and is a big breakthrough of study method in 
underwater flow measurement. Nevertheless, to get 
these hydrodynamic features, prohibitively many 
sensors pressure sensors were required in his 
equipment, increasing the costs. And more sensors 
produced large amounts of data, increasing the 
difficulty of data processing. Also the hydrodynamic 
features got by his equipment can be used for 
underwater robot control, which is an application  
in engineering. 

 
 

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of Paolo Fiorini’s  
ALLS equipment. 

 
 
In the meantime, it is amazing to hear that Maarja 

Kruusmaa did researches on an ALLS formed by 
pressure sensors array using in an underwater 
vehicles for detecting hydrodynamic regimens and 
for controlling the robot’s motion with respect to the 
flow [24]. The robot fish in Fig. 10 contains the 
pressure sensors array in head. It is the first time to 
use ALLS in robotic fish to sense the hydrodynamic 
features. By the information obtained from ALLS, a 
PID controller was designed to the robotic fish to 
implement station holding in a steady stream and in 
the wake of a bluff object. The swimming 
performance was evaluated in holding station 
experiment, with a standard deviation that the 
downstream position is 40.5 mm and that of the 
lateral position is 12.7 mm. This is a significant 
breakthrough in the using of ALLS. Also, more 
advanced progress should be made so that the robot 
can sense like fish. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of Maarja Kruusmaa’s 
robotic with ALLS. 

 
 

5. The Problem to Be Solved about ALLS 
 
To sum up, though a significant progress has been 

made in the design of the sensor and the formation of 
the lateral line system, there is a big gap between 
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ALLS and fish lateral line system, and the stability, 
accuracy of the ALLS need to be further guaranteed. 
To design a more powerful ALLS, realize the flow 
sensing function of robotic fish, there are some 
problems to be overcome. 

1) The distribution of ALLS is along the axis of 
the cylinder. There is not much theoretical support to 
distribute like that. During the long evolutionary 
history, the creature gains a precise body structure, 
and the distribution of superficial neuromasts locates 
in a perfect position for hydrodynamic features 
sensing. The distribution of ALLS should be based 
on bionics principles so that can take advantage of 
biological adaptation to the environment. 

2) The ALLS mentioned is not complete mimic 
the fish lateral line. The ALLS sense surrounding 
hydrodynamic features like the use of superficial 
neuromasts of fish, which realize only a part of the 
function of fish lateral line. More powerful ALLS 
need to be designed including superficial  
neuromasts sensing and canal neuromasts sensing to 
obtain the displacement information and pressure 
gradient information. 

3) Multi-sensor information fusion is an intensive 
research topic in the field of mobile robot. So 
enormous the quantity of the data obtained by the 
multi-sensor of ALLS that we need to propose an 
effective algorithm to process data. So the ALLS 
does its work for abstracting the useful information 
to control the robot. 

In addition to these problems, some technical 
problems still exist in ALLS, such as information 
collection and transmission, sensor waterproofing, 
power supply and so on. The particularity of the 
work environment also caused some problems on 
material of the ALLS. How to solve these problems, 
improving stability and reliability of ALLS, is a key 
point of the development of ALLS. 
 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

To sum up, the ALLS has been more common. 
With the continuous development of material science, 
bionics, control theory, mechanical design and 
manufacture, low-cost and low-power computer, the 
ALLS will develop steadily and fast, and its 
perception ability will be more and more powerful. 
By applying the ALLS to the underwater robot, the 
underwater robot will develop toward a higher 
autonomization and intelligentization, and have a 
similar perception ability of a real fish, which is 
beneficial to the military, rescue, navigation, and 
environmental monitoring. It is sure that the ALLS 
will have broader development and application 
prospect in the near future. 
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Abstract: A novel artificial neutral network stator flux estimator based on low pass filter for induction motors is 
proposed in this paper. Firstly, low pass filter is used to extract the features of the stator voltage. Then, the 
feature signals are selected as inputs of an artificial neutral network regression model to estimate stator flux. The 
combination stator flux estimation algorithm with low pass filter and artificial neutral network reduces the 
interference induced by high frequency signals and has fine dynamic performance. Simulations show high 
performance of the proposed stator flux estimator under different torques. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Owing to their simple structure and stability, AC 
induction motors (IM) have been widely used in 
many fields [1]. An accurate flux estimation is very 
important to a high performance induction motor 
drive, such as Direct Torque Control (DTC) [2], 
which has attracted more and more attention in recent 
years, due to its simple structure and ability to 
achieve fast torque and flux control. 

A typical IM has no flux sensors built in, and 
there is no place provided in it to mount such 
sensors. Flux can be obtained by observers based on 
mathematic models [3, 4] such as Kalman filters [5], 
Luenberger observers [6-8], etc. Most of the flux 
estimators are based on the voltage model, the 
current model, or a combination of both [3, 10]. The 
estimator based on the current model requires the 
knowledge of stator current and rotor speed. In some 
industrial applications, the use of an incremental 

encoder to get the speed or position of the rotor is 
undesirable since it reduces the robustness and 
reliability of the drive. It has been widely known that 
even though the current model has managed to 
eliminate the sensitivity to the stator resistance 
variation. The estimators are sensitive to the rotor 
parameter, especially at high rotor speed [3, 10, 11]. 
The voltage model is normally used at high speed. 
And some problems arise at low speed [9-12]. In 
practice, even a small DC offset in the back 
electromotive force (EMF) can cause the integrator to 
saturate [12, 13]. To overcome this, a low pass filter 
(LPF) is normally used in place of a pure integrator 
[13, 14]. However, compared to the pure integrator, 
particularly at frequencies close to the cut-off, LPF 
will result in phase and magnitude errors.  

Attempts have been made to improve the 
estimated stator flux based on the LPF as given by 
[13-16]. In [13], the proposed method creates a novel 
arithmetic between the pure integrator and the LPF. 
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The method uses an adaptive control system, which 
is based on the fact that the back EMF is orthogonal 
to the stator flux. The compensator is adapted for this 
condition. However, implementation of the proposed 
system requires large processor resources and 
significantly increased the complexity of the control 
system. In [14], the errors between LPF and pure 
integrator were computed and compensated. But the 
compensation is based on the steady-state condition 
and only can be used under steady-state condition. In 
[15], two different cut-off frequencies were used in 
back EMF equation. But it will degrade the ability of 
driving to some extent. A new type of stator flux 
integration has been proposed in [16]. Output of the 
flux is used for feedback based on first-order LPF. 
Control effect of the algorithm is remarkable. But it 
is more complex. By analyzing the error of the LPF 
based estimator, a simple compensation method has 
been proposed [17]. This method is mainly applied to 
solve the steady-state situation problem. And it is 
largely ineffective to improve the flux estimation 
accuracy at low speed. The voltage model has been 
used in the high speed area and current model in the 
low speed area [18]. The disadvantage of this hybrid 
model is that it is very difficult to switch quickly and 
smoothly between the two models. 

In this paper, to overcome the problem of the 
integration for stator flux estimation, a novel 
artificial neutral network stator flux estimate method 
based on low pass filter is proposed. The proposed 
method is very simple. And it is a Wiener model in 
nature, which consist of a linear dynamic (LPF) and a 
nonlinear static (ANN), yet it can improve the 
dynamic performance of stator flux estimation. 
Simulations show the high performance of  
the method. 

 
 

2. Stator Flux Estimation 
 

2.1. Principle of Flux Estimation  
Based on LPF 

 
The stator flux calculation based on the stator 

voltage equation is given by [19]: 
 

 ss s su R i dt    (1) 

 
Its frequency expression is: 
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where s  is the stator flux, sR  is the stator 

resistance, and su  and si  are the measured terminal 

voltages and currents, respectively. e  is the motor 

stator signals when steady-state operation of angular. 
The integration of (1) by pure integrator suffers the 

drift and the saturation problems. To solve the 
problems, traditional strategy is to replace the pure 
integrator by a LPF. The structure of the stator flux 
estimation system is showed in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Structure of the stator flux estimation system. 

 
 
Then the Equation (1) can be written as 
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where c  is the cut-off frequency of the LPF. By 

comparing (2) with (3), 
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Actually this method will degrade the 

performance of the system. From the above 
equations, the magnitude of the estimated stator flux 
is always less than the actual one which can result in 
magnetic flux saturation in low speed region. On the 
other hand the phase error will also lead to incorrect 
voltage vector selection. When the estimated flux 
enters a new sector, the actual flux is still in the 
previous sector, so the voltage vector will be selected 
incorrectly. 

 
 
2.2. Cascaded LPF Based Flux Estimation 

 
A programmable cascaded LPF is proposed to 

solve the drift problem and to estimate exactly stator 
flux [9, 20]. The principle of the cascaded LPF 
method of integration can be explained as follows. 
Since the drive has to operate in a wide frequency 
range, a single-stage integrator has to be designed 
with a very large time constant. This causes the 
problem of DC offset and its very slow decay, as 
dictated by the time constant. If a single-stage 
integrator is resolved into a number of cascaded LPF 
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with a short time constant, the problem of DC offset 
decay time can be sharply attenuated [9]. The 
structure of the stator flux estimation system is 
showed in Fig. 2. 

 
 

  
 

Fig. 2. Structure of Cascaded LPF Based flux  
estimation system. 

 
 

The programmable cascaded LPF perform back 
EMF integration. The algorithm described in [9] does 
not introduce acceptable estimation when a direction 
of a stator field rotation is changing. And the scheme 
also has a drawback in that the time constant of the 
LPF will be very large at times [9]. 

 
 
2.3. Artificial Neural Network Based Flux 

Estimation 
 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are suitable for 

AC motor state estimation, because of their known 
advantages, such as the ability to approximate any 
nonlinear functions to a desired degree of accuracy, 
learning and generalization, fast parallel 
computation, robustness to input harmonic ripples, 
and fault tolerance [21, 22]. These aspects are 
important in the case of nonlinear systems, like 
converter-fed AC drives, where linear control theory 
cannot be directly applied. Additionally, high-
efficiency power electronic converters used for ac 
motors operate in switch mode, which results in very 
noisy signals. For these reasons, ANNs are attractive 
for signal processing and control of AC drives. The 
usual ANN model is the multilayer feedforward 
network using the error back propagation algorithm 
(BP) [23]. The artificial neural network can be used 
directly to design a new observer of the stator flux. 
The idea is to model flux directly using stator 
currents and voltage as inputs instead of back EMF. 
The structure of the ANN based stator flux 
estimation system is showed in Fig. 3.  

Despite many advantages, the ANN estimator has 
serious limitations inherited. It requires that initially 
selected sampling time is applied to the data in 
learning. If we want the estimated flux to be smooth, 
short sampling time should be considered, which can 
result in large training set. And the ANN model is a 
static model without fine dynamic performance. 

ANN

 
 

Fig. 3. Structure of the ANN based stator flux  
estimation system. 

 
 
2.4. LPF Based Artificial Neural Network 

Stator Flux Estimation 
 
Inspired by the above methods, we present the 

idea of combining LPF and ANN as a new stator flux 
estimator. Fig. 4 shows the LPF based ANN stator 
flux estimator structure. 

 
 

LPF

LPF

ANN

 
 

Fig. 4. The structure of the stator flux  
estimation system. 

 
 

The cut-off frequency ωc of the LPF influences 
the errors of the flux estimator greatly. In practice, 
the cut-off frequency can’t be set too small since the 
stability of the control system will be degraded when 
the cut-off frequency is too small. According to [24], 
we set the ωc at 30 rad/s. 
 
 

3. Simulations and Experiment results 
 

In order to get the data, a converter-fed DTC 
system is carried out. The training patterns are 
prepared by numerical simulations of the induction 
motor model in the stationary reference frames 
( -  ) with help of MATLAB and SIMULINK. In 

simulations the nominal data of 3.7 kW induction 
motor is used. Table 1 shows the parameters of 
induction motor. 

The design and training of a neural network for 
satisfactory performance requires very time 
consuming iterative procedure with large training 
data table. At last we chose the data in the condition 
of the motor at 1000 rpm and under the rated load 
torque TL 25 Nm. By less than 600 times training, 
the ultimate error is less than 1.00e-5. 
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Table 1. Parameters of induction motor. 
 

Parameters Value 

Nominal power 3730 W 

Pole pairs 2 

Nominal flux 1.5 Wb 

Stator resistance 1.115  

Rotor resistance 1.083  

Nominal speed 1420 r/min 

Mutual inductance 0.2037 H 

Inertia 0.02 kg.m2 

 
 
The presented results were obtained by the LPF 

based ANN estimator in steady-state under the TL at 
1000 r/m in Fig. 5. 

From Fig. 5, it can be concluded that the new 
estimator shows high performance. Fig. 6 to Fig. 12 
show the robustness performance of the proposed 
method under different load torques.  

Fig. 10 to Fig. 12 show the results when load 
torque exceeds the training range (from  
(1.2 - 1.6) TL). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The ANN estimation result in steady-state under  
the TL at 1000 r/m compared with the real value. 

 
 

  
 

 
Fig. 6. Flux   (up) and flux   (down) estimation error at 1000 r/m under 0.2 TL. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Flux   (up) and flux   (down) estimation error at 1000 r/m under 0.4 TL. 

 

  
 

Fig. 8. Flux   (up) and flux   (down) estimation error at 1000 r/m under 0.6 TL. 
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Fig. 9. Flux   (up) and flux   (down) estimation error at 1000 r/m under 0.8 TL. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Flux   (up) and flux   (down) estimation error at 1000 r/m under 1.2 TL. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Flux   (up) and flux   (down) estimation error at 1000 r/m under 1.4 TL. 

 
 

  
 

Fig. 12. Flux   (up) and flux   (down) estimation error at 1000 r/m under 1.6 TL. 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

A novel LPF based ANN stator flux estimator is 
proposed in the paper. Simulations show the LPF 
based ANN estimator perform good performance of 
robustness to torque changes. This method has some 
certain prospect in the estimation of stator flux of AC 
induction motors. 
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Abstract: With the emergences of different types of distributed generators (DGs) into the distribution systems, 
there is an increasing demand to understand and quantify their impacts on distribution systems such as voltage, 
reliability, power equality, etc. To implement the comprehensive evaluation, this paper analyzes and proposes 
multiple indices which reflect the performance of distribution network with DGs and DGs impact on distribution 
systems. Based on the proposed indices, a comprehensive method, which integrates the analytical hierarchy 
process (AHP), the principal component analysis (PCA) and the set pair analysis (SPA), is proposed to evaluate 
DGs planning. AHP and PCA is applied to determine weight factor for each index, while SPA is to obtain the 
priority of DGs planning schemes as well as analyze the priority stabilization. The proposed indices and 
evaluation methods have been tested on 20 bus distribution networks with extensively DGs. The assessment 
results is presented and discussed. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Distributed generators planning, Performance indices, Analytical hierarchy process (AHP), The 
principal component analysis (PCA), The set pair analysis (SPA). 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
The requirement for more flexible electric 

systems, changing regulatory and economic 
scenarios, energy savings and environmental impact 
have led to increased interests in distributed 
generators (DGs), which are small power generation 
technologies normally installed within consumers’ 
premises and connected to the distribution  
level [1-2]. Proper integration of DGs in distribution 
networks can bring plenty of substantial interests 
such as reducing power losses and on-peak operating 
costs, improving voltage profiles, deferring or 
eliminating for system upgrades, and so on [2-4]. But 

improper location or high penetration of DGs at the 
distribution level also are likely to give rise to 
technical and security problems such as increase fault 
currents, cause voltage oscillations, interfere with 
voltage-control processes, diminish or increase 
losses, etc. [4-6]. 

With the development of various DGs 
technologies and decrease of their costs, all questions 
about planning, maintenance and operation become 
more interesting. It has become indisputable facts 
that DGs will play an important role in the future of 
electricity generation [6-7]. But at the moment, the 
system planner is faced with many issues to be 
addressed, one of which will be how to obtain the 
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optimal DGs scheme so as to fully play DGs 
advantages as well as restrain disadvantages.  

Right and exact evaluation of DGs planning can 
be applied to examine the performance of existing 
distribution networks to accept DGs. Some 
researches to date have been carrying on the 
evaluation of DGs planning. Generally, there are two 
characteristics for the assessment of DGs planning. 
The first is to give the quantitative index of 
assessment object. The second is to propose an 
accurate, appropriate and efficient assessment 
method aiming at the proposed index. In the reported 
literatures about analytical evaluation of DGs 
planning, the assessment contents mainly touch upon 
such issues as economic interests [8-9], 
environmental benefits [6, 10, 11], reliability [12-14], 
stability [5], multi-technology problems [9, 15-18], 
power quality [19], negative effects [20], etc. But, 
most previous assessments of DGs planning 
emphasized some particular aspect or were of limited 
scope. Thus, aggregative data generated by these 
assessments were not sufficient to describe precisely 
the performance of DGs planning, which is often 
simultaneously concerned with many aspects. 
Therefore, it is essential to study the assessment 
indices that is easy to understand and applicable over 
a wider range and greater complexity of conditions, 
as well as to develop a method that contributes to 
more scientific assessments and meaningful valuation 
of DGs planning. 

From reflection of the performance for 
distribution network with DGs and DGs influences 
on distribution systems, this paper analyzes and 
proposes multiple indices to implement 
comprehensive evaluation of DGs planning. Based on 
the proposed indices, a comprehensive method 
integrating with AHP, PCA and FSPA is applied to 
evaluate DGs planning. The proposed indices and 
evaluation method have been tested on 20-bus 
distribution network with extensively DGs. The 
assessment results is presented and discussed. 

 
 

2. The Performance Indices 
 
The establishment of performance indices is 

based on the principle of systematicness, 
scientificalness and objectivity to arrive at the 
impartiality, accuracy and reasonable evaluation of 
DGs planning. From the perspective of reflecting the 
performance for distribution network with DGs and 
DGs influences on distribution systems, the proposed 
indices considers eight aspects given in Fig. 1, 
involving dynamic performance (e. g. network loss, 
reliability, voltage quality, etc.) and static 
performance (e. g. DGs layout, deferred capacity of 
network update, etc.). In order to achieve at the more 
accurate, adequate and concrete quantification of 
each performance, two or three indices are presented 
aiming at each aspect. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The evaluation systems for DGs planning. 
 
 
2.1. Power Loss 
 

Evaluation of power loss in the power system is 
not only an important technical requirement but also 
an indispensable economic indicator, which could 
comprehensively reflect standards of production, 
operation, management and electric facilities. DGs 
access to the distribution level can unload line and 
reduce loss, while the reverse power flows from high 
penetration of DGs or the absorbed reactive by DGs 
may result in excessive loss. Consequently, this paper 
puts forward the average line loss rate (ID1), 
improvement of system loss (ID2) and maximum 
change of line loss (ID3). Their definitions are as 
following 
 

Total power supply Load aggregate demand
ID1

Total power supply 


 , 

(1) 

 
The systematical total power loss without DGs

ID2
The systematical total power loss with DGs

 , 
(2) 

 
The th distribution line loss before DGs

ID3 max( )
The th distribution line loss after DGsbi

i

i
 , (3)

 
where Ωb is the set for branch number. 
 
 
2.2. Voltage Quality 

 
Voltage change is one of DGs influences on the 

distribution networks. Just as the same impacts of 
power loss, the voltage profile may be enhanced or 
decreased which is connected with the location, size 
and variety of DGs. Here the load node voltage 
qualification rate (ID4), the improvement of system 
voltage (ID5) and the maximum offset rate of load 
node voltages (ID6) are taken as quantitative analysis 
of voltage quality. 
 

Load node number within the voltage limit  
ID4

Load node number 
 , (4) 
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The systematical voltage index with DGs
ID5

The systematical voltage index without DGs
 , (5) 

 

ID6 max( )
n

rated
i i

ratedi
i

U U

U


 , (6) 

 

where Ωn is the set for load node. Ui,, Ui
rated is the 

tested voltage and rated voltage at the ith node. The 
systematical voltage index (λ) is calculated  
by Eq. (7) [17]: 
 

1

N

i i i
i

U L k


 , (7) 

 

where Ui , Li stands for the voltage magnitude and the 
load at bus i. ki is the weighting factor for load bus i, 
and N is the total number of load buses in the 
distribution system. 
 
 

2.3. Power Supply Reliability 
 
Power supply reliability is the primary concern 

for utilities. Currently, many documents have 
reported DGs influences on the reliability of 
distribution network. The presented studies show that 
the interconnection of some controllable DGs to the 
distribution network can greatly improve the power 
supply reliability of the distribution network, but 
other uncontrollable DGs like wind power access to 
the distribution network will affect the reliability of 
the system due to their random fluctuations [11-13]. 
Similarly, we employed three indices including the 
power supply availability (ID7), the change rate for 
Energy Not Supply (ENS) (ID8) and maximum 
change rate of user ENS (ID9). The calculations are 
obtained from 
 

User average power outage time  
ID7 1

Stastical period time 
   

(8) 

 
Energy not supply with DGs

ID8 1
Energy not supply  without DGs

   (9) 

 

ENS for the th load with DGs 
ID9 max(1 )

ENS for the th load without DGsni

i

i
   (10) 

 
 

2.4. Power Factors 
 

Due to the diversity, randomness and uncertainty 
of DGs, the system power factor is to inevitable 
change when they are connected to power grid. 
Therefore, this article puts forward the qualification 
rate for user average power factor (ID10), the 
qualification rate for DGs Average power factor 
(ID11) and the improvement of average power factor 
at the substation outlet (ID12). 
 

The qualified number of the user average power factor  
ID10

The number  of the user
 (11)

 

The qualified number of DGs average power factor  
ID11

The DGs number
 (12)

 
Substation outlet power factor with DGs

ID12
Substation outlet power factor without DGs

  (13)

 
 
2.5. Environmental Benefits 

 
Employment of renewable DGs like wind power 

and photovoltaic cell has the potential to reduce 
pollutants emission and energy saving. The 
systematic emission rate per unit power (ID13) and 
the environmental improvement (ID14) were 
investigated in this study. Although the pollutant 
emission is the composition of a large amount of 
mixture, we only consider four kinds of main 
emissions including CO2, SO2, CO and NOx. 
 

The systematic pollution emissions 
ID13

The systematic electricity
 , (14) 

 
The pollution emission rate with DGs

ID14
The pollution emission rate without DGs

 , (15) 

 
where the systematic electricity is the total electricity 
production from power grid and DGs in a specific 
time. The systematic pollution emissions refer to the 
total weight of the pollutants produced by the 
electricity generation. That is, it is estimated by 
making the weighted sum of four pollutants. And the 
weights of four pollutants add up to equal to one. 
 
 
2.6. Voltage Stability 
 

Different types, changed location and size of DGs 
will affect system voltage stability. Therefore, this 
paper proposes the system voltage stability index 
(ID15) and the improvement of system voltage 
stability (ID16) to react DGs influence on  
voltage stability. 

 
ID15 max ( )

b
k

k
L


 , (16) 

 
The system voltage stability without DGs

ID16
The system voltage stability  with DGs

 , (17) 

 
where Lk is the voltage stability index at the ith branch. 
Its formulation [21] is as following  
 

   2 2

4

4 j j j j i

k
i

XP RQ XQ RP U
L

U

      , (18) 

 
where U is the node voltage. P and Q are the active 
and reactive power. R and X are branch resistance 
and reactance respectively. Subscripts i,j stand for 
primary node and secondary node of the kth branch. 
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2.7. Deferred Upgrade of Distribution 
Network 

 
DGs access can satisfy the load demand growth 

and consequently stave off network expansion and 
transformation. This paper proposes average line 
capacity margin rate (ID17) and the minimum margin 
of line capacity (ID18) to quantify the degree of 
deferred upgrades of distribution network. And the 
line capacity margin is defined as the difference 
between the line capacity limit and the actual  
line capacity. 

 
 The average line capacity margin with DGs

ID17
The average line capacity margin without DGs

 , (19)

 
lim

lim
ID18 ( )

b

i i

i i

C C

CMin



 , (20) 

 
where Ci, Ci

lim are the line capacity and the line 
capacity limit at the ith branch. The average line 
capacity margin can be calculated by Eq. (21). 

 

max
1

1
3 ( )

n

mar av i
i

Line U I I
n 

  , (21) 

 
where Uav is the rated voltage. n  is the number of the 
branch. Ii is the ith branch current. Imax is the current 
limit at the ith branch. 

 
 

2.8. DGs Power Supply and Layout 
 
In order to satisfy the island operation mode, DGs 

must have enough power supply, and matching with 
load in island. In addition, when several DGs access 
network, DGs layout also bring out the performance 
fluctuation of distribution network. Therefore, in 
order to respond these facts, this paper proposes DGs 
average electricity supply ability (ID19), the 
minimum ratio of DGs capacity and load in island 
(ID20), the ratio of common load served by two 
adjoining DGs (ID21). 

 
 DGs electricity supply

ID19
The grid electricity supply +DGs electricity supply

 , (22)

 
where DGs electricity supply is the total annual 
electrical energy produced by entire installation DGs. 
The grid electricity supply is the total annual 
electrical energy come from the major power grid. 

 
The  supplied power of the th DGs

ID20 ( )
The total load power served by the th DGs

ni

i

iMin


 , (23)

 
The  common load power served by two adjoining DGs

ID21
The total load  power served by two adjoining DGs

 , (24)

 
where the common load power is the power sum of 
sharing loads, which can not only operate in an island 
mode including one DGs but also operate in another 

island mode including another DGs when system 
failures occur. The total load power is the total power 
sum of entire loads located in an island mode with 
DGs and those loads in another island state with  
other DGs.  

 
 

3. The Study for Evaluation Method 
 

The foregoing indices can be applied to not only 
quantify a certain attribute of DGs access but also 
integrated evaluate DGs planning. Considering the 
hierarchical structure, variety and complexity of the 
proposed indices systems, as well as in order to 
achieve the objective and impartial of evaluation 
results, the comprehensive method integrating with 
AHP, PCA and SPA is applied to evaluate DGs 
planning. For the convenience of following narrative, 
Object Level (OL, i. e. the integrated evaluation 
indices for distributed generators planning), Content 
Level (CL, e. g. Power Loss, Voltage Quality, etc.) 
and Factor Level (FL, e. g. ID1, ID2, etc.) are 
employed to be corresponding with the first, second 
and third layer of the indices systems respectively. 
The application of AHP or PCA or combination of 
both is to determine the index weight of indices on 
the FL, while that of SPA is to calculate the 
approximate degree of every index. 

 
 

3.1. AHP 
 

AHP [22] is employed to give a scientific and 
reasonable weighted vector in accordance with the 
expert experience or DGs investors prefer. Here the 
application of AHP is for the proposed subjective 
indices on the FL so as to avoid the difficulty of 
obtain reliable data as well as consider the subjective 
initiatives of the experts. The first step of determining 
weighted vectors is to construct a judgment matrix 
formed by experts or investors scoring. Then matrix’s 
maximized eigenvalue and corresponding 
eigenvectors are calculated. Finally the weighted 
factors is obtained by 

 

1

1, 2,3i
i n

k
k

v
w i



 




v
, 

(25) 

 
where vi is the ith number of eigenvalues, wi is the 
weight of corresponding to the ith index, n is the 
number of eigenvalues. 
 
 
3.2. PCA 
 

PCA is also applied to determine the weighted 
vector according the objective information. But 
conversely with the application of AHP, the 
employment of PCA is for the objective indices on 
the FL to arrive at objectivity and practicality. The 
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selection of principal components and the 
determination of their weighted factors are obtained 
by a series of calculations involving the construction 
and standardization of sample information matrix, the 
form of correlation matrices, calculations of the 
eigenvalues, eigenvectors and accumulative total of 
eigenvalues percent, etc. Their formulations are 
shown in Eq. (25) to Eq. (28). 

 

1

100%, 1,2, ,i
i m

j
j

i m





  


  

(26) 
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l

l j
j

 


    (27) 
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(28) 

 

1

, 1,2, ,i
i p

i
k

W
W i m

W


 




 

, 
(29) 

 

where λ and v are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
correlation matrices obtained by initial information 
matrices. ηi is the eigenvalues percent. P is the 
number of principal component. Wi is the weight.  

 
 

3.3. SPA 
 

The set pair analysis (SPA) theory is to consider 
certainties and uncertainties as a certain-uncertain 
system by studying the relationship between the 
certainty and the uncertainty of a thing. Zhao Keqin 
studied it by defining the connection degree shown in 
Eq. (29) [23-24]. 

 

a bi cj    , (30) 
 

where μ is the connection degree of the set pair. a, b, 
c, respectively, represents the identity degree, 
discrepancy degree and contrary degree, satisfying a 
+ b+ c = 1. As the coefficient of the discrepancy 
degree, i is an uncertain value between -1 and 1, i. e. 

[1, 1]i   under certain circumstances. j is the 

coefficient of the contrary degree and is  
specified as -1. 

In this paper, the selection of SPA is according to 
the multi-indicator and taking into account a lot of 
uncertainty of the distribution network planning with 
DGs. In the course of evaluation, the approximate 
degree, the decision-making matrix and the sort 
stability analysis are presented. The approximate 
degree   is expressed as Eq. (31). 

 

a

a c
 


  

The decision-making matrix is constructed by 
the approximate degree of each index for DGs 
planning and the index number. The rows of the 
decision-making matrix concern with the number of 
the DG planning, on the other hand, the columns of 
the matrix are related with the index. The elements of 
matrix consist of the approximate degree of  
DGs planning.  

The stability analysis is to analyze the 
uncertainty impact through the small change of the 
coefficient of the discrepancy degree i. While 
maintaining original sort, the interval  
of the coefficient i is determined by Eq. (31)  
and Eq. (32) [19]. 

 
[0,1] 0

0 min ,1 0

k p p k

p k k p
k p p k

k p p k

i c b c b

c a c a
i c b c b

c b c b
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[ 1,0) 0

max 1, 0 0

k p p k

p k k p
k p p k

k p p k

i c b c b

c a c a
i c b c b

a b a b

   


            

 
(33) 

 
 
3.4. Comprehensive Evaluation Procedures 

of DGs Planning 
 

Integrated with the diversity and hierarchy of the 
proposed index as well as their specific 
circumstances, the index evaluation on CL are 
obtained through the weighted sum of each index on 
FL, while the final evaluation is given through the 
priority queuing and analysis of priority stabilization. 
The detailed evaluation steps are described  
as following: 

Step 1 collects the basic data. Calculate the 
weight factor based on AHP, PCA or both of them. 
Determine the worst and the best evaluation set [V, U] 
of the index on the Factors Layer. And calculate the 
connection degree according to Eq. (33), Eq. (34) and 
Eq. (35), which is successively corresponding to the 
forward (the bigger the better), the backward (the 
smaller the better) and the fixed index (the fixed 
interval value). 

 
( )( )

( ) ( )
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, (33) 
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, (34) 

 
( )( )

( ) ( )
r kr kr r krr r
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v h h u hu v
i j

u v h u v h u v
  
  

  
, (36) 

 
where hkr is the value of the rth index on the kth layer. 
ur,vr are the worst and the best evaluation set of the 
rth index. 
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Step 2 calculates the connection degree and the 
approximate degree of each index on CL by 
application of Eq. (36) to Eq. (37). Then form 
decision-making matrix. 

 

1 1 1

k k kn n n

m kr kr kr kr kr kr
r r r

u a w i b w j c w
  

     , (37) 
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, (38) 

 

where wkr is the weight factor of the rth index on the 
kth layer. nk is the index number included in the mth 
index on the content layer. 

Step 3 obtain the optimal/worst solution from the 
standardized decision-making matrix and compute 
the identity degree, contrary degree, discrepant 
degree and the approximate degree by Eq. (38) to 
Eq. (41). 
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where u, v is the optimal and the worst solution. 
n, o is the number of index and the planning scheme. 
γ is the approximate degree to be evaluated programs. 

Step 4 obtains the best planning program by the 
sort of the approximate degree and the stability 
analysis. The sort principle is that the larger 
approximate degree is the better planning program. 
The stability analysis is to analyze the uncertainty 
impact through the small change of the coefficient of 
the discrepancy degree. While maintaining original 
sort, the interval of the coefficient i is determined by 
Eq. (31) and Eq. (32). 

4. Numerical Example 
 
4.1. Test System and Simulation Parameters 

 
To demonstrate the index and the performance of 

the proposed evaluation method, simulation is based 
on the 20-bus system. Its topological structure is 
shown in Fig. 2 and the branch, load parameters are 
being founded in [25]. The main parameters in our 
tests are: 10 MW for power base; 10 kV for voltage 
base; 10-4 for convergence accuracy (ε); 2 MW for 
the line maximum capacity limit; 0.1 (times/ km) for 
line failure rate; 3 (hour/time) for average outage 
duration of line. The parameters for alternative DGs 
are listed in Table 1. Five kinds of DG planning to be 
evaluated are described as follows. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The radial distribution network. 
 

 
For Case 1, two PQ models (DG1) access  

Node 15 and Node 19. The injected active and 
reactive power are P15=0.181 (p.u.), Q15=0.067 (p.u.), 
P19=0.0670 (p.u.), Q19=0.024 (p.u.). 

For Case 2, two PV models (DG2) access  
Node 15 and Node 19. The injected active power and 
voltage are P15=0.362 (p.u.), U15=1.02 (p.u.), 
P19=0.134 (p.u.), U19=1.02 (p.u.). 

For Case 3, one PQ model (DG1) access Node 15 
and one PV models (DG2) access Node 19. The 
injected active power, reactive power and voltage are 
P15=0.362 (p.u.), Q15=0.067 (p.u.), P19=0.134 (p.u.), 
U19=1.02 (p.u.). 

For Case 4, one PQ model (DG1) access Node 5 
and one PV model (DG2) access Node 11 and 
another PQ model (DG3) access Node 20. The 
injected active power, reactive power and  
voltage are P5=0.0816 (p.u.), Q5=0.0598 (p.u.), 
P11=0.0424 (p.u.), U15=1.02 (p.u.), P20=0.0034 (p.u.), 
Q20=0.0025 (p.u.). 

 
 
 

Table 1. Emission characteristics and reliability parameters of different DG. 
 

DG 
Code 

DG 
Type 

CO2 

(kg/kW.h) 
SO2 

(kg/kW.h) 
CO 

(kg/kW.h) 
NOx 

(kg/kW.h) 

Failure rate 
of DG 

(time/year) 

Average 
interruption 

duration of DG 
(hour/time) 

T1 PQ 0 0 0 0 5 50 

T2 PV 0 0 0 0 2 25 

T3 PQ 0.000023 0.6354 0.0000544 0 1 10 

T4 PQ 0.0006188 0.1840829 0.0001702 0.000928 1 10 

T5 PQ 0.001625415 0.0864725 0 0.0022645 0.1 10 

0U 1U 2U iU jU nU

nS1S 2S iS jS
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For Case 5, five PQ models access Node 5 (DG1), 8 
(DG4), 11 (DG3), 15 (DG4) and 20 (DG5). The injected 
active power, reactive power are orderly 
P5=0.0816 (p.u.), Q5=0.0598 (p.u.), P8=0.0424 (p.u.), 
Q8=0.0309 (p.u.), P11=0.0034 (p.u.), Q11=0.0025 (p.u.), 
P15=0.0677 (p.u.), Q15=0.0505 (p.u.) and 
P20=0.0025 (p.u.), Q20=0.0018 (p.u.). 

 
 

4.2. Results and Discussion 
 

The program is simulated with Matlab 2008rb on 
a personal computer. The results for the different 
performance indices are listed in Table 2. Integrated 
with DG penetration rate and the actual situation of 
distribution network, the obtained worst/best 

evaluation set [V, U] of each index on the FL is 
[0.01, 0.2], [0.2, 3], [1, 100], [0, 1], [0.1,2],  
[0.001, 0.1], [0.95, 1], [0, 1], [0, 1], [0.2, 1], [0.2, 1], 
[0.8, 1.3], [10, 20], [1, 2], [0.1, 1], [0, 20], [0, 1],  
[0, 1], [0, 0.3], [1, 3], [0, 1]. On the basis of AHP, 
PCA and the Eq. (33), Eq. (34) and Eq. (35), the 
identity degree, contrary degree and discrepant 
degree of each index on CL are given in Table 3 
when the weighted factors is 0.4946, 0.3796, 0.1258, 
0.8086, 0.1047, 0.0867, 0.8214, 0.1111, 0.0675, 
0.4126, 0.3275, 0.2599, 0.8571, 0.1429, 0.8, 0.2, 
0.8889, 0.1111, 0.4, 0.4, 0.2. Furthermore, Fig. 3 
shows the approximate degree of different 
performance indices at the content level in  
different case. 

 
 

Table 2. The results for the different performance indices at the factor level 
 

Index Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

ID1 0.040 0.090 0.090 0.085 0.019 

ID2 0.389 0.692 0.695 0.550 0.426 

ID3 23.347 49.081 73.589 4.909 4.731 
ID4 1 1 1 1 1 
ID5 1.016 1.023 1.023 1.026 1.013 
ID6 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.025 
ID7 0.971 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 
ID8 0.581 0.472 0.585 0.134 0.280 
ID9 0.920 0.942 0.942 0.904 0.932 
ID10 0.600 0.650 0.650 0.650 0.700 
ID11 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
ID12 0.741 0.022 0.022 0.056 0.979 
ID13 0.045 0.001 0.001 0.461 0.100 
ID14 0.100 0.003 0.003 1.008 0.219 
ID15 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.015 0.019 
ID16 1.444 1.416 1.409 2.268 1.839 
ID17 1.213 1.095 1.094 1.114 1.177 
ID18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.000 
ID19 0.496 0.985 0.985 0.968 0.395 
ID20 1.297 1.039 2.595 1.072 1.072 
ID21 0.423 0.423 0.423 0.000 0.000 

 
 

Table 3. The connection degree for the different performance indices at the content level. 
 

Index 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 

akj bkj ckj akj bkj ckj akj bkj ckj akj bkj ckj akj bkj ckj 

PL 0.194 0.524 0.282 0.196 0.488 0.317 0.227 0.458 0.315 0.127 0.519 0.354 0.301 0.461 0.239

VQ 0.864 0.110 0.027 0.864 0.109 0.027 0.864 0.109 0.027 0.864 0.109 0.027 0.863 0.106 0.031

PSR 0.536 0.052 0.412 0.537 0.063 0.401 0.549 0.050 0.401 0.497 0.103 0.401 0.515 0.085 0.401

PF 0.578 0.092 0.330 0.595 0.083 0.321 0.595 0.083 0.321 0.595 0.083 0.321 0.635 0.081 0.284

EB 0.114 0.818 0.068 0.114 0.856 0.030 0.114 0.856 0.030 0.057 0.491 0.453 0.114 0.771 0.114

VS 0.177 0.024 0.799 0.179 0.023 0.798 0.179 0.023 0.798 0.139 0.020 0.841 0.154 0.026 0.819

DUDN 0.539 0.461 0.000 0.487 0.513 0.000 0.486 0.514 0.000 0.496 0.504 0.000 0.523 0.477 0.000

DGPSL 0.530 0.154 0.316 0.504 0.123 0.373 0.659 0.140 0.200 0.707 0.000 0.280 0.707 0.000 0.280
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Fig. 3. The approximate degree of different performance indices at the content level in different cases. 
 
 

According to the approximate degree for each 
scheme shown in Table 3, the standardized decision-
making matrix obtained is shown as following 

 
0.4077 0.9699 0.5654 0.6366 0.6286 0.1809 1.0000 0.6265

0.3821 0.9700 0.5726 0.6495 0.7935 0.1829 1.0000 0.5744

0.4181 0.9700 0.5783 0.6495 0.7934 0.1834 1.0000 0.7671

0.2638 0.9700 0.5535 0.6495 0.111

M

3 0.1418 1.0000 0.7165

0.5576 0.9649 0.5624 0.6907 0.5001 0.1585 1.0000 0.7165

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

The optimal solution set (U) and the worst set (V) 
are obtained by the decision matrix. That is, 
U=[0.5576, 0.9700, 0.5783, 0.6907, 0.7935, 0.1834, 

1.0000, 0.7671]; V=[0.2638, 0.9649, 0.5535, 0.6366, 
0.1113, 0.1418, 1.0000, 0.5744]. According to 
Eq. (39) to Eq. (42), the identity degree, contrary 
degree, discrepant degree and the approximate degree 
for different schemes are shown in Table 4. By 
analyzing Table 4, the programmatic prioritization is 
4, 1, 2, 5, 3. The intervals of the coefficients keeping 
the sort stabilities are [-1, 1], [-1, 0.676], [-0.53, 1],  
[-1, 1], [-1, 1]. So the stable interval of entire 
program is [-0.53, 0.676], which denotes the relative 
stability of the prioritization. 

 
 

Table 4. The connection degree and approximate degree for the objective level 
 

Scheme Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
The identity degree 0.5244 0.5412 0.5654 0.4242 0.5336 
Contrary degree 0.0281 0.0084 0.0079 0.0010 0.0335 
Discrepant degree 0.4475 0.4504 0.4267 0.5747 0.4329 
Approximate degree 0.5396 0.5458 0.5699 0.4247 0.5521 

 
 

From the analysis of Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4, 
some conclusions are listed as follows: 

 The proposed indices is fairly solid and can 
show the overall performances of the distribution 
network with DGs and DGs influence on distribution 
network in different directions. 

 DGs influence degree changes with DGs 
type, location, size and layout. Generally speaking, 
the solution of increasing an indicator will decrease 
another. It is difficult that several indicators 
simultaneously arrive at the optimal at one solution. 
As you can see in Table 2, ID1 is the best in Case 5, 
ID2 is the best in Case 2, ID3 is the best in Case 3, 
and etc. 

 The proposed comprehensive evaluation 
method can solve efficiently the multiattribute 
decision-making analysis problem. The application 
of SPA can touch on the uncertainty influence. And 
the stability analysis of prioritization can determine 
the interval of the coefficient i maintaining original 
sort. 

5. Conclusions 
 

This study presents the evaluation index systems 
about DGs planning in the distribution network and 
the comprehensive evaluation method. The 
simulations demonstrate that the proposed index 
system is objective, fair and reasonable, which can 
show the performances of the distribution network 
with DGs and DGs influences from the perspective 
of system loss, voltage quality, reliability, power 
factor, environmental benefit, voltage stability, and 
ability of deferring network upgrade, capacity of 
DGs power supply and layout of DGs. The 
comprehensive evaluation method is simple, robust 
and suitable for the comprehensive evaluation of the 
large and complicated distribution networks with 
multi-sources and multi-types DGs. Furthermore, the 
application of SPA and the implementation of 
priority stabilization analysis not only take into 
consideration of uncertainties but also pay attention 
to their influence degree. Therefore, here proposed 
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index systems and the comprehensive evaluation 
method can provide the critical decision support for 
DGs planning projects. 
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Abstract: With the water content of the produced fluid increasing greatly in offshore oilfield, this paper 
develops a downhole oil-water separation system used in 7" casing for offshore oilfield. Optimal flow 
distribution is obtained when angle α of its pre hydrocyclone is 20° and angle β of that is 3° through simulation 
and optimization; diesel-water separation test shows that with oil content of inlet being 10 % the separation 
efficiency is highest when the overflow diameter of pre hydrocyclone is 8 mm and that of de-oiler hydrocyclone 
is 6mm; oil-water separation test shows that oil content of underflow is not higher than 5×10-4; for the 
characteristic of large flow in offshore oilfield, this paper designed a downhole oil-water separation system used 
in 7" casing of which the flow rate is 300 m3/d. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Downhole oil-water separation, Two-stage parallel hydrocyclone, Offshore oilfield, Simulation, 
Optimization. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

With the continuous development of offshore 
oilfields, similar to oilfields on land, the water 
volumes produced in association with oil are 
increasing gradually. Currently, the oil stream 
contains 77-95 % water by volume in some blocks of 
offshore oilfields [1, 2]. Then more water treatment 
facilities are needed, more platform area are 
occupied, and production expense grow higher and 
higher [3].  

In order to ensure normal production and reduce 
costs, downhole oil-water separation system 
(DOWS) which is fitted for offshore oilfield needs to 
be developed. This system is able to separate oil from 
produced fluid in the wellbore, and lifts oil to the 
surface while simultaneously disposing of water into 
a suitable injection zone [4]. Using DOWS 
technology can reduce produced fluid needed to lift 

to the surface and has displacement effect on the 
other wells at the same time. Not only can investment 
in water treatment facilities be reduced, but platform 
area can be saved by using of DOWS. Therefore the 
economic efficiency is greatly improved.  

According to the databases in the Argonne 
National Laboratory report released in late 2004, 
DOWS has been applied widely in the oilfields on 
land. It provides extensive databases on 59 DOWS 
trials around the world. Most of the DOWS 
installations were in North America (34 in Canada 
and 14 in the United States). Six were in Latin 
America, two were in Europe, two were in Asia, and 
one was in the Middle East. Field experiments 
showed that about 59 % of the trials were rated as 
good [5, 6].  

In China, University of Petroleum, Institute of 
Shengli Oilfield, Northeast Petroleum University, 
Jianghan Machinery Research Institute and other 
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units were begin to study the basic theory in the late 
1990s. By the early 2000s, they carried out field 
experiments in Daqing, Bohai, Shengli, Liaohe 
Oilfields [7]. There are 11 wells in 4 domestic 
onshore oilfields using downhole oil-water 
separation technology until 2009. Field experimental 
data show that the volume of produced water 
decreased 8 % to 85 % [8, 9] after using DOWS, the 
volume of produced oil remained unchanged or 
slightly increased. Currently, there are few reports 
about the development and application of DOWS in 
the area of offshore oilfield.  

In view of this, this paper will design a DOWS 
system, based on the original technical experience of 
DOWS used on land, which is used in offshore 7" 
casing when the injection zone is uphole from the 
production zone, make simulation and experiments 
of its hydrocyclone. All of these are aimed at the 
characteristics, such as large flow and 7" or 9 5/8" 
casing size, of offshore oilfield. 

 
 

2. Simulation and Optimization  
of Hydrocyclone 
 
Hydrocyclone is the key part of offshore 

downhole oil-water separator. Based on the 
characteristics of hydrocyclone and the standard of 
injection water (oil content ≤ 5×10-4) after separated, 
two-stage separate approaches, namely "pre" and 
"de-oiler", should be used. Due to limited space, this 
paper only studies the simulation and optimization of 
pre hydrocyclone. 

 
 

2.1. Geometry of Pre Hydrocyclone 
 
According to the theory of hydrocyclone 

separation, biconical structure is generally used in 
pre hydrocyclone. The separation effect of this 
biconical hydrocyclone is better than other forms in 
separating a two-phase mixture like liquid-liquid. It 
consists of a swirl chamber, a large cone section, a 
small cone section, and flat tail section [10]. 

The size of hydrocyclone in Fig. 1 is calculated in 
accordance with M. T. Thew formula, which is: 
D/Dc=2, Di/Dc=0.35, Du/Dc=0.5, Do/Dc≤0.14, 
Lc/Dc=2, Lu/Dc=20, α=15°-40°, β=1.5°-6°. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Basic structure of pre hydrocyclone. 
 
 
The cone angle changes of hydrocyclone have 

greater impact on the separation efficiency than the 

changes of other structural parameters according to 
the field experiences. Therefore the separation 
efficiency is simulated based on the changes of 
angles α and β of hydrocyclone, α varies in the range 
of 15°, 20°, 25°; and β varies in the range of 2°, 2.5°, 
3°, 3.5°. 

 
 

2.2. Meshing and Selecting Boundary 
Conditions 

 
In the process of simulation analysis by Fluent, 

three-dimensional model which is closer to the actual 
operating conditions is used for optimization, and the 
hexahedral mesh is preferred. 

 
 
Table 1. Physical parameters of oil-water mixture. 
 

Parameters Values Units 
Density of water 1000 kg/m3

Density of oil 900 kg/m3 
Viscosity of water 0.001 Pa·s 
Viscosity of oil 0.013 Pa·s 
Oil content of the inlet 10 % 

 
 
Physical parameters of oil-water mixture are 

shown in Table 1. Inlet boundary condition is speed 
entry; outlet boundary conditions are the free-flow of 
full development in underflow and overflow outlets; 
wall condition is no-slip. 

 
 

2.3. Results and Analysis 
 
 
1) In the simulation of optimizing angle α of pre 

hydrocyclone, constant major diameter Dc, overflow 
diameter Do, tail pipe length Lu, underflow diameter 
Du, inlet diameter Di and the inlet velocity are 
maintained, but α is changed. 

The results of flow field simulation in the swirl 
chamber are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 (a) shows that 
the tangential velocity distribution is axisymmetric 
and the tangential velocity at the wall is zero when α 
is 20°. In the radial direction from the axis, tangential 
speed gradually increases, then reduces to zero, and 
the maximum tangential velocity exists, which is in 
accordance with Rankine vortex distribution [11]. 
Rankine vortex help to strengthen the centrifugal 
force field of the near-wall region, thereby improves 
the separation effect of hydrocyclone. When α is 25°, 
there are multiple peaks in tangential velocity 
distribution, the fluid is divided into inner and outer 
swirl on both sides by each peak point. This 
phenomenon does not meet the Rankine vortex 
distribution, so the separation effect is not ideal when 
α is 25°. In terms of the tangential velocity 
distribution, the flow field distribution is optimal 
when α is 20°, because the tangential velocity when α 
is 20° is greater than that when α is 15°. Fig. 2 (b) 
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shows that when α are 15° and 25°, there are three 
peaks in axial velocity distribution, which means 
circular flow existing within the swirl chamber. 
Through the comprehensive analysis of the internal 
flow field distribution, the most reasonable angle α  
is 20°. 

 
 

 
 
a. Tangential velocity distribution in swirl chamber. 
 

 
 

b. Axial velocity distribution in swirl chamber. 
 

Fig. 2. Flow field distribution inside the vortex chamber 
with different α angles. 

 
 
2) In the simulation of optimizing angle β of pre 

hydrocyclone, β is changed while other parameters 
remain unchanged. 

The results of flow field simulation in the swirl 
chamber are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 (a) shows there 
are several peaks in tangential velocity distribution 
when β are 2.5° and 3.5°. As mentioned above, this 
phenomenon does not meet the Rankine vortex 
distribution. Fig. 3 (b) shows that there is a circular 
flow in the swirl chamber when β are 2.5°and 3.5°. It 
is beneficial to oil flowing along overflow pipe as β 
is 3° because of its larger axial velocity. Through the 
comprehensive analysis of the internal flow field 
distribution, the most reasonable angle β is 3°. 

 
 
a. Tangential velocity distribution in swirl chamber. 

 
 

b. Axial velocity distribution in swirl chamber. 
 

Fig. 3. Flow field distribution inside the vortex chamber 
with different β angles. 

 
 

3. Indoor Experiments on Characteristics 
of Hydrocyclone 
 
In order to optimize the size of overflow pipe of 

hydrocyclone, test whether the optimized 
hydrocyclone can meet the requirements of 
separation efficiency or not and acquire the law of 
change of separation efficiency impacted by 
operating parameters, an oil-water separation 
experiment is designed. Experimental devices are 
divided into four parts, which are liquid storage, 
progressing cavity pump, separator and controller. 
Liquid storage consists of a reservoir and a blender; 
separator consists of hydrocyclones and 
instrumentations; controller consists of a control 
cabinet and a frequency converter. There are two 
experiments using these devices, one is diesel-water 
separation experiment, the other is oil-water 
separation experiment. 

 
 

3.1. Diesel-water Separation Experiments 
 
Experimental conditions: diesel content of diesel-

water mixture entering the first stage pre 
hydrocyclone is 10 %, diesel viscosity is 0.026 Pa•s, 
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diesel density is 850 kg/m3; two-stage hydrocyclone 
is used in experiments. In addition to the overflow 
diameter, the structure of pre hydrocyclone is 
unchanged. De-oiler hydrocyclone is a single-cone 
hydrocyclone, its cone angle of 6° is chosen based on 
experiences, and other parameters are the same as 
those of the pre hydrocyclone. 

Experimental data is shown in Table 2. Q1 is inlet 
flow rate of pre hydrocyclone; Q2 is underflow flow 
rate of pre hydrocyclone; F is split ratio; C0 is inlet 
diesel content, C1 is underflow diesel content of pre 
hydrocyclone. As shown in Table 2, when overflow 
diameter of pre hydrocyclone is 8mm, the separation 
effect is best; therefore, overflow diameter of 8 mm 
is preferred. 

 
 

Table 2. Separation efficiency data of different D0 sizes. 
 
No. Size (mm) Q1 (m3/h) Q2 (m3/h) 
1. 4 6.25 4.375 
2. 6 6.25 4.375 
3. 8 6.25 4.375 
4. 10 6.25 4.375 

 
No. F C0 (%) C1 (%) ET 

1. 0.3 10 1 0.90 
2. 0.3 10 0.8 0.92 
3. 0.3 10 0.5 0.95 
4. 0.3 10 0.6 0.94 
 
 
In Table 3, Q1 is inlet flow rate of de-oiler 

hydrocyclone; Q3 is underflow flow rate of de-oiler 
hydrocyclone; F is total split ratio; C0 is inlet diesel 
content, C2 is underflow diesel content of de-oiler 
hydrocyclone. Operating parameters of pre 
hydrocyclone remain unchanged. As shown in 
Table 3, when overflow diameter of de-oiler 
hydrocyclone is 6 mm, the separation effect is the 
best; therefore, overflow diameter of 6 mm  
is preferred. 

 
 

Table 3. Separation efficiency data of different overflow 
diameters of de-oiler hydrocyclone. 

 
No. Size (mm) Q1 (m3/h) Q2 (m3/h) 
1. 4 6.41 3.16 
2. 6 6.41 3.16 
3. 8 6.41 3.16 
4. 10 6.41 3.16 

 
No. F C0 (%) C2 (%) ET 

1. 0.5 10 0.12 0.988 
2. 0.5 10 0.10 0.990 
3. 0.5 10 0.12 0.988 
4. 0.5 10 0.13 0.987 
 
 

3.2. Oil-water Separation Experiments 
 
Experimental conditions: oil contents of oil-water 

mixture entering the first stage pre hydrocyclone are 

7 % and 10 %, oil density is 870 kg/m3, the 
temperature of mixture is 60 oC, split ratio is 0.5. 

Experimental data is shown in Table 4. As shown 
in table, the effect of separation experiments with oil 
density being 870 kg/m3 is close to that with diesel. 
Table 4 also shows that the greater inlet flow rate and 
the higher inlet oil concentration, the better 
separation effect. When flow rate is 6.25 m3/h, the 
underflow oil content of de-oiler hydrocyclone has 
reached the standard of injection water  
(oil content≤ 5 × 10-4). 

 
 

Table 4. Separation efficiency data of different inlet oil 
contents and flow rates. 

 

No. 
Oil content 

(%) 
Flow rate 

(m3/h) 
Split ratio 

1. 7 5.25 0.5 
2. 7 5.75 0.5 
3. 7 6.25 0.5 
4. 10 5.25 0.5 
5. 10 5.75 0.5 
6. 10 6.25 0.5 

 

No. 

Oil content of 
first stage 
underflow 

(%) 

Oil content of 
second stage 
underflow 

(m3/h) 

Separation 
efficiency 

(%) 

1. 0.8 0.23 97.7 
2. 0.7 0.17 98.3 
3. 0.5 0.07 99.3 
4. 0.7 0.20 98.0 
5. 0.6 0.14 98.6 
6. 0.4 0.05 99.5 

 
 

4. Design of DOWS for High Volume  
in Oil Recovery 
 

Separated water can be injected by DOWS 
systems into an injection zone that is downhole of the 
production zone (Fig. 4). It is also possible to dispose 
of the water uphole from the production zone [12] 
(Fig. 5). Based on simulation, experimental results, 
flow rate (300 m3/d) and other well parameters, the 
DOWS program that the injection zone is uphole 
from the production zone has been chosen.  

The key design of DOWS is the design of the 
large flow oil-water separator. The structure used in 
this separator is mentioned in patent "An Oil 
Extraction and Water Reinjection System for 
Downhole Oil-Water Separation". One approach to 
enhancing the handling capacity of DOWS systems 
is to use multistage separation and parallel 
hydrocyclones. In this project, the first stage 
hydrocyclones is optimized to remove as much water 
as possible from the produced fluid. However the 
water handled only by the first stage hydrocyclones 
is not up to the standard of injection. So the second 
stage of hydrocyclones is used to re-purify the water 
discharged from the first stage, then the water up to 
the standard can be injected to the injection  
zone [13].  
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Fig. 4. the producing zone above the disposal zone. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. The disposal zone above the producing zone. 
 
 
Regardless of pump type, it is possible to operate 

a downhole separator by boosting the feed pressure 
to the separator or by reducing the outlet pressure. In 
either case, a differential pressure across the 
separator is generated, and the required flow through 
the separator is established. 

The system illustrated in Fig. 6 is referred to as a 
"push-through" system. In this design, the injection 
pump discharge is connected directly to the inlet of 
the separator. The injection pump provided the 

pressure required to operate the separator and inject 
the separated water. In some cases, where the 
pressure required to inject the water is equal to or 
higher than the pressure required to lift the oil stream 
to surface, the injection pump can serve both 
purposes and only one pump is required. Where 
injection pressure is low, it is normal practice to use 
a second pump to lift the oil stream. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Push-through system. 
 
 
Reduced power requirement is the primary 

justification for using two pumps in a push-through 
system. Significant power savings can result if the 
injection pressure is low and the water cut is high. In 
this situation, the total production volume is pumped 
only to the pressure required for injection, while the 
production pump boosts only a fraction of the 
produced fluid to the pressure required to reach the 
surface. This reduction in power requirement has 
been used to either install lower horsepower motors, 
reducing energy requirement and extending motor 
life, or to increase total drawdown and oil production 
without an increase in the motor size or energy 
consumed (as compared to a conventional  
lift system). 

Fig. 7 shows a "pull-through" system. In this 
configuration, the suction of the injection pump is 
connected to the water outlet of the separator. The 
pump draws separated water from the separator and 
boosts pressure to a level suitable for injection. 
Unless the well is free flowing (i. e., does not require 
an artificial lift system to produce to the surface), a 
second pump is required to lift the oil stream to  
the surface.  
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Fig. 7. Pull-through system. 
 
 
Regardless of whether the injection pump 

configuration is push- or pull-through, the  
production pump is always connected in a pull-
through mode [14]. 

Both designs have the following main advantages: 
Push-through – risk of poor separation due to 

formation of a smaller oil drop size distribution 
caused by the feed pump. Pump hydraulic efficiency 
and oil chemistry affect this risk. (Note: separation 
has been shown to improve for some oil continuous 
mixtures which have first been dispersed through  
a pump). 

Pull-through – risk of poor separation due to free 
gas and/or poor homogeneity of inlet mixture [15]. 

In the conditions of 7"casing and flow rate of 
300 m3/d, two-stage parallel hydrocyclones are 
combined with the electric submersible pump (ESP) 
system, as shown in Fig. 8, which constitute an 
underground recovery-injection program. Produced 
fluid is drawn into the pump which boosts the 
pressure of the fluid and feeds it into the separator. 
The separator divides the liquid into two streams: a 
concentrated oil stream to be lifted to the surface and 
an oil-depleted water stream for injection into a 
disposal zone. The water stream flows through the 
injection tubing string and passes an isolation packer 
to the injection formations. The oil stream flows 
through a channel which routes the flow around the 
pump and motor, and to the production tubing. In the 
program designed above, the problem of the cooling 
of motor is solved by setting the ESP system upright. 
Dual packer and cross-flow channel are used to 
maintain injection pressure, keep the cable connector 
in low pressure environment, and isolate the disposal 
zone from the producing zone. And the utilization of 
shell and crossing cable is also avoided in this 

program. It can be expected that the program used in 
the wells of which the disposal zone is uphole from 
the producing zone will be effective, and it will be 
applied to the offshore oilfields soon. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Downhole string program of exploiting lower with 
injecting upper. 

 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
1) The internal flow field distribution in pre 

hydrocyclone is the most reasonable when angle α is 
20° and angle β is 3°. 

2) When overflow diameter of pre hydrocyclone 
and de-oiler are 8 mm and 6 mm, the separation 
effect is the best. The greater inlet flow rate and the 
higher inlet oil concentration, the better separation 
effect. When flow rate is 6.25 m3/h, the underflow oil 
content of de-oiler hydrocyclone is not more  
than 5 × 10-4. 

3) The utilization of shell and crossing cable is 
avoided in the program of which the disposal zone is 
uphole from the producing zone in 7" casing. The 
program is feasible to be used in offshore oil wells. 
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Abstract: The short-term prediction of wind power generation is of great significance to the security and 
stability of grid-connected wind power system. the principle and calculation steps of iterative self-organizing 
data analysis (ISODATA) is presented, which is used for clustering numerical weather prediction data (NWP) in 
history, in order to gather weather prediction data with numerical similarity to a class. According to the 
numerical weather prediction data, a BP neural network model has been constructed, to train the BP neural 
network and to predict wind power, with both clustered and raw data. The predicted results show that, the 
predictive accuracy of the BP neural network model which employs the clustering algorithm of ISODATA is 
better than that of itself. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Wind power prediction, Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP), Iterative Self-organizing Data 
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1. Introduction 

 

Energy is the material foundation to support the 
progress of human civilization, and is also an integral 
part for the development of modern society. In China, 
in the process of modernization and common 
prosperity, energy resources are an extremely strategic 
issue. In-depth developing renewable energy is key 
strategic measures to promote clean and multi-energy 
development and thus fostering emerging industries. It 
is also urgently required to protect our environment, to 
respond to climate change and to realize sustainable 
development. Through unswerving efforts in 
developing renewable energy sources, China makes 
great endeavor to increase non-fossil fuel shares in 
primary energy consumption to 11.4 % and installed 
generating capacity 30 %, respectively, by the end of 
the 12th Five-Year Plan [1]. 

Wind power as the most developing value of 
renewable energy in the world, has been widely 

developed and utilized. However, due to random 
characteristics of the wind speed, wind power has a 
lot of volatility and uncertainty, which exerts an 
impact on stable operations on power system, thus 
limiting wind power integration. According to the 
latest statistic report of the National Energy Bureau, 
installed capacity of wind power accounted for about 
30 % of the total energy in Inner Mongolia, the share 
of wind turbine capacity connected to power grid, 
however, is less than 2 % of that. In order to improve 
the development and utilization of wind power, there 
is a need to further improve the accuracy of wind 
power prediction. J. P. S. Catalão et al. have 
combined neural network, wavelet analysis and 
particle swarm optimization algorithm to build a 
wind power hybrid prediction model, of which the 
accuracy is higher than single prediction algorithm. 
But the amount of calculation and calculation time of 
hybrid prediction model are greater than the latter  
[2-5]. Hans Bludszuweit et al. employs various and 
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improving statistics method to predict wind power 
and to analysis and correct the prediction error. The 
prediction structure shows that the prediction method 
based on statistics has better prediction accuracy and 
is more practical-concerned [6-9]. Maria Grazia De 
Giorgi et al. have studied on wind power prediction 
error and its influence on economics of power 
system, and proposed corresponding solutions  
[10-12]. M. Jafarian et al. have improved fuzzy 
neural network and clustering analysis, and the 
improved algorithm has been used to carry on 
forecasting wind power. The prediction result of such 
improved algorithm is better than before [13-15]. 

Firstly, this paper presents the principle and 
calculation steps of ISODATA, which is used for 
clustering the historical NWP data and numerical 
similarity of NWP data are gathered for a class 
automatically. Secondly, a BP neural network model 
has been constructed according to the NWP data. 
Clustering data and original data are used, 
respectively to train the BP neural network and to 
predict the wind power. Compared and analyzed the 
prediction results between BP neural network with 
ISODATA clustering algorithm and single BP neural 
network, it is concluded that the prediction accuracy 
of BP neural network with ISODATA is higher than 
BP neural network used alone. 

 
 

2. Steps of ISODATA Clustering 
Algorithm 
 

Before introducing the ISODATA algorithm, the 
sample data of NWP are needed to be processed, and 
daily numerical weather prediction data were selected 
as a sample. The assumption that there is a sample set 
composed of N samples currently  
{y1, y2, …, yN}. The steps of ISODATA algorithm are 
as follows. 

Step 1: 
Set control parameters, K- the number of clusters 

expected; θN - the minimum number of samples in a 
cluster; θS - standard deviation parameters;  
θC - consolidation parameters; L - the maximum 
couple of clusters allowed to merge in each iteration; 
I - the allowed number of iterative. The initial 
number of classes C and the initial cluster  
center mi =1, 2, …, c are given. 

Step 2: 
According to the Equation (1) to classify the 

sample set. 
 

   1,2, , ,     j i jif y m y m i c i j then y       (1) 
 

In Equation (1), Γj is the j-th class, the  
centre is mj. If the number of samples of any one Γj 
has θj< θN, deletes Γj, and makes c=c-1.  

Step 3: 
To update the entire mean vector according to the 

Equation (2), in Equation (2) Nj is the number of 
samples of the j-th class. 
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The average distance of each sample in Γj from 

the center mj is calculated according to the  
Equation (3). 
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According to the Equation (4), the average 

distance of all samples away from its corresponding 
cluster center can be calculated. 
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Step 4: 
If this is the last iteration (determined by iteration 

parameters I), then make θC=0, turn to Step 8. 
If c ≤ K/2, then turn to Step 5. 
If it is an even iteration, or if it is c ≥ K/2, then 

turn to Step 8. 
Otherwise, continue down. 
Step 5: 
For each one cluster j, using Equation (5) to 

calculate the standard deviation σj= [σj1, σj2, …, σjd]T
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In the Equation (5), yki is the i-th component of 

the sample of the k-th, yk belongs to Γj, mji is the i-th 
component of the j-th cluster center; σji is the i-th 
component of the j-th standard deviation, d is the 
dimension of the sample. 

Step 6: 
Each cluster has a maximum standard deviation 

of the component σjmax, j=1, 2, …, c. 
Step 7: 
If anyone σjmax, j=1, 2, …, c, there is σjmax > θS, 

and j  , 2( 1)j NN   , or c ≤ K/2,  

Γj is split into two classes, its center correspondingly 

becomes jm  and jm , then delete the original jm , 

and make c=c+1. jm  and jm  are calculated  

as follows. 
1) Given a value of k, make 0<k≤1; 
2) Make γj=kσj , or γj=k[0,0, …, σjmax, …,0]T; 
3) jm = mj + γj, jm  = mj - γj. 

The value of k should be chosen such that the 

distance of each sample to jm  and jm   is different, 

but all the samples of Γj should remain in those two 
new collections. 
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Step 8: 
For the entire cluster center, calculate the distance 

between every two classes. 
 

 ,  1,2, , 1,  =i+1,i+2, ,  i j i jij m m m c m c       (6) 

 
Comparing δij and θC, if the δij is less than θC, then 

sorted in a order of increasing distances 
δi1j1<δi2j2<…<δiljl, where l is given in Step 1, it is the 
maximum couples of cluster allowed to merge in 
each iteration. 

Step 9: 
Starting from the smallest δi1j1, for each δiljl, 

corresponding to two class centers for mil and mjl. If 
in the same iteration, mil and mjl don't be merged into 
one, then merges mil and mjl as Equation (7). 
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 (7) 

 

After the merge processing is carried out 
according to Equation (7), the number of classes is 
c=c-1. Since each iteration, a class center only can be 
combined once, and so the actual merging couple is 
always less than or equal to j. 

Step 10: 
If this is the last iteration, the program is 

terminated. Alternatively, when initial parameters 
need to be changed, the algorithm returns to Step 1 
and continues; otherwise, the execution of the 
algorithm turns to Step 2. The iteration counter 
increases 1. 

 
 

3. Classification Calculation 
 
The NWP data obtained from the meteorological 

department, including wind speed, wind direction, 
temperature, humidity and air pressure, etc. Wind 
turbines could be automatically against the wind, 
thus, the information of wind direction for wind 
power prediction system is taken out of 
consideration. In NWP data, because wind speed and 
pressure data are different in the order of magnitude, 
before the distance calculated, they should  
be normalized. 

The normalized data were classified and 
calculated using ISODATA method, the initial 
parameter settings: K - the number of classes is 20; 
θN - the minimum number of samples in a class is 15; 
θN - standard deviation parameters is 0.08;  
θN - consolidation parameters is 0.02; L - each 
iteration allowed to merge the maximum couple of 
clusters is 2; I - the allowed iterative number is 500. 
Algorithm converges after 32 iterations; the final 
samples were divided into 11 classes. The center 
coordinates of the classes are shown in Table 1, and 
each row represents as a class of center coordinates. 

Fig. 1 is the clustering result of samples; no 
crossover phenomenon can be seen from the figure, 

between various samples, indicating that the sample 
has been correctly assigned to various classes. 

Table 1. ISODATA automatically clustering results. 
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Fig. 1. Samples clustering results. 
 
 

4. The BP Neural Network Design 
 
The BP network is also called error back 

propagation algorithm. A typical BP network is 
composed of input layer, hidden layer and output 
layer, and a whole link between each layer. The 
learning process of BP network is composed of mode 
forward propagation, error back propagation, 
memory training and learning convergence. 

 
 

4.1. Mode Forward Propagation 
 
Mode forward propagation begins with the input 

layer of the network, and each unit of input layer 
corresponding to the individual elements of the input 
pattern vector. Make input pattern vector  
Xz=(x1, x2, …, xn) and (z=1, 2…, m), where z is the 
pairs of learning mode, n is the number of input layer 
unit. Corresponding to the input pattern, a desired 
output vector is Yz= (y1, y2 …, yq), where q is the 
number of output layer unit. According to the 

Classes C1 C2 C3 C4 
Class 1 0.4878 0.9899 0.6340 0.6434 
Class 2 0.3748 0.9910 0.7011 0.5077 
Class 3 0.5788 0.9897 0.4868 0.9043 
Class 4 0.2580 0.9883 0.8140 0.3324 
Class 5 0.4446 0.9890 0.7314 0.2864 
Class 6 0.2761 0.9902 0.5385 0.5749 
Class 7 0.3439 0.9914 0.5044 0.7294 
Class 8 0.4806 0.9915 0.5740 0.4244 
Class 9 0.3608 0.9892 0.4099 0.9014 
Class 10 0.2146 0.9905 0.6362 0.3376 
Class 11 0.5515 0.9940 0.4497 0.5934 
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calculation principle of BP network, the input of 
hidden layer can be expressed as follow: 

 





n

i
jiijj aws

1

  (8) 

 

In the Equation (8), Sj is the input value of hidden 
layer; θj is the threshold of hidden layer,  
j=1, 2, …, p; p is the number of hidden layer unit;  
wij is the connection weight between input layer and 
hidden layer; ai is the i-th neuron of the input layer,  
i=1, 2, …, n. 

In order to simulate the nonlinear characteristics 
of biological neurons, calculate the output of the 
hidden layer unit with selecting that Sj is the 
independent variable of S function. The mathematical 
expression of S function is  
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In the Equation (9), bj is the output value of j-th 
neural unit in hidden layer. 

The threshold value θj of unit output has been set 
for simulating the threshold potential of biological 
neural, it is constantly being modified. The inputs of 
each unit in output layer follow as. 
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In the Equation (10), (11), vjt is the connection 

weight between the neural j in hidden layer and the 
neural t in output layer; γt is the threshold value of the 
output layer neuron, t is number of output layer 
neurons, t=1, 2, …, q; f is the S function; Lt is the 
input value of the output layer neuron. 

 
 

4.2. Error Back Propagation 
 
The first step of the error back propagation is to 

calculate the error. The process of error back 
propagation is the process of passing the error dj of 
output layer to the error ej of hidden layer. The 
calibration error of output layer can be expressed  
as follow. 
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In the Equation (12), )( k
t

k
t cy   is the absolute 

error between expected output and actual output of 
the network, k=1, 2, …, m; )('

tLf  is the amount of 

deviation adjustment based on the actual response of 
each unit. 

To complete the error passed to the hidden layer, 
the calibration error of each unit in hidden layer 

needs to calculate. The calibration error of hidden 
layer can be expressed as: 
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Physical meaning of the formula (13) and (12) are 
similar. But the calibration error of each intermediate 
unit in the hidden layer comes from the 
transformation of q units’ calibration error in  
output layer. 

After the calibration error k
td and k

je obtained, 

adjust the connection weights between output layer 
and hidden layer, hidden layer and input layer, and 
the output threshold value of each unit in reverse 
direction. The adjustment formula can be  
expressed as: 
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In the formula (14) to (17), , β are the learning 
rate, 0< <1, 0<β<1. 

According to the principle of BP neural network 
above, combined with the numerical weather forecast 
data and power data of a wind farm, a BP neural 
network model has been built. The neural network 
model is constituted by 3-layer, namely an input 
layer, a hidden layer and output layer. The input data 
of the input layer is mainly numerical weather 
prediction data, which includes wind speed, wind 
direction, temperature, humidity and pressure, so the 
neuron number of input layer in neural network is 4. 
According to the construction experience of neural 
network, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is 
approximately twice as much as that in the input 
layer. In this article, the number of neuron in the 
hidden layer is 9. The output in the output layer is 
mainly wind power, so the number of neurons in the 
output layer is 1. Fig. 2 illustrates a neural network 
structure designed in accordance with the paper 
required.  

 
 

 

…
…

…
…

…

Input Layer      Output Layer  Hidden Layer     
 

Fig. 2. Neural network structure. 
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5. Conclusion Network Training and 
Data Analysis 
 
The content of the principle of ISODATA 

clustering algorithm and BP neural network model is 
introduced previously. This section employs 
numerical weather prediction data to complete the 
model training of BP neural network and to 
implement it to wind power prediction. 

Fig. 3 is the training processes of BP neural 
network, where the solid line represents training 
processes with the help of clustering sample. The dot 
line indicates training processes of the original 
sample. Known from the figure, the overall error 
produced by the neural network which is clustered, is 
smaller than that derived from original samples. 

Fig. 4 is a comparison between predictive and real 
power of samples. It can be seen that, in some local 
area, compared to the real power, prediction error of 
samples is larger. Fig. 5 compares the prediction 
power results of the clustering samples and the real 
power. Seen from the figure, the predictive value can 
accurately reflect the actual variation of wind power, 

and there appears to be no larger deviation area 
between predicted and real wind power. 

Through the contrast analysis among Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5, the predictive results of neural network model 
trained by clustering samples, are better than that by 
original data.  

In Table 2, CBP represents the clustered BP, BP 
represents normal BP. From Table 2, it is can be 
known that the CBP MAE and RMSE are almost 
equal BP’s when prediction time is 12 h, the CBP 
MAE and RMSE are smaller than BP’s, so the 
conclusion can be got that the prediction result of 
CBP is better than normal BP when prediction time is 
24 h, 48 h, 72 h. 

 
 

Table 2. The error of the prediction result comparison. 
 

Prediction
Time

CBP 
MAE (%) 

CBP 
RMSE (%) 

BP 
MAE (%) 

BP 
RMSE (%)

12 h 6.34 7.91 6.33 8.02 
24 h 7.16 8.26 8.81 12.07 
48 h 10.54 13.57 13.67 16.93 
72 h 9.98 13.32 13.03 16.33 
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Fig. 3. The training process of the neural network. 
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Fig. 4. Original sample forecast results. 
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Fig. 5. The number of samples. 
 

 
6. Conclusions 

 
A wind power prediction technology which 

combined the ISODATA clustering algorithm and 
the BP neural network was proposed. The specific 
work is as follows. 

1) The steps of ISODATA clustering algorithm 
are given, which have been used to cluster the NWP 
data, gathering those data with similar value  
to a class; 

2) The BP neural network model has been built 
based on the numerical weather prediction data, and 
then training such with the original data, and finally 
the trained network was carried out to predict wind 
power; 

3) The BP neural network has been trained by 
applying clustering data and then using the trained 
network to forecast wind power. Compared with the 
single BP neural network, the results of BP neural 
network with clustering algorithm predicts better. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we have proposed a new Hybrid Selection Clone Immune Model for Unit Commitment 
problems. The accessible capacity of wind power and the risk of lacking peak regulation capacity are proposed 
to evaluate Unit Commitment problems. Based on the evaluation functions, the optimization of Unit 
Commitment problems is translated into constraints multi-objective optimization problem.  These objectives are 
modeled with Hybrid Selection Clone Immune method to evaluate their imprecise nature. The model and 
algorithms are applied to calculate a case of 10 units. The results show that the proposed modeling method can 
provide a useful guidance for Unit Commitment problems. It is show that the system needs to have more 
spinning reserve and increase the peak regulation capacity of each time period. The increase of discarded wind 
power can effectively decrease the system risk. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Wind power is a kind of intermittent energy 
resource. The power output of wind farm has strong 
randomness and fluctuation. As more large-scale 
wind farms integrate power system, there will be 
more significant impact on the power system 
operating. The accommodation problem of large 
scale cluster wind power is important to the stable 
operation of power systems. It is key work to 
maximize the wind power penetration limit,  
and to ensure stable and reliable operation of  
network security.  

The UC problem has commonly been formulated 
as a nonlinear, large scale, mixed-integer 

combinatorial optimization problem with constraints. 
The exact solution to the problem can be obtained 
only by complete enumeration, often at the cost of a 
prohibitively large computation time requirement for 
realistic power systems [1]. 

For the characteristic of randomness, fluctuation 
and intermittence, as well as the influence that wind 
power would bring to peak/frequency regulation, 
system reserve and operation mode of other units, the 
traditional method has not a good solution to the 
problem of transmission system planning with large 
scale wind power integrated. UNIT commitment in a 
power system involves determining a start-up and 
shut-down schedule of units to meet the required 
demand, over a short-term period [2]. Its decision 
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involves the determination of the generating units to 
be running during each hour of the planning horizon, 
considering system capacity requirements, including 
the reserve, and the constraints on the start-up and 
shut-down of units.  

The probabilistic approach is suit able for the 
modeling and prediction of varying wind power 
generation. Scenario trees are developed to solve unit 
commitment problems when demand is not certain  
[3, 4]. A simulation method, which is based on wind 
speed time series for dealing with volatile wind 
generation, employs the security constrained 
economic dispatch algorithm which is further 
developed to investigate the impact of wind power on 
thermal generation unit commitment and dispatch [5]. 
A stochastic model is introduced for evaluating the 
impact of integration of large amounts of intermittent 
wind power [6]. A security-constrained unit 
commitment algorithm which takes the intermittency 
and volatility of wind power generation into account 
is presented [7]. The stochastic unit commitment 
problem is usually solved using the deterministic unit 
commitment algorithms. Some solution techniques 
have been proposed such as heuristics, dynamic 
programming, mixed-integer linear programming. 
Lagrangian relaxation, simulated annealing, and 
evolution- inspired approaches [8]. A recent 
extensive literature survey on unit commitment can 
be found in [9]. MILP and LR are the most widely 
used. Use of the MILP formulation to solve the unit 
commitment problem opens up many opportunities to 
deal directly with a number of constraints and models 
that tend to be very difficult to implement with the 
LR formulation. These include modeling of 
combined cycle plants, hydro unit commitment, for 
bidden zones, multi-area and zonal constraints, 
ancillary service markets, and many more [10, 11]. 

In this paper, two indicators are proposed to 
evaluate the wind power accommodation capacity, 
which is the accessible capacity of wind power and 
system risk. Based on the mentioned definition, 
Hybrid Selection Clone Immune Model and 
algorithms of flexible transmission system planning 
are proposed. 

 
 

2. Mathematical Model of Unit 
Commitment on Wind Power 
Capability and System Risks 
 
The development experience of wind power 

around the world shows that when technical conditions 
are relatively fixed, a reasonable policy mechanism 
can ensure the wind power a long term to run well, and 
benefit the health, coordination and sustainable 
development of the wind power industry. As the scale 
of development and construction of wind power 
continues to expand, enhance the capacity of wind 
power utilization is becoming increasingly prominent. 
The expression of Wind Power Capability is shown in 

W . In this function, ,w c
dQ  is abandoned day wind 

power, 
W  is the rate of abandoned wind power: 
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where t represents various time intervals at typical 
day, T is the number of period of days, month m, L 
represents the load, W represents wind power;  

S represents receiving space. ,
, ,
w s

t d mP  is each period 

space to accommodate wind power, 
min, ,
G

d mP  is 

minimum system power output. , ,
L

t d mP  is sequence in 

time curve, w
dQ  is day generated electrical energy 

without abandoned wind power, 
0( )rP E  is the 

probability of occurrence of an event. The constraints 
of this model mainly include:  

Active power balance of power system: 
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Upper and lower limits of unit output 
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Spinning reserve limit of the system 
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Minimal on/off time duration 
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Ramp rate limit 
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In these constraints, RS  is the spinning reserve; 
up

kT  and down
kT  is the minimal on/ off time duration; 

( )on
gkT t  and ( )off

gkT t  is the accumulated on/off  

time duration. 
System risk of lacking peak regulation capacity is 

another important thing which needs to be considered 
in UC. One of the important aspects to evaluate the 
system risk is whether the generated electricity can 
meet the need of load, or with how much probability 
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can the need of load be met. Due to the characteristic 
of intermittence, randomness and fluctuation, 
considering the forecasting technique at present, it is 
very hard to correctly forecast wind power [12, 13]. 
The UC based on this error will have the risk of 
lacking peak regulation capacity as well as  

The constraints of model WR  is the same with 

that of model 
W . In its objective function, Padj+(t) 

is the positive available peak regulation capacity of 
the system in time t, while Padj-(t) is the negative one. 
Their mathematical expressions are as following: 
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Because the load forecast technique is relatively 

mature while the forecast of wind power still has 
many uncertainties, the error of it cannot be 
neglected. Usually normal distribution can be used to 
describe the probabilistic characteristic of an error. 
The parameter can be estimated by the historical data 
of wind velocity and its past forecasting data.   is 
the standard normal distribution function. Then the 
objective function of model WR  can be simplified  

as following: 
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The wind power accommodation capacity cannot 

be simply defined as accessible wind power. The 
pure maximization problem of accessible wind power 
is described in model 

W . The real accommodation 

capacity of wind power should base on system risk. 
In order to integrate the different objective and get an 
authentic accommodation capacity, the models are 
combined to a synthesized multi-objective UC 
optimization problem considering wind power 
accommodation capacity and System risk. 

The model is to decrease the discarded wind 
power under all these constraints as possible 
meanwhile reduce the system risk degrees. The less is 
the discarded wind power, the risk, the more is the 
value of membership function, which means the more 
is the decision maker’s satisfaction of  
the result.  

3. Unit Commitment Multi-objective 
Optimized Model Based on Group 
Selection Clone Immune Algorithm 
 
Based on the evaluation functions, the multi-

objective optimization model is constructed to 
maximize the satisfactions of different objectives by 
adjusting Unit Commitment. The multi-objective 
optimization model is represented as: 
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The aim of a power system multi-objective 

optimization is find a solution. In this formula, 
( ), ( )WW RMep Mep  is objective function, and 

constraint function is very complex. Due to the 
search space is very big, a lot of methods like GA, 
SWARM, ANN were proposed to avoid explore the 
whole search space. Unfortunately, these algorithms 
evaluate each solution by its fitness value regardless 
of the schema structure, which is a result pattern 
defined by fixing the values within a solution; This 
situation will lead poor schedule or bias dispatch in a 
power system [14, 15].  

We proposed a group selection clone immune 
algorithm (GSCIA), with the help of hybrid selection 
mechanism and clone immune method, the algorithm 
enlarge the population diversity to escape from local 
optima and therefore enhance the exploration ability, 
and it can give a power system a better solution than 
traditional methods. The aim of GSCIA is find an X 
which can solve the power system’s multi-objective 
optimization target; the ImmuneClone  
Algorithm can create a group of antibody by  
asexual propagation:  

 
Algorithm: ImmuneClone 
Input: Antibody group icg; 
Output: Immune clone result icc; 

Begin 
Step 1: Calculate each immune cells crowding 
degree in icg, and define the border objects or 
non-border objects by this degree. 
Step 2: Find non-border cells and separate all 
antibodies to construct an antibody group ag; and 
each antibody ai in ag has a colon size: 
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Step 3: clone ai as qi size and add them in to icc; 

END 
The GroupSelection algorithm can select elite 

objects from groups: 
 
Algorithm: GroupSelection 

Input: Object group g  
Output: Elite groups eg 

Begin 
Step 1: Use EM algorithm unsupervised split g 
into catalogs (g1, g2, …, g3) by antibody’s 
characters; 
Step 2: For each catalog gi, select 50 % objects 
which have adaptive value into ei. 
Step 3: eg=(e1, e2, …, en). 

END 
With the help of ImmuneClone and 

GroupSelection algorithm our multi-objective 
optimized model can be describe as follows: 

 
Algorithm: GSIC 

Input: power system data 
Output: result vector X;  
Begin 

Step 1: Decide dimensions of vector X, and 
decide each antibody corresponding to each unit 
in X; and each antibody is a value. The 

boundary of value is: maxmin PxP i  . 

Step 2: Import the objectives and problem 
constraints from above section; the objective 
function f is chromosome’s adaptive value: 
 

2( ) ( ( ))
n

i
i

f x Mep X , (16) 

 

i is weight of each objects which interval is 

[0, 1], and they default value is 1. i can be 

adjusted according to the government's policy 
requirement, for example: as a result of 
emphasis on environmental protection thermal 
power’s weight may be decrease. 
Step 3: Create a group object g by random;  
Step 4: while (Optimized target or max iteration 
reach ed)  
{     Calculate each object’s adaptive degree in g, 
and utilize GroupSelection algorithm to select 
objects as elite groups eg=(e1, e2, …, en). 

Though ImmuneClone algorithm to create 
eg immune clone objects into ceg; 
ceg execute crossover operation and 

mutation operation into cmg; 
  g=combine(eg, ceg, cmg) 

remove objects from g which violate 
constraints. 

 } 

Step 5: Calculate adaptive value, select the 
object which has max value among all the 
members in g. 
Step 6: Return X 

End 
 
 

4. Case Study  
 
A 10 unit system is used for testing the proposed 

algorithm considering the uncertainty of wind power 
generation. The system is transformed into a suitable 
case of 10 units and 34 buses to test the proposed 
models and algorithms. The impact of large-scale 
integration of wind power to power system is analyzed 
based on wind power capability and system risks. 

In this study, a 10 unit system is used for testing 
purposes. The data of the 10-unit system is provided 
in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 give parameters  
of 10 unit, including Pgk, min, Pgk, max, Tk up, Tk down, 
Initial Pgk, State hours are shown in Table 1, Dates of 
Starting and shutdown of 10 units in 24 hours are 
shown in Table 2, and Wind power and load data in 
24 hours shown in Table 3. The model has been 
implemented on a PC with the AMD Socket AM2 
and 2G RAM memory using Linux and Java to solve 
the proposed formulation. 

 
 

Table 1. Parameters of 10 units. 
 

 Pgk, 

min 
Pgk,

max 
Tk 

up 
Tk 

down 
Initial 

Pgk 
State 
hours 

Unit1 5 30 1 0 5 1 
Unit2 5 30 1 0 5 1 
Unit3 5 30 1 1 5 1 
Unit4 150 300 8 8 150 8 
Unit5 100 300 2 8 100 8 
Unit6 10 30 1 1 10 1 
Unit7 8 20 1 0 8 1 
Unit8 25 50 2 2 25 2 
Unit9 25 100 5 5 25 5 
Unit10 25 100 1 5 25 5 

 
 

Table 4 present the results obtained using the 
algorithm proposed in this paper for different sets of 
UCP instances. It shows the relationship of abandon 
wind rate and risk rate by multi-objective 
optimization. It includes optimization abandon wind 
rate, optimization risk rate, max abandon wind rate, 
max risk rate, max abandon wind rate. 

First experiment on performance is shown with 
threshold  =0.8 and  =0.2. The simulation 
evaluates Unit Commitment Multi-objective 
optimized model from two aspects: rate of abandoned 
wind power and rate of system risk, rate of 
abandoned wind power represents the wind power 
accommodation capacity, and rate of system 
represents System risk of lacking peak regulation 
capacity. We also give out   =0.2, Optimization 
abandon wind rate.  =0.8 optimization risk rate, 
Max abandon wind rate, Max risk rate. 
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Table 2. Starting and shutdown of 10 units in 24 hours. 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
Unit1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Unit2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Unit3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unit4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Unit5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unit6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Unit7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Unit8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Unit9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Unit10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

Table 3. Wind power and load data in 24 hours. 
 

 Wind power rate Load data rate 
1 0.8 0.8 
2 0.9 0.81 
3 0.68 0.82 
4 0.74 0.8 
5 0.5 0.83 
6 0.36 0.81 
7 0.57 0.86 
8 0.67 0.85 
9 0.80 0.87 
10 0.83 0.86 
11 0.81 0.8 
12 0.87 0.81 
13 0.66 0.82 
14 0.75 0.8 
15 0.4 0.83 
16 0.35 0.81 
17 0.52 0.86 
18 0.64 0.85 
19 0.81 0.87 
20 0.81 0.86 
21 0.57 0.83 
22 0.36 0.81 
23 0.54 0.86 

 
 

Table 4. Wind power and load data. 
 

 Optimization 
abandon 
wind rate 
( =0.8) 

Optimizatio
n Risk rate 
( =0.2) 

Max 
abandon 
wind rate

Max 
risk 
rate 

1 0.8 0.8 6.61 16.2 
2 0.9 0.81 4.59 15.1 
3 0.68 0.82 6.83 14.8 
4 0.74 0.8 4.21 15.5 
5 0.5 0.83 0.19 9.6 
6 0.36 0.81 0 6.7 
7 0.57 0.86 0.12 5.4 
8 0.67 0.85 0.2 5.2 
9 0.80 0.87 0 4.3 
10 0.83 0.86 0.16 4.7 
11 0.81 0.8 5.42 14.5 
12 0.87 0.81 6.71 15.7 

 
 
It is shown that maximum abandon wind rate is 

6.83, and maximum Risk rate is 16.2, it is show that 

the system needs to have more spinning reserve and 
increase the peak regulation capacity of each time 
period. The increase of discarded wind power (which 
means less wind power is interconnected into the 
system) can effectively decrease the system risk. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Date of abandoned wind power and system risk. 
 
 
4. Conclusions and Directions  

for Future Work 
 

The UC problem has commonly been 
formulated as a nonlinear, large scale, mixed-integer 
combinatorial optimization problem with constraints. 
We have proposed a new Hybrid Selection Clone 
Immune Model for hydro-thermal Unit Commitment 
problems on Wind power accommodation and 
System Risks. Two indicators are proposed to 
evaluate the wind power accommodation capacity, 
which is the accessible capacity of wind power and 
system risk. Based on the mentioned definition, 
Hybrid Selection Clone Immune Model and 
algorithms of flexible transmission system planning 
are proposed. A 10 unit system is used for testing the 
proposed algorithm considering the uncertainty of 
wind power generation. The impact of large-scale 
integration of wind power to power system is 
analyzed based on wind power capability and system 
risks. The simulation results show that the system 
needs to have more spinning reserve and increase the 
peak regulation capacity of each time period. The 
proposed modeling method can provide a useful 
guidance for Unit Commitment problems. 
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Abstract: In order to reduce energy consumption of the sensor node communication and maximize the life cycle 
of wireless sensor network, this paper follows the principle of high-dimensional thinking represented by low-
dimensional space, puts forward a wireless sensor network energy saving algorithm based on generalized 
inverse nonnegative matrix decomposition. First of all, it applies generalized inverse decomposition technique to 
perform initialization operation on the original communication data matrix. Then, non-negative matrix 
factorization is applied to make dimensionality reduction on characteristic space after the singular value 
decomposition. The simulation results show that: the algorithm can effectively compress communication data in 
WSN, solve the high dimension, high redundancy phenomenon of communication data, achieve the energy 
saving purpose for data transmission. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Wireless sensor network is composed of the 
random distributed integrated sensors, data 
processing units and the tiny nodes of 
communication units through a self-organization 
way. It has the advantages of cheap, self-organizing, 
dynamic and high fault tolerance, etc. And it is 
widely used in the field of car business, health care, 
environmental monitoring, disaster mitigation and 
relief and son on [1]. 

WSN sensor node energy is usually supplied by 
batteries and it is hard to realize timely supplement. 
Therefore, how to make efficient use of energy to 
maximize the network life cycle is a major challenge 
for the sensor network [2]. WSN energy consumption 
is mainly used in perception, communication and 
data processing. Studies show that energy 

consumption of sensor nodes is mainly concentrated 
in communication and it accounts for more than 
80 % of the whole sensor life cycle energy. 
Therefore, effectively reducing the sensor node 
communication energy consumption is the key to 
maximize WSN life cycle. Energy consumption of 
communication is mainly occurred in three kinds of 
conditions as sensor receiving, sending and sensor 
free, and there are mainly 3 kinds of methods to 
reduce energy consumption of communication. 

The first method is to reduce energy consumption 
of communication by improvements on WSN 
communication protocol [5], and extend the life cycle 
of WSN. However, this kind of algorithm is lack of 
generalization ability and is limited to specific 
applications. Another method is to reduce energy 
consumption of communication according to the 
features of sensor environment and apply partially 
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observable Markov decision process [6] so as to 
realize the optimization of energy consumption and 
the network performance. However, the algorithm 
has the problem of "dimension disaster" for POMDP 
approximate optimum solution and it is only fit for 
small WSN systems. The third one through 
compressing the original high-dimensional 
communication data space to low-dimension space to 
achieve the goal of reducing transmission energy 
consumption [8]. This algorithm has the 
characteristics of model independence and strong 
generalization ability. However, its dimension 
reduction process is complex and real-time 
performance is not high. 

Based on the advantages and disadvantages of the 
present algorithm, this paper, based on generalized 
inverse non-negative matrix factorization (giNMF), 
put forward an energy efficient communication 
algorithm of wireless sensor network. Before using 
nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) to make the 
dimension reduction, adopt the generalized inverse 
decomposition technique (this paper adopts the 
singular value decomposition (SVD)) to initialize the 
original communication data matrix to avoid matrix 
decomposition uncertainty problem caused by the 
NMF random initialization. Then, use the NMF to 
perform dimensionality reduction on characteristic 
space after the singular value decomposition. 

 
 

2. Non-negative Matrix Factorization 
 
In the actual application environment, sensors 

tend to transmit information with high-dimensional 
and sparse features which requires large amount of 
sensor energy consumption. By the theory of 
cognitive psychology, we know that the brain only 
processes the "meaningful" data of the outside world 
and stays "blind" for other data, i.e., the high 
dimensional information space can often be 
represented by low dimensional space to nature. 
Therefore, establish the map of "meaningful" data 
from high-dimensional to low-dimensional of the 
sensor, and thus the sensor will only transmit data 
after dimension reduction, the energy consumption of 
communication will be greatly reduced.  

Nonnegative matrix decomposition method is to 
decompose the original high dimensional matrix into 
the product of two low dimensional nonnegative 
matrix. Its principle is shown in Fig. 1.  

Given a m n  matrix ,[ ]m n m n
i jX x R   , 

which represents n characteristic values of m 
variables. Goal of NMF is to find the minimum 

objective function   of the two nonnegative matrix 

,[ ] m r
i ku  U R  and 

,[ ] n r
j kv  V R .  

  is the loss function of ( || )D U V .  

D is the divergence of Kullback-Leibler (KL). 
r m , r n , 0U , 0V . 

 

 





 
 

Fig. 1. Nonnegative matrix decomposition  
principle diagram. 
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In the above equation, ,[ ] T
i jY y U V   . If 

X Y , then D(U || V)  is 0. 

Because there is only one salient characteristic in 
U and V matrix, therefore, it is difficult to design an 
algorithm to minimize the global objective function. 
Lee and Seung [10] proved that Eq. (2) and  
Eq. (3) can achieve the local minimum of the 
objective function.  
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Nonnegative matrix decomposition is an 
important way to deal with high dimensional data set 
and it is widely used in pattern recognition, signal 
processing, data clustering and computer security [4], 
etc. However, there are also some disadvantages: 

1) For large-scale data, calculation of the NMF is 
very time-consuming which results in that it cannot 
be used in real-time systems [7]. 

2) Dimensionality of characteristic space r is hard 
to predict, so it is difficult to find an optimal r. 

3) Unable to solve the global optimal. 
Initialization of factor U and K is random, which 
brings uncertainty of each decomposition result. 

 
 

3. Communication Data Compression 
Algorithm of Generalized Inverse 
Nonnegative Matrix Decomposition 
 

Based on the existing problems in the 
nonnegative matrix decomposition, using the fast 
conversion features of generalized inverse, this paper 
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put forward a nonnegative matrix decomposition 
algorithm based on generalized inverse, and the 
algorithm is applied to wireless sensor network 
transmission information compression, to achieve 
energy efficient communication. 

 
 

3.1. Building of Generalized Inverse Matrix 
 
Definition 1 [11], for finite dimensional matrix X, 

Penrose defines the existing of a unique generalized 

inverse matrix 1X , at the same time satisfy  
the following: 

 
 1XX X X  (4) 

 
1  1 1X XX X  (5) 

 
* 1( ) 1XX XX  (6) 

 
 1 * 1(X X) X X  

(7) 
 

Among which, *X  is an associate matrix of X . 
Definition 2, make two orthogonal matrix 

m nU R  and m nV R , m nX R . Singular 
value decomposition is as follows: 

 

 *X UΣV  (8) 
 

Among which, m nΣ R  is a diagonal matrix: 
 

1

0

0

r





 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

Σ





(9) 

 

Among which, 1 0r    , i  is 

singular value of matrix X. Simplify Eq. (9) as: 

1( , , ,0, ,0) m n
rdiag    Σ R  , according 

to definition 1 and 2, building of generalized inverse 
matrix is as follows: 

 
 1 1 *X VΣ U  (10) 

 
Among which,  
 

1 1
1( , , ,0, ,0) n m

rdiag      1Σ R   

 
 

3.2. Characteristic Space Transformation 
 
According to the principle of NMF 

decomposition, m n m r r n   X U V , of which, U is 

a weight matrix, V is a basis matrix, characteristic 
space transformation process is shown in (7). 

 

1 2 1 2[ , , , ] [ , , , ]T T
m mx x x u u u V 

 
(11) 

 
Multiply both sides of Eq. (11) by the generalized 

inverse matrix 
1V  of V: 

 

1 2 1 2[ , , , ] [ , , , ]T T
m mx x x u u u  1 1V VV 

 
(12) 

 
If each line of V is linearly independent, then 
 1VV I , I is the unit matrix, Eq. (12) can be 

transformed into: 
 
 

1 2 1 2[ , , , ] [ , , , ]T T
m mx x x u u u 1V 

 
(13) 

 
Through the above transformation steps, original 

input matrix can be fastly transformed into weighted 
feature space. 

 
 

3.3. Communication Data Compression 
Algorithm of Generalized Inverse 
Nonnegative Matrix Decomposition 

 
Algorithm thought: first make generalized inverse 

decomposition on communication data matrix X, 
initialize X and quickly get its characteristic space. 
Then, according to the error constraints or time 
constraints, perform NMF dimensionality reduction 
on X after the generalized inverse decomposition, so 
as to realize the effective and quick dimension 
reduction of the original data communication.  

Definition 3, in KL divergence function, the error 
needs to be estimated between X and UV. Assuming 
that each iteration leads to an   error, which 
increases the distance between X and UV, then 
accumulated error until n steps is: 

 
1(1 ) (1 ) (1 )t i

i

      


       
 

(14) 

 
Algorithm 1: Communication data compression 

algorithm of generalized inverse nonnegative  
matrix decomposition. 

Input: original communication data matrix 
m nX R  

Output: 
m nU R  and 

m nV R  
//Singular value decomposition operation 
Step 1: apply the generalized inverse singular 

value decomposition method to decompose X. 

Step 2: select the larger singular values i  of X 

and its corresponding feature space iu .  

// NMF dimension reduction operation 
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Step 3: carry out 0
argmin{ ( || )}D




U
U X UV

 
Step 4: carry out 

0
arg min{ ( || )}D




V
V X UV  

Step 5: when the error constraints or time 
constraints is met, calculation termination. 
Otherwise, looping execution of Step 3 and Step 4. 

Step 6: output U and V after the dimension 
reduction. 

Due to the random initialization of U and V in 
NMF dimension reduction algorithm, each 
decomposition result is with uncertainty. Sometimes 
incorrect or unrelated decomposition results are 
obtained. Time complexity of NMF algorithm is 

( )O MNr , space complexity is ( )O MN . Whereas 

giNMF algorithm adopts generalized inverse 
decomposition (Step 1 and Step 2), and the 
characteristic space of the original matrix is quickly 
get, and iteration factor decomposition is avoided. 
Step 3 and Step 4 calculate the minimal value U and 
V until circulation condition is met. These two steps 
are NMF dimension reduction algorithm, because of 
generalized inverse decomposition, the size of the 
NMF dimension reduction is reduced greatly, the 

final dimension reduction results can be obtained by 
multiplicative update rule. The time complexity of 

giNMF algorithm is 2( )O Nr , space complexity is 

( )O Nr . 

giNMF algorithm has the characteristic of 
communication mode independence. Whether it is a 
single hop or multi-hop, there is no influence on the 
algorithm. Therefore, giNMF algorithm has strong 
generalization ability for communication data 
dimension reduction, and it can be applied to any 
mode, any node communication data transmission. 

 
 

4. Simulation Experiment 
 
The subject of this paper is the information of 

environment temperature and humidity which is 
collected, sent and received by the sensor. We adopt 
Crossbow MICA2 Mote sensor and topology model 
is of single hop. In order to reduce energy 
consumption, the sensor often adopts concentrating 
sending mode of multi-information collection, its 
working principle is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Working principle of the data compression. 
 
 

Transmit N bags with M-bit length, the total 
communication energy consumption is the sum of 
energy consumption of data collection, data 
compression, data transmission and data  
receiving stage. 

 

total a c s rE E E E E   
 

(15) 
 

According to the literature [4], energy 
consumption Ea in data collection stage and Ec in 
data compression stage are far less than that of data 
transmission and receiving. Therefore, this paper 
ignored Ea and Ec, considered only Es and Er, the 
calculation is as follows: 

 

6 2 12

6 4 16

10 22.0 10 , 90

10 16.0 10 , 90
s

N M N M d d m
E

N M N M d d m

 

 

        
 

       
(16) 

  
610rE N M   

 
(17) 

 
Among which, d is the distance between node 

sensor and cluster head sensor. 
This paper made experimental analysis 

respectively from three angles: 
Comparative analysis with algorithm in literature 

[9], compare dimension reduction effect and time 
consuming of giNM algorithm; 
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Contrastive analysis on energy consumption of 
communication between giNMF and LEACH 
algorithm; 

Contrastive analysis on network life cycle 
between giNMF and LEACH algorithm. 

 
 

4.1. Dimension Reduction Effect Analysis 
 

Dimension reduction effect comparison is shown 
in Fig. 3. According to Fig. 3, giNMF algorithm 
adopted by this paper is more efficient than lraNMF 
algorithm. For convergence rate of KL divergence, 
giNMF algorithm is faster. For the same KL 
divergence, dimensionality obtained by giNMF 
algorithm is the minimum. And for same dimension 
reduction, minimum KL divergence means  
minimum error. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Dimension reduction effect comparison. 
 
 

4.2. Communication Energy  
Consumption Analysis 

 

Assuming that receiving and sending unit (bit) 
energy consumption for 50 nj/bit, transmit data 
matrix M=2 000 bits, N=50. As shown in Fig. 4, the 
communication energy consumption contrast 
experiments between giNMF algorithm and LEACH 
algorithm. From Fig. 4, we learn that energy 
consumption of giNMF algorithm is less than that of 
LEACH algorithm. The average energy consumption 
of communication of LEACH algorithm is above  
2 times of that of giNMF algorithm. It can be 
concluded that the giNMF dimension reduction 
algorithm can effectively reduce the communication 
data size, remove the white noise in communication 
data, achieve the goal of energy saving. 

 
 

4.3. Network Life Cycle Analysis 
 
The simulation experimental environment is a 

100 m×100 m area, which monitors temperature and 
humidity information of the environment. The 
number of sensor nodes is N=100, with one hop 
communication between sensor nodes and cluster 

heads. White noise of sensor nodes obeys the 
Gaussian distribution (0, 2.25)N , the initial value 

of each sensor node is 0.5J, compared with LEACH 
algorithm in literature [5]. One of the important 
indicators for evaluation of wireless sensor network 
(WSN) temperature and humidity monitoring  
system is the system life cycle. The longer  
the life cycle, the better the system. From Fig. 5, we 
know that system life cycle obtained by giNMF 
algorithm is about 50 % higher compared with that of 
LEACH algorithm. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Communication energy consumption  
contrast experiments. 

 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Contrast experiment of network life cycle. 

 
 

As shown in Fig. 5, the network lifetime 
comparison between giNMF algorithm and LEACH 
algorithm. It shows the change of live nodes in the 
network. With the increase of number of death nodes, 
node death rate presents a speeding up trend. Dead 
nodes first appeared in LEACH algorithm, and the 
first dead node appeared in giNMF is at about  
1000 rounds. LEACH algorithm at about  
1300 rounds, all network nodes are dead while 
GiNMF algorithm at around 1800 rounds, all nodes 
are dead. The algorithm adopted in this paper can 
obtain the longest network life cycle. Comparison 
results show that: algorithm adopted in this paper can 
effectively prolong network lifetime. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
This paper put forward a wireless sensor network 

communication energy saving algorithm based on 
generalized inverse nonnegative matrix 
decomposition which can effectively reduce the 
amount of communication data and realize energy 
consumption reduction. The characteristics of the 
algorithm are: it has strong generalization ability and 
communication protocol independence, as a result, it 
has wide application range. Secondary, it can achieve 
accurate high-dimensional data compression with 
low error, and compressed data can describe the real 
original state and it has the quality of distortionless 
of dimensionality reduction. Moreover, the 
simulation results show that GiNMF algorithm can 
effectively compress the communication data, so as 
to realize the purpose of reducing communication 
energy consumption and extending network lifetime.  
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1. Introduction 

 
Frames were first introduced by Duffin and 

Schaeffer [1] in the context of nonharmonic Fourier 
series. Until the ground breaking work of 
Daubechies, Grossmann, and Meyer [2], people 
began to generate much interest about frames. At 
first, frames were used in signal processing, image 
processing, data compression and sampling theory. 
Recently, frames are also used to mitigate the effect 
of losses in packet-based communication systems 
and to design high-rate constellation in multiple-
antenna code design [3, 4].  

People usually study frame in two aspects. Some 
people study it in abstract frame theory. They give 
various generalizations of frames and obtain many 
good properties. Others discuss especial examples 
such as wavelet frames and Gabor frames. 

An important example about frame is wavelet 
frame, which is obtained by shifting and dilating a 
finite family of functions. Wavelet theory has been 
studied extensively in both theory and applications 
since 1980's. Another example about frame is Gabor 
systems, which was introduced by Gabor. They are 
generated by modulations and translations of one 
single function. 

Fusion frames were introduced in [5] (under the 
name frames of subspaces) and have played an 
important role in the industry. Recent some papers 
discuss their applications in sensor networks, filter 
bank fusion frames, applications to coding theory, 
compressed sensing, sparsity for fusion frames, and 
frame potentials and fusion frames, and so on [6-12]. 
Until now, main work on fusion frames devoted to 
developing their basic properties and constructing 
fusion frames with specific good properties. Recently, 
Frame is generalized to G-frames and g-Riesz  
bases [13, 14]. 

A major difficulty for the application of fusion 
frame theory is that we generally do not construct the 
orthogonal fusion frame. For example, in sensor 
network data processing, fusion frame spans some 
fixed subspaces generated by the spatial reversal. As 
a result, the fusion frame operator is always non-
sparse and non-orthogonal with an extremely high 
probability. Thus, non-sparse and non-orthogonal 
fusion frame is very important in the  
industry technology.  

However, so far, some researches about non-
sparse and non-orthogonal fusion frame are few. In 
[15], authors showed that sparsity of the fusion frame 
operator naturally exists by introducing a notion of 
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non-orthogonal fusion frames. They provided 
necessary and sufficient conditions for which the 
new fusion frame operator is diagonal and/or a 
multiple of an identity. A set of other critical 
questions are also addressed.  

In this paper, the definition of non-orthogonal 
fusion frame is given and their properties are in detail 
discussed. In fact, our properties are generalization of 
the existing results of orthogonal fusion frame. 

 
 

2. Non-orthogonal Fusion Frames 
 
In this section, we give firstly the definition of 

non-orthogonal fusion frame and its discussions. We 
will prove that a non-orthogonal fusion frame shares 
many of the properties of orthogonal fusion frame 
and thus can be viewed as a generalization of 
orthogonal fusion frame.  

 
Definition 2.1. Let I be some index set, and let 

 i i I
v


 be a family of weights, i.e., 0iv   for all 

i I . Let  i i I
W


 be a family of closed subspaces 

in a Hilbert space H. Denote the operators iP  be 

non-orthogonal projections onto iW  and *
iP  be their 

adjoint operators. Then  ,i i i I
W 


 is called a non-

orthogonal fusion frame of 
 

( )i
i I

span W


     

 

with respect to  i i I
v


 for  , if there exist 

constants 0 C D     such that 
 

2 2 22
i i

i I

C f v P f D f


    

 

for all f  .   

We call constants C and D the frame bounds for a 

non-orthogonal fusion frame. The family  ,i i i I
W 


 

is called a C-tight non-orthogonal fusion frame with 

respect t to  i i I
v


, if in (2.1) the constants C and D 

are chosen so that C=D, and a Parseval non-

orthogonal fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 

provided that C=D=1. 
Moreover, we call a non-orthogonal fusion frame 

with respect to  i i I
v


 v -uniform, if v := iv  for all 

i I . If we only have the upper bound, we call 

 ,i i i I
P 


 a non-orthogonal fusion Bessel sequence 

with respect to  i i I
v


 with Bessel bound D. 

The next theorem proves that we can string 
together a non-orthogonal fusion frame for each of 

the subspaces iW
 
(with uniformly bounded frame 

constants) to get a frame for H.  
 

Theorem 2.2. For each ,i I  let 0iv   and  

let  
i

ij j J
f


 be a frame sequence in H with frame 

bounds iA
 
and iB . Define 

 

 
ii ijj JW span f   

 
for all i I  and choose an orthonormal basis 

 
i

ij j J
e


 for each subspace iW . Suppose that  

 

0 inf supi I i i I iA A B B       .  

 
The following conditions are equivalent. 

1)  *

, i
i i ij i I j J

v P f
   

is a frame for H. 

2)  *

, i
i i ij i I j J

v P e
 

 is a frame for H. 

3)  ,i i i I
W 


 is a non-orthogonal fusion frame 

with respect to  i i I
v


 for H. 

Proof. Since for each i I ,  
i

ij j J
f


 is a frame 

for iW  with frame bounds iA
 
and iB , we obtain 

 

   2 22 2
i i i i i

i I i I

A v P f A v P f
 

    

 

 
2

,
i

i i ij
i I j J

P f v f
 

    

 

  22
i i i

i I

B v P f


    

 

  22 .i i
i I

B v P f


    

 
Now we observe that  
 

 
22

*, , .
i i

i i ij i i ij
i I j J i I j J

P f v f f v P f
   

   

 

This shows that provided  *

, i
i i ij i I j J

v P f
 

 is a 

frame for H with frame bounds A and B, then, the 

sets  ,i i i I
W 


 is a non-orthogonal fusion frame 
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with respect to  i i I
v


 for H with frame bounds 

C

B
 

and 
D

A
. Moreover, if  ,i i i I

W 


 is a non-

orthogonal fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 for 

H with frame bounds C and D, the calculation above 

implies that  
, i

i ij i I j J
v f

 
 is a frame of H with 

frame bounds AC and BD. Thus    1 3 .  

Note that we can now actually calculate the non-
orthogonal projections in the following way  

 

 
2

22 2

22
*

,

, , .

i

i i

i i i i ij ij
j J

i ij i ij
j J j J

v P f v P f e e

P f e f P e



 



 



 
  

 

From this, the equivalence of (2) and (3) is 
gotten.  
The definition of a sequence gives rise to a 

definition of completeness for a sequence of 
subspaces. 

 

Definition 2.3. A family of subspaces  i i I
W


 of 

H is called complete, if  
 

 
i ij Jspan W   H.  

 

The next lemma possesses a well-known analog 
in the frame and orthogonal fusion frame. 

Lemma 2.4. Let  i i I
W


 be a family of 

subspaces in H, and let  i i I
v


be a family of 

weights. If the family of subspaces  i i I
W


 is a non-

orthogonal fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 for 

H, then it is complete. 

Proof. Assume that  i i I
W


 is not complete. 

Then there exists some f H, 0f   with  
 

f ⊥
 

i ij Jspan W . 
 

 

It follows that  
 

  22 0ii I
v P f


 .

 
 

 

Hence, the family of subspaces  i i I
W


 is a non-

orthogonal fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 for 

H. 
To check completeness of non-orthogonal fusion 

frame, we need the following useful result, which 
was proven in [5]. 

Lemma 2.5. Let  i i I
W


 be a family of 

subspaces in H, and let  
i

ij j J
e


 be an orthonormal 

basis for iW . Then the following conditions  

are equivalent. 

1)  i i I
W


 is complete. 

2)  
i

ij j J
e


 is complete. 

If we remove element from non-orthogonal 
fusion frame, we obtain either another frame or an 
incomplete set. Similar results hold in classical frame 
and orthogonal fusion frame. 

 

Proposition 2.6. The removal of a subspace from 
a frame of subspaces with respect to some family of 
weights leaves either a non-orthogonal fusion frame 
with respect to the same family of weights or an 
incomplete family of subspaces. 

Proof. Let  i i I
W


 be a non-orthogonal fusion 

frame with respect to  i i I
v


 for H, let  

i
ij j J

e


 be 

an orthonormal basis for iW . By Theorem 2.2,  
 

 *

, i
i i ij i I j J

v P e
 

  

 

is a frame for H.  

Let 0i I . According to [5], 
 

   0

*

\ , i
i i ij i I i j J

v P e
   

 

 

is a either a frame or an incomplete set. If it is a 

frame, again by Theorem 2.2, also    0\i i I i
W

  is a 

frame of subspaces with respect to  i i I
v


for H. 

Now suppose that  
 

   0

*

\ , i
i i ij i I i j J

v P e
   

 

 

and hence  
 

   0

*

\ , i
i ij i I i j J

P e
   

 

 

is an incomplete set. By Lemma 2.5, also 

   0\i i I i
W

  is incomplete.  

Thus, we complete the proof. 
 
 

3. Some Properties Non-orthogonal 
Fusion Frames 
 
In this subsection we will show that a non-

orthogonal fusion frame behaves as a generalization 
of an orthogonal fusion frame, thus providing an 
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associated analysis and synthesis operator, a frame 
operator and a dual object. 

In order to establish the definition of an analysis 
and a synthesis operator for a non-orthogonal fusion 
frame, we will need the following notation. 

Notation 3.1. For each family of subspaces 

 i i I
W


 of H, we define the space 

 

 
2

ii I
W


 

  

 
by 

 

 

 

2

2
,

ii I

i i i ii I
i I

W

f f W and f






 

 
   

 





  
 

 
with inner product given by  

 

    ,,i i i ii I i I
i I

f g f g
 



   

 

We start with the definition of an analysis 
operator for a non-orthogonal fusion frame. To show 
that the series appearing in this formula converges 
unconditionally, we need the next lemma. 

Lemma 3.2. Let  i i I
W


 be a Bessel sequence of 

subspaces with respect to  i i I
v


 for H. Then, for 

each sequence  i i I
f


 with i if W  for each i I ,  

the series i ii I
v f

  converges unconditionally. 

Proof. Let  
 

   
2

.i ii I i I
f f W

 
     

 

 

Fix J I  with J    and let  

 

.i ii J
g v f


  

 

 

Then we compute 
 

 

 

24

2

*

2

2 22

2 2

2
2

,

,

.

i i i i
i J i J

i i i i
i J

i i i i
i J

i i i i
i J i J

i
i J

i i
i J

v f g v f

v P P g f

v P g P f

v P g P f

D g f

D v f f

 





 





 
  
 

 
  
 

   
 







 





 





 

 

Hence, 
 

2
2
.i i

i J

v f D f


   

 

It follows that i ii J
v f

  is weakly 

unconditionally Cauchy and hence unconditionally 
convergent in H.  

Definition 3.3. Let  i i I
W


 be a frame of 

subspaces with respect to  i i I
v


 for H. Then the 

analysis operator for  i i I
W


 and  i i I

v


 is the 

operator  
 

2

, :W v i
i I

T H W


 
  

 




.  

 
Defined by 
 

 , { }W v i i i IT f v P f 
 

 

 

for all .f H  

We call the adjoint 
*

,W vT  of the analysis operator 

the synthesis operator. 
Then the synthesis  operator 
 

2

*
, :W v i

i I

T W H


 
  

 


  
 

 
is given by 

 

    * *
, .W v i i i

i I

T f v P P f


   

 
The well-known relations between an orthogonal 

fusion frame and the associated analysis and 
synthesis operator also holds in our more general 
situation as the following. 

Theorem 3.4. Let  ,i i i I
W v


 be a family of a 

non-orthogonal fusion frame in H, and let be a family 
of weights. Then the following conditions  
are equivalent. 

1)  i i I
W


 is a non-orthogonal fusion frame with 

respect to H. 

2) The analysis operator ,W vT  is bounded, linear 

and onto. 

3) The synthesis operator 
*

,W vT  is a (possibly into) 

isomorphism. 
Proof. First we prove    1 2 .  This claim 

follows immediately from the fact that for each 
f H  we have  
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   2 22
, .W v i i

i I

T f v P f


   

 

Further recall that    2 3  holds in general 

for each operator on a Hilbert space. 
In an analogous way as in frame theory, we can 

define equivalence classes of a non-orthogonal fusion 
frame. Using the synthesis operator we can also 
characterize exactly the elements belonging to the 
same equivalence class. 

Definition 3.5. Let  i i I
W


 and  i

i I
W


 be a 

non-orthogonal fusion frame with respect to the same 
family of weights. We say that they are (unitarily) 
equivalent, if there exists an (unitary) invertible 

operator U on H such that  i iW U W  for all i I . 

Lemma 3.6. Let  i i I
W


 and  i

i I
W


 be a non- 

orthogonal fusion frame with respect to the same 

family of weights i i I
v


. The following conditions 

are equivalent. 

1)  i i I
W


 and  i

i I
W


 are (unitarily) 

equivalent. 
2) There exists an (unitary) invertible operator U 

on H such that 
1

, ,
,W v W v

T U T U  where U is 

applied to each component. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the 

definition of the synthesis operator.  
As in the well-known frame situation, there also 

exists an associated frame operator for each frame of 
subspaces which satisfies similar properties as we 
will see in the next proposition. For instance we even 
obtain a reconstruction formula. 

Definition 3.7. Let  i i I
W


 be a non-orthogonal 

fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 for H. Then the 

frame operator ,W vS  and  i i I
v


 is defined by 

 

     * 2 *
, , , .W v W v W v i i i

i I

S f T T f v P P f


   

 

The next proposition generalizes a result of an 
orthogonal fusion frame. 

Proposition 3.8. Let  i i I
W


 be a non-orthogonal 

fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 with frame 

bounds C and D. Then the frame operator ,W vS  for 

 i i I
W


 and  i i I

v


 is a positive, self-adjoint, 

invertible operator on H with  
 

, .W vCI S DI 
 

 
 

Further, we have the reconstruction formula 

   1
,

2 1
, ,,W v

W v i W v iS W v
f T T f v S P f

 
 Proof. For any f H , we have  

 

   

     

2 *
,

22 2

, ,

, ,

W v i i i
i I

i i i i i
i I i I

S f f v P P f f

v P f P f v P f



 



 



 
  

 

which implies that ,W vS  is a positive operator. We 

further compute 
 

   

2

22
,

,

,i i W v
i I

Cf f C f

v P f S f f




 
  

 

, .Df f   

 

This shows that ,W vCI S DI   and hence 

,W vS  is an invertible operator on H. 

Furthermore, for any , ,f g H  we have  
 

     

   

2
,

2 * 2
,

, ,

, , .

W v i i i
i I

i i i i W v
i I i I

S f g v P f P g

v f P P g v f S g



 



 



   

 

Thus ,W vS  is self-adjoint. 

At last the reconstruction formula follows 
immediately from 

 

   1 2 1 *
, , , .W v W v i W v i i

i I

f S S f v S P P f 



    

 
The following result will show the connection 

between the frame operator for a non-orthogonal 
fusion frame and the frame operator for the frame 
generated by orthonormal bases of the subspaces.  

Also the connection between the reconstruction 
formulas is exposed. 

 

Proposition 3.9. Let  i i I
W


 be a non-orthogonal 

fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 for H and 

 
i

i ij j J
v f


 be a Parseval frame for iW  for each 

i I . Then the frame operator ,W vS  equals the 

frame operator vfS  for the frame  
, i

i ij i I j J
v f

 
, and 

for all g H , we have 
 

 2 1 1
,

,

, .
i

i W v i i ij vf i ij
i I i I j J

v S W g g v f S v f 
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Proof. Since  
i

ij j J
f


 is a Parseval frame for iW  

for all i I , if ,g H  then 
 

   * * ,

, .

i

i

i i i i ij ij
j J

i i ij ij
j J

P P g P P g f f

Pg P f f












  

 
Thus 

   2 *
,

*

,

,
i

W v i i i
i I

i i i ij i ij
i I j J

S g v P P g

P P g v f v f



 








 

 

,

,

.
i

i i i ij i ij
i I j J

vf g

P g v P f v f

S

 






 

 

 

Moreover, we obtain 
 

 2 1 *
,

1

1

,

,

, .

i

i

i W v i i
i I

vf i ij i ij
i I j J

i ij vf i ij
i I j J

v S P P g

S g v f v f

g v f S v f







 



 







 

  

 

 

In the same manner as in frame theory we define 
a dual frame of subspaces associated with a frame of 
subspaces. 

Definition 3.10. Let  i i I
W


 be a non-orthogonal 

fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 for H and with 

frame operator ,W vS . Then  1
,W v i i I

S W


 is called 

the dual frame of subspaces with respect to  i i I
v


. 

The dual frame of a non-orthogonal fusion frame 
of subspaces with the same weights. Then, we can 
obtain the following property. 

Proposition 3.11. Let  i i I
W


 be a non-

orthogonal fusion frame with respect to  i i I
v


 and 

let  
:T H H  

be an invertible operator on H . Then 

 i i I
TW


is a non-orthogonal fusion frame with 

respect to  i i I
v


. 

Proof. From the notations of a non-orthogonal 
fusion frame an invertible operator, we easily  
get result. 

 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

The non-orthogonal fusion frame have plays an 
important role in the applications such as sensor 
networks, coding theory, compressed sensing, and so 
on. In this paper, we define the non-orthogonal 
fusion frame and discuss in detail their properties. 
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Abstract: Soft-sensing technology is a novel industrial technique for some key parameters not being obtained 
online. The paper establishes the Soft-sensing model of coke oven flue temperature, a key technical index in 
coke oven heating process, which is so difficult to measure directly online. A soft-sensing model of flue 
temperature based on case-based reasoning is consists of four modules: data collection and pretreatment model, 
soft-sensor model, online modification model and online estimate model. The output of prediction data is 
processed with the case-based reasoning algorithm and the self-adjusting algorithm to get the target value of the 
case solution. The industrial application results show that the soft-sensing model can reflect the actual operation 
condition and meet the requirement of real-time control. Its effectiveness is proved. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Soft-sensing technology is an online estimate 
sensing technology for some production variables 
(i.e. dominant variable) which cannot be measured or 
those are difficult to measure, which adopts the 
software instead of the instrument to measure and 
estimate based on certain criteria for the model 
computation with selecting the easy measured 
variables as the secondary variables, such as 
temperature, pressure, etc. The final model through 
selected variables not only has simple structure and 
less parameters, but the prediction accuracy and 
generalization ability is higher [11-13]. The coke 
oven flue temperature, as very important process 
parameters, refers to the measurement flue 
temperature average of the whole furnace chamber 
and can reflect the overall temperature of coke oven. 

Due to the cost and process in the process of coke 
oven heating, it is very difficult to achieve the real-
time online measurement of coke oven flue 
temperature so that it can only be acquired through 
artificial measurement. Here are some main reasons 
why cannot meet production need:  

1) Long measurement cycle, temperature sensing 
once every four hours is too long time interval to 
detect accurately the instantaneous temperature, 
therefore, not conforming to the requirement of real-
time control.  

2) Different measurer often achieves some 
inaccurate sensing data once every four hours 
according to the different measurer experience. How 
to obtain the oven flue real-time temperature to meet 
the need of control has become the key issue for 
restricting coke oven temperature control. It is an 
important practical significance for coke oven 
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heating process to realize the on-line measurement of 
coke oven flue control by application of soft-sensing 
technology. At present, soft-sensing technology, as 
an effective method to estimate some unpredictable 
variables in the process of industrial, is gaining more 
and more application [1-3]. Soft-sensing technology 
research content mainly aims at the issue of a process 
variable to establish mathematical model, which is 
called the Forecasting Model based on the 
characteristic and function of its model. 

The current domestic existing soft-sensing model 
is mostly the unary linear regression model [4-5] 
about the establishment of regenerator top 
temperature and coke oven flue temperature or the 
dual parabola model [6] between them, the model 
that it is as the linear relationship or dual parabola 
relationship between the regenerator top temperature 
and coke oven flue temperature has some limitations 
and low accuracy. 

Case-based Reasoning (CBR) technology based 
on past experience and knowledge reasoning has 
been successfully applied in various fields, such as 
medical diagnosis, fault diagnosis, the weather 
forecast [7-9]. Model of CBR is easy to implement 
and maintain with directly using the past knowledge 
and experience, its training is simple and effective. 
To improve the ability of judgment and reasoning: 
Good at using empirical knowledge to learn; 
Adopting the incremental learning method; 
cultivating a strong independent learning ability. 

In this paper, the intelligent forecast model of the 
key process parameters for the problems and needs 
above based on CBR technique is put forward and 
applied to a coke oven flue soft-sensing of certain 
coking plant. The practical application effect shows 
that the method has high estimation precision and 
strong versatility, owning wide application prospect. 

 
 

2. Modeling Method Based on Case-
based Reasoning Technology 
 
First of all, a lot of problems and their solutions 

be expressed and stored in the form of case, when 
new problem (case) happening, the old case is match 
by system according to the new case description with 
certain similarity in the case library to retrieve the 
most similar case and employ or revised its solution 
to produce a solution about new problem. The typical 
case is added into the case library to implement a 
learning process of CBR. 

The intelligent soft-sensor model [10] for the 
critical variables, which can predict complex 
industrial process, is shown in Fig. 1. The output of 

the reasoning forecast module is X


; the output of 

correction is X ;   is obtained from the process data 
set of distributed control system (DCS); artificial 
measurement data set   is obtained through 
detection model; e  is the online calibration 
parameters exported by an online calibration module; 

The input of the controlled object is u ; The output 
of the controlled object is y . 

 
 

X


X



u

y



e

 
 

Fig. 1. The overall structure of intelligent  
soft-sensor model. 

 
 
1) The module for data acquisition and  

processing module. 
Acquiring the data from the spot which has 

usually all kinds of jamming noise, such as the zero 
drift of an instrument, should be performed the data 
transform and error handling in order to avoid the 
noise disturbance to the modeling as far as possible, 
namely data preprocessing. Under certain conditions, 
the result being output by the soft-sensor model 
should be properly adjusted, as the model is obtained 
on the premise of a series of assumptions, which 
cannot be in complete accord with the actual situation, 
existing a model error. 

2) The prediction module. 
First, the soft-sensor model reads the currently 

operating mode characteristic and retrieves a similar 
case in the case base according to the working 
condition features to match and reuse based on their 
similarity threshold, thereby, which described the 
case solution of current conditions for the soft-
sensing values of the estimated dominant variable. 
Analysis of the error between the actual measured 
value of the dominant variables and the soft-sensing 
value and the Precision evaluation of the soft-sensing 
model, if it cannot reach the expected Precision, the 
case solution should be modified; The case solution, 
precision reaching the requirements, is placed into in 
the case base according to relevant rules. 

In case-based reasoning prediction module, the 
function of correction and the maintenance module is: 
in the process of case-based reasoning prediction 
module in operation with the change of the object 
parameters such as conditions, the previously 
available case may become no longer apply to the 
object so that the case-based reasoning system should 
be modified and maintained to ensure that the case-
based reasoning forecast module can acquire the 
information of object changes and the available 
correct results. 
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3) The online correction module. 
The properties of object and working point will 

gradually change with the passage of time after using 
the soft-sensor model so as to make the output drift, 
which the corresponding corrective actions must be 
taken in order to guarantee the accuracy of the 
predicted value, 

 

e = 















n

1i
i iX

n

1 X  (1) 

 

The e  in type (1) is for an online calibration 

parameter, the output of the forecast model is iX


, 

the actual measured value is 
iX , the sample is n , 

the output after correction is  
 

X = X


+ e  (2) 

 

This calibration method is easy to implement with 
the type (1) and (2) correction to the output of the 
forecast module for compensating the drift of the 
output to ensure the accuracy of prediction. 

4) The performance evaluation module. 
This module receives the output of the case-based 

reasoning forecast module, compared with the 
artificial measurement data obtained by testing model 
for the evaluation of forecast accuracy. 

 
 

3. Flue Temperature Intelligent Soft-sensor 
Model Based on Case-based Reasoning 
 

When the soft-sensor model of the flue 
temperature is established, after the flue temperature 
of the combustion chamber analyzed considering the 
actual value of the detection statistics T* of the flue 
temperature on a regular basis,  the negative pressure 
n  of a stove chamber, the heating gas flow u , the 

heating gas pressure p , the heating gas heat value h  

and the flue suction v , the case-based reasoning is 
applied to implement the intelligent forecast of the 
flue temperature, the model structure is shown in 
Fig. 2. The intelligent soft-sensor model of the flue 
temperature is composed by the case-based reasoning 
model and the calibration model. The detection data 
set   is obtained from in the process of coke oven 
heating; the output of the case-based reasoning 

forecast model is 1T


; the actual measured value of 

the flue temperature is 
it  n,,2,1i   in a 

certain period of time; the statistics of artificial 

measuring values is T ; the error 1e  is for the output 

value of case-based reasoning soft-sensor model and 
the artificial detection result; TB  (> 0) is the preset 
error limit; the correction output of the flue 
temperature is T . The detection data   is acquired 
by model selector in the process of the coke oven 
heating, the forecast completed by case-based 
reasoning soft-sensor model to get the forecast value; 
then the Self-adjusting model based on the artificial 
measurement statistics determines to deal with the 
forecast results to get the final target value.  

 
 

3.1. Case-based Reasoning Algorithm 
 

The soft-sensor model of oven flue temperature 
completes observable and controllable analysis for all 
kinds of operation parameters and the correlation 
analysis with other variables based on case-based 
reasoning algorithm [14-15] and selects the following 
variables as auxiliary variables from the aspect of 
variable reduction: the heating gas flow u , the flue 

suction v , the heating gas heat value h , the heating 
gas pressure p  and the negative pressure n  of a 

stove chamber. The flue temperature case is stored in 
the computer in the form of a database consists of a 
series of case histories as shown respectively in 
Table 1 and Table 2. 

 
 

TBe1 
1e


1T



it T

Y

N

1T T




1e1T T 


 
 

Fig. 2. The composite intelligent soft-sensor model of the flue temperature. 
 
 

Table 1. The machine side flue temperature case. 
 

Time 

The working conditions 
The Case 
solution 

Machine side 
gas flow 

Machine side 
flue suction 

Gas heat value 
Machine side 
gas pressure 

Stove chamber 
negative 
pressure 

Machine side 
flue prediction 

value 
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Table 2. Coke side flue temperature case. 
 

Time 

The working conditions 
The Case 
solution 

Coke side  
gas flow 

Coke side  
flue suction 

Gas heat value 
Coke side  

gas pressure 

Stove chamber 
negative 
pressure 

Coke side  
flue prediction 

value 
 
 

2) The calculation for case similarity. 
The current operation condition is set rC , described 

for F =  n21 f,,f,f  ; the existing cases are defined 

for kC =  kkk J,F,T , kF =  k,nk,2k1, f,,f,f  , 

k = m,,1 . m is for the case number, the similarity 

between the description if   ni1   of the rC  

features and the description k,if  of the old case is for  
 

 k,ii f,fSim =  k,iik,ii f,fMax/ff1   (3) 

 

The similarity  k,ii f,fSim  defined clearly in 

real number interval [0, 1] satisfies the symmetry and 
reflexivity, that is the similarity relation. In the 

current condition rC  and the case kC , the similarity 

function is defined for  
 

 kr CCSim ， =  


n

1i
k,iii f,fSimw  (4) 

 

3) The determination of the similarity threshold. 
After the similarity calculation, the result is 

assigned to the "similarity" attribute of the 
corresponding cases to determine the similarity 
threshold before the case matched.  

tSim  is the similarity threshold, marked as 

maxSim =   kr
m,,2,1k

C,CSimmax


 

 

tSim =







tmaxmax

tmaxt

XSim,Sim

XSim,X
 (5) 

 

The threshold tX  in type (5) is decided by the 

specific process or experience according to the 
situation object, the general value is 0.9. 

4) The case retrieval and matching 
Case retrieval and matching is the key to the 

realization of case-based reasoning, which the main 
purpose is to retrieve case bank according to the 
description of the new problems from the best case as 
the basis of solving the new problems. Putting 
forward all with the current condition in the 
description of similarity to the threshold of case 
matching is retrieved as a case. And it is arranged 
according to the similarity and the descending order 
of time attribute value. 

5) Case reuse. 
A general rule, perfectly matched with the current 

condition of the description of a case, does not exist 

in the case repository, the matching conditions of the 
retrieved case cannot be directly as the current 
condition of the solution, thus the similar case which 
is retrieved should be reused. 

Assuming that matching case set is:  

kC  =  kkkk Sim,J,F,T , k  = h,,1 , mh  , 

kSim  is the attribute values kC  of corresponding 

similarity. Assuming that 
~

C  is the case which has 

the largest similarity maxSim , the solution is 
~

J , uJ  

is as the case reused answer.  
 

uJ
=

   

 













 
 

h

1k

h

1k
kkk

maxtmax

~

others,Sim/JSim

SimSim1Sim,J  
(6) 

 

In the equation (6),   is the operator of "or", 
showing that the relation is "or" between before and 
after. 

The result after the case reuse is output, 
depositing the time of working condition and its 
solution in the real-time database. 

6) Case evaluation and correction. 
In order to verify the validity of the case reuse 

results, the case evaluation and correction must be 
carried out. The first step of correction is to evaluate 
the result of the reuse, if it is successful, the solution 
will not be revised, otherwise correcting the cases in 
order to improve the estimation precision of the 
model. Case evaluation is based on its running effect 
in the practical environment of feedback and the case 
revision is executed in the new process on the basis 
of the problems. 

First the measured values of the dominant 

variable rJ  and sampling time sT  is read, then in 

the real-time database "time" attribute value and the 

data record which is most close to sT  is retrieved, 

remarking the retrieved data record as 

TC


= { , , ,}T F J
  

, solving J =
r

J J


 . 

Assumption that eJ  is the eligibility criteria of soft-

sensing precision, generally setting eJ =7.5, if 

eJJ  , the soft-sensing precision is qualified, the 

case need not be corrected, storing the cases as case 
storage strategy; otherwise the correct result is as the 

following cases. F


 is taken to conduct case retrieval 
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and matching once again and the case reuse 

operations. Then picking out maxSim  of the largest 

similarity case from the match case 
~

C =   { , , }T F J , 

if maxSim tY  (generally the threshold value 

tY =0.9), the case 
TC = { }, ,r s

F J T


 is added to 

case base, otherwise, the case 
~

C  will be replaced  
by 

TC . It is assumed that the process data online 

instrument and rJ  and 
sT  is relatively accurate, 

otherwise it should undertake the necessary  
data processing. 

7) Case storage and maintenance. 
The case will increase gradually as time goes on, 

if the appropriate measures are not taken, it is likely 
to be in the problem of case overlapping after a 
period of time to make the case lack of 
representativeness and extend the time of reasoning. 
In order to control case within a certain size, the case 
must complete the case study. The new case, being 
added into the case base, will be calculated its 
similarity with all cases in the case base according to 
the similarity calculation formula. If the similarity 
values all are less than or equal to a given threshold 

  10   , generally setting   = 0.9, the new 

case will be added successfully; If at least one 
similarity value is greater than the threshold, then the 
largest similarity old case will be rewrite; If the 
similarity is 1, indicating that the case matches 
exactly with new case, it will not be stored. In 
addition, the cases which are so long history or do 
not adapt to the present condition should be properly 
cut. If the case is not consistent, namely, the 
operation condition of two cases is described near 
and the solutions are markedly different, the cause of 
inconsistent must be found out and modified.  

Variables above as the characteristic attributes of 
case, their characteristic weights were 0.25, 0.20, 
0.15, 0.20, 0.20 according to the experience of the 
experts. Then according to the steps of case-based 
reasoning algorithm based on past experience case 
stored in the case base of flue temperature, the result 
will be forecast under the current production status to 
complete the forecast of flue temperature. 

 
 

3.2. Self-adjusting Algorithm 
 

In order to ensure the precision of prediction, the 
initial prediction results need to be corrected online, 
generally by measuring temperature of the 
combustion chamber flue with the handheld infrared 
thermometer, the artificial measurement data set is 
 k,,2,1i,t i  , using statistical process control 

(SPC) to process these data. 

T =
k

t
k

1i
i





 
(7) 

Initial prediction value of the flue temperature 
obtained from case-based reasoning soft-sensor 

model is 1T


, prediction effect of flue temperature is 

evaluated by the formula. 
 

1e = 1T


— T  (8) 

 

1e  is the error between the initial prediction 

value and artificial test data of the output of case-
based reasoning soft-sensor model. If the absolute 

value of 1e  is greater than the preset limit TB , that 

is TBe1  , it means the output of soft-sensor model 

needs correct, the correction parameter is 1e ; 

otherwise the output does not need to correct, at this 

time 1e  can be set to 0. The output T  after 

correction is: 
 

T = 1T


— 1e  (9) 

 
 

4. Industrial Application 
 
Applying the coke oven flue temperature 

composite intelligent soft-sensor model to coke oven 
heating intelligent control system of a steel joint 
enterprise, forecast effects of the machine side and 
coke side of coke oven coke side are shown in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4. According to statistics, the forecast error 
of coke side model and machine side model in  
±5 oC respectively reach 91.8 %, 90.1 %, meet the 
requirements of industrial production. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
In process of the industrial control, some vital but 

not directly measured variables can be monitored 
with the soft-sensing technology, which needs a large 
number of instrumental variables related to the main 
variables, the key of soft-sensing technology is to 
establish an appropriate mathematical model. Aiming 
at the fact that the coke oven flue temperature is 
difficult to measure in heating process, the intelligent 
forecast model is put forward based on case-based 
reasoning, which is consist of data collection and 
pretreatment model, soft-sensor model, online 
modification model and online estimate model. The 
soft-sensor model of oven flue temperature 
completes observable and controllable analysis for all 
kinds of operation parameters and the correlation 
analysis with other variables based on case-based 
reasoning prediction algorithm. The industrial 
application results show that the soft-sensing model 
can reflect the actual operation condition and meet 
the requirement of real-time control. Its effectiveness 
is proved evidently. 
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Fig. 3. The prediction effect of machine side  
soft-sensor model. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. The prediction effect of oke side soft-sensor model. 
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Abstract: With the continuous development of the metallurgical industry, kiln calcinations increasingly 
sophisticated technology, the kiln equipment technology more emphasis on performance. The rotary kiln is one 
of the most representatives of the furnace equipment, also put forward higher requirements in response to the 
call of the national energy saving rotary kiln, and want to be able to design the optimal energy consumption and 
stable performance equipment. To analyze the energy consumption of the rotary kiln and it is necessary to study 
the heat transfer process of the rotary kiln. The stability of the thermal system is directly related to the sintering 
material quality, and kiln gas temperature is an important factor influencing thermal system, therefore, it has the 
very vital significance to research air temperature distribution inside the rotary kiln. Firstly, to determine the 
flame temperature of the kiln and throughout the heat transfer coefficient, then analyzed air temperature field 
distribution inside the rotary kiln which using different fuels and different wind speed, found that change trend 
of rotary kiln internal air temperature field along the long direction of the kiln was basically the same when gas 
and methane as fuel, and the temperature of each part in the length of rotary kiln was also very close. The 
internal air temperature in rotary kiln is higher than of 2000 Pa when the induced draft fan discharge pressure is 
8000Pa, and to extend the length of high temperature calcination zone. We actualized the flame and the heat 
flow simulation for rotary kiln according to the working condition of the rotary kiln to simulate the combustion, 
which was indicate the method of the simulation of combustion flame was feasibility and accuracy.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Airflow, Rotary kiln, Temperature field, Numerical simulation, Simulation. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Rotary kiln is one of the most commonly used 
thermal technology equipment in metallurgical 
industry, its thermal stability is directly related to 
burn into the quality of the material, the gas 
temperature of inside the kiln is important influence 

factors of thermal system [1]. So research the airflow 
temperature distribution inside the kiln, it’s very vital 
significance to understand the status of the rotary kiln 
in the heated, and real-time control the calcination 
condition of the materiel in rotary kiln. 

Martins M A, et al. [2] has done some research on 
the internal heat transfer process of the rotary kiln, he 
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analyzed the dynamic characteristics and flow 
characteristics of the materiel phase and gas phase 
transfer process, and their effect on the influence of 
internal heat transfer process of rotary kiln. With in 
the process of rotary kiln calcination material within 
the physical and chemical reaction process is also 
considered, and the semi-empirical formula is used to 
describe the high temperature flue gas, rotary kiln 
lining and material bed between the process of heat 
conduction, convection and radiation. On this basis, 
establish one-dimensional heat transfer mathematical 
model of a rotary kiln calcination process. At the 
same time by using numerical simulation method, 
within the rotary kiln on the material phase and gas 
phase and the axial temperature distribution of rotary 
kiln wall and rotary kiln in exhaust flue gas 
composition and its percentage is forecasted, the 
results of the predicted results with the actual 
industrial production measured are in good 
agreement. Industrial production process, the internal 
of the physical and chemical reaction is bound to 
have impact on heat transfer when the rotary kiln is 
running, the reaction process itself can not only 
accompanied by exothermic and endothermic but 
also makes phenomena of phase transfer in different 
interphase, so it is necessary to considerate the mass 
transfer process and its influence of incidental 
reaction the in analysis of the internal heat transfer 
process of rotary kiln. The model fully considered 
the influence on heat transfer for the mass transfer 
process, so that the model has a certain practical 
value, but also for future generations of research 
provides a new basis.  

Ma Aichun etc. [3] make alumina materials 
calcination rotary kiln as the research object, have 
the internal heat transfer paths of rotary kiln for more 
in-depth analysis and research, and comprehensive 
considerate the heat conduction, convection and 
radiation heat transfer of the high temperature flue 
gas, rotary kiln wall and material bed, established the 
one-dimensional heat transfer model of alumina 
material calcination of rotary kiln in this base. The 
Runge Kutta method is adopted to the calculate the 
one dimensional heat transfer model, it is concluded 
that the temperature data on any cross section of high 
temperature airflow and materials, research the heat 
transfer law of relative movement for the sealing of 
high temperature gas and low temperature material 
inside the kiln. It can be used for the temperature 
prediction and parameter optimization of the sealed 
section of the internal rotary kiln gas and material 
with this one-dimensional model, in the case of lack 
of experimental conditions is very effective. 

Obtained the flame temperature and airflow 
velocity of induced draft fan in the end of rotary kiln,  
then further simulated the temperature distribution of 
inner flow rotary kiln with Fluent [4] heat transfer 
model. In the course of the study, we transform the 
temperature influence degree of material for airflow 
into the heat convection coefficient [9, 10]; the 
induced draft fan was set in the end of rotary kiln, 
which has great influence on the airflow temperature 

inner rotary kiln. So we can transform the effects of 
induced draft fan into speed and applied to the 
boundary condition, and the heat convection of inner 
kiln belongs to the forced convection which applying 
the boundary condition of kiln end flow velocity. 

 
 

2. Rotary Kiln Temperature Simulation 
of the Internal Flow 
 
It is necessary to considerate the kiln end induced 

draft fan and flame radiation and the high 
temperature airflow by it which simulate the inner 
airflow temperature distribution of the rotary kiln.  
It is need to determine the boundary condition of 
flame temperature and the heat transfer coefficient 
which simulate the inner airflow temperature. 

 
 

2.1. Determined the Initial Flame 
Temperature 

 
The flame temperature of different size under the 

condition that different fuels and different import and 
export conditions, the simulated flame temperature 
ranging from 1200 K to 2330 K, we can choose a 
value, 1800 K, as the initial flame temperature 
conditions to simulate. 

 
 

2.2. Determine the Heat Transfer Coefficient 
 
The heat convection of inner kiln belongs to the 

forced convection, and equation of forced convection 
heat transfer was: 

 
3.08.0023.0 rfefuf PRN   (1) 

 

f
ef v

d
R


  (2) 

 

d
kN f

uf


  , (3) 

 
where 

efR - Reynolds number; 

rfP - Prandtl number; 

fv - Flow kinematic viscosity, /sm2 ; 

f - Thermal conductivity, mkw / ; 

 - Airflow velocity, m/s; 

d - Kiln diameter, m; 
k - Correction coefficient; 

 - Convective heat transfer coefficient, kmw 2/ . 

From the reference [1]: rfP =0.725, 

f =0.086 mkw / , because d =3 m, so k =1.06. And 
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from the air temperature plot in reference [2] we 
know that the average air temperature is 1000 oC in 
the kiln, and under this condition calculated flow 

kinematic viscosity fv =20.35e10-6 m2/s. The air 

velocity initial value  =5 m/s, and calculated the 
convective heat transfer coefficient was 

 =31.37 kmw 2/ . 
Due to the flame radiation was difficult to as a 

boundary condition for apply directly, in the project 
will be converted radiation heat convection into 
convective heat transfer coefficient, which the 
equivalent heat transfer coefficient was determined 
by the formula [3]: 

 
4 4

1 1 2

1 2

( )b
r

T T
h

T T

  



 (4) 

 

where: 

1 - blackness; 

b - Stefan-Boltzmann's Constant; 

1T , 2T - the two radiation point temperature. 

The temperature of different calcination zone in 
kiln wall has great difference, should be calculated 
separately. Generally speaking, along the length 
direction of the rotary kiln that can be divided into 
dry section, preheating, decomposing section, 
exothermic reaction section, firing section, cooling 
section [4]. In the premise of the results is not been 
affected, the calculation of radiation heat transfer can 
be divided into three typical temperature section 
(preheating section, the firing section and the cooling 
section). For the rotary kiln calcination section of 
each different, the length was not the same, this study 
assumes three typical temperature segment of the 
same length, were 20 m, air temperature curve kiln in 
reference [2], take average temperature for three 

section were yT =1000 oC, sT =1400 oC and 

lT =1200 oC, respectively. According to the reference 

[1], the gas combustion flame blackness was 0.213, 
and Stefan Boltzmann constant is 5.67e-8. Equivalent 
convection heat transfer coefficients of the three 
sections were calculated as follows. 

The preheating section: 
 

4 4
1 1

1

( )b y
ry

y

T T
h

T T

  



=143.38 kmw 2/   

 

Comprehensive convection heat transfer 
coefficient of the preheating section: 

 

ryry h =187.75 kmw 2/   
 

The firing section: 
 

4 4
1 1

1

( )b s
rs

s

T T
h

T T

  



=200.96 kmw 2/   

Comprehensive convection heat transfer 
coefficient of the firing section: 

 

rsrs h =232.33 kmw 2/   

 
The cooling section: 
 

4 4
1 1

1

( )b l
rl

l

T T
h

T T

  



=169.56 kmw 2/   

 
Comprehensive convection heat transfer 

coefficient of the cooling section:  
 

rlrl h =200.93 kmw 2/   

 
After determine the boundary conditions and 

parameters, obtained the internal airflow temperature 
distribution of rotary kiln which was shown Fig. 1. 
Further extracted the distribution curve of 
temperature along the length of the kiln which was 
located the internal air flow and the kiln wall contact 
side, as shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from the 
figure that the change trend of internal  
temperature directly. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The cloud picture of internal airflow 
temperature in rotary kiln. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The distribution curve of airflow temperature along 
the length of the kiln. 
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3. Comparative Analysis of Internal 
Airflow in Rotary Kiln with Different 
Fuels 
 
Different fuels will result in different flame 

temperature, which generate different airflow 
temperature [8]. Comparatively analyze the two 
kinds of fuel that gas and methane [6]. With the same 
energy consumption, the high temperature airflow 
was generated by gas that was 1700 K and by 
methane was 1800 K, which as the initial condition 
for analysis. 

The airflow temperature distribution which 
simulated gas combustion as shown in Fig. 3, further 
extracted the distribution curve of temperature along 
the length of the kiln which was located the internal 
air flow and the kiln wall contact side, as shown in 
Fig. 4, we can see from the graph that was three 
sections of smooth curves apparently, and the 
temperature mutated in transition. This was because 
the research process of rotary kiln was divided into 

three typical temperature (the preheating section yT , 

the firing section sT  and the cooling section lT ), in 

actually it without the three temperature mutations. 
So can be ignored when analysis the results, instead 
of smooth curves. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The airflow temperature distribution  
of gas combustion. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. The distribution curve of airflow temperature along 

the length of the kiln. 

Obtain the airflow temperature distribution as 
shown in Fig. 5 which simulation methane 
combustion in the same condition, further extracted 
the distribution curve of temperature along the length 
of the kiln which was located the internal air flow 
and the kiln wall contact side, and as shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The airflow temperature distribution of methane 
combustion. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 6. The distribution curve of airflow temperature along 

the length of the kiln. 
 
 
Comparative the Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 can be seen, the 

airflow temperature change trend along the length 
direction of the kiln is basically the same which was 
produced by gas and methane, and the each section 
temperature of the kiln was also very close. So the 
gas and methane can be used as alternative fuels are 
used interchangeably, and two fuels mixture 
combustion has little effect on the calcination.  

 
 

4. The Analysis of Internal Airflow  
in Rotary Kiln with Different  
Induced Wind Velocity 
 
Different velocity of induced wind will influence 

on the inner airflow velocity of rotary kiln, which 
have a certain influence on the heat transfer of kiln 
inner wall with air flow and the material. It can 
obtain the degree of effect on velocity of induced 
wind for inner airflow through simulate temperature 
field distribution of inner airflow under different 
induced wind speed [5]. 
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The velocity of induced wind depends on the 
exhaust capacity of induced draft fan of rotary kiln, 
and different speed fan generated different gas flow 
velocity. The fan was connected with the end of 
rotary kiln through pipelines, so the simulated 
airflow velocity should further transform into the 
outlet airflow velocity of rotary kiln ends. At the 
same time, the exhaust gas flow of rotary kiln and 
induced draft fan output was the same, so it can be 
through formula (5) to convert. 

 

2
2

21
2

1 vrnvr    (5) 

 
where: 

1r - The inner radius of the rotary kiln; 

1v - The airflow speed of rotary kiln end; 

2r - The inner radius of induced draft fan pipeline; 

2v - The inner airflow speed of induced draft fan 

pipeline; 
n - The number of induced draft fan. 

Take the simulated airflow velocity which the 
exhaust pressure of 2000 Pa and 8000 Pa as initial 
condition to carry out contrast analysis [7]. If use  
of 4 induced draft fan, though the formula (5) 
convert, the airflow velocity in rotary kiln end is 
1.44 m/s and 5.32 m/s respectively. 

The simulated temperature distribution as shown 
in Fig. 7 which the fan exhaust pressure of 2000 Pa, 
further extracted the distribution curve of 
temperature along the length of the kiln which was 
located the internal air flow and the kiln wall contact 
side [8], and as shown in Fig. 7. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The inner airflow temperature distribution of kiln 
fan with exhaust pressure of 2000 Pa. 

 
 

The simulated temperature distribution as shown 
in Fig. 9 which the fan exhaust pressure of 8000 Pa 
further extracted the distribution curve of 
temperature along the length of the kiln which was 
located the internal air flow and the kiln wall contact 
side, and as shown in Fig. 10. 

Comparing Fig. 8 and Fig. 10, can be seen that 
the highest temperature of kiln located in the place 
where far apart from the kiln head of 8 m which the 
fan exhaust pressure of 2000 Pa and the temperature 

was about 1700 K, kiln end temperature is about 
1480 K, and the highest temperature of kiln located 
in the place where far apart from the kiln head of 
20 m which the fan exhaust pressure of 8000 Pa and 
the temperature was about 1750 K, kiln end 
temperature is about 1580 K. Further analysis 
showed that, fan exhaust pressure increases, the fan 
speed was accelerated, and the internal flow of rotary 
kiln temperature went up, and the maximum 
temperature of the kiln moved to tail for some 
distance, extending the length of high temperature 
calcination zone. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 8. The distribution curve of airflow temperature along 

the length of the kiln. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. The inner airflow temperature distribution of kiln 
fan with exhaust pressure of 8000 Pa. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. The distribution curve of airflow temperature 
along the length of the kiln. 
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So for the different calcination requirements, 
should adjust the velocity of fan end to improving 
calcination effect. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
Through the analysis the inner airflow 

temperature distribution of the rotary kiln which 
using different fuels and different induced wind 
speed, founded that temperature effect on the internal 
airflow of rotary kiln was basically the same when 
gas and methane as fuel, so the gas and methane as 
fuel reserve are used interchangeably，and the fan 
velocity was greater and the internal airflow 
temperature of rotary kiln was higher, and extend the 
length of high temperature calcination zone. So for 
different calcination requirements, should adjust the 
end of fan speed, provided the theory reference for 
the optimization of energy consumption in 
production of rotary kiln. 
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Abstract: Temperature is a vital parameter in quenching process. When cooling style was changing to air 
cooling, it was necessary to simulate the temperature-field of air cooling quenching. Temperature-field at each 
time was accomplished. Through numerical expression of experimental heat transfer coefficient curves as well 
as least squares technique, the heat transfer coefficient at different temperature were calculated to specify the 
heat transfer coefficient of heavy rail. In this way, the temperature field of heavy rail in air cooling process was 
obtained simultaneously. It is significantly valuable for parameters’ selection in heavy rail’s technical operation. 
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Quenching is a key technology of the heavy rail 

heat treatment, also is one of the main factors 
influencing quality of heavy rail quenching [1-2]. It 
not only influences the operating economical 
efficiency of the heavy rail, but also influences the 
reliability of the heavy rail [7]. 

Through the simulation of temperature field of the 
process of heavy rail quenching can get the 
temperature distribution in the process of the 
quenching cooling at any time, even can be specific 
to any heavy rail internal surface, the temperature of 
a point, can accurately reflect the distribution of 
temperature of heavy rail [3]. Temperature simulation 
process can intuitively reflect that whether a certain 
place at a certain moment temperature is appropriate, 
and more importantly, the heavy rail internal 

temperature distribution can be predicted and 
validated that whether the scene of the production 
situation is in line with the requirements, and through 
hardening parameter adjustment to achieve the goal 
of control cooling process [5]. Therefore, it is 
necessary to study spray thunder to simulate the 
transient temperature field in the process of air 
cooling [6]. Obtaining the air-cooled heavy rail 
surface heat transfer coefficient through the 
experiment as the inlet pressure was 0.4 MPa, 
temperature field of heavy rail was simulated [4]. 
Carry on the finite element modeling through 
simplified geometric model, mesh division, material 
attribute set, such as steps for heavy rail [8]. The 
modeling of finite element models, the selection of 
material parameters, the condition of environment, 
the condition of border, the meshing of the model are 
introduced in detail [9]. 
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2. The Establishment of Numerical 
Model 

 
Air-jet device was a symmetric structure, as 

shown in Fig. 1. 5 Air inlets with 10 mm diameter, 
the diameter of inner hole was 0.5 mm, distance was 
3 mm between two adjacent holes. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Configuration of the model. 
 
 
Use the Gambit that the pre-processing software 

of Fluent to create model. Make numerical simulation 
and the simulation analysis combined with fluent 
software [10]. Numerical simulation, as an efficient 
method of studying the temperature field of heavy 
rail, promises to be widely applied in this field [11]. 

Because the model was a structure of the axial 
symmetry, in modeling only took 1/4 model to 

research. As shown in Fig. 1, lower model of air-jet 
was heavy rail, the heavy rail was surrounded by 
external flow-field, air inlet took one circle and one 
quarter, the air outlet was three walls. In order to 
analyze the performance of heat exchange, make an 
overall division for the overall model [12]. Take the 
an unstructured tetrahedral to mesh generation, the 
grid number was 2,070,000, because the diameter of 
small hole was too litter, the area which close to the 
porous panel will be block processing, in order to 
reduce the grid number. The wall condition of the 
nozzle entrance was pressure entrance, the values 
was pressure of gas supply, took 0.4 MPa in 
calculate, entrance temperature was 320 K, the export 
interface was pressure outlet, the pressure value was 
zero, and the temperature was 320 K; the interface of 
heavy rail and the flow field with the wall type, 
which use the way of convection, the heat transfer 
coefficient was 780 W/(m2K). The reference pressure 
was 101325 Pa, temperature was 320 K. The 
researched model of this paper was 3D model, 
selected pressure solver, used the steady-state solver 
to calculate fluid, used the unsteady solver to 
calculate the temperature field, turbulence model 
took the standard k- ε turbulence model. Considering 
the calculation of temperature field relates to surface 
heat transfer, so the flow of gas to the ideal gas. 
U71Mn steel material density was 7800 kg/m3, which 
Thermal conductivity of steel and the mean specific 
heat at constant pressure were set in the material 
properties with linear way respectively, the 
coefficient as shown in Table 2 and Table 1, the 
surface heat transfer coefficient of air-cooling was 
780 W/(m2·K), and set the initial temperature of solid 
materials was 900 oС. Afterward determined the 
parameters of the heavy rail, did the finite element 
analysis of the heavy rail with Fluent [13]. 

Thermal conductivity of U71Mn with the change 
of temperature was shown in Table 1. 

Mean specific heat at constant pressure Cp, unit is 
J/(kg·oC). Mean specific heat at constant pressure of 
U71Mn steel as shown in Table 2. 

 
 

Table 1.Thermal conductivity of U71Mn. 
 

T (oС) 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 752 800 900 
λ(W/m2·K) 40.24 37.68 35.08 32.94 30.84 28.86 26 28.59 26.19 24.88 

 
 

Table 2. Mean specific heat at constant pressure of U71Mn. 
 

T (oС) 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 752 800 900 
Cp (J/kg·K) 478 487 505 533 579 650 772 1037 760 623 
 
 
When solved the surface heat transfer coefficient 

of gas cooling, usually use the temperature data of 
work-piece that measured by experiment, and then 
through the finite volume difference method, 
nonlinear estimation method to solve. The nonlinear 
relationship between the surface heat transfer 

coefficient and surface temperature was shown in 
Fig. 2. The heat transfer coefficient was in the range 
of 200-1500 W/(m2·K). Coefficient in 270-720 oC 
range basically unchanged. Heat convection transfer 
was the main way in air-cooled. 
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Fig. 2. Surface heat transfer coefficient of air-cooling. 
 
 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, temperature from 
300 oC to 750 oC, heat transfer coefficient was 
basically stable at around 800 W/(m2·K), so in this 
temperature range, select 800 W/(m2·K) for heat 
transfer coefficient, while at 760-810 oC temperature, 
heat transfer coefficient as a curve, selected of 4 key 
points numerical in the curve, in turn (745, 800), 
(760, 750), (800, 500), (810, 450), then, took four 
coordinates into the MATLAB use the method of 
least squares  to calculate the expression of the curve. 
This expression was as follows:  

 

y=0.0012*x^3-2.8*x^2+2201*x-570505  
 

And as far as data of blow 300 oC, the software 
does not involve the calculation to 300 oC, therefore 
not be considered. The heat transfer coefficient 
remains numerical value at 810 oC for the 810-900 oC 
just took 450 W/(m2·K), which the heat transfer 
coefficient data only test to 810 oC in experiment. So 
the expressions of heat transfer coefficient changed  
to this:  
 

3 2

800,300 745

0.0012 2.8 2201 570505,745 810

450,810 900

y x

y x x x x

y x

   
       
    
 

 

3. The Simulation Analysis and Results 
of Temperature Field 
 

The figure of temperature field about heavy rail 
was shown on the air-cooled 50 s moment as below 
(Fig. 3). 

The following rules can be drawn: 
The part of highest temperature was located in the 

central of the rail head, temperature approach to  
890 K that was 617 oC. The temperature of rail head 
decreases gradually from outside to inside, and the 
lowest temperature was 540 K, namely 267 oC; At 
the part of rail waist, the temperature reduces 
gradually from top to bottom, and the top 
temperature was 500 K, the equivalent of 227 oC; 
The foot part, the temperature was basically 300 K, 
temperature of 27 oC. 

The cooling rate of some key points of heavy rail 
end was analyzed for statistics, and these key points 
should be selected according to Fig. 4, setting 
greater distance ≥ 10 mm between two points on the 
tread surface and greater distance ≥ 6 mm between 
two points in the part of the maxilla. The selected 
points are marked in Fig. 4. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Temperature figure for heavy rail  
on air-cooled 50 s moment. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Hardening layer of rail end section  
and node locations. 

 
 
The temperature falling curve of 8 nodes was 

shown in the Fig. 5. 
 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, making models of the heavy rail 

quenching process under the spray limelight air-
cooled models, using least squares method to 
determine the heat transfer coefficient expression for 
the data obtained from experiments, getting the heat 
transfer coefficient under different temperature, and 
then use Fluent software for heavy rail in the process 
of air cooling temperature field to simulate, use 
transient solver to get heavy rail distribution of 
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temperature field in the 50 s time, fitting out the eight 
key nodes temperature drop curve of the heavy rail 
cross-section, as a tool of simulating the heavy rail 
quenching air cooling experiment provide certain 
reference value for the influence of the spray 
limelight parameter adjustment for air cooling effect. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Temperature curve of hardened layer as time. 
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Abstract: Compared with touch-tone operation photo frame, touch-screen digital photo frame possesses some 
standing-out features such as huge storage capacity, and good software maintainability. Touch-screen digital 
photo frame introduces the embedded real-time systems through the application of Mini2440 analog digital 
photo frame system and Modbus protocol. µC/OS-II real-time operating system is added up to the newly 
developed platform, which is featured for photo show, slide show and system configuration. This study plays a 
significant role in demonstrating advantages of application of µC/OS-II system, which contributes to a high 
quality of photos, short response time, large storage space and user-friendly interface. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Digital photo frame, µC/OS-II, Real-time Operating System, Mini2440, Touch-screenone. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
1.1. This is a Subtitle Example 
 

µC/OS-II is a real-time preemptive multitasking 
operating systems based on priority, including 
functions of real-time kernel, task management, time 
management, inter-task communication synchron-
ization, and memory management [1, 2]. On the 
platform, each task can be independent and mutual 
non-interference, which is easy to achieve on-time 
and correct implementation of the real-time 
application design and expansion. That is to say, 
µC/OS-II greatly contributes to simplify the design 
process. The µC/OS-II operating system featured for 
small and exquisite structure, opened source code, 
which is designed for the systems and software 
development of the micro-controller, being able to 
seize the real-time multi-task kernel. 

Code of the µC/OS-II system is written in 
majority of ANSI C language, including a small part 
of the assembly code to make it available for 
different microprocessor architecture [3]. So far, 
µC/OS-II has been widely used all over the world, 
referred to various areas, such as mobile phones, 
routers, hubs, uninterruptible power supplies, aircraft, 
medical equipment and industrial control. In fact, the 
µC/OS-II system has passed a very rigorous testing, 
and got a certification released by the U.S. FAA, 
which is allowed to be used in aircraft. These indicate 
that the µC/OS-II system is stable and reliable. In 
addition, the outstanding feature of µC/OS-II system 
is open-source, and easy to transplant and 
maintenance [4, 5]. What's more, the implementation 
of µC/OS-II is highly effective, taking small space, 
and with strong portability and good real-time 
performance. Given a different priority task to each 
task, µC/OS-II real-time operating system can 
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effectively task scheduling to ensure timely response 
to each task, and reduce the complexity of  
the program. 

 
 

1.2. The Research Background of Digital 
Photo Frame  

 
Living in the modern society, developing from the 

touch-tone operation into the touch-screen operation 
is an inevitable trend for almost all modern electronic 
products, regardless of mobile phones or laptops, 
even children's toy games [6]. Since the emergency 
of digital photo frame products in 2008, it has 
provided huge opportunities to enterprises and the 
industry chain. At present, the market gradually 
became mature, which leads to an increasing market 
demand such as in the cases of moving into new 
houses, festivals, weddings etc. Ultimately, digital 
photo frame which helps to bring huge convenience 
by science and technology, gradually replaced the 
demand of paper-based and stent photo frame. 
However, the market development of digital photo 
frame in China has to overcome two major 
difficulties: the price and application space [7]. From 
the standpoint of technology, development of future 
digital photo frame will be polarized [8]. Part of the 
product focuses on stressing some basic functions 
and low-cost, such as integrating alarm clock, 
calendar and family decoration into the function. 
Low-cost strategy is adopted by these products. 
Another part of the products adds some new 
functions, such as Wi-Fi, DVB-T, real-time reporting 
weather, stocks and other information. Thereby, they 
are expected to become a "desktop information 
center". In addition, the touch panel will become a 
new bright spot of an application. Undoubtedly, the 
embedded system is one of the most popular and the 
most promising IT applications [9]. 

 
 

2. Research Methods and Techniques  
 
2.1. Theory of Knowledge 

 
Main theoretical knowledge points mentioned in 

the project include: 
1) Embedded system principles and interface 

technology: LCD works with the driver; Touch 
screen works and the driver, AD data acquisition 
theory and program design, using EEPROM I2C 
access methods, principles and program design of 
real-time clock; 

2) The Modbus Protocol: Protocol composition, 
how it works, how to use them; 

3) µC/OS-II operating system [10, 11]: 
application development, all kinds of communication 
mechanisms between the tasks of theory and  
program design; 

4) Development of methods: development of 
software engineering processes, DARTS real-time 

software analysis and design, software  
quality assurance; 

5) Development tools: ADS1.2 methods, the use 
of embedded cross development methods. 
 
 
2.2. Basic Experiment 

 
This project involves the following major  

basic experiments: 
1) LCD test [12, 13]: English characters in LCD 

initialization, LCD display, LCD graphic display, 
LCD display color settings, and so on. 

2) Touch screen experiment: initialization. Touch-
screen based on elements such as break contact 
coordinates get in the way. 

3) Real time clock (RTC) experiment: initialization 
of the real-time clock chip, reading and setting of real 
time clock time parameters, and so on. 

4) Simple application of the Modbus 
communication protocol: between two experimental 
tanks (plate) using Modbus Protocol  
simple communication. 

5) ADC experiment [14, 15]: initialization of the 
ADC, ADC system onboard voltage of DC voltage 
source method, and so on. 

6) I2C bus experiment: I2C bus initialization, 
settings, data read/write methods, the I2C bus 
EEPROM read/write methods, and so on. 

7) RS485 experiment: initialization settings of 
RS485, RS485 communication methods, and so on. 

8) µC/OS-II basic experiment: including µC/OS-II 
system initialization, multitasking application 
programming, communication mechanism between 
the tasks. 

 
 

2.3. Design Goals 
 

The goal is to design a digital photo frame system, 
which was developed by the Mini2440 development 
board. There are primary three goals for the digital 
photo frame system: improving accuracy, reducing 
the response time of touch screen, and enhance the 
robustness of the system. Specifically, the system 
designed has to meet the following requirements: 

1) Use Mini2440 analog digital photo  
frame system. 

2) Mini2440 and pc machine get code downloads 
and pictures via USB cable and serial cable operation. 

3) Pictures stored in Mini2440 can be displayed on 
the LCD, and complete the related action. 

 
 

2.4. Functional Goals 
 

1) Provides GUI functionality, supports power on 
the beautiful main interface; Provides photo gallery, 
slide shows, and features such as system 
configuration can be easily switched between the 
various functions. 
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2) Photo browsing supports the function of 
manually turning the page in both directions. 

3) Slide navigation features play, pause function. 
4) System configuration function should provide 

the system time setting, product information, pictures, 
and information functions. 

5) This product supports BMP photo formats.  
Below is part of the programming code:  
/* Definition of the task that stack */ 
OS_STK MainTaskStk[MainTaskStkLengh]; 
OS_STK GetBottonTaskStk 

[GetBottonTaskStkLengh];  
OS_STK PhotoTaskStk[PhotoTaskStkLengh]; 
OS_STK SlideTaskStk[SlideTaskStkLengh]; 
OS_STK SystTaskStk[SystTaskStkLengh]; 
OS_STK LCDTaskStk[LCDTaskStkLengh]; 
OS_EVENT *PhotoMbox; 
OS_EVENT *SlideMbox; 
OS_EVENT *SystMbox;  
OS_EVENT *CoordQ;  
void *CoordArray[10];  
OS_EVENT *LCDPhotoQ; 
void *LCDPhotoArray[5]; 
OS_EVENT *LCDSlideQ; 
void *LCDSlideArray[5]; 
OS_EVENT *LCDSystQ; 
void *LCDSystArray[5]; 
OS_EVENT *BacktoButtonTask. 

 

2.5. Operating Environment 
 

1) This project needs to complete software 
development, required hardware use Mini2440 
Development Board. 

2) Supporting software: the project needs to design 
real-time multi-tasking applications, choose  
µC/OS-II system as a platform, for integrated 
environment using ADS1.2. 

 
 

2.6. User Interface 
 

User interfaces are shown in Fig. 1.The four sub-
pictures are main interface, Photo gallery, Photos 
show interface and Interface of system configuration 
subsequently. 

 
 

3. Experiment 
 

3.1. Data Flow Analysis 
 

Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time 
they are used in the text, even after they have been 
defined in the abstract. Abbreviations such as IEEE, 
IFSA, ac, dc, ms, etc. do not have to be defined. Do 
not use abbreviations in the title or heads unless they 
are unavoidable. 

 

 
 

(a) Main interface; (b) Photo gallery; (c) Photos show interface; (d) System configuration interface. 
 

Fig. 1. User interfaces. 
 
 

According to DARTS design method, the results 
of analysis needs analysis in the previous step to 
make data flow analysis, and draw the following data 

flow diagram. Part of the programming code is 
shown below: 
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int Main(int argc, char **argv) 
{OSInit ();  

OSTimeSet(0); 
OSTaskCreate(MainTask,(void*)0,&MainTaskStk
[MainTaskStkLengh-1], MainTaskPrio); 
OSStart (); 
return 0;} 
 
 

3.2. The Division of Tasks 
 
The task module is divided as shown above in 

Fig. 2: a total of seven tasks include initialization 
task, touch screen task command recognition tasks 
browsing tasks, photos, slide show tasks, system 
configuration tasks, LCD display task. 

 
 

3.3. Program Flow Chart for Tasks 
 
Fig. 3 is a flowchart regarding to command 

recognition and information processing tasks and part 
of its programming code. 

 

3.4. Coding and Testing 
 

Start measuring ADS 1.2. In c code, use 
DebugRel to generate the target, then compile-link 
works, to find the results. And debug is shown  
in Fig. 4. 

 
 

4. The Study Results 
 

4.1. Loading Debug 
 

Development of the 'digital photo frame' has 
passed a number of modifications; in CodeWarrior 
we build a debug file, now it is to be staged in the 
ADX and Board-level debugging. Click Debug in the 
ADX, load the debug file. In the absence of 
experimental box when connected to the computer, 
the program did not appear errors.  

During the debugging process, we connect 
together our computer and the test chamber through 
data lines, turn on computer HyperTerminal, then 
start up the test chamber; the HyperTerminal will 
have a corresponding reaction. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Data flow graph. 
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Fig. 3. Commands recognition program flowchart. 
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Fig. 4. Debug. 
 

 
Finally we open DNW and have the 

corresponding data set. Clicking on the USB port in 
transmit/restore will require 2440ucos example file to 
be loaded into the test box; test chamber will have 
corresponding changes according to the pictures and 
procedures we designed and loaded [16]. 

Photo gallery, photo shows, and system 
configuration are three main tasks of the program we 
designed in the research. Respectively, click on 
photo gallery and photos displayed in the main 
interface, you will jump to the corresponding photo 
gallery and photo show interface. Photo browsing is 
to display a picture, clicking the picture to the back 
button takes you to the main interface, click the left 
button to jump on the preview next pictures. As for 
photo show, you can click on the play and pause 
features to play and pause. System configuration has 
7-button tasks, click on the photo information, 
pictures, information, OK to return. There is the 
system time settings accordingly to achieve its 
function. Click return and return to the  
main interface. 

Fulfillments of these tasks are as we design, there 
is no error. 
 
 
4.2. Summary 

 
Embedded system is a kind of dedicated system 

completely embedded within the controlled device 
[17-19]. Compared to general system of personal 
computer, embedded system is usually performed 
with specific requirements of pre-defined tasks. 
Owing that the embedded system is only aimed at a 
specific task, which makes the designers can 
optimize it, downsize and reduce costs [20]. As 
embedded systems are usually massively produced, 
saving of per unit cost can be enlarged by hundreds 
of production. 

This study successfully applies the µC/OS-II real-
time operation system into digital photo frame 
system, which primarily focuses on three functions: 

photo gallery, photo shows, and system 
configuration. What's more, multi-tasking 
scheduling, and design of the communication 
mechanism based on two-level state machine greatly 
helps to deal with the problem of multi-messaging 
between task complexities. However, there are 
disadvantages in newly designed digital photo frame: 
both portion of tasks and user operation interfaces 
need to be improved. 
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Abstract: Energy efficiency improvement and energy consumption reduction in computer numerical control 
(CNC) machine tools is very important to realize sustainable manufacturing. However, the energy efficiency in 
practical machining is very low. In the paper the computer monitoring approach and system on machine tools 
energy efficiency is developed in detail. Firstly, the machine tools energy consumption characteristics are 
researched according to various components and manufacturing stages; Secondly, the machine tools control 
structure and cutting properties are studied; Thirdly, the machine tools energy efficiency computing approach is 
put forward; Finally, the energy efficiency computer monitoring system with Fluke Norma sensor and Fluke 
shunt sensors is built up, and the monitoring experiment on vertical machining center is carried out. The 
developed computer monitoring approach and system on machine tools energy efficiency is helpful to evaluate 
and improve machine tools energy efficiency further. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Energy efficiency, Computer monitoring system, Computing approach, Vertical machining center, 
Fluke shunt sensor. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Generally, machine tools manufacturing convert 

raw materials and electric energy into products, and 
bring about environmental wastes at the same time 
[1, 2]. It is significant to reduce energy resources 
used in manufacturing in order to decrease CO2 
emissions produced from energy generation [3, 4]. 

The American sectors shares data of total energy 
consumption in 2011 showed that among the whole 
energy consumption [5], the industrial sector account 
for about 31 %, the transportation sector occupy 
about 28 %, the commercial sector occupy about 
19 %, and the residential sector occupy about 22 %. 
In the whole industrial energy consumption, the 
manufacturing sector account for about 90 %, while 

the mining and construction sector occupy only 
10 %. In the manufacturing, the machining sector 
occupies about 83 %, while the casting, forging, 
welding and other sector occupy only 17 %. In sum, 
it is important to reduce the energy consumption  
in machining. 

However, the energy efficiency in machining is 
very low [6, 7]. Gutowski et al. pointed out that the 
non-cutting operations in modern milling machine 
tool usually consume most of the energy resources, 
and the energy consumed in the actual cutting occupy 
about only 15 % of the total energy [8]. 

The predictions of energy consumption can help 
engineers and operators to select the most effective 
process parameters to improve energy efficiency  
[9, 10].  
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Gutowski brought forward an energy 
consumption empirical model in cutting [8]: 

 

MRRkPP  0  (1) 

 
The variables meaning are as follows: 
P is the total power in the cutting process; 
P0 is the idle power; 
k is the constant in kJ/cm3. 
MRR: The rate of material processing with unit 

cm3/sec.  
On the basis of Equation (1), Li et al. put forward 

an empirical model on turning machines on the 
condition of dry cutting [11]: 
 

QSECE   (2) 
 

MRR

C
SEC 1

0C   (3) 

 
The variables meaning are as follows: 
E is the total energy consumption in machining 

process; 
SEC is the specific energy consumption; 
Q is the removed materials volume; 
C0 and C1 are the constants; 
MRR is the material removal rate in cm3/sec.  
Consequently, energy consumption in turning 

could be predicted with given process parameters by 
Equations (2) and (3). 

Bi et al. brought forward a method to compute 
machine tools energy consumption based on machine 
tools kinematic and dynamic models [12]: 
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The variables meaning are as follows: 
E is the total machine tools energy consumption 

under a given external load; 
nl and nr are the actuated linear and rotary joints 

numbers; 
fi(t) is the linear motor driving force; 
Ti(t) is the rotary motor driving torque; 
vi(t) is the actuated linear motion linear velocity; 
wi(t) is the rotary motor angular velocity.  
In the verification testing [13], the computing 

method is used to optimize the machine tools setup 
for energy saving, and can lead to 67 % energy 
saving for the specific drilling machining. 

Oda et al. investigated the energy saving on a 
five-axis CNC machining center, and indicated that 
in contour machining with ball end milling, the 
inclined angle 15° was optimal to obtain the lowest 
power consumption [14]. 

The above research results mainly concentrated 
on the energy consumption prediction and reduction 

approaches in machine tools machining [15-17]. In 
the paper the computer monitoring approach and 
system on machine tools energy efficiency is 
developed. Firstly, the machine tools energy 
consumption characteristics are researched according 
to various components and manufacturing stages; 
Secondly, the machine tools control structure and 
cutting properties are studied; Thirdly, the machine 
tools energy efficiency computing approach is put 
forward; Finally, the energy efficiency computer 
monitoring system on vertical machining center was 
set up, and the testing experiment was carried out. 
The developed approach is much significant to 
evaluate energy efficiency of CNC machine tools, 
and to improve the machine tools energy  
efficiency further. 
 
 
2. Machine tools Energy Consumption 

Characteristics 
 
The machine tools energy consumption is 

complex, and the machine tools energy consumption 
characteristics are researched according to machine 
tools components, and according to various 
machining stages in the paper. 
 
 
2.1. Energy Consumption Classification 

According to Various Components 
 

Machine tools include various components [18]. 
Each component performs a specific action, and the 
whole machine tools will achieve more complex and 
comprehensive functions [19]. As shown in Table 1, 
the machine tools electrical components could be 
classified into spindle drives, servo drives, hydraulic 
system, cooling and lubrication system, control 
system, auxiliary system, and periphery system [20].  

Consequently, the machine tools energy 
consumption can be divided into spindle motor 
energy consumption, servo motors energy 
consumption, hydraulic equipment energy 
consumption, cooling and lubrication devices energy 
consumption, CNC system energy consumption, 
auxiliary devices energy consumption, and periphery 
equipments energy consumption. In sum, the energy 
consumption reduction of each machine tool 
component is helpful to save the whole machine tools 
energy requirement. 
 
 
2.2. Energy Consumption Classification 

According to Various Machining Stages 
 

The Cooperative Effort in Process Emission 
(CO2PE!) divided machine tools machining into  
two parts, including the Basic State and Cutting  
State [21]. In the Basic State, the energy is consumed 
to activate the required machine components such as 
main spindle motor, axis motors and control panel.  
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In the Cutting State, the energy is consumed to 
remove workpiece material to form the part surface. 
 
 

Table 1. Machine tools main electrical components  
and function. 

 
Machine tools main 

components 
Function 

Spindle 
drives 

Spindle motor 
Perform rotary motion 
for tool or workpiece 

Servo 
drives 

Axis motors 
Supply linear or rotary 
motion along axis 
direction 

Hydraulic 
system 

Hydraulic unit 
motor 

Supply clamping 
pressure 

Cooling 
lubrication 
system 

Lubricant 
pump motor 

Supply rotary motion 
for pump to supply 
lubricant 

Oil cooler 
pump motor 

Supply rotary motion 
for pump to supply oil 
cooler circuit 

Control 
system 

Numerical 
control 
device, 
control panel 

Transfer numerical 
control instructions 
into electrical signals 
output 

Auxiliary 
system 

Computer and 
display device 

Process data and 
visualize machining 
data 

Lightning Light the working area 

Periphery 
system 

Chip conveyer 
motor 

Convey chip 

Tool change 
arm motor 

Change cutting tools 

 
 
Between the Basic State and Cutting State, 

Balogun brought forward a transitional state defined 
as Ready State [22]. The Ready State is after 
machine tool start but before cutting, which includes 
change tool, brings the worktable to servo Home 
Location, and setup the machine tool process 
parameters. The machine tool energy consumption is 
divided into EBasic, EReady and ECutting according to the 
three machining stages shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 

 In the Basic 
Stage 

In the Ready 
State 

EBasic 
Startup, 

Computer Units, 
Lighting, 

Cooling Fans, 
Lubrication 

Consumption 

EReady 
Machine Spindle, 
Jog, Pumps, Servo 
Home Location, 

Tool Change 
Consumption 

ECutting 
Tool Tip and 

Coolant 
Energy 

Machine tool ETotal 

In the 
Cutting 
Stage

 
 

Fig. 1. The energy consumption classification  
based on various machining stages. 

3. Machine Tools Control Structure  
and Cutting Properties 

 
The CNC lathe and milling machines are the two 

most common machine tools in factory production. 
The cutting force is all-important to cutting 
mechanism, machine tool energy consumption, and 
reasonable cutting parameters. The CNC machine 
tools control structure and cutting properties are 
analyzed in detail. 

 
 

3.1. The Steady-state Behavior Analysis  
of CNC PID Position Controller 

 
Three-loop cascade control scheme is adopted on 

modern CNC machines mostly, which consist of 
position loop, velocity loop and current loop from 
outside to inside. The position loop is main control 
loop, while the velocity loop and current loop are 
auxiliary control loops. The position loop plays an 
important role on dynamic tracking performance and 
output static accuracy. The output of position loop is 
the input of auxiliary control loop, so it should be 
provided with better control property. 

The screw pair drives are adopted in CNC 
feeding system usually. Neglecting the influence of 
mechanically-driven nonlinear factors such as screw 
pairs, the approximate structure model of closed loop 
feeding servosystem is shown in Fig. 2. The transfer 
function of the PID position controller is as follows: 

 

s

sKsKsK
sG dip 
)(1 , (5) 

 

where pK  is the proportional control coefficient, 

iK  is the integral control coefficient and dK  is the 

differential control coefficient. The D/A portion 
performs proportional control function and the 

coefficient is AK . The speed control unit is regard as 

an inertia tache approximately whose transfer 

function is 
1sT

K

v

v , where vT  is the inertia time 

constant and vK  is the magnification times of speed 

regulation unit. The position measurement portion  
performs proportional control function and the  

coefficient is JK . 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The feeding servosystem structure  
of CNC machine. 
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Let the position instruction signal of feeding 
servosystem be acceleration signal, i.e. 

2*2/)( tAtr  , where A is constant and t expresses 

time. The image function of )(tr  after Laplace 

transform is as follows: 3/)( sAsR  . 

The tracking error transfer function of feeding 
servosystem shown in Fig. 2 can be concluded: 
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Then the steady-state error can be obtained: 
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(7) 

 
As shown in Equation (7), the integral control 

coefficient iK  inversely relates with steady-state 

error sse . The steady-state error will reduce when 

iK  increases. However, the oversize iK  will lead to 

unacceptable overshoot or integral saturation when 
system deviation error is bigger, which is unallowed 
in high accuracy CNC machining. So it is very 

limited of steady-state error reduction through iK  

regulation. The conclusion is that it is difficult to 
obtain satisfied steady-state error and obtain high 
accuracy machining when adopting PID position 
controller only. 

 
 

3.2. The Feedforward Control in CNC 
Position Controller 

 
In order to obtain satisfied steady-state error and 

perfect servocontrol precision, the conventional PID 
position controller structure has to be transformed. 
Append feedforward control to the feeding 
servosystem structure. 

Let the transfer function of PID position 

controller be )(1 SG , the transfer function of 

feedforward control portion be )(SF , and the total 

transfer function including D/A portion, speed 
control unit and succedent integrating element is  
as follows:  
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The closed loop transfer function of feeding 

servosystem without feedforward control portion is 
as follows: 
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The closed loop transfer function of feeding 

servosystem with feedforward control portion can  
be concluded: 
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The Equation (8) and (9) have uniform closed 

loop characteristic equation. So they have the same 
pole and same system stability. The conclusion is 
that the system stability doesn’t change when 
appending feedforward control portion to the  
primary servosystem. 

Let us analyze the tracking error change when 
appending feedforward control portion to the primary 
servosystem. The tracking error transfer function of 
feeding servosystem structure can be computed: 
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Let the numerator of Equation (10) be 0, it can be 

concluded that 
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1
)(

2 SGK
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  (11) 

 
Therefore, the servosystem tracking error will be 

0 and the ideal machining precision will be achieved 
theoretically if feedforward control portion meets 
with Equation (11). Expand the Equation (11): 

 

VJVJ
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As shown in Equation (12), the feedforward 
control portion introduces the first derivative and 
second derivative of position direction input signal, 
where the first portion expresses acceleration 
feedforward control and the second portion expresses 
speed feedforward control. 

The practical CNC feeding servosystem is high-
order system, has nonlinear tache such as friction 
whose mathematic model is difficult to be computed 
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accurately. So the feedforward control portion can’t 
reduce the tracking error to zero actually. However, 
if the speed feedforward coefficient and acceleration 
feedforward coefficient can be computed exactly 
through some experimentation according to 
Equation (12), the feedforward control structure can 
remarkably reduce steady-state tracking error, 
enhance servocontrol precision and not change the 
primary servosystem stability. 

 
 

3.3. The Lathe Machine Cutting Force  
and Energy Consumption 

 
As shown in Fig. 3, the cutting force comes from 

three aspects in turning operation: 
1) The resistance force of the material to be 

processed to overcome elastic deformation; 
2) The resistance force of the material to be 

processed to overcome plastic deformation; 
3) The friction force among the rake face, flank, 

transition surface and the machined surface. 
The cutting force can be divided into three 

orthogonal force, such as Fc, Ff and Fp. Fc is 
tangential force, which is necessary to the tool 
strength calculation and the machine power 
determination; Ff is the feed force, which is 
necessary to the feed mechanism design and the tool 
feed power calculation; Fp is the resistance of cut 
depth, which cause the workpiece deflection and 
machining accuracy damage. 

The power consumed in the cutting process is 
defined as the cutting power Pm. The cutting power 
Pm is the consumption sum of Fc and Ff shown in 
Equation (13). Fp doesn’t consume power because 
without displacement in Fp direction.  

 

KW
fnF

vFP wf
cm

310)
1000

(   (13) 

 
The variables meaning are as follows: 
Fc is the tangential cutting force in N; 
v is the cutting speed in m/min; 
Ff is the feed force in N; 
nw is the workpiece rotational speed in r/s; 
f is the feed amount in mm/r.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. The turning operation in Lathe machine. 
 

3.4. The Milling Machine Cutting Parameter 
and Cutting Force 

 
The various milling cutters are used to machine 

complex surface in workpiece shown in Fig. 4. 
Usually the cutter rotation is the main movement of 
machine tools, while the workpiece moving is 
machine tool feed motion. Milling machining can 
process plane, groove, surface, and gear. 

As shown in Fig. 5, four process parameters are 
concerned in the milling machining, including the 
depth of cut, lateral depth, feed amount, and the 
milling speed. 

1) Depth of cut aP: it is the cutting layer 
dimension parallel to the cutter axis; 

2) Lateral depth ae: it is the cutting layer size 
perpendicular to the cutter axis; 

3) Amount of feed f: it is the relative 
displacement of the workpiece and milling cutter in 
mm/r when milling cutter take a turn; 

4) Milling speed vc: it is the line velocity of 
milling cutter on the outer edge. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The various milling cutters in machining. 
 
 

 
 

(a) Circular milling machining. 
 
 

 
 

(b) End milling machining. 
 

Fig. 5. The milling machining parameters. 
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In milling machining, the process precision and 
efficiency are influenced by cutting force. 
Consequently, the accurate measurement to milling 
force is much important. The cutting force has 
something to do with process parameters, workpiece 
materials, cutting tool conditions and cutting fluids. 
In general, there are two schemes to measure milling 
force. Firstly, the milling force can be measured by 
force sensor directly; Secondly, the milling force can 
be obtained through measuring feed servo motors 
current indirectly. 

 
 

4. Machine Tools Energy Efficiency 
Computing Approach in Cutting 

 
Hu et al. developed an energy efficiency 

measurement approach in turning, in which the lathe 
machine energy efficiency measurement is simplified 
to spindle energy consumption measurement [23]. 
The spindle energy consumption is  

 

acuin PPPP   (14) 

 
The variables meaning are as follows: 
Pin is the spindle input power; 
Pu is the spindle no-load power; 
Pc is the cutting power; 
Pa is the additional load consumed power.  
The energy efficiency monitoring model in 

turning is 
 

rfoin

c

PP

P


  (15) 

 
The variables meaning are as follows: 
  is the energy efficiency in turning; 

Prfo is the lathe machine constant energy 
consumption.  

The energy efficiency in turning can be computed 
with Equation (15).  

However, in milling not only the spindle motor 
but also the X, Y, Z axis feed motors consumes 
electricity energy. For example, the energy consumed 
by the vertical axis motor can’t be ignored, because 
the vertical axis motor has to bear the gravity of 
spindle box, and supply the cutting force in the 
perpendicular direction. In like manner, the energy 
consumed by the X, Z axis motors when turning 
conical surface can’t be neglected.  

Aimed turning and milling machine, the machine 
tools energy efficiency computing approach is 
developed in the paper: 

 

rfozinyinxin

zcycxcmc

PPPPP
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min

  (16) 

 
The variables meaning are as follows: 

  is the machine tools energy efficiency in 

cutting; 
Pmc is the spindle cutting power; 
Pxc is the X axis cutting power; 
Pyc is the Y axis cutting power; 
Pzc is the Z axis cutting power; 
Pmin is the spindle input power; 
Pxin is the X axis input power; 
Pyin is the Y axis input power; 
Pzin is the Z axis input power; 
Prfo is the machine tools constant energy 

consumption. 
 
 

5. Energy Efficiency Computer 
Monitoring System and Experiments 
in Milling 
 

The energy efficiency computer monitoring 
system is built up in the 3-axis CINCINNATI Arrow 
500 CNC vertical machining center. In the machining 
center shown in Fig. 6, the spindle is driven by the 
1PH7 servo motor, while the X, Y, Z axis are driven 
by the 1FK7 servo motors. 

The adopted power analyzer is Fluke Norma 5000 
in the computer monitoring system. Because the 
currents in spindle, X, Y, Z axis motors are very 
large, and can’t send to power analyzer directly, the 
Fluke shunt sensors are used, which translate the big 
current signal to small voltage signal and input to the 
power analyzer shown in Fig. 7. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The CNC vertical machining center  
under monitoring. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 7. The energy efficiency computer monitoring system. 
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In order to display and control better, the personal 
computer (PC) is used which communicates with 
power analyzer through RS232. In PC, the power 
data and curve, the active power, the reactive power, 
and the total power in each input channel can be 
displayed clearly. The running interface in PC is 
shown in Fig. 8.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. The computer monitoring system running interface. 
 
 

In the vertical machining center, the energy 
efficiency is monitored when milling groove in the 
plane. The aluminium alloy workpiece block is 
220 mm×20 mm×15 mm. The used cutting tool is a 
20 mm diameter end milling cutter with one PVD 
(Ti, Al) N/TiN-coated carbide insert.  

The process parameters are as follows: 
- milling speed Vc=65 m/min; 
- axial depth of cut ap=0.5 mm;  
- feed rate v=150 mm/min; 
- radial depth of cut ae=0.5 mm. 
Firstly, measure the machine tool constant stand-

by power consumption, the feed axis motors and 
spindle motor no-load power consumption; Then mill 
the groove along X axis direction. The spindle motor 
and X axis motor input power are measured by 
power analyzer, and the machine tool energy 
efficiency in milling groove can be computed with 
Equation (16) shown in Fig. 9. The average energy 
efficiency in milling the groove is 13.092 %. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. The machine tool energy efficiency curve  
in milling groove. 

6. Conclusions 
 

The energy consumption reduction in machining 
is very important to realize the sustainable 
manufacturing, protect environment, and improve the 
economic benefit. In the paper the computer 
monitoring approach and system on machine tools 
energy efficiency is developed. The accurate machine 
tools energy efficiency monitoring and evaluation is 
helpful to select the optimal process parameters, 
optimize the machine tools function components, and 
improve energy efficiency finally. The machine tools 
energy efficiency computing approach in machining 
is brought out, and the energy efficiency computer 
monitoring system in vertical machining center is 
built up in the paper. At last, the machine tool energy 
efficiency when milling groove in the plane is 
monitored. In sum, the developed computer 
monitoring approach and system on energy 
efficiency in cutting is much significant  
to energy consumption evaluation and energy 
consumption reduction. 
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Abstract: The generator vibration of the unit is sensitive to the running conditions for the low-head turbine 
group’s low head, high flow characteristics. The generator local stress concentration often leads to fatigue 
rupture of the metal structure, which will also affect its reliability. It easily leads the generator bracket of oblique 
arm structure to cracking and rupture. The reason of the cracking and rupture is proved by numerical analysis 
and its repair plan has been identified. On-site repair process should be strictly controlled, to ensure the greatest 
degree of welding quality and the elimination of welding stresses. Running for some time after repair, the main 
parameters, such as air-gap and other unit operation, have been analyzed. The results are satisfying, and confirm 
that the analysis of the generator bracket crack repair is objective and reasonable.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Low head, Hydraulic power sets, The generator cracking and rupture, Numerical analysis, Repair. 
 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Due to turbine’s characteristics of low head and 

high flow, the unit operating conditions are 
influenced by hydraulic factors. In addition, local 
stress concentration often leads to fatigue rupture of 
the metal structure, which will also affects its 
reliability [1]. At present there is limited research on 
the field of crack of low head hydraulic generator 
rupture. Jianquan Chen worked on the low head 
hydraulic generator rotor radial plate dynamic stress 
test. Tianyu Chen studied the causes of rotor bracket 
crack of low head hydraulic generator. All above 
focuses on theoretical research of the qualitative, 
instead of applied analysis. In this paper, a low head 
turbine hydroelectric power plant was found running 
up the rotor stud subplate cracks, supporting blocks 

and the brake ring weld cracking phenomena, and do 
numerical analysis on the generator rotor crack, set a 
optimal solution after a comparative analysis with the 
actual site, and confirm that the analysis of the 
generator bracket crack repair is objective  
and reasonable. 
 
 

2. Introduction to the Generator 
Structure 
 

2.1. Constitution of the Generator  
 
Generator rated power is 24 MW, the speed is 

68.2 rpm (rated) / 219 rpm (runaway), rotor diameter 
is 7.2 m. Rotor mainly consists of the rotor bracket, 
field yoke, magnetic pole and some other 
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components. The rotor bracket consists of the central 
body, gusset and stud, rotor bracket and field yoke 
are connected by stud, oblique radial gusset are 
connected with the central body and the stud [2]. 
Through the support block, the stud subplate and the 
brake ring had been welded into one. 
 
 
2.2. Generator Material and Allowable Stress 

 
Stud subplate of the generator rotor has a 

thickness of 20 mm, and its material is Q235C, the 
yield strength is 225 N/mm2, the stress limit is 
375 N/mm2.Central body gusset of the bracket has a 
thickness of 50 mm, material is Q235C, and the yield 
strength is 225 N/mm2, and the stress limit  
is 375 N/mm2. 

 
 

3. Preliminary Analysis on Cracking  
and Rupture 
 
When the unit had run for 2000 h, 33 cracks were 

found between support blocks and brake ring, and six 
thirty-thirds rotor stud subplate produce local non-
penetrating crack, which are shown in Fig. 1 and 
Fig. 2. In the original design, the brake ring gravity, 
centrifugal force and thermal expansion are 
supported by the pin (88 Φ30 mm). With the rotor 
rotation, alternating stress produces fatigue damage.  
 
 
4. Finite Element Analysis on Generator 
 
4.1. Model Setup 

 
Do simulation on magnetic poles, magnetic 

yokes, brake rings, pins, central body, and support 
block by solid unit. Do simulation on ally arm by 
shell unit [3]. Remove the connection between brake 
ring and the support block, and the braking ring’s 
centrifugal force is to be on the field yoke plate’s pin. 
The field yoke model is simulated with solid 
elements. The material properties and weight of 
models are as follows: arm elastic modulus is 
210,000 N/mm2, Poisson's ratio is 0.3, thermal 
expansion coefficient is 11.5x10-6 1 / K, a density is 
7,850 kg/m3; field yoke modulus Ex=150,000 N/mm2, 
Ey =150,000 N/mm2, Ez =20,000 N/mm2, Poisson's 
ratio of the field yoke νxy=0.22, νxz=0.03, νyz=0.03, 
coefficient of thermal expansion of the field yoke is 
11.5x10-6 1 / K; central body mass is 18.5 t, part of 
the shaft quality is 3.2 t, arm and small gusset quality 
is 19.7 t, field yoke quality is 49.7 t, brake ring 
quality is 3.25 t, magnetic pole mass is 42.3 t, other 
quality is 0.13 t, and total mass is 136 t. 

Using ANSYS’s function of intelligent network 
to size the network division, and the rotor bracket is 
manually controlled of the local area, the rotor 
bracket finite element model contains a total of 
101,592 units, 124,102 nodes. The model building 

and solving is completed by ANSYS11.0 [4]. All 
three displacement nodes of the rotor center body are 
all constrained [5]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Welding line between support blocks  
and control ring. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Generator cracking and rupture  
of the rotor stud subplate. 

 
 
4.2. Finite Element Calculation of Generator 

Cracking and Rupture 
 
In the normal operation of the unit with the rated 

speed, rotor bracket is under the effect of centrifugal 
force, torque, gravity and unbalance magnetic tensile 
force [6]. Unbalanced magnetic which pulls the air 
gap is uneven, magnetic field caused by uneven 
radial electromagnetic force [7]. Finite element 
model and the unbalant distribution of magnetic 
tensile force are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Generator finite element model. 
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Fig. 4. The unbalance distribution of magnetic  
tensile force. 

 
 

Rated operating conditions (static load): speed is 
68.2 rpm, rated torque is 3360.5 kN·m, field yoke 
temperature rise is 25 K. Runaway speed condition 
(static load): runaway speed is 219 rpm. Alternating 
load condition: gravity is 9.81 m/s2. Unbalance 
magnetic tensile force is 255 kN. 

The rotor is loaded with rated torque, centrifugal 
force, gravity and unbalance magnetic tensile force 
during operating. The arms average stress is 
58 N / mm2 in rated operation of the static load 
condition (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) and the arms 
allowable stress is 75 N / mm2. The arm stress is 
111 N / mm2 under runaway speed condition of the 
static load and the brake ring stress is 133 N / mm2 
(see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) and the arms allowable stress 
is 150 N / mm2. 

The stress intensity of welded joint of support 
block- brake ring is 32.3 N / mm2 (see Fig. 9 and 
Fig. 10). The stress intensity of welded joint of 
support block-arms is 23.2 N / mm2 (see Fig. 9 and 
Fig. 10). The allowable stress is 15 N / mm2.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Generator finite element model under  
design rated condition. 

 
 

 
Stress N / mm2 

 
Fig. 6. Comprehensive stress distribution under  

design rated condition. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Generator finite element model under  
runaway speed condition. 

 
 

 
Stress N / mm2 

 
Fig. 8. Comprehensive stress distribution under  

runaway speed condition. 
 
 

The generator rotor is bearing alternation stress 
under operation. According to the conversion of 
operation time and rotate speed, the breakage cycle 
index is more than 104 and the breakage belongs to 
high cycle endurance ration. 
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Fig. 9. Generator finite element model under  
alternating load condition. 

 
 

 
Stress N / mm2 

 
Fig. 10. Comprehensive stress distribution under  

alternating load condition. 
 
 
Through the calculation of the rotor bracket in the 

static load, the stress and deformation are lower than 
the allowable value and the computation results value 
is more than allowable stress value. The value is due 
to the stress concentration (in small area) of 
simplifying the finite element calculation model and 
less than the material yield limit value, which cannot 
cause the continuing damage of the rotor bracket in 
the existing condition. The stress value of the most of 
the regional rotor bracket is far lower than the 
allowable fatigue limit value (15 MPa) under the 
alternating load condition. However, the stress value 
(32.3 and 23.2 MPa) of the welding parts between 
the rotor bracket arms side ends and support block-
brake ring board is more than the allowable fatigue 
value (15 MPa),which may mostly cause fatigue 
damage. According to calculation result and analysis, 
it is concluded that the rotor bracket crack belongs to 
high cycle endurance ration. 

According to the finite element analysis and 
checking construction process, it has been found that 
the welding of support block-brake ring is not 
conformable with the requirements of welding 
process. Through the analysis of the results, one of 

them that causes rotor stud subplate crack is that 
braking rim and support block are welded together 
wrongly during field assembly. The weld connected 
is closer than the pin connected, making the most of 
the brake ring gravity, centrifugal force and thermal 
expansion forces transmit to the support arm through 
the weld, the phenomena of most welding crack of 
support block and brake ring agrees with finite 
element analysis. 

Based on the finite element analysis of the 
generator rotor cracking and rupture, it is concluded 
that the crack of rotor vice board do not extend with 
the welding disconnection of the rotor stents arms 
side ends and support block- brake ring board and 
that brake ring and support block are welded to 
together wrongly. So at present the rotor crack can be 
repaired and keep running [8].  
 
 
4.3. The Analysis Calculation of the Finite 

Element Repairing Plan 
 
Solution is to eradicate local stress concentration, 

so that the operation of the alternating stress could 
evenly be dispersed in the pin, to avoid the braking 
ring’s weight produce excess load on the rotor ally 
arm. This makes the alternating stress amplitude 
stays in the allowable stress of the crack areas. 

Simulated by finite element model, the maximum 
alternating stress amplitude at the connection of the 
braking ring and the support block is about 32 MPa. 
The maximum amplitude of alternating stress of the 
arm and support block at the weld between is about 
23 MPa, which is much larger than the allowable 
fatigue stress (15 MPa). Broken arm and seam also 
verify the theoretical results. 

According to finite element calculations, four 
kinds of rehabilitation plans are brought out. Plan 1: 
remove the welding seam between brake ring and the 
support block, as shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the 
calculated maximum amplitude of alternating stress 
is 11.75 MPa (allowable value is 15 MPa).  
 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Plan 1: Finite element model. 
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Fig. 12. Plan 1: The alternating stress. 
 

Plan 2: remove the welding seam between the brake 
ring and the support block, and reduce the support 
block, the radial width is 60 mm, as shown in Fig. 13 
and Fig. 14, the calculated maximum amplitude of 
alternating stress is 10.53 MPa (allowable value is 
15 MPa). Plan 3: remove the weld seam between the 
brake ring and support block, and reduce the support 
block, the radial width is 60 mm, fill the square hole 
(20 mm plate, groove welding), as shown in Fig. 15 
and Fig. 16. The calculated maximum amplitude of 
alternating stress is 10.49 MPa (allowable value is 
15 MPa). Plan 9: remove support block and fill the 
square hole (20 mm plate, penetration welding), as 
shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, its calculated 
maximum alternating stress amplitude is 10.3 MPa 
(allowable value is 15 MPa). Based on the above four 
plan calculations, four kinds of rehabilitation plan are 
safe in theory. The result is insignificant. But 
considering the construction process, there are many 
unknown factors out of consideration, such as 
inadequate to stress annealing, weld seam defects, 
etc. We should minimize the alternating stress to 
obtain greater margin of safety. In Plan 1 alternating 
stress is below the allowable fatigue stress, but still 
relatively close to the allowable value. 
 

 
 

Fig. 13. Plan 2: Finite element model. 

 
 

Fig. 14. Plan 2: The alternating stress. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 15. Plan 3: Finite element model. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 16. Plan 3 The alternating stress. 
 
 

Plan 4 has the minimum stress, but the support block 
in the structure and support with the installation of 
the brake ring locking device the role cannot be 
canceled. In Plan 2 and Plan 3, the stress is close. In 
summary of the comparisons, to ensure maximum 
safety margin and feasibility, Plan 2 is chosen, that 
removes the weld connection between the brake ring 
and the support plate, and reduces the radial width of 
the support block. 
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Fig. 17. Plan 4: Finite element model. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 18. Plan 4: The alternating stress. 
 

 
4.4. Onsite Construction Process Control 

 
Above calculations are based on theoretical 

calculations. In order to consist with the actual and 
theoretical calculations, on-site repair process should 
be strictly controlled according to welding 
procedures in accordance with the effective 
implementation of the welding process, in order to 
ensure the greatest degree of welding quality and the 
elimination of welding stresses. On-site processing 
work. The main control process is as follows:  

1) Prior to crack treatment, preheat the weld  
seam and use dial indicator to control the  
thermal deformation; 

2) Use small current, narrow weld, “trim, 
segmentation, regression, symmetrical”, welding, 
with each segment which is not greater than 120 mm;  

3) In order to eliminate welding stresses, except 
the first layer and annealed layer at the weld, hammer 
the rest of the weld; 

4) Monitor the rotor roundness and deformation 
during weld process at any time. Weld the support 
block and stud subplate. Local crack treatment of 
stud subplate is shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 19. The subplate after treatment. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 20. Weld seam between the support Block  
and the control ring after treatment. 

 
 

5. Operating Results 
 

5.1. Air Gap and Roundness of the Stator 
and Rotor During Full-load Running  

 
Cracks of generator rotor bracket changes in the 

running process are usually reflected by the 
generator’s gas gap and roundness of the stator and 
rotor in the steady-state progress [9, 10], after the 
repair it is put into the full-load running, the 
generator air gap, stator and rotor roundness are 
shown in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22. Air gap +X is in the 
range of 9.45-9.91 mm, +Y is 12.25-12.38 mm, -X is 
11.37-11.70 mm, -Y is 7.70-7.91 mm. Air gap were 
less than the standard value in Table 1. Stator and 
rotor’s roundness and eccentricity values change 
within the standards, as shown in Table 2.  
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Fig. 21. Generator's air gap and roundness of stator. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 22. Generator's air gap and roundness of rotor. 
 
 

Table 1. Deviation and standards of air gap  
in all directions [11]. 

 
Deviation +X -X +Y -Y Standard 

Typical 
value 

－3.1
％ 

－2.5
％ 

－3.5
％ 

－4.2
％ 

±8 % 

Minimum 
－2.3
％ 

－2.7
％ 

－2.1
％ 

－3.1
％ 

-4 % 

Maximum 2.5 % 3.0 % 3.5 % 3.6 % 4 % 
 
 

Table 2. Roundness and eccentricity of stator and rotor. 
 

Item Stator [mm] Rotor [mm] 
Roundness 1.37-1.45 1.6-1.69 

Eccentricity 0.75-0.80 0.35-0.37 
 
 

5.2. Changes of Magnetic Pole Elongation 
 

In the transient process, the generator rotor 
bracket crack changes were showing up directly 
when the magnetic pole elongation changes in the 
process of increasing speed and excitation, which can 

be seen in Table 3 and Table 4. The data is  
very satisfying. 

 
 

Table 3. The largest 10 magnetic pole elongation changes 
in the process of raising speed [12]. 

 

Magnetic 
pole 

Relative 
elongation in 

positive 
direction 

[mm] 

Magnetic 
pole 

Relative 
elongation in 

negative 
direction 

[mm] 
#48 0.13 #83 -0.08 
#45 0.12 #82 -0.08 
#46 0.11 #84 -0.07 
#47 0.09 #81 -0.07 
#19 0.09 #87 -0.07 
#20 0.09 #75 -0.07 
#49 0.08 #2 -0.06 
#51 0.08 #72 -0.06 
#52 0.08 #11 -0.06 
#78 0.02 #88 -0.06 
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Table 4. The largest 10 magnetic pole elongation before or 
after increase field excitation. 

 
Magnetic Relative Magnetic Relative 

#48 0.11 #83 -0.09 
#45 0.11 #84 -0.08 
#47 0.10 #82 -0.08 
#44 0.10 #85 -0.07 
#41 0.08 #86 -0.07 
#42 0.07 #1 -0.07 
#43 0.07 #87 -0.07 
#49 0.07 #75 -0.07 
#40 0.07 #74 -0.06 
#66 0.00 #88 -0.06 

 
 

5.3. Conclusions 
 

By finite element calculation, the reason of bulb-
type hydraulic generator rotor stud subplate crack, 
support blocks and the brake ring weld crack have 
been found. It is concluded that the rotor stud 
subplate crack do not extend, and can be repaired and 
keeps running. By finite element analysis, studied 
generator rotor bracket crack repair plan, running for 
some time after repair, the main parameters, such as 
air-gap and other unit operation, have been analyzed. 
The results are satisfying, which confirm that the 
analysis of the rotor bracket crack repair is objective 
and reasonable. From the researches above, we could 
get the following conclusion: 

1) We have found the initial causes of the bulb 
generator rotor crack from design ideas. 

2) We applied numerical analysis to investigate 
the causes of crack theoretically, and proposed a 
detailed method for the repairing. 

3) After the analysis on the processed unit 
operating parameters, the validity of the analysis and 
treatment to the cracks is proved, and it was tested in 
the practical applications. 
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Abstract: To solving the continuous welding problem of the intersecting line of multi-T-tube steel-aluminum 
radiator with the aluminum wing, a new type of two-welding torch automatic welding machine for the 
intersecting line of steel-aluminum radiator is designed. The paper designs the compound jig-driven mechanism, 
two-welding torch synchronous movement mechanism, the swing mechanism of the welding torch. At the same 
time the CNC welding system adopts the typical control structure of IPC and 6K4 motion controller. IPC 
completes the generation and treatment of the intersecting line mathematical model though the software system 
module, and generates the CNC program which 6K4 motion controller can identify. Then the CNC program is 
downloaded to the controller. And the controller controls the servo system to continuously and automatically 
weld the intersecting line of multi-T-tube steel-aluminum radiators. Using three-dimensional software, its model 
is built. Motion simulation and interference checking are carried out based on Pro/E. The simulation result and 
the welding test shows that the intersecting line is accurately welded and the production efficiency and the 
welding quality are enhanced. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Steel-aluminum radiator, Two-welding torch automatic welding machine, Intersecting line, IPC, 
6K4 motion controller. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Steel-aluminum radiator is a kind of new model 
radiator of the save energy, the high efficiency and 
the low cost. Steel-aluminum radiator is composed of 
the transverse and vertical steel tube and the 
aluminum wing. The intersecting line of the 
transverse and vertical steel tube is a three-
dimensional space curve, also known as the saddle 
curve. There are more disadvantages in the manual 
welding, such as the poor working environment, the 
unstable welding quality and the low efficiency etc. 
[1]. The intersecting line model is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. T-tube steel-aluminum radiator. 
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In China, Shan Dong University of Science 
and Technology successfully developed the 
automatic arc welding machine for saddle joint seam 
on large-diameter cylinders in 2000. The welding 
machine adopted the technology of the mechanical 
cam profile to realize the automatic weld and was 
applied to automatically weld the boiler barrel [2]. In 
2004 Henan University of Science and Technology 
successfully developed two gun automatic welding 
equipment for the radiator plugging seat. The 
welding equipment adopted two-dimensional 
numerical control system to make the gun do the 
curvilinear motion to weld the radiator plugging  
seat [3]. In addition Shandong University proposed 
an interpolation algorithm for saddle-shaped curve 
auto-welding based on angle approaching in 2007. 
The system was used to weld the barrier free saddle 
curve [4]. In 2012 Liaoning Technical University 
researched and developed the saddle type welding 
machine automatic control system based on PLC. 
The system was used to weld the barrier free saddle 
curve of oil pipe, gas pipe, boilers, pressure  
vessels, chemical vessels and nuclear power 
equipment etc. [5].  

Beyond seas, South Korea's NAM KWANG 
PRECISION CO LTD developed the automatic 
welding device to weld the radiator box and the main 
pipe joint. It can be more simple and easy to weld the 
radiator and the transformer box, and smoothly and 
continuously welded the connected parts [6]. The 
automatic welding device of the complex beam 
structure was developed by French CREUSOT-
LOIRE. It automatically avoided the obstacles 
welding in the welding path [7]. The motion arm of 
the welding system developed by TOYOTA 
JIDOSHA KK in Japan included four axes and the 
welding position control arm included a pair of the 
independent driving arm met in the work piece [8].  

In recent 10 years, the welding technology of the 
developed industry country in the radiator is more 
mature. At present, many industrial developed 
countries not only have the welding equipment from 
the automobile radiator core body to the head, but 
also automatic production line for the whole 
assembly [9-12]. 

Foreign automatic welding machine welded the 
saddle shaped seam by the teaching programming 
mode. And the need controlled the welding torch to 
scan the seam curve again along the scheduled track 
in the offline state, thus the welding track and the 
related parameters were recorded in controller. When 
the welding size changes the teaching programming 
mode was executed again. In addition, when the 
robot fails, the user was guided by the foreign 
manufacturers at the scène. At the same time the 
repair is not convenient also.  

To solving the continuous welding problem of the 
intersecting line of multi-T-tube steel-aluminum 
radiators with the aluminum wing, two-welding torch 
automatic welding machine for the intersecting line 
of steel-aluminum radiator is designed. The two-
welding torch automatic welding machine adopts the 

two stepping motors to drive two-welding torch to 
achieve the mirror feed, and effectively avoid the 
aluminum wing. Then the intersecting line of the 
steel-aluminum radiator is continuously welded. At 
the same time the welding machine can weld the 
different sizes steel-aluminum radiator.  

 
 

2. The Overall Mechanical Structure 
 
The welding machine mainly includes two-

welding torch, the jig-driven mechanism, the cross 
girder, Y axis synchronous driving mechanism,  
Z axis synchronous driving mechanism and the 
balance weight. The structural diagram is shown in 
Fig. 2. And the movement direction of the radiator is 
defined X axis. The feed movement of the welding 
torch is defined Y axis. The vertical movement of the 
welding torch is defined Z axis. Due to the vertical 
multi-tube the circumferential weld can not be 
achieved. In order to continuously and automatically 
weld the entire curve one time, two-welding torch is 
applied to avoid the obstacle. And each torch welds 
semi-curve.  

 
 

 
 

1 - Motor, 2. Driving shaft, 3 - Cross girder, 
4 - Y axis synchronous driving mechanism, 
5 - Welding torch, 6 – Jig, 7 - Steel-aluminum radiator, 
8 - Z axis synchronous driving mechanism,  
9 - Balance weight, 10 - Slide rail. 

 
Fig. 2. The overall mechanical structure. 

 
 

3. Design of the Main Mechanism 
 
3.1. Design of the Compound Jig-driven 

Mechanism 
 

The compound jig-driven mechanism not only 
plays the clamping and positioning role, but also can 
achieve the feed movement in the direction of X axis. 
The fixture and driving mechanism is shown  
in Fig. 3. 

Steel-aluminum radiator is actually positioned by 
two long V-blocks, so it only has one degree of 
freedom. According to the height of radiator, the 
adjusting mechanism can move the delivery frame up 
and down. At the same time, the suitable clamping 
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force can be chosen by adjusting the delivery frame. 
Radiator is put in the delivery frame from one end 
and is driven to move to the other end by the delivery 
wheel. The optical fiber sensor installed on the 
delivery frame detects the vertical tube location of 
radiator. After a welding seam of the intersecting line 
is welded, the next one will be subsequently welded 
in order to continuously and automatically weld 
multi-T-tube steel-aluminum radiator. 

 
 

 
 

1 - Adjusting mechanism, 2 - Upper delivery frame,  
3 - Supporting frame, 4 - Down delivery frame. 

 
Fig. 3. The fixture and driving mechanism. 

 
 

 
3.2. Design of the Synchronous  

Movement Mechanism 
 

The synchronous movement mechanism of two-
welding torch includes the Y axis synchronous 
driving mechanism and the Z axis synchronous 
driving mechanism. The synchronous movement 
mechanism of two-welding torch is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 

 
 

1 - Z axis synchronous driving mechanism,  
2 - The welding torch, 3 - Y axis synchronous driving 

mechanism, 4 - Cross girder. 
 

Fig. 4. The synchronous movement mechanism of two-
welding torch. 

 
 
Two-welding torch are mounted on the cross 

girder and symmetrically distributes on both sides of 
the intersecting line of the steel-aluminum radiator. 
The Y-axis synchronous driving mechanism drives 
two-welding torch to simultaneously move along the 
cross girder in the same or reverse direction to 

achieve the mirror feed and the Z-axis driving 
mechanism drives the cross girder to make the 
welding torch move up and down in the vertical 
direction to synchronously weld the intersecting line.  

 
 

3.3. Design of the Swing Mechanism  
of Two-welding Torch 

 
R axis is the rotary swing axis to ensure the 

optimal welding angle. The welding torch structure 
and rotary angle coordinate of the welding torch is 
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. In the welding process, 
two-welding torch driven by the stepping motor can 
swing to the best posture to ensure the welding 
quality according to the welding location change.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The welding torch structure. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The rotary angle coordinate of the welding torch. 
 
 
4. Hardware and Software Design  

of CNC System  
 
4.1. Hardware Design of CNC System 
 

The CNC system uses two level parallel control 
modes of IPC and 6K4. The CNC system includes 
the X axis moving the steel-aluminum radiator, the Y 
axis controlling the feed movement of the welding 
torch, the Z axis controlling the vertical movement of 
the welding torch and the C axis controlling the 
swing of two-welding torch, in which the C axis is 
subdivided into C1axis and C2 axis. The hardware 
structure diagram is shown in Fig.7. 
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Two-welding torch 

X axis AC servo system Moving the steel-aluminum radiator 

Y axis AC servo system Mirror feed of the welding torch  

Z axis AC servo system Vertical movement of the welding torch 

C1 axis stepping driving system Welding torch swing 

Two digital welding power sources

Optical fiber sensor 

C2 axis stepping driving system 

Radiator edge 

Origin limit switch 

Control panel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IPC 

Embedded system 

 
 
 
 
 

6K4  
motion 

controller Welding torch swing  

 
 

Fig. 7. The hardware structure diagram. 
 

 
IPC the model number of which is RWS-856A is 

specifically designed for the application environment 
of the industrial automation and equips with the 
control operation platform with the high 
performance, the main board of low-power and the 
high performance and 15 inch LCD with the touch 
panel. It is mainly used to realize the management 
function of the man-machine interaction system, such 
as the graphics display, the welding parameter 
setting, the online debugging and the parameter 
display etc. 

The 6K4 motion controller produced is an 
independent motion controller and can control any 
combination of the stepping motor and the servo 
controller. Moreover, it also provides the eight 
universal digital input interfaces, the four origin input 
switch, the eight limit switch input, the universal 
digital output interfaces, RS232, RS485, the Ethernet 
interface and the program memory of the capacity of 
300 K.  

The full digital AC servo system adopted by X, Y 
and Z axis is the semi closed loop control system 
composed by AC servo amplifier, AC servo motor 
and the photoelectric encoder, which has the 
characteristic of the high precision control, the easy 
adjustment and the system steady. So the X, Y, and Z 
axis for the trajectory fitting of T-tube intersecting 
line use the AC servo system to accurately fit the 
space curve. And the swing axis including C1and C2 
controls two-welding torch to achieve the following 
motion. So the C1 and C2 axis adopts the stepping 
driving system which composes of the hybrid 
stepping motor the model number of which is 
23H280-01EA and the subdivision driver the model 
number of which is AKS230. 

The response time of the optical fiber sensor 
produced is from 193 μs to 16.7 ms [13]. To improve 
the welding efficiency, the delivery speed of the 
radiator adopts the variable speed control mode. 
When there isn’t the radiator in the welding area, the 
compound jig-driven mechanism drives the radiator 

to move at a high speed. To the contrary and when 
the optical fiber sensor installed in the welding torch 
seat detects the edge of the vertical tube of the 
radiator, it drives the radiator to move at a low speed 
in order to ensure that the welding torch head is 
located on the welding position of the intersecting 
line. 

The arc welding power source of the inverter 
pulse the model number of which is Pulse 
MIG/MAG-350Y/YL uses Ar and CO2 or the both 
mixture gases and provides the serial communication 
port of RS485 which may be directly controlled by 
6K4. The welding machine uses MAG (metalactive-
gaswelding) of the mixed gas.  

 
 

4.2. Software Design of CNC System  
 

The CNC software system composes of the IPC 
management module, the communication module and 
the control module of 6K4. And the main role of the 
application software in the IPC management module 
is to complete the some less real-time task and the 
coordination work in every aspect. But the real-time 
task such as each axis servo interpolation, the 
position following, the pulse output control,  
I/O detection, the system power up sequence and the 
control state display is executed by the 6K4 motion 
controller and the embedded system. 

 
 

4.2.1. Software Design of the Epigynous 
Machine 

 
Based on the analysis of the CNC system 

hardware and the user needs, the system application 
program of the epigynous machine includes five 
modules such as the system initialization, the point 
database for generation and downloading, the 
parameter setting and display, the setting origin and 
the system state display.  
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The system initialization module provides an 
interactive human-machine interface for the user. 
When running the CNC system, it is first run in order 
to complete the user login, establish the connection 
between the epigynous machine and 6K4 motion 
controller and set the corresponding working state of 
the relevant index.  

The module of the point database for generation 
and downloading is included in the tool option of the 
menu bar. When clicking the generation button, the 
system application program will automatically 
generate the welding point database of each axis and 
the result is displayed on the screen. Then clicking 
the downloading button, the welding point database 
is downloaded to the 6K4 motion controller for the 
welding program call. When the download is 
completed, the system prompts the downloading 
success. At the same time the user can return to the 
main interface and complete the next work. 

To generate the required parameters of the 
mathematical model of the intersecting line of the  
T-tube steel-aluminum radiator and the welding point 
database, the module of the parameter setting and 
display provides with the corresponding man-
machine interface such as the transverse tube 
diameter, the vertical tube diameter, the welding 
speed, the interpolation cycle, the swing angle and 
speed of the welding torch. The user may easily set 
the various parameters through the keyboard and the 
touch screen. In this module using the linear 
interpolation method of the straight line fits the 
straight line portion in order to achieve the rough 
interpolation of the curve. Moreover the display 
interface of the power source parameter is also set, 
for example the welding current, the welding voltage, 
the wire feed speed and the arc current etc. 

The manual control button in the origin setting 
module respectively and manually set the coordinate 
position of each axis.  

Based on the industrial Ethernet technology of 
TCP/IP, IPC may conveniently access the 6K4 
motion controller and read the coordinate position 
and the moving speed of each axis.  

 
 

4.2.2. Software Program Design  
of the Welding Movement 

 
The rough interpolation of the intersecting line is 

executed by IPC and the precise interpolation and the 
linkage control are achieved by the 6K4 motion 
controller. The embedded control system is mainly 
used to expand I/O in order to make the user easily 
operate the CNC system by the control panel. So the 
program of the 6K4 motion controller influences the 
fitting precision and welding quality of the 
intersecting line of the T-tube steel-aluminum 
radiator. The 6K4 motion controller is established on 
the platform of the basis of the 6000 program 
language. In the system software design, the main 
function of the 6000 language program calls the data 
of the welding point database to achieve the precise 

interpolation of the intersecting line and controls 
two-welding torch to achieve the corresponding 
swing following the C axis in order to real-timely 
make two-welding torch maintain the reasonable 
angle relative to the YOZ plane. The main program 
flow chart is shown in Fig. 8. 

 
 

 System initialization 

N
Press the start button? 

Detect the radiator edge? 

Return subprogram 

Y 

Move the radiator at a high speed 

N

Register subprogram 

Welding spot? 
N

Y 

Y 

Start the arc control subprogram 

Multi task process subprogram 

Interpolation subprogram of X, Y, Z 
Following subprogram of C 

N

Y 

Stop the arc control subprogram 

Finish the welding 

 
 

Fig. 8. The main program flow chart. 
 
 
5. Modeling and Motion Simulation  

of Two-welding Torch Automatic 
Welding Machine 

 
5.1. Modeling of Two-welding Torch 

Automatic Welding Machine 
 

Based on the three dimensional modeling 
environment of Pro/E, the three dimensional model 
of the parts for two-welding torch automatic welding 
machine is established and the virtual machine is 
assembled. The general assembly drawing of the 
virtual machine is shown in Fig. 9. And then it is 
carried out the overall interference detection and for 
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the interference parts the interference is eliminated to 
modify the model size and adjust the assembly 
constraints. At the same time the overall structure of 
the welding machine is optimized. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. The overall assembly drawing  
of the virtual machine. 

 
 

5.2. Motion Simulation of Two-welding 
Torch Automatic Welding Machine 

 
The CNC system adopts the two stepping motors 

to drive two-welding torch to achieve the mirror 
feed. So a welding torch is simulated based on the 
transverse tube diameter for 20 mm, the vertical tube 
diameter for 18 mm, the welding speed for 25 mm/s 
and the interpolation cycle for 10 ms. Under the 
Pro/E environment the dynamic simulation process 
of the welding torch is shown in Fig. 10. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. The dynamic simulation process.  
 
 

The simulation process shows that the response of 
the welding adjustment process is fast; the welding 
accuracy is high; the welding process avoids the 
aluminum wing obstacle and achieves all intersecting 
line to be synchronously and continuously welded. 
 
 

6. The Welding of the Different Sizes 
Steel-aluminum Radiator 

 
The CNC system of two-welding torch automatic 

welding machine uses two level parallel control 

modes of IPC and 6K4 motion controller. The man-
machine interface is developed by VB. The user can 
weld the intersecting line of the different sizes steel-
aluminum radiator through changing the parameter of 
the transverse tube diameter, the vertical tube 
diameter, the welding speed and the interpolation 
cycle etc in the man-machine interface. 

 
 

7. The Actual Welding Effect 
 

Two-welding torch automatic welding machine 
adopts the mirror feed device and two stepping 
motors to synchronously and continuously weld the 
intersecting line. And the welding strength is high 
and the bearing ability is strong. The welding starting 
point and destination easily causes. The test of the 
water pressure of 2 MPa doesn’t find the air bubble 
and the leaks. So it is satisfied with the welding 
request of the steel-aluminum radiator. The welding 
effect is shown in Fig. 11. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. The welding effect.  
 
 
8. Conclusions  

 
The paper designs two-welding torch automatic 

welding machine to weld the intersecting line of 
multi-T-tube steel-aluminum radiator. It can 
accurately realize the linkage welding and pose 
adjustment of two-welding torch. In the hardware 
and software system design the CNC welding system 
adopts the typical control structure of IPC and 6K4 
motion controller. Based on the characteristic of the 
6K4 motion controller the X, Y and Z axis adopts the 
AC servo system to realize the accurate curve fitting 
and the C axis synchronous drives two stepping 
motor to accurately realize the synchronous motion 
of the low speed. The paper uses  
the 6000 movement control language to develop the 
welding process program. Two-welding torch 
automatic welding machine solves the continuous 
welding problem of the multi-T-tube steel-aluminum 
radiators with the aluminum wing obstacle  
and can weld the intersecting line of the different 
sizes steel-aluminum radiator. A large number of 
welding tests show that the welding machine can 
exactly weld the intersecting line of multi-T-tube 
steel-aluminum radiator. 
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Abstract: In recent years, with the rapid development of the microelectronics industry and the wide application 
of high-density packaging of electronic products, the environmental requirements for electronic products 
become harsh increasingly. In addition to the thermal stress, the micro-assembly device will also withstand the 
effects of vibration and shock with different forms, which may aggravate the elastic and plastic deformation of 
solder. So that increasing the accumulation of fatigue damage and even make entire electronic product failure. 
This paper focus on the vibration reliability of PBGA, the model test is conducted in order to ascertain the 
natural frequency and damping ratio, amplification coefficient, and then sine sweep test at different excitation 
conditions can be carried out until a solder joint become failure. The finite element model is developed by the 
ANSYS software. By comparing the results, the stress and strain distribution of failure joint in the first-order 
frequency range are attained. Finally, a numerical simulation method to obtain the curve of stress and number of 
the cycle to fail is developed in this paper. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Harmonic response analysis, Modal analysis, PBGA, S-N curve. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

High-density electronic components are 
vulnerable to a variety of factors random vibration in 
the process of transport and using, which will cause 
by high cycle fatigue failure of solder joints so that 
make the whole PCB component failure. The 
increasing harsh environments of electronic products 
will exacerbate the plastic deformation component 
solder joints, which makes the rapid accumulation of 
fatigue damage and even the whole equipment 
failure. Therefore, the vibration dynamic 
characteristics and reliability of solder joints has 
become the focus of attention [1-2]. Generally, the 

failure of solder joints mainly caused by two main 
reasons: one is the low cycle thermal fatigue (thermal 
shock), the other is the high-cycle mechanical fatigue 
(such as shock, dropping and vibration loads) [3]. 
However, the present study on the solder joints under 
high cycle fatigue life prediction are involved not 
deep enough [4-5]. 

Aiming at these issues, hammering method is 
applied for modal test of PBGA sample. The first six 
order natural frequency and vibration mode are 
acquired. Meanwhile, the passing rate of the whole 
system is measured by frequency sweep mode, which 
provides the basis for establishment and amendment 
of finite element model. Based on the modal text, the 
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first-order natural frequency is 460 Hz, so the sine 
sweep range is set to 431.5 Hz to 488.5 Hz. 
Respectively, 5 g, 10 g, 15 g excitation were applied 
to the system in order to measure the cycle to failure 
for each excitation.  

After that the ANSYS software is applied to 
simulate the modal analysis and harmonic response 
analysis, so that the stress of the failure solder joint 
can be obtained under different excitation. By the 
numerical method, the S-N curve of PBGA can be 
fitted eventually. 

 
 

2. Methodology of Test and Simulation 
 
2.1. Test 
 

Hammer excitation is used on modal test, the 
elastic hammer percussion test plate were distributed 
35 points, uniformly. Two micro mass acceleration 
sensors were mounted on the center of the PCB 
board and close to the screws. The small mass sensor 
can minimize the effect of additional mass on the 
modal parameters. During in the test, the acceleration 
sensor generates a signal to the intelligent multi-
channel data acquisition system (DASP, Analysis 
Tech Inc. Type: STD-128) and then obtaining mode 
shapes, natural frequency and damping ratio. To 
verify the reliability of vibration and the transfer 
characteristic fixture of the sample, the sine sweep 
experiments at different excitation conditions are 
conducted on the sample, and the sweep range is 
around the first-order natural frequency. 

 
 

2.2. Simulation 
 
2.2.1. Modeling 

 
In order to simplify the calculation process, half 

of the solid model is established according to the 
symmetry of BGA and the PCB. The BGA 
component model is set up as shown in Fig. 1.  
Table 1 illustrates material parameters of each part 
on PCB component and material parameters of each 
components for BGA defined in ANSYS 14. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Quarter of finite element model. 
 

Table 1. Material properties of PCB component. 
 

Construction E (GPa) G (GPa) ν 
ρ 

(kg/m3) 
Solder joints 49.4 / 0.4 7531 
Copper pad 120 / 0.35 8940 
Solder mask 5.00 / 0.467 1000 

Substrate 
Ex, Ey: 
16.8 
Ez: 7.40 

Gxz, Gyz: 
7.59 
Gxy: 3.31 

νxz, νyz: 
0.39 
νxy: 0.11 

1910 

Die 131 / 0.23 2330 
Plastic 
encapsulant 

28.0 / 0.35 1890 

PCB 
Ex, Ey: 
18.48 
Ez: 8.14 

Gxz, Gyz: 
8.35 
Gxy: 3.64 

νxz, νyz: 
0.39 
νxy: 0.11 

1910 

 
Note: E-Elasticity modulus; G-Shear modulus;  

ν-Poisson’s ratio; ρ-Density. 
 
 

2.2.2. Meshing and Boundary Conditions 
 
Meshing quality determines the accuracy of the 

result directly. In order to get a relatively accurate 
calculated result, the main observation components 
adopt fine meshing method while the rest of the non-
main parts adopt smart meshing of system kernel. 
The method can ensure the meshing quality, improve 
the operation efficiency and reduce the workload [6]. 

For the BGA on the PCB, mapped meshing and 
sweep meshing method are used. The BGA in the 
middle uses penetrating mapped meshing method. 
All the internal structures of BGA are meshed 
regularly and the ultra-thin body units such as the 
solder mask, copper pad can also be well meshed, as 
shown in Fig. 2. In order to mapped and sweep 
conveniently, the PCB and I/O interface have been 
divided into several parts in the modeling. 

The only effective "load" is zero displacement 
constraints in typical modal analysis. Therefore, only 
zero displacement constraints are applied in PCB 
component screw holes respectively. For symmetric 
cross section, symmetry constraints are applied as 
constraint conditions. 

 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. Results Analysis of Modal 
 
3.1.1. Experimental Results Analysis  

of Modal 
 

Table 2 shows the test results of the first six 
orders natural frequency and damping ratio 
respectively. From the table, the first-order main 
vibration mode presents longitudinal bending modal, 
the bending vibration mainly towards the positive 
direction of Z axis, the largest amplitude appears near 
the center, and there is no obvious bending 
deformation on both sides of the screw fixed place 
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and its nearby areas. With the increase of modal 
order, modal vibration mode becomes more complex, 
and presents the composite bend torsion modal, the 
degree of bend and torsion becomes more complex, 
and solder joints on the component are easier 
affected by the tensile stress and tensile stress. At the 
same time, thus brings challenges to the layout 
design of component. Therefore, electronic products 
which always work under high frequency vibration 
environment need to accurately measure high-order 
modal mode of vibration specially, to avoid vibration 
sensitive element arranges in bending and twisting 
modal areas [7]. 
 
 

 
 

(a) Cross section of BGA meshing; 
 

 
 

(b) Drawing of partial enlargement 
 

Fig. 2. Meshing model of BGA component. 
 
 

Table 2. Modal frequency and modal damping. 
 

Select 
Shape 

Frequency  
(or Time) 

Damping Units 
Damping 

(%) 
1 460 3.56 Hz 0.554 
2 633 3.51 Hz 0.489 

3 787 4.77 Hz 0.516 
4 1.05E+03 9.5 Hz 0.825 
5 1.28E+03 10.4 Hz 0.753 
6 1.54E+03 14.4 Hz 0.896 

 
 

3.1.2. The Contrast Analysis  
for the Experimental Results  
and Simulation Results 

 

Table 3 shows the comparison between the modal 
test and finite element simulation for the first seven 
orders natural frequency, Table 4 shows the 
comparison between the experiment and simulation 
for the first two order modes of vibration. From the 
above two tables, the first two order modes of the 
modal are characterized by the longitudinal bending 

towards the vertical of board face, while the third-
order mode is characterized by transverse bending 
vibration, each order modal shows good consistency, 
first-order natural frequency also fits well. The 
6.25 % of the maximum error rate between the 
simulation results and test results is acceptable, 
thereby verifying the validity of the finite element 
model and simulation method, laying a foundation 
for the follow-up study of modal characteristics 
under more fixed constraints. 

 
 

Table 3. Comparison between the first two frequencies of 
experiment and simulation. 

 

Modes 
order 

Test 
results 
(Hz) 

Simulation 
results 
(Hz) 

Error Error rate 

1 460 472.8 12.8 2.26 %
2 633 663.2 30.2 4.09 % 
3 787 807.5 30.5 3.41 % 
4 1050 1125 75 6.25 % 
5 1280 1347.4 67.4 4.71 % 
6 1540 1591.5 51.5 3.05 % 

 
 

Table 4. Comparison between the first three vibration 
mode of experiment and simulation. 

 
Or-
der 

Test results 
Simulation  

results 
Vibration 

mode 

1 

 

1-st order 
longitu-

dinal 
bending 

2 

2-st order 
longitu-

dinal 
bending 

3 

 

1-st order 
transverse 
bending 

4 
Bending-
torsion 

complex 

5 
Bending-
torsion 

complex 

6 
Bending-
torsion 

complex 

 
 
The analysis suggests that the cause of a certain 

error in the first order frequency has something to do 
with the finite element meshing, simplified material 
structure and error during the test. Error rate 
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increases with the increase of frequency order 
number, because the finite element analysis deals 
with the high frequency components and noise 
interference of the model ideally. At the same time, 
the differences on the constraint conditions between 
simulation analysis and modal test may also lead to a 
certain error, such as screw clamped constraints. 
There is always a slight translation and rotation under 
screw constraints of the modal test actually, while 
finite element simulation uses full freedoms 
constraint and assumes the translational and 
rotational degrees of freedom are zero at solid 
fulcrum [8]. 

 
 

3.2. Results Analysis of Harmonic Response 
 

3.2.1. Sine Vibration Test 
 
To verify the transfer characteristics and dynamic 

characteristics of fixture itself, to avoid test system 
resonance caused by too low inherent frequency of 
fixture, at the same time, to quickly analysis the 
deformation of PCB components caused by each 
order frequency and the relationship between 
maximum deformation of PCB components and input 
incentive load, by using the sine sweep vibration 
method, the initial vibration test under different input 
load is applied for vibration fixture itself and the 
PCB components respectively. Meanwhile, the 
obtained transfer rate and amplification coefficient 
provide the basis for the correction of further finite 
element model. 

After the sensors arranging in different positions 
respectively and applying sine excitation, the 
maximum frequency corresponded to amplification 
coefficients are shown in Table 5. 

 
 

Table 5. Vibration amplification coefficient  
and frequency points under different excitations. 

 

Test Mode 

Frequency 
point at 

maximum 
value 

Amplifi-
cation 

coefficient 

5g excitation (between 
PCB and fixture) 

568.8 74.93 

5g excitation (between 
PCB and component) 

563.7 1.24 

10g excitation (between 
PCB and fixture) 

565 55.75 

10g excitation (between 
PCB and component) 

563.7 1.25 

 
 

3.2.2. Stress-Strain Analysis of Dangerous 
Point under Different Excitations 

 
Fig. 3 shows the stress distribution of dangerous 

point with the excitation acceleration of 15G. It 
illustrates that the maximum equivalent stress occurs 

at the corner of the outermost solder joint of PBGA 
which is in the middle of PCB. The value of the 
maximum equivalent stress is 41.3 MPa and the 
stress concentration area is located at the soldering 
interface between PBGA and solder joint. Solder 
joints at outer side of the PBGA is of larger stress 
while the inner ones are of lower stress. The solder 
joints of PBGAs which are located at the sides of the 
PCB and near the set screw also have lower stress. 
From the forgoing, it can be concluded that the 
bending deformation of PCB assemblies is likely 
appeared periodically in the direction of the 
perpendicular of the PCB under the vibration shock.  

 
 

 
 

(a) Stress distribution in solder joint. 
 

 
 

(b) Solder joints of BGA. 
 

Fig. 3. Stress distribution of dangerous point  
with the excitation acceleration of 15G. 

 
 
This kind of bending deformation can result in 

the periodic stress loaded to the solder joints. Due to 
the corner of outermost solder joint of the PBGA 
shown in Fig. 3 has the maximum deformation, thus, 
the equivalent stress of the solder joints largest. The 
amplitude of solder joints and PCB at dangerous 
frequency is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Based on stress 
failure criterion, the solder joint that has the 
maximum deformation shown in Fig. 3 is specified 
as the key solder joint. However, the position of 
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crack initiation and the direction of crack 
propagation cannot be determined by the maximum 
stress distribution. In addition, it can be inferred that 
the solder mask defined pads between solder joints 
and PBGA are easy to cause stress concentration in 
the condition of random vibration load, while the 
non-solder mask defined pads between solder joints 
and PCB are beneficial to release the stress. Hence, 
the maximum stress is located at the interface 
between solder joints and BGA. Fig. 5 shows the 
curve of frequency-amplitude response and 
frequency-phase response respectively. 

 
 

 
 

(a) Amplitude of one-half of the PCB. 
 

 
 

(b) Amplitude of the BGAs on one-half of PCB. 
 

Fig. 4. Amplitude of solder joints and PCB  
at dangerous frequency. 

 
 

3.3. The Creation of S-N Curve Based  
on the Simulation Result of Harmonic 
Response Analysis 

 

Von Mises equivalent stress is regarded as an 
accurate one in life prediction model [9]. This study 
loads different excitations on PCB by using finite 
element simulation to implement harmonic response 
analysis, and then extracts the equivalent stress of 
every single node in the dangerous area from the 

simulation results. Finally, the mass mean equivalent 
stresses is taken as the stress of S-N curve. The 
equivalent stress of elements in the dangerous area is 
listed in Table 6. 

 
 

 
 

(a) Frequency-amplitude response. 
 

 
 

(b) Frequency-phase response. 
 

Fig. 5. Curve of frequency-amplitude response and 
frequency-phase response. 

 
 

Table 6. Equivalent stress of elements at dangerous 
area under different excitations. 

 
5G 10G 15G 

Element 
number 

Stress 
(MPa) 

Element 
number 

Stress 
(MPa) 

Element 
number 

Stress 
(MPa) 

169838 11.3 169835 22.5 169935 33.8 

169929 11.8 169932 22.6 170027 30.5 

169912 12.1 169915 22.3 169920 29.7 

169932 12 169939 21.5 169939 29 

169750 11.7 169756 21.7 169756 29.4 

169755 11.5 169762 21.2 169762 29.2 

169971 11.7 169973 21.3 169974 28.9 

169932 11.2 169937 20.9 169937 28.6 

 

Compared to the height of the BGA, the diameter 
of the solder ball is relatively smaller. Therefore, 
mass mean stress method is adopted for this area. As 

Formula (1) revealed, ag stands for the overall 
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average equivalent stress value, V stands for the 

volume of each element, and  stands for the 
equivalent stress of each element. 

 


 










V

V
ga  (1) 

 
Bringing the equivalent stress of each node in the 

dangerous area listed in Table 7 into Formula (1), the 
results are worked out shown in the table below. 

 
 

Table 7. ag value corresponding  
to different excitation. 

 
Excitation 
 

Result 
5G 10G 15G 

ag 11.66 21.75 29.9 

 
 
The failure time of sinusoidal vibration which is 

obtained from the experiment are transformed into 
failure cycle N by using Formula (2). In this formula, 
denominator stands for the range of sinusoidal sweep 
frequency, numerator stands for the half-power point, 
and t stands for the failure time. With different 
excitations, the failure time of sinusoidal sweep 
frequency vibration experiment and the counted 
times of failure cycle are given in the Table 8. 

 
 

Table 8. Failure time of solder joint under  
different excitations. 

 

Excitation 5G 10G 15G 

Failure 
time 

33h 7.2h 0.95h 

Nf 7000000 1500000 202400 

 
 

460
431488

259.3












 tN f
 (2) 

 
According to Formula (3), the mass mean stress is 

fitted with the failure cycle times of failure solder 
balls under different excitation conditions. Then the 
preliminary S-N curve can be acquired as Fig. 6 and 
Formula (4) demonstrated. 

 
b

fa Nf )2(   (3) 

 

In Formula (3), a stands for stress amplitude. 
f   stands for the failure strength coefficient.  

b stands for the failure strength index. And Nf  stands 
for the failure cycle times. According to the fitting 

curve given in the Fig. 6, f   can be 768.1 MPa and 

the failure strength index b can be -0.25 for  
the solder. 

 
y=768.1·x-0.26 (4) 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. S-N curves of the solder joints. 
 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
In order to explore the dynamics of PBGA, the 

model test and sine sweep test is conducted on 
PBGA sample, firstly. Hammering method is applied 
for modal test of PBGA sample and the first six 
orders natural frequency is 460 Hz, 633 Hz, 787 Hz, 
1050 Hz, and 1280 Hz, respectively. The failure 
cycles which measured by sine experiment under the 
excitation of 5 g, 10 g, 15 g are 7000000, 1500000, 
202400 respectively. Also, based on the comparison 
between modal analysis and test results, it shows that 
the first two order modes of the modal are 
characterized by the longitudinal bending towards the 
vertical of the board, while the third-order mode is 
characterized by transverse bending vibration, each 
order modal shows good consistency, first-order 
natural frequency also fits well. From the harmonic 
response simulation, the maximum equivalent stress 
occurs at the corner of the outermost solder joint of 
PBGA which is in the middle of PCB. The value of 
the maximum equivalent stress is 34.1 MPa and the 
stress concentration area is located at the soldering 
interface between PBGA and solder joint. Solder 
joints at outer side of the PBGA is of larger stress 
while the inner ones are of lower stress. Mass mean 
stress of different excitation and the corresponding 
equivalent stress are obtained based on the 
simulation analysis, which is used for fitting  
the S-N curve. 
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Abstract: When single-phase earth short-circuit fault in power system happened, large capacitance current will 
be created and it will damage the power system. Therefore, compensation would be needed to reduce 
capacitance current and decrease the damage to the power system. Complete compensation needs precise 
capacitance current value. A novel measurement method of capacitance current is put forward for distribution 
power systems. It injects current into neutral point of neutral non-grounding power system. Through measuring 
current and voltage, grid capacitance can be measured, then capacitance current can be calculated.  
This measurement method has advantage of easy operation, small relative error and high accuracy.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 

When single-phase earth short-circuit fault in 
power system happened, large capacitance current 
will be created and it will damage the power system. 
It can lead to ground-arc non-extinction, stray current 
corrosion and over-voltage which do great harm to 
the installation in the power grid [1-4]. Therefore, 
compensation would be needed to reduce capacitance 
current, extinguish ground arc and decrease the 
damage to the power system. Complete compensation 
needs precise capacitance current value [5]. 

There are many actual capacitance current 
measurement methods of neutral non-grounding 
power distribution network such as artificial neutral 
point method, offset capacitance method, signal 
injection method and revised signal injection method 
[6-11]. Artificial neutral point method can cause 
much larger error when artificial capacitor group has 
small imbalance. Offset capacitance method has 

higher accuracy when offset capacitance value is 
bigger. But when larger capacitance is added in, non-
offset phase voltage would be so large that short 
circuit fault could be created in the feeble tache of the 
grid insulation. In addition, it needs direct operation 
and has low security. Using signal injection method 
capacitance current can be measured at any time and 
the normal operation of the grid cannot be influenced. 
It has high security because current is injected from 
the secondary side of potential transformer. But the 
stability of the system measurement is poor and the 
frequency of injected signal is difficult to choose. 
Revised signal injection method can have higher 
accuracy than signal injection method, but the former 
must search resonant frequency and the maximum 
frequency, which can lead to resonance overvoltage.  

A novel measurement method of capacitance 
current is put forward for distribution power systems. 
The method is to inject the sine-wave current created 
by power electronic equipment into the neutral point 
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of neutral non-grounding power system, and the sine-
wave current’s frequency, amplitude and phase could 
be changed. Through measuring current and voltage 
of the neutral point, grid capacitance can be measured, 
then capacitance current can also be calculated. This 
measurement method has advantage of easy 
operation, small relative error and high accuracy. 

 
 

2. Proposed Approach 
 
2.1. Structure of Measurement System  

of Capacitive Current 
 

The structure diagram of measurement system of 
grid capacitive current is shown in Fig. 1. It consists 
of power electronic equipment and measuring meters. 
Power electronic equipment is made up of converter 
and controller. Controller controls converter to create 
sine-wave current whose frequency, amplitude and 
phase could be changed. Through injecting current 
from power electronic equipment into the neutral 
point of the secondary side of main transformer of 
power system, the current can form into a circuit 
together with grid grounding capacitance and ground 
resistance. Through measuring the amplitude of 
injected current and offset voltage of neutral point, 
the capacitance current could be measured. 

 
 

controllerconverter

CA RA CCCB RCRB

P
T

  s
ec
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da

ry
  c
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l

power electronic equipment

A

B

C

 
 

Fig. 1. Structure diagram of measurement system of grid 
capacitive current. 

 
 

2.2. Principle of System Measurement 
 
According to the Fig. 1, the equivalent circuit of 

the measuring system is shown in Fig. 2 as follows. 
Because capacitance loss resistance R is very 

small, so RA, RB, RC can be ignored. Assuming that 

voltage vector of A phase, B phase and C phase is 


A
U , 



B
U ,



C
U  respectively, injected current vector is 



0
I , 

offset voltage vector of neutral point is 


0
U , the 

capacitance of every branch system is 
A

C , 
B

C , 
C

C , 

angular frequency is  ,according to Fig. 2, vector 
expression of the system is shown in the expression 
(1) as follows.  
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Fig. 2.  Equivalent circuit of the measuring system. 
 
 

When injected current vector is 


01I , offset 

voltage vector of neutral point 


01U , the expression (1) 

can be expressed into expression (2) as follows. 
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When injected current is 


02I , offset voltage 

vector of neutral point 


02U , the expression (1) can be 

expressed into expression (3) as follows.  
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Then according to expression (2) and expression 

(3), power system’s capacitance C can be expressed 
into expression (4) as follows. 
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So, according to expression (4), capacitance 

current IC of the system can be expressed into 
expression (5) as follows (Phase voltage of power 
system is U). 
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If measuring injected current 
01

I  and 
02

I , offset 

voltage neutral point 
01

U and 
02

U , capacitance current 

of power system 
C

I  can be measured. 

 
 

3. Simulation of the Measurement System 
 

3.1. Simulation Model of Measurement 
System 

 
Using power system blockset in Matlab/Simulink, 

the measurement system can be simulated. The 
simulation model of measurement system is shown in 
Fig. 3 [12-16]. Three phase source can be used to 
simulate the secondary side of grid main transformer. 
Subsystem can be used to simulate the line and load 
of each branch. 

3.2. Simulation Results of System 
Measurement 

 
In the model, the frequency of the current is 

50 Hz, the secondary side of main transformer 
voltage is 10.5 kV, three branch systems, load of 
every branch system is 2 MW, 1 MW and 0.5 MW 
respectively, the length of every branch system is 
100 km, 130 km and 150 km respectively. Assuming 
that frequency of injected Current is f=50 Hz, 
amplitude of injected current is I0, offset voltage of 
neutral point is U0, the measured value of 
capacitance current is CCE, and the true value of 
capacitance current is CTRUE, according to the 
simulation model, simulation results can be shown in 
Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 as follows 
when real capacitance is equal to 20 µF, about 10 µF, 
4 µF and 0.4 μF respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Simulation model of system measurement. 
 
 

Table 1. Simulation results when real capacitance is 
equal to about 20 µF. 

 

I0 
(A) 

U0 
(V) 

CCE 

(μF) 
CTRUE 

(μF) 

Relative 
error 
(%) 

4 604.3 

20.99 20 4.935 

3 453.2 
2 302.2 
1 151.1 

0.9 136 
0.8 120.9 
0.7 105.8 
0.6 90.65 
0.5 146.1 
0.4 60.43 
0.3 45.32 
0.2 30.22 
0.1 15.11 

0.09 13.6 
0.05 7.554 
0.01 1.511 

Table 2. Simulation results when real capacitance  
is equal to about 10 µF. 

 

I0 
(A) 

U0 
(V) CCE (µF) 

CTRUE 

(µF) 

Relative 
error 
(%) 

2 584.3 

10.8 10.602 1.86 

1 292.2 
0.9 262.9 
0.8 233.7 
0.7 204.5 
0.6 175.3 
0.5 146.1 
0.4 116.9 
0.3 87.65 
0.2 58.43 
0.1 29.22 
0.09 26.29 
0.07 20.45 
0.06 17.53 
0.05 14.61 
0.01 2.922 
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Table 3. Simulation results when real capacitance  
is equal to about 4 µF. 

 

I0 
(A) 

U0 
(V) 

CCE 

(µF) 
CTRUE 

(µF ) 

Relative 
error 
(%) 

0.07 556.3 

0.40109 0.4 0.2725 

0.06 476.9 
0.05 397.4 
0.04 317.9 
0.03 238.4 
0.02 159 
0.01 79.48 

0.009 71.53 
0.008 63.58 
0.007 55.63 
0.006 47.69 
0.005 39.74 
0.004 31.79 
0.003 23.84 
0.002 15.9 
0.001 7.948 

 
 
Table 4. Simulation results when real capacitance  

is equal to about 0.4 µF. 
 

I0 
(A) 

U0 
(V) 

CCE 

(µF) 
CTRUE 

(µF) 
Relative 

error (%)
0.7 551.3 

4.0415 4 1.0375 

0.6 472.6 
0.5 393.8 
0.4 315 
0.3 236.3 
0.2 157.5 
0.1 78.76 
0.09 70.88 
0.08 63.01 
0.07  55.13 
0.06  47.26 
0.05  39.38 
0.04 31.5 
0.03 23.63 
0.02 15.75 
0.01 7.876 

 
 
According to the simulation results in Table 1, 

Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 above, it can be 
concluded that when loads are different and 
capacitances are same in three different branch 
systems with the longer length than real line length, 
relative error decreases when capacitance current 
decreases. The relative error varies from 0.2725 % to 
4.93 % when real capacitance varies from 0.4 μF to 
20 μF. So, a conclusion can be drawn that current 
injection can measure accurately capacitance current 
of grid when line capacitance per kilometer is equal. 

If capacitances of three branch systems per 
kilometer are supposed not to be equal and all the 
lengths of three branch systems are supposed to be 
10 km which is closer to the reality, the simulation 
results are shown in tables as follows. When 
capacitances of three branch system are supposed as 
7.75110-9/km, 1.510-8/km, 310-8/km respectively, 
the current injected varies from 0.01 A to 3 A in 
order to ensure the voltage of neutral point cannot 
exceed 15 % of the secondary side of grid main 

transformer. The simulation results are shown  
in Table 5. 

 
 

Table 5. Simulation results when real capacitance current 
is equal to about 18 A. 

 

f 
(Hz)

CCE 

(μF) 
CTRUE 

(µF) 
ICCE 

(A) 
ICTRUE 

(A) 

Relative 
error 
(%) 

50 9.765264 9.68253 18.569377 18.430926 0.75 
 
 

When capacitances of three branch system are 
supposed as 7.75110-8/km, 1.510-7/km,  
1.510-6/km respectively, the current injected varies 
from 0.05 A to 10 A in order to ensure the voltage of 
neutral point cannot exceed 15 % of the secondary 
side of grid main transformer. The simulation results 
are shown in Table 6. 

 
 

Table 6. Simulation results when real capacitance current 
is equal to about 100 A. 

 
f 

(Hz)
CCE 

(µF) 
CTRUE 

(µF) 
ICCE 

(A) 
ICTRUE 

(A) 

Relative 
error (%)

50 53.41955 51.8253 101.685386 98.650693 3.0762 
 

 

When capacitances of three branch system are 
supposed as 7.75110-9/km, 1.510-7/km,  
310-6/km respectively, the current injected varies 
from 0.05 A to 15 A in order to ensure the voltage of 
neutral point cannot exceed 15 % of the secondary 
side of grid main transformer. The simulation results 
are shown in Table 7. 

 
 

Table 7. Simulation results when real capacitance current 
is equal to about 190 A. 

 
f 

(Hz)
CCE 

(µF) 
CTRUE 

(µF) 
ICCE 

(A) 
ICTRUE 

(A) 
Relative 

error (%)
50 99.6780 94.73253 189.739449 180.325629 5.377 

 
 

When capacitances of three branch system are 
supposed as 7.75110-8/km, 1.510-7/km,  
410-6/km respectively, the current injected varies 
from 0.05 A to 20 A in order to ensure the voltage of 
neutral point cannot exceed 15 % of the secondary 
side of grid main transformer. The simulation results 
are shown in Table 8. 

 
 
Table 8. Simulation results when real capacitance current 

is equal to about 260 A. 
 

F 
(Hz)

CCE 

(µF) 
CTRUE 

(µF) 
ICCE 

(A) 
ICTRUE 

(A) 
Relative 

error (%)
50 135.4886 126.8253 257.905741 241.414981 6.83 

 
From the simulation results above, it can be 

concluded that when load and capacitance are both 
different in three different branch system with the 
length of 10 km, relative error increases when 
capacitance current increases. The relative error 
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varies from 0.75 % to 6.83 % when capacitance 
current varies from 18 A to 260 A, while voltage of 
the neutral point cannot exceed 15 % of phase to 
ground voltage of the secondary side of grid main 
transformer. So, a conclusion can be drawn that 
current injection can measure capacitance current of 
grid accurately. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

A measurement method of capacitance current 
was brought forward in this paper. It injects current 
into the neutral point of neutral non-grounding power 
system. The current was created by power electronic 
equipment and its frequency, amplitude and phase 
can be changed freely by controller. Through 
measuring offset voltage of neutral point and injected 
current value, capacitance current can be measured 
accurately. Based on the accurate capacitance current 
measurement value, compensate capacitance current 
precisely could be possible when single earth fault 
happened. 
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Abstract: In traditional computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools, the motion of each axis is controlled 
independently. However, the uncoupled system can’t achieve good contour performance when linked axes 
actual dynamic performances don’t match well. Consequently, the parameter-average contour error coupled-
control approach based on grating sensors for NURBS curve cutter path machining is developed in the paper, 
which includes how to compute contour error and contour error correction quantity with high-accuracy for 
linked axes on each sampling period mainly. Above all, the parameter-average contour error computing model is 
put forward, which is independent of tracking error. Secondly, a simple and effective contour error correction 
quantity algorithm is built up. Lastly, the introduced contour error coupled-control approach for NURBS curve 
cutter path machining is verified on the three-axis linked CNC test table. The experimental results show that the 
introduced approach can reduce contour error effectively for NURBS curve cutter path. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Dynamic performances, NURBS curve, Grating sensors, Contour error, Coupled-control. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

In manufacturing fields, many complex parts 
profile can be defined with parameter curve, such as 
B-spline curve, Bezier curve and NURBS curve. So 
the parameter curve may be used to describe the 
cutter path in these complex parts machining. And 
the multi-axis CNC machine tools with curve 
interpolation function are adopted to process the 
parameter curve cutter path usually. 

The CNC machine tools play an important role in 
automatic manufacturing fields. In order to achieve 
satisfied machining precision and productivity, it is 
necessary to improve the machine tools performance. 
To multi-axis CNC machine tools, the profile 
precision is the important factor to determine its 
machining accuracy [1-2]. Contour error is the 
minimum distance from current actual cutter position 

to cutter path instruction curve, which comes from 
machine tools structure failure, servo driving control 
system and external disturbances. It is noteworthy 
that the CNC machine tools have complicated servo 
driving equipments, and the CNC system parameters 
may change in practical machining. So all of the 
linked axes actual dynamic performances don’t 
match well, which reduces the profile precision 
markedly in the high-speed and high-accuracy 
machining [3-5]. 

In traditional CNC machine tools, the motion of 
each axis is controlled independently without 
considering the motion of the other axes. However, 
the uncoupled system can’t achieve good contour 
performance when linked axes actual dynamic 
performances don’t match well. Koren estimated the 
contour error from the axis tracking error in two-axis 
linked CNC machine tool, and developed the contour 
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error coupled-control approach that adds additional 
commands to the servos in order to push the tool 
closer to the reference cutter path [6]. The research 
result shows that the contour error coupled-control 
approach is more efficient to enhance contour 
precision than advanced single-axis servo control 
algorithm. Essentially, the key of contour error 
coupled-control technology is how to compute 
contour error and contour error correction quantity 
with high-accuracy for linked axis on each sampling 
period [7-8]. However, the calculation of contour 
error and its correction quantity is very complicated, 
even difficult to achieve because of non-linearity and 
disturbance factors [9].  

Recently, some research results in point have 
been achieved. For example, after introducing 
contour error transfer function, Syh-Shiuh Yeh 
transformed the multi-axis contour error coupled-
controller to a single-input-single-output system, and 
defined the distance of actual cutter position to the 
tangent on reference curve current position as contour 
error [10]. Q. Zhong introduced a linear contour error 
coupled-controller to improve contour accuracy 
independently of tracking error in a biaxial machine 
tool feed drive servomechanism with a first-in and 
first-out interpolation buffer [11]. Chao-Chung Peng 
brought forward a new contour index (CI) after 
coordinate system transform, which can be looked as 
an equivalent contour error such that a reduction in 
CI implies a reduction in contour error [12]. Ming-
Yang Cheng put forward the real-time estimated 
contour error models for biaxial linked free  
curve [13]. Myung-Hoon Lee put forward a multi-
axis contour controller based on a contour error 
vector using parametric curve interpolation when 
three linear axes machining [14], which is a vector 
from the actual tool position to the nearest point on 
the desired path. Aimed to complex profile curve, 
Wang Baoren looked the distance of actual position 
to the line which links the dots of the current and the 
last sampling period as the current contour error [15]. 
Liu Yi developed a Frenet coordinate frame on a 
desired trajectory as the task coordinate frame, and 
the contour error was computed by the normal 
component of tracking error in the task coordinate 
frame [16]. Zhao Guo-Yong defined the distance 
between the actual cutter position and the nearest 
interpolation dot on cutter path curve as contour error 
on each sampling period, and the contour error 
computing model was simple, but the calculation 
precision can’t be satisfied sometimes [17]. 
Furthermore, based on the character that contour 
accuracy is independent of pose error, the geometry 
self-adapting error compensation approach was 
presented which directly aimed at contour accuracy 
control by Huang Dongzhao [18].  

From the above-mentioned references, it can be 
seen that researchers all over the world have made 
obvious progress on contour error coupled-control 
technology. However, the following problems should 
be noticed in the complex cutter path high-speed and 
high-accuracy machining. For one thing, the contour 

error computing models in existence are applicable to 
plane profile or regular space profile with simple 
function expression mainly. For another thing, most 
of the contour error computing models depend on 
tracking error and are fit for low-speed mild 
curvature profile machining only. And the calculation 
error of contour error computing models can’t be 
satisfied when tracking error increases because of 
high-speed and sharp curvature profile. 

 
 

2. The Contour Error Coupled-control 
Flow for NURBS Curve Cutter Path 
 
The kernel of contour error coupled-control is to 

build up real-time contour error computing model 
according to position information from interpolator 
and each axis, set up optimal compensation process 
and send the correction signals to each axis. As 
shown in Fig. 1 (a), suppose the actual cutter position 
be dot R, the ideal position be dot P on some 
sampling period, then RP is the tracking error. Let M 
be the dot that is nearest to R on the instruction 
profile, then RM is the contour error. As shown in 

Fig. 1 (b), define eu  as tracking error compensation 

vector, cu  as the contour error correction vector, 

then the total compensation vector on the sampling 
period is  
 

ce uuu   (1) 

 
In conclusion, contour error computing model and 

correction quantity algorithm are crucial to achieve 
satisfied contour error coupled-control. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Contour error computing and compensation 
control basic principle. 

 
 
In essence, contour error computing model is to 

calculate the shortest distance between the actual 
cutter position and the instruction profile in CNC 
discrete system, and the instruction profile includes 
analytic curve, subsection curve and list curve. 
Contour error compensation control is to compute the 
correction quantity with geometry connection and 
control theory, so as to enhance matching degree 
among each axis and improve profile precision. 

With the development of CAD/CAM technology, 
the complex curves are applied widely in 
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manufacturing fields, which include spline curve, 
Bezier curve, B-spline curve, NURBS curve and so 
on. Especially, NURBS can express free and 
analytical curve and surface unified with the 
advantages of smoothness and local controllability, 
and has been applied in the CAD/CAM fields 
successfully [19]. 

The introduced contour error coupled-control 
flow for NURBS curve cutter path is as follows. 
After NURBS interpolation on the cutter path curve, 
measure each axis actual position on each sampling 
period, and compute tracking error and contour error. 
Then compute the tracking error compensation vector 
and the contour error correction vector with some 
algorithm, add the tracking error compensation vector 
to the contour error correction vector, and send the 
sum quantity to each axis servo mechanism to 
achieve cooperation control in the end. So the simple 
and precise contour error computing model and 
correction quantity algorithm are required to achieve 
contour error coupled-control. 
 
 
3. The Parameter-average Contour Error 

Computing Model for NURBS Curve 
 

3.1. NURBS Curve Interpolation Algorithm 
for Complex Cutter Path 

 

NURBS curve interpolation algorithm is more 
complicated than linear interpolation and arc 
interpolation approach. The key of NURBS 
interpolation is how to compute the curve parameter 
and feed increment precisely on each interpolation 
period [20].  

The NURBS curve can be defined by 
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where iV  is the control point, iW  is the weighting 

factor, and )(, uB ki  is the B-spline primary function. 

)(, uB ki  is defined with recursion formula as 

Equation (3): 
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(3) 

where k  is the power level, )...1,0( niui   is  

the knot parameter.  
By manipulating the values of control points and 

weighting factors, a wise variety of part shapes can 
be designed using NURBS. Each point on the 
NURBS curve is corresponding to a certain curve 

parameter u , i.e. '))(),(),(()( uzuyuxuP  . 

In the kth interpolation period, NURBS curve 
interpolator computes the dot ))1(( kuP  and feed 

increment ))(())1(( kuPkuP  . How to obtain 

successively )1( ku  such that feed increment can 

be accurately obtained is important but complicated 
in NURBS curve interpolation. Taylor’s second-order 
expansion is adopted in the NURBS curve 
interpolation algorithm in this paper aimed at the 
demands of high accuracy and real-time performance.  

Let NURBS curve be ))'(),(),(()( uzuyuxuP  , 

the instruction feed rate be V , then the Equation (4, 5, 6) 
can be obtained: 
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Sending the 
dt

du
 and 

2

2

dt

ud
 computed above into 

Equation (7), the curve parameter )1( ku  will be 

obtained. 
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, (7) 

 
where T  is the interpolation period. After sending 

)1( ku  to Equation (2), the cutter position 

coordinates )]1([ kuP  and the feed increment 

)]([)]1([ kuPkuP   can be obtained. 
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3.2. The Parameter-average Contour Error 
Computing Model 

 
In order to compute the minimum distance from 

actual cutter position to ideal cutter path profile on 
each sampling period, the parameter-average contour 
error computing model is put forward, which is 
independent of tracking error and fit for high-speed 
machining with high-accuracy. 

On each sampling period, search the two 
interpolation dots nearest to current actual cutter 
position from the past interpolation data firstly, then 
compute the average value of the two interpolation 
dots corresponding curve parameters so as to obtain 
contour error. The algorithm is defined as parameter-
average contour error computing model in the paper. 

As shown in Fig. 2, a cutter path L  is described with 
NURBS curve, and each dot on cutter path L  is defined 
with Equation (2). On kth sampling period, suppose the 

interpolation dot be kP , and the actual cutter position be 

R  after each axis position measurement and feedback. 
Search the two interpolation dots nearest to dot R  from 

),( 89 kkk PPP  , and suppose be interpolation dot aP  

and bP . Define the corresponding curve parameters of 

dot aP  and bP  as au  and bu  respectively. 
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Suppose curve parameter be 
2

ba
c

uu
u


 , and 

the corresponding dot on cutter path L  be cP , 
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Then define contour error as 
 

cRP  (11) 
 

In other words, cRP  is used to approximate the 

minimum distance from actual cutter position R  to 
cutter path L .  

 
 

Fig. 2. The parameter-average contour error  
computing model. 

 
Decompose contour error   along x, y and z 

coordinate axis: 
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(14) 

 

where xR , yR  and zR  are dot R  coordinates; cxP , 

cyP  and czP  are dot cP  coordinates. 

The contour error computing model based on 
actual cutter position and interpolation data, is 
independent of tracking error, so that it will keep 
high-accuracy even if high speed and sharp curvature 
lead to bigger tracking error. 

 
 

4. The Contour Error Correction 
Quantity Algorithm for NURBS  
Curve Cutter Path 
 
In contour error compensation control aspect, 

make use of each axis tracking error PID position 
controller and introduce zoom coefficient to compute 
contour error correction quantity. The algorithm is 
simple and effective. 

Suppose the X axis tracking error PID position 

controller coefficients be pxK , ixK  and dxK , the Y 

axis tracking error PID position controller 

coefficients be pyK , iyK  and dyK , and the Z axis 
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tracking error PID position controller coefficients be 

pzK , izK  and dzK .  

In the kth sampling period, obtain tracking error 

),,( zyx EEEE  after each axis actual position 

measurement. Furthermore, compute ),,( zyx   

with the developed parameter-average contour error 
computing model, according to the past interpolation 
data, current interpolation instruction and the each 
axis actual position measurement results.  

Then compute the contour error correction control 
quantity and the tracking error compensation  
control quantity. 

1) Calculate each axis tracking error 
compensation control quantity 
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2) Calculate each axis contour error correction 

control quantity 
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where T  is the sampling period, and zoom 
coefficient f  is introduced to adjust the correction 

action strength, which varies from 0.9 to 1.1 
according to practical correction control effect. 

Finally, add the each axis tracking error 
compensation control quantity to each axis contour error 
correction control quantity, and send ))()(( kuku xEx  , 

))()(( kuku yEy   and ))()(( kuku zEz   to 

corresponding axis servo mechanism to control. The 
above-mentioned superposition method can make  
cutter to approach ideal cutter path profile with 
instruction feedrate. 
 
 

5. Contour Error Coupled-control 
Experiments 
 

5.1. Three-axis Linked CNC Test Table 
 

The X axis, Y axis and Z axis linked CNC test 
table hardware connection is shown in Fig. 3. The 
CNC test table adopts closed-loop control 
framework, and the CNC controller is made up of 
Industrial Personal Computer (IPC) and 
programmable DSP control card. The IPC and DSP 
control card communicate through USB2.0. Both the 
interpolation period and sampling period are 4 ms. 
The X axis, Y axis and Z axis all adopt AC 
servomotors and ball screw transmission, and make 
use of linear grating sensors to measure worktable 
actual position on each sampling period. 

The NURBS curve interpolation, tracking error 
position control, contour error coupled-control and 
other real-time task are carried out on the 
programmable DSP control card.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The three-axis linked CNC test table hardware connection. 
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5.2. The Contour Error Coupled-control 
Contrast Experiments 

 

Interpolate and machine a three-dimensional 
NURBS curve cutter path shown in Fig. 4. The 
control points be A(0,0,0), B(25,0,0.6), C(50,0,2), 
D(70,5,8), E(50,10,6), F(25,10,8), G(0,10,2), 
H(0,5,0.6), I(0,0,0); the corresponding weights be 
(1,1.2,1.1,1,0.9,1.2,0.8,1,1); the knot vector be 
(0,0,0,0,0.3266,0.4667,0.6018,0.7655,0.9333,1,1,1,1). 
 
 

 
 

(a) NURBS curve cutter path projection in Oxy. 
 

 
 

(b) NURBS curve cutter path projection in Oyz. 
 

 
 

(c) NURBS curve cutter path projection in Oxz. 
 

 
 

(d) NURBS curve cutter path projection in Oxyz. 
 

Fig. 4. The NURBS curve cutter path. 

1) Interpolate and machine the NURBS curve 
cutter path shown in Fig. 4 when not adopting the 
developed contour error coupled-control approach. 
The contour error curve is shown in Fig. 5, where the 
contour error maximum is about 0.117 mm. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The contour error curve when not adopting the 
developed coupled-control approach. 

 
 
2) At the same working circumstance, let the 

zoom coefficient f  be 1.05, interpolate and machine 

the NURBS curve cutter path shown in Fig. 4 when 
adopting the developed parameter-average contour 
error coupled-control approach. The contour error 
curve is shown in Fig. 6, where the contour error 
maximum is about 0.055 mm. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The contour error curve when adopting the 
developed coupled-control approach. 

 
 
The contrast experimental results show that the 

developed contour error coupled-control approach for 
NURBS curve cutter path can enhance matching 
degree among each axis, reduce contour error 
effectively and improve profile precision further.  

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

In traditional CNC machine tools, the motion of 
each axis is controlled independently without 
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considering the motion of the other axes. However, 
the uncoupled system can’t achieve good contour 
performance when linked axes actual dynamic 
performances don’t match well. In contrast to 
advanced single-axis servo control algorithm, the 
contour error coupled-control approach is more 
effective to enhance matching degree among each 
axis and improve profile precision in the complex 
parts machining. Essentially, the key of contour error 
coupled-control technology is how to compute 
contour error and contour error correction quantity 
with high-accuracy for linked axis on each sampling 
period. However, the calculation of contour error and 
its correction quantity is very complicated, even 
difficult to achieve because of non-linearity and 
disturbance factors. 

The parameter-average contour error coupled-
control approach based on grating sensors for 
NURBS curve cutter path machining is developed in 
detail in the paper, which includes two innovative 
aspects mainly. 

1) Put forward the parameter-average contour 
error computing model, which is based on actual 
cutter position and interpolation data, and 
independent of tracking error. So it will keep high-
accuracy even if high speed and sharp curvature lead 
to bigger tracking error. 

2) In contour error correction control, make use 
of each axis tracking error PID position controller 
and introduce zoom coefficient to compute contour 
error correction quantity. The algorithm is simple  
and effective. 

Finally, the introduced contour error coupled-
control approach for NURBS curve cutter path 
machining is verified on the three-axis linked CNC 
test table. The developed contour error coupled-
control approach in the paper can be applied and 
generalized in CNC system and CNC machine tools 
for complex cutter path machining. 
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Abstract: The energy-saving effect of Y/Δ change-over controller is better than the silicon controlled rectifier 
(SCR) voltage regulating style when the load rate of oil-pumping unit is low; but the silicon controlled rectifier 
(SCR) voltage regulating style is better than the energy-saving effect of Y/Δ change-over controller when the 
load rate of oil-pumping unit is high. Based on high-precision three-phase electrical energy measurement  
IC-ATT7022A, a new energy saving controller of combining the advantages of both controllers is designed. On 
the analysis of based on the principle of voltage regulating and energy saving of electric motor of pumping 
units. This paper analyzes the system's hardware and software design. Through the installation of  
Y/Δ-SCR controller and comparison tests at the scene in five oil wells, every well saves 21000 kW·h annual.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Y/Δ-SCR, Energy-saving controller, The silicon controlled rectifier (SCR), ATT7022A. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Squirrel-cage induction motors, widely used in 

beam pumping units which are used commonly in 
petroleum enterprises of China, bear the periodic load 
in the run-time. Taking into account the start load and 
complexity of geological conditions and other 
factors, rated power of driving motors used in most 
of the beam pumping units is 2-3 times as much as 
the output power at runtime. Because of the low rate, 
the low efficiency and the serious waste of energy of 
induction motor load, energy-saving research is 
necessary. Currently, saving methods of beam 
pumping units are mainly mechanical energy-saving 
(such as changing the structure of the pumping unit, 
adjusting the balance of the pumping unit and so on) 
or improving the motor control technology to achieve 

energy-saving [1-2]. The methods by controlling the 
electric motor to achieve energy-saving are:  

1) Reactive Power Compensation Device;  
2) Inverter Energy-saving Controller;  
3) Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) Voltage 

Regulating Style;  
4) Y-Δ Transformation Controller;  
5) Intermittent Pumping Control Device. 
 
 

2. Energy-saving Control Theory 
 
Y/Δ controller uses Y-connection to run on low-

power when the motor load rate is low; Y/Δ 
controller uses Δ-connection to run on High-power 
when the motor load rate is high. Control methods 
that currently be used are basically similar to the 
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principle of motor voltage's self-regulation. 
According to the application effect of the site, Y/Δ 
controller's circuit is simple and low-cost. According 
to the application effect of the site, Y/Δ controller's 
circuit is simple and low-cost, its energy-saving 
effect is better than SCR voltage regulating 
controller's on the low-load well. But when the load 
rate exceeds the economic load rate, it will consume 
more power than the conventional Δ-connection if 
the motor still is running in the state of Y-connection. 
When the load increases to a certain level, because 
the torque of Y-connection mode is smaller than Δ-
connection mode's, the motor's rotor will be locked or 
shut down. 

Y/Δ-SCR energy-saving controller combines the 
advantages of both of Y-Δ transformation controller 
and SCR voltage regulating controller. When the load 
rate of the pumping unit's motor is below a certain 
parameter, energy-saving effect is obvious with Y-Δ 
transformation controller; when the load rate is 
higher than the parameter, energy-saving effect is not 
obvious with Y-Δ transformation controller. But the 
effect is relatively better with SCR voltage regulating 
controller in case of changing in load largely. 
Therefore, a device used to detect the current, 
voltage, active power, reactive power and so on, and 
then calculate the load rate in the design of the 
control circuit. Besides, by comparing this parameter, 
which control mode, that Y-Δ transformation or SCR 
voltage regulating, will be decided to use. 
Furthermore Y/Δ-SCR energy-saving controller also 
set up a soft starter to prevent that the starting current 
is too high to disrupt pumping unit [3-4].  

 
 

3. System Hardware Design 
 
Y/Δ-SCR Energy-saving controller choose 

Atmega 128 microcontroller of AVR Series as the 
central controller, and use the electrical energy 
measurement IC-ATT7022A to process the data 
collected and monitor the real-time work state of 
pumping unit motor [5-7].  

 
 

3.1. Output Circuit 
 
Controlled object of this system is the motor 

switch. In order to meet the transform requirements 
among Y-connection, Δ-connection and SCR voltage 
regulating, three AC contactor (C1, C2, C3) need to 
press a certain combination to control, circuit 
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. When C1 is closed, C2 
and C3 is off, the SCR energy-saving mode is 
selected; when C2 is closed, C1 and C3 is off,  
Δ-connection mode is selected; when C3 is closed, 
C1 and C2 is off, Y-connection mode is selected. 

 
 

3.2. ATT7022A Structure and Performance 
Introduction 

 
As the controller's need for processing the motor 

power data, it is very important that whether it is able 
to accurately measure the relevant electrical 
parameters of the pumping unit motor. Therefore, the 
monitoring part of the controller adopts multi-
function high-precision three-phase energy 
measurement IC-ATT7022A, shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The switching control for the motor. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The internal structure of ATT7022A. 
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The internal structure of the ATT7022A mainly 
makes up of power supply monitoring circuit,  
A/D converter circuit and measurement module. It is 
able to provide forward and backward, active and 
reactive power and other energy data. It also can 
measure each phase instantaneous active power, 
reactive power, power factor, phase angle, phase 
current, phase voltage and other parameters. The 
precision of voltage and current effective value 
parameters are better than 0.5 %, the precision of 
active and reactive power meet the 0.5S. It can 
provide voltage phase sequence and off-phase 

detection, and it also can detect current phase 
sequence and determine voltage loss whether or not. 
The chip serves with SPI interface to debug software, 
read the measurement data and pass parameter. 

 
 

3.3. System Structure and Operation 
Principle 

 
Y/Δ-SCR Energy-saving controller system 

schematic is mainly composed of the following parts, 
shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The system principle of the controller. 
 
 
1) Data Acquisition Unit: The three-phase current 

and voltage of the pumping unit motor respectively 
input into differential current and voltage channels of 
the ATT7022A with differential signaling mode. The 
put-in circuit of voltage and current input channels is 
shown in Fig. 4. Voltage signals use a 1:1 current 
transformer (SPT204A) mode to input. Current 
signal Selected current sampling single-ended input 
mode, current transformer is SCT254AK. In order to 
ensure accuracy, each input channel has been 
connected to the anti-aliasing filter outside the chip. 

2) Control Unit: As the controller's needs of the 
controllability, stability and economy, AVR 
ATmega128L microcontroller has been selected as 
the central controller chip. It communicates 
ATT7022A-chip by the SPI bus interface, so as to 
realize the write-in of the power data and the read-
out of data results in the register. 

3) Data Storage Unit: Data storage part selects 
64 kBits ferroelectric memory-FM24C64, it has high 
persistent read-write and writing data without delay, 
the motor operating parameters could be better 
regularly stored, the initial value of the system could 
be better memorized, systems fault status also could 
be saved. 

 
 

Fig. 4. The Internal structure of ATT7022A. 
 
 
4) Communication Unit: RS232/485 serial 

converter is chosen to communicate with PC, its role 
is to transfer the operation state of the system, the 
operating parameters of the pumping unit motor, and 
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other relevant data stored in FM24C64. PC can 
calibrate time for control system by RS232/485. 

5) Man-machine Interface Unit: Man-machine 
interface unit is divided into liquid crystal display 
part and keyboard input part. Liquid crystal display 
part selects RT12864 module to display voltage, 
current, active power, reactive power, power factor, 
phase angle and other parameters; keyboard input 
part uses keyboard to set the clock time and switch 
liquid crystal display content. 

 
 

4. System Software Design 
 
Y/Δ-SCR controller's software part uses a 

modular design, including the main program control 
module, the motor parameters read module,  
Y/Δ-SCR transformation module, host computer 
communication module, data storage module and 
other components. 

1) The Motor Parameters Read Module: As the 
chip ATT7022A can collect the parameters of the 
motor and calculate the data collected, so that the 
central controller will not make digital-analog 
conversion and further process the data collected. 
The computation of the central controller will be 
reduced effectively so that the design of software 
programs will be simplified to make the system more 
accurate and stable operation [8-9]. 

2) Y/Δ-SCR Transformation Module: According 
to the comparison Y/Δ-SCR transformation point set 
in advance (the critical load rate of conversion) with 
the current load rate of the pumping unit motor in 
run-time, if the current load rate has filled the 
transformation conditions, it will be converted to the 
corresponding energy-saving control mode. 
Otherwise, the original energy-saving mode will  
be retained. 

3) Host Computer Communication Module: The 
serial communication achieved by the serial 
communication module-RS232 between controller 
and host computer is used for remote telemetry and 
remote control with the host computer. The 
development of communication protocol and setting 
the serial register of microcontroller is the key of the 
software design of the communication module. 

4) Data Storage Module: The Data storage 
module is used to record and monitor the running 
status of the controller and motor of the pumping 
unit, it can facilitate microcomputer better analyzing 
the operation status and performance of the controller 
and pumping unit. Data stored in data storage 
module, includes the motor three-phase current and 
voltage, power factor, active and reactive power, 
Y/Δ-SCR conversion frequency, other operating 
parameters and system protection. 

Software design focuses mainly on the analysis of 
motor-related parameters collected by ATT7022A 
chip, realizing Y/Δ-SCR mode transformation and  
Y-Δ transformation, and the control of SCR mode. In 
ensuring voltage stability conditions, Y/Δ-SCR 
controller analyses active and reactive power and the 

load rate of the motor, compares the load rate with 
the critical load rate set, decides to use Y/Δ 
transformation mode or SCR control mode , and 
determine the power factor used to control SCR, 
finally will achieve better energy-saving effect. The 
main program flow of the system software is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The main program flow of the system software. 
 
 
The initialization of ATT7022A is used to 

complete the system calibration in the main program 
flow chart, for example, setting start current, 
correcting current and voltage, correcting and 
compensating phase, gaining power and so on. The 
initialization of ATT7022A is to ensure the accuracy 
of measuring the pumping unit motor's parameter. 

 
 

5. Application Effect 
 
Through the installing of the Y/Δ-SCR energy-

saving control device and the on-site comparison test 
on the five wells. Test results are in Table 1. The 
comparative data of the power is in Table 2 on the 
five wells before and after the installation of Y/Δ 
conversion control cabinets. The comparative data of 
the power is in Table 3 on the five wells before and 
after the installation of SCR voltage controllers. 
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Table 1. The power comparison before and after the 
installation of energy-saving controller. 

 

 
Wells 

1P  
(kW) 

1Q  
(kW) 

2P  
(kW) 

2Q  
(kW) 

P  
(kW) 

Q  
(kW) 

Active 
saving 

(%) 

Total 
saving 

(%) 
H15-

12 
7.56 15.24 5.12 4.23 2.44 11.01 32.2 35.1 

L23-
32 

11.45 25.45 8.75 7.14 2.70 18.31 23.6 27.1 

L32-
34 

7.11 15.12 5.10 3.07 2.01 12.05 28.3 31.7 

L12-
45 

6.87 13.15 4.52 3.24 2.35 9.91 34.2 36.9 

H34-
35 

7.58 16.45 5.34 4.12 2.24 12.33 29.6 32.8 

AVG 8.11 17.08 5.77 4.36 2.35 12.72 28.9 32.7 
 
 

Table 2. The power comparison before and after the 
installation of Y/Δ energy-saving controller. 

 

 
Wells 

1P  

(kW) 
1Q  

(kW) 
2P  

(kW) 
2Q  

(kW) 
P  

(kW) 
Q  

(kW) 

Active 
saving 

(%) 

Total 
saving 

(%) 
L21-
32 

7.25 16.04 6.18 6.06 1.07 9.86 14.8 17.7 

H37-
23 

7.85 16.74 6.62 5.94 1.23 10.80 15.7 18.6 

H15-
16 

7.48 15.17 6.35 5.88 1.13 9.29 15.1 17.8 

H35-
17 

7.34 15.11 6.18 5.69 1.16 9.42 15.8 18.5 

L32-
26 

6.91 13.46 5.84 5.35 1.07 8.11 15.5 18.0 

AVG 7.37 15.30 6.23 5.78 1.13 9.50 15.4 18.1 

 
 
Table 3. The power comparison before and after the 

installation of SCR energy-saving controller. 
 

 
Wells 

1P  
(kW) 

1Q  
(kW) 

2P  
(kW) 

2Q  
(kW) 

P  
(kW) 

Q  
(kW) 

Active 
saving 

(%) 

Total 
saving 

(%) 
H23-

35 
7.15 15.54 5.68 5.16 1.47 10.38 20.6 23.4 

L14-
46 

8.08 16.98 6.65 6.92 1.43 10.06 17.7 20.2 

H21-
16 

6.99 14.85 5.77 4.89 1.22 9.96 17.5 20.4 

L35-
51 

7.11 14.77 5.55 4.54 1.56 10.23 21.9 24.7 

L12-
26 

7.07 14.16 5.43 4.25 1.54 9.91 21.8 24.5 

AVG 7.28 15.26 5.82 5.15 1.44 10.11 19.9 22.6 

 
 
According to the comparison, we find that the 

average integrated power-saving rate is 18.1 % on 
the five wells installed the Y/Δ conversion control 
cabinet; the average integrated power-saving rate is 
22.6 % on the five wells installed the SCR energy-
saving controller; the average integrated power-
saving rate is 32.7 % on the five wells installed the 
Y/Δ-SCR energy-saving controller, integrated 
energy-saving rate increases by 14.6 % than  
the Y/Δ conversion control cabinet, and increases by 
10.1 % than the SCR energy-saving controller. In a 
word, Y/Δ-SCR energy-saving controller can be a 
content combination of advantages of two kinds of 

energy-saving modes, and the controller also can 
greatly increase energy-saving rate. 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
1) Y/Δ-SCR energy-saving controller adopts 

ATT7022A for accurately collecting voltage, current, 
active power, power factor, phase angle and other 
related data about the pumping motor, and that 
eliminates the need for the A/D conversion of 
operating parameters. It can greatly improve the 
reliability, accuracy and economy of the system. 

2) The modular design concept has the 
advantages of the powerful overall function, 
independently process at the same time, and that 
failure of any one module does not affect the normal 
operation of other parts of the system. The data 
collected by the data acquisition module can be used 
for intelligently tracking load at the same time. In 
addition, the way achieves the full utilization of 
hardware resources, and avoids duplication of 
investment and saves overall cost. 

3) In order to meet the application of pumping 
wells on oil field and ensure that pumping can be 
effective in energy conservation in the whole process 
in complex conditions, because when the load rate of 
pumping units is low, the energy-saving effect of 
Y/Δ converter energy-saving devices is better; When 
the load rate of pumping units is high, the energy-
saving effect of SCR energy-saving devices is better, 
it is perfectly suitable that using Y/Δ-SCR energy-
saving controller. 
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Abstract: Surface vibration of power transformer tank was closely related with transformer windings and core. 
Tank surface vibration signal analysis method was one of the effective ways to monitor the power transformer 
windings and core condition. Combined with 500 kV substation in North China, based on the analysis of the 
measurement object, power transformer monitoring system principle and function was introduced based on the 
vibration method, the substation monitoring system were designed and constituted by controlled management, 
communication layer, online monitoring layer, the formation of the transformer vibration measurement  
system for vibration signal analysis with the practical application have certain Guiding significance.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Substation in the power system play the important 

role in transformation and distribution of electric 
energy, contact the generation, transmission, 
distribution with user. This requires economic, stable 
rational in the primary electricity equipments of the 
substation, timely, safe, and reliable in electric 
secondary equipment. Large power transformers is 
the hub equipment of power system equipment, is 
one of the important factor to ensure the safe 
operation of the grid [1]. May 2005, Nova blackout is 
due to the aging of the two transformers, the direct 
economic loss of nearly $ 10 billion [2]. So it is 
necessary for maintenance of power transformers 
position prediction is particularly important for 
winding and core clamping. In order to ensure 
reliability of supply, in the first and second class load 
substations are generally equipped with two main 

transformer, the rest of the main transformer capacity 
of not less than 60 % of the full load when one of 
them disconnect, and ensure the primary and 
secondary load user. 

 
 

2. Basic Layout of 500 kV Substation 
 

Fig. 1 is the floor plan of North China Grid 
500 kV substation; there are the main transformer 
area, the main bus terminal area, the station with the 
substation area, relay equipment and control building 
and other protected areas. There are four main 
transformer station 100 million k VA, 500 kV outlets 
8 back in substation planning scale. Using unmanned 
substation monitoring system, the station has regular 
inspection, monitoring system periodically uploaded 
to the distribution of information management center, 
the operator was to send judge and deal with 
accidents. 
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Fig. 1. Major Equipment Distribution. 
 
 
Transformer use electromagnetic induction to 

convert electrical energy into magnetic energy, then 
the magnetic energy into electrical energy, in order to 
achieve the voltage change, and main components 
include the core and windings, it constitute the core 
of the transformer electromagnetic parts. 

Abnormal deformation of the core and windings 
in the transformer failures accounts for a large 
proportion [3]. Vibrations of core, windings, etc. 
mainly come from:  

1) Silicon magnetostrictive;  
2) Electromagnetic attraction;  
3) The current through the winding, dynamic 

electromagnetic force;  
4) Tank wall vibrations [4]. 
Equipment failure and system failures may occur 

in the process of operation substation. Therefore, the 
substation once found hidden or malfunctions, 
operating personnel must analysis accurate the reason 
of failure of the equipment, scope, nature, make 
judgments as soon as possible reported to the 
scheduling situation, and then resolutely implement 
the scheduling order. Capacity of modern power 
transformer unit is increasingly large, high voltage 
level is increasingly. Larger external interference will 
have definite impact to monitoring of power  
facility [5]. 

 
 

3. Monitoring System 
 

Each substation system come from independently 
manufacturers of products, this bring the lack of 
unified hardware, software incompatibilities, the 
module is not universal, the communication protocol 
is not standardized, research and development of a 
unified information monitoring platform will  
promote the development of information technology 
substation with theoretical value and  
practical significance. 

Power transformers are the most important 
electrical master device of the substation, is the basis 
for safe operation. Currently, scientific research and 
technological development is at a relatively active 
phase, within the field of the online monitoring of 
power transformers in the international arena. Online 
monitoring and abroad used relatively more or single 
parameters on-line detection products, such as oil 
dissolved gas analysis technology, casing dielectric 
loss factor and capacitance technology, the core 
ground fault current measurement and a small 
number of parameters of partial discharge test. These 
methods rely on one single performance  
indicators, only from one side to reflect the 
operational status of the transformer. Therefore, it is 
very necessary to predict the accident comprehensive 
online monitoring system of preventive test data in 
order to avoid accident. 

Online monitoring system adopts hierarchical 
distributed architecture. Information transformer 
substation monitoring system is connected with the 
monitoring instruments, relay technology and bus 
system. The system from hierarchy can be divided 
into three layers, topmost control management station 
were laid wherein the master control center, the 
middle district communication layer were laid in 
station with substation area and substation 
monitoring station for mounted on the transformer 
certain vibration monitoring instruments constitute 
the most bottom-line monitoring layer. 

The bottom is connected with the intermediate 
communication layer through the CAN (Controller 
Area Network) bus, it is shown as Fig. 2. The faults 
number of transformer windings, core take the first 
station in the total accounted in all parts of the 
transformer fault statistics obtained. The factor 
resulted vibrations of power transformer surface body 
include solid and liquid materials, the liquid is mainly 
the vibration insulating oil, it is mainly because of the 
magnetostrictive for winding and the core; solid 
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vibration is mainly caused by the solid core of the 
fastening parts and cooling equipment, the 
transformer fault vibration transmitted schematic is 
shown as Fig. 3. This energy transmitted by the two 

ways make the tank wall generating vibrations. 
According to research and analysis, monitoring the 
work of the substation only need to monitor the 
vibration [6-7].  
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Fig. 2. Monitoring Automation Platform System Structure. 
 
 

Tank ribs significantly influence normal 
transmission path of vibration energy [8]. Literature 
studies the results and analysis the characteristics of 
the experiment hydraulic [9]. Vibration subsystem 
interaction on the tank surface vibration. 

Core is one of the main components in the 
transformer, and a prerequisite to complete the 
conversion, charged the important tasks of electricity-
magnetic-electric conversion. Core is usually made of 
silicon steel sheet thickness 0.25 mm-0.35 mm stack 
system formed. By analyzing the cause of the 
malfunction calendar transformer, the transformer 
core is usually due to the fault in the design, 

installation and maintenance process, in the course of 
short circuit, multi-point grounding fault, the 
excitation current through the core increase sharply 
when the temperature goes up quickly, silicon steel 
magnetostrictive film rapid increase, this will cause 
the vibration of the core becomes large; Further, 
when the core fastening screws loose, the silicon 
pressing force decreases, the distance between the 
film becomes large, attraction between steel 
electromagnetic increase, causing vibration also 
increases; electromagnetic attraction will become 
large if silicon cause deformation or bending, so that 
the vibration of the core will become large.  
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Fig. 3. Schematic Diagram of Transformer Fault Vibration Transmission. 
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Winding deformation result the winding ampere-
turns of the aggravation and lead to the winding 
vibration intensified. The main reasons of 
deformation include: 

1) Structural strength below standard product 
design; 

2) Short-circuit or grounding the electromagnetic 
force; 

3) Natural aging and corrosion. 
Winding vibration is caused by the load current, it 

has an important significance to discover timely, 
monitor and control those who have a serious 
distortion but still running winding of  
the transformer.  

In addition to core transformer fault failures and 
winding fault, the common faults also have tap and 
other artifacts failures. Tap common faults include 
mechanical failure and electrical failures, faults can 
cause tap linked abnormalities, and result tripping, 
the contacts being exposed and action over the limit 
switch location. 

Vibration caused power transformer short-circuit 
capacity significantly reduced, may induce serious 
equipment accidents, may result in failure or affect 
operation of the transformer substation normal  
power supply. 

Monitoring layer is consisted of sensors net 
distributed at the top, middle and lower parts of the 
transformer; it is mainly responsible for the vibration 
signal acquisition substation to form a network, 
arranged on the transformer, collecting the  
vibration signal.  

Measuring point can be arranged at the front of 
the tank to monitor horizontal and vertical directions 
simultaneously [10]. 

Communication layer is the middle point of each 
measuring and monitoring station computer via bus 
communication, by way of response to complete 
communication. By building a unified data platform 
transmit data, the system collect and process online 
monitoring data, control station provides contact 
management interface, the realize view device status 
monitoring, a comprehensive analysis of the data and 
applications. Management control in the main control 
room analysis and process data collected to monitor 
the computer for each measuring point, it collected 
data to complete data processing, storage, by 
comparison with empirical data, take relevant 
measures, such as reporting, printing or overrun 
alarm. 

When the signal is transmitted from the 
transformer monitoring station, the monitoring 
station and the monitoring station and between the 
monitoring station and control center use the CAN 
bus to communicate, it is an effective serial 
communications network support distributed control 
and real-time control. CAN bus standard adopted 
packet-based communication, any part of the 
network receives the packets are compared with their 
identification codes to determine whether the packet 
itself about this part. Monitoring station within the 
system obtained through the analysis of vibration 

signals determine which part is produced abnormal 
vibration, and then pass the relevant signals into the 
main building of the monitoring center, in the 
monitoring center, the degree of change through the 
vibration data and experience than the right, which a 
judge winding, or core fails, namely the use of 
vibration method to monitor power transformer fault 
location can be achieved. 

With power Transformer electric and magnetic 
field strength increasing, it is possible to increase 
demand of the power transformer coil, tap, body of 
the transformer in electrical, thermal and mechanical 
performance. In addition to the electromagnet portion 
power transformer, the transformer further comprise 
a fuel tank, the cooling device, the insulating sleeve, 
regulating and protecting devices, since the different 
of capacity and voltage levels, the requirements of 
necessary components and structure to core, 
windings, insulation, shell are different. 

In transportation, installation and maintenance 
process, it may be subjected by mechanical power 
transformers collision. Since mechanical, 
electromagnetic and other factors, the core and the 
winding may be loose. As force of core and winding 
clamping is reduced, short-circuit capacity will be 
reduced, may cause serious accident. Core vibration 
is generally caused by the excitation current, and the 
winding vibration is caused by the load current,  and 
in the case of the same frequency, the vibration 
frequency is not changed. If the winding or core fails, 
the vibrations (amplitude, energy, etc.) may change. 
If vibration fundamental characteristics of the 
winding and the core are determined, weed out other 
causes of the vibration signal interference, power 
transformers criterion of vibration method for on-line 
monitoring can be raised. 

Abnormal deformation of the core and windings 
accounted for a large proportion in the transformer 
failures. Vibrations mainly come from: 
magnetostrictive, electromagnetic attraction, dynamic 
electromagnetic force and tank wall vibrations. 

Magnetic leakage generated by transformer load 
current cause the vibration of the winding, the rated 
flux usually take 1.5-1.8 T (Tesla). With the 
continuous improvement of manufacturing process 
control and improvement of overlapping mode (such 
as the use ladder joints, etc.), glass epoxy adhesive 
banding together for both the stem and yoke, the core 
vibrations caused electromagnetic attraction at the 
seams and silicon steel laminations is much smaller 
than the core vibration caused by magnetostriction.  

In summary, operating at 1.5-1.8 T rated flux 
transformer, its main body vibration of the vibration 
depends on the transformer core, and the core of the 
vibration depends on magnetostriction of silicon steel 
transformer core. If there is wound winding 
loosening the transformer will increase the vibration; 
when the momentary short circuit cause the 
transformer winding insulation breakdown, the 
vibration will increase. 

From several phenomenon of view, compression 
and deformation of core and windings have a great 
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relationship with vibration, so good compaction 
conditions of the transformer core and windings can 
largely reduce the vibration. Research of this 
relationship will provide a basis for monitor 
transformer fault based on vibration monitoring. 

There are many reasons causing in substation 
failure, such as many points of failure, the protection 
tripping the circuit breaker tripping device, poor 
transmission of information. Since uncertainties 
exist, the fault diagnosis problem becomes 
complicated. To improve the performance of fault 
diagnosis, it must deal with the relationship between 
the source and the fault symptom. Signal 
identification method is used to derive a known fault 
symptom of fault sources, put substation fault 
diagnosis problem into looking for signs of trouble 
matching, analysis the vibration signal method based 
on substation operation mode. 

In case of accidents, it has significance to restore 
the system fault correctly and quickly and  
important system reliability; this is also the domestic 
and foreign for power system fault causes  
extensive research. 

 
 

4. Vibration Signal Analysis 
 
Because the vibration characteristics of 

transformer at each position in the body of the 
measured is most closely theoretically with nearest 
local oscillator, the body's vibration signal is 
measured by vibration sensors in no-load and load 
conditions. Load current of load power transformer is 
zero, and thus the winding can negligible vibration, 
the vibration body of the transformer is mainly 
caused by the core of the magnetizing current. The 
vibration signal measured is belong to the core, the 
load current flows through the coil, in addition to the 
core, the vibration also includes vibration under the 
action of the load current, they are the core and 
windings of the vibration signal superposition. The 
substation can operate normally in way to work for 
national construction services. The design of 
electrical substation primary electric equipment 
include the main transformer and the main wiring, 
secondary electric section includes monitoring, 
control, main protection, transformer backup 
protection. Core vibration has been basically 
unchanged in the condition of no-load, load and load 
change. Vibration signal windings can be obtained 
when the no-load is isolated from the vibration 
signal. Transformer malfunction is divided into 
sudden and latent, process of sudden failure 
generating is rapidly, result serious consequences, 
latent failures is divided into internal partial 
discharge, overheating and transformer insulation 
aging [11].  

Vibration method is an effective means in the 
diagnosis of latent fault transformer operation, first 
used in the shunt reactor. It reflects the transformer 
windings and core condition through online 
monitoring transformer body surface vibration, the 

study developed rapidly in recent years. Vibration of 
large-capacity transformer tank surface is closely 
related with the clamp fixed state of winding and the 
magnetic conductor. 

Since vibration spectrum of the fan, pump 
vibration caused by the cooling system are 
concentrated below 100 Hz, there is significantly 
different with the vibration characteristics of the 
body, it can be relatively easy to tell the difference 
from the transformer vibration signals. Transformer 
windings, core vibration is closely related with its 
pressing position, displacement and deformation, so 
the tank surface by measuring the vibration signals 
can reflect the status of the transformer windings and 
iron core, windings was monitored whether there is a 
problem of deformation and loose. 

The vibration changes can reflect winding failure 
in (if the windings are close to the natural frequency, 
the transformer vibration has been greatly 
strengthened). Vibration monitoring through the 
transformer core and winding condition is feasible. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
Electrical substation once part of the design 

including the main transformer and the main wiring, 
electrical transformer secondary section includes 
monitoring, control, main protection, transformer 
backup protection. The large transformer substation 
monitoring system has been proposed based on 
vibration program; significantly distinctive feature of 
the system is the bus connection, distributed 
collection. The body vibration are linked with 
winding and core conditions, so the body of the 
transformer vibration signal can be measured by 
vibration sensor and analyzed, windings and core 
operating conditions can be predicted and judged. 
The vibration of the body can be direct measure 
without the embedded vibration sensor, the vibration 
signal measured from sensor only correlated with the 
transformer body in theoretical no longer with the 
noise of the surrounding environment in order to the 
transmit the on-line monitoring and accurate 
information related devices. This approach conducive 
to information focused processing, display, saving 
human resources, while reducing the staff by high 
voltage strong radiation damage and monitoring the 
transformer anomalies line integrated and fault 
information for substation equipment operation to 
provide security. 
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Abstract: To realize high-accuracy measurement parameter of transient disturbance signal, Aiming at the 
transient disturbance signal is nonlinear, irregular and mutation characteristics, the local mean decomposition 
(LMD) algorithm is applied to the transient disturbance detection in power system for the first time. Transient 
disturbance signal is adaptively decomposed into a number of Product Function (PF for short) by the algorithm, 
and the PF is made of the envelope signal and pure Frequency Modulation signal. The amplitude and PF 
frequency respectively obtained by the envelope signal and pure Frequency Modulation signal. Further 
combination, we can get the original signal of time frequency distribution curves. The amplitude and frequency 
curve, not only can accurately locate the disturbance moments, but also can detect the voltage fluctuation 
amplitude of typical transient disturbance signal, such as voltage swell, and voltage sag, The simulation 
waveform was influenced by "end effect" smaller. Simulation results show that LMD Algorithm is effective, 
and has better locate accuracy and computing speed than the HHT algorithm. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Local mean decomposition, Transient disturbance signal, End effect, Power quality detection, HHT. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

With the rapid development of national economy, 
power load become more and more complex and 
diverse with a large number of applications of 
nonlinear, impact resistance, unbalanced load 
characteristics and harmonic serious device, such as 
DC converter station, wind power generation, the 
FACTS device, asynchronous motor, high-speed 
railway. Cause a series of power quality problems, 
such as voltage sags, voltage fluctuation and voltage 
flicker, waveform distortion and transient 
disturbance. At the same time, all kinds of power 
system fault, switching operation, load fluctuation 

and lightning, will cause the power transient 
disturbance, the disturbance is enough to endanger 
the adjustable speed motor, rectifier and other 
sensitive equipment safety operation, therefore, the 
transient signal analysis is the basis of power system 
fault diagnosis and transient protection. Typical 
transient disturbance signal include voltage swell 
signal, voltage sag signal, voltage interruption signal, 
transient oscillation signal, transient pulses signal and 
frequency fluctuation etc. 

At present, the detection methods of power 
quality transient disturbance have many methods, 
including FFT algorithm, wavelet transform,  
S transform, Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) and 
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other theoretical combination algorithm. FFT has 
excellent performance in the analysis of stationary 
periodic signal, but cannot deal with non-linear, non-
stationary signal, and detection of inter-harmonics 
have shortcomings of spectral leakage and fence 
phenomena [1-2]. Wavelet transform can detect 
nonlinear time-varying high-frequency disturbance 
signal, but has not very good detecting low-frequency 
disturbance signal, in addition to selection of basis 
functions is a difficult problem, but once the 
decomposition level was determined, its frequency 
resolution is constant, lack of adaptability, but also 
limited by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [3-4]. 
S transform is an inheritance and development of 
wavelet transform, S transform can analyze 
amplitude of each frequency disturbance signal, but 
there are some errors of S transform to detect the 
amplitude of Composite disturbance signal contains 
harmonics [5]. HHT is a new nonlinear, non-
stationary signal processing method, HHT 
decompose the signal according to the inherent 
characteristics scale, frequency resolution changes 
along with the signal characteristic scale, HHT has 
well adaptively [6-8], but HHT using a cubic spline 
interpolation fitting the envelope signal is easy to 
appear envelope, owe envelope phenomenon, 
resulting in the end effects of decomposed signal 
waveform is serious, in addition to HHT obtain 
intrinsic mode function (IMF ) through continuous 
minus the mean envelope function, resulting in too 
many times "screening" [6-7], HHT in the excessive 
number of "screening" led to the end effect of 
pollution throughout the data segment and the 
instantaneous frequency based HHT time frequency 
analysis methods often appear to be negative is a 
physical phenomena which is difficult to  
explain [8-10]. 

In 2005, Smith proposed the Local Mean 
Decomposition algorithm (Local Mean 
Decomposition, LMD) [11], LMD can decompose 
complex signals into Product Function (PF) sum, 
each product function consists of envelope function 
and pure frequency modulation function, the 
frequency of Pure frequency modulation function is 
the instantaneous frequency of PF. LMD and HHT 
similar, but also according to the inherent 
characteristics of complex signal decomposed signal, 
but LMD adopts the sliding average method to fit the 
envelope function, and avoid the envelope, owe 
envelope phenomenon, in addition, LMD PF by 
dividing the envelope function, the number of 
"screening" fewer. LMD has been successfully 
applied to the extraction of instantaneous frequency 
[12-13], mechanical fault diagnosis and modulation 
signal analysis field [14-16]. Aiming at the transient 
disturbance signal is nonlinear, irregular and 
mutation characteristics, the local mean 
decomposition (LMD) algorithm is applied to the 
transient disturbance detection in power system for 
the first time. Simulation results show that LMD 
Algorithm is effective, and has better locate accuracy 
and computing speed.  

2. Local Mean Decomposition Principle 
 
For any signal x (t), the local mean decomposition 

steps are as follows [17-18]: 
1) Find out the signal x (t) the local extreme 

points of ni, calculate any two adjacent local extreme 
point means mi, there are: 
 

mi= (ni+ ni+1)/2 (1) 
 

All the adjacent local mean points mi and mi+1 are 
connected by broken line, and then smoothed by 
sliding average algorithm, get the local mean 
function m11 (t). 

2) Calculate the envelope estimate ai 

 

ai=| ni-ni+1|/2 (2) 
 
Connect each adjacent envelope estimate values ai 

and ai +1 with broken line, and then smoothed by 
sliding average algorithm to get the envelope 
estimate function a11 (t). 

3) Separate the local mean function m11 (t) from 
the original signal x (t), and obtain the signal H11 (t):  

 
h11 (t)=x (t) - m11 (t) (3) 

 
4) Divide h11 (t) by the envelope estimate function 

a11 (t), get FM signal s11 (t): 
 

s11 (t)=h11(t)/a11 (t) (4) 
 
Repeat the above steps for s11 (t), get the envelope 

estimation function a12 (t), If a12 (t) is not equal to 1, 
indicating that s11 (t) is not a pure frequency 
modulation signal, and then repeat n times until s1n (t) 
is a pure FM signal, i.e. namely the envelope 
estimation function of s1n (t )is a1(n+1) (t)=1, so: 
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Conditions for iterative terminated: 
 

1)(lim 1
n




ta n  (7) 

 
In practical application, in order to avoid 

excessive decomposition number, we can set a 
disturbance Δ, the iteration will end when 1-
Δ≤a1n (t) ≤1+Δ. 
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5) Multiply the iterative process envelope 
estimation function, get the envelope signal a1 (t):  
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   (8) 

 
6) Obtain the formula (8) in the envelope signal 

a1 (t) and pure FM signal s1n (t) multiplied, to obtain 
the original signal x (t), as a PF component: 

 
PF1 (t)=a1 (t) s1n (t) (9) 

 
It contains the highest frequency component of 

the original signal. It is a single component amplitude 
modulation and frequency modulation signal, the 
instantaneous amplitude is the envelope signal a1(t), 
the instantaneous frequency f1 (t )can be calculated by 
pure FM signal s1n (t): 
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7) Separate PF1 (t) components from the original 

signal x (t), and obtain the signal u1 (t), u1 (t) as the 
new data, repeat the above steps, k cycle, until uk (t) 
as monotonic function so far. 
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As can be seen from the above steps, the original 

signal can be reconstructed by uk (t) and all PF 
components, i.e.:  
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3. Power Quality Disturbance Signal 
Model 
 

The utility grid ideally should provide a constant 
frequency, sine wave, standard voltage, stable electric 
service reliability for the power user. In a three-phase 
power system should meet the phase amplitude equal 
size, phase symmetry and mutual difference is 1200, 
but with the use of non-linear load and impact load 
growth and sensitive equipment, in addition influence 
on the external interference and all kinds of fault, this 
ideal state does not exist, the grid contains the 
disturbance signal, cause the signal waveform 
distortion. 

Typical transient disturbance signal include 
voltage swell signal, voltage sag signal, voltage 
interruption signal, transient oscillation signal, 
transient pulses signal and frequency fluctuation etc. 

With the IEEE 1159-2009 standard as the basis, 
normalized mathematical model of the transient 
disturbance signal as shown in Table 1. 

In Table 1, )(t  is unit step function, t1, t2 are the 

beginning and ending time of disturbance signal 
disturbance, a is amplitude, β is the frequency 
coefficient, c  is the transient oscillation attenuation 
coefficient. 

 
 

4. Detection and Analysis of Transient 
Disturbance Signal Based on LMD 

 

4.1. Detection of Transient Disturbance 
Signal Based on LMD Algorithm 

 

This algorithm uses the frequency of 4000 Hz. It 
meets the requirements of Smart Substation, namely 
each cycle sampling point 80. Each simulation data 
were analyzed from 960 sampling points. To detect 
six kinds of transient disturbance signal, generated by 
the mathematical model of disturbance signal as 
shown in Table 2, where sT 02.0 . 

 
Table 1. The disturbance signal mode. 

 
Types Mathematical model Parameter  

Standard signal  )sin()( ttx   f 2 Hzf 50  

Voltage swell signal    )sin()()(1)( 12 tttatx    
8.01.0  a

TttT 305.0 12   

Voltage sag signal    )sin()()(-1)( 12 tttatx    
9.01.0  a

TttT 305.0 12   

Voltage 
interruption signal 

   )sin()()(-1)( 12 tttatx    
19.0  a

TttT 305.0 12   

Transient 
oscillation signal   )sin()()()sin()( 12

)( 1 ttteattx ttc     

8.02.0  a , 0210  c  
186  

TttT 35.0 12   

Transient pulses 
signal 

 )()()sin()( 12 ttattx    
31  a

TttT 15.005.0 12   

Frequency 
fluctuation signal 

)sin()( ttx s  
sf 2  

sf  is offset frequency 
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Table 2. Transient disturbance signal simulation model. 
 

Types Simulation model 

Voltage swell signal    )sin()5.4()9.5(0.451)( tTTtx    

Voltage sag signal    )sin()01.4()53.8(.550-1)( tTTtx    

Voltage interruption signal    )sin()97.3()0.7(.920-1)( tTTtx    

Transient oscillation signal   )10sin()25.6()25.7(8.0)sin()( )25.6(20 tTTettx Tt   

 

Transient pulses signal  )12.6()25.6(7.1)sin()( TTttx    

Frequency fluctuation signal 
sin( ) 4 , 8

( )
sin( ) 4 8s

t t T t T
x t

t T t T




 
   

， 50.5Hz  

 
 

Transient disturbance signal in Table 2 using 
LMD algorithm, waveform obtained as shown in 
Fig. 1 to Fig. 6. Each of these photos from top to 
bottom were the original transient disturbance  
signal waveform, amplitude function curve and 
frequency curve.  
Remove the endpoint, two extreme points of 
instantaneous frequency curve are the disturbance 
start and stop time. All sampling points of the 
instantaneous amplitude and frequency curve in the 
disturbance time are fitted by using Least Square 
Method, obtaining stable interval value is the 
detection results of disturbance amplitude and 
frequency. Transient disturbance detection results 
based on LMD algorithm as shown in Table 3. 

 4.2. Analysis of the Transient Disturbance 
Signal Detection Based on LMD 
Algorithm and HHT Algorithm 

 

The harmonic and voltage sagdisturbance signal 
as an example, 

 

])7sin(11.0)3sin(18.0

)sin(}[)]25.6()9.66(0.67[-{[1)(

tt

tTTtx







. 

 

We use the LMD algorithm and HHT algorithm 
to detect the disturbance signal, can obtain the 
instantaneous amplitude and frequency curve as 
shown in Fig. 7. 
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) voltage swell signal amplitude. 
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(c) voltage swell signal frequency. 
 

Fig. 1. Voltage swell signal detection results.
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) voltage sag signal amplitude 
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(c) voltage sag signal frequency 
 

Fig. 2. Voltage sag signal detection results. 
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) voltage interruption signal amplitude. 
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(c) voltage interruption signal frequency. 
 

Fig. 3. Voltage interruption signal detection results. 
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) transient oscillation signal amplitude. 
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(c) transient oscillation signal frequency. 
 

Fig. 4. Transient oscillation signal detection results. 
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) transient pulses signal amplitude. 
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(c) transient pulses signal frequency. 
 

Fig. 5. Transient pulses signal detection results.
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) frequency fluctuation signal amplitude. 
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(c) frequency fluctuation signal frequency. 
 

Fig. 6. Frequency fluctuation signal detection results. 
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Table 3. Transient disturbance detection results based on LMD. 
 

 
Result and 

Type 

Disturbance start time /s Disturbance end time /s Disturbance amplitude /% Disturbance frequency /Hz
Theore-

tical 
value 

Measu-
rement 
value 

Error 
% 

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure-
ment value

Error 
% 

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure-
ment value

Error 
% 

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure-
ment value

Error 
% 

Voltage 
swell 

0.09 0.09 0 0.19 0.1905 0.26 0.45 0.449 0.22 * * * 

Voltage 
sag 

0.0802 0.08 0.37 0.1706 0.171 0.0234 0.55 0.5514 0.25 * * * 

Voltage 
interruption 

0.0794 0.0795 0.125 0.14 0.1405 0.357 0.92 0.092052 0.005 * * * 

Transient 
oscillation 

0.125 0.12575 0.6 0.145 0.14625 0.86 0.8 0.7638 4.5 500 506.55 1.31 

Transient 
pulses 

0.1224 0.1225 0.08 0.125 0.1255 0.4 1.7 1.8395 8.2 * * * 

Frequency 
fluctuation 

0.08 0.08025 0.3125 0.16 0.16025 0.156 * * * 50.5 50.86 0.71 

 
Note: "*" that need not detect the physical quantity. 
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) fundamental amplitude. 
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(c) third harmonic amplitude. 
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(d) seven-order harmonic amplitude. 
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(e) fundamental frequency.  
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(f) third harmonic frequency. 
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(g) seven- order harmonic frequency. 
 

Fig. 7. Instantaneous amplitude and frequency curve based on LMD algorithm and HHT algorithm. 
 
 

From Fig. 7 (b)-(d) shows that, LMD algorithm 
end effect is better than HHT algorithm, waveform is 
also more smooth from the initial stage of 

disturbance signal to the disturbance recovery time. 
In addition, also known in the 0.11 s disturbance 
occurring time, voltage amplitude is 0.8255 p.u, in 
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the 0.19 s disturbance recovery time, voltage 
amplitude is 0.8255 p.u; from Fig. 7 (e)-(g), analysis 
of instantaneous voltage sag signal, although the 
HHT method can according to the frequency of 
mutation point to determine the disturbance 
occurrence time, but the LMD algorithm to get the 
instantaneous disturbance frequency than the 
HHT algorithm is more accurate, and the entire data 
sequence by the end effect is smaller. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

In order to detect the transient disturbance signal, 
this paper uses LMD algorithm to analysis typical 
voltage swell signal, voltage sag signal, voltage 
interruption signal, transient oscillation signal, 
transient pulses signal and frequency fluctuation, 
harmonics and voltage swell signals etc. compared 
with HHT algorithm, we can get to some 
conclusions: 

1) The instantaneous amplitude function can 
accurately determine the disturbance time, 
disturbance frequency and the disturbance magnitude 
of short-time voltage swell signal and the short-time 
voltage sag signal based on LMD algorithm, the 
waveform using LMD algorithm is better than 
HHT algorithm. 

2) The end effect of LMD was better than HHT; 
3) LMD algorithm does not require the integral 

operation, has a fast computing speeds. 
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Abstract: In order to realize the accurate identification of mixed disturbance signal in power system, the local 
mean decomposition (LMD) algorithm is applied to the mixed disturbance detection in power system for the 
first time. The typical power quality mixed disturbance signal include harmonics and voltage flicker signal, 
harmonics and voltage swell signal, harmonics and voltage sag signal, harmonics and voltage interruption 
signal, as well as the actual mixed disturbance signals occurred in smart substation, are selected and analyzed by 
LMD algorithm. Disturbance signal is adaptively decomposed into a number of Product Function (PF for short) 
by the algorithm, and the PF is made of the envelope signal and pure Frequency Modulation signal. We can get 
the original signal of frequency and amplitude distribution curves. Simulation results show that LMD algorithm 
is better than HHT algorithm in the parameter fluctuation of transient characteristic parameter detection, the 
detection accuracy, the end effect and running time. Detection results of Smart Substation shows that, the 
amplitude, frequency, start and end time of disturbance signal can be accurately detected by LMD algorithm, 
proving the correctness of the LMD algorithm. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Local Mean Decomposition, Mixed disturbance, End effect, Harmonic, HHT, Power quality. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

In twenty-first Century, the energy crisis has 
become increasingly prominent, energy saving and 
emission reduction, green energy, sustainable 
development has become the theme of the 
development of the electric power. With the arrival of 
the era of smart grid, power load become more and 
more complex and diverse. With a large number of 
applications of nonlinear, impact resistance, 
unbalanced load characteristics and harmonic serious 
device, Cause a series of power quality problems, 
such as voltage sags, voltage fluctuation and voltage 
flicker, waveform distortion and transient 
disturbance. It is particularly necessary and urgent for 

the scientific research on the power quality  
problems [1]. 

At present, the detection methods of power 
quality transient disturbance have many methods, 
including FFT algorithm, wavelet transform,  
S transform, Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) and 
other theoretical combination algorithm. Fourier 
transform can not handle non-linear, non-stationary 
signals, spectral leakage and fence phenomena also 
exist between treatments harmonic shortcomings; 
analysis of non-linear, non-stationary signals wavelet 
theory has many limitations, must construct divide 
strict and energy concentration wavelet basis [2-5],  
S transform is an inheritance and development 
of wavelet transform, S transform can analyze 
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amplitude of each frequency disturbance signal, but 
there are some errors of S transform to detect the 
amplitude of Composite disturbance signal contains 
harmonics [6-10]; HHT power quality detection 
methods achieved good results, but the 
decomposition of the modal experience using a cubic 
spline interpolation fitting the envelope signal is easy 
to appear envelope, owe envelope phenomenon; HHT 
in the excessive number of "screening" led to the end 
effect of pollution throughout the data segment and 
the instantaneous frequency based HHT time 
frequency analysis methods often appear to be 
negative is a physical phenomena which is difficult to 
explain [11-12]. 

Typical power quality disturbance signal include 
harmonics, voltage flicker signal, voltage swell 
signal, voltage sag signal, voltage interruption signal, 
transient oscillation signal, transient pulses signal and 
frequency fluctuation and mixed disturbance signal, 
which is composed of two or more single disturbance 
signal. Most of the research is to solve single 
disturbance problem, the study of mixed disturbance 
problem is less. 

Jonathan Smith proposed a new adaptive time-
frequency analysis method local mean decomposition 
(local mean decomposition LMD) in 2005 [13], LMD 
time-frequency analysis method is to decompose the 
original signal into a series of product function group 
(the Product Function, PF), the layers PF by the 
envelope signal and pure FM signal is composed of 
two parts, they contain all of the instantaneous 
amplitude and instantaneous frequency information, 
the further combination when you can get the original 
signal frequency distribution. The LMD method has 
been successfully applied to the detection of EEG, 
the instantaneous frequency of the signal extraction 
and mechanical fault diagnosis [14-15]. LMD 
algorithm is applied to detection the disturbance time, 
frequency and amplitude of the mixed disturbance 
signal in power system for the first time. Simulation 
and experimental results show that LMD Algorithm 
is effective, and has better locate accuracy and 
computing speed. 

 
 

2. LMD Principle  
 

2.1. Local Mean Decomposition Process 
 

The basic calculation of the local mean 
decomposition flow chart shown in Fig. 1, the 
decomposition process of the LMD is a triple cyclic 
process: the first cyclic sliding smoothing strike a 
local mean function mi (t) and envelope estimation 
function ai (t), and the loop terminates conditions 
sliding smoothed signal adjacent dots are not equal; 
the two cyclic strike PFi (t) the process loop 
termination condition to strike out the sin (t) is a pure 
FM signal; the third cyclic process is for the purpose 
of obtaining all PFi (t), the loop terminates conditions 
residual component uk (t) and only one extreme point. 
Pure FM signal and the envelope signal is separated 

from the original signal after three cycles, the pure 
FM signal and the envelope signal is obtained by 
multiplying the first PF component, and then 
gradually loop process, the decomposition of the  
PF component further determine the instantaneous 
frequency and instantaneous amplitude, we can 
obtain the complete time-frequency distribution of 
the original signal. 

 
 

2.2. Local Mean Decomposition Algorithm 
 
Local mean decomposition can decompose any 

complicated signal into a number of the  
PF component which has a certain physical meaning 
and, each PF component by the plain envelope signal 
and FM signal integrated. For a signal x (t), the 
decomposition step is as follows: 

Step 1: to determine the signal x (t) of all local 
extreme point ni. 

Step 2: through each extremum point ni, calculate 
any two adjacent local extreme point mean mi and the 
value of the envelope estimate ai 

 
mi= (ni+ ni+1)/2 (1) 

 
ai=| ni-ni+1|/2 (2) 

 
Connect the adjacent local mean point mi and  

mi+1 with broken line, and then conduct smooth 
handling by using sliding average algorithm to get 
the local mean function m11 (t). Connect each 
adjacent envelope estimate values ai and ai+1 with 
broken line, and then conduct smooth handling by 
using the moving average method to get the envelope 
estimate function a11 (t). 

Step 3: separate the local mean function m11 (t) 
from the original signal x (t), and obtain the  
signal h11 (t):  

 
h11 (t)=x (t) - m11 (t) (3) 

 
Step 4: divide h11 (t) by the envelope estimate 

function a11 (t), get FM signal s11 (t): 
 

s11 (t)= h11 (t)/ a11 (t) (4) 
 
Determine whether the s11 (t) is a pure FM signal, 

the determination condition is to repeat the above 
steps for s11 (t), get the envelope estimation function 
a12 (t) satisfies the a12 (t)=1, and if not satisfy 
described and s11 (t) is not a pure FM signal and then 
repeat n times until s1n (t) is a pure FM signal, i.e. 
s1n (t) the envelope of the estimation functions satisfy 
a1 (n +1) (t)=1, so: 
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Conditions for iterative terminated: 
 

1)(lim 1
n




ta n  (7) 

 
 

In practical application, in order to avoid 
excessive decomposition number, we can set a 
disturbance Δ, the iteration will end when 1-Δ≤a1n(t) 
≤1+Δ. 

Step 5: multiply the iterative process envelope 
estimation function, get the envelope signal a1 (t): 
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the local mean decomposition. 
 

 
Step 6: obtain the formula (8) in the envelope 

signal a1 (t) and pure FM signal s1n (t) multiplied, to 
obtain the original signal x (t), as a PF component: 

 

PF1 (t)= a1 (t) s1n (t) (9) 
 

The first PF component contains the highest 
frequency component of the original signal. 

Step 7: separate PF1(T) from the original signal 
x (t) to get u1 (t) as a new data to repeat the above 

steps, the cycle k times until uk (t) is a monotonic 
function so far. 
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As can be seen from the above steps, the original 
signal can be reconstructed by uk (t) and all PF 
components, i.e.: 

 

)()()(
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tutPFtx k

k

i
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 (11) 

 
 

2.3. Based on the Instantaneous Frequency  
of the LMD Strike 

 
By formula (11), the signal is decomposed into a 

number of PF component and, each PF components 
represented by the pure envelope signal a(t) and pure 
FM function s (t)=cosφ(t), its frequency can be pure 
FM function s (t) directly solve, namely: 

 
φ (t)=arcos(s (t)) (12) 

 
Expand the formula (12) and the derivative can be 

calculated the instantaneous frequency of  
s (t) the corresponding component of the 

instantaneous frequency of the PF. s (t) values 
between ± 1, if s (t) value is approximately equal  
to ± 1, ± 1 instead because it is derived by the 
derivative of the cosine function of the instantaneous 
frequency of the PF. This method of obtaining 
frequency is intuitive and simple, referred to as 
"direct method", and compared to the method of the 

instantaneous frequency of HHT transform strike to 
strike the instantaneous frequency of the "direct 
method" is always a positive value, does not appear 
HHT negative frequencies phenomenon. 

 
 

3. Power Quality Disturbance Signal 
Model 
 
The utility grid ideally should provide a constant 

frequency, sine wave, standard voltage, stable electric 
service reliability for the power user. In a three-phase 
power system should meet the phase amplitude equal 
size, phase symmetry and mutual difference is 
1200, but with the use of non-linear load and impact 
load growth and sensitive equipment, in addition 
influence on the external interference and all kinds 
of fault, this ideal state does not exist, the grid 
contains the disturbance signal, cause the signal 
waveform distortion. 

Typical power quality disturbance signal include 
harmonics, voltage flicker signal, voltage swell 
signal, voltage sag signal, voltage interruption signal, 
transient oscillation signal, transient pulses signal and 
frequency fluctuation and mixed disturbance signal, 
which is composed of two or more single. 

With the IEEE 1159-2009 standard as the basis, 
normalized mathematical model of power quality 
disturbance signal as shown in Table 1. 

 

 
 
 

Table 1. The disturbance signal mode. 
 

Types Mathematical model Parameter  
Standard 
signal  

)sin()( ttx   f 2 Hzf 50  

Harmonics 



n

i
ii tattx

1

)sin()sin()(   
3.005.0  ia  

i  is a positive integer 

Voltage flicker 
signal 

  )sin()sin(1)( ttatx    
2.01.0  a
5.002.0    

Voltage swell 
signal 

   )sin()()(1)( 12 tttatx    
8.01.0  a

TttT 305.0 12   

Voltage sag 
signal 

   )sin()()(-1)( 12 tttatx    
9.01.0  a

TttT 305.0 12   

Voltage 
interruption 
signal 

   )sin()()(-1)( 12 tttatx    
19.0  a

TttT 305.0 12   

Transient 
oscillation 
signal 

  )sin()()()sin()( 12
)( 1 ttteattx ttc     

8.02.0  a
0210  c  

186  
TttT 35.0 12   

Transient 
pulses signal 

 )()()sin()( 12 ttattx    
31  a

TttT 15.005.0 12   
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Table 1 (Continue). The disturbance signal mode. 
 

Types Mathematical model Parameter  
Frequency 
fluctuation 
signal 

)sin()( ttx s  
sf 2  

sf is offset frequency 

Harmonics+ 
voltage flicker 

])sin()sin([)}sin()]sin({[1)(
1




n

i
ii tatttatx   

3.005.0  ia  

i  is a positive nteger 

2.01.0  a
5.002.0    

Harmonics+ 
voltage swell 

])sin()sin(}[)]()([{[1)(
1

12 



n

i
ii tatttatx   

3.005.0  ia  

i  is a positive nteger 

8.01.0  a
TttT 305.0 12   

Harmonics+ 
voltage sag 

])sin()sin(}[)]()([-{[1)(
1

12 



n

i
ii tatttatx   

3.005.0  ia  

i  is a positive nteger 

9.01.0  a
TttT 305.0 12   

Harmonics+ 
voltage 
interruption 

])sin()sin(}[)]()([-{[1)(
1

12 



n

i
ii tatttatx   

3.005.0  ia  

i  is a positive nteger 

19.0  a
TttT 305.0 12   

 
 
 
In Table 1, )(t  is unit step function, 1t , 2t are 

the beginning and ending time of disturbance 
signal disturbance, a is amplitude,   is 

the frequency coefficient, c  is the transient 
oscillation attenuation coefficient. 

 
 

4. Detection and Analysis of Mixed 
Disturbance Signal Using 
LMD Algorithm 
 

4.1. Analysis of the Mixed Disturbance Signal 
Detection Based on LMD Algorithm  
and HHT Algorithm 

 
The harmonic and voltage sag disturbance signal 

as an example, 

])7sin(11.0)3sin(18.0

)sin(}[)]5.5()8.52(0.67[-{[1)(

tt

tTTtx







. 

We use the LMD algorithm and HHT algorithm 
to detect the disturbance signal, can obtain the 
instantaneous amplitude and frequency curve as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

From Fig. 2 (a)-(g) and Table 2 shows that, 
LMD algorithm is better than HHT algorithm in the 
parameter fluctuation of transient characteristic 
parameter detection, the end effect, the detection 
accuracy and running time. 

 
 

4.2. Detection of Mixed Disturbance 
Signal Based on LMD 

 

This algorithm uses the frequency of 4000 Hz. It 
meets the requirements of Smart Substation, namely 
each cycle sampling point 80. Each simulation data 
were analyzed from 960 sampling points. To detect 
six kinds of transient disturbance signal, generated by 
the mathematical model of disturbance signal as 
shown in Table 3, where sT 02.0 . 

Mixed disturbance signal in Table 3 using LMD 
algorithm, waveform obtained as shown in Fig. 3 
to Fig. 6. Each of these photos from top to bottom 
were the original transient disturbance signal 
waveform, amplitude function curve and frequency 
curve. 

Remove the endpoint, two extreme points of 
instantaneous frequency curve are the disturbance 
start and stop time. All sampling points of the 
instantaneous amplitude and frequency curve in the 
disturbance time are fitted by using Least Square 
Method, obtaining stable interval value is the 
detection results of disturbance amplitude and 
frequency. Mixed disturbance detection results based 
on LMD algorithm as shown in Table 4. 

 
 

5. Experimental Verification 
 

Detection and identification of smart substation 
data collection using LMD algorithm, the results as 
shown in Fig. 7. 
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) fundamental amplitude. 
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(c) third harmonic amplitude. 
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(d) seven- order harmonic amplitude. 
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(e) fundamental frequency. 
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(f) third harmonic frequency. 
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(g) seven-order harmonic frequency. 
 

Fig. 2. Instantaneous amplitude and frequency curve based on LMD algorithm and HHT algorithm. 
 

Table 2. The disturbance signal detection result based on LMD algorithm and HHT algorithm. 
 

Result and 
Type 

Disturbance start time /s Disturbance end time /s Disturbance amplitude /% 
Disturbance frequency 

/Hz 
Theor
etical 
value 

Measu-
rement 
value 

Error 
% 

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure
ment 
value 

Error 
% 

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure
ment 
value 

Error 
% 

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure
ment 
value 

Erro
r % 

H
H

T
 

h
ar

m
on

ic
s 3rd * * * * * * 0.18 0.1812 0.67 150 150.6 0.4 

7th * * * * * * 0.11 0.1128 2.55 350 351.2 0.34 

voltage 
sag 

0.11 0.11075 0.68 0.1704 0.1705 0.059 0.67 0.6733 0.49 * * * 

L
M

D
 

h
ar

m
on

ic
s 3rd * * * * * * 0.18 0.1803 0.17 150 149.8 0.133

7th * * * * * * 0.11 0.1112 1.09 350 350.6 0.171

voltage 
sag 

0.11 0.11 0 0.1704 0.1705 0.059 0.67 0.6721 0.31 * * * 

Note: "*" that need not detect the physical quantity. 
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) 11th harmonic frequency. 
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(c) 11th harmonic envelope signal. 
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(d) amplitude of 11th harmonic envelope signal. 
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(e) 5th harmonic frequency. 
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(f) 5th harmonic envelope signal. 
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(g) amplitude of 5th harmonic envelope signal. 
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(h) fundamental frequency.  
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(i) fundamental harmonic envelope signal. 
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(j) voltage flicker signal frequency. 
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(k) voltage flicker signal amplitude. 
 

Fig. 3. Harmonics +voltage flicker signal detection results. 
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(b) fundamental amplitude. 
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(c) harmonic amplitude. 
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(d) fundamental frequency.  
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(e) harmonic frequency. 

 
Fig. 4. Harmonics +voltage swell signal  

detection results. 
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(b) fundamental amplitude. 
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(c) harmonic amplitude. 
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(d) fundamental frequency.  
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Fig. 5. Harmonics +voltage sag signal  

detection results. 
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(a) original signal. 
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(b) fundamental amplitude. 
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(c) harmonic amplitude. 
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(d) fundamental frequency  
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(e) harmonic frequency. 

 
Fig. 6. Harmonics +voltage interruption signal detection results. 

 
 

Table 3. Mixed signal simulation model. 
 

Types Mathematical model 
Harmonics+ 
voltage flicker 

])11sin(29.0)5(0.12sin)sin([)]0.3sin(0.17[1)( tttttx    

Harmonics+ 
voltage swell 

])11sin(23.0)3sin(16.0)sin(}[)]3.5()7.98([0.33{[1)( tttTTtx    

Harmonics+ 
voltage sag 

])7sin(18.0)3sin(09.0)sin(}[)]5.4()9.0([0.61-{[1)( tttTTtx    

Harmonics+ 
voltage 
interruption 

])13sin(30.0)5sin(17.0)sin(}[)]69.3()8.01([0.93-{[1)( tttTTtx  
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(b) рower spectrum. 
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(c) harmonic amplitude. 
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(d) harmonic frequency. 

 
Fig. 7. Detection results of actual data. 

 
Table 4. The mixed disturbance signal detection result based on LMD algorithm. 
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Result 
and 

Type 

Disturbance start time /s Disturbance end time /s 
Disturbance amplitude 

/% 
Disturbance frequency /Hz

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure-
ment 
value 

Error
% 

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure-
ment 
value 

Error 
% 

Theore-
tical 
value 

Measure-
ment 
value 

Error
% 

Theore-
tical value

Measure-
ment 
value 

Error
% 

ha
rm

on
ic

s+
  

fl
ic

ke
r 

H
ar

m
on

ic
s 5th 

 
* * * * * * 0.12 0.11982 0.15 250 249.9 0.04 

11th 
 

* * * * * * 0.29 0.2903 0.103 550 550.6 0.11 

Flicker * * * * * * 0.17 0.1699 0.059 15 14.99 0.067

ha
rm

on
ic

s+
 s

w
el

l 

H
ar

m
on

ic
s 3 rd 

 
 

* * * * * * 0.16 0.1602 0.125 150 149.8 0.133

11 th 
 

* * * * * * 0.23 0.2288 0.4 550 550.8 0.145

Swell 0.07 0.07025 0.36 0.1596 0.15985 0.16 0.33 0.322 2.424 * * * 

ha
rm

on
ic

s+
 

 s
ag

 

H
ar

m
on

ic
s 3 rd 

 
* * * * * * 0.09 0.0907 0.78 150 149.8 0.133

7 th 
 

* * * * * * 0.18 0.1798 0.111 350 350.6 0.171

Sag 0.09 0.09 0 0.18 0.1805 0.28 0.61 0.5936 2.68 * * * 

ha
rm

on
ic

s+
  

in
te

rr
up

ti
on

 

H
ar

m
on

ic
s 5 th 

 
* * * * * * 0.17 0.1703 0.176 250 249.7 0.12 

13 th 
 

* * * * * * 0.30 0.2839 5.367 650 650.05 0.0077

Interruption 0.0792 0.08075 1.96 0.1602 0.15875 0.905 0.93 0.8917 4.118 * * * 

 
Note: "*" that need not detect the physical quantity. 
 
 
We can see from the test results, the voltage 

signal of smart substation contains harmonics and 
voltage sag, voltage sags are the normalized 
amplitude of 0.1419 pu, start and stop time are 
0.06775 s and 0.1943 s, harmonic ratio are shown in 
Table 5: 

 
Table5. The harmonic content of experimental data 

Harmonic 
order 

3rd 5th 7th 11th 

Harmonic 
ratio % 

2.67 1.05 1.12 0.95 

 THD % 3.22 
 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
The typical power quality mixed disturbance 

signal include harmonics and voltage flicker signal, 
harmonics and voltage swell signal, harmonics and 
voltage sag signal, harmonics and voltage 
interruption signal, as well as the actual mixed 
disturbance signals occurred in smart substation, are 
selected and analyzed by LMD algorithm. 
Disturbance signal is adaptively separate the 
disturbance signal. Simulation results show that 
LMD algorithm is better than HHT algorithm in the 
parameter fluctuation of transient characteristic 
parameter detection, the detection accuracy, the end 
effect and running time. Detection results of Smart 
Substation shows that, the amplitude, frequency, start 
and end time of disturbance signal can be accurately 

detected by LMD algorithm, proving the correctness 
of the LMD algorithm. 
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Abstract: Grid photovoltaic system (PV) is a nonlinear system, PV is easily affected by the grid work and the 
meteorological factors, and power output is volatile. Aiming at misjudging and tracking slow the problem of 
incremental conductance method, PV array model was built using MATLAB\ Simulink; the Lagrange multiplier 
algorithm was improved and optimized by using tracking differentiator based on Lagrange multipliers method in 
analysis. The simulation results showed that the Lagrange multiplier algorithm could rapidly and accurately 
tracking photovoltaic system maximum power using tracking differentiator after transformation, it could 
effectively inhibit various disturbances and reduce the misjudgment rate, the dynamic performance and stability 
of the system were better than the conventional incremental conductance method, thereby improving the 
robustness of the system. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Lagrange multiplier algorithm, Photovoltaic system, Tracking differentiator, Maximum power  
point tracking. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is an 
important control strategy of direct-current (DC) side 
of photovoltaic power generation system, it could 
ensure the tracking accuracy in both the premise to 
improve the tracking speed through the extreme value 
of function optimization control algorithm, the 
control objective is to reduce the MPPT misjudgment 
rate. It is an important problem to be solved in a 
photovoltaic system how to use the new tracking 
algorithm to improve the anti disturbance ability of 
the system. The literature [1] used the Newton-
Rapson method to quickly calculate the PV array 
output power voltage differential values based on the 

research on the characteristic curve of PV arrays 
dP\dU, further work to form a PV array at the 
maximum power point voltage reference value. 
Literature [2-8] proposed a fixed voltage start and 
variable step perturbation and observation method. It 
made photovoltaic cells and ultimately achieves the 
maximum power point by comparing the size of 
around twice the power to determine the direction of 
the photovoltaic cell voltage disturbance. Literature 
[9-11] he used an improved variable step incremental 
conductance method, it can quickly and accurately 
track the maximum power point occurs at a 
significant change in light intensity. Literature [12] 
proposed a method using hysteresis comparator and 
the optimal gradient combination of maximum power 
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point tracking method. Literature [13] using particle 
swarm optimization fuzzy membership function of 
real-time control to adjust tracking step length, in 
order to ensure that the system had a faster dynamic 
response and high stability precision of light intensity 
and temperature changes. The maximum power point 
tracking method had numerous outstanding 
performances in the steady state control accuracy and 
dynamic response, misjudgment correct side; 
tracking could be achieved better results in an ideal 
working environment. However, the actual working 
environment of photovoltaic systems there was a 
temperature, light intensity changes brought about by 
internal disturbances and superimposed on the 
external disturbances on electrical quantities, the 
above methods had the shortcoming of anti-
interference performance, low tracking accuracy, 
judgment could occur even wrongly phenomenon, 
and it was likely to cause power loss.  

Therefore, given the traditional MPPT algorithm 
anti-interference performance is weak, PV systems 
work will result in a non-maximum power point, and 
it directly affects the photoelectric conversion 
efficiency. This paper analyzed the operating 
characteristics of PV systems, Lagrange algorithm 
was proposed maximum power point tracking of PV 
systems, at the same time using tracking 
differentiator to improve the method of Lagrange 
multiplier, to improve anti-jamming capability and 
MPPT tracking accuracy, it achieved a Lagrange 
multiplier and tracking differentiator design using 
MATLAB S function, the simulation results verify 
the correctness of the theory. 
 
 
2. Method 
 
2.1. Mathematical Model of Photovoltaic 

Array 
 

According to the principle of the photoelectric 
conversion, PV cell is equivalent to a current of the 
constant current source Iph and a diode connected in 
parallel, the mathematical model is formula 1 
considering the temperature and light intensity of two 
main factors. 
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Formula 1: the load current is I, the load voltage 
is U, light intensity is S (W/M2), battery temperature 
is T(K),ambient temperature is Tref, diode reverse 
current is I0, Series resistance is Rs, Rsh is a shunt 
resistor, CT is the temperature compensation 
coefficient, K is Boltzmann constant (1.38e-23J/K), q 
is the electronic quantity (1.6e-19C),A is a P-N node 
coefficient of semiconductor devices in the 
photovoltaic cell, Isc is a photovoltaic battery short 
circuit current. According to the mathematical model 
of the PV array using MATLAB simulation, the U-I, 

U-P waveforms were shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, 
light intensity and temperature on the output of the 
PV array had a greater impact. 
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Fig. 1. Temperature constant illumination  
changes U-I curve. 
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Fig. 2. Light constant temperature change curve of U-P. 
 
 
2.2. Lagrange Multiplier Algorithm 
 

Lagrange multiplier method could be used to 
solve with equality and inequality constrained 
nonlinear programming problems, the basic idea was 
that by introducing Lagrange multiplier, there would 
be equality constrained optimization problem into 
unconstrained optimization problems, thus by 
unconstrained multivariable function optimization 
methods to strike the objective function extremum, 
set the target function to the formula 2. 
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To satisfy the constraint equation of the objective 

function was formula 3. 
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Conditional constraint equations made slight 

changes in the conditions of extreme points, objective 
function fully differential dL and f1, f2 were zero. It 
could be seen that by introducing a Lagrange 
multiplier λ, the extremum problem of function could 
be obtained under the condition of equality constraint 
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into without seeking Lagrange function under the 
constraint of the stagnation problem. The objective 
functions of f1, f2 fully differential as showed in a 
formula 4. 
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Dx1 and dx2 could be calculated using formula 4. 

Formula 5 could be obtained to formula 3 and 4 into 
formula 1. 
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Formula 5 was suitable for the optimization of 

multi variable function; Lagrange multiplier λ was 
the goal function L with constraints of small changes 
in rates [14]. 
 
 
3. The Control Principle of Nonlinear 

Tracking Differentiator 
 
3.1. Composition of the Tracking 

Differentiator 
 

Tracking differentiator structure was shown in 
Fig. 3. A set of nonlinear signal processing functions 
into two paths of signals through nonlinear tracking 
differentiator according to the working characteristic 
of the controlled target. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Tracking differentiator structure diagram. 
 
 

R(t) was the input signal in Fig. 3, X1 (t) signal 
was a tracking signal from R(t) after processing 
functions, X2(t) was the differential signal tracking 
signal [15]. 

 
 

3.2. Extraction of Differential Signal 
 

Mathematics for differential expression was the 
formula y=(v(t)-v(t-τ))/τ, the method had 
amplification effect in the actual working 

environment for noise. It was seriously affecting the 
quality of the output signal. Differential expression 
using approximate formula was y=(v(t-τ1)-v(t- 
-τ2))/(τ2-τ1), this formula was a second-order 
dynamic differential expression, in order to  
reduce the noise amplification effect, tracking 
differentiator series closed-loop dynamic system was 
a formula 6 [16-17]. 
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Tracking speed factor was r in the formula 6, v(t) 

was the output signal, x1 was the input signal v(t) to 
fast track the output signal in the tracking speed 
factor r, x2 was v(t) of the differential output signal, 
the discrete expression of 6 formula were formula 7. 
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T was the sampling period in formula 7, v(k) was 

the input signal of K moment, the x1(k) was the 
filtering signal of v(k), x2(k) was the differential 
output signals of x1(k), r was tracking speed factor, h 
was the filter factor, the tuning of h parameters 
determine the filtering effect. The function fst were 
the formula of 8~10. 
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Input signal was v the in the formula of 8~10, δ, 

δ0, a, a0 and y were the tracking differentiator 
intermediate variable control parameters, by 
adjusting the speed factor r and the size of the filter 
factor h could be tracked on the differential value of 
the signal extraction, At the same time could 
overshoot of system stability of the closed-loop 
system was improved [18-20]. 
 
 
4. Design of MPPT Optimal Control 
 

The output signal tracking differentiator meet 
Lagrange for photovoltaic system maximum power 
operating mechanism according to the working 
principle of tracking differentiator multiplier method, 
the use of tracking differentiator to realize the 
Lagrange multiplier algorithm MPPT simulation 
model was shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the MPPT using tracking differentiator. 
 
 

Using tracking differentiator to realize Lagrange 
multiplier method MPPT was composed of three 
parts, first, the PV array, second, the differential 
input signal-tracking, third, using the Lagrange 
multiplier method for MPPT. The differential 
tracking for the Lagrange multiplier method 
improvement mainly had the following three: 

Tracking differentiator for input power P could be 
filtered control, it could effectively filter out the 
current I and the voltage U carry noise, to improve 
the accuracy of MPPT judgment. 

Tracking differentiator used differential 
expression y=(v(t-τ1)-v(t-τ2))/(τ2-τ1), It was used for 
the differential P and U values of the input signal, 
Compared with the traditional method using  
y=(v(t)-v(t-τ))/τ for differential value, it could reduce 
the overshoot to improve the system dynamic 
performance. Incremental conductance method was 
the finite difference method in the implementation of 
MPPT judgment, the method had great limitations, 
the signal read interval time could not be too small if 
the signal data contained the perturbation, the signal 
read interval was too small to value increases the 
error range of the read signal over, this was the same 
sampling law draw further apart, namely multi data 
acquisition volume but not accurate results. However, 
in the implementation of tracking differentiator 
filtering and calculated the differential P and U input 
signal values of dP and dU, therefore, the improved 
method of Lagrange multipliers simply judge dP and 
dU symbols, it could achieve the MPPT greatly 
improves the response speed of the system only using 
logic judgments. 
 
 
5. Results 
 

System simulation model was established based 
on MATLAB/ Simulink simulation software platform, 
set the same simulation parameters were compared 
with the results verified. 

MPPT simulation parameters of PV array were 
followed: Voc=44.2 V, Vm=35.2 V, Isc=4.9 A, 
Im=4.5 A, r=400, h=0.01, T=0.01. The temperature 
from 45 °C to -19 °C in 0.01 seconds, photovoltaic 
array initial light intensity was 500 w/m2, light 
intensity rose from 500 w/m2 to 1000 w/m2 in 

0.1 seconds, light intensity from 1000 w/m2 to 
700 w/m2 in 0.5 seconds, light intensity rose from 
700 w/m2 to 1200 w/m2 in a second time. In the PV 
array output current I was applied perturbation 
y=x+0.2*(rand(1, length(x))-0.5), the simulation 
waveform shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 5. Variation curves of light intensity. 
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Fig. 6. Incremental conductance method for U-P curve  
of the maximum power point tracking. 
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Fig. 7. The Lagrange multiplier method for U-P curve  
of the maximum power point tracking. 

 
 

6. Discussion 
 

In order to verify tracking differentiator Lagrange 
improved multiplier method could be quickly, 
accurately tracking the maximum power point, light 
intensity changes according to swells and dips shown 
in Fig. 5, to judge two algorithms on the maximum 
power tracking were good or bad. The maximum 
power of incremental conductance method to add 
disturbance tracking curves in Fig. 6, the maximum 
power of traditional incremental conductance method 
to track the emergence of local turbulence in the 
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perturbation effect, it did not accurately track the 
maximum power point of the power loss occurred in 
magnitude, it appeared erroneous judgment and 
tracking speed was reduced, the tracking accuracy 
decrease in light intensity changes. Fig. 7 simulation 
of the tracking differentiator to add noise disturbance 
optimized Lagrange method to get maximum power 
curve, it was compared with the traditional 
incremental conductance method error reduction of 
nearly 90 %, and it could according to the changes of 
light intensity accurately tracking the maximum 
power value and power loss. Lagrange multiplier 
tracking differentiator optimized in the filter and 
second-order differential under the action of high 
tracking precision. Smooth curve did not appear the 
phenomenon of misjudgment. Synchronize two 
curves were better at the early stage, incremental 
conductance method had obvious mistakes in the 
voltage were 40 volts, analysis incremental 
conductance occurs mainly due to a judgment. First, 
the traditional incremental conductance method by 
repeated disturbance of the judgment MPPT wasted a 
lot of machine cycles, it lead to the tracking speed 
drop; Second, the external perturbations lead to the 
traditional incremental conductance disturbances in 
the internal – Errors in judgment could not accurately 
track the extreme point and illumination changes 
resulting power loss. 
 
 

7. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, photovoltaic system maximum 
power point tracking used to the Lagrange multiplier 
method, the use of tracking differentiator to signal 
filtering and differential extraction, it was the 
foundation of improvement and optimization over the 
Lagrange multiplier method to the core algorithm, it 
put forward a new Lagrange multiplier method for 
obtaining maximum power point tracking technology 
new tools. 

1) Using tracking differentiator filtering 
effectively filter the PV array output current  
noise contained; 

2) Tracking differentiator extracted the input 
differential signals of the Lagrange multiplier method 
and optimized control strategy; 

3) Realization of second-order differential 
tracking differentiator precisely tracked the 
maximum power values in the case of adding internal 
and external disturbances. It reduced the chance of 
false positives and misjudged the speed and accuracy 
while tracking had increased substantially. 
Simulation results showed that the method was 
correct and feasible. 
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Abstract: Because of many factors and hard to make a decision, a fuzzy analysis hierarchy process is applied to 
select location of transformer substation to avoid the problem of disaccord of judgment matrix in analysis 
hierarchy process. Fuzzy analysis hierarchy process works as follows: firstly, to build the fuzzy consistent 
matrix by building hierarchy structure charts, then to synthesize all schemes to obtain the optimum location of 
transformer substation. The 220 kV transformer substation location is evaluated to obtain the optimum location, 
finally identify this method’s efficiency and correctness. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Fuzzy analysis hierarchy process, Selection of location of transformer substation, Hierarchy 
structure chart, Fuzzy consistent matrix, Transmission and change electricity engineering, Optimum location. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The selection of location of transformer 
substation is an important part in electric power 
system plan. The network structure, the quality of 
power supply and the economy of running in which 
future electrical power systems are affected by the 
location of transformer substation directly. So it is 
crucial to select the location of transformer substation 
reasonably for the reasonable layout and running 
economically of electrical network 

It refers to many factors when you select the 
location of transformer substation, so you need to 
apply many methods to analysis the selection of 
location of transformer substation. Quotation [1]. 
Researched the application of computation model of 
multiple source continual selected location which 
based on different rules in selection of location of the 

transformer substation of city network, and put 
forward a new combination model in order to obtain 
the best location at the certain load level. Quotation 
[2]. Considered the relation is ambiguous, which is 
between many related factors in the process of 
selecting location and the information of geography 
space, and also considered some decision indexes 
which were uncertain fuzzy variables. It researched 
on the function of information management and 
space analysis in the geography information system 
(GIS), then we could obtain the feasibility of sample 
set from some feasible location of substation. And it 
also researched on the order from qualitatively to 
quantitatively with the fuzzy pattern recognition 
theory. Finally we got a new method to confirm the 
superiority of different decision indexes and sampled 
data. This method can improve the quantity level of 
comprehensive policy-making and visualization 
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degree when you select the location. Quotation [3]. 
Researched the data fusion technology applied to the 
selection of location, it changed from the D-S 
evidence theory which combined with picture 
element level data to hierarchical analysis synthetic 
judgment method which combined with decision 
level. This method offered a new way to deal with 
multiple factors of selecting location. Quotation  
[4-12]. Used other means to research selection of 
location of transformer substation. Quotation [4-6]. 
Used the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to 
evaluate the chose locations and confirmed their 
precedence order, during the process of fuzzy 
comprehensive evaluation, weight distribution of 
factors is crucial to the result. It used analytic 
hierarchical process to assure the weight of all the 
factors related with location related to total target, it 
was more scientific to confirm the weight. But the 
hierarchical analysis process has its own flaws, that 
is, this method hard to get the consistent indexes of 
judgment matrix and there is difference between 
consistence of judgment matrix and consistence of 
decision thought. So fuzzy analytic hierarchy process 
is applied to selection of location for transformer 
substation in this paper, it makes the result more 
scientific and reasonable. 
 
 
2. Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process 
 

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a decision 
technique that can combine qualitative and 
quantitative factors developed by Tom Saaty in 1977. 
It divided complex problems into many factors, then 
these factors are formed to a hierarchical 
representation according to the dominant 
relationship, determine the relative prioritization by 
comparing every two of them and, finally take into 
consider of decision maker, determine the order of 
different factors’ relative importance. Because it hard 
to get the consistence index of judgment matrix and 
there is difference between  consistence of judgment 
matrix and consistence of the human-being thought, 
the fuzzy consistence matrix is introduced into AHP 
getting an effective and practical fuzzy analytic 
hierarchy process.  

The difference between FAHP and AHP is the 
fuzzy of judgment matrix. In order to avoid the things 
that the first is more important than second one, the 
second one is more important than the third one, but 
the third one is more important than the first one, it 
must have the consistence generally while 
constructing the judgment matrix. A chaotic without 
being deliberated judgment matrix may lead to wrong 
calculation. So it is necessary to change this matrix 
into fuzzy consistence matrix in the grade of 
importance, equal importance and unimportance to 
distinguish relative importance of all the factors in 
every level compared to some factor in the superior 
level. There is no need to judge the consistence of 
matrix if the matrix is transformed into fuzzy 
consistent matrix. And also maintain the consistence. 

FAHP can be used in many projective practices, 
for example, quotation [14]. Comprehensively judge 
the decision of city electric network’s plan based on 
FAHP; quotation [16]. Researched the application in 
aspect of optimum seeking for scheme; quotation 
[17]. Researched the application in the optimum 
seeking for basement process. But it is the first time 
to use FAHP in the selection of location of 
transformer substation. The steps of FAHP are  
as followings: 
 
 
2.1. Develop a Hierarchical Representation 
 

Divide factors into different levels according to 
the analysis of all the factors. The hierarchical can be 
divided into three levels, top level (target level), 
middle level (rule level) and bottom level (scheme 
level or measure level). Then mark the relationship 
between the top factor and bottom factor, and 
expressed by structure chart. 
 
 
2.2. Form the Precedence Relation Matrix 
 

The relative importance of the every level factors 
relative to the top ones can be expressed in matrix 
(e.g.   mmfF ij  ), the elements in the matrix can 

be determined by following ways: 
ijf  =1.0 if 

element I is more important than element j; then 

ijf =0, if element j is more important than element I; 

and the third condition is 
ijf =0.5 when they are 

equally important. 
 
 
2.3. Transform to the Fuzzy Consistence 

Matrix 
 

First to summarize by line in the fuzzy judgment 
matrix, denote it by: 
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Then do the mathematical manipulation like this: 
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 based on this 

manipulation is fuzzy consistent. 
 
 
2.4. Calculate the Relative Importance  

of Every Level Factors Relative  
to the Top Ones 

 

The purpose is to predict the important order of 
all factors in this level relative to some factors in the 
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top level according to the fuzzy consistence of 
judgment matrix. This order can be expressed by 
relative data, the measure used usually is root 
method, that is, first get the geometric mean of 
column vector in the matrix A, then normalize it, the 
result is the weight vector, the calculation formula is 
as follow: 
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 (3) 

 
The steps of calculation are: 1) get a new vector 

by multiplication in line for all the factors in the 
matrix A; 2) extract n for every component in the 
new vector; 3) normalize the new vector you get last 
step, finally you can get the weight vector. 
 
 
2.5. Calculate the Relative Importance  

of Factors in Every Level Relative  
to Total Target 

 
It must carry on from top to bottom when you 

calculate the relative importance of factors in every 
level relative to total target. We assumed that the 

weight sequencing vector of 1kn  factors in the k-1 

level relative to the total target: 
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Suppose the sequencing weight vector 

of kn factors in 
thk  level relative to 

thj  factor in the 

 thk 1  level for the criterion: 
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where the weight of the factors which can not be 
dominated by j is 0. Let’s pick: 
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That is nk×nk-1 matrix, it means the order of 

factors in kth level relative to every factor in the  
(k-1)th level. So the composition sequence vector wk 

of factors in kth level relative to total target is:  
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We can express it like this:  

 
      21)( wPPw kkk  , (9) 

where w(2) is the sequencing vector of the factors in 
2nd level relative to total target. 
 
 
3. Factors of Selection Location  

of Transformer Substation  
 

There are many factors when we select the 
location of transformer substation, so it needs to 
consider them economically, here are the factors: 
 
 
3.1. Close to the Center of Load 
 

We must analysis the position and function of 
supply load, load distribution, supply demand and 
transformer substation in the system when we choose 
the scheme of location of substation. It can reduce the 
investment and loss of electric network if we take the 
location more close to the centre of load. 
 
 
3.2. Make the Electrical Network Layout  

More Reasonably 
 

We should consider the original power supply, 
newly built power supply and the power supply plan 
to construct in that district. If we do like that, it can 
make the layout of power supply and transformer 
substation more reasonable. It is also possible to 
reduce the investment and loss of secondary electric 
network and supply power safely. 
 
 
3.3. Make the Outgoing (Incoming)  

Line Convenient 
 

We should consider the convenience of outgoing 
(incoming) line in every voltage when we select the 
location. It can reduce the crossing of line, spanning 
and corner as much as possible. 
 
 
3.4. The Favor of Topography of Substation  

to the Layout of Transformer Substation 
 

When selecting the location, we should not only 
implement the spirit that is to save the land, don’t 
occupy or occupies little farmland, but also consider 
the topography which favor for the layout of 
transformer substation. 
 
 
3.5. The Better Geological Conditions  

of the Substation 
 

We must consider the geological conditions fully 
when select the location of the substation. We should 
avoid the places such as the fault age, landslide, 
collapse, limestone caves, also avoid the areas of 
mineral resources. 
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3.6. Environment is Suitable 
 

The location of substation should be away from 
flammable or explosive things, the serious 
contaminated areas, and it must satisfy the distance 
with radio-communication facilities. 

 

 
3.7. The Transportation Should  

be Convenient 
 

We must consider both the transportation of 
large-scale equipments such as equipments, 
materials, transformers and the convenience of 
transportation while it works or overhauls. Usually 
the location of substation should close to the road, the 
distance to the substation can be shorter, and the 
purpose is to reduce the investment. 

We should consider the conditions of flood 
prevention, water and electricity used, and 
convenience of supply and drainage. 

 

 

4. The Selection of Location of 220 kV 
Transformer Substation  

 
This paper uses the FAHP to analysis the location 

of substation according to its characters. Because 
there are no inspection conditions, the data of 
example in this paper takes from “the report of 
selection of some 220 kV transformer substation” of 
one electric power institute. Take the a, b, c, d 4 
alternative substation in that transformer substation 
for example to verify. 

 

 
4.1. Build a Hierarchical Structure 
 

After the data are processed, we should appraise 
synthetically the 5 related factors, that is net-work 
structure (U1), out condition of substation (U2), 
investment analysis (U3), difficulty degree of 
expropriation (U4) and special superiority (U5), where 
P1,P2,P3,P4 represent separately the 4 alternative 
substations a, b, c, d. Fig. 1 is the hierarchical 
structure of location E of this transformer substation. 
 
 
4.2. Form the Precedence Relation Matrix 
 

The set of related factors is  521 UUU ,,,u  ; the 

evaluation set is v=[0,1]. Table 1 is the assessment 
values of single factor given by expert based on all 
the related factors of 4 alternative substations. 

According to the evaluation opinion given by 
expert, we can construct 6 precedence relation 
matrixes. They are E-U,U1-P,U2-P,U3-P,U4-P,U5-P, 
and the values derived from (1) are showed in  
Tables 2~7. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Hierarchy structure of selecting location  
of transformer substation. 

 
 
4.3. Transform to the Fuzzy  

Consistence Matrix 
 

The fuzzy matrix derived from (2) is showed in 
Tables 8~13. 
 
 

Table 1. Single factor assessment values of all sites. 
 

Appraisal project a b c D 
Network structure 

1U  0.78 0.8 0.75 0.75 
Out condition of 
substation

2U  0.6 0.6 0.75 0.75 

Investment analysis 
3U  0.75 0.6 0.7 0.6 

difficulty degree of draft 
4U 0.75 0.7 0.6 0.6 

Special superiority
5U  0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

 
 

Table 2. Value of E-U. 
 

E U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 R 
U1 0.5 1 1 1 1 4.5 
U2 0 0.5 0 0 0.5 1 
U3 0 1 0.5 0.5 1 3 
U4 0 1 0.5 0.5 1 3 

 
 

Table 3. Value of U1-P. 
 

U1 P1 P2 P3 P4 r 
P1 0.5 0 1 1 2.5 
P2 1 0.5 1 1 3.5 
P3 0 0 0.5 0.5 1 
P4 0 0 0.5 0.5 1 

 
 

Table 4. Value of U2-P. 
 

U2 P1 P2 P3 P4 r 
P1 0.5 0 0 0 1 
P2 0.5 0.5 0 0 1 
P3 1 1 0.5 0.5 3 
P4 1 1 0.5 0.5 3 
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Table 5. Value of U3-P. 
 

U3 P1 P2 P3 P4 r 
P1 0.5 1 1 1 3.5 
P2 0 0.5 0 0.5 1 
P3 0 1 0.5 1 2.5 
P4 0 0.5 0 0.5 1 

 

 
Table 6. Value of U4-P. 

 
U4 P1 P2 P3 P4 r 
P1 0.5 1 1 1 3.5 
P2 0 0.5 1 1 2.5 
P3 0 0 0.5 0.5 1 
P4 0 0 0.5 0.5 1 

 

 
Table 7. Value of U5-P. 

 
U5 P1 P2 P3 P4 r 
P1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 1.5 
P2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 1.5 
P3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 1.5 
P4 1 1 1 0.5 3.5 

 
 

Table 8. Value of E-U. 
 

E U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 
U1 0.5 0.85 0.65 0.65 0.85 
U2 0.15 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 
U3 0.35 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.7 
U4 0.35 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.7 
U5 0.15 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 

 

 
Table 9. Fuzzy Value of U1-P. 

 
U1 P1 P2 P3 P4 
P1 0.5 0.375 0.6875 0.6875 
P2 0.625 0.5 0.8125 0.8125 
P3 0.3125 0.1875 0.5 0.5 
P4 0.3125 0.1875 0.5 0.5 

 
 

Table 10. Fuzzy Value of U2-P. 
 

U2 P1 P2 P3 P4 
P1 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 
P2 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 
P3 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.5 
P4 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.5 

 

 
Table 11. Fuzzy Value of U3-P. 

 
U3 P1 P2 P3 P4 
P1 0.5 0.8125 0.625 0.8125 
P2 0.1875 0.5 0.3125 0.5 
P3 0.375 0.6875 0.5 0.6875 
P4 0.1875 0.5 0.3125 0.5 

Table 12. Fuzzy Value of U4-P. 
 

U4 P1 P2 P3 P4 
P1 0.5 0.625 0.8125 0.8125 
P2 0.375 0.5 0.6875 0.6875 
P3 0.1875 0.3125 0.5 0.5 
P4 0.1875 0.3125 0.5 0.5 

 
 

Table 13. Fuzzy Value of U5-P. 
 

U5 P1 P2 P3 P4 
P1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 
P2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 
P3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 
P4 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.5 

 
 
4.4. Single Hierarchical Sequencing 
 

According to the preceding fuzzy matrix, we can 
calculate the single hierarchical sequencing by (5): 

E-U (U level related to E level): 
 Tw 135.0221.0221.0135.0287.0)2(   

PU 1
(P level related to U1 in the U level): 

 TP 182.0182.0352.0284.0)3(
1   

PU 2
(P level related to U2 in the U level): 

 TP 317.0317.01385.01385.0)3(
2   

PU 3
(P level related to U3 in the U level): 
   TP 182.0284.0182.0356.03

3   

PU 4
(P level related to U4 in the U level): 

 Tp 182.0182.0284.0352.0)3(
4   

PU 5
(P level related to U5 in the U level): 

 TP 35.02165.02165.02165.0)3(
5   

 
 
4.5. Total Hierarchical Sequencing 
 

According to the preceding single hierarchical 
sequencing, we can get the total hierarchical 
sequencing from (7): 

 
)3()3( pw   

  2w
T























35.02165.02165.02165.0

182.0182.0284.0352.0

182.0284.0182.0356.0

317.0317.01835.01835.0

182.0182.0352.0284.0
 

 T135.0221.0221.0135.0287.0  
 

That is,  
 

   Tw 222.0227.0258.0293.03   
 

We can see that the evaluation sequencing of 4 
alternative sites is a, b, c, d. So the priority is a, it is 
consistent with quotation [4]. It can be seen that 
FAHP is a worthy method for selection of location of 
transformer substation. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

The selection of location of transformer 
substation is an important part of constructing 
transmission and transformer engineering project, the 
result affects the investment benefit of engineering 
directly. Fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) is 
used for selection of location in this paper, and then 
built a model of selection of location of transformer 
substation based on FAHP. Using FAHP, it makes 
the result of evaluation is more reasonable and 
scientific, and also avoids the flaws of analytic 
hierarchy process. The target of this method is 
selection of location of transformer substation, and 
this method is simple and effective, it can increase 
the science and normalization of policy. 
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Abstract: To solve the problem of real-time authenticating in traditional speech authentication algorithms, an 
efficient speech content authentication algorithm of perceptual hashing is proposed. Firstly, the speech signal is 
preprocessed, linear prediction analysis is performed on each frame to get its 10-th order LPCs and then 
transform them into line spectrum pair (LSP) coefficients by Discrete Fourier Transform(DFT) as perception 
characteristics; Secondly, speech data are divided into groups orderly, combinative the weighted expectations of 
each group’ LSP coefficients to be the authentication data, and the quantity of authentication data are 
compressed through hashing construction; Finally it realize the fast authentication through hashing matching. 
Experiment results show that the algorithm is robust to content preserving operations, such as changing volume, 
echo, resampling, etc. And it is fragile to malicious operations including replacing, deleting, etc, and also with 
the ability of locating the tampered position precisely. It has the properties of small authentication data and high 
running efficiency and applies to limited-sources communication terminals. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Line spectrum pair (LSP), Perceptual hashing, Robustness, Speech content authentication, Tamper 
localization. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

With the rapid development of the digital signal 
processing technology, mobile communications 
technology, the Internet and other technologies, the 
falsification of audio data tends to be concealed, and 
can be carried out at very low cost, therefore the 
requirement of audio content integrity authentication 
is increasing day by day [1]. Speech is regarded as an 
important part of audio, its integrity is very important 
in the news report, telephone communication, 
financial transaction, e-government fields, etc. The 
semanteme of speech would be changed by simply 
rearranging and removing a few word ways. 
Therefore, the integrity and authenticity of speech 

only to be judged by human hearing, that is not 
enough [2]. 

For human auditory system, speech content 
authentication technology need protect the speech 
content rather than the integrity of the bit stream 
itself, so it should be able to tolerate these operations 
of keeping speech hearing quality or normal semantic 
speech signal process without triggering detector [3]. 
Effective content integrity protection method should 
not only fulfill the necessary robustness of perceiving 
content authentication, but need fulfill the real-time 
performance in speech communication, so that it can 
be truly used in speech authentication system [4-6]. 
Speech content authentication technology can realize 
the protection about integrity and authenticity of 
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speech data, it can make sure received speech data 
not be maliciously edited or tampered by the third 
party in the transmission, that is what the meaning of 
the human auditory perception system is identical 
with original speech [7]. These techniques could 
realize the speech perception content authentication, 
such as digital signature, digital watermarking, and 
perceiving hashing and so on. Compared with the 
digital watermarking technology, the perceptual 
Hashing technique could not cause any change to the 
speech data, and its robustness is better. 

The study on perceptual Hashing about speech is 
rare, especially, it is used in the speech content 
authentication, and speech perception content 
authentication is to achieve tamper detection and 
location functions about communication terminal of 
speech signal. Jiao Yu Hua [8] proposes the speech 
perceptual Hashing algorithm combined with MELP, 
Cheng Ning [9] proposes the robust speech Hashing 
function of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) 
based on linear prediction coefficient (LPC); Cheng 
Ning [10] also proposes the speech Hashing 
algorithm based on the short-time stability. These 
algorithms can effectively detect malicious 
tampering, but the efficiency is not high, it cannot 
detect tampering location.  

In this paper, according to the intrinsic 
characteristics of speech signal, takes advantage of 
Line Spectrum Pairs (LSP) coefficient of speech 
signal to propose a highly efficient and robust speech 
content authentication method based on perceptual 
Hashing, by a simple Hashing construction, the 
efficiency of algorithm is higher, the algorithm not 
only can effectively distinguish content preserving 
operations and malicious tampering, at the same time, 
it can accurately locate local replaced operation.  

 

 

2. Speech Perceptual Content 
Authentication Related Techniques 

 
2.1. Speech Perceptual Hashing 
 

Perceptual Hashing is an emerging technique used 
in content-aware authentication, that is grounded on 
in understandable multimedia content, generates 
close multimedia digital abstract. On the one hand, 
the speech perception Hashing algorithm can 
generate the same perceptual Hashing value in the 
case of perceiving the same or similar speech objects, 
others the perceptual Hashing value is different when 
these features of perceptual content are different and 
larger difference [11]. 

Perceptual Hashing is an information processing 
theory based on cognitive psychology [11, 12]. It is a 
unidirectional mapping from multimedia data sets to 
multimedia perceptual abstract sets, Perceptual 
Hashing is denoted by PH, the generated digital 
abstract is called perception hash value, to denote ph, 
in the formula (1): 

 MmmPHph  ,)(  (1) 
 

The distance of multimedia subjective testing 
could be converted to an objective and calculable 
mathematical distance by perceptual Hashing, 
Hashing matching is the process or method of 
perceiving Hashing mathematical distance value. 
Hashing matching is noted by HD, then: 
 

 hd= HD(ph, ph) (2) 
 
where ph=PH(m), ph=PH(m), hd is the Hashing 
distance between perceptual Hashing value ph  
and ph. 
 
 
2.2. Feature Selection 
 

Speech signal contains both the semantic 
information of talking content and pronunciation 
feature personalities information from speakers. 
Existing speech characteristic parameters can not 
separate speech feature from speaker’s personality 
traits, which gives some difficulties to speech content 
authentication [13]. These low-level features of 
speech signal include short-time energy, short-time 
zero-crossing rate and so on, the calculation amount 
of extracting low-level feature is usually relatively 
small, but the scale of these features is relatively 
larger [14]. It would generate larger calculation 
amount with considerably transmission datas in the 
case of making Hashing construction. These speech 
feature vectors in frequency domain mainly include 
linear prediction coefficient (LPC), LPC Cepstral 
Coefficients (LPCC), Mel Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCC), line spectrum pair (LSP) 
coefficients, etc. [11-15]. 

The linear prediction analysis method is one of 
most effective ways in analyzing speech signal field 
[15]. Linear prediction parameters can effectively and 
correctly show speech waveform and spectrum 
nature, it is not only effectively and flexible to apply. 
There are many methods to solve the conversion 
from LPC coefficients to LSP coefficients, such as: 
algebraic equation method, discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT), Chebyshev polynomial method and so on. 
LSP parameter is an equivalent represention of the 
LPC in the frequency domain condition, and LSP 
parameter has a better robustness, it is used to 
estimate the basic speech characteristics, the 
relationship with the speech spectral envelope is 
more closely than the LPC in the time domain, and 
quantization characteristics and interpolation 
characteristics are better than it, it are widely used to 
various speech coding standards, as well as, it is also 
applied to the speech recognition field. 

The efficiency of authentication algorithm could 
be effected by the extracted characteristic scale, the 
calculation amount and the complexity of extracting 
cha characteristic three factors. To extract what kinds 
of characteristic would directly affect the 
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performance of the algorithm, the characteristic is 
associated with speech semanteme should be 
extracted in order to achieve the smaller calculation 
amount and the authentication datas. Therefore, in 
this paper, the LSP coefficients are selected as 
robustness speech feature based on content to 
calculate perceptual Hashing. 
 
 
3. The Highly Efficient Speech Content 

Authentication Algorithm Based  
on Perceptual Hashing 

 
Firstly, the speech signals are preprocessed, to 

extract LSP coefficients is as perceptual 
characteristic, and to obtain perceptual Hashing 
values is as authentication datas by Hashing 
construction. As shown in Fig. 1, the Flow chart of 
speech content authentication, to generate a Hashing 
process includes characteristic extraction and 
Hashing construction two parts.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Flow chart of speech content authentication. 
 
 
3.1. Preprocessing 
 

The preprocessing includes pre-emphasis and 
sub-frame with window two treatments ways, the 
purpose of the pre-emphasis would be more useful to 
enhance the high-frequency part of the spectrum, to 
remove the effects of lips radiation, in order to 
perform spectrum analysis or channel parameter 
analysis. Pre-emphasis is achieved by the high 
frequency characteristics digital filter which the 
promotion speed is 6 dB/octave, the transfer  
function is: 
 

 -1μz-1)z( H , (3) 

where μ is the pre-emphasis coefficient, assigned 1 or 
smaller than 1 coefficient, usually taken μ = 0.95. In 
this paper μ =0.98. 

To make a sub frame windowing process after 
pre-emphasis digital filtering. Because of the short 
time stability of speech signals, the estimate value of 
prediction coefficients estimates must be carried by a 
frame in the speech signals. The discontinuous 
disadvantage of each frame signal between the head 
and tail would be reduced by adding window, the 
overlap part of the two frames can ensure a certain 
robustness for speech shift from abstract. When the 
beginning of the input data is not very accurately 
corresponding with records compared. Some degree 
of overlap is beneficial to location matching. The 
balance should be considered between the shifting 
robustness and computational complexity, the frame 
rate is higher, the robustness is better, however, the 
computational burden of the system is also heavier. 

In order to take into account the robustness and 
efficiency, in this paper, every frame is 20 ms, the 
overlap between frames is 5 ms, the Hamming 
window is adopted, the window function is: 
 












othersn                                          0

1)-(N~0n   1]-)
1-N

2n
0.64cos[(0.54

w(n)
，

，
(4) 

 

A window function w(n) is used to multiply the 
speech signal s(n): sw(n)=s(n)w(n), sw(n) is the 
speech signal after adding window 
 
 

3.2. Feature Extraction 
 

The linear prediction analysis is performed on 
each frame preprocessed to get its 10-th order LPCs 
and then transform them into LPC coefficients. 
Supposed that the speech signal sample value 
sequence is denoted by s(n), (n=1,2,…,n), which the 
current sampled value of the speech signal is denoted 
by s(n).The linear predictor is as follow: 
 

 




p

1i

i)-(n(n) sas i

 
(5) 

 

where s(n) is the predicted value of the s(n), p is the 
linear prediction order, a1, a2,…,ap are called linear 
prediction coefficients. In order to improve the 
efficiency of the algorithm, obtains LSP coefficients 
by DFT, denoted by ai(n), (n=1,2,…,10), that means 
the 10 order LSP coefficients of the i-th frame. 
 
 

3.3. Hashing Construction 
 

In order to reduce the amount of authentication 
data, all speech datas are divided into groups by each 
20 frames, the expectations sequential groups of each 
group speech LSP coefficients weighted are as the 
final authentication parameters, so that the amount of 
data authentication parameters would be 1/20 of the 
original amount. The reason for this may be that a 
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single word length (that is a speech sound) is about 
500 ms, but one frame length is 20 ms in this paper, 
to remove the frames overlap 5 ms, the total length of 
20 frames is 300 ms, far less than a speech syllable, 
the result of speech content authentication is not 
affected. Meanwhile, in order to use the 
corresponding Hashing value to represent meaningful 
semantic elements, the 10 order LSP coefficients 
each 20 frames is taken the arithmetic sum 
respectively, as shown in the formula (6): 
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where ai(n) (i=1,…,10) is the n-th order LSP 
coefficients value of i frame signal. Ai(n) is 
compared with the middle value of the n-th order 
coefficients, works out perceptual Hashing by 0 or 1 
forms, as shown in the formula (7): 
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Based on the above analysis, a series of 10-bit 

Hashing value would be obtained from 300 ms 
speech signal, the irreversible mapping way is in 
accordance with compressibility by many VS one 
type. In addition, 10-bit each row Hashing value 
length can represent 210 Hashing values that meet 
the unique requirement of perceptual Hashing. 
 
 
3.4. Hashing Matching 
 

Hashing matching is described by the hypothesis 
test based on Hashing function H(:) and distance 
metric D(:,:): 

L0: if the perceptual content of two speech 
segments (a1,a2) are the same, then: 
 

 ）（ )(),( 21 aHaHD  (8) 
 

L1: if the perceptual content of two speech 
segments (a1,a2) are the different, then: 
 

 ）（ )(),( 21 aHaHD , (9) 
 
where τ is the certified threshold, the calculation 
process would be seen in the section 4 experimental 
results and analysis. False Acceptance Rate means 
that L0 is accepted when L1 is true, False Reject Rate 
means that L1 is accepted when L0 is true, these two 
parameters can reflect distinction and robustness of 
the algorithm. 

In this paper, the bit error rate (BER) is used to 
measure the distance D(h1,h2) between Hashing 
sequence h1 and h2, the formula (10) is represented 
by x: 
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3.5. These Steps of Speech Content 
Authentication Based on Perceptual 
Hashing Algorithm 

 
These steps of speech content authentication 

based on perceptual hashing algorithm are as follow: 
Step 1: The original speech s(n) is divided into 

the equal length frames by 20 ms frame length and 
15ms frame shift, denoted by Si,i=1,2,...,M; 

Step 2: To obtain 10 order LPC coefficients by 
LPC analysis for each frame, denoted by  
ai ={ai(n),n=1,2,...10}; 

Step 3: To transform LPC coefficients into LSP 
coefficients of each frame, denoted by 

},1,2,i,10,1,2,n(n),a{a i Mi   ; 

Step 4: To solve matrix A, 
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M×10 matrix A; 
Step 5: To make sub-matrix decomposition  

for A:  
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Step 6: To generate Hashing vector h: 
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Step 7: Hashing matching 
According to above steps firstly extracts the 

perceptual characteristic from the sending port to 
transform it into authentication data h1, by 
calculation secondly, carry it to the transmission 
channel with original speech (the transmission about 
authentication data is not researched in this paper), 
once, the receiving port receives these data to extract 
the authentication data h1,at the same time, to 
calculate the authentication data h2, by the same 
method lastly, these authentication data should be 
matched the matching result is compared with 
threshold. The system does not alarm when the 
Hashing BER value of the two same perceptual 
content speech is smaller than matching threshold; 
Instead, the system would alarm when the BER value 
of the two different perceptual speech is greater than 
matching threshold. 
 
 
4. Experimental Results and Analysis 
 

The used speech datas are composed of different 
speakers and different speech content, the speaker is 
a man or woman, the language is English or Chinese, 
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the sampling frequency is 16 kHz, the 4 s speech 
segment with 16 bit precision; Experimental 
hardware platform: Inter Core i3-2450M, 2 G, 
2.4 GHz, software environment is MATLAB R2010b 
based on Win7 operating system. 

The most basic requirement of speech perception 
content authentication is able to distinguish the same 
speech, different speech, and tampered speech, 
tampering speech can be subjected to further 
tampering localization to determine whether pass 
authentication [11]. The process of determining 
threshold value is as follows: 

Step 1: To calculate Hashing sequence BER of 
different content speech, denoted by BER1. Here, to 
take these speech segments that the most difficult to 
distinguish, that are 100 different content speech 
segment s from the same speaker, to calculate BER 
each other after obtaining perceptual Hashing 
sequence, to calculate the average BER1; 

Step 2: To calculate the Hashing sequence BER 
between original speech and tampered speech, 
denoted by BER2. Randomly selects 100 different 
speech content from the speech database, each speech 
is substituted at a random position of single or 
multiple substitutions by greater than 300 ms, 
respectively, work out the perceptual Hashing value 
of original speech and tampered speech, and 
accordingly calculate the BER, calculates the average 
error rate BER2. 

Step 3: To calculate the BER of Hashing value 
about original speech and the speech by content 
preserving operations, denoted by BER3. As well as 
Step2, take out 100 speech segments, they are done 
as described follow for variety of content preserving 
operations, accordingly computed the Hashing value, 
after it, to calculate the BER with the BER of original 
speech, lastly, work out the average error rate BER3. 

Various operations as follows: 
1. Resampling the sampling frequency of speech 

signal is decreased to 8 kHz, then rosed to 16 kHz; 
2. Echo: the overlay is to 60 %, a delay of 

300 ms, the initial strength are 20 % and 10 % echo. 
3. Turn up the volume: the original voice volume 

is increased to 150 %. 
4. Turn down the volume: the original voice 

volume is decreased to 150 %. 
5. Low-pass filtering: the speech signal is 

processed by a 5-order Butterworth low-pass filter 
with cutoff frequency 2 kHz.  

6. Cut: Randomly cut off more than 4800 samples 
(300 ms); 

The BER above three steps test were plotted in 
Fig. 2. 

There is some overlap curve segments between 
tampered speech and the speech of content preserving 
operations as shown in Fig. 2, this is because the 
BER difference between tampered speech and same 
speech is little, when the tampering time is very 
short. But, the disadvantage could be improved by 
reducing authentication threshold value, the parts of 
same perceptual speeches might be mistaken as the 
tampered speech. After researching, assumes that 

identification threshold value and authentication 
threshold value are τ1 and τ2 (τ1>τ2). Firstly, the 
identification threshold value is used to distinguish 
the same and different speech, and then the BER 
distributed in the interval τ1 and τ2 are secondary 
certified by locating the tampered position. 
Therefore, the same speech can still be authenticated. 
 
 

 
100 speech segments 

 
Fig. 2. BER distribution curves of different speeches. 

 
 

There are two important performance indicators 
about speech content authentication: robustness and 
diversity. because the proposed algorithm is based on 
speech perception Hashing design, its performance 
depends on the performance of semantic perception 
Hashing. Therefore, firstly, the robustness and 
diversity of perceptual Hashing value are verified in 
the experiment test; Secondly, the algorithm is 
designed to real-time speech certification of resource-
constrained speech communication terminal, because 
the requirement is higher for efficiency, so that its 
certification efficiency was verified in the 
experiment; Finally, the locating the tampered 
position is tested, which is another important factor 
for speech content authentication. 
 
 
4.1. Robustness Analysis 
 

The authentication algorithm should generate the 
same sequence values for the same or similar speech 
in perception based on the robustness requirement of 
perception content authentication. The result should 
be kept the same for some normal process and 
disturbance without changing speech semanteme, 
such as resampling, fine adjusting the volume, echo, 
noise, etc. [16] The strengths and weaknesses of the 
robustness is affiliated with extracted perceptual 
characteristic, largely determined by the threshold 
value setting. The authentication rate after content 
preserving operations under different authentication 
threshold values condition is shown in Table 1. 

In the Table 1, the experimental datas are sampled 
from 500 original speech segments and these 
speeches after content preserving operations. The 
datas in the Table 1 obviously shows that the 
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authentication pass rate of the proposed algorithm 
without the low-pass filter is 100 %, when the 
threshold value is 0.28, it is best to resampling and 
reducing the robustness on volume, because the 
channel model is not changed by reducing the 
volume, it has a good robustness for taking up 
volume and little scale echo. The weak robustness of 
the low-pass filtering is determined by the nature of 
perceptual characteristics LSP simulated channel 
model.  
 
 

Table 1. Authentication rate after content  
preserving operations. 

 

Threshold 
value 

Turn 
down 

volume 

Turn up 
volume 

 
Echo 

 
Resampling

Low-pass
Filtering 

0.14 99.8 % 78.8 % 76.2 % 100 % 9.4 % 
0.18 100 % 93.2 % 90.6 % 100 % 33.2 % 
0.22 100 % 98.4 % 97.4 % 100 % 56.4 % 
0.26 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 83.4 % 
0.28 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 88.8 % 
 
 
4.2. Distinction Analysis 
 

The distinction requires that different speech 
should generate different Hashing values on 
semanteme and perception, which guarantees that the 
semantic tampering is due to authentication failure. 
Because the BER of different speech segment is a 
random variable value, so that probability distribution 
is used to analyze the discrepant of speech perception 
Hashing values in this paper. Takes 1200 speech 
segments (different speakers, different content) to 
calculate the perceptual Hashing sequence, and then 
calculates BER (719400 values) each two, to obtain 
the figure which the probability distribution is 
compared with the standard normal distribution 
shown in Fig. 3. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the BER probability 
distribution of different speeches with a standard 
normal probability curve almost overlap, so the 
Hashing distance values are approximate normal 
distribution according to the algorithm in this paper, 
that the speech of different perception could generate 
different Hashing values. The theory FAR could be 
obtained by formula (11): 
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Due to content preserving operations, the 
perceptual quality of the speech drop off, but the 
perceptual content is changed by tampering, the goal 
is to accurately distinguish between a decline in 
perceptual quality and changes in the perceptual 
content. FAR values reflect the distinction of the 
algorithm, FRR values reflect robustness, FAR value 
is small, distinction is better, robustness is better, 
they are also a pair of mutually conflicting 

parameters, Usually make the trade-off based on 
different applications, in this paper, in order to 
distinguish between different speech and tampering 
speech, slightly bias in favor of distinction. 
Randomly selects 500 speech segments, the obtained 
BER values are used to obtain FAR and FRR curves, 
they are plotted on the same graph in Fig. 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Normal probability of different content speech hash. 

 

 
threshold 

 
(a) 
 

 
threshold 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 4. FAR-FRR curve. 
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As shown in Fig. 4(a), there are two intersecting 
curves, the result is due to the weak robustness of 
low-pass filtering, after removing the low-pass filter 
operation, the FAR-FRR is shown in 
Fig. 4(a).Obviously, the overall robustness of the 
algorithm is effected by the weak robustness of low-
pass filtering, it has a good robustness for other 
operations. When the authentication threshold value 
is set to 0.28, the algorithm has a good distinction, c 
could distinguish all kinds of content preserving 
operations and malicious tampering, in addition to 
the low-pass filtering operations. 
 
 
4.3. Efficiency Analysis 
 

Proposed algorithm is designed for 
communication terminals with limited resources, it 
has some prominent features such as small amount of 
authentication data and high efficiency. 
Characteristics and characteristics calculation should 
be considered on the basis of algorithm efficiency, in 
order to achieve the ability of locating the tampered 
position precisely, the linear operation is used to 
Hashing construction, the input of 4 s speech, the 
output of the hash value 13×10, the Hashing value is 
much smaller than other similar algorithms, so the 
time of pretreatment and authentication would be 
greatly reduced. Randomly selects 50 speech 
segments from the speech database, the each speech 
is tested 10 times, the statistics running time of the 
algorithm: characteristics extraction is 0.13 s, 
Hashing construction is 1.98 ms, Total is 0.132 s, to 
meet the requirements of real-time applications. 

 

 
4.4. Locating the Tampered Position  

and Attacking Type  
 

When speech datas are maliciously tampered, 
accurately detecting tampering location is a necessary 
requirement of speech perception content 
authentication. These malicious attacks with the 
ability of changing the semantic content of the speech 
signal includes cutting, insertion and substitution, 
because the cutting and insertion directly change the 
size of speech datas, and all substitution would make 
the resulting substantial increase in the bit error rate, 
far beyond the authentication threshold value, so it 
would not pass authentication. Therefore, to detect 
and locate malicious single point or points partial 
substitution is most meaningful, In order to verify the 
accuracy of locating the tampered position, randomly 
selects a 4 s speech segment, and randomly makes a 
multiple substitution more than 20 (4800 samples), 
the result of locating the tampered position shown  
in Fig. 5.  

As shown in Fig. 5, the three partial substitutions 
are signed by ellipse forms. The speaker normally 
speaks125 words per minute, in which each word is 
about 480 ms, while the each string Hashing 

sequence value in the algorithm is from 300 ms short 
speech segments. Thus, to determine whether has 
been tampering with the short speech by comparing 
the Hashing values in each row that could achieve the 
ability of detection and localization in a single point 
or points tampering. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Content tampering manipulations location 
 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, according to real-time application of 
speech communication terminal with limited 
resources, an efficient speech content authentication 
algorithm of perceptual hashing is proposed. The 
algorithm makes use of LSP coefficients closely 
related to the human vocal tract to construct a 
Hashing value, to achieve the semantic perceptual 
content authentication. Simple Hashing constructure 
has a great advantage of the efficiency and the 
robustness of the LSP coefficients, the algorithm can 
effectively distinguish between parts of content 
preserving operations and maliciously tampering, but 
also precisely locate local tampered position, 
effectively verifies the integrity of this  
speech content. 

The disadvantage of the proposed algorithm is 
that the weak robustness of low-pass filtering, it 
needs to be improved in the next step of research 
work. 
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Abstract: Constructing connected dominating sets (CDS) plays an important role in improving broadcast 
efficiency, simplifying routing and avoiding collision for wireless ad hoc networks. In this paper, a distributed 
algorithm called DCDS for constructing CDS based on maximum independent sets (MIS) was put forward. In 
this algorithm, each node only needs to know its 2-hop neighbors rather than all nodes in network. DCDS 
algorithm consists of three steps including neighbor discovery, MIS construction and MIS interconnection. The 
theoretical analysis showed that the message complexity of DCDS was O(n), the time complexity was O(Δ) at 
most, and the approximation factor was 8. Simulation result confirmed the validity of DCDS algorithm. 
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Wireless ad hoc networks have no physical 
backbone infrastructure [1].Yet virtual backbone can 
improve the broadcast efficiency, simplify routing 
and avoid collision for wireless ad hoc networks [2]. 
Constructing virtual backbone problem could be 
abstracted as calculating connected dominating set 
(CDS) in graph theory. To construct a CDS as small 
as possible has been one of targets that most 
algorithms pursued. However, calculating a minimum 
connected dominating set (MCDS) in graphs is NP-
hard, which made many algorithms apply 
approximate method to construct MCDS  
in engineering. 

Algorithms for constructing CDS can be divided 
into two categories: centralized algorithms and 

decentralized algorithm. The decentralized algorithm 
can be further divided into two categories: distributed 
algorithms and localized algorithms. Though 
centralized algorithms can generate smaller size CDS 
than that of decentralized algorithm, yet each node 
needs the global topology information, which takes 
these algorithms too much overhead and decreases 
scalability. In decentralized algorithms, each node 
only needs the local topology information, and thus 
reduces overhead and enhances scalability. 
Therefore, decentralized algorithms have been widely 
studied by many researchers.  

Wu proposed a simple localized algorithm [4-8]. 
Which can construct a CDS quickly, yet the CDS 
constructed has a lot of redundant nodes that have to 
be cut off to simplify the CDS. Wan proposed a 
distributed algorithm based on maximum 
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independent sets (MIS) [9]. Although the size of CDS 
constructed by his algorithm is small, yet it is 
necessary to construct a spanning tree, which 
increases the overhead. 

We propose DCDS algorithm for the construction 
of CDS based on the earlier studies of researchers. In 
this algorithm, each node only needs the information 
within its 2-hop neighborhood. The theoretical 
analysis showed that the message complexity of 
DCDS was O(n), the time complexity was O(Δ) at 
most, and the approximation factor was 8. Simulation 
result confirmed the validity of DCDS algorithm. 
 
 
2. DCDS Algorithm 
 
2.1. Mathematical Model 
 

Unit-disk graphs (UDG) are usually used to 
describe the topology information of wireless ad hoc 
networks. Assume that all the nodes in a wireless ad 
hoc network are placed in a two-dimensional plan 
and have the same maximum transmission range. If 
the maximum transmission range is 1, the topology of 
such a wireless ad hoc network can be modeled as a 
unit-disk graph, in which there is an edge between 
two nodes if and only if their distance is at most one 
(see Fig. 1) [9]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Model the topology of wireless ad hoc networks  
by unit-disk graphs. 

 
 
2.2. Algorithm Description 
 

The flow of DCDS algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 
DCDS algorithm will base on the theorem in graph 
theory- any maximum independent set in a graph is a 
minimum dominating set [10]. 

DCDS algorithm for constructing CDS consists of 
three steps: In neighbor discovery step, each node 
gets the information within its 2-hop neighborhood 
by transmitting and receiving HELLO messages. In 
step 2, a distributed idea is employed to construct a 
MIS, and a minimum dominating set (MDS) is 
constructed according to the theorem related above. 

Finally, some optimal nodes will be selected to 
interconnect MIS, and thus form a CDS. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The flow of DCDS algorithm. 
 
 

In DCDS algorithm, each node has a unique label 
ID. The weight of a node is defined as W(u)=(d(u), 
ID(u)), where d(u) is the degree of node u and ID(u) 
is the ID of node u. Such weight represents priority 
level of the nodes. Assume node u and node v are any 
pair of nodes in a graph. If W(u)>W(v), then one of 
the two conditions must be satisfied: 

Condition 1: d(u)>d(v).  
Condition 2: d(u)=d(v) and ID(u)>ID(v) 
Besides, each node also maintains a variable L 

initialized to 0. L=1 means the node has at least one 
leaf neighbor whose node degree equals to 1; and L = 
0 means the node does not have leaf neighbor. 
 
 

2.2.1. Neighbor Discovery 
 

At the beginning of our algorithm, each node 
explores local topology around. The exploring 
process includes two phases. First, each node 
broadcasts a HELLO message with its ID, and 
receives HELLO messages transmitted by all its 
neighbors. When any HELLO message was received, 
it can get its neighbor set. Second, each node 
broadcasts its neighbor set information to all its 
neighbors. When all neighbors set information from 
neighbors were received, it can calculate the weight 
of all its neighbors. 
 
 

2.2.2. MIS Construction 
 

Each node maintains a variable S representing its 
state, where S = 0 represents the state of the node is 
unidentified, S = 1 represents the state of the node is 
dominated, and S = 2 represents the state of the node 
is dominator. S is initialized to 0. The construction of 
the MIS is finished when all the S are set to either 1 
or 2, and all the nodes with S = 2 form the maximum 
independent set. 

The construction of the maximum independent set 
includes two steps: 

Step1: Each node compares its L with all its 
neighbors, and identifies its state according to the 
following rules:  

Rule 1): If a node’s L is 0 and all its neighbors’ L 
are 0, the node transfers into step 2. 
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Rule 2): If a node’s L is 0 and there is at least one 
of its neighbors with L = 1, the node keeps still. 

Rule 3): If a node’s L is 1 and all its neighbors’ L 
are 0, the node sets its S to 2 and broadcasts a 
DOMINATOR message. 

Rule 4): If a node with L = 1 and there is at least 
one of its neighbors with L = 1, besides, the node has 
the maximum weight among all the neighbors with L 
= 0, the node sets its S to 2 and broadcasts a 
DOMINATOR message. If there are some neighbors 
that maintain higher weight than its own, it  
keeps still. 

Rule 5): Upon receiving a DOMINATOR 
message, the unidentified state nodes set its S to 1, 

Step 2: Each unidentified node compares its 
weight with its neighbors, and identifies its state 
according to the following rules. 

Rule 1): If a node with S = 0 has the highest 
weight among all its neighbors with S = 0, the node 
sets S to 2 and then broadcasts a  
DOMINATOR message. 

Rule 2): If a node with S = 0 has at least one 
neighbor with S = 0, who has higher weight than 
itself, the node keeps still. 

Rule 3): When a node has set its S to 2, it 
broadcasts a DOMINATOR message immediately 

Rule (4): Upon receiving a DOMINATOR 
message, the unidentified nodes set its S to 1. 

In this phase, all the nodes with S = 2 form a MIS. 
Theorem 1: All the nodes with S = 2 form a 

maximum independent set of the network topology.  
Proof: Assume that all the nodes with S = 2 form 

a set I. Then we prove the theorem by contradiction. 
We first prove that I is an independent set. 

According to the definition of independent sets, any 
two nodes in an independent set are not adjacent to 
each other. Assume that node u and node v belong to 
I, and they are adjacent to each other. According to 
the rules in step 2, if W(u)>W(v), node v’s S could 
not be 2, since its neighbor node u’s S is 2. That 
implies node v’s S is 1, thus it could not belong to I, 
which conflicts with the assumption, and we can get 
the conclusion that any two nodes in I are  
not adjacent to each other. Namely, I is an 
independent set. 

Then we prove that I is a maximum independent 
set. Assume that I is an independent set but not a 
maximum independent set. According to the rules in 
step 2, each node with S = 1 is adjacent to at least one 
of the nodes S=2. In addition, all the nodes S = 2 
belong to I. This implies I will not be an independent 
set when some node outside I is added to I, which 
satisfies the definition of MIS. Therefore, the 
assumption is false, and we can get the conclusion 
that I is a maximum independent set. 

 
 

2.2.3. MIS Interconnection 
 

After the accomplishment of constructing the 
maximum independent set, each node sets a symbol Z 

initialized to 0. Z=1 represents the node does not join 
the CDS and Z=1 represents the node has already 
joined the CDS. The construction of CDS is fulfilled 
by transmitting/receiving REQUEST messages and 
JOIN messages. The transmitting/receiving process 
follows the rules shown below: 

Rule 1): Each REQUEST message includes a 
field named counter representing the times it had 
been transmitted or retransmitted. The counter was 
initialized to 3. As long as the message is transmitted 
or retransmitted, the counter is decremented by 1. If 
counter equals to 0, the REQUEST message will be 
abandoned. 

Rule 2): If a dominatee node receives a 
REQUEST message, it adds its own ID to the 
message and transmit the message. 

Rule 3): If a dominatee node receives several 
REQUEST messages at the same time, it only 
retransmits the one whose sender has the highest 
weight among all the senders. 

Rule 4): When a dominator node receives a 
REQUEST message the first time, it sets Z to 1 and 
transmits a JOIN message. The propagation path of 
JOIN message is opposite to the propagation path of 
REQUEST message. All the nodes who received the 
JOIN message set their Z to 1. 

Rule 5): Each node transmits a JOIN message 
only once when it receives a REQUEST message the 
first time. If a REQUEST message is received, then 
all the subsequent REQUEST messages will be 
abandoned. 

In this phase, all the nodes with Z=1 form a CDS. 
Fig. 3 is an example result of our algorithm. Here, all 
the nodes were randomly distributed in a 
400 m×400 m 2-dimension plane and had the same 
maximum communication range that equaled to 
80 m. Fig. 3(a) illustrated the result of MIS 
construction. The black nodes 5, 7, 9, 15, 18 formed a 
MIS. Fig.  3(b) illustrated the result of MIS 
interconnection. Node 2 and node 20 were selected to 
interconnect the MIS. Finally, the black nodes 2, 5, 7, 
9, 15, 18, 20 formed a CDS. 
 
 
2.3. Performance Analysis 
 

Assume that the number of the nodes in the 
network was n, and the maximum node degree was 
Δ. In the first phase of our algorithm, each node 
needed broadcasting two HELLO messages to get the 
information within its 2-hop neighborhood. Thus all 
the nodes needed broadcasting messages for 2n 
times.  

In the second phase, each node needed to 
broadcast a HELLO messages respectively to get the 
L and S of neighbors respectively. After the 
construction of the MIS, each dominator node needed 
to transmit a DOMINATOR message. Assume that 
the number of the dominator nodes was N. Thus, all 
the nodes needed broadcasting messages for 2n+ N 
times totally. 
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(a) MIS of network 
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(b) CDS of network 
 

Fig. 3. An example result of our algorithm. 
 
 

At last, each dominator node transmitted a 
REQUEST message, and it needed transmitting a 
JOIN message upon receiving a REQUEST message 
transmitted by another dominator node the first time. 
Besides, all the intermediate nodes between the two 
dominator nodes needed to relay these two messages 
once respectively. Thus, all the nodes needed 
transmitting messages for 4N times at least. 

Therefore, it took 4n + 5N times at least to 
transmitting all the messages, and the message 
complexity of DCDS algorithm was O(n). 

Each node compared its own L/S with its 
neighbors at most Δ times respectively, and thus the 
calculating times of the node could not exceed 2Δ 
times. Besides, our algorithm ran in parallel, which 
meant all the nodes can calculate their own state at 
the same time. Therefore, the time complexity of our 
algorithm was O(Δ) at most.  

Before the introduction of the lemma 2, assume 
that OPT is any minimum dominating set in a graph 
and opt is the size of the OPT. 

Lemma 1: The size of any independent set in a 
unit-disk graph is at most 4opt+1. 

From theorem 1, the nodes with S=2 were 
independent nodes. Assume that a node in CDS was 
adjacent to k nodes within MIS. According to WAN 
[9], k was less than or equal to 5 and the number of 

independent nodes in CDS was at most k+4(opt-1). 
Based on the rules in MIS interconnection phase, the 
number of the nodes that were selected to 
interconnect the MIS was less than that of nodes with 
S=2. Therefore, the size of CDS was at most 
2(k+4(opt-1)). In other words, the upper bound of the 
number of the nodes in CDS constructed by our 
algorithm was 8opt-2. Therefore, the approximate 
factor of DCDS algorithm was 8. 

Conclusion: The approximate factor of DCDS 
algorithm was 8, the message complexity was O(n) 
and time complexity was O(Δ) at most. 

The results are shown below.  
 
 

Table 1. Performance comparison of these three 
algorithms. 

 
Algorithm 

Name 
Time 

Complexity
Message 

Complexity 
Approximate 

Factor 
Wu  O(Δ3) Θ(X) n/2
Wan  O(n) O(nlogn) 8

DCDS  O(Δ) O(n) 8
 
Note: X represented the number of the edges in the unit-disk 
graph. Δ represented the maximum node degree. 

 
 
3. Simulation 
 

Simulation Experiment 1: The nodes number 
was set to 90 and 120 respectively. In each 
simulation scenario, all nodes were randomly located 
in a 100 km×100 km 2-dimension square area, and 
had same maximum communication range. Fig. 4 
described the relationship between the mean size of 
the CDS and maximum communication range 
through averaging results of 100 simulations  
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Fig. 4. Performance Simulation 1. 
 
 

Fig. 4 showed that the size of CDS became 
smaller with the growth of the maximum 
communication range. It was obvious that the longer 
node communication range, the fewer nodes were 
needed to cover the whole network, and therefore, the 
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smaller size of the CDS. However, when the 
maximum communication rang reached to 0.75 or 
higher times of the diameter of the area, there was at 
least one node who can communicate with any other 
nodes, and thus the size of CDS became constant. 

Simulation Experiment 2: The maximum 
communication ranges of all the nodes were set to 
12.5 km. In each simulation scenario, all nodes were 
randomly located in a 100 km×100 km 2-dimension 
square area. Fig. 5 described the relationship between 
the normalized size of CDS and the nodes number of 
the network through averaging results of 100 
simulations. Here the normalized size of CDS was 
defined as the ratio of the CDS nodes number to the 
nodes number of network. 
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Fig. 5. Performance Simulation 2. 
 
 

Fig. 5 showed that the normalized size of the CDS 
generated by all these three algorithms decreased 
with the growth of the size of the network. The 
reason was that with the growth of nodes number in a 
given area, any node had more neighbor nodes to 
communicate with. When nodes number was 180 or 
more, a certain number of nodes were enough to 
cover the whole network. So curve tendency 
approximately inversed to nodes number. Simulation 
result showed that when nodes number was less than 
180, the normalized size of CDS generated by DCDS 
algorithm decreased faster than that of the other  
two algorithms. 
 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, a distributed algorithm called DCDS 

algorithm for CDS based on maximum independent 
sets was presented. In DCDS algorithm, each node 

only needed the information within its 2-hop 
neighborhood rather than the global information. The 
theoretical analysis and performance simulation 
showed that the message complexity of DCDS 
algorithm was O(n), the time complexity was O(n) at 
most, the approximation factor was 8, and DCDS 
algorithm could generate a CDS of small size. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Today, manufacturing industry has entered the 
network manufacturing age, cloud manufacturing are 
also emerging. The design services the 
manufacturing industry that must also conform to the 
development of cloud manufacturing, to found 
"cloud design" platform [1, 2]. Cloud design is a new 
industry design model, it has a series of character 
with informationization, servitization, green, 
intelligent and so on. The business drive and 
superiority complementary based on common 
interests that can be achieved between cloud nodes 
by the self-organization of cloud design, the design 
process can be accomplished by self-organization; 
while the cloud design is constantly self-
improvement, to improve its complexity, accuracy 

and perfection, constantly to strengthen the ability to 
adapt the market. 

Building the cloud design platform, to cause the 
mechanical product design and advanced information 
technology, network technology and design 
technology combined, and improve the user-oriented 
cloud design platform, to organize online design 
resource according to user needs under platform 
support, breaking the constraint of geographical 
space and time domain for designers, design ways 
and means, to carry out product design activities that 
cover mechanical product lifecycle, to achieve the 
collaboration between users and various design 
resource sharing and integrating, in the case to ensure 
design quality , quickly and efficiently and cost-
effectively to provide users with the necessary design 
resources and services. 
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Cloud design to lead modern design change, it is 
the new model that design informationization is to a 
qualitative leap, which the CAID fuses internet of 
things, cloud computing, service-oriented 
manufacturing. It boosts the revolution of 
manufacturing industry, cloud manufacturing is a 
new model of networked manufacturing, indicating 
manufacturing qualitative change, if cloud design 
and cloud manufacturing can be cooperated with 
development, which will be able to achieve the great-
leap-forward development of "manufacturing"  
to "create". 
 
 
2. Related Concepts 
 
2.1. The Meaning of Cloud Platforms 
 

Cloud design is a new model of network design 
that service-oriented for manufacturing, to fuse 
modern design, cloud computing, internet of things, 
intelligentization and other technologies and cloud 
design services platform, to organize network design 
resources according to user needs, to provide users 
with all kinds of one-demand design services. The 
existing network design and service technology have 

be fused with cloud computing, cloud security, high 
performance computing, internet of things and other 
technology by cloud design technology, to achieve 
all kinds of design resources uniform, centralized 
intelligent management and operation, to provide 
various design activities and services for the product 
design process with readily available, on-demand 
use, safe and reliable, high-quality and low-cost. 
Cloud design join the large number heterogeneous 
design resources together that be distributed in 
different physical locations by sharing networks, to 
form a virtual centralized resources, and thus for the 
design firm to provide the sharing of design 
capabilities and resources. In the application, to 
achieve the objective that decentralized resource to 
focus using and concertized resources to distribute 
service. 

 

 
2.2. The Difference Between Cloud Design 

and Existing Design Mode 
 

The following similarity and difference between 
cloud design and the existing network design, ASP, 
design grid, etc. [3], as shown Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. The similarity and difference of several design modes. 
 

Similarity and 
difference 

Design mode 
Dynamic Service model Collaboration Security Operation model 

Network design Weak One to one Weak Weak Design task 

ASP Better One to many Weak Weak Service tenancy 

Design grid Weak Many to one Better Weak Design task 

Cloud design Better Many to many Better Better On-demand tenancy 

 
 

1) Although the current network designs to 
promote the enterprise business collaboration that 
based network technology, but it is mainly embodied 
in a stand-alone system, it is a fixed amount 
resources or established solution to provide services 
for user, the lack of dynamics, while lack of 
intelligent client and effective business model. In 
addition, the network design only achieves a topical 
application, it is urgent need in virtue of cloud design 
technology to achieve a wider range of promotion 
and application. 

2) The long-range service leased model of ASP 
technology can solve the information-based software 
costs of application systems of minor enterprises, but 
because the client intelligence and data security are 
deficiencies that lead to further promotion and 
application more difficult. However, existing 
research and marketing experience of ASP 
technology is the learning key that implements  
cloud design. 

3) Design grid emphasize that the convergence, 
discovery, optimizing collocation of distributed 

resources services, mainly to reflect the thinking of 
“decentralized resources to focus use”, and its service 
model are the form of “many to one”, namely multi-a 
distributed resource for a user or task service, so also 
lack commercial operation space. The cloud design 
emphasizes the "many to many", which brings 
distributed resource services together for centralized 
management, to provide services for multiple users 
simultaneously. 

4) Cloud designs take the design resource service 
as center, mainly for the design industry, the 
hardware and software design resources are 
integrated as Cloud Design Service Centers that are 
necessary for enterprise product design. All users can 
connect to the center that can take various activities 
service request, including preliminary design, design, 
experimentation, management, and other during the 
design cycle, cloud design services platform will be 
efficient smart matching, seeking, recommending 
and executing services in the clouds, and 
transparently take various design resources as a 
service to the user. 
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3. Cloud Design Platform  
and Architecture 

 
3.1. Cloud Design Platform 
 

Research to build the cloud design platform that 
faces multi-user, service-based, can commercially 
operate [4], shown in Fig. 1. Cloud design platform is 
composed by the cloud provider (Cloud Design 
Service Provider), cloud demander (Cloud Design 

Service Demander) and cloud design services 
platform (Middleware). The cloud provider provides 
the services of design resources and design 
capabilities by cloud design services platform, cloud 
demander advances service requests by the cloud 
design services platform; cloud design services 
platform based on the task request that submitted by 
users under the support of all cloud technology, to 
search the service that meets client requirements and 
to supply on-demand for cloud demander. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The cloud design platform. 
 
 
3.2. The Architecture of Cloud Design 

Platform 
 

To achieve the cloud design platform, the 
architecture of cloud design platform is submitted, as 
shown Fig. 2 [5-6]. 

As Fig. 2, the architecture includes the following 
five levels: 

1) The physical resource layer. Physical resource 
layer is the lowest level of cloud design, to provide 
sharing physical resources facing collaborative 
design activities, such as equipment resources, 
software resources etc. All kinds of physical 
resources will be taken to access the network by the 
physical layer resources through the embedded cloud 
terminal technology, internet of things technology, to 
achieve the overall interconnection of design 
physical resources, to provide the interface support 
for virtual resources package and resources 
transferring of cloud design. 

2) Virtual resource layer of cloud design. This 
layer mainly take various design services that access 
to the network collecting virtual design resources, to 
define tools and virtualization tools etc. through the 
cloud design service, and virtual design resources 
will be packaged into a cloud services, posted to the 
cloud design service center in cloud. The main 
function is provided by this layer that including cloud 
access technologies, cloud service definition, 
virtualization, cloud service publishing management, 
quality management of resources, pricing and billing 
management of resource providers and resource 
division management. 

3) Cloud Design Core Services layer. The layer is 
mainly facing three type users of cloud design (cloud 

provider, cloud demander, cloud services operating 
business), to provide a variety of core services and 
functions for the integrated management of design 
cloud services, including cloud services 
standardization and testing management, interface 
management, and other services facing cloud 
provider; to provide user management, system 
management, cloud service management, data 
management, publishing management services of 
cloud services facing cloud service providers; and to 
provide cloud task management, high-performance 
search and scheduling management facing  
cloud demander. 

4) The application interface layer. Cloud design 
application interface layer is mainly offering 
different professional application interface and user 
registration, checking and other common 
management interface for specific  
design applications. 

5) The application layer of cloud design. The 
layer faces all areas and trade of the design industry. 
Different users only need to pass the gateway website 
of cloud design, various user interface (including 
mobile terminals, PC terminal, special terminals, 
etc.), to access and use the various types cloud 
service of cloud design system. 
 
 
4. Key Technologies of Cloud Design 
 

The key technologies of cloud design [7-8] 
roughly including: general technology; cloud 
technology; integrated management technology of 
cloud services; credibility and security technology of 
cloud design; business management technology of 

Cloud provider Cloud provider 

Cloud demander Cloud demander 

Cloud demander 
Cloud demander 

Cloud design 
services platform 
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cloud design; visualization simulation technology of 
cloud design; collaborative technology. Fig. 3 shows 
the classification of key technology of the cloud 

design and meaning and the main content of each 
technology category. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The architecture of cloud design platform. 
 
 
4.1. Overall Technology 

 
Overall technologies mainly include design 

mode, architecture, and related standards and norms 
technologies. Mainly from the system point, to 
research structure, organization and operation mode 
and other aspects technology of cloud design system, 
and research correlative standards and norms that 
supports the implementation of cloud design. 
Including: the cloud design architecture that support 
multiple users, commercial operation, service-
oriented; the design resources trading, sharing, 
interoperability mode under cloud design mode; 
cloud design related standards, protocols, norms etc., 
such as cloud service access standards, cloud service 

description specifications, cloud service  
access protocols. 
 
 

4.2. Cloud Technology 
 

The embedded cloud terminal package, access, 
calling techniques of all design resources of cloud 
design services provider is mostly researched. Mostly 
including distributed storage and computing of cloud 
design resources; virtualization technology of cloud 
design resource; package, calls and access 
technologies of cloud design resources and services; 
definitions, publishing technology of cloud design 
resources and service; cloud terminal embedded 
access technology; implementation technology of 
internet of things. 
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Fig. 3. Key technology of cloud design. 
 
 
4.3. The Integrated Management Technology 

of Cloud Services 
 

To mostly research the access, publishing, 
organization and aggregation, management and 
scheduling integrated management operations of 
cloud services are supported by cloud service 

provider. Including statistical access definition and 
management and authentication etc.; the formation, 
aggregation, storage, search and dynamic matching 
of cloud service, the build and deployment, 
decomposition, optimization of design task; the 
promoting of service delivery model, user 
management and authorization mechanisms etc. 
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Overall technology 

Resources perception and 
access technology of cloud 

design 

Virtualization and service 
technology of cloud design 

resources and capacity

The structure and 
management technology of

cloud design service 
virtualization environment 

Virtualization runs 
technology of cloud design 

service environment 

Virtualization service 
environmental assessment 
technology of cloud design 

Credibility and security 
design services technology 

of cloud Design 

Man-machine interacting 
technology of cloud 

design 

Design art technology 

The organization, operation, trading models of cloud design; 
Development and application standards of cloud design services 
platform; The architecture of cloud design services platform; 
System management technology of cloud design platform 

Network IntelliSense perception technology based on sensor;
Design resource access adapter technology based internet of things;
Dynamic acquisition, analysis and pretreatment technology of
Massive sensory data; Access technology of design knowledge base

Semantic description and modeling techniques of hardware and
software resources and capabilities of  cloud design;
Transformation and mapping technology of physical and virtual
resources; Construction and management technologies of virtual
resource cloud pool; Dynamic optimization techniques of virtual
resources during use; Service package and cloud technology of
cloud design; Interdisciplinary dynamic knowledge integration and
management techniques; Virtual reality technology and animation
techniques

Classification management techniques of cloud design service;
Intelligent matching technology of cloud design services; On-
demand dynamic composition and evolution technology of cloud
design services; On-demand dynamic structure and agile
deployment technologies of cloud design virtual resources; Pricing
and quality service management techniques of cloud design
services; Information systems management technology of cloud
design 

Collaborative design and virtual resources fault-tolerant technology
of cloud Design Service; Dynamic scheduling and virtual resources
on-demand loose coupling using techniques of cloud design
services; The building and management technology of trading
platform of cloud design services; Running process monitoring
techniques of cloud design services; Operation safety control
technology of cloud design

Credit assessment techniques of multi-user trade main body; 
Integrated utility evaluation techniques of cloud design services; 
Comprehensive evaluation techniques of physical and virtual 
resources; Security and confidentiality evaluation techniques of 
cloud design

Credible operational techniques of cloud Design; Trusted Network 
Technology of cloud design; credible access technology of cloud 
terminal; embedded trusted hardware of cloud terminal; System
and data reliability technology of cloud design 

Multi-channel man-machine interacting technology   in user using 
environment of cloud design; Semantics-based voice interacting 
technology of cloud terminal; On-demand personalized user 
customizable interface technology of cloud terminal 

Computer aided industrial design technology; Creative design 
technology; Design art knowledge quantitative techniques 
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4.4. Credibility and Security Technology 
Cloud Design 

 
The main research is how to implement credible 

and secure cloud design technology. Including: 
terminal embedded trusted hardware; terminal 
credible access, publishing; the reliability and 
secrecy technology of cloud design credible 
operations, network, system service and  
other aspects. 
 
 
4.5. Business Management Technology  

of Cloud Design 
 

The main research is related technologies of 
enterprise business and process management under 
cloud design mode. Including: the dynamic structure, 
management and implementation technology of 
business processes under cloud design mode; the cost 
structure, pricing, bargaining and operating 
strategies, and corresponding electronic payment 
technology of cloud services, etc.; the credit 
management system and realization technology of 
cloud design model (cloud provider, cloud client,  
the operator). 
 
 
4.6. The Virtualization Technology  

of Cloud Design 
 

The creation of virtual design resources and 
capabilities involve the creation, publishing, storage 

technology of various types of "Virtual Devices" 
template or image and the technology that moves the 
physical environment to a virtual environment. The 
on-demand customization and deployment of virtual 
design resources and capabilities involve multi-
dimensional matching, semantic combination, 
automatic deployment, the target physical device 
activation technology of virtual device. The 
management of virtual design resources and capacity 
involve the monitoring, fast management, integrated 
performance optimization scheduling, online moving 
and efficient backup technology of its state and 
processes. The virtualization framework of cloud 
design resource as shown Fig. 4 [9]. 
 
 
4.7. The Collaboration Technology  

of Cloud Design 
 

The cloud design collaboration to solve multi-
agent cooperation and build a virtualized cloud 
design system to respond the needs of users, so its 
need the technology that base on intelligent 
requirement analysis and task decomposition, to 
identify and match multi-agent resources/capabilities, 
and to optimize resources/capabilities through 
polymerization and partition technology, to build 
virtualization system. The design resources / 
capabilities are provided by all main part using the 
model of standardized description in virtualization 
cloud design system, the complexity of the 
underlying distributed isomer is shielded, and the 
interoperable service interface is provided. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Virtualization framework of cloud design resource. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

Cloud design provides a new concept and model 
for industry design informationization that has a 
broad developing space, to accelerate the depth 
development that the design informationization to the 
network, intelligent, emotional and services. Cloud 
design requires design corporation has a good 
informationization base, and to achieve enterprise 
information integration. Cloud design is a strategic 
systems engineering, its development will be a 
gradual long-term process, it is best that decision 
parallel the cloud manufacture, collaborative 
development. The achievement of cloud design 
technology needs a lot of work carrying out under the 
traction of application requirement and the driving of 
related technologies, its research and application will 
further promote the design industry to the "network, 
intelligent, service" direction, so that the information 
degree of design industry will be enhanced  
a new level. 
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Abstract: NURBS surface reconstruction is discussed from the two aspects of smooth surface and precision. 
Given the test whether surface is smooth. To the not smooth surface, by using modified point, section feature 
curve to improve the surface smoothness. Surface reconstruction accuracy does not meet the requirements of the 
situation, using the modified method of control vertices to correct surface reconstruction error. This paper 
provides a method for the reconstruction of surfaces effective assessment and correction.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the reverse engineering technology, the reverse 
process of surface needs to pass through the point 
cloud data acquisition, data processing, surface 
reconstruction and product manufacturing process 
[1]. The evaluation of the effectiveness and accuracy 
of the free-form surface, the commonly used method 
is to compare the surface and the origin of reverse 
cloud data. From the reverse process of the entire 
technology loop will produce errors, especially errors 
in the manufacturing process is very complex. 
Therefore, the reconstructed surface characteristic 
evaluation model is an important step in the reverse 
process before the production. 

If the surface reconstruction is the most essential 
part of the words, then the quality evaluation of 
surface reconstruction in reverse engineering is the 
most key link. Surface quality mainly includes two 
aspects of smoothness and accuracy, Smoothing is a 
very subjective concept, which contact with human 

subjective feeling great. Smooth product appearance 
beautiful generous, beautiful shape, giving a pleasant 
feeling, and includes streamlined dynamic model of 
the surface, with good aerodynamic performance. 
Due to the subjective factors is relatively large, it is 
difficult to give a specific definition smoothing, 
resulting in a number of different evaluation criteria. 
As with the processing of the product, surface 
reconstruction has the accuracy of 3-D 
reconstruction, the 3D reconstruction accuracy, refers 
to meet the degree between the reconstructed surface 
and reverse prototype. If the surface reconstruction is 
not up to the given precision requirements, even if 
the surface is reconstructed, there is no actual 
application value. Accuracy assessment has 
increasingly become an important part of reverse 
engineering in the whole life cycle. In this paper, in 
order to reflect the real surface characteristics of 
point cloud data for evaluation basis, from two 
aspects of the curved surface smoothing and surface 
accuracy of the free-form surface reconstruction of 
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performance assessment,  and in view of the item 
does not meet the technical modification measures 
are put forward. 
 
 
2. Smooth Surface Characteristics 

Evaluation and Correction Methods 
 

Smooth surface characteristics evaluation is to 
assess whether the surface primarily aesthetic, 
whether with a fluent line and smooth surface, 
namely on the fairing of the assessment. Products of 
free-form surface generally require  
surface smoothing. 
 
 
2.1. Criteria and Methods of Evaluation  

of Reconstructed Surface 
 

Surface smoothing criteria is relatively 
complicated, it is according to the critical curve on 
the surface (such as: the parameters of the u and v 
direction line coordinate or surface and parallel to the 
plane of a series of plane cross section of the line, 
etc.) whether smoothing and surface curvature (main 
curvature and gauss curvature, mean curvature) 
whether changes evenly to judge. Surface smoothing 
criteria [2]:  

1) The critical curve fairing; 
2) Surface without extraneous inflection point (or 

points) and variable perturbation; 
3) The principal curvature in the nodes of the 

curvature jump is small enough; 
4) Gaussian curvature changes uniform. 
Reconstruction surface due to the limitation of 

computer display, it is very difficult to directly 
determine the smoothness of the surface, so we must 
adopt the method of mathematical analysis. There are 
four kinds of surface fairing analysis method: the 
method based on curvature and reflection line 
algorithm, high brightness line method and isophotes 
method, each method has certain characteristics. 

 

 
2.1.1. Curvature Based Method 
 

Curvature based method is the curvature analysis 
to the surface, the surface having the same curvature 
point values together into a certain order of the curve, 
the contour of partial curvature can be obtained 
through the establishment of the equation [3-4]. 
Define a parametric surface M  and a scalar 
function k , which means that some kind of curvature 
has the following formula 
 

 ( , ) ( ( , ))k u v k M u v  (1) 
 

Using the above formula to create surfaces 
 

 ( , ) ( , , ( , )) ( , , ( ( , )))P u v P u v k u v P u v k M u v  (2) 

To calculate a group of planes of P surface 
obtained by lines of curvature. Curvature analysis is 
an important tool for surface analysis, often using 
color mapping and drawing curvature contour lines of 
curvature in two ways curvature of the surface 
analysis. Fig. 1 shows a freeform mean curvature 
color maps. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Mean curvature surfaces color map. 
 
 

Drawing contour lines of curvature on the surface 
is to connect the dots with the same curvature into the 
line. Its method with the curvature of color mapping 
is the same in essence, only expressed in different 
ways. Fig. 2 is a freeform mean curvature contour 
curvature graph. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Surface contour curvature graph. 
 

As shown in Fig. 3 by the distribution of 
curvature comb whether smooth uniform, can 
determine the surface smoothing of whether meet the 
requirements. 
 
 
2.1.2. Reflection Line Algorithm 
 

Reflection line refers to a set of rays on the 
surface obtained by projecting surface curve [5]. 
Given a set of parallel rays ( )L t , they pass through 

the same viewpoint A to the object irradiation,  which 
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will produce a set of parallel rays reflected by the 
optical theorem physics that, the angle of reflection 
equal to the angle of incidence, by observing the 
reflection density of the yarn and deformation to 
determine surface smoothness. Reflection point Q 
satisfies 
 

 
( ) ( ) 2 ( , )

L Q
A Q L Q N N L Q

A Q


     


 (3) 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Curvature comb. 
 
 

Fig. 4 is the use of reflection line method for 
detecting surface. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 (a). Reflection line method. 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4 (b). Reflection line method. 
 

Fig. 4 (a) can be seen not only along the reflected 
ray and spacing are different, judging the surface is 
not smooth, Fig. 4 (b) for the modified surface, the 
reflected ray comparison rules, distribution is more 
uniform, smoothness improved significantly. 
 
 
2.1.3. High Brightness Line Method 
 

This is a special reflective line method, if there is 
no view; the reflected ray becomes a set of points on 
the surface. Then light lines ( )L t can be represented 

by the following formula: 
 

 ( )L t A Bt   (4) 
 

A is the source point on the line, B is the direction 
vector. For any point Q on the surface, N represents 
the surface normal vector in the direction of the 
point. The N direction in a straight line through the 
point Q is the Q-point surface normal vector of 
extension cord, which can be expressed as 
 

 ( )E s Q Ns   (5) 
 

Fig. 5 is a high-brightness line method to check 
the surface quality. 
 

 

 
 

(a) 
 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 5. High brightness line method. 
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High brightness method associated with the 
vector method of curved surface, and to the direction 
of the vector change stick don't sensitive parameters 
for a given surface ( , )S u v , the method of one point 

vector u, v can be used in both directions of a 
derivative, namely tangent vector to define. If the 
first derivative is discrete, the highlighted line in 
which the showed irregular, so sensitive method of 
high brightness can be locally is not only suitable for 
testing surface. As shown in Fig. 5(a) that line is not 
smooth, you can determine the surface smoothness is 
poor, Fig. 5(b) flow smoothly and evenly spacing 
change, which means that surface smoothing good. 
 
 
2.1.4. Isophote Method 
 

The same definition with the curvature line, have 
the same illuminance point according to the order 
form of the curve is the isophote [6-8]. The isophotes 
can be defined by type 

 
( ( , ), )N u v L c const   

 
In the formula, ( , )X u v  is the parametric surface, 

L as the direction vector parallel light; ( , )N u v  

represents the normal point of surface. 
Smooth isophote represents a surface have good 

quality; irregular distorted isophotes display defects 
in one or two derivative surface; continuous and 
uniform distribution of the isophotes said surface 
smoothness high degree. From Fig. 6 we can see the 
isophote lines smooth, and space evenly, thereby 
determining the surfaces have good smoothness. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Isophote method. 
 
 

The above methods have certain characteristics, 
overall: the curvature based method allows us to 
easily observe the distribution of surface curvature. 
Curvature color mapping, curvature line method can 
help us to recognize the surface fluctuation, concave 
and convex regions, find out the surface maximum 

curvature value between adjacent patches A and B 
continuity. This method is very sensitive to small 
changes in surface shape. Illumination model 
essentially reflects the changes of the surface normal 
are based, can help us to determine the surface 
patches A and B continuity. The rendering surface, 
we can make the surface shape has a very intuitive 
understanding, but can not judge C continuity 
between surfaces. Contour map can help us to 
understand the shape of surface, find the peak, valley, 
maximum, minimum, the contour smoothness help us 
judge the fairness of the surface. In actual use, we 
can choose according to the specific situation of a 
surface analysis method, the integrated use of 
multiple methods can also be. 

 

 
2.2. Not Smooth Surface Modification 
 

There are many kinds of the correction method of 
curved surface shape characteristics; there are local 
modifications and overall correction. Overall 
correction effect is good, but computationally 
intensive and slow. Partial correction method is 
mainly through different means of inspection, found 
only on the surface along the section, and then uses 
some method to adjust some control surface vertices 
to achieve smooth surfaces. Correction method is 
usually caused by local surface shape characteristic 
evaluation method to decide what corrective action. 
In view of the commonly used evaluation method 
based on curvature and contour, the most simple and 
calculation of curved surface shape characteristics of 
the minimum amount of correction measures are 
characteristic curve using the modified cross-section 
the way to correct it. 

Let the detected sequence of points 
( 0,1, , )iP i n  , ( )P t  is the interpolation curve of 

 iP P , ik  is the relative curvature at the point iP . 

When 1 0i ik k   and 1 0i ik k   , the point iP  is 

dead pixels.  
Make 

 

1 1

i i
i

i i

PQ

P Q 

   

 

 1 1 / 2i iQ P P   , the first amendment point is 

 max i , Let dead pixel is  j iP P t . 

With 
jP  of the adjacent point where 

1jP 
 and 

1jP 
 

vector and the tangential vector information construct 
curve ( )C t , 

j j jD C P  , when 
jD   (  is the 

maximum number of  modifications), Modify the 
jP  

to the 
jC ; Otherwise, modify the 

jP  to the 

j
j

j

D
P

D
 . 
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Re-fitting the modified data points, get the new 
cross section characteristic curve, and then rebuild 
the surface, realize the correction on the curved 
surface shape characteristics. 
 
 
3. Surface Accuracy Assessment  

and Correction 
 
3.1. Surface Accuracy Assessment 
 

In reverse engineering, the physical prototype has 
been digitized, high-density measurement point cloud 
contains a large amount of data, fully expressing the 
measured surface characteristics, it can be used the 
same as a real surface, therefore, the error between 
the physical prototype and model surface, can be 
expressed by the sampling error between the point 
and the model surface. Comparison of the model with 
the physical problem into a calculated point-to-
surface distance, using accuracy of minimum 
distance from a point to surface to characterize the 
surface reconstruction model [9], and the finished 
surface models from point cloud data analysis which, 
if the minimum distance is in the error range you can 
assess the reconstruction model of qualified over the 
range of error, setting that surface accuracy is not 
qualified, as shown in Fig. 7 between the surface 
model and the original point cloud through distance 
analysis, this can be used to evaluate the model 
accuracy index. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Point cloud to surface distance. 
 
 

The key issue here is to calculate the sampling 
point to the surface of the shortest distance, set point 
P is the nearest point to the surface ( , )S u v  of point 

Q, and then the vector (P-Q) must be the same as the 
surface normal at point P.  

Therefore, the point to the surface of the problem 
can be transformed into calculation points in the 
parameter surface S(u,v) of the projection, the 
projection direction of the surface normal vector, in 

general, spatial arbitrary point on the surface of 
projection can be expressed as 
 

 u v

u v

S S
Q P d

S S


  


, (6) 

 

where P is the projection of Q on the surface; d is the 
shortest distance between Q to the surface S(u,v); 

   , ,
,u v

S u v S u v
S S

u v

 
 

 
 is the partial derivative 

of parametric surfaces. For complex surfaces, the 
equation (6) is a high-order nonlinear equations, 
Newton's method can often be used to solve, but the 
Newton method for initial demanding at the 
boundaries may lead to divergence calculation; while 
Newton's method is time-consuming, practice in 
order to avoid solving linear equations, often using 
geometric segmentation method, the surface plane 
slices into a series of discrete polyhedra, and then 
point to calculate the distance to each flat piece, take 
the minimum value for the shortest distance. 
 
 

3.2. Error Correction Measures 
 

In practice, once the error exceeds the allowable 
value of the surface, the surface should be corrected. 
Correction method also has many, there by increasing 
or decreasing the number of control points to 
improve, by modifying the surface with a method of 
control vertices. This paper used to modify the 
surface control vertices surface error correction 
method to improve the surface accuracy [10]. Let 
h k  times given point NURBS surfaces 
 

( , )p p u v ,  1( , )i i hu u u   ,  
1( , )i j kv v v    

 

Change the control vertices 
ijd  to

ijd  , so that the 

surface point p moves along the c direction given 
distance s to point *p . That is 
 

 
, , , ( , )i h j kp p acR u v   , (7) 

 

where 
, , , ( , )i h j kR u v  is the rational basis function. 

Then 
 

 , , , ,i h j k

s
a

c R u v
  

 

Thus, you can get new control vertices are 

ij ijd d ac   , to reconstruct the surface with new 

control vertices, until it meets the accuracy 
requirement. 
 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

This paper summarizes the surface smoothing 
performance testing standards and methods, 
summarizes the various characteristics of curved 
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surface smoothing method and according to the 
surface phenomenon, and by amending section gives 
the characteristic curves for surface partial correction 
method to fix it, which can improve the surface 
smoothing performance very well. According to the 
precision of the reconstructed surface problem, to 
reconstruct surface intersects the measured point 
instead of the normal and the distance for error 
estimation based on surface, has realized the error of 
the reconstructed surface, to the surface accuracy can 
not meet the actual requirements, adopt the method of 
modified control vertex to error correction surface, 
effectively ensure the accuracy of the surface 
performance meet the requirements. 
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Abstract: This paper proposes the design of a driver-in-the-loop simulator for off-highway truck which can be 
used in both vehicle performance test and driver training. A 14 degree-of-freedom vehicle model of 190 tons 
truck is established in TruckSim, and the detail parameters of its subsystems are also introduced. Human drivers 
can input steering, accelerating, and braking signals through the operation platform designed by Ergonomics, 
and then sensors and PXI of National Instruments Corporation of hardware system collect and input signals into 
the LabVIEW program which input them into vehicle model. Handling performance experiments are conducted 
in the simulator by different drivers, and the experiments results show the effectiveness and real-time 
performance of the simulator which can realize a “driver-vehicle-road” closed simulation.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Off-highway truck, Driver-in-the-loop, Real-time simulation, Handling performance. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation is a hot 
issue in vehicle research field with the development 
of information technology [1, 2]. Driver-in-the-loop 
(DIL) simulation which takes full account of the 
human function and effectively combines HIL 
simulation and three-dimension (3D) virtual reality 
technology is utilized to investigate vehicle 
performance. 

Driver-in-the-loop simulation has a lower cost, 
more flexibility, and fewer risks than conventional 
experiment methods. It is an effective tool to ensure 

the safety and success rate of field test and verify the 
matching of vehicle’s hardware and software [3]. 

Several simulation platforms are constructed on 
the basis of HIL simulation and DIL simulation to 
test vehicle performance, verify effectiveness of 
control system, and study dynamic response of 
vehicle. Reliability and safety of embedded 
automotive control system by means of HIL 
simulation are evaluated in [4, 5]. A HIL simulation 
system based on dSPACE, xPC TargetBox, and 
Vehicle Simulator is designed and utilized to assess 
the control performance of yaw stability controller 
[6]. The performance of the motor control algorithm 
for the in-wheel electric vehicle is evaluated by 
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human-in-the-loop simulations in [7]. Reference [8] 
proposed a design for an active trailer-steering 
system of multi-trailer articulated heavy vehicles 
using DIL simulation. Reference [9] developed a 
driving simulator light in size, fully parametric, open 
source and extremely portable for different platforms. 
And an objective handling qualities evaluation 
method is presented using DIL analysis [10]. In 
aerospace engineering, pilot-in-the-loop (PIL) 
technology has been widely used in pilot training, 
and the dynamic response can be fed back to the pilot 
through a set of mechanism. It is lacked that a DIL 
simulator especially for the mining truck, a kind of 
off-highway vehicle, which also can be used for 
driver training except for vehicle performance test.  

In order to investigate the handling performance 
of off-highway trucks considering human factor, a 14 
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) dynamic model of 
190tons truck is established in TruckSim software at 
first. Then a DIL simulator is developed whose 
operation platform is designed by ergonomics. 
Moreover, handling simulation experiments of 190 
tons truck on D-level pavement are conducted 
respectively by three drivers. Finally, the 
effectiveness and real-time performance of the DIL 
simulator are verified. 

2. Dynamic Model of Off-highway Truck 
 

TruckSim is a software tool for simulating and 
analyzing the dynamic behavior of medium to heavy 
trucks, buses and articulated vehicles, which utilized 
the parametric modeling method. And its multi-body 
code generator, Autosim, can automatically build 
mathematic model of the full-vehicle which has 
excellent expansibility and real-time performance. So 
TruckSim is selected to build the vehicle model 
which is used in DIL simulation. There are two parts 
in this section: full-vehicle model and subsystem 
model which both are essential for a DIL simulator. 
 
 
2.1. Full-Vehicle Model 
 

A detailed vehicle model of an off-highway truck 
is established by means of TruckSim. It has 14 DOF 
included 3 transition DOF (u, v, r) and 3 rotation 
DOF (α, β, γ) of sprung mass (MS) along X, Y and Z 
axis, 2 transition DOF (Sfl and Sfr) of unsprung mass 
of front axle (Mufl and Mufr), a transition and a rolling 
DOF (Sr and θ) of unsprung mass of rear axle (Mur), 
and 4 rotation DOF (φfl, φfr, φrl, φfl) of  
4 wheels (Fig. 1). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Vehicle model with 14 DOF. 
 
 

Load capacity of off-highway trucks are from 
35 tons to 400 tons, and a truck driven by electrical 
motors which can carry 190 tons minerals is selected 
as an example to build the detailed model. Its main 
parameters are shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Main parameter of 190 tons off-highway truck. 
 

Parameter 
MS (includes 

payload) 
Mufl/Mufr  Mur 

Value 256490 kg 9195 kg 53750 kg 
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The vehicle model is simplified as a body and 
four wheels. Elastic and damping characteristics of 
spring and K&C performance of suspension, steering 
angles relationship between inner wheel and outer 
wheel, tire characteristics, and the power output 
characteristics of engine are required to input to 
TruckSim in modeling instead of the detailed 
structure dimensions. And with the data mentioned 
above, the dynamic equation of full-vehicle model 
can be obtained based on Fig. 2: 
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 is the velocity vector of mass 

center, 
ZZ

I  is the inertia moment of sprung mass in 

the yaw plane, and   is yaw velocity. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Dynamic model of vehicle in TruckSim. 
 
 
2.2. Subsystem Model 
 

Ignoring the aerodynamic influence, 7 
subsystems which include mass parameter, steering, 
suspension, tire, power train and braking are required 
to be modeled in detail. Handling performance test is 
conducted to verify the effectiveness of the simulator 
in Section 4, so subsystem models of suspension, 
steering and tire are introduced in detail in this part 
due to their crucial effects on handling.  

1) Suspension. 
The elastic and damping element of suspension 

used on off-highway truck is hydro-pneumatic spring 
which has nonlinear stiffness and damping 
characteristics. They are expressed as an elastic force 
in modeling:  
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where Fs is the spring force, Fd is the damping force, 
γ is the polytrophic-index of gas, P10 is the initial gas 
pressure, V10 is the initial gas volume, A1 is the area 
of working cavity, A2 is the area of ring cavity, and x 
is the relative displacement between cylinder and 
piston. 

The spring force and damping force of front and 
rear hydro-pneumatic springs on 190 tons truck is 
shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Elastic and damping characteristics  
of hydro-pneumatic spring. 

 
 

The linkage types of front and rear suspensions 
are respectively combined-linkage suspension and 
three-linkage suspension, and their K&C 
characteristics are also required in modeling. 

2) Steering. 
Only the angle relationship between inner wheel 

and outer wheel is required to build the steering 
subsystem which is shown in Fig. 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Angle relationship between inner and outer  
steering wheel. 

 
 

3) Tire.  
Pacejka Model method is used in tire modeling, 

and longitudinal force Fx, lateral force Fy, vertical 
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force Fz, and aligning torque Mz are calculated by 
longitudinal stiffness κ, lateral angle α, vertical 
deformation dv and camber angle γ which are shown 
in Fig. 5. Engineering tire 37.00-57 is used on 
190 tons mining dump truck, and its parameters are 
shown in Table 2. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Tire parameters in TruckSim.

Table 2. Tire Parameters. 
 

Parameter Symbol Value 

Radial stiffness Kr 8000 N/mm 

Longitudinal stiffness κ 200000 N/mm 

Cornering stiffness Kα 10000 N/rad 

Camber stiffness KM 220 kN/rad 

Radial relative damping Cs 0.75 

Roll damping Cr 0.02 

Lateral relaxation length τx 20 mm 

Longitudinal relaxation 
length 

τy 50 mm 

 

 

3. Design of DIL Simulator 
 

A DIL simulator especially for off-highway truck 
is established to test vehicle performance and train 
drivers. This simulator can also be used to investigate 
the interaction between human driver and vehicle 
model, and its schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 6. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of DIL simulator. 
 
 

The vehicle model built in TruckSim is imported 
in DIL system by PXI real-time hardware and 
LabVIEW software of National Instruments 
Corporation (NI) which realize the interaction with a 
human driver through hardware I/O channel. The off-
highway truck that driver operates is a virtual one 
conducted in simulation in fact. 

A human driver can operate the real steering 
wheel, accelerator pedal and brake pedal, and know 
about the driving situation from the virtual vision. 
The DIL simulator is essentially a closed system with 
interactive feedback which consists of virtual road 
vision, a human driver, and real-time control board. 
The virtual road vision provided by the simulator 
through virtual reality technology can lead the human 
driver to acquire road information and made 

subjective judgment to operate the equipments in 
simulator. The vehicle model will accelerate, 
decelerate and steer based on its own dynamic 
characteristic.  

The vehicle model can be driven by different 
drivers in DIL simulation to study the vehicle 
performance with the consideration of human factor. 

 

 
3.1. Ergonomic Design of Operation Platform 
 

The design of operation desk which is made of 
aluminium alloy extrusions follows light-weight 
principle. And its truss structure ensures the compact 
size, safety and stability. 
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The operation desk is consisted of an adjustable 
seat, a steering wheel, a tubular column, an operation 
handle, three screens, an acceleration pedal and a 
brake pedal (Fig. 7).  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Operation platform. 
 
 

In Fig. 7 above, 1) Adjustable seat, 2) Steering 
wheel, 3) Tubular column, 4) Operation handle, 
5) Acceleration pedal and brake pedal, 6) Screens. 

The ergonomics evaluation about this operation 
desk is performed by CATIA. Result of posture 
evaluation is shown in Table 3. The average score is 
89.8, and scores of almost all the knuckles are more 
than 80, which means the operation desk meet 
ergonomics requirements. 
 
 

Table 3. Posture Scores. 
 

Segments Scores 
Lumbar 84.2 

Thigh 
Left 81.1 

Right 76.7 

Leg 
Left 92.0 

Right 91.1 

Arm 
Left 96.4 

Right 98.4 

ForeArm 
Left 95.5 

Right 93.1 
Average 89.8 

 

 
Binocular vision of driver is shown in Fig. 8. 

Inner ellipse is static vision where the middle screen 
can presented fully. And outer ellipse which contains 
three screens is kinematic vision, which indicates that 
the arrangement of screens is reasonable.  

 
 

Fig. 8. Binocular vision. 
 
 
3.2. Hardware System 
 

The hardware system of DIL simulator is shown 
in Fig. 9 which includes the operation platform 
mentioned in part 3.1, a PXI system, an upper 
computer, a rotary encoder, and two pedal sensors.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Hardware system. 
 
 

An operation platform designed based on 
ergonomics is for human driver to input steering, 
accelerating and braking signals into simulator. And 
a rotary encoder and two pedal sensors are mounted 
to measure steering angle, the level of throttle 
opening and brake pressure. The outputs of rotary 
encoder and pedal sensors are analog voltages which 
are collected by PXI which is extensions of PCI for 
instrumentation and applicable to measurement and 
automation systems. These data are delivered 
between PXI and the upper computer through 
TCP/IP. 
 
 
3.3. Software System 
 

LabVIEW and TruckSim are the main software 
used in DIL simulation. The vehicle model is 
established and conducted in TruckSim, and 
connected with a human driver by hardware I/O in 
LabVIEW. The solver of dynamic link library is 
loaded in LabVIEW to invoke vehicle model and 
algorithm in TruckSim. A monitor of vehicle speed, 
brake pressure, steering angle is developed in 
LabVIEW, which is used to monitor vehicle model 
and hardware. 

Operation 
Platform 

Upper 
Computer 

NI PXI

Rotary Encoder  Pedal Sensor 
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Graphic information about traffic status in 
simulation is displayed real-time by OpenGL 
technology used Surface Animator software in 
TruckSim. There is no need for any  
third-party software. 
 
 

4. Simulation 
 

A handling performance test is conducted to 
verify effectiveness and real-time performance of the 
DIL simulator mentioned above.  

Three drivers are invited to conduct the stead 
steering test on the DIL simulator. Drivers should 
drive the 190 ton off-highway truck on D-level 
pavement, step on the accelerating pedal in the 
beginning, and keep the maximum opening during 
the test. When the truck accelerates from 0 to 
30 km/h, drivers should uniformly turn the steering 
wheel a circle and keep the angle until the test ends. 
The truck will come into a steady-state steering status, 
and 70 s is set as the end time of the test. The results 
are shown in Fig. 10, which includes curves of 
vehicle track (a), speed V (b), steering wheel angle θ 
(c), lateral acceleration ay (d), yaw velocity ωr (e) and 
rolling angle of sprung mass Φ (f). 

It can be found that the truck will reach 30 km/h 
after about 7 s. Human drivers cannot turn the 
steering wheel around a precise angle (360°) in 
reality, so the angles of “a circle” that three drivers 
input are respectively 354.75°, 363.45°, and 378.90° 
(Fig. 10(c)). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 (a). Results of steady-state steering test by three 
drivers: vehicle track. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 (b). Results of steady-state steering test by three 
drivers: speed. 

 
 

Fig. 10 (c). Results of steady-state steering test by three 
drivers: steering wheel angle. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 (d). Results of steady-state steering test by three 
drivers: lateral acceleration. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 (e). Results of steady-state steering test by three 
drivers: yaw velocity. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 (f). Results of steady-state steering test by three 
drivers: rolling angle of sprung mass. 

 
 

Difference among response time and steering 
wheel angles of three drivers are also clearly 
reflected in vehicle track shown in Fig.10 (a). The 
relationship among steady-state turning radius in 
three tests is r1>r2>r3. The maximum speed 
(30 km/h) is restricted by control program in 
LabVIEW, and the operations for drivers are not very 
complicated. As a result, there are almost few errors 
among speed curves in three tests (Fig. 10(b)). The 
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indicator data used for handling performance 
evaluation from three tests are lateral acceleration, 
yaw velocity, and rolling angle of sprung mass 
respectively shown in Fig. 10(d), Fig. 10 (e), and 
Fig. 10(f). Steady-state values of these indicators are 
also different. When three drivers finished “a circle” 
steering angle inputs, three indicators quickly came 
into their stable value. Steady-state values of ay, ωr, 
and Φ in three tests respectively conducted by three 
drivers are (0.266 g, 0.280 g, 0.298 g), (18.12°/s, 
19.10°/s, 20.38°/s), and (1.89°, 1.95°, 2.07°). It can 
be seen that stable values of three indicators in test 3 
is less than that of others, because the angle turned 
by driver 1 is the smallest. The vibration of three 
indicators curves are caused by the variation of 
suspension distances due to the wheel bounces on D-
level pavement. The indicator values oscillate based 
on the K&C characteristic of vehicle model. The 
steady-state steering tests for 190 tons off-highway 
truck are conducted on the DIL simulator by three 
drivers, and the results show that the simulator is 
effective to realize real-time DIL simulation. 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

The establishment of a dynamic full-vehicle 
model for 190 tons off-highway truck with 14 DOF 
has been described as well as its subsystems 
including suspension, steering, tire, drive train, brake, 
and mass parameters which are crucial for the design 
of a DIL simulator. A DIL simulator based on virtual 
reality and HIL technology is built which can be used 
for not only truck performance test but also driver 
training. Its hardware system included an operating 
platform designed based on Ergonomics for drivers 
to input steering, accelerating and braking signals, 
sensors and NI/PXI to collect and measure signals, 
and an upper computer. Its software system consists 
of TruckSim to build the truck model and provide 
real-time display and LabVIEW to import signals 
into the virtual model. A closed simulation system of 
driver-vehicle-road is realized in the DIL simulator. 
Steady-state steering tests have been conducted in the 
simulator by three human drivers, and its 
effectiveness and real-time performance are verified. 
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Abstract: A method for wideband beamforming with broad nulls of harmonic nested array is proposed. The 
harmonic nested array is composed of several uniformly-spaced linear subarrays, each of which processes an 
octave subband signal respectively. Nonuniform octave subband signals are implemented by general parameter 
filter banks with multirate method. Each subarray beamforming is carried out by space-frequency signal 
processing approach. We divide each octave subband into K frequency bins firstly. Secondly, the reference 
desired broad nulls pattern is designed with derivative constraints orthogonal method at the highest frequency 
bin. Thirdly, an IDFT on the samples of sampled the reference desired pattern with appropriate sample interval 
is performed to obtain the weightings for each frequency bin, then the DFT to find the pattern for corresponding 
frequency bin is taken. At last, combined all patterns of each frequency bin together the wideband pattern can be 
obtained. Each subarray is operating with the lowest rate in parallel. Weightings and patterns are realized by 
IDFT and DFT. These contribute to decreasing the computational load significantly and improving the speed 
and performances as well. Simulations show that the proposed beamformer is competent for broad nulls 
wideband beamforming with lower computation complexity. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Broad null, Wideband beamforming, Subarray, Multirate method, General parameter filter banks, 
Nested array. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

There is considerable interest in wideband 
beamforming for applications in various areas such as 
radar, sonar, acoustics, radio astronomy, and 
communications. Previous research of wideband 
beamforming based on different element 
configurations can be divided into three major 
streams: space-time signal processing, space-
frequency signal processing and fully spatial signal 
processing [1-3]. Among these structures, one frame 

using a set of harmonic nested arrays has become 
favorable, especially in microphone array signal 
processing [4-7]. The uniform linear array is 
consisted of several sets of uniform nested arrays. At 
the same time, received wideband signals by 
elements were divided into several subbands in terms 
of 1-octwav criterion for corresponding nested 
subarrays. The advantage of this structure 
beamformer are more quickly convergence speed of 
weights resulted from each subarray operating in 
parallel, less coupling among elements and lower 
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cost because of less element is needed compared with 
traditional uniform linear array. 

For wideband beamforming, one problem is to 
assure the undesired signal in pattern null direction, 
especially interfering signal is moving or DOA 
estimating is not accurate enough. Broadened null is 
a common method. There are several broaden null 
methods that have been proposed for interference 
suppression [8-10]. 

In this paper, a multirate method with an efficient 
general parameter filter banks was adopted, and each 
subarray beamformer was operating at lowest 
sampling rate. Each subarray beamforming is carried 
out by space-frequency signal processing approach. 
We divide each octave subband into K frequency 
bins firstly. Secondly, the reference desired broad 
nulls pattern is designed with derivative constraints 
orthogonal method at the highest frequency bin. 
Thirdly, an IDFT on the samples of sampled the 
reference desired pattern with appropriate sample 
interval is performed to obtain the weightings for 
each frequency bin, then the DFT to find the pattern 
for corresponding frequency bin is taken. At last, 
combined all patterns of each frequency bin together 
the wideband pattern can be obtained. Each subarray 
is operating with the lowest rate in parallel. 
Weightings and patterns are realized by IDFT and 
DFT. The advantage of this approach is the loads of 
computational processing costs can be alleviated 
more efficiently. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, 
the background on nested array will be introduced 
briefly. In section 3, wideband beamforming with 
broad nulls will be described in detail. In section 4, 

simulation results and analysis will be presented. In 
last section, brief conclusions will be drawn. 
 
 

2. Harmonic Nesting Structure 
 

A harmonic nested array consists of a set of 
superimposed subarrays, each designed for a single 
octave as shown in Fig. 1. Assume that interesting 
frequency span is  ,l hf f . The bottom subarray is 

M -element uniform linear array, designed for the 
subband which frequency range is  ,2 hh ff . To 

avoid grating lobes, the interelement spacing 1d  is at 

most half the wavelength of the highest frequency 
within the subband corresponding of this subarray, 
i.e. 1 2 2h hd c f d   , where c  is the speed of 

propagation. The next subarray is nested with the first 
subarray with  1 2N   superimposed elements. The 

inrerelement spaced at 2 2hd d  , which 

corresponds to half-wavelength spacing at 2hf . The 

third subarray spaced at 3 2 4hd d  , which 

corresponds to half-wavelength spacing at 4hf . The 

fourth subarray spaced at 4 4 8hd d  , which 

corresponds to half-wavelength spacing at 8hf . The 

additional subarrays are designed similarly until the 
lowest frequency lf  is covered or the element spacing 

limit is reached. We can see that the nested array is a 
subband sampling processor in spatial domain, which 
splits the wideband signal into several subband ones 
with an octave and process by corresponding 
subarrays. 

 
 

0x 2x 3x 4x2x3x4x 5x
5x

d 2d 4d 8d

 
 

Fig. 1. Super-imposed configuration of harmonically nested array. 
 
 
3. Wideband Beamforming with Broad 

Nulls Based on Nested Array 
 
3.1. Structure of Wideband Beamformer 

 
The whole array processor used in this paper can 

be shown as Fig. 2. An octave passband analysis 
filter obanks used to getting one octave subbands 
from each subarray. iD is decimation by iD  and 

iD  stands interpolation by iD . Signals received by 

each subarray are sampled in sampling rate sf . Each 

subarray is processed by its corresponding analysis 
filter  iH z (i =1,2,3,4), and then decimated by iD . 

After the decimation, the adaptive beamformer of 
each subarray operates at a lower sampling rate if , 

where i s if f D . Outputs of these beamformers are 

interpolated by the up-samplers iD  and combined via 

the synthesis filters  iF z . In Fig. 2, analysis filters 

and synthesis filters are mutual and crucial in this 
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structure. Some advantages can be concluded from 
the nested array structure and multirate method as 
depicted above [5]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Structure of the nested array with nonuniform 
subband multirate method. 

 
 

According to the Fig. 2, each subarray requires an 
analysis filter and a synthesis filter to avoid liasing 
and imaging. With smaller bandwidth covered by 
each subarray, temporal multirate sampling is 
incorporated with the nested array via down-samplers 
and up-samplers. In order to obtain an octave 
frequency bandwidth filter banks, tree structure filter 
banks with two-channel maximum decimation 
general parameter filter banks were used [11]. Two-
channel filter banks cascaded is more convenient 
approach. General parameter filter has not only 
infinite impulse response filter’s efficiency but also 
finite impulse response filter’s linear phase 

characteristic. The broad nulls wideband beamformer 
of each subarray is designed in details in next section. 
 
 
3.2. Space-Frequency Wideband 

Beamforming 
 
Some wideband beamforming method can be 

used to design broad nulls wideband beamforming 
for subarrays [1, 8-9]. The frequency method was 
adopted in this paper. We divide the output of each 
subarray into K frequency bins and use narrowband 
processing to create a pattern in the frequency. For 
one subarray operating frequency span  , 2a af f , the 

centre frequency of each frequency bins is: 
 

 2 1
1 , 0,1, , 1

2k a

k
f f k K

K

     
 

 , (1) 

 
In order to obtaining broad nulls pattern over each 

octave, we first define a reference desired broad nulls 
pattern at af  for a uniform linear array whose spacing 

is 4ad  (the design details is shown in the next 

section), so we need to consider the beam pattern 
over twice the visible region. For each of the 
frequencies in (1), we sample the beam pattern at: 
 

 
n

k

nc
u

Ndf
 , (2) 

 
where c  is the velocity of propagation in the medium, 

=335.28c m/s in this paper. Assume the number of 
each subarray element N  is odd. 

   1 2 1 2N n N     , 0 1k K   . We perform 

an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) on the 
samples to obtain the weightings for that frequency 
bin kf . We then take the DFT to find the beam 

pattern for frequency bin kf . When k increases from 

0 to K-1, the weightings of K frequency bins will be 
obtained, and then the beam pattern of whole 
frequency spans will be obtained too. 
 
 
3.3. Desired Reference Frequency Broad 

Nulls Pattern Synthesis 
 
In this section, the reference frequency broad null 

pattern is designed. We adapt the method of 
orthogonal method under derivative constraints [10]. 

Assume there are 0M ( 0 1M N  ) independent 

nulls at 0M position on the desired pattern, then 

pattern is 
 

 
    T

1

N

m n n m
n

F u B u


   0ψ B , (3) 
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where N  is the number of subarray element, 
sinu   , angle  is measured from normal of linear 

array to direction of impinging plane wave signal. 
  1|Nn nu   is the orthogonal basis, nB is the  n u  

projection of  F u . Where 01, 2,m M  , Define 

0N M constraint matrix 0C . 
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In order to broaden nulls, derivative constraints 

can be imposed on null positions of the initial pattern. 
Firstly, assume first derivative of the pattern with 
respect to u. 1 is the subset of the 0M  locations 

where we want the derivative to equal zero and 
contains 1M  points. Secondly, define 1N M  

constraint matrix 1C  which element is    
1

1
n mu . The 

r -th type of constraint is the r -th derivative of the 
pattern with respect to u. For a linear array, this 
corresponds to 
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where ri 1r is a subset of r  and rM  points. 

Define rN M constraint matrix rC which element 

is    
r

r
n mu Then, the total constrains matrix 

is  0 1 r C C C C , assume 0 1c rM M M M     

and cM N . If the columns of C are linearly 

independent, then T *C C will not be singular. Now 
Lagrange multiplier is can be used to get the final 
weights [10]. 
 
 
4. Simulations and Discussions 
 

The performance of the broad nulls wideband 
beamformer of nested array is evaluated in this 
section. Assume that the number of element N of 
each subarray is 11, the frequency spans of desire 
signal, noise and interference are 0.5 kHz-8 kHz. 
Each individual filter is Butterworth general 
parameter filter with order of 16 and 2 pair of 
complex zeroes, and the original amplitude 
fluctuation within pass band is 0.5 dB. There are 2 
complex zeroes at    and 0 for lowpass filter 
and highpass filter, respectively [11]. There are four 

subbarray as shown in Fig. 1, so the first subband 
frequency span is 4 kHz-8 kHz, the second is 2 kHz-
4 kHz, the third is 1 kHz-2 kHz and the fourth is 
0.5 kHz-1 kHz. The corresponding sampling rat if is 

16 kHz, 8 kHz, 4 kHz and 2 kHz respectively. In this 
paper K is 16 for each subarray. The four reference 
frequency broad null patterns are designed at 
frequency 8 kHz, 4 kHz, 2 kHz and 1 kHz 
respectively. 

Assume that one desired pattern of the whole 
frequency spans is the maximal directivity at 0   , 
there are one narrow null at 40  , one broad null 
from 29 to 30 , another broad bull from 68 to 72. 
We set zero order, second order and third order 
derivative constrains at -40, 30 and 70 respectively. 

Fig. 3 shows the desired reference frequency bin 
broad nulls pattern by the derivative constrained 
orthogonal approach. It obvious that pattern meets 
designing requirement well. 

The last broad nulls wideband pattern of nested 
array was shown in Fig. 4. It obvious that the desired 
signal can be received without distortion and the 
interference signal within broad nulls span can be 
attenuated more than 80 dB in all frequency range. 
Moreover, main beamwidths of different frequency 
are almost invariable. It can be seen that their 
patterns are almost same in mainlobe region, but in 
sidelobe, the aliasing will be severe slightly as the 
bandwidth of subband signal increasing, it can be 
reduced through increasing the number of frequency 
bins K. 
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Fig. 3. Desired reference frequency bin broad nulls patter. 

 

 
The last broad nulls wideband pattern of nested 

array was shown in Fig. 4. It obvious that the desired 
signal can be received without distortion and the 
interference signal within broad nulls span can be 
attenuated more than 80 dB in all frequency range. 
Moreover, main beamwidths of different frequency 
are almost invariable. It can be seen that their 
patterns are almost same in mainlobe region, but in 
sidelobe, the aliasing will be severe slightly as the 
bandwidth of subband signal increasing, it can be 
reduced through increasing the number of frequency 
bins K. 
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Fig. 4. Resultant broad nulls wideband pattern. 
 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

A method of wideband beamforming with broad 
nulls based on multirate space-frequency signal 
processing and derivative constraints orthogonal 
method for harmonic nested array is proposed. 
Nonuniform octave subband signals are implemented 
by general parameter filter banks with multirate 
method. Each subarray beamforming is carried out by 
space-frequency signal processing approach. The 
reference desired broad nulls pattern is designed with 
derivative constraints orthogonal method at the 
highest frequency bin. Weightings and patterns are 
realized by IDFT and DFT. Simulations show  
that the proposed beamformer is competent for  
broad nulls wideband beamforming with lower  
computation complexity. 
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Abstract: Computer simulation is carried out for end-grafted diblock copolymer chain AnBn by Monte Carlo 
method in this paper. Monomer A-surface interaction is EAS = ─1 and monomer B-surface interaction is EBS = 0. 
The adsorption and conformation properties of diblock copolymer are simulated by self-avoiding walk (SAW) 
and bond fluctuation model (BFM). The mean number of surface contacts,  mean square end-to-end distance and 
mean square radius of gyration are studied and analyzed. We find that there are differences between two end-
grafted diblock copolymers AnBn which end is grafted to the plate surface. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Computer simulation, Monte Carlo method, Diblock copolymer, Self-avoidance. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Properties of polymer near the surface are studied 
at many areas, which are relevant to many 
applications, such as polymer separation [1], 
compatibilization [2], sensors [3-8]. Polystyrene is a 
polymer formed from a monomer styrene. The 
conductive polymer is a good choice for  
the preparation of the graft copolymer [8]. Selective 
adsorption of copolymer can be applied to  
sensors [6-8].  

Computer simulation is often used to study 
conformation and adsorption properties of polymer 
[9-12]. We carry a series of computer simulation 
work for properties of polymer near at the surface 
[13-18]. A finite-size scaling analysis method is used 
to estimate the critical adsorption point for 
homogenous polymer [11-15]. The dependence of the 
mean number of monomers in contact with the 
surface on the temperature and the chain length is 
studied by using Monte Carlo method [14-15]. 

In the present paper, a Monte Carlo simulation 
method is used to study the critical behavior of a 
single flexible diblock copolymers AnBn tetherd to a 
flat plate surface. There are two kinds of diblock 
copolymers by which segment are grafted onto the 
fixed monomer O: OAnBn for the end of segment A 
grafted onto the monomer O and AnBnO for the end 
of segment of B. We study the critical behavior of 
diblock copolymer by the mean number of surface 
contacts, the specific heat, the Binder cumulant, 
mean square end-to-end distance and mean square 
radius of gyration. We found there are differences 
between two end-grafted diblock copolymers OAnBn 
and AnBnO. 
 
 
2. Model and Simulation Method 
 

The diblock copolymer chain model adopted in 
this work is a self-avoiding walk (SAW) chain with 
one end grafted to the monomer O fixed on a flat 
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plate surface which locates at z=0. The flat plate is 
presumed infinitely wide and impenetrable to 
monomers of copolymer. Periodic boundary 
conditions (PBC) are imposed on the simulation 
system along the x and y directions. Copolymer 
monomers are restricted to lie in the upper half space 
(z>0). The SAW copolymer chain consists of N 
monomers consecutively linked with the bond length 

fluctuating from 1, 2  and 3  lattice unit. The 
bond between two successive monomers along the 
chain can be taken from the vector set {(1, 0, 0), 
(1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)} by symmetry operations of the 
simple cubic lattice [14-17]. Each monomer occupies 
an unit lattice site. One end of diblock copolymer is 
grafted to the monomer O on the flat plate surface 
and will not depart from it. The graft monomer O is 
fixed at position (0, 0, 1) contacting to the center of 
the flat plate surface (0, 0, 0). 

Diblock AB copolymer is one simple example of 
two-letter copolymers made up of two different 
monomer species, denoted by letters A and B. 
Monomer of type A contacting with the surface has 
attractive interaction, but monomer of type B with it 
has none interaction. Every monomer locating at 
layer z=1, namely contacting with the plate surface, is 
assigned an interaction energy -E. Monomers of type 
A are adsorbed on the surface with a constant 
adsorption energy EAS=-1, but monomers of type  
B EBS= 0. 

At the beginning of simulation, a diblock 
copolymer chain AnBn by self avoiding walk is 
grown using the chain growing method with the first 
monomer grafted onto the monomer O. Proportions 
of monomer A and those of B in the copolymer are 
equal to the same value, and the length of segment A 
(or B) n is equal a half of the chain length N, namely 
n = N/2. In this simulation, there are two different 
types of diblock copolymer according to which type 
of monomer is grafted to the monomer O. If the 
segment A is grafted to the monomer O, the diblock 
copolymer is marked as OAnBn. And if the segment 
B grafted to the monomer O, it is marked as AnBnO. 

After creating a whole copolymer chain, we let it 
undergo continuous Brownian motion resulted from 
random collisions between copolymer monomers and 
solvent molecules. In this paper, solvent is considered 
as background.  

The only effect of solvent in the simulation is 
random collision between polymer and solvent, 
which results in the random move of polymer. In the 
dynamic model, a monomer is chosen randomly from 
the chain units and attempts to move one step 
selected randomly from one of the six directions. 
This trial move will be accepted if the following six 
conditions are simultaneously satisfied:  

1) One monomer is randomly picked from all 
monomers of polymer chain. 

2) The new site of the movable monomer is 
located in the upper half space (z>0).  

3) The new bond length still belongs to the 

allowed bond length set {1, 2  and 3  lattice unit}.  

4) The chain complies with the law of self-
avoidance condition.  

5) Every two bonds do not intersect. 
6) The move will be accepted with a probability p, 

which is defined as 
 

 
)exp(

Tk

E
p

B


 , (1) 

 
where exp(-ΔE/kBT) is the Boltzmann factor; ΔE is 
the energy change due to the place change of 
monomer after and before the motion; kB is the 
Boltzmann constant which is set unity in the 
simulation.  

If all the conditions (1)-(6) are met, the monomer 
successfully walks one step.  

One Monte Carlo step (MCS) is defined that all 
monomers in the diblock copolymer attempt to  
move once. 

Annealing method is used to simulate the 
dependence of copolymer properties on the 
temperature. Starting from at high temperature T=8, 
we slowly decrease T with the step T. The step is 
adopted as small as 0.05 near the critical adsorption 
point (CAP), while a slightly big value is adopted 
away from CAP. The chain changed its configuration 
with simulation time. At each temperature T, the 
copolymer chain is first equilibrated for about 

13.25.2 N  MCS [14]. Then we record adsorption and 
conformation properties of copolymer at every 

13.21.0 N  MCS in the next 13.2100N MCS. The 

results are averaged over 310  conformations for 
every independent run. Final results are averaged 

over 310  independent runs, which are calculated by a 
parallel Fortran program with MPI. Different 
samples are computed at different CPUs (or cores) 
for parallel computing by MPI. 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 

The diblock copolymer chain is made up of an 
attractive A-segment of the length n and a neutral B-
segment of the same length n. The snapshots of 
diblock copolymer conformation are plotted in Fig. 1, 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for OA200B200 and A200B200O at 
different temperatures. The light gray ball presents 
monomer B, the dark gray ball presents monomer A, 
and ☆ is the grafted monomer O on the center of the 
flat plate surface. At high temperature T=2.0, the 
diblock copolymer chains stretch in the solute for 
both OAnBn in Fig. 1(a) and AnBnO in Fig. 1(b). At 
the temperature T=1.0, some monomers of the 
attractive A-segment are contact at the surface 
whereas the B-segment forms a nonadsorbed tail for 
OAnBn in Fig. 2(a) and a nonadsorbed loop for 
AnBnO in Fig. 2(b). At much low temperature T=0.1, 
monomers of the attractive A-segment are almost 
contact at the surface whereas the B-segment still 
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forms a nonadsorbed tail for OAnBn in Fig. 3 (a) and 
a nonadsorbed loop for AnBnO in Fig. 3 (b). For 
diblock copolymer chain OAnBn, segment Bn in tail 
extends freely in solution. For diblock copolymer 

chain AnBnO, both two ends of B-segment close to 
the surface, but middle B-monomers can stretch in 
three-dimensional space at the low temperature. 
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Fig. 1. Snapshots of diblock copolymer conformation with segment length n=200 at the temperature T=2.0  
for (a) OA200B200  and (b) A200B200O. 
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of diblock copolymer conformation with segment length n = 200 at the temperature T=1.0  
for (a) OA200B200  and (b) A200B200O. 
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Fig. 3. Snapshots of diblock copolymer conformation with segment length n = 200 at the temperature T=0.1  
for (a) OA200B200 and (b) A200B200O. 
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We calculate the mean number of monomers in 
contact with the surface <M>. In Fig. 4 the 
dependence of the fraction of the mean number of 
surface contacts <M>/N on temperatures T is plotted 
for OAnBn in Fig. 4(a) and for AnBnO in Fig. 4(b) 
with the chain length N = 50, 100, 200 and 400. The 
<M>/N - T curves almost overlap for different chain 
length at low temperature. But the <M>/N - T curves 
differ for different chain length at high temperature. 
At high temperature, the fraction of the mean number 
of surface contacts <M>/N tends to 0 when the chain 
length is large enough. At low temperature T = 0.1, 
the fraction of the mean number of surface contacts 
<M>/N tends to 0.5 for long chain. The inset symbols 
, , and  correspond with the simulation 
conformation graph in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, 
respectively. From at high temperature to at low 
temperature, there is a second transition phase for the 
fraction of the mean number of surface contacts. 

The dependence of the mean number of surface 
contacts <M> on chain length N and temperature T 
(or polymer-surface interaction ε) is investigated by a 

finite-size scaling analysis method [11, 13-15]. We 
found the critical adsorption temperature is near 
T = 1.6 using the same bond fluctuation model to 
simulate the homogenous polymer [14]. The 
alternative method is using the position of the 
maximum of the specific heat, which is defined as  
 

 

2

22

T

EE
Cv


  (2) 

 
from the fluctuations of the internal energy, E = M. 
It can also give the critical adsorption temperature in 
Fig. 5. The maximum position is related to the chain 
length. When the chain length tends to infinite long, 
the maximum temperature will close to the CAP. 
However, specific heat can still be used to determine 
the CAP, instead of the position of the maximum, one 
examines the common intersection point of Cv/N vs. 
T (see inset of Fig. 5 (a). In our simulation this yields 
again location Tc in agreement with that of 
homogenous polymer [14].  
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Fig. 4. (Color online) The dependence of the fraction of the mean number of monomers in contact with the flat plate 
surface on temperature for chain length N = 50, 100, 200  

and 400. (a) OAnBn and (b) AnBnO. 
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Fig. 5. (Color online) specific heat per monomer Cv/N, which is plotted a function of T for different chain length.  
(a) OAnBn and (b) AnBnO. 
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We have also used Binder’s cumulant method to 
check and to locate the critical adsorption point CAP 
[11, 20, 21]. We have calculated the Binder’s 
cumulant, which is defined as  
 

 

2

2

3
1





M

M
U , (3) 

 
where <M2> is the mean square number of monomers 
in contact with the plate surface and <M> is the mean 
number of monomers in contact with the plate 
surface. If the chain length N tend to infinite long, U 
approaches a nonzero value Uc at the critical 
adsorption temperature T = Tc [11, 20, 21], which is 

independent of chain length N at large N limit. We 
present the dependence of Binder's cumulant U on 
the chain length N at temperature T around Tc in  
Fig. 6. We find that Binder's cumulant U shows 
different behaviors for at high temperature T>Tc and 
at low temperature T< Tc. It suggests that the critical 
adsorption temperature Tc is close to 1.6 for diblock 
copolymer OAnBn in Fig. 6a. The value is consistent 
with that obtained from the scaling of <M> and 
specific heat. We find that the critical Binder's 
cumulant Uc is about 0.47 for the chain adsorption at 
Tc. In Fig.6b, We find that U shows some different 
behaviors away from at Tc for the fluctuation error of 
diblock copolymer AnBnO. 
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Fig. 6. Plot of the Binder cumulant U vs chain length N at different temperature T from 1.4 to 1.9.  
(a) OAnBn and (b) AnBnO. 

 
 

We have calculated the mean square end-to-end 
distance for diblock copolymers OAnBn and AnBnO, 
for chain length N = 100, 200 and 400 at the different 
temperature. The reduced mean square end-to-end 
distance is defined as 
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where the exponent v is about 0.6 [17]. The 
dependence of reduced mean square end-to-end 

distance  2
reducedR  on temperature T is plotted in 

Fig. 7(a) for diblock copolymers OAnBn, and in 
Fig. 7(b) for AnBnO. We found each curve has a 
minimum. The minimum of AnBnO is more obvious 
than that of OAnBn. We calculated the critical 
temperature by extrapolation to infinite long chain 
and found that the critical temperature is close  
to T =1.6. 
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Plot of reduced mean end-to-end distance vs temperature T for different N. The inset shows the critical 
temperature by extrapolation. (a) OAnBn and (b) AnBnO. 
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We have calculated the mean square end-to-end 
distance <RA

2> for segment An and <RB
2> for 

segment Bn in diblock copolymers OAnBn and AnBnO. 
The dependence of <RA

2> and <RB
2>  on the 

temperature is presented in Fig. 8, wherein Fig. 8(a) 
is the mean square end-to-end distance of segment An 
<RA

2>, and Fig. 8(b) is for that of segment Bn <RB
2>. 

We present the end-grafted homogenous polymer 
OAn in Fig. 8(a) and OBn in Fig. 8(b). We also 
present end-free homogenous polymer confined 
between two parallel plates with large space distance 
An in Fig. 8(a) and Bn in Fig. 8(b). In Fig. 8(a), at low 
temperature T<Tc, <RA

2> increases as the temperature 
decreases. As the temperature (T <1) is further 
reduced, <RA

2> of AnBnO is slightly larger than that 
of OAnBn. The number of monomers A in contact 
with the flat plate surface increases with the 
temperature decreases (Fig. 4), because monomers of 
segment An close to the surface with the increase in 
Monomer A-surface interaction as the temperature 
decreases. Both ends of the segment An in the AnBnO 
can extend outwardly along the surface, while only 
one end of segment An can be moved in the OAnBn 
because one end is fixed at the monomer O. At high 
temperature T> Tc, <RA

2> of OAnBn slightly increases 
as the temperature increases, that is, <RA

2> exists a 
minimum at Tc, which is consistent with the CAP’s 
properties of the homopolymer chain [13, 14]. <RA

2> 
of AnBnO maintains a constant as the temperature 
increases, because segment An almost extends in 
solution owing to segment Bn connected between 
segment An and the surface. In Fig. 8(b), at low 
temperatures, <RB

2> of AnBnO is smaller than that of 
OAnBn, for one end of segment Bn in diblock 
copolymer AnBnO is fixed at the monomer O, and the 
other end is pulled toward the surface by the 
adsorbed segment An. At high temperature, <RB

2> of 
AnBnO is slightly larger than that of OAnBn, for one 
end of segment Bn in AnBnO is fixed on monomer O, 
while both ends of segment Bn in OAnBn can be 
movable in solution. 

We have calculated the mean end-to-end distance 
<R2> of copolymer chain OAnBn and AnBnO at the 
different temperature. Its components normal to the 

plate surface zR  2  and that parallel to the plate 

surface xyR  2 . We present the dependence of 

xyz RR  22 /  on temperature T for different 

chain length N in Fig. 9. For finite chain lengths, we 
find a cross point for OAnBn in Fig. 9(a) and AnBnO 
in Fig. 9(b), which suggests that Tc is between 1.6 
and 1.7 [14]. The result is still consistent with Tc 
estimated by our finite-size scaling method. At low 

temperature T, we find that xyz RR  22 /  

tends to 2/5 for OAnBn and 0 for AnBnO. 
Fig. 10 shows the dependence of the mean end-to-

end distance <R2> on temperature T for diblock 
coplymer OAnBn, AnBnO and homopolymer OAn.  
For every polymer, <R2> exists a transition phase 
from at high temperature to at low temperature. 
Above the critical temperature, the mean end-to-end 
distance <R2> almost does not change with the 
temperature for OAnBn, AnBnO and OAn., because the 
attractive interaction between segment A and the 
surface is weak at high temperature T > Tc. At low 
temperature T < Tc, <R2> increases as the temperature 
decreases for OAnBn, AnBnO and OAn. However, we 
found that there are great differences at near or below 
the critical temperature. < R2> of OAnBn and that of 
AnBnO, which is smaller than that of the homogenous 
polymer at the same temperature. At near the critical 
temperature, < R2> of AnBnO is smaller than that of 
OAnBn, and its minimum is obvious. Since both ends 
of segment B close to the surface, but the middle of 
the monomers B can stretch in the solution at the low 
temperature. The difference of conformation might 
contain a relatively important physical significance. 
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Fig. 8. (Color online) Plot of the mean square end-to-end distance of copolymer segment vs temperature T  

(a) for segment An and (b) for segment Bn. 
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Plot of the ratio 
xyz RR  22 /  vs temperature T for different chain length N = 50, 100, 200 and 

400. The range of intersect position is indicated by the width of the bar. (a) OAnBn and (b) AnBnO. 
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Fig. 10. (Color online) Plot of dependence of the mean 
end-to-end distance <R2> on temperature T for end-grafted 

diblock copolymer OA200B200 and  A200B200O and end-
grafted homopolymer OA400. 

 
 

We have also calculated the mean square radius 
of gyration <Rg2> of copolymer chain OAnBn and 
AnBnO at the different temperature. The square radius 
of gyration can be defined as 
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in three-dimension space. Here, 2
1L , 2

2L , and 2
3L  
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2
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2
1 LLL  ) are the eigenvalues of the radius of 

gyration tensor [9, 10]. 
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where ),,(col iiii zyxs   is the position of the 

monomer i in a frame of reference with its origin at 
the center of mass. The mean square radius of 

gyration  2Rg  as well as its components normal 

to the plate surface zRg  2  and that parallel to the 

plate surface xyRg  2  are calculated at different 

temperature T. The dependence of the ratio 

xyz RgRg  22 /  of copolymer chain OAnBn 

and AnBnO on the different temperature T is, 
respectively, plotted in Fig. 11(a) and in Fig. 11(b) 
for chain length N = 40, 100, 200 and 400.  
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Plot of the ratio xyz RgRg  22 /   vs temperature T for different chain length N = 50, 100, 

200 and 400. The range of intersect position is indicated by the width of the bar. (a) OAnBn and (b) AnBnO. 
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These curves intersect at a cross point near the 
critical temperature obtained from other method 
above. At the high temperature, the ratio 

xyz RgRg  22 / is similar between OAnBn and 

AnBnO. But at the low temperature, the ratio 

xyz RgRg  22 / of AnBnO is smaller than that 

of AnBnO. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, Monte Carlo method is carried out 
for simulating diblock copolymer OAnBn and AnBnO 
with the head monomer of AnBn grafted to the 
monomer O on the flat plate surface. We consider 
that monomer A-surface interaction is EAS = ─1 and 
monomer B-surface interaction is EBS = 0. The 
fraction of mean surface contacts,  mean square end-
to-end distance and mean square radius of gyration 
for diblock copolymer OAnBn and AnBnO are 
calculated and analyzed. The differences between 
two end-grafted diblock copolymers might contain a 
relatively important physical significance for  
sensors application. 
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Abstract: The theory of Least Squares Support Vector Machines was applied to metal surfaces cleaning by 
atmospheric pressure plasma arc. An intelligent predictive model of the non-linear relationship between cleaning 
quality and process parameters was established with the k-fold cross training of sample data. An orthogonal 
experiment was conducted to assess the effect of processing parameters on surface quality. The experimental 
results and predicted values show that the atmospheric pressure plasma arc (APPA) cleaning is effective in 
reducing considerably the amount of lubricant. Furthermore, it is feasible to apply LS-SVM in forecasting the 
cleaning quality and determining processing parameters, and the mean absolute percent error eMAPE between 
predictive value and experimental value of water contact angle is 6.09 %. Otherwise, the eMAPE of working 
current is 4.46 %. Other parameters can also be selected by using this method, and the maximum of eMAPE is 
4.458 %. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Atmospheric pressure, Plasma arc cleaning, Surface quality, Water contact angle. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

As a new alternative cleaning method, 
atmospheric pressure plasma arc (APPA) cleaning 
can provide a tool to avoid the cited drawbacks of 
conventional cleaning methods and vacuum 
limitation of low-pressure plasma cleaning [1-4]. 
APPA focuses onto the sample surface to generate an 
energy density enough to induce physical and 
chemical reactions such as thermal shock, activation 
decomposition, thermal expansion and spalling [5-8]. 
The activation decomposition plays a key role in the 
cleaning process. In addition, the thermal shock of 
arc energy flow, thermal expansion and spalling of 
cleaning contaminant can remarkably improve 

probability of the activation decomposition. As a 
result, the ablation of the cleaning contaminant takes 
place at any selected cleaning field. Furthermore, 
different materials can be cleaned by choosing 
respective arc energy density without the damage of 
metal substrate. 

However, many factors affect the quality of 
APPA cleaning, such as the effective power of 
atmospheric pressure plasma arc, the arc spot 
diameter, scanning speed, the gas flow rate, the arc 
current, the distance between the nozzle and the 
workpiece, the pollutant type and thickness, substrate 
material properties and geometric dimensions, 
excitation intensity and excitation waveform of the 
external transverse alternating magnetic field. In 
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addition, the impact trends of various process 
parameters on the cleaning quality of APPA, and the 
interaction of different parameters are complex, 
which cannot be described by a simple analytic 
function. Thus to establish a rigorous mathematical 
model on describing the impact of the process 
parameters on the cleaning quality of APPA  
is more difficult. 

In recent years, Support Vector Machine [9, 10] 
has been applied in the field of classification and 
regression forecasts. It is based on structural risk 
minimization criteria, and its topology determined by 
the support vector. Therefore, it can overcome the 
shortcomings of artificial neural network based on 
empirical risk minimization criteria [11], and can 
solve the problem of small samples, nonlinearity, 
high dimension, etc. The Least Squares Support 
Vector Machine (LS-SVM) [12, 13] is a new 
extension of the standard SVM, which can change 
inequality constraint of SVM to equality constraint. 
Therefore, quadratic programming problem in the 
SVM is transformed into solving linear equations. So, 
LS-SVM can effectively reduce the complexity of 
solving problems and the computation time. 

According to the fact that APPA cleaning being a 
complicated and non-linear process, cleaning quality 
being influenced by process parameters and the 
interaction of different parameters being complex, 
based on many experiments on APPA cleaning, an 
intelligent predictive model of the non-linear 
relationship between cleaning quality (water contact 
angle on cleaned stainless steel surface) and process 
parameters is established with the research of Least 
Squares Support Vector Machines. In this paper, 
models of surface quality prediction and processing 
parameter determination on APPA cleaning were 
constructed based on LS-SVM. For this purpose, a 
device of APPA cleaning was constructed and 
applied for the cleaning of 316L stainless steel. The 
training data was also obtained by using this device. 
To improve the resulting model’s generalization 
ability, an efficient optimization algorithm known as 
the crossed grid search method were adopted to tune 
parameters in LS-SVM design, and a better effect  
has been obtained. 

 

 

2. Experimental 
 

APPA focuses on the sample surface and 
generates energy dense enough to induce physical 
and chemical reactions such as thermal shock, 
activation decomposition, thermal expansion and 
spalling. The activation decomposition plays a key 
role in the cleaning process. In addition, the thermal 
shock of arc energy flow, thermal expansion and 
spalling can improve cleaning contaminant capability 
of the activation decomposition. As a result, an 
ablation of the contaminant takes place at any 
selected cleaning field. Furthermore, different 
materials can be cleaned by choosing proper arc 

energy density without the damage  
of metal substrate. 

The schematic diagram of APPA cleaning is 
shown in Fig. 1. The experimental apparatus includes 
the generator of plasma arc (LHM-30A, Zhongtian 
Co., China), the coordinate drilling and milling 
machine (Hanwei Co., China) as the movement of the 
plasma arc, 316L stainless steel (Huashuo Co., 
China) as the cleaned workpiece, lubricating oil 
(Sinopec Co., China) evenly coated on the surface of 
stainless steel. The APPA cleaning used mixed gas 
(Ar and O2). Furthermore, the electronic stopwatch 
(DM3-030, Aoxu Co., China) as timing tool, the 
electronic balance (FA2004, Hengping Co., China) as 
weighing tool, which resolution is 0.1 mg and 
maximum range is 200 g. The water contact angles 
were measured according to the sessile-drop method 
using an optical contact angle meter (DSA 100, 
Kruss, Germany) at ambient temperature. Water 
droplets (5uL) were carefully dropped onto the 
surfaces of the plates of 316L stainless steel, and the 
average value of five measurements obtained at 
different positions in the samples was adopted as the 
final contact angle. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of APPA cleaning metal surface. 
 
 

According to the principle of APPA cleaning, the 
process was influenced by more parameters. In this 
paper, working current I, scanning velocity v, nozzle 
overhang d, gas rate Q, intensity of the excitation 
current B were chosen as the most important 
parameters, as shown in Table 1.  
 
 

Table 1. Factors and levels of orthogonal experiment  
by APPA cleaning. 

 

Level 

Parameters 

v 
(mm/s)

d 
(mm) 

Q 
(L/min) 

I 
(A) 

B 
(mT) 

1 20 4 2 5 10 

2 40 6 4 10 12.5 

3 60 8 6 15 15 

 
 

In order to assess the effect of finishing 
parameters, a five-variable and three-level orthogonal 
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experiment method (L18(3)5) were conducted. Main 
effect shows the contribution of individual parameter 
to water contact angle in the experimental results. All 
the experimental data of APPA cleaning were list in 
Table 2, 1-18 tests were used for training data, and 
17-20 were used for verifying data. 

A very important effect of APPA cleaning is the 
modification of surface chemical composition. 
Usually, after APPA cleaning, the surface of 
substrate is oxidized and become more hydrophilic. 

Fig. 2 shows the water contact angle before and 
after APPA cleaning. It can be seen that the untreated 
316L stainless steel surface show a 99.2°water 
contact angle. After APPA cleaning, the 316L 
stainless steel surface show a 34.5°water contact 
angle, indicating that the APPA cleaning can 
effectively increase the surface energy of the stainless 
steel. Obviously, the water contact angle in Fig. 2(b) 
has been greatly decreased compared with which in 
Fig. 2(a), indicating that the lubricating oil has been 
cleaned and removed. 
 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 2. Photographs (a) and (b) showing the water contact 
angle on an untreated 316L stainless steel sample  

and an APPA-cleaning sample. 
 
 

Surface contamination can be detected by 
complementary XPS measurement. The XPS studies 
were carried out on untreated and treated samples.  

Fig. 3 shows the XPS result on the surface of 
stainless steel including untreated sample (Fig. 3 (a)) 
and treated sample (Fig. 3 (b)) with APPA cleaning. 
The XPS spectra of the untreated sample surface 
showed a high carbon peak due to the high degree of 
carbon contamination. APPA cleaning of the sample 
coated surface in an Ar/O2 discharge remarkably 
reduces the C peak. Nevertheless, the tremendous 
decrease in the C signal in the XPS after APPA 
treatment demonstrates the success of APPA 
cleaning. However, the oxygen signal of plasma 
cleaned surface becomes bigger than that of normal 
stainless steel coated surface. Atmospheric pressure 
plasma arc cleaning from an Ar/O2 discharge 
produces oxide growth on the surface. 
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Fig. 3. XPS survey spectra of untreated and APPA cleaned 
316L stainless steel under the condition of Ar/O2=4:1. 

 
 

3. Modeling Approach 
 

Principle of LS-SVM: Based on statistical 
learning theory, VC dimension and structural risk 
minimization principle, SVM method is a new 
generation of learning algorithms, with optimization 
method to solve the problem of machine learning. As 
a deformation algorithm, for solving SVM, LS-SVM 
can transform linear inequality constraints of 
standard SVM into equality constraints and change 
quadratic programming problems into o linear 
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equations with the introduction of entry of error sum 
of squares in the objective function. So it can greatly 
improve the solution efficiency of the SVM, and 
reduce the learning curve of the SVM. 

Consider a given training set D={(xk,yk), 
k=1,2,…,N} consisting of N-dimensional input data 
xkRN and output data ykR. The following 
regression model can be constructed by using 
nonlinear mapping function φ(x): 
 

 ( )T= x + by w , (1) 
 

where w is the weight vector and b is the bias term. 
By mapping the original input data onto a high-

dimensional space and constructing a linear 
regression function, the nonlinear inseparable 
problem becomes linearly separable in this space. 
The optimization problem and the equality 
constraints are defined as 
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subject to equality constraints: 

 

 ( ) , = 1, 2, ,T
k k= + b + k N y w x e , (3) 

 

where ek is the random errors and γ is the 
regularization parameter in optimizing the trade off 
between minimizing the training errors and 
minimizing the model complexity. 

Then, the objective is to find out the optimal 
parameters that minimize the predictive error of the 
regression model, as in Eq. 1. To solve this 
optimization problem, Lagrange function is 
constructed as 
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where α is the Lagrange multipliers. The solution of 
Eq. 4 can be obtained by partially differentiating with 
respect to w, b, e and α. 
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(5) 

 

then 
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With matrix form, the Eq. 5 can be expressed as 

 
 1

00Τ b

      
     

    

 


yΙ  , (7) 

 
where y=[y1, …, yN]T, Θ=[1, …, 1]T, α=[α1, …, αN]T, 
Ω is a square matrix, Ωkl=φ(xk)Tφ(xl). І is an identity 
matrix. Finally, the estimated values of α and b, can 
be obtained by solving the linear system Eq. 7. 

Putting Eq. 6 into Eq. 1, the following result is 
obtained as 
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A kernel function is used as follows: 

 
 ( , ) ( ) ( )T

k k  x x x x , (9) 

 
Then, the LS-SVM model can be described as 

follows: 
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In the present work, RBF (Radial basis function, 

RBF) was selected as the following kernel function. 
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where σ is the kernel width parameter. 

Using above LS-SVM model with RBF kernel, 
the offline nonlinear model of the controlled system 
can be expressed as follows, and mainly adjustment 
parameter are γ and σ. 
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2
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exp
2

N
kT

k
k
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x x

y e , (12) 

 
In order to acquire a more accurate prediction 

result, the data set must be conventionally normalized 
before training [14]. This prevents any parameter 
from domination to the output value and provides 
better convergence and accuracy of the learning 
process. For all input and output values, it is 
necessary to be normalized within the range [0, 1], 
through the following transformation formula as 
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min

nor
max min





u u

u
u u

, (13) 

 
where unor is the normalized data set, u is the initial 
input and output data set, umin and umax are the 
minimum and maximum values of the input or output 
data set. 

As all input values are normalized, the output 
value unor produced by the LS-SVM is not the actual 
value. It can be de-transformed using the inverse of 
unor

-1 in order to obtain the actual output value u. 
To achieve a high level of performance with LS-

SVM model, some parameters have to be tuned, 
including the regularization parameter γ and the 
kernel parameter σ, as shown in Eq. 12. At present, 
there is not a unified method for choosing γ and σ 
[15]. In this paper, crossed grid search method is 
applied. The ranges of γ and σ are selected and the 
crossed grid is determined. Each crossing point 
correspond a prediction error. For convenience, σ2 is 
used to be instead of σ. 

To verify the accuracy of the proposed LS-SVM 
model, two error functions are established: Mean 
Absolute Percent Error (eMAPE) [16]. 
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where N is the number of validation data, y is 
experimental value, yk is the LS-SVM prediction 
value. 

 

 

4. Results and Discussions 
 

Prediction of water contact angle：The input data 
{xk, yk} of LS-SVM consists of five experimental 
parameters, including working current (I), scanning 
velocity (v), gas rate (Q), nozzle overhang (d) and 
intensity of the excitation current (B). The output data 
yk is the kth results of experiments, that is, the water 
contact angle θ. Thus, the input and output data set 
are x= {I, v, Q, d, B}, y= {θ}, respectively. 

The eighteen groups of experimental data selected 
from Table 2 were used to perform training data, and 
a training model was constructed.  

Toolbox of MATLAB was adopted for the 
algorithm of LS-SVM, RBF was selected as kernel 
function, seen in Eq. 11.  

A grid search algorithm was applied to obtain 
optimum value region of the parameter γ and σ2,  
γ= [0.5, 1, 1.5, …, 500], σ2=[0.05, 0.1, 0.15, …, 500]. 
With the training results of surface quality based on 
LS-SVM, when the γ=4145 and σ2=69.32, the least of 
training error can be obtained. 

 
 

Table 2. Experimental data of APPA cleaning. 
 

Parameter
s 

Points 

v 
(mm/s) 

D 
(mm) 

f 
(L/min) 

I 
(A) 

B 
(mT) 

L 
(um) 

Water contact 
angle θ (°) 

1 20 4 2 5 10 50 50.1 
2 20 6 4 10 12.5 100 44.9 
3 20 8 6 15 15 150 40.8 
4 40 4 2 10 12.5 150 42.5 
5 40 6 4 15 15 50 43.3 
6 40 8 6 5 10 100 61.7 
7 60 4 4 5 15 100 57.4 
8 60 6 6 10 10 150 55.5 
9 60 8 2 15 12.5 50 53.6 
10 20 4 6 15 12.5 100 35.2 
11 20 6 2 5 15 150 56.1 
12 20 8 4 10 10 50 52.3 
13 40 4 4 15 10 150 37.4 
15 40 8 2 10 15 100 54.8 
16 60 4 6 10 15 50 54.5 
17 60 6 2 15 10 100 46.7 
18 60 8 4 5 12.5 150 66.5 
19* 20 4 2 5 15 100 52.5 
20* 40 6 4 15 10 50 44.7 
21* 50 7 5 12 11 70 49.2 
22* 60 8 6 10 12.5 150 59.3 

 
 

The rest of four experimental data of Table 2  
(19-22) were used for verifying the availability of the 
prediction model. The processing parameters xk were 
put into LS-SVM model and the responding result yk 
is obtained, which was the water contact angle θ. The 

Comparison of prediction value with experimental 
value of surface roughness is shown in Fig. 4. The 
eMAPE is 6.09 %. 

The actual cleaning process is constrained by the 
desired surface quality and the treatment cost. 
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Usually, trial-and-error method is used to select the 
machining parameters. However, it is difficult to 
obtain the desired surface quality with higher 
treatment efficiency and a lower cost. Therefore, if a 
prediction parameter can be selected, a higher surface 
quality and lower cost can be obtained. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of predictive value and experimental 
data of water contact angle. 

 
 

Table 3 shows the factorial analysis of orthogonal 
experimental of APPA cleaning. Five parameters 
affect the water contact angle base on priority level: 
working current I (R=14.850), scanning velocity v 
(R=9.134), nozzle overhang d (R=7.384), intensity of 
the excitation current B (R=1.700) and gas rate Q 
(R=0.0451). It can be seen that the working current 
has more effect on water contact angle than other 
processing parameters. 
 
 

Table 3. Factorial analysis of orthogonal experiment. 
 

Factor v d Q I B 

K1 46.633 47.333 50.933 58.417 51.233

K2 50.400 50.750 51.100 50.817 49.933

K3 55.767 54.717 50.767 43.567 51.633

R 9.134 7.384 0.333 14.850 1.700 

 
 

Therefore, working current I was chosen as the 
output data, water contact angle θ and other four 
parameters are regarded as the input data. A new LS-
SVM training model was constructed to obtain 
optimum working current which matched with the 
desired value of water contact angle. With the 
training results of working current based on LS-
SVM, when the γ=28 and σ2=135, the least of 
training error can be obtained. Comparison of 
predictive value with experimental value of working 
current was shown in Fig. 5. It can be concluded that 
the eMAPE is 4.46%. 

Other processing parameters also can be 
predicted. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of prediction 

value with experimental value of scanning velocity, 
γ=215, σ2=13.8, and eMAPE is 2.387 %. Fig. 7 shows 
the comparison of prediction value with experimental 
value of nozzle overhang, γ=56, σ2=92, and eMAPE is 
1.9 %. Fig. 8 shows the comparison of prediction 
value with experimental value of intensity of the 
excitation current, γ=85, σ2=102, and eMAPE is 
1.605 %. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of prediction 
value with experimental value of gas rate, γ=38, 
σ2=268, and eMAPE is 2.7 %. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of predictive value and experimental 
data of working current. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of predictive value and experimental 
data of scanning velocity. 
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Fig. 7.  Comparison of predictive value and experimental 
data of nozzle overhang. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of predictive value and experimental 
data of intensity of the excitation current. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of predictive value and experimental 
data of gas rate. 

 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

APPA is applied to clean the lubricant oil covered 
316L stainless steel, and a treatment system is also 
established for obtaining training data. The 
experimental results show that the atmospheric 
pressure plasma arc cleaning is effective in reducing 
considerably the amount of lubricant and increasing 
the surface energy of the sample significantly in a 
very short period of treatment time. The water 
contact angle of treated sample is decreased from 
99.2° to 34.5°, and surface energy is improved 
greatly. XPS results reveal that the surface of 
stainless steel is oxidized after APPA cleaning, and 
the mixed gas plasma arc has more ability to reduce 
the C peak. 

LS-SVM prediction model with RBF kernel is 
applied to predict water contact angle of the sample 
surface. The results show that, the prediction values 
based on LS-SVM model are found to be in 
reasonable agreement with the experimental values. 
The mean absolute percent error (eMAPE) is 6.09 %. 

The factorial analysis of orthogonal experiments 
of the APPA cleaning shows that the working current 
is the most important parameter. Using the LS-SVM 
model to select the suitable working current and the 

eMAPE is 4.46 %. Other parameters also can be 
selected by using this method. The maximum of 
eMAPE is 4.458 %. 
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Abstract: Conventional space spectrum algorithm of the direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation such as the 
multiple-signal-classification (MUSIC), have shown good results. However, the algorithm depends on the prior 
of signal source number estimation. But the signal source number estimation will be difficult in low signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and weak signal. In order to improve the soundness DOA estimation in the low SNR and 
weak signal, we present an algorithm governed by independent-component-analysis (ICA). The algorithm can 
directly estimate the DOA without the signal source number be determined, in other words it does not depend on 
the eigenvalues distribution of covariance matrix. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is better 
robustness than conventional space spectrum algorithm to estimate DOA of the low SNR signals and the 
presence of weak signal. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Independent-component-analysis (ICA), Spatial spectrum, Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation, 
Signal source number estimation, Multiple-Signal-Classification (MUSIC). 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation algorithm 
refers to process the mixed signal received by array 
and get the azimuth angle that the target is relative to 
reference point, as shown in Fig. 1. DOA algorithm is 
widely used in such fields as array signal 
enhancement, preprocessing of early stage speech 
recognition, mixed signal separation, communication, 
radar and sonar. The key technology of signal DOA 
estimation is spatial spectrum estimation. DOA can 
be precisely calculated with a variety of spatial 
spectrum estimation methods in the case of known 
signal dimension [1]. Specifically, the signal 
dimension refers to the number of signal source. The 

signal source number is unknown in real 
environment, and the conventional spatial spectrum 
estimation may be less estimated or excess estimated. 
Less estimation or excess estimation will influence 
the accuracy of target signal DOA estimation. Even 
in the case of unknown source number, spatial 
spectrum estimation method is likely to fail, and so 
there would be no way to estimate DOA of target 
signals correctly. Conventional method to solve the 
spatial spectrum estimation failure is to estimate the 
number of signal source before DOA estimation. 
Commonly used methods for source number 
estimation are hypothesis test [2], accurate testing 
method based on information theory [3], generalized 
likelihood ratio method, maximum posteriori 
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probability method [4], signal source number 
estimation aimed at coherent signal source and signal 
source number detection based on model [5, 6]. Make 
improvement to them, and the performance is 
improved. The accuracy of these methods is higher in 
high SNR, but when hybrid matrix is pathological  
or weak signal presents, the estimated effect  
is poorer [7-10]. 

Therefore, this paper proposed DOA estimation 
algorithm based on the integration of independent 
component analysis and spatial spectrum. In the 
process of algorithm, the DOA estimated by ICA 
constrains the spatial spectrum method, and can 
estimate the DOA of target signals directly. The 
robust of this algorithm is high. It still can estimate 
the DOA of signal in small SNR and the presence of 
weak signal [12-15]. 
 
 
2. Signal Model of Array 
 

The array considered in this paper is uniform 
circular array. As shown in Fig. 1, the radius of the 
array is 1/2 smaller than the wavelength of source 
signal, and the array is isotropic. For the N source 
signals whose center frequency are fc, 

1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ), , ( )]H
Nk s k s k s ks   incident to the array. 

The incident angle of the ith signal is ( , )i i  , i  is 

the included angle between z axes and the signal 

incidents to the array, i  is the included angle 

between x axis and the projection of the signal 
incidents to the array.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Uniform circular array. 
 
 

Use (1) to describe the observation signal of array 
element. 

 
 ( ) ( ) ( )k A k k x s n , (1) 

 
where 1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]H

Mk x k x k x kx  is data snapshot 

of 1M  dimension; ( )ks is the 1N  dimension 

vector of spatial signal; 1 2[ , ,..., ]NA  a a a  is the 

direction vector array of M N dimension; 
1 2[exp( 2 ), exp( 2 ),..., exp( 2 )]H

i c i c i c Mij f j f j f        a  

is direction vector; 
2 ( 1)

cos( ) coski i i

r k

c M

  
   is 

delay. Here, N  is the number of incoming signal; M  
is the number of array element in array; 

ia  is the 

direction vector of the ith incoming signal; ki  is the 

delay when the ith incoming signal gets to the kth 
array element and the center of array element; ( )kn  

is the additional noise of array. 
 
 

3. Signal Separation of Independent 
Component Analysis 

 
Definition 3.1. Mixed signal: the signals sent out 

by N signal sources are received by M sensors, if 
ignore the difference between sensors, and think that 
the signal received by sensor is instantaneous linear 
superposition, then the mixed signal is 

 
 ( ) ( ) ( )k H k k x s n , (2) 

 
where ( )kx is the sensor output vector of 

1M  dimension; ( )ks is the signal source vector of 

1N  dimension; H is unknown hybrid vector. 
Particularly，although the writing here is different 
from formula (1), it is thought that H  is an unknown 
array without any priori knowledge in independent 
component analysis. ( )kn is the noise vector of 1N   
dimension. 

Hypothesis 3.1: 
The statistics between 1N  dimension signal 

source vectors of ( )ks is independent; 

Hypothesis 3.2: 
H  is full column rank; 
Hypothesis 3.3:  

( )kn is Gaussian white noise. 

Definition 3.2: Independent component analysis 
(ICA): through searching a disjunct matrix W  with 
full M N rank, make  

 
 ( ) ( )k W ky x , (3) 

 
Each component of output vector 

1 2( ) [ ( ), ( ),..., ( )]H
Mk y k y k y ky should independent as 

far as possible. 
According to hypothesis 3.1-3.3, when each 

component of output vector ( )ky  is independent, 

( )ky  contains ( )ks  source signal component, 

namely can separate signal source vector from mixed 
signal ( )kx  through ICA. 

Definition 3.3: Statistics of independent measure 
function: define ( ) { ( , )}R W E W y   function, when 

each component of ( )ky  is mutually independent, 

( )R W  is minimum, namely minimizing ( )R W can 

determine disjunct matrix and make the components 
of output vector ( )ky independent. 
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If make ( ; )yp y W as the probability density 

function of output vector ( ) ( ) ( )k k k y Wx WHs ,   

( )q y as the probability density function of the 

components of y in statistic independence, then 

 
 

1

( ) ( )
n

i i
i

q q y


y , (4) 

 
Formula (4) is only a reference function. KL 

divergence can be defined as [16-18] 

 
 [ ( ; ) ( )]

( ; )
( ; ) log

( )

pq y

y
y

K K p q

p
p d

q

 



y W y

y W
y W y

y


, (5) 

 
When equals the real distribution of source signal, 

 
 ( ; ) ( )yp qy W y , (6) 

 
Namely, when [ ( ; ) ( )] 0yK p q y W y , y the 

components of y statistically independent. So can 
make ( ) pqR W K . In order to minimize ( )R W , 

Amari introduced natural gradient descent algorithm 
[19] in Riemannian space, and got iterative form 

 
 ( ) [ ]Tk   W I f(y)y W , (7) 

 
f(y) is nonlinear function vector. After promotion, 

get the real-time form of natural gradient descent 
algorithm in the sense of lie group [20]. 

 
 

( ) ( )
0

0

( 1) ( )

( ) ( ( )) ( )
p

k k
q p q

q

k k

k R q k  


  

  fy

W W

W
, (8) 

 

Among them 

 

 ( ) ( 1)
0

0

( ) (1 ) ( )

( ( )) ( )

( 0,1, , )

k k

T

q q

k k q

q L





 

 



fy fyR R

f y y


, (9) 

 

and 

 

 ( ) ( 1)
0

0

(1 )

{ ( ( )) ( )}

k k

Tdiag k k





   

 f y y
, (10) 

 

q is the delay coefficient. When formula (8) is 

convergent, get W , then can use formula (3) to 
separate independent component, namely estimate 
source signal. 

4. DOA Estimation Based on Spatial 
Spectrum 
 
For formula (1), in the situation when signal 

space dimension is known, consider that ( )kn  is the 

Gaussian noise of  variance and 0 mean value, 
make eigenvalue decomposition signal space and 
noise space to kx( )  covariance matrix R. 

 
 

  2,

H

H
s s

s n H
M N n

R U U
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U U
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, (11) 
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0 0

0

0

, 
(12) 

 
on the other hand, 2H

SR AR A I  , then 

 
 2H

n n nRU APA U U  , (13) 

 
Summarize formula (13) and (14), get 
 

 H
S nAR A U  0 , (14) 

 
And then H

n S nU AR A U  0 . As is known to all, 

0H Q t t , if and only if t 0 , so formula (15) can 

be equivalent to 
 

 H
nA U  0 , (15) 

 
Put 1 1 1 2 2 2[ ( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )]N N NA       a a a  in 

the above formula, then 
 

 ( , )H
nU   0a , (16) 

 
Only when 1 1 2 2( , ) ( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )N N        , 

the above formula can be set up. 
Defined function: 
 

 1
( , )

( , ) ( , )H H
n nU

P
U  

 



a a

, (17) 

 
Formula (18) described the distribution of spatial 

parameter (DOA), so it is called spatial spectrum. 
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In view of the actually received data is limited, 
then x(t)  covariance matrix is 

 
 

1

1ˆ
L

H

i

R
L 

 xx , (18) 

 
Make eigenvalue decomposition to R̂ , and get 

characteristic vector matrix  nU  of noise space, the 
spatial spectrum can be defined as 
 

 

 
1

( , )
( , ) ( , )

H
H

n nU
P

U  
 




a a
, (19) 

 
Formula (19) will generate “spectral peak” in the 

direction of signal source, and relatively smooth in 
other directions. Search N maximum spectral peaks 
in spatial spectrum, and the corresponding angle of 
the N spectral peaks is the DOA of the N incoming 
target signals. Use the direction vector got from 
formula (19) to determine corresponding beam, 
namely use the minimum variance distortionless 
MVDR to determine beam: 
 

 1

H 1

ˆ ( )
ˆ( ) ( )

i
i

i i

R

R


 




w

a

a a
, (20) 

 
Then the incoming signal waveform from 

direction can be estimated as, 
 

 
( ) ( )

( 1, 2,..., )

P i iy k k

i N





w x( )
, (21) 

 
Formula (21) is the signal separation through the 

way of spatial spectrum estimation. 

When making R̂  eigenvalue decomposition, the 
eigenvalue meet: 
 

 
1 2 ... ....k M        , (22) 

 
But does not meet: 

 
 2

1 2 1... ...N N M            , (23) 
 

So the signal source number N cannot be 
determined only from eigenvalue decomposition. So 
the estimation of signal source number must use AIC 
criterion, MIBS criterion, and etc. Namely the 
conventional spatial spectrum estimation algorithm 
must use signal source number estimation method to 
estimate the value of N, and then to estimate DOA. 

Section 5 will present the DOA estimation 
algorithm of combining ICA with spatial spectrum, 
which can avoid the situation that must estimate the 
number of signal source first before DOA estimation. 

5. DOA Estimation Algorithm Based  
on the Combination of ICA and Spatial 
Spectrum 

 
From the analysis in section 3, we can know that 

make independent component analysis to the mixed 
signal received by array, when the components of 
separative signal ( )ICA ky  are mutually independent,   

( )ICA ky contains the source signal component ( )ks  to 

be estimated. 
Again, from the analysis in section 4, we can 

know that when the DOA of correct signal source is 
found, use the beam formed by DOA, the signal 
source ( ) ( )P iy t

 
in this direction can be got from 

mixed signal x(t)  ( 1,2,..., )i N . According to 

hypothesis 3.2 in section 3,
 ( ) ( )P iy t are  

mutually independent. 
Definition 5.1: 
Use the signal ( ) ( )P iy k  ( 1, 2,..., )i n  separated 

by spatial spectrum and the components in ( )ICA ky  
analyzed by independent component to make 
correlation calculation. Mark the maximum 
correlation coefficient got from it as max,nr , and the 

minimum correlation coefficient as min,ir . The smallest 

gap between them is 
 

 
max, min,nn nrm r  , (24) 

 
Definition 5.2: 
The correlation coefficient estimation of the  l th 

component of ( ) ( )P iy t  and ( )ICA ky : 

 

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

L L

( ) ( )
1 1

L L

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ( ))( ( ))

( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ))

ICA l P i
il

ICA l ICA l P i P i

ICA i P l
k k

ICA i ICA i P l P l
k k

E y E y
r

E y y E y y

y k y k

y k y k y k y k

 

 

  

 




 

 

, (25) 

 
Theorem 5.1: 
When n N , formula (24) is maximum. 
Demonstration: know from definition 3.2, the 

components of ( )ICA ky  independent mutually, and is 

the estimation of ( )ks ; 

Again, because when n N , spatial spectrum 
estimation can correctly estimate DOA, so the 
separated signal ( ) ( )P iy t  is source signal; 

So the components of ( ) ( )P iy t
 
only have 

maximum correlation with one component of 
( )ICA ky , and the correlation with other components 

is zero; 
So when n N , formula (24) is maximum. (has 

been proved). 
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5.1. Basic Steps of the Algorithm 
 
According to the previous analysis, the basic steps 

of DOA estimation algorithm based on ICA and 
space spectrum are as follows: 
1) Firstly, use independent component analysis, 

including formula (3)-(10), to separate received 
mixed signal ( )kx into independent 

component ( )ICA ky ; 

2) Then, suppose the scope of the unknown signal 
source number n is 1 - 1M  , so there 
are 1M  space spectrums. Use formula (18)-(21) 
to calculate the signal that each space spectrum 
separated, and mark corresponding DOA. 

1 { ( )}PG y k  

Corresponding DOA is  1 1{( , )}  ; 

2 1 2{ ( ), ( )}P PG y k y k  

Corresponding DOA is 1 1 2 2{( , ), ( , )}    ; 

… 

1 2{ ( ), ( ),..., ( )}N P P PNG y k y k y k  

Corresponding DOA is 

1 1 2 2{( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )}N N      ; 

… 

1 1 2 ( 1){ ( ), ( ),..., ( )}M P P P MG y k y k y k   

Corresponding DOA is 

1 1 2 2 ( 1) ( 1){( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )}M M       ; 

3) Finally, use formula (24) and (25) to make 
correlation calculation to the components of iG  
and ( )ICA ky . When ( )nm i  reaches its first peak, 

the DOA corresponding to is the DOA to iG  be 

estimated. 
 
 
5.2. Algorithm Correction 
 

When there exists signal with larger comparison 
in strong or weak, if there is one signal is strong, the 
other are weak. When using the basic steps to 
conduct DOA estimation, 1G  gets to its first peak, 

then there is only DOA with stronger signal. 
Therefore, when 1G  gets to its first peak, it must 

add some measures for amendment. 
After step 1) of the algorithm, calculate the 

separated performance index (PI) value, 
 

 

1

PI= max( ( , ))
N

i j
i

y y

 , (26) 

 
Among them 

 
 

2 2

( , )

{ } { } { }

{ ( )} * { ( )}

( 1,2,..., , )

i j

i j i j

i i j j

y y

E y y E y E y

E y E y E y E y

j N but j i

 



 

 

, (27) 

In step 2), the side lobes of the corresponding 
spatial spectrum of 1G  have “the highest main lobe × 

(1-PI)/2” are the “spectrum peaks” formed from the 
incoming signal. If there is still no any side lobe is 
greater than the “highest main lobe × (1-PI)/2” after 
modification, the DOA corresponding to 1G  is 

thought to be estimated DOA. Or when the acquired 
( )nm i gets to its second peak, the DOA 

corresponding to iG is thought to be estimated DOA. 
 
 
6. Comparisons and Analysis  

of Algorithm Performance 
 

In order o test the performance of the DOA 
estimation algorithm (ICA-P) based on the 
combination of ICA and spatial spectrum, the 
computer simulation experiment was carried out, and 
compared with conventional DOA spatial spectrum 
estimation algorithm, such as AIC-MUSIC,  
MIBS-MUSIC. 

The signal source used in simulation experiments 
is three narrowband signals. They are: 

1 sin(2 (0.1 (10 ) 0.2))s f sawtooth t    

2 sin(2 (0.1 (9 ) 0.2))s f sawtooth t    

3 sin(2 (0.1 (7 ) 0.2))s f sawtooth t    

Among them, (2 )asawtooth f t  is the saw tooth 

wave whose frequency is af . 1000f Hz , sample 

frequency is 2000 Hz. Sensor array model, as shown 
in Fig. 1 and formula (1), the number of array source 
is 12, isotropic uniform circular array, radius is half 
of signal wavelength. 

Experiment 1: the DOA estimation under 
different signal-to-noise ratios. Incoming signal is 三
s1, s2, s3, and angle is (25° ,15°), (30°, 45°), (40°, 80°) 
respectively. Under each different SNR, do 
experiments for 100 times on AIC-MUSIC, MIBS-
MUSIC and ICA-P that the algorithm proposed in 
this paper respectively. The eigenvalues distribution 
of covariance matrix of different SNR shown in 
Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5. The accuracy of different 
algorithms to DOA estimation shown in Table 1, 
Table 2, Table 3. 
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Fig. 2. The eigenvalues distribution of covariance matrix  
of SNR=-10 dB. 
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Fig. 3. The eigenvalues distribution of covariance matrix  
of SNR=-5 dB. 
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Fig. 4. The eigenvalues distribution of covariance matrix  
of SNR=0 dB. 
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Fig. 5. The eigenvalues distribution of covariance matrix  
of SNR=0 dB. 

 

 
Table 1. The accuracy of AIC-MUSIC to DOA estimation. 

 
SNR.(dB) S1, (%) S2, (%) S3, (%) 

-10 0 0 0 
-5 12 8 8 
0 31 34 42 
5 45 45 45 
10 48 48 48 

 

Table 2. The accuracy of MIBS-MUSIC  
to DOA estimation. 

 
SNR.(dB) S1, (%) S2, (%) S3, (%) 

-10 0 0 0 
-5 21 18 16 
0 31 30 40 
5 52 52 52 
10 92 92 92 

 

 
Table 3. The accuracy of ICA-P to DOA estimation. 

 
SNR.(dB) S1, (%) S2, (%) S3, (%) 

-10 75 70 72 
-5 98 88 98 
0 100 100 100 
5 100 100 100 
10 100 100 100 

 

 
Conventional space spectrum method, such as 

AIC-MUSIC and MIBS–MUSIC, is to first use AIC 
and MIBS to estimate the number of signal source 
separately, and then use MUSIC algorithm to 
estimate DOA. It can be seen from Table 1, 2, 3 that 
AIC-MUSIC and MIBS-MUSIC are failure when the 
SNR is less than -5dB. It is because AIC and MIBS 
are depended on the eigenvalues distribution of 
covariance matrix, and no significant difference 
between the eigenvalues of signals and noise (shown 
in Fig. 2, Fig. 3), cause the failure of AIC and MIBS. 
And then cause the failure of MUSIC. While the 
ICA-P proposed in this paper, because does not need 
to estimate signal source number in advance, 
algorithm is still valid in low SNR, shown in Table 3. 

Experiment 2: There are signals with large 
comparison in signal strength in incoming signal. 

S1 incidents from (25°, 15°), and s2 incidents from 
(40°, 80°). S1 is strong signal, s2 is weak signal. In 
the comparison of different signal strength, do 
experiments for 100 times on AIC-MUSIC, MIBS-
MUSIC and ICA-P. The experimental results are 
shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6. 
 
 
Table 4. The DOA estimation accuracy of each algorithm  

of s1 (SNR=5 dB) and s2 (SNR=-8 dB). 
 

Method S1, (%) S2, (%) 
AIC-MUSIC 12 0 
MIBS-MUSIC 21 0 
ICA-P 100 100 

 
 
Table 5. The DOA estimation accuracy of each algorithm  

of s1 (SNR=10 dB) and s2 (SNR=-5 dB). 
 

Method S1, (%) S2, (%)
AIC-MUSIC 78 0 
MIBS-MUSIC 91 0 
ICA-P 100 75 
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Table 6. The DOA estimation accuracy of each algorithm  
of s1 (SNR=20 dB) and s2 (SNR=-5 dB). 

 
Method S1, (%) S2, (%) 

AIC-MUSIC 94 0 
MIBS-MUSIC 96 0 
ICA-P 100 100 

 
 
In the presence of weak signal, AIC and MIBS 

consider the eigenvalues of weak signal as the 
eigenvalues of noise. So the estimation of source 
number is wrong, and the DOA of weak signal 
cannot be estimated. And the DOA estimation 
algorithm of ICA-P proposed in this paper, in the 
three cases of the experiment, has higher accuracy of 
DOA estimation. Therefore, when using the 
algorithm proposed in this paper to estimate the DOA 
of signal, the phenomenon that the DOA of strong 
signal floods the DOA of weak signal will not exist, 
as shown in Table 4, Table 5, Table 6. 
 
 

7. Conclusions 
 

Based on systemic analysis of ICA and spatial 
spectrum, this paper got the relationship between 
signal ( ) ( )P iy t

 
separated by spatial spectrum and the 

components of ( )ICA ky analyzed by independent 

component. Proposed the DOA estimation algorithm 
constrained by ICA. When using this algorithm to 
estimate DOA, it is no need to estimate the number of 
signal source first, the number of signal source is 
obtained directly in the process of iterative 
calculation, at the same time, obtained the 
corresponding DOA of each source signal. Because 
the algorithm does not depend on the number of 
signal source, it has the advantage of robust DOA 
estimation to low SNR and weak signals. In view of 
the possibility of existing signal with bigger strength 
difference, also correct of the algorithm. Through the 
simulation experiment, we can see that the algorithm 
in this paper is more robust than conventional spatial 
spectrum estimation algorithm in low SNR and the 
presence of weak signal. 
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Abstract: Over the past decades, acetylcholinesterase (AChE) biosensors have emerged as a highly simple, 
rapid, and ultra-sensitive technique for pesticide analysis in environmental monitoring, food safety, and quality 
control. In this paper, we will highlight the research efforts over the last ten years in fabricating AChE 
biosensors, the recent trends and future prospects for the development of better AChE biosensing systems. 
Research on various immobilization methods, different strategies for biosensor construction, the performance 
and application of constructed AChE biosensors are extensively introduced in this review.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Pesticides play an important role in the high 
productivity achieved in agriculture through insects 
control [1-3]. However, the presence of pesticide 
residues in food, water, and soil has become a major 
Issue in environmental chemistry. Long-term 
accumulations in environment, organophosphate and 
carbamate insecticides (Fig. 1) will present a serious 
risk to human health due to its high toxicity to 
acetylcholinesterase, a key enzyme for the function 
of the central nervous system in humans [4-8]. To 
protect human health from possible hazards, it is 
necessary to develop sensitive, fast, and reliable 
methods for determination of pesticide residues in 
food, water, and soil. Traditional analytical methods, 
such as liquid chromatographic [9, 10], gas 
chromatography [11] and high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) [12] are most commonly 
employed to trace pesticide residues and also are part 

of regulations in monitoring the environmental 
pollutants. However, these methods require extensive 
sample preparation, specialized analytical equipment, 
and technical expertise, which are all unsuitable for 
rapid, immediate and large-scale sample analysis. 
Thus, the development of efficient, sensitive and 
simple analytical method for the determination  
of pesticide residues in food has become  
increasingly important. 

AChE biosensors meet these requirements. 
Compared with various methods, AChE biosensors 
emerged as an ultra sensitive and selective technique 
for pesticide residues monitoring for environmental, 
agricultural and food applications (Table 1). AChE 
biosensors based on the inhibition action of pesticides 
on AChE have shown satisfactory results, in which 
the enzymatic activity is used as an indicator of 
quantitative measurement of insecticides [35-37]. 
The strategy of AChE biosensor for the pesticide 
detection is shown in Fig. 2 [38]. 
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Fig. 1. Structures of the main pesticides used as targets in AChE biosensors. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The strategy of AChE biosensor for the pesticide detection. 
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Table 1. Design of AChEs for biosensor applications. 

 

Electrode material Technique 
Immobilization 

method 
Detection 
limit (μM) 

Inhibitors 
Incubation 
time (min) 

Reference

Glass/sol-gel indicator/ 
polyvinylidene fluoride 
membrane 

Fiber-optic 
Crosslinking with 
glutaraldehyde 

0.53 and 0.023 Carbaryl Dichlorvos 10 [13] 

Cellophanemembrane/ 
AuE 

Amperometric Crosslinking 1.45 Paraoxon 15 [14] 

MWCNTs/PAN 
membrane/ 
Pt electrode 

Amperometric 
Affinity bonds 
using 
concanavalin A 

5.0  10-9 Paraoxon 20 [15] 

PAN/AuNPs/Pt 
Electrode 

Amperometric Covalent 0.026  10-5 Paraoxon 20 [16] 

MSF-PVA/GCE Amperometric Entrapment 0.2  10-3 Monocrotophos 10 [17] 

PEI/SPE Amperometric Noncovalent 1.0  10-4 Dichlorvos 2 days [18] 
PPy and PANI copolymer 
doped with 
MWCNTs/GCE 

Amperometric Adsorption 3.02  10-3 Malathion 15 [19] 

TEOS sol-gel/GCE Amperometric Encapsulation 0.008 Oxydemeton methyl 20 [20] 

TMOS sol-gel film/SPE Amperometric Encapsulation 1.0  10-3 Dichlorvos 15 [21] 

AuNPs-SiSG/GCE Electrochemical 
Hydrogen 
bonds 

0.44 Monocrotophos 10 [7] 

Bromothymol blue doped 
Sol-gel film 

Optical fiber Encapsulation 0.11 Chlorpyrifos 8 [22] 

CoPC/SPCEs Amperometric Crosslinking 4.9  10-4 Carbofuran 15 [23] 

SPE Amperometric Crosslinking 0.18 Paraoxon 10 [24] 
CdTe 
QDs/AuNPs/CHIT/GCE 

Amperometric Covalent 1.34 Monocrotophos 8 [25] 

CdTe QDs/Au electrode Amperometric Covalent 2.98  10-3 Carbaryl 10 [26] 

AuNPs/PB/GCE Amperometric Adsorption 3.5  10-9 Monocrotophos 10 [27] 

AuNPs/GCE Amperometric Adsorption 7.0  10-3 Methamidophos 10 [28] 
TiO2-decorated grapheme/ 
GCE 

Amperometric Adsorption 1.4  10-3 Carbaryl 3 [29] 

Graphitenanoplatelet-
CHIT 
composite/GCE 

Voltammetric Covalent 1.58  10-4 Chloropyrifos 10 [30] 

Calciumcarbonate-CHIT 
composite film/GCE 

Electrochemical Entrapment 3.7  10-3 Methyl parathion 10 [31] 

CHIT-GNPs/Au electrode Amperometric 
Chemisorption/ 
esorption 0.1  10-3 Malathion 15 [26] 

CdS-decorated graphene 
nanocomposite 

Amperometric Adsorption 3.4  10-3 Carbaryl 2 [32] 

AuNPs/Au electrode Amperometric Adsorption 33  10-3 Carbofuran 20 [33] 

PB-CHIT/GCE Amperometric Covalent 3.0  10-3 Carbaryl 10 [34] 

 
 

Acetylcholinesterases (AChE) are a class of 
enzymes that hydrolyze the neurotransmitter 
acetylcholine in the nervous system. The reaction that 
is catalysed by AChE is: acetylcholine + H2O → 
choline + acetate; 2thiocholine → dithio-bis-choline 
+ 2H+ + 2e- [39, 40]. AChE has a very high catalytic 
activity and each molecule of AChE can degrade 
approximately 25,000 molecules of acetylcholine per 
second [38]. The catalytic reaction occurs when the 
triad’s anionic binding site attracts the positively 
charged quaternary ammonium group of 
acetylcholine (structure is seen in Fig. 3). However, 
in the presence of an inhibitor such as 
organophosphate and carbamate insecticides, the 
catalytic reaction would be blocked. The AChE is a 
biorecognition element, which is sensitive to be 
inhibition by organophosphates and carbamate 
pesticides. And AChE has been widely used as an 
effective recognition element for the configuration of 

biosensors for pesticides detection [41]. AChE are 
most commonly available to extract from the 
Drosophila melanogaster and the Electric Eel and 
employed to construct biosensor. AChE have 
different substrate specificity and susceptibility to 
inhibitors, which depend on the extraction source 
[42]. Studies of AChE biosensors for pesticides 
detection have yielded several practical  
outcomes [43-56]. 

In this paper, we specifically provide an overview 
of the research carried out over the last ten years 
relative to various AChE immobilization methods, 
different strategies for biosensor construction, the 
performance and application of constructed AChE 
biosensors. Research on the trends and challenges 
associated with AChE biosensor for practical 
applications, and the future prospects for 
development of better AChE biosensing systems are 
extensively introduced in this review. 
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Fig. 3. Structure of acetylcholine. 
 
 

2. AChE Immobilization 
 

The most essential step in the development of an 
enzyme biosensor is the effective immobilization of 
the enzyme onto the surface of the modified 

electrode. It influence the performance of the 
biosensor such as stability, sensitivity, selectivity, 
response time and reproducibility. The performance 
of the biosensor declines if immobilization causes 
enzyme denaturation or conformational changes, 
especially on its active site. To maintain the inherent 
nature of enzyme, it is necessary to choose effective 
AChE immobilization methods. There are a variety 
of strategies by which enzymes can be immobilized: 
adsorption, covalence, entrapment, cross-linking and 
affinity [38, 42, 57-59] (Fig. 4, Fig. 5). The main 
advantages and drawbacks of each immobilization 
method was presented in Table 2. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the main different methods of enzyme immobilization. E: enzyme, P: inert protein. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Immobilization techniques used for the development of AChE biosensors. 
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Table 2. Advantages and drawbacks of the five basic immobilization methods. 
 

 Binding nature Advantages Drawbacks 

Adsorption Weak bonds 
Simple and cheap, no damage 
to enzyme, no chemical 
change 

Enzyme Leakage, 
nonspecific binding, 
sensitive to environment 

Covalent 
coupling 

Chemical binding between functional 
groups of the enzyme and those on the 
support 

Absence of diffusion barriers, 
short response time, no 
enzyme leakage 

High amount of enzyme, 
possible denaturation, 
coupling with toxic product 

Entrapment 
Incorporation of the enzyme within a 
gel, a polymer or membrane 

One-step procedure, suitable 
for a large variety of 
enzymes, simple 

Enzyme Leakage, diffusion 
barriers, many 
biocompatible polymers 
available 

Cross-
linking 

Bond between enzyme/cross-linker/inert 
molecule 

Simple High enzyme activity loss 

Affinity 
Af finity bonds between a functional 
group on a support and af finity tag on a 
protein sequence 

Reusable surface, low amount 
of enzyme, controlled and 
orientated immobilization 

Need of specific groups in 
the bioreceptor molecule 

 
 
2.1. Physical Entrapment 
 

AChE can be immobilized in three-dimensional 
matrices such as electropolymerized films or sol-gel 
matrices. Table 3 presents performances of some 
biosensors based on AChE-entrapping matrices. 
Electropolymerization, as a one-step method, consists 
in applying an appropriate potential or current to the 
transducer soaked in an aqueous solution containing 
both enzyme and monomer molecules. Finally, 
enzyme molecules are physically incorporated within 
the growing polymer network. Conducting polymers 
such as polyaniline, polypyrrole and polythiophene 
are often used as electropolymerized films for 
biomolecule immobilization (Fig. 6). The sol-gel 
process is a synthetic inorganic procedure. Typically, 
the procedure involves hydrolysis of alkoxide 
precursors in the acidic or alkaline conditions, 
followed by condensation of the hydroxylated units, 
which leads to the formation of a silica gel network 
around the enzyme (Fig. 7) [59].  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Polyaniline, polypyrrole and polythiophene 
structures. 

 
 

This immobilization can be done by an easy one-
step fabrication of the electrode, in which enzyme, 
mediators and additives can be simultaneously 
deposited in the same sensing layer. The activity of 
the enzyme is preserved during the immobilization 
process because of the absence of chemical bond. 
However, the method has some limitations such as 
leaching of biocomponent and possible diffusion. 
Increased operational and storage stability is often 
used to characterize AChE biosensors based on 
physically entrapped enzymes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Sol-gel process composed by two steps: hydrolysis of TMOS (1), condensation of silanol groups (2). 
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Table 3. Biosensors based on AChEs entrapped within a polymer. 
 

Analyte Detection mode Detection limit  
(M) 

Linearity range 
(M) 

Reference 

Chlorpyrifos ethyl oxon Amperometry 1.24  10-9 - [70] 

Paraoxon Amperometry 1.91  10-8 - [70] 

Dichlorvos Amperometry 7  10-11 - [71] 

Dichlorvos Amperometry 9.6  10-11 2  10-10-1  10-8 [72] 

Omethoate Amperometry 1  10-7 Up to 3  10-6 [73] 

Carbaryl Amperometry 1  10-8 - [74] 

 
 
2.2. Physical Adsorption 
 

Physical adsorption consists of deposition of 
AChE onto the surface of modified electrode and 
attachment through weak bonds such as Van der 
Waals forces and electrostatic interactions between 
the AChE and the modified electrode. This method 
has widely been thought to the easiest and least 
denaturing strategy. It does not involve any 
functionalization of the electrode materials or 
covalent links.  

This technique has been successfully used to 
immobilize AChE onto the surface of screen-printed 
graphite disposable electrodes [60-62]. Bonnet’s 
group had used a series of suitable washing buffers to 
wash the electrodes, which removed the superficial 
and the excess of adsorbed enzyme. In this system, 
the electrodes were stable for eight continuous 
assays. After a 50-day storage under vacuum, the 
electrodes conserved the same activity. 
 
 

2.3. Covalent Coupling 
 

AChE can be immobilized onto the surfaces of a 
transducer for biosensors application via a stable 
covalent bond between functional groups of AChE 
and the transducer. The procedure involves initial 
activation of the surface of the transducer with a 
bifunctional cross-linker such as glutaraldehyde, 
carbodiimide or succinimide, followed by enzyme 
coupling to the activated support through amino, 
carboxyl or hydroxyl groups, then the removal of 
excess and unbound biomolecules. The method 
provides increased stability of the enzyme, but 
requires high amounts of bioreagent and is poor  
in reproducible.  

There are many researches about utilizing this 
approach to immobilize AChE with glutaraldehyde 
[63-65] or carbodiimide [66] Nhydroxysuccinimide 
(NHS) can be associated with carbodiimide to 
improve the immobilization efficiency of AChE 
(Fig. 8) [59]. 

 
 

2.4. Cross-Linking 
 

Immobilization of AChE by cross-linking with 
bifunctional agents, such as glyoxal, glutaraldehyde 

or hexamethylenediamine is widely used to develop 
biosensors. In this procedure, enzymes are cross-
linked with each other or in the presence of a 
functionally inert protein. The superiority of this 
method is its simplicity and the strong chemical 
binding achieved between biomolecules. However, 
the activity of AChE may lose due to the distortion of 
its conformation and the chemical alterations of its 
active site.  

Amperometric biosensor was developed using the 
cross-linking method to immobilize AChE and 
choline oxidase (ChO) on an electrosynthesized 
bilayer membrane modified Pt electrode [67]. 
Detection limits (at S/N = 3) in flow injection 
analysis were 100 nM for both acethylcholine and 
choline at the ChO-AChE sensor. This device is 
developed for the simultaneous detection of 
acethylcholine and choline. It is potentially useful for 
the analysis of real matrices, such as brain 
homogenates and CSF, without the use of a 
chromatographic step typically required to separate 
interferents electroactive at the detection potential of 
hydrogen peroxide. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Enzyme immobilization on carboxylated surface by 
carbodiimide coupling (A) without or (B) with NHS. 
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2.5. Oriented Immobilization of AChE  
via an Affinity Tag 

 
This method provides a basis for controlled and 

oriented immobilization of the enzyme on different 
supports, which can avoid enzyme deactivation 
and/or active site blocking, providing a way to solve 
the problem of minimizing the loss of enzyme 
activity during the immobilization procedure. 
Progresses have been achieved in developing 
biosensors based on oriented and site-specific 
immobilization of enzymes. The key procedure is to 
create (bio) affinity bonds between an activated 
support, namely functional groups (lectins, avidin or 
metal chelates) of an activated electrode surface, and 
a specific group (an affinity tag, with carbohydrate 
residue, biotin or histidine) of the protein sequence 
(not affect the activity or the folding of the protein). 
In general, AChE contain limited affinity tags in its 
protein sequence, which meet requirements for 
affinity binding. Therefore, it is necessary to attach 
affinity tags to the protein sequence by genetic 
engineering methods such as site-directed 
mutagenesis, protein fusion technology and post-
transcriptional modification [42], usually to an amino 
or carboxyl terminal group that is far enough from 
the active site [68, 69].  

At present, three kinds of affinity methods have 
been described to immobilize enzymes. Biotin-
(strept) avidin, a method use the strong affinity 
existing between biotin and (strept) avidin 

(dissociation constant of 10−15 M) to immobilize 
enzymes. Metal cation-chelator, a strategy use the 
strong affinity link between a metal cation and a 
chelator such as nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA), 
imidodiacetic acid (IDA) or tag poly(histidine) to 
develop enzymatic biosensors. Lectin-carbohydrate 
was between a sugar moiety naturally present in 
some enzymes such as AChE and concanavalin A 
(Con A) deposited onto the surface a modified 
electrode. The procedure of oriented immobilization 
of AChE via an affinity tag for pesticides detection 
was shown in Fig. 9. Biosensors based on AChE 
immobilized by affinity was also presented in  
Table 4. 

 
 

3. Classification of AChE Biosensors 
 
3.1. Membrane-Based AChE Biosensors 
 

AChE biosensors based on membranes such as 
polyacrylamide membrane [78], nylon and cellulose 
nitrate membrane [79], poly (2-hydroxyethyl 
methacrylate) membrane [80], cellophane membrane 
[14], hybrid mesoporous silica membrane [81] and 
poly-(acrylonitrile-methylmethacrylate-sodium 
vinylsulfonate) (PAN) membrane [15, 16], offer a 
portable, cheap, and rapid method for the 
determination of pesticides.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of oriented immobilization AChE. 
 
 

Table 4. Biosensors based on AChEs immobilized by affinity. 
 

Analyte 
Immobilization 

strategy 
Detection 
method 

Detection limit 
(M) 

Linearity range 
(M) 

Reference 

Acetylthiocholine NTA derivative Amperometry - 1  10-6-3  10-4 [68] 
Paraoxon NTA Amperometry 2  10-9 - [75] 
Chlorpyrifos Con A Amperometry 1  10-8 - [76] 
Acetylthiocholine Con A Amperometry - 1  10-5-1.1  10-4 [76] 
Acetylthiocholine Con A Amperometry - 1  10-5-1  10-4 [77] 
Chlorpyrifos 
methyl-oxon 

Con A Amperometry 5  10-8 - [75] 

 
 
The membrane-based AChE biosensors have solved 
several problems such as loss of enzyme, 
maintenance of enzyme activity, reduction in time of 
the enzymatic response and increased shelf life of the 
biosensor because of the high degree of flexibility, 

mechanical durability and wider pH range for use of 
the membrances immobilized. Immobilization 
methods of AChE onto modified polymer membranes 
was shown in Fig. 10 [82]. 
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Fig. 10. Immobilization methods of enzyme onto modified 
polymer membranes: (A) immobilization via 
glutaraldehyde (method 1), (B) immobilization via 
glutaralde-hyde and Con A (method 2), (C) immobilization 
via glutaraldehyde, mixture of MWCN + BSA, 
glutaraldehyde and Con A (method 3). 
 

3.2. Polymeric Matrix-Based  
AChE Biosensors 

 
Polymeric matrix-based AChE biosensors are 

divided into two main categories based on the 
conductivity of polymeric matrix. AChE biosensors 
based on nonconducting polymer matrices have been 
reported by many research groups [15-17, 70, 83, 
84]. Such biosensors are easy to prepare, and can 
prolong the storage of enzyme because of the 
propertity of nonconducting polymer matrices 
providing a favorable microenvironment for the 
enzyme molecules. Many researches 
(polyethylenimine (PEI)-coated GCE [85] 
Polyacrylamide membrane/pH electrode [78] AuNP-
polypyrrole (PPy) nanowire composite film modified 
GCE [86] mercaptobenzothiazole/polyaniline 
(PANI)/Au electrode [87] PPy and PANI copolymer 
doped with MWCNTs/GCE [19] have proven that 
conducting polymer matrices have merits such as 
enhanced speed, sensitivity, and versatility in 
diagnostics of desired analytes. What’s more, enzyme 
molecules can be immobilized onto the electrode by 
electropolymerization in one step. The procedure of 
conducting polymeric matrix-based biosensors was 
shown in Fig. 11 [88]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Structures of EDOT, PEDOT, SLS, AO, and reaction mechanism during the electrosynthesis of the PEDOT 
composite film on the bare Pt disk electrode interface and SLS interaction with AO and EDOT in PBS. electrosynthesis  

of the PEDOT composite film and reaction catalyzed by AO. 
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3.3. Sol-Gel-Based AChE Biosensors 
 

Sol-gel matrices have been known for its porous 
optically transparent matrix and demonstrated 
functional activity of encapsulated enzymes. 
However, conventional sol-gel procedures are 
unsuitable for the encapsulation of enzymes because 
of high acidic condition and/or high concentration of 
alcohol, which can denature the nature of enzyme. 
Recent years enormous progress [7, 22, 35, 74, 89-
92] has obtained in the sol-gel-based enzyme 
biosensors by modifying conventional methods and 
developing mild conditions so that proteins maintain 
their native structure and characteristic activities. To 
design an effective biosensor, a good optical quality 
and stable sol-gel-based glassy matrix is required. 

 
 

3.4. SPE-Based AChE Biosensors 
 

Screen-printed electrodes (SPEs) offer a number 
of advantages over conventional electrodes such as 
design flexibility, process automation, good 
reproducibility, a wide choice of materials and the 
elimination of memory effects in the analysis at trace 
levels. The construction of SPEs consists of layer-by-
layer depositions of ink upon planar ceramic or 
plastic supports, through the use of a screen or mesh, 
defining the geometry of the sensor. Enzymes can be 
immobilized in an active form onto the surface of the 
working electrode, which can be of different nature 
such as gold or carbon, through adsorption, 
entrapment, cross-linking or covalent attachment 
[93, 94]. In order to improve operational and storage 
stability, response time, linear range, sensitivity, and 
preserve enzyme affinity for the substrates and/or 
inhibitors, intensive efforts is necessary to made. The 
composition of the inks used in the printing process 
can be modified by adding substances of a very 
different nature such as metals, polymers, enzymes, 
and complexing agents, which increases the 
flexibility of SPEs. SPE-based biosensors are shown 
as practical devices for the rapid, easy-to-use and low 
cost determination of many substances 
[23, 24, 35, 74, 95-97]. The typical configurations 
used in designing screen-printed biosensors was 
shown in Fig. 12 [98]. 

 
 

3.5. Nanomaterials-Based AChE Biosensors 
 

Nanomaterials and nanofabrication technologies 
are increasingly being used to design novel 
biosensors. The sensitivity and specificity of 
biomolecule detection and the capability of detecting 
or manipulating atoms and molecules are being 
improved by using nanomaterials for their 
construction. Nanomaterials-based biosensors 
represent the integration of material science, 
molecular engineering, chemistry and biotechnology. 
Because of their submicron dimensions, nanosensors 

have allowed simple and rapid analyses in vivo. 
Nanomaterials, including nanotubes, nanofibers, 
nanorods and nanoparticles, are being gradually 
applied to biosensors because of their unique 
properties such as high mechanical strength, large 
surface areas, biocompatibility, oxygen ion 
conductivity and retention of biological activities 
[99]. Various kinds of nanomaterials, such as gold 
nanoparticles [100], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [101], 
graphene [102] magnetic nanoparticles [103] and 
quantum dots [104, 105], have been widely used for 
biosensors. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. Typical configurations used in designing screen-
printed biosensors. (i) Multiple layers by manual 
deposition, (ii) screen printing of enzymatic inks or pastes 
using two or more steps, (iii) one-step configurations based 
on biocomposites ink or pastes. In all of these 
configurations, layers are applied on a substrate with 
conducting tracks previously formed by planar 
technologies. BI: biocomposite ink printed; c: layer of 
material used for immobilization (glutaraldehyde, etc) 
deposited by manual deposition; E: enzyme layer (manual 
deposition); EI: enzymatic ink or paste deposited by screen 
printing; L: outer protective layer (CA, Nafion, etc.) by 
manual deposition; S: substrate (PVC, ceramic, etc.) with 
conducting tracks formed previously; T: conductive paste 
deposited by screen printing. The mediators, stabilisers and 
additives, depending on the device, can be included in any 
ink or paste. 

 
 

Recently, Sun et al., developed a novel AChE 
biosensor for direct determination of pesticide 
residues by immobilizing AChE on chitosan/prussian 
blue/multiwall carbon nanotubes/hollow gold 
nanospheres (Chit-PB-MWNTs-HGNs) 
nanocomposite film by one-step electrodeposition 
[106]. The incorporation of MWNTs and HGNs into 
Chit-PB hybrid film promoted electron transfer 
reaction, enhanced the electrochemical response and 
improved the microarchitecture of the electrode 
surface. Schematic illustration of the stepwise 
nanomaterials-based AChE biosensors fabrication 
process and TEM image of HGNs are shown in 
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 13. Schematic illustration of the stepwise AChE biosensor fabrication process and immobilized AChE inhibition 
 in pesticide solution. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 14. TEM image of HGNs. 
 
 
4. Practical Applications, Challenges  

and Prospects 
 

The majority of AChE biosensors are designed to 
detect pesticides and heavy metals in environmental 
and food matrices. AChE biosensors show promise in 
public safety and military. For the applications of 
pesticides detection, amperometric biosensors are 
more sensitive than potentiometric biosensors [42]. 
There are many factors such as the electrode 
configuration, the immobilization technique used to 
attach the enzyme and incubation time of the 
pesticides with the enzyme affect the detection limit. 
Paraoxon, dichlorvos, diazinon, aldicarb and 
carbofuran are the most widely studied pesticides. 

Some pesticides, which have no or little inhibitory 
effect on AChE in their pure form, need to be 
oxidized to oxidation state. It is important to mention 
that traditional chromatographic methods are not able 
to distinguish between the two forms, although they 
differ by a single atom in their molecule.  

However, most AChE biosensors reported in 
literature have been tested on standard solutions and 
not on real samples. The practical application of 
immobilized AChEs has a significant limitation due 
to the inhibition decrease the activity of AChEs. So 
enzyme reloading or reactivation is needed to reuse 
the biosensor, which will complicate the operation, 
especially in situ measurements. A solution to this 
problem is to employ single use disposable electrodes 
such as biosensors based on screen-printed electrode. 
The other limitation of existing AChE biosensors is 
related to their inability to identify particular 
analytes, so the selectivity for measuring AChE 
inhibitors is very poor [107, 108]. In general, all 
organophosphosphorus and carbamate pesticides, and 
heavy metals inhibit the activity of AChE. Hence, 
AChE biosensors are mainly promising for 
measuring the total toxicity of the sample, which will 
reflect the sum of all AChE inhibitors present in the 
sample. Another limitation of present AChE 
biosensors for practical applications is the transfer 
from pristine research laboratory conditions to 
commercial applications. 

In the future, AChE biosensors could serve as an 
alternative to traditional chromatographic methods 
for multiple toxic analytes. The development of 
automated and continuous systems for measuring 
pesticides in flow conditions is an important area of 
research in AChE biosensors [77, 109, 110]. The 
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development of cheap and disposable array 
biosensors for the detection of AChE inhibitors is 
still needed. In recent years, the applications of 
nanomaterials in biosensors will provide novel 
opportunities for biosensor technologies. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we have designed a kind of immunosensor for the detection of chlorpyrifos. Graphene 
and multi-walled carbon nanotubes could be dissoved with chitosan, thus the graphene-multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes-chitosan (GR-MWCNTs-CHIT) nanocomposite film was obtained. Gold nanoparticles can be bound 
through Au-N bond with chitosan. Then the modified GCE was immersed in the anti-chlorpyrifos antibody 
solution. Finally, bovine serum albumin (BSA) was employed to block the possible remaining active sites 
avoiding any nonspecific adsorption. The fabrication procedure of the immunosensor was characterized by 
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), respectively. Under optimized 
conditions, the current response was proportional to the concentration of chlorpyrifos which ranged from 0.1 to 
1.0 × 105 ng/mL with a detection limit of 0.057 ng/mL. The proposed chlorpyrifos immnuosensor exhibited high 
specificity, reproducibility, and stability performance, which may open a new door for ultrasensitive detection of 
chlorpyrifos residues in vegetables and fruits. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Graphene, Multi-walled carbon nanotubes, Chitosan, Gold nanoparticles, Chlorpyrifos, 
Immunosensor. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Recently, immunosensors have received great 
attention in biological detection, especially 
impedance immunosensors [1-4], which have 
extensive applications in the areas of food safety  
[5-7] and environmental monitoring [8]. Monitoring 
of pesticide residues in vegetables for evaluation of 
vegetable quality so as to avoid possible risks to 
human health is a priority objective [9-11]. During 
the past decades, pesticides have been effectively 
monitored by various chromatographic techniques 
such as liquid chromatography, gas chromatography, 

and high performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) [12-14]. But these methods require 
expensive instruments, skilled analysts and involve 
time-consuming sample preparation steps [15]. 
Therefore, there is a growing demand for more  
rapid and economical methods for detecting  
pesticide residues. 

In recent years, various nanomaterials have been 
widely employed to improve the performance of 
electrodes. Many nanomaterials have been used as 
signal amplifiers in high-performance protein 
detection platforms, including gold nanoparticles 
[16, 17], quantum dots [18, 19], and magnetic 
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nanoparticles [20]. Among these materials, graphene 
(GR) is a novel one-atom-thick and two-dimensional 
planar nano materials, because of its high surface 
area, excellent conductivity, and excellent 
conductivity, graphene have been shown to have 
fascinating applications in bioelectronics and 
biosensing [21, 22]. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNTs) have large specific surface area, hollow 
structure and there are many kinds of material 
loading or adsorption of different size [23, 24]. 
Chitosan (CHIT) is a natural polymer materials, rich 
in -NH2 and -OH, excellent physical and chemical 
properties, good film-forming property, thus it can be 
used for a variety of biological active substances of 
good solvent [25]. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have 
good biological compatibility, and large specific 
surface area, can effectively improve electron transfer 
efficiency, improve the biological molecules of a 
fixed amount [26, 27]. Moreover, studies revealed 
that nanohybrid often can combine the merits of each 
component and exhibit enhanced properties, such as 
MWCNTs-CHIT [28], GR-MWCNT [29]. To the 
best of our knowledge, there was little reference to 
the application of GR-MWCNTs-CHIT composite 
film and to prepare immunosensors for the detection 
of chlorpyrifos. We designed the immunosensor 
combining the function of the GR-MWCNTs-CHIT 
composite with AuNPs. 

As described above, graphene served as 
electrocatalytic activity nanomaterials in constructing 
immunosensors and increased the surface area to 
capture a large amount of capture antibody. Multi-
walled carbon nanotubes have the ability to provide 
high external surface area and promote electron 
transfer. CHIT has excellent film forming and 
adhesion ability, and it can dissolve GR and 
MWCNTs composite adequately. What’s more, 
AuNPs not only can improve the conductivity of the 
surface of the modified electrode, but also can make 
the antibody immobilized on the electrochemical 
immunosensor. In this paper, we explore a novel 
immunosensor with the ingenious combination of 
GR-MWCNTs-CHIT composite and AuNPs. The 
immunosensor provided a simple, sensitive and 
specific method for chlorpyrifos detection. Moreover, 
real sample analysis was performed to evaluate the 
proposed immunosensors. 
 
 
2. Experimental 
 
2.1. Materials 
 

Anti-chlorpyrifos monoclonal antibody and 
chlorpyrifos were purchased from Lifeholder. Bovine 
serum albumin (BSA, 96-99 %) and protein A were 
purchased from sigma. Graphene was from Nanoon 
(Hebei, China). MWCNTs were obtained from 
Nanotech Port Co. (Shenzhen, China). HAuCl4 was 
purchased from Shanghai Sinopharm Chemical 
Reagent Co. Ltd., China. CHIT (95 % deacetylation), 

ethanol and other chemicals were used of analytical 
grade. 0.01 M phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH 7.5) 
was used for dissolving anti-chlorpyrifos monoclonal 
antibody; 0.1 M PBS with various pH values was 
prepared with stock standard solution of 
Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4. All chemicals and solvent used 
were of analytical grade and were used as received 
without further purification. 
 
 
2.2. Apparatus 
 

The cyclic voltammetry (CV), Electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and different pulse 
voltammetry (DPV) measurements were performed 
with a CHI 660D electrochemical workstation 
(Shanghai Chenhua Co., Shanghai, China). A three-
electrode system was employed with the modified a 
glassy carbon electrode (GCE) (d=3 mm) as the 
working electrode, a platinum electrode as the 
auxiliary electrode and saturated calomel electrode 
(SCE) as the reference electrode. 
 
 
2.3. Preparation of the GR-MWCNTs-CHIT 

Composite 
 

In a typical procedure, a mixture of CHIT 
solution (0.5 wt %) that contained 0.4 mg/mL GR 
and 0.4 mg/mL MWCNTs was prepared and mixed 
to obtain a suspension solution, The mixture was 
allowed to react at room temperature under stirring 
for 24 h, then the GR-MWCNTs-CHIT composite 
was obtained and stored at 4 °C before use. 
 
 
2.4. Fabrication of Immunosensor 
 

Prior to preparation procedure, the glassy carbon 
electrode was polished carefully with Al2O3 powder 
of 0.3 and 0.05 μm to a mirror-like surface, then 
cleaned ultra-sonically with distilled water, 6 M nitric 
acid, absolute ethanol and distilled water 5 min, and 
dried with nitrogen. 

Electrodes were modified immediately after the 
cleaning step. 6 μL of the prepared GR-MWCNTs-
CHIT composite was firstly dropped onto the 
pretreated glassy carbon electrodeand then dried in 
air. Then rinsed with distilled water to remove 
loosely adsorbed composite. Then, 6 μL of AuNPs 
was coated on the GR-MWCNTs-CHIT, and dried it 
in air under natural condition. Meanwhile, AuNPs 
were immobilized on the electrode through 
chemisorption. Subsequently, the electrode was 
immersed in 10 µg/mL anti-chlorpyrifos antibody 
solution at 4 °C for about 12 h. Finally, the resulting 
immunosensor was incubated with 2.5 % BSA 
solution for 1 h at room temperature to block possible 
remaining active sites against nonspecific adsorption. 
After every step, the modified electrode was 
thoroughly cleaned with ultrapure water to remove 
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the physically absorbed species. The modified 
BSA/anti-chlorpyrifos /AuNPs/GR-MWCNTs-
CHIT/GCE immuno-sensor was thus obtained and 
stored at 4°C when not in use. A schematic 
illustration of the stepwise procedures for the 
fabrication of the immunosensor is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 

2.5. Experimental Method 
 

Electrochemical measurements were conducted 
by coupling the CHI660D electrochemical 
workstation with a three-electrode system. The steps 
of the immunosensor fabrication procedures were 
investigated by CV and EIS in 0.1 M pH 7.5 PBS 
containing 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− and 0.1 M KCl at 
room temperature. The immunoreaction was 
performed by immersing the immunosensor in 0.1 M 
PBS containing various concentrations of 
chlorpyrifos for 30 min at room temperature. After 
the specific reaction of antibody-antigen, the formed 
antigen-antibody immunocomplex on the 
electrodesurface hindered the electron transfer toward 
the electrode surface, resulting in a decrease of 
electrochemical signal. Thus, the quantitative 
detection of chlorpyrifos could be accomplished by 
tracking the electrical signals. 

The relative change in peak current (%ΔI) of the 
immunosensor before and after interaction between 

anti-chlorpyrifos antibody and chlorpyrifos was 
measured by DPV. %ΔI was calculated as follows: 

 
 chlorpyrifos, ,

,
Δ % 100%

BSAp p

p BSA

I I
I

I


  , (1) 

 
where Ip,BSA and Ip,chlorpyrifos were the peak current of 
the DPV before and after reaction to the antigen, 
respectively. 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion  
 

3.1. Characteristics of GR-MWCNTs-CHIT 
Composite and AuNPs  

 
Fig. 2(a) showed the SEM image of the GR-

MWCNTs-CHIT, we can see a tubular structure 
indicating the presence of multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes, and typical flake-like wrinkled shapes 
illustrating the exist of graphene. It also displayed a 
loose and homogeneous appearance suggestting that 
CHIT successfully prevented the aggregation of GR. 
In Fig. 2(b), the AuNPs were well-distributed along 
the surface of the GR-MWCNTs-CHIT, which 
indicated that the AuNPs were well adsorbed on the 
surface of the GR-MWCNTs-CHIT. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the stepwise immunosensor fabrication process. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. SEM images of (a) GR-MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE and (b) AuNPs/GR-MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE. 
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3.2. Electrochemical Impedance Analysis 
 
3.2.1. Cyclic Voltammetry Analysis 
 

Fig. 3 displayed the cyclic voltammograms of the 
immunoassay after each step in 5.0 mM 
[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− with 0.1 M KCl at 50 mV/s. A pair of 
typical reversible redox peaks of ferricyanide ions 
can be observed on the GCE (curve a). When GR-
MWCNTs-CHIT composite was dropped on GCE, a 
couple of redox peak was achieved (curve b), 
indicating that the composite significantly enhanced 
the electrical conductivity of the electrode. An further 
increase in the CV value (curve c) was observed after 
the modification of AuNPs. However, after the non-
electrochemical activity material, antibody BSA and 
antigen could all resist the electron-transfer kinetics 
of the redox probe at the electrode interface, resulting 
in the decrease of CV (curves d-f), which confirmed 
the immobilization of these substances. The stepwise 
assembly of the immunosensor was characterized by 
CV using 5.0 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− with 0.1 M KCl as 
the redox probe, and the results presented  
in Fig. 3(a).  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammograms: (a) Bare GCE; (b) GR-
MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE; (c) AuNPs/GR-MWCNTs- 
CHIT/GCE; (d) anti-chlorpyrifos/AuNPs/GR- MWCNTs-
CHIT/GCE; (e) BSA/anti-chlorpyrifos/ AuNPs/GR-
MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE; (f) chlorpyrifos /BSA/anti-
chlorpyrifos/AuNPs/GR-MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE; recorded 
in pH 7.5 PBS containing 5.0 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− and  
0.1 M KCl. 

 
 

3.2.2. Electrochemical Impedance Analysis 
 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 
studies of different electrodes have been investigated 
in phosphate buffer (pH 7.5 and 5.0 mM 
[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− with 0.1 M KCl). A Nyquist 
impedance spectrum generally includes a 
semicircular portion and a linear portion. The 
semicircle portion in the high frequency range 
corresponds to the electron-transfer-limited process 
and the linear portion at the low frequencies 
represents the diffusion-limited process. The 

semicircle diameter equals the electron transfer 
resistance (Ret), the smaller semicircular diameter 
indicates the faster electron transfer. As shown in Fig. 
4, a semicircular diameter could be observed for bare 
GCE (curve a). when GR-MWCNTs-CHIT (Fig. 4c) 
and GNPs were assembled onto the electrode surface, 
Rct gradually decreased, which demonstrated that 
GR-MWCNTs-CHIT film and the GNPs had 
excellent conductivity. It was clear that the semicircle 
diameter increased after the steps (curves d-f). These 
results were corresponded well with that of CV and 
demonstrated the stepwise modifying process of the 
electrode. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy: (a) Bare 
GCE; (b) GR-MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE; (c) AuNPs/GR-
MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE; (d) anti- chlorpyrifos/AuNPs/GR-
MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE; (e) BSA/anti-chlorpyrifos/ 
AuNPs/GR- MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE;  (f) chlorpyrifos/ BSA/ 
anti-chlorpyrifos/AuNPs/GR-MWCNTs-CHIT/ GCE; 
recorded in pH 7.5 PBS containing 5.0 mM [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− 
and 0.1 M KCl. 
 
 
3.3. Optimization Conditions  

for Immunoassay 
 

There is an obvious effect of pH on the 
immunosensor performance, it could influence the 
activity of the antigen-antibody reaction, thus the 
effect of pH values from 5.5 to 8.5 on the 
immunosensor performance was investigated in this 
work. As shown in Fig. 5(a), current response 
increased with the solution pH increasing from  
5.0 to 7.5, reaching a maximum current response at 
pH 7.5. However, when the pH was more than 7.5, 
the current response decreased. Thus, pH 7.5 was 
chosen as the optimal value and used throughout  
the experiment. 

The effect of incubation temperature was 
investigated in the range of 4 °C to 50 °C. As shown 
in Fig. 5(b), the response increased obviously with 
the temperature increasing to 35 °C. However, while 
the temperature was over 35 °C, a deterioration of the 
response signals has been observed. The reason 
might be that the high temperature might decrease the 
activity of the biomolecules. Considering the lifetime 
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and the response characteristics of the immunosensor, 
the temperature of 35 °C was chosen as a 
compromise. At this temperature, the influence of the 
immunochemical incubation time was also 
investigated.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 (a). Optimization of experimental parameters: 
influence of detection solution pH. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 (b). Optimization of experimental parameters: 
influence of incubation temperature on inhibition. 

 
 

The incubation time also influenced the 
immunosensor response for chlorpyrifos detection. 
The incubation time is a major factor of forming 
immunocomplex on electrode surface. The effect of 
incubation temperature on the maximum relative 
change in peak current of DPV (ΔI%) was studied in 
the incubation time range from 5 to 35 min. Fig. 5(c) 
showed that the current response decreased with 
increasing the incubation time at plateau at 25 min. 
Longer incubation time did not cause further 
decreases of the response current, indicating that the 

specific binding of antigen and antibody has reached 
equilibrium.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5 (с). Optimization of experimental parameters: 
influence of incubation time on inhibition. 

 
 
3.4. Determination of Chlorpyrifos 
 

Under optimal conditions, the immunosensor was 
incubated in a series of different concentrations of 
chlorpyrifos solutions. Fig. 6 showed the calibration 
plots between %ΔI and different concentrations of 
chlorpyrifos, which showed the linear curve ranging 
from 0.1 ng/mL to 1.0 × 105 ng/mL with a regression 
equation: y = 8.8534 lgC (ng/mL) + 10.736  
(R2 = 0.9936).  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The calibration plots of the relative change in peak 
current of DPV (ΔI%) of the proposed immunosensor 
versus the logarithm of chlorpyrifos concentration under 
optimal conditions. The amperometric detection was 
performed 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.5) containing 5.0 mM 
[Fe(CN)6]3−/4− and 0.1 M KCl. 

 

 
 

Table 1. Comparison with other reported immunosensors for the detection of chlorpyrifos. 
 

Electrode 
Liner range 

(ng/mL) 
Detection limit  

(ng/mL) 
References 

PPy-PVS/ITO (Electrochemical 
entrapment)  

1.6-20 1.6 [30] 

AChE/[BMIM][BF4]/MWCNT/CP 3.5-350 1.4 [31] 
dsCT-DNA/PANI-PVS/ITO 0.5-200 0.5 [32] 
BSA/anti-chlorpyrifos/GA/ BSA/anti-
chlorpyrifos/AuNPs/GR-MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE 

0.1–1.0 × 105  0.087 This work 
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The detection limit was 0.057 ng/mL, which was 
calculated at a signal to noise ratio of 3 (S/N = 3). As 
shown in Table 1, compared with other methods, the 
immunosensor has a relative large linear range and 
lower detection limit, indicating that the proposed 
BSA/anti-chlorpyrifos /AuNPs/GR-MWCNTs-
CHIT/GCE sensor is reliable for the determination of 
chlorpyrifos pesticides. 
 
 
3.5. Reproducibility, Stability, and 

Selectivity of the Immunosensor 
 

The reproducibility of the immunosensor was 
examined by determining 100 ng/mL chlorpyrifos 
levels for five replicate measurements. The intra-
assay and inter-assay coefficients of variation were 
5.2 % and 4.9 %. The stability of the modified 
electrode was evaluated by measuring the current 
response. The prepared immunosensors were 
suspended over the PBS (pH 7.5) at 4°C when not 
use. The immunosensors retained 90.5 % of the 
initial response after 15 days of storage. 

To examine the selectivity of the immunosensor 
for chlorpyrifos detection, the immunosensor was 
incubated in interferences containing 100 ng/mL  
3-hydroxychlorpyrifos, carbofuran, phoxim, 
carbarylchlorpyrifos, and 100 ng/mL chlorpyrifos, 
respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, the experimental 
results indicated that the proposed immunosensor has 
a high degree of selectivity for chlorpyrifos detection. 
 
 
3.6. Analysis of Real Samples 
 

In order to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed 
immunosensor for real sample analysis, cabbage, 
lettuce and Chinese chives samples were cleaned 
three times using double-distilled water and were 
spiked with chlorpyrifos solutions of different 
concentration. As shown in Table 2, the recovery was 
in the range of 86.9 %–103.2 %, furthermore, the 
recovery of different vegetable samples was different, 
indicating real samples have an influence on the 
immunosensor detection results. And the RSD 
between 3.91 % and 5.12 % were obtained, indicating 

that the proposed immunosensor can be used for 
direct analysis of practical samples. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The relative change in peak current (ΔI %) of 
proposed immunosensor to: (1) 100 ng/mL chlorpyrifos + 
100 ng/mL 3-hydroxychlorpyrifos, (2) 100 ng/mL 
chlorpyrifos + 100 ng/mL carbofuran, (3) 100 ng/mL 
chlorpyrifos + 100 ng/mL phoxim, (4) 100 ng/mL 
chlorpyrifos + 100 ng/mL carbaryl, (5) 100 ng/mL 
chlorpyrifos. 

 
 

4. Conclusions  
 

In summary, we introduced a strategy for 
preparing a new label-free amperometric BSA 
/antichlorpyrifos/ AuNPs/GR-MWCNTs-CHIT/GCE 
immunosensor, in which anti-chlorpyrifos 
monoclonal antibodies were successfully 
immobilized on the GCE surface for the detection of 
chlorpyrifos. The high stability of the GR-MWCNTs-
CHIT-modified glassy carbon electrode makes it 
easier to immobilize antibodies on the proposed 
immunosensor, which can improve the sensitivity and 
linear range of the immunosensor. Furthermore, the 
AuNPs, as an efficient bio-interface film possessed 
the biocompatibility, enlarged the specific surface 
area of the sensing interface, and enhanced the 
conductivity. The proposed immunosensor offers 
acceptable sensitivity, stability, reproducibility, and 
has potential application for the detection of other 
pesticides or compounds, which indicates that it may 
be applied not only in the laboratory but also in the 
field for detecting the pesticide residues in food  
and environments. 

 
 

Table 2. The recovery of chlorpyrifos in real samples. 
 

Sample Taken (ng/mL) Found (ng/mL) Recovery (%) RSD(%)(n = 3) 

Cabbage 
10 9.94 99.4 4.91 

100 89.1 89.1 4.32 
1,000 963 96.3 4.56 

Lettuce 
10 10.32 103.2 3.91 

100 94.6 94.6 4.45 
1,000 955 95.5 4.57 

Chinese chives 
10 9.73 97.3 4.63 

100 89.3 89.3 4.68 
1,000 869 86.9 5.12 
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Abstract: To investigate the biomechanical behaviors of a stentless quadrialeaflet pericardial mitral, and to 
obtain the deformation and the stress distribution through the finite element method, we developed the finite 
element computer model of the stentless quadrileaflet mitral valve, which includes leaflets, annulus, chordae 
tendineae and papillary muscle. The analysis represents that the open and the close shapes of the valve from the 
numerical results were quite close to those observed in the experiment of the hydrodynamic performance in 
vitro, the stress distribution was relatively uniform, and the maximum Von Mises stress occurred in the base and 
the border of the leaflets. The model and the finite element computational for identifying deformation and stress 
distribution of the mitral valve is reasonable and advisable to improve the endurance of the pericardial mitral 
valve. To study the implications of morphologies, one auxiliary model, with a narrower base of leaflets, was 
compared with the present model. Comparison results showed that the maximum Von Mises stress  
on the auxiliary model reached up to 4.1 MPa, which was higher than 1.58 MPa of present one.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Finite element analysis, Stentless quadrialeaflet pericardial mitral, Stress distribution, Simulation. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The mitral valve is one of the four valves of the 
heart, separating the left atrium and the left ventricle. 
It closes and opens cyclically under varying 
pressures, which ensures a unidirectional flow of 
blood from atrium to ventricle [1]. Due to congenital 
malformations or lesions, the valve will lose the 
normal physiological function. Hence, replacing the 
mitral valve is an alternative. Prosthetic valve is 
made of artificial material that can be implanted into 

heart instead of the tissue of the heart valves. In terms 
of the materials, the prosthetic valves can be divided 
into mechanical and bioprosthesis valve. The main 
advantage of the mechanical valve is long product 
life, but it has many clinical conditions that cannot be 
overcome. The prosthesis has a better hemodynamic 
performance, although its life issue hasn’t got a 
satisfactory solution. However, there still are great 
advantages in the clinical application that cannot be 
replaced by mechanical valves, so the study of the 
biological mitral valve are still of significant 
importance. 
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The biological mitral valve can divided into two 
kinds, the stent and stentless. The traditional stent 
biological valve has considerable differences from 
human heart valves. The presence of the flap frame 
causes the stress concentration and easily leads to the 
damages of the valve leaflets. Subsequently the 
mitral valve will lose its function [2, 3]. The structure 
of the stentless mitral valve is much similar to the 
body's own valve and has a better hemodynamic 
performance. The stress distribution is more evenly 
compared to the stent ones, so the stentless valve can 
work for longer period [4], which makes it more in 
line with the physiological requirements. 

Historically, several groups attempted to study the 
replacement of the mitral valve [5-9]. Until 1993, 
Frater and Liao et al. [10] developed the stentless 
quadrileaflct Mitral Valve (QMV), whose model has 
a large anterior, two commissural, and one posterior 
cusp all have chordae tendineae attached to them. 
Although this model is similar to native mitral valve, 
the flaw of the asymmetrical design is that the valve 
leaflets cannot stretch fully [11]. The Second 
Xiangya Hospital of Central South University 
developed the new CS Stentless Quadrileaflct Mitral 
Valve (PSCV) [12] on the basis of QMV, but the 
asymmetrical design was still not in the mainstream. 
Liu Feng et al. [13] continued to optimize the design 
of the valves (MCSV) on the basis of the PSCV, and 
this oval model will increase the effective orifice area 
of the mitral valve, while the symmetrical design 
caused the valve leaflets closing completely. Wang 
Yan [14], referring to the MCSV model, designed the 
quadrileaflet pericardial mitral valve which reduced 
the MTPG (mitral transvalvular pressure gradient) 
successfully. The rectangular design is easier to 
design and implement, and the model has been 
widely used in clinical and the research progress of 
the model is relatively mature. This study establishes 
the geometric model of the stentless pericardial mitral 
valve designed by Wang Yan, which consists of an 
annulus, two leaflets, chordae and papillary muscles. 
The finite element method can be deployed to 
analysis the stress distribution of this model 
providing assistance for the design optimization of 
the prosthetic valve. 

An important factor to affect the biological life of 
the valve is the stress distribution [15]. The biological 
valves tears because of the excessive mechanical 
stress in clinical. It is directly related to the stress 
distribution of the valve leaflets. The valve leaflets 
torn with perforation occurred in the stress 
concentration region, so research on the mechanical 
properties of prosthetic valve is of great significance 
for the optimal design of the valve structure. 
Meanwhile, it is helpful to understand the principles 
of dysfunction of bioprosthetic valves. As the most 
important valve of the heart, the analysis of the mitral 
valve has some difficulty in clinical operation, 
because it would result in irreversible damages to the 
heart. The results of vitro fatigue test are realistic and 
intuitive, but the experimental method is not grace 
but complex, time-consuming and labor-intensive, so 

domestic and foreign scholars simulated the 
movement of the mitral valve by using the finite 
element algorithm, providing guidance and 
theoretical basis of the valve replacement surgery and 
cardiac surgery. 

The finite element method (FEM) is a high 
performance, widely-used numerical method. The 
principle is that the continuous solution domain is 
discretized into a combination of a group of elements, 
and the approximation functions assume within each 
element group of solving unknown domain functions. 
Mathematical methods are combined expressing the 
relationship of each group containing the parametric 
equations. Solving equations brings the approximate 
solution for the unknown parameters of each node by 
using the differential function. The most important 
application of the finite element method in 
engineering is the optimization of the structure such 
as the shape of the structure optimization and the 
analysis of structural strength. After half a century of 
development and application in engineering field, 
finite element method has proven to be an effective 
simulation method for engineering problems having 
already solved a large number of practical 
engineering problems. It has played a huge role in 
accelerating industrial technology development. 

This paper analyses the rectangular pericardial 
mitral valve and an auxiliary model by using finite 
element method. By analyzing the present model and 
the auxiliary model, we can figure out the 
implications of the base leaflets. By establishing the 
geometric model, defining the material and meshing 
the model, we obtain the finite element model, set the 
boundary and load conditions to simulate open and 
closed state of the mitral valve, and obtain the results 
of the stress distribution. 
 
 
2. Material and Methods 
 

The geometry model of the valve was generated 
by UGS NX (Unigraphics NX, Release 8.0), which is 
a software product that can provide engineering 
solutions. The finite element (FE) program, ANSYS 
(Release 12.0) was used to perform all simulations. 
ANSYS is a multi-purpose finite element program 
typically used to solve the problem of the structure, 
fluid and more. 

 

 
2.1. Geometry Model 
 

We developed the geometry model of the 
stentless quadrileaflct mitral valve according to the 
bionical rules. This model is composed of leaflets 
(anterior and posterior), annulus, chordae tendineae 
and papillary muscle. In the main part of the stress 
analysis, the anterior and posterior valves play the 
most important role in the cardiac cycle, so we focus 
on the analysis of the anterior and posterior valves 
[16]. The geometry model is shown as Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The model of quadrate stentless pericardial mitral 
valve: (a) right view, (b) top view. 

 
 

2.1. Material and Loads 
 

The mitral leaflet tissue exhibits a highly 
nonlinear mechanical response, leading to the 
complexity of the material pericardial tissue fibrous. 
Because the mitral valve is little influenced by the 
force value, so the anisotropic performance effect is 
not obvious and it can be treated as a linear elastic 
model. The experiment was based on the stress-strain 
curve of the clinical trial, The material model in the 
tangent elastic modulus reaches 8.75 MPa under the 
stress of 0.4 MPa, which is similar to the normal 
human biological valve tissue elastic modulus [17]. 
Poisson's ratio is set to 0.45 [18], and the pericardial 
tissue thickness is set to 0.25 mm [18]. The equation 
of physical stress and strain is created on the basis of 
those values. 

As the annulus and papillary muscle is relatively 
at a fixed position throughout the cardiac cycle, it can 
be assumed that the annulus and papillary muscle 
keeps the displacement, rotational degrees of freedom 
unfettered. The base of leaflet displacement is zero 
and the freedom of rotation degree does not impose 
any constraint. 

Mitral valve contracts and relaxes in the cardiac 
cycle in the dual role of the pressure in the ventricle 
and a trial. Its withstand pressure changes cyclically 
with the cardiac cycle. This experiment focuses on 
static stress analysis of the mitral valve, so two time 
frames are selected: Ventricular diastolic and 
isovolumic relaxation. Under the ventricular 
diastolic, the mitral valve opens, the direction of the 
pressure is pointed to the ventricular-atrial surface. 
With the normal standard of 5 L/min cardiac output 
for adults, vitro valve differential pressure reads 
approximately (0.42 kPa) 3.16 mmHg; Under the 
ventricular isovolumic relaxation, when the mitral 
valve leaflets achieves the maximum load of about 
120 mmHg (16 kPa), the direction of the pressure 
from the left ventricle is at the left of the atrium 
surface. 
 
 
2.2.1. Definition of Contract 
 

The mitral valve has a greater deformation under 
ventricular isovolumic relaxation. There are 

occurrences of a high degree of contrast between the 
anterior and posterior valve leaflets. Therefore, there 
is a need to define the valve leaflets contact behavior. 
In order to simulate the contact between the valve 
leaflets, two rigid planes of the initial contact surface 
are established, then we define a target unit 
(TARGE170) and contact elements (contact 174) on 
its basis, constitute the two contact pairs, and 
simulate the behavior of the contact between the 
valve leaflets in accordance with the face-to-face 
contact theory. When the mitral valve opens, there is 
no contact unit. 
 
 

2.2.2. Meshing 
 

Annulus and valve leaflets use the curve of eight-
node shell elements (SHELL93). The most notable 
feature of the element is its precise simulation of the 
housing having curved boundaries with properties of 
plastics, stress steel, large deformation, and large 
strain, which are well adapted to the deformation of 
the valve leaflets. Using ANSYS meshing tool 
MeshTool model to mesh the model and obtain the 
finite element model (Fig. 2). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Result of meshed model: (a) isometric view,  
(b) right view. 

 
 

3. Results 
 

In this study, we analyze the open and closed 
states of the mitral valve, then obtain the von Mises 
by contour plotting of the model in the two states. 
 
 

3.1. Ventricular Diastolic 
 

The deformation of the mitral valve under 
ventricular diastolic is shown as Fig. 3. Under the 
diastolic period, the pressure points from the 
ventricles to the atrial surface. The mitral valve will 
open under the pressure, and blood will flow from the 
left atrium into the left ventricle. As the Fig. 3 shows, 
the open form is consistent. In the meantime, it meets 
the mechanical performance, indicating that this 
model is fitting, can successfully simulate the open 
state of the mitral valve. 

In Fig. 3, the Von Mises stress of the anterior and 
posterior leaflets in the open state is calculated. The 
stress distribution of the anterior and posterior valve 
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leaflets is uniform and most reading of the stress 
level is low and concentrated in 0.073 MPa to 
0.36 MPa. The maximum stress occurs at the base of 
the leaflets, up to 0.513 MPa. 
 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 3. Distribution of Von Mises stress under left 
ventricular diastolic: (a) isometric view, (b) right view (Red 
color denotes the highest stress and dark blue the lowest). 

 
 

3.2. Ventricular Isovolumic Relaxation 
 

Under ventricular isovolumic relaxation, the 
mitral valve is completely closed, the blood flows 
from the left ventricle into the left atrium, the 
pressure is up to 16 kPa. Fig. 4 shows the 
deformation of the mitral valve when it is closed. In 
the figure, we can see a high degree of contact of the 
valve leaflets. The valve leaflets closed well, thereby 
preventing regurgitation of blood, the morphological 
performance is consistent with the closure form 
observed by kinetic experiments, indicating that it is 
capable of simulating the mitral valve closed state. 

In Fig. 4, the Von Mises stress of the anterior and 
posterior leaflets in the open state is calculated. In the 
figure, it can be noticed that the stress distribution of 
anterior and posterior leaflets is still relatively 
uniform as most of the valve leaflets stress is 
concentrated in the 0.22 MPa ~ 0.68 MPa. The 
maximum stress occurs at the base and the border of 
the leaflets reaching 1.58 MPa. This is consistent 
with the clinical fact that the position of the mitral 
valve prone to tearing [19].  

The stress on rectangular pericardial mitral valve 
in the left ventricular diastolic isovolumic relaxation 
is comparatively evenly distributed, the maximum 
stress occurs at the base of the valve leaflets (i.e. 
anterior and posterior valve leaflets and papillary 

muscle junction). The stress reaches 1.58 MPa under 
ventricular isovolumic relaxation at the location 
where the maximum occurs is also consistent with 
the experiment [16] (Fig. 5). The stress distribution 
of the stentless pericardial mitral is shown in Table 1. 

 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 4. Distribution of Von Mises stress under left 
ventricular isovolumic relaxation (a) isometric view  

(b) right view. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Tearing position in the fatigue test in vitro  
of the stentless pericardial mitral valve. 

 
 

Table1. Distribution of Mitral valve. 
 

Cardiac 
cycle 

Average 
stress 

The 
maximum 

Position 

 Ventricular 
diastolic 

0.073 MPa ~ 
0.36 MPa 

0.513 MPa 
Base of the 
leaflets 

Ventricular 
isovolumic 
relaxation 

0.22 MPa ~  
0.68 MPa 

1.58 MPa 
Border of the 
leaflets and 
annulus 
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3.3. The Implications of the Width  
of the Base of the Leaflets 

 
In this study, one auxiliary model, with a 

narrower base, whose width is reduced from 7.6 mm 
to 3.74 mm, 1/8 of the annulus. We compared with 
the present model in terms of the width of the base 
leaflets. The stress distribution of the auxiliary model 
is shown as Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 6. Auxiliary model: Distribution of Von Mises stress 
under left ventricular diastolic: (a) front view  

(b) right view. 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 7. Auxiliary model: Distribution of Von Mises stress 
under left ventricular isovolumic relaxation: (a) front view  

(b) right view. 

In the two models, the stress distribution is 
relatively uniform, the maximum stress is 
conformable observed on the base and the border of 
the leaflets. Compared to the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we 
can see that the maximum stresses on the auxiliary 
model’s leaflets is higher than the present one. At the 
systolic peak, the maximum stress of the auxiliary 
model reaches up to 4.1 MPa, greater than 1.58 MPa 
as in the present model. 

As listed in Table 2, the maximum Von Mises 
stresses on both leaflets of the two models are 
contrasted. The auxiliary model experiences the 
higher stress on each leaflets compared to the present 
one. The maximum Von Mises stress obtained on the 
leaflet of the auxiliary model is 4.1 MPa, higher than 
the other one. 
 
 

Table 2. Comparison of the Von Mises stresses in the 
two models (systolic peak). 

 
Models Average stress  The maximum

Present model 0.22MPa~0.68MPa  1.58MPa 
Auxiliary model 0.45MPa~1.8MPa 4.1MPa 
 
 

4. Discussion 
 

This study analyzes the stress distribution of 
valve leaflets on the basis of symmetry. The 
experiments show that our model can accurately 
simulate the stress distribution of the mitral valve. 
Since stress is evenly distributed when the mitral 
valve opens and closes, the maximum stress occurs at 
the base and border of the leaflets and annulus, which 
corresponds to the clinical fact that the mitral valve is 
prone to tearing at the position. This proves that the 
model and the finite element method are reasonable. 

Based on the correctness of the model and the 
finite element method, we develop an auxiliary 
model to study the implications of the width of the 
base leaflets, this topic has not been mentioned in 
other reports yet. We get richer data by analyzing the 
different widths, which is beneficial for designing the 
mitral valve. In the experiment, we can see that there 
will be higher Von Mises stress with a narrower base, 
this conclusion can be advisable to the optimization 
of the mitral valve. 

Human mitral valve leaflets are flexible 
membranous tissue. The anterior valve leaflets are 
larger while the posterior valve leaflets are smaller 
and the thickness of the valve leaflets is not uniform. 
This natural structure makes mitral valve loaded 
evenly, and thus not easy to be torn off. However, the 
artificial mitral valve still far from being developed 
to such a high standard. The experiments show that 
the anterior and the posterior valve leaflets contact 
unevenly and Dysraphism easily leads to tearing of 
the valve leaflets when we simulate the closed status 
of the valve leaflets, as the stress of the anterior and 
the posterior valve leaflets are not even. 

Therefore, the model used in this study is 
symmetric for the anterior and the posterior valve 
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leaflets, such a symmetrical structure design 
guarantee the valve leaflets is uniformly expanded on 
the open status, and contact closely in the closed 
status, thereby eliminating the problem of excessive 
regurgitation. Meanwhile, it ensures that the stress of 
the anterior and the posterior valve leaflets is even, as 
far as possible to achieve the biological properties of 
the human mitral valve. The symmetrical design of 
the anterior and the posterior valve leaflets improves 
the durability of the prosthetic valve, but is still 
different from the physiological mitral valve. For 
future study, we will further develop a more 
complicated stentless mitral valve model, which will 
be able to simulate the stress distribution of the 
anterior and the posterior valve leaflets 
simultaneously. The comparative analysis will 
provide the better theoretical foundation and 
reference for the design of the mitral valve. 
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Abstract: Biomedical industry is an emerging industry in China, where new companies are not good at 
selecting special third party logistics. This paper analyzed the domestic and international research in this region 
first, then made some improvements and extension on capital asset pricing model for the choice of biomedical 
logistics enterprises, pointing out that the total relatively expected cost of choosing a third party biomedical 
logistics company should include risk-free offer cost, cost of risk loss, as well as the adjustment of risk loss 
influenced by the discrepancy of risk loss volatility between some third-party logistics and the market. 
Therefore, the factors used to appraise the third-party logistics in the biomedical industry are transferred to be 
the cost factors, and expressed with the form of price. Then, a case study is also given to get a better understand 
of this approach. Ultimately, this paper proposed an easy but feasible way to calculate the total relatively 
expected cost of choosing third-party biomedical logistics, helping biomedical products enterprises to choose the 
third-party logistics with quantitative standards. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Biomedical products, Biomedical logistics enterprises, Improved CAPM, Total relatively expected 
cost. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Biomedical industry is an emerging industry in 
China, which are developed with fast increase of 
GDP and improvements in medical technology. The 
same as other industry, when market of biomedical 
products grew big enough, special logistics 
enterprises are beginning to appear. The appearance 
of special biomedical products logistics enterprises 
improved efficiency of biomedical products logistics 
and motivated biomedical industry in return. On one 
hand, not all the logistics enterprises could ship 
biomedical products due to the special requirements 
of time and temperature. On the other hand, there is 
rigid control over the qualification of biomedical 

products logistics by the government. Therefore, 
there are only a few special biomedical logistics 
enterprises. Since there are already some biomedical 
logistics enterprises in the market, biomedical 
product companies would have right to select the 
right logistics enterprises for the purpose of assuring 
products quality and saving cost. As there are only a 
few biomedical logistics enterprises in the market and 
saving cost is of great significance to new founded 
companies, it is possible and worth to develop a 
quantitative model to measure the goodness of 
biomedical logistics enterprises.  

Cost and revenues are a unity of opposites. 
Therefore, this paper would improve CAPM (capital 
asset pricing model) by transforming the concept of 
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revenues to cost under the basic principles of CAPM 
and some assumptions. Through comparing the total 
cost that they would spend if chose a certain 
biomedical logistics companies, biomedical products 
companies could make their optimal decisions from 
the view of cost accurately and easily. 
 
 
2. Literature Reviews on the Methods  

of Third Party Logistics Selection 
 

In the early of 1990s, there were already a few 
scholars who have put forward the advantages of 
selecting third-party logistics and the originals of 
third party logistics enterprises. Then, scholars began 
to consider how to choose third-party logistics and 
put forward their own proposals on the procedures of 
third party logistics selection. Gooley (1993) [1] 
proposed that in international business, selecting third 
party logistics providers should consider the 
following four steps: establish goals, identify 
candidate companies, ask for quotes, gather and focus 
on the details. Seyed-Mahmoud Aghazadeh (2003) 
[2] proposed that when selecting third-party logistics 
service providers (ISPs), employers should follow 
these five steps: making decisions, identify standards 
and objectives, selection, choose the best suppliers, 
and cooperation. David (2008) [3] proposed that to 
successfully established good relationships with 
suppliers should follow five steps: 1) lists the 
advantages of the region; 2) focus on assessing your 
strengths and weaknesses; 3) seeking to determine 
your strengths; 4) list suppliers who meet your needs; 
5) consider human factors seriously. At the same 
time, scholars also launched hot discussion for third-
party logistics provider selection criteria. Mohan K. 
Menon (1998) [4] proposed that third-party logistics 
service provider selection criteria can be divided into 
two categories: Perceived performance and perceived 
capabilities. Perceived performance includes 
punctuality performance, performance of ability to 
fulfill promises, effectiveness of senior leadership 
and the fault rate of senior leader; perceived 
capabilities include perceived management and 
creation abilities and perceived financial soundness. 
Ackerman Ackerman (2000) [5] considered that in 
the evaluation of potential third-party logistics 
providers, employers can refer to the following 
fourteen criteria: market coverage, inventory 
management and control, order receiving and 
processing system, pick and pack, order fulfillment, 
assembly, packaging and value added activities, 
credit rating, invoicing, credit and collection, pre-
sorting capabilities, returns processing, traceability, 
management structure, organization, strategic 
direction, financial stability. America magazine 
INDUSTRYWEEK magazine (2009) [6] introduced 
the opinions of Marc Tanowitz on how should 
manufacturers choose third-party logistics providers. 
There are five basic elements according to Marc 
Tanowitz, who is a senior leader of a third party 

outsourcing consulting company: 1) Know your 
needs; 2) Control forecast; 3) Require responsibility; 
4) Establishment of clear and direct expect;  
5) Measure business results. Szakonyi (2011) [7] 
proposed that selecting third-party logistics provider 
should be based on experience, technology, transport 
mode, partnerships and safety. 

Based on the above analyses, it is easy to find that 
as the selection of third party logistics provider is a 
complex thing, most of the researchers are focused on 
qualitative methods, while quantitative methods are 
not placed with enough emphases. Currently in 
practice, some biomedical products companies 
evaluate the third party logistics by calculating the 
actual average cost of logistics enterprise. But this is 
only the actual costs including third-party logistics 
companies offer cost and the average damage or loss 
caused in distribution. This part of loss did not 
consider the size of the average risk of loss. 
Consequently, if the two logistics companies to be 
compared not only charge the same price, but also 
have the same average loss rate caused by 
transporting, how to choose? At this point, 
biomedical products companies still can compare the 
average loss volatilities, namely the size of variance. 
However, in reality, there is may also the situation 
that the third party supplier not only offer the same 
prices with the same average loss caused by 
transporting, but also have the same variance of the 
average size of the loss. In this time, how should 
biomedical products companies make decisions? 

In view of this situation, this paper started with 
the purpose of comparison and merely calculated the 
relative costs. According to the basic principles of 
classic western finance capital asset pricing model, 
this paper pointed out that the total expected relative 
cost should include risk-free offer cost, cost of risk 
loss, as well as the adjustment of risk loss influenced 
by the discrepancy of risk loss volatility between 
some third-party logistics and the market. 
 
 
3. The Building of Improved CAPM  

for Biomedical Products Companies 
 
3.1. Basic Assumptions 
 

CAPM is a classical model of western finance, 
whose deduction is based on a few assumptions. 
When improving CAPM under the surroundings of 
biomedical products logistics, it is essential to take 
these assumptions into consideration. Besides, in 
order to deduct the improved CAPM model, we 
should also add some new assumptions to simplify 
the model. 

H1: The optional third-party biomedical logistics 
businesses that biomedical products enterprises face 
is the entire third-party biomedical logistics 
enterprises market. 

As for biomedical products enterprises, gathering 
the information of all third-party logistics companies 
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on the market is a huge project, plus each third-party 
logistics enterprise's actual situation is also in flux, it 
is not feasible to take the whole party logistics 
enterprise market as inspection object in practice. 
However, the number of third-party logistics 
enterprises a certain biomedical products company 
can understand and choose is limited. If these 
businesses that have been known were taken as entire 
third-party biomedical logistics enterprise market, the 
calculation would be easier. Businesses can get the 
information directly from third-party logistics 
enterprises, or from their own historical data 
statistics. There are not many biomedical logistics 
enterprises in the market. Moreover, the biomedical 
logistics enterprises do not know have little  
influence to them. Consequently, we could make  
this assumption. 

H2: Biomedical products companies do not have 
bargaining power and discounts optional third-party 
biomedical logistics companies. They are the 
recipient of the third party biomedical logistics 
companies’ proposed offers.  

This paper assumed there are no bargaining 
power and no ability to obtain volume discounts for 
biomedical products companies. This is also the basic 
assumption of CAPM. 

H3: Biomedical products companies’ logistics 
cost is proportional to the quantity of products. 
Namely, each unit of product’s cost is same. 

Under this assumption, the third-party biomedical 
logistics company offer is proportional to the number 
of products. 

H4: The value of per unit of product is same. 
This is an important assumption of this model, 

which is of great importance in the calculation of the 
adjustment of risk loss influenced by the discrepancy 
of risk loss volatility between some third-party 
biomedical logistics and the market. 

H5: Biomedical products enterprises go after the 
goal of minimum cost. 

The purpose of a business is to make profit. In 
general, there are two ways to make more profit, 
namely increasing revenues and reducing costs. 
Realizing the lowest cost is biomedical products 
companies’ driving force to seek and try more cost-
cutting methods. 

H6: Biomedical products companies own 
adequate information of optional third-party 
biomedical logistics enterprises. 

In order to make scientific decisions, biomedical 
products companies need the information of 
transportation risk about the optional third-party 
biomedical logistics enterprises. This part of 
information could be got either from optional third-
party biomedical logistics companies, or from the 
historical data of other businesses or biomedical 
products enterprises themselves. 

H7: there are no tax differences and  
transaction costs 

This is also an assumption from original CAPM. 
H8: other subjective factors are not considered, 

such as the relationship between biomedical products 

companies and third-party biomedical logistics 
enterprises, customer preferences, etc. 

In the actual delivery process, biomedical 
logistics companies’ selection decision of third-party 
biomedical logistics enterprise may be influenced by 
their mutual relationship. In addition, hospitals and 
pharmacies may have special preferences over the 
third party biomedical enterprises, which may also 
influence biomedical products companies’ decision. 

Based on above eight fundamental assumptions, 
this paper would improve CAPM in the surroundings 
of making third-party biomedical logistics selection 
decisions. In the following part, this paper made a 
few new assumptions so as to make calculation and 
illustration simple and easy to understand. 

 

 
3.2. The Building of Improved CAPM  

for Biomedical Products Enterprises 
 

Suppose there are n kinds of products for a certain 
biomedical products company. Cik represents the 
expected cost of selecting the third party biomedical 
logistics company i or the third party biomedical 
logistics enterprises portfolio i to ship a unit of 
product k.  ak stands for the quantity of product k. 
consequently, the expected cost of selecting the third 
party biomedical logistics company i or the third 
party biomedical logistics portfolio i to ship product 
k Ct is equal to: 

 
 

k

n

k ikt aCC  1
 (1) 

 
Based on the above assumptions, this paper would 

divide the selection of third party biomedical logistics 
enterprises into three situations according to the 
offers of third party biomedical logistics enterprises 
and the similarity of average lost value of per unit 
product. In order to simplify the calculation, this 
paper made the following assumption: 

Biomedical products companies only ship one 
kind of product A, and Ci represents the expected 
relative delivery cost of one unit of product. 

 

 
3.2.1. Case1: Optimal Third Party 

Biomedical Logistics Enterprises Have 
Same Offer and Same Average Lost 
Value of Per Unit Product 

 
This paper would take revenues of CAPM as 

costs, and take the offers of third party biomedical 
logistics enterprises as risk-free cost. Thus, this paper 
got the cost model of third party biomedical logistics 
enterprises selection based on CAPM: 

 
 )( FmiFi CCCC   , (2) 
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where iC  is the expected relative cost of selecting 

the third party biomedical logistics company i or the 
third party biomedical logistics enterprises portfolio i 

to ship a unit of product A; FC  is the offer of 

optimal third party biomedical logistics company or 
the third party biomedical logistics enterprises 

portfolio to ship a unit of product A; i  is the 

sensitivity coefficient of the third party biomedical 
logistics company i or the third party biomedical 
logistics enterprises portfolio i to the fluctuation of 

average loss of per unit of product A; mC  is the 

average total cost of all the third party biomedical 
logistics enterprises. 

In it, average lost value of per unit product refers 
to the loss caused by the third party biomedical 
logistics company during the transportation of one 
unit of product. That is, loss per unit of product is 
equal to the quotient between the total loss during 
transportation and the quantity of products. 

β’s calculation method is as follows: 
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where ),( mi ccCov  refers to covariance between the 

loss of per unit of product of selecting the third party 
logistics company i and the average loss of per unit 
of product of all the third party biomedical logistics 
companies. )( mcVar  refers to the variance of average 

loss of per unit of product of all the biomedical 
logistics enterprises. itC  refers to the loss of per unit 

product of the third party biomedical logistics 
company i in time t; iC  refers to the average loss of 

per unit product of the third party biomedical 
logistics company i; mtC  refers to the average loss of 

per unit product of all the third party biomedical 
logistics enterprises in time t; mC  refers to the 

average loss of per unit product of all the third party 
bio-medical logistics enterprises. 

 

 
3.2.2. Case2: Optimal Third Party 

Biomedical Logistics Enterprises Have 
Same Offer but Different Average Lost 
Value of Per Unit Product 

 
In this case, as for each optional third-party 

logistics companies, the average value of the loss per 
unit of product is different, but its average value of 
the loss per unit of product there may fluctuate with 
same sensitivity coefficients. As the capital asset 
pricing model assumes that all securities have the 
same risk would have the same income, this situation 
does not meet the capital asset pricing model 

assumptions and could not be solved with original 
CAPM directly. In the case of capital asset pricing 
model, selecting the third party biomedical logistics 
company i or third-party logistics enterprise risk 
portfolio i is expected to cost βi (Cm-CF), which 
includes not only the average loss of selecting the 
third party biomedical logistics company i or 
portfolio of some third-party biomedical logistics 
companies i, but also the loss of risk fluctuation of 
choosing that third party biomedical logistics 
company or portfolio compared with all the third 
party biomedical logistics enterprises.  

If sensitivity coefficient of the third party 
biomedical logistics company i or the third party 
biomedical logistics enterprises portfolio i to the 
fluctuation of average loss were equal to 1, that is, 
the third party biomedical logistics or biomedical 
logistics portfolio risk is equal to the average of all 
the third-party biomedical logistics enterprises, and 
the corresponding loss of risk fluctuations would be 
0. Consequently, the total expected cost is equal to 
the third party logistics enterprises in the offer plus 
the average loss of choosing that biomedical logistics 
company in the history. 

If sensitivity coefficient of the third party 
biomedical logistics company i or the third party 
biomedical logistics enterprises portfolio i to the 
fluctuation of average loss were smaller than 1, that 
is, the third party biomedical logistics or biomedical 
logistics portfolio risk is less than the average of the 
third-party biomedical logistics enterprises, and the 
corresponding loss of risk fluctuations would be less 
than 0. Consequently, the total expected cost is less 
than the third party logistics enterprises in the offer 
plus the average loss of choosing that biomedical 
logistics company in the history. 

If sensitivity coefficient of the third party 
biomedical logistics company i or the third party 
biomedical logistics enterprises portfolio i to the 
fluctuation of average loss were bigger than 1, that is, 
the third party biomedical logistics or biomedical 
logistics portfolio risk is bigger than the average of 
the third-party biomedical logistics enterprises, and 
the corresponding loss of risk fluctuations would be 
bigger than 0. Consequently, the total expected cost 
is bigger than the third party logistics enterprises in 
the offer plus the average loss of choosing that 
biomedical logistics company in the history. 

In summary, the expected total relative cost of 
selecting the third party biomedical logistics 
company i or the third party biomedical logistics 
enterprises portfolio i to ship a unit of product A Ci is 
equal to:  
 

 )()1( FmiikFi CCCCC    (4) 

 

ikC  refers to the average loss of per unit product of 

the third party biomedical logistics company i or 
portfolio in time k; other letters are the same with 
situation 1. 
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3.2.3. Case3: Optimal Third Party 
Biomedical Logistics Enterprises Have 
Different Offers and Different Average 
Lost Value of Per Unit Product 

 
In this case, as optimal third party biomedical 

logistics enterprises have different offers, it fits the 
assumptions of CAPM even less compared with 
situation 2. However, compared with situation 2, it is 
the same except the offer. Deduce according to 
situation 2, we could get the conclusion that the total 
expected relative cost should include risk-free offer 
cost, cost of risk loss, as well as the adjustment of 
risk loss influenced by the discrepancy of risk loss 
volatility between the third-party biomedical logistics 
company or portfolio and the market. Of course, 
there is some difference. As the offers are different, 
should also be adjusted to the difference between the 
average total cost of optimal third party biomedical 
logistics enterprises and the average offer. 

In summary, the expected relative total cost of 
selecting the third party biomedical logistics 
company i or the third party biomedical logistics 
enterprises portfolio i to ship a unit of product A Ci is 
equal to: 
 

 )()1( FmiikFii CCCCC    (5) 
 

In this formula, FC  refers to the offer of optimal 

third party biomedical logistics company or the third 

party biomedical logistics enterprises portfolio i to 

ship a unit of product A; ikC  refers to the average 

loss of per unit product of the third party biomedical 

logistics company i or portfolio in time k; FC  refers 

to the average offer of optimal third party biomedical 
logistics company or the third party biomedical 
logistics enterprises portfolio to ship a unit of product 
A; other letters are the same with situation 1. 
 
 
4. Case Study 
 

A company has 350 units of biomedical products 
to distribute in the April of 2013. X, Y and Z are 
three logistics that could offer the service at $8, $8 
and $8.3 for each unit of the products. This kind of 
biomedical products worth of $100 per unit. The 
historical data of loss caused by the above shipping 
companies is shown in Table 1. 

First, we need to calculate the average lost value 
of 1 unit biomedical products in each month, as is 
shown in Table 2. 

Then, we could compute the sensitivity 
coefficient of X, Y, Z to the fluctuation of average 
loss of per unit product. The average total cost and 
total offer price could also be gained. βx  is the 
sensitivitity coefficient of X company, while 
similarly, βY and βZ are the sensitivitity coefficient of 
Y company and Z company. 

 
 

Table 1. Historical loss data caused by logistics companies. 
 

 

X Y Z 

           January 200/200 100/130 50/50 
           February 200/180 80/72 50/40 
           March 200/220 100/80 20/18 

 
 

Table 2. Average lost value of 1 unit biomedical products per month for logistics companies. 
 

 

X Y Z Average/Month 

January $1 $1.3 $1 $1.1 
February $0.9 $0.9 $0.8 $0.867 
March $1.1 $0.8 $0.9 $0.933 

Average of X,Y,Z $1 $1 $0.9 $0.967 
 
 

Logistics 
Quantities 

/loss 

Month 

Logistics loss 

per 

unit 
Mont
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With the above information, we could calculate 

the total relatively expected cost when shipping one 
unit of biomedical product. CTX, CTY, CTZ are total 
relatively expected cost of X, Y and Z company. 
 

 
)1.8067.9()12288.0(18

)()1(


 FmXXKFXTX CCCCC   

(11) 

 
8 1 (1.9657 1) (9.067 8.1) 9.9338TYC S       (12) 

 
8.3 0.9 (0.8078 1) (9.067 8.1) 9.0141TZC S       (13) 

 
By comparison, we could find that the total 

relatively expected cost of X is the lowest, therefore, 
it the optimal choice for A company. For Y, though 
the offer and average loss of per unit product are the 
same with X, the total relatively expected cost is 
obviously higher, for the reason of high risk 
fluctuation cost. What is more, Y company's total 
relatively expected cost is even higher than Z 
company, whose offer price is much higher. 

If a company needs to ship several kinds of 
products, they could calculate out the total relatively 
expected cost of each product first, then weight these 
total relatively expected costs with their quantities to 
get the overall total relatively expected cost. 

5. Managerial Implications 
 

The above three cases have already covered the 
situation of choosing third-party logistics in 
biomedical industry fundamentally. By comparing 
the expected costs of various optional third-party 
biomedical logistics companies or third-party 
biomedical logistics enterprise portfolio, biomedical 
businesses can clearly understand the cost gap of 
different choices between different third-party 
biomedical logistics enterprises. For those large 
biomedical products companies who have bargaining 
capacity with the third-party biomedical logistics 
enterprise, this method could also be helpful in 
determining the required minimum discount when 
selecting a certain biomedical logistics company. 
This minimum discount refers to the discount that 
makes the total expected cost of choosing a certain 
biomedical logistics company be the lowest 
compared with other choices. For the large 
biomedical products businesses that have their own 
logistics systems, this model can also be used for 
comparing the cost with other third party biomedical 
logistics enterprises and selecting third party 
biomedical logistics enterprises when necessary with 
the consideration of cost. 
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Abstract: In this paper, a technique is presented which allows users of license free ISM bands to increase 
functionality of the wireless network while remaining within the maximum legally allowed transmit duty cycle 
requirements. We show through analytical modeling and empirical evaluation, that traditional MAC and routing 
techniques result in a significant increase in the overall TX duty cycle when sensor sample frequencies are 
increased. Specifically, we focus on the 868 MHz ISM band where the maximum allowed legal TX duty cycle 
must be < 1 %. Two novel techniques are presented that significantly reduce the TX duty cycle. The result of 
implementing these techniques is a reduction in power consumption and more importantly, an increase in 
network functionality while remaining within the legal requirements. We show that these techniques allow for 
sensor readings to be collected far more frequently in multi-hop, receiver duty cycled, wireless sensor networks. 
Results from a 50 node deployment are also presented to validate the model with empirical results.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: 868 MHz limitations, Duty Cycle, Low Power, WSN, Multi-Hop. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Considering that the license free bands can be 
occupied by multiple co-existing wireless networks, 
sanctions are put in place for users of these bands. 
These sanctions are placed by the ISM band 
regulatory authorities [1]. Sanctions are placed on TX 
duty-cycle and TX transmit power. TX duty-cycle is 
the percentage of time spent in TX mode at the 
physical layer. Placing restrictions on TX duty-cycle 
allows for fairer usage of the band and ensures 
multiple devices can co-exist in harmony. Operation 
in the license free 868-868.6 MHz ISM band requires 
maximum TX duty cycles of <1 % (Class 2) and 
maximum TX power levels of approximately  
+14 dBm. Other nearby bands require <0.1 %  
(Class 1). This specific duty cycle requirement of  
<1 % translates to a maximum of 36 seconds of TX 

on-time within one hour and a maximum length of 
3.6 seconds for any single transmission (See  
Table 1). 

These restrictions place limitations on the 
functionality of the network, specifically, they limit 
the rate at which sensor readings can be reported to 
the network sink. The higher the sampling rate the 
greater the network activity. The rate at which sensor 
readings must be reported from each node in the 
network is largely an application based requirement. 
Depending on the application, these regulatory 
restrictions may impose a limit on the desired sensor 
report rate and the network engineer will need to be 
satisfied with a lower sampling rate. To overcome the 
issues described above, two techniques are 
implemented to reduce the overall TX duty cycle of 
the multihop network as a whole. The first technique 
and the one that has the largest impact on reducing 
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the TX duty cycle, is a neighbor schedule learning 
system. A custom MAC protocol was designed to 
facilitate neighbor schedule learning. Nodes are able 
to learn when neighboring nodes are expected to 
wake up and they choose the most energy efficient 
time to begin contacting them. The result of this is a 
drastic reduction in TX duty cycle, messages can now 
be transmitted to duty-cycled neighbors in 
milliseconds compared to 100’s of milliseconds using 
standard MAC techniques.  

 
 

Table 1. Frequency Bands for Non-Specific Short Range 
Devices in Europe. 

 

 
 
 
The second technique is a layer 3 routing 

optimization, whereby nodes piggyback their sensor 
readings into packets from upstream nodes within the 
multi-hop network. When a packet is received which 
requires forwarding towards the network sink, this 
triggers the recipient of the packet to carry out a 
sensor reading. This optimization results in fewer 
transmissions and more optimal utilization of the 
maximum payload length of the physical layer itself.   

 
 

1.1. TX on Time During Transmissions 
 
The length of time for which the transceiver is in 

TX mode during each transmission to a duty cycled 
neighbor, varies greatly from MAC protocol to 
protocol. To guarantee reliable communication, non-
acknowledge based MAC protocols such as B-MAC 
and BoX-MAC1 are required to leave the radio 
transceiver in TX mode for the full duration of the 
receive check interval (TW) [10, 8]. The receive 
check interval is the time interval between receive 
check operations in duty cycled WSN nodes. 
Conversely, acknowledge based protocols such as X-
MAC and BoX-MAC2 cease transmitting as soon as 
an ACK is received [2, 8]. On average, this ACK 
packet will be received half way through the receive 
check interval. Interestingly, the total length of time 
for which both of these protocols spend in TX mode 
during transmissions to duty cycled neighbors, is 
approximately equal to TW/4. On average, the overall 
time the radio is active for during transmissions is 
indeed TW/2 . During this time period of TW/2, the 
radio spends a share of its time in TX mode sending 
packets and the rest in RX mode listening for ACK 
(acknowledge) packets. In the case of BoX-MAC2, 
the proportions of time spent in RX and TX will vary 
as the payload length changes. X-MAC on the other 
hand spends fixed lengths of time in both TX and RX 
during the contacting phase due to its RTS (Request 
To Send)/ CTS (Clear To Send) system.  

The primary goal of this work is to provide a 
simple technique to lower TX duty cycle, allowing 
users of the license free bands to increase network 
functionality. In Section 2, a detailed description is 
given into the functionality of both of these 
techniques and a description of the designed MAC 
protocol is given. In Section 3, modeled results are 
presented showing the potential savings in TX duty 
cycle that can be achieved. In Section 4, the 
experimental setup is explained, empirical test data is 
presented and compared against our simulated 
results. We also present some preliminary results 
from a deployment of 50 nodes, showing how the 
proposed system works in a full scale deployment. In 
Section 4.4, we discuss these important results and 
their implications. Finally a brief summary of related 
work is presented in Section 5 and in Section 6 we 
conclude and suggest a few topics for further 
expanding this work.  

 
 

2. Design 
 

A custom MAC protocol was developed, tested 
and implemented on our custom hardware. It is 
highly customized and suited for use in duty cycled 
low-rate low-power wireless sensor networks. It 
consists of a very short packet length RTS/ CTS 
preamble wakeup stream which contains source and 
destination address information. Senders interrogate 
receivers by sending short RTS packets followed by a 
short period where they wait for a CTS response. A 
node which receives an RTS packet addressed to 
itself, responds with a CTS (containing source and 
destination address) packet to the sender. Upon 
reception of the CTS packet at the sender, it proceeds 
by sending the payload data and waits for a payload 
acknowledge message. At the bit-rate of the 
transceiver being used, the duration of one send RTS 
packet and listen for CTS cycle is 2 ms. One cycle 
consists of approximately 1 ms of TX time and 1 ms 
of RX time listening for a CTS packet.  

Using this technique, short packet based receive 
check lengths of approximately 2.3 ms are achieved 
(2 ms for a valid packet + 300 s receiver startup 
time). The functionality of the protocol is depicted in 
Fig. 1.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Low Level MAC Functionality, Sender on bottom, 
duty cycled Receiver on top. 
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2.1. Reducing TX On Time Through 
Neighbor Schedule Learning 

 
To reduce the energy required to send data 

packets, a technique is used to reduce the time spent 
in TX mode per unicast transmission. This technique 
is called neighbor schedule learning. Learning 
schedules involves zero additional synchronization 
packets. Each node in the network maintains its own 
wakeup schedule, and simply guarantees that each 
periodic receive check will occur at an integer 
multiple of the network wide receive check interval.  

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the time-offset 
between two nodes wakeup schedules will dictate the 
energy required to send data between them. In a non 
learn scenario node B must transmit for  s before 
node A wakes. If node B counts the amount of time 
needed before node A replied, it can learn the time-
offset between their relative wakeup schedules. 
During the next transmission it applies this learned 
offset and reduces the time spent in TX mode.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Vertical arrows indicate when each node wakes at  
integer multiples of the receive check interval (1 second 
here). Node B learns the time offset to Node A and applies 
this learned offset () during next transmission. Graph also 
illustrates how receive checks will drift ( ,). 

 
 
With wakeup scheduling now handled by the 

aforementioned mechanisms, each node in the 
network can learn the time offset between its wakeup 
schedule and those of its neighbors. During the very 
first interaction between two nodes, the sender stores 
the number of RTS/CTS cycles it required before the 
destination responded. This number of attempts is 
stored in a neighbor specific data structure and is 
proportional to the time offset between their 
respective wakeup schedules. One additional byte is 
required to store the time offset between wakeup 
schedules, hence the system is scalable.  

During the next transmission to a particular 
neighboring node, the sender now knows reasonably 
accurately, when the destination will wakeup. The 
sender then recalls the time offset value from the 
neighbor specific data structure, and delays 
accordingly so as to begin performing RTS/CTS 
cycles a few milliseconds before the destination is 
expected to wakeup. This time offset is updated 
during every encounter to account for oscillator drift, 

explained further in Section II-B. The offset learning 
process is illustrated in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, node B first 
learns the time offset between its wakeup schedule 
and that of node A, during the next transmission it 
uses the learned time offset and delays accordingly 
before contact the destination. Fig. 3 shows the 
current profile of a node sending a unicast packet to a 
duty cycled receiver. It wakes up recalls the learned 
offset to the recipient, delays 350 ms and begins 
performing RTS/ CTS just before the recipient wakes 
up. RTS/ CTS is performed at a dynamic TX power 
level, hence the higher spike for the payload.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Communication is shown between two nodes. 
Capturedis the sender’s current profile. () is the receive 
check; () is a low power delay of 350ms; () is a 
CCAcheck; () is RTS/CTS until destination responds with 
optimised TX power; () is payload transmission at full 
power, and () is receive payload ACK. 

 
 

2.2. Handling Drift 
 
Our protocol also handles drift which can 

accumulate between nodes receive check schedules. 
Initial learned time offset values will drift over time 
depending on the relative inaccuracies of node’s 
clock sources. When relative clock drifts are positive 
the time-offset increases, when negative the time 
offset decreases. If the maximum relative oscillator 
between 2 nodes in a deployment is 20 ppm (some 
can be -10 ppm others +10 ppm),  
1.2 ms/minute of drift can accumulate.  

We simulated the total energy to send  
100,000 packets at data send intervals increasing 
from 2 seconds to 2048 seconds and also swept the 
synchronization period TSYNC from 4 ms to 100 ms. 
The energy required to send the 100,000 packets is 
summated for each simulated data send interval and 
synchronization period. In Fig. 4, we graph the 
results. The energy to send the 100,000 packets is 
summed for each TSYNC, and the lowest value that 
works best when averaged across all data send 
intervals is chosen. This lowest value which occurs at 
a particular synchronization period is used to 
normalize all of the other summated values which 
were obtained from different synchronization 
periods. This optimum value occurs at a TSYNC of  
24 ms (depicted in Fig. 4). Fig. 4 also shows that 
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when a non TSYNC period of 10 ms is chosen, the 
energy required to send 100,000 packets across 
different data send intervals increases by a factor of 
5.5 for relative oscillator drifts of 10 ppm and  
20 ppm. On average, nodes in a network will have an 
equal number of neighbors with whom they 
experience NRD and PRD. Therefore the optimum 
value for TSYNC is, in reality, something between  
24 ms and 0 ms.   

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Normalized Energy Consumption for  
100,000 packets across different TSYNC intervals. 

 
 
Obviously, if the accumulated drift is greater than 

the TSYNC interval problems will occur. This will 
cause the sender to miss the recipient’s receive check 
event and incur a full receive check interval worth of 
transceiver on-time. This is the phenomena seen in 
Fig. 4, where the power consumption jumps 
erratically at certain TSYNC intervals. To prevent this 
from occurring a number of preventative measures 
are/ were taken and are listed below:  

 TSYNC interval is proportional to data send 
rate, forwarding data more often results in a lower 
TSYNC; 

 High precision 1 % load capacitors were used 
with the 32.768 kHz crystal; 

 Nodes were calibrated to reduce maximum 
inter-node oscillator inaccuracies to approximately  
+-5 ppm; 

 Offset is updated during each encounter. 
If TSYNC is 8 ms (4 RTS/CTS attempts) and a node 

requires 6 attempts to contact the destination, the 
sender updates the stored offset for this neighbor by 
adding 2 (6 (Actual)-4 (Desired)). The opposite 
applies if the sender requires less attempts than the 
desired number to contact the destination, here the 
sender subtracts from the stored offset.  

 
 

2.3. Piggybacking Data Messages 
 
The primary task of each node in the WSN is to 

report periodic sensor readings to the network’s sink. 
To reach the network sink, nodes at the outer edges 
of the deployment may have to route through several 
nodes, depending on the density and RF environment 
of the deployment.  

The underlying idea of our piggybacking 
optimization is as follows: nodes that happen to lie in 
a path that has neighboring nodes generating or 
forwarding data packets will piggyback their sensor 
readings into messages which are being forwarded. 
This process is described graphically in Fig. 5. 
Traditionally, this is done differently and each 
individual node generates its own periodic data 
messages.  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Data piggybacking. Each node along the path 

intelligently adds their sensor readings to the payload of 
incoming messages. Reduces extra wasteful transmissions. 

 
 
To accommodate piggybacking, the payload is 

partitioned into different blocks. Each node which 
forwards the packet, adds its sensor readings to the 
payload in a specific position. The position is 
dependent on the hop number. The leaf node that 
generated the packet, adds its sensed data to  
position 0. The next node to interact with and 
forward the packet adds its sensed data to position 1. 
In our implementation and application, each node 
adds a total of 5 bytes to the payload and the length 
of the variable data packet. Additionally, packets 
contain a routing header. Forwarding nodes 
increment a Hop Count value, and add the ID and 
RSSI of the last hop to the routing header. Packets 
that originate from nodes which have a direct RF path 
to the network sink are short. Payload lengths grow 
linearly as the hop count increases. At the bit rate of 
the physical layer in use, each byte adds a total of  
80 S to the length of the payload.  

When the network sink receives a unique sensed 
data packet, it first examines the hop count of the 
packet in the routing header. Depending on this 
value, it knows how many nodes have interacted with 
the packet and included sensor readings. It is also 
aware of the position in the payload where to find 
sensor readings from the Nth hop.  

 
 

3. Simulation 
 

To estimate the TX duty cycle across different 
data send intervals with and without optimizations, 
the system was modeled in Matlab. The model 
calculates the overall TX duty cycle resulting in 
sending data packets at different rates, when one 
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child node is attached and assumes sending to a duty 
cycled neighbor. The algorithm used is shown in 
Algorithm 1. Each transmission incurs a total TX 
time of TSYNC ms worth of RTS/ CTS attempts, i.e.,  
4 ms of TX time, plus the length of the payload. A 
payload length of 24 bytes is 2.4 ms at the bit rate of 
the physical layer. The simulated experimental length 
was 2 days. The TX duty cycle is hence the total time 
spent in TX mode divided by the length of the test. 
The results are shown in Fig. 6. This graph includes 4 
curves, two for neighbor learning enabled and two for 
neighbor learning disabled. The two curves where 
neighbor learning is enabled, include piggybacking 
enabled and disabled. The same applies for the other 
2 curves, where neighbor learning is disabled.  

 
 

Algorithm 1. Model of TX on time during 
transmissions, neighbor learning enabled. 
Initialize Variables 
repeat 

Time In TX = 0.004s + Payload Length 
Accumulated Time += Send Interval 

until Accumulated Time > 2Days 
Duty Cycle = Time In TX / 2 Days 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Results of simulation showing the reduction in TX 
duty cycle due to Neighbor Learning and Piggybacking. 

 
 
In the case of neighbor learning and piggybacking 

being enabled, the simulation predicts a 70 times 
reduction in TX duty cycle compared to both being 
disabled. With both optimizations, nodes are capable 
of achieving 0.72 % TX duty cycle forwarding data 
packets every 1 second. With both optimizations 
disabled this time increases to 52 seconds. The results 
are summarized in Table 2. For each transmission, 
the node without neighbor learning spends on 
average half of the receive check interval performing 
RTS/ CTS, in this scenario that is 0.5 s. Of that 0.5 s 
half is spent in TX mode, or 0.25 s (as previously 
discussed in Section II).  

In the case of only the piggybacking optimization 
being enabled, there are two unique scenarios. 
Firstly, the node under test has piggybacking disabled 
and it forwards data packets for its child node and 
also generates its own additional data packets. The 
simulation shows it is only able to provide < 1 % TX 

duty cycle when packets are being generated every 
52 seconds. When piggybacking alone is enabled, the 
nodes can report back sensor readings every  
26 seconds while remaining < 1 % TX duty cycle. 
The duty cycles reached by the version of the 
simulation with both optimizations disabled 
represents a MAC protocol similar to BoX-MAC2 or 
X-MAC.  

 
 
Table 2. Simulated duty cycle values when changing  

the data send intervals, NL=Neighbor Learn, 
PB=Piggybacking, None=No optimizations. 

 

 
 
 

4. Empirical Evaluation 
 

4.1. Testbed 
 
 
The testbed used for this experiment consists of 

custom devices, comprised of a PIC24F 
microcontroller and an SX1211 868 MHz radio 
transceiver. The radio is operated at 100 kbps data 
rate and a sleep current of 1 A is achieved for the 
platform. The hardware platform is pictured in Fig. 7.  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 7. Testbed WSN node, SX1211 868MHz radio  

and PIC24F microcontroller. 
 
 

4.2. Measuring TX on Time 
 
 
To be able to accurately estimate the overall TX 

duty cycle of deployed nodes, a counter is 
implemented in software which keeps track of the 
total amount of time spent in TX mode. This counter 
is included in each transmission and allows the 
network sink to keep track of how much time each 
node spends in TX mode.  

The basic unit of time for this counter is 1 ms, 
each increment of the 32-bit counter is equal to 1 ms 
and it overflows after 60 days of constant TX on 
time. 1 ms is the length of an RTS packet and is 
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hence a convenient unit of time. Each transmission 
which takes place, results in the counter being 
incremented by the number of RTS/ CTS attempts 
required to contact the destination, plus the length of 
the payload transmission. This technique enables 
very accurate monitoring of the time spent in TX 
mode at each node. An example of this counter 
working is a transmission which requires 100 RTS/ 
CTS attempts to contact the destination and a payload 
length of 2 ms. This transmission would results in the 
counter being incremented by 102, 100 for the RTS 
transmissions and 2 for the length of the payload.  

The network sink which always listens, sends all 
received data packets to a PC over USB, where the 
results are logged. Using the technique described 
above, the TX duty cycle can be easily calculated for 
each node using Equation 1.  

 

 
(1) 

 
screen-shot of the printout from the network sink 

is shown in Table 3. Here nodes 34 and 35 are 
forwarding packets through node 12 every  
5 seconds. The TX duty cycle counter counts the total 
time spent in TX during transmissions, as can be seen 
in Table 3, the difference between the two 
consecutive transmissions is 5 counter units or (5*1 
ms) 5 ms. Also included is the RSSI of each hop,  
-54 dBm from nodes 34 and 35 to node 12, and  
-44 dBm from node 12 to the network sink. Most 
importantly from Table 3 the packet counter feature 
can be seen, node 35 requires 5 packets to send its 
status message (1395-1390).  

 
 

Table 3. Log at Network Sink. 
 

 
 
 

4.3. Experimental Setup 
 
To validate our modeled results presented in 

Section III a small micro-benchmark network was 
deployed using the node pictured in Fig. 7. The 
node’s firmware also contains layer 3 routing 
protocols and these may cause fractional overheads in 
terms of TX duty cycle. An example of one of these 
overheads is a periodic probe message to check if the 
network sink is in range. The network sink was 
configured to be in an always listening state. This 
reduces the TX duty cycle of nodes which can 
communicate with the network sink because they 
only ever need 1 RTS/ CTS cycle before the payload 
data can be sent. All nodes were programmed to 
perform receive checks once a second and forward 
data packets at the same rate. The sensor sample 

interval and hence packet generation intervals were 
chosen to be 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 seconds.  

The first micro-benchmark experiment was 
devised to measure the difference in TX duty-cycle 
between nodes with neighbor learning enabled and 
disabled. For this experiment which was conducted, a 
total of 17 nodes were deployed in a large office and 
a maximum of 2 hops was observed. After having 
deployed the 17 nodes, it was observed that 11 of the 
nodes were able to communicate directly with the 
network sink. The remaining 6 were forced to route 
their messages through the 11 nodes which had a path 
to the network sink. The nodes of interest were the 6 
nodes which did not have a direct RF path to the 
network sink because they were required to send to 
duty cycled neighbors. 3 of them were programmed 
with neighbor learning enabled and 3 without. Tests 
were conducted for 12 hours and all results were 
logged on a PC which was connected to the network 
sink. Of the 6 nodes under test, their TX duty cycles 
were calculated using Equation 1. ’Packets’ 
represents the software packet counter shown in 
Table 3 and explained in Section 4.2.  

The second micro-benchmark experiment was 
devised to test the piggybacking and neighbor 
learning technique combined and a slightly different 
topology was required. The reason being that in the 
first experiment the leaf nodes were the only nodes 
sending to duty cycled neighbors. A controlled 3 hop 
topology was required because the nodes under test 
needed to be parent nodes (forwarding upstream 
packets), and still forward to duty cycled neighbors. 
The topology is depicted in Fig. 8 and the nodes 
under test are the yellow nodes (2nd row from right).   

 
 

 
 
Fig. 8. Topology for 2nd Experiment; Yellow nodes  

are the nodes under test. 
 
 

4.4. Results 
 

The first experiment was devised to solely 
measure the efficiency of our implemented neighbor 
schedule learning optimization. The TX duty cycle of 
a total of 6 leaf nodes was measured over a 1 day 
period (3 with neighbor learning, 3 without). The 
results are summarized in Table 4. Each test (i.e., 
each send interval) was carried out a total of 3 times 
and the maximum, minimum and overall average TX 
duty cycles are listed in Table 4. In Fig. 9, simulated 
and tested results are compared. The empirically 
tested values are in extremely close agreement with 
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the modeled results. The maximum variation in the 
predicted vs. the measured duty cycle is 0.044 % 
when sending packets every 40 seconds. These 
variations can be explained by the overheads 
mentioned in Section 4.3.  

 
 
Table 4. Simulated Duty Cycle Values vs. Tested, 
Experiment 1. Minimum, Maximum and Average  

values included. 
 

 
 
 
The second experiment was designed to measure 

the efficiency of our piggybacking and neighbor 
learning algorithm combined. The TX duty cycle of  
3 parent nodes each with 1 child node a piece, was 
measured. The experiment was carried out using a 
number of different configurations. Different 
combinations of piggybacking/ neighbor learning 
enabled and disabled were used. The results are 
presented in Fig. 9. In the case of piggybacking only 
being disabled, the parent node under test forwards 
packets for its child and generates its own packet 
during each data send interval. In the experiment 
where piggybacking was enabled, the parent node 
sends only one packet during each data send interval. 
The difference in TX duty cycle is intuitively 
approximately 50 %, as the workload of the parent is 
reduced by a factor of 2 when piggybacking is 
enabled. The slight increase in the payload length due 
to piggybacking is insignificant when compared to 
the amount of time spent in TX mode during the 
RTS/ CTS phase of the transmission (each byte adds 
only 80_s compared to almost 1 ms for an RTS/ CTS 
cycle).  

 
 

 
 

(a) Results of simulation showing the reduction in TX duty 
cycle due to Piggybacking alone. Upper two curves have 
piggybacking disabled and lower two have it enabled. 
Excellent correlation between predicted and tested results. 
In general piggybacking reduces TX duty cycle  
by a factor of 2. 

 
 

(b) Neighbor Learning Simulated vs. Test Data, excellent 
correlation between simulated and tested results, maximum 
error of 0.044 % when packets are being sent every  
40 seconds. Upper two curves have piggybacking disabled 
and lower two have it enabled. 

 
Fig. 9. Empirical Test Results vs. Simulated Results. 
 
 
In the case of neighbor learning and piggybacking 

being enabled we observe a 70 times reduction in TX 
duty cycle, 0.7 % forwarding every second (9b), 
when both are disabled this forwarding rate must be 
increased to almost 50 seconds to achieve < 1 % TX 
duty cycle (9a). With both optimizations enabled, 
parents with a single attached child node can forward 
packets every 8 seconds to comply with the < 0.1 % 
TX duty cycle restrictions (9b), with 2 child nodes 
attached this figure increases to 16 seconds.  

From Fig. 9a, there is very close correlation 
between experimental and predicted results. With 
only piggybacking enabled the data send interval can 
be 26 seconds while still remaining below 1 %, with 
it disabled, the data send interval must be 52 seconds 
to comply with the 1 % TX duty cycle restrictions.  

Again, the duty cycles reached by the version of 
the protocol with both optimizations disabled 
represents a MAC protocol similar to BoX-MAC2 or 
X-MAC.  

 
 

4.5. Deployment Results/ L3 Performance 
 

At the MAC layer there are clear savings in TX 
duty cycle to be made by the two previously 
discussed techniques. To investigate how this system 
would perform in a full multi-hop protocol stack 
(which itself induces extra network overhead) and to 
asses the scalability of the algorithms , a sizable 
network of 50 nodes was deployed.  

Nodes were deployed in an old building spanning 
3 stories, 1 single sink node was deployed on the 3rd 
and top storey. The dimensions of the building are 
(L:60 m, W:70 m, H:20 m), larger in area than 
testbeds such as Indriya [4] and Twist [6]. 16 nodes 
were deployed on the 3rd floor, 18 on the 2nd floor and  
15 on the ground floor.  

The testbed of 50 nodes plus network sink was 
deployed for 3 days for each experiment. The sink 
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was in an always listening state and an arbitrary 
receive check interval of 1 second was used for all 
other nodes. Nodes were programmed to generate 
temperature readings every 4 minutes. The TX duty-
cycle of nodes was tracked in the same manner as 
previously described. The dynamic traffic patterns of 
a multihop WSN make it difficult to predict the TX 
duty cycle of nodes. For example, certain nodes will 
dynamically need to forward packets for other nodes 
during certain periods and this dynamic behavior is 
difficult to predict.  

To demonstrate the savings of the techniques 
discussed in this protocol, two separate experiments 
were conducted and the same 5 nodes were used for 
duty cycle comparison in both cases. The 5 nodes 
which were selected did not have a direct path to the 
always listening network sink. One experiment had 
both techniques enabled and the latter had both 
disabled.  

In the case of both techniques being disabled the 
lowest achievable TX duty-cycle for an acknowledge 
based MAC is:  

 

 
(2) 

 
With a TW of 1 second and a TSend of 4 minutes, 

this gives a duty cycle of 0.104 %. In Table 5, duty 
cycle values are given for both versions of the 
experiment. Without the controlled topologies of the 
initial micro-benchmark experiments, the reduction 
in TX duty cycle is quite varied. Node 60 sees a 
reduction factor of 21.3 while node 6F sees a 
reduction factor of 52.3. This can be explained by 
unpredictable traffic patterns and dynamic link 
qualities. Also shown in Table 5, is the mean packet 
forward interval for the nodes. Failure to 
communicate with a potential parent induces a large 
amount of time spent in TX mode. These points 
aside, across 50 nodes there is still a significant 
average reduction factor of 31.7 in the TX duty 
cycles.  

 
 
Table 5. TX Duty Cycles from 52 Node Deployment 

(PFI=Packet Forward Interval), Exp1 is with both 
optimizations enabled, Exp2 is with both disabled. 

 

 
 
 

5. Related Work 
 
In terms of the two optimizations and their 

novelty, there are some similar concepts to be found 
in the literature. Protocols such as WiseMAC [5] and 
Hui and Culler’s techniques in [7], use similar 

neighbor schedule learning systems. The differences 
between WiseMAC and this work are the following: 
WiseMAC uses an uninterrupted preamble wakeup 
sequence that doest not contain address information. 
This work uses an RTS/CTS system which will stop 
as soon as the destination responds (zero over-
listening). WiseMAC requires periodic exchange of 
scheduling information, this work does not. 
WiseMAC relies on a Layer 1 receive check, this 
work uses Layer 2 (i.e., lower power in dense 
networks due to less overhearing but a slight increase 
in receive check energy).  

WiseMAC is also for infrastructure networks and 
it only considers down-link traffic (parent to 
children). 

In [7], the authors briefly mention and describe 
their neighbor schedule learning system. They 
improve upon WiseMAC’s preamble only wakeup 
stream by adding some address information into the 
wakeup stream. Receive checks are layer 1 based and 
nodes which overhear can quickly decide the packet 
is not destined for them because of the embedded 
address information. But still overhearing does occur, 
unlike this work. Schedule information is exchanged 
by including extra data in acknowledge messages, in 
this work no extra data is transferred to provide 
neighbor schedule learning.  

Ye et al. in SCP-MAC [12], present a MAC 
protocol where all nodes are scheduled to wake 
during the same time window. Transmissions now 
take place within this window, resulting in a reduced 
TX duty cycle compared to standard duty cycled 
MAC techniques. SCP-MAC requires additional 
scheduling packets to be transmitted and this has an 
impact on the overall TX duty cycle, it also suffers 
from high receive check energy and high latency.  

The authors in [5, 7] and [12] present results on 
the reduction in power consumption of their 
techniques but fail to investigate the potential 
reduction in TX duty cycle. This work leverages 
some of these concepts and simplifies/ optimizes 
them and applies them to industrial applications for 
the 868 MHz ISM band.  

 
 

6. Conclusion & Future Work 
 
In this paper, two techniques to reduce TX duty 

cycle are described, simulated and empirically 
evaluated. WSNs which must report real time sensor 
readings are considered and data aggregation 
techniques such as in [11] are not considered. Our 
techniques improve functionality of WSN 
deployments by allowing users of license free bands 
to increase network activity, while still remaining 
within the legal maximum TX duty cycle 
requirements. Using both of the aforementioned 
techniques in a controlled network topology, it is 
demonstrated that sparse, low-rate networks can 
provide sensor readings 70 times more frequently to 
comply with the < 0.1 % TX duty cycle requirements 
of some of the ISM bands. In a 50 node deployment 
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spanning multiple stories, we also demonstrate an 
average reduction factor of 31.7 in TX duty cycle 
across 50 deployed nodes.   

Specifically, it is shown that using both 
techniques and having only 1 dependent child, sensor 
readings can be forwarded every 8 seconds while still 
complying, and every 16 seconds when 2 child nodes 
are attached. The result is a far more active network 
which is able to provide more frequent sensor 
readings to the end user. Another important by-
product of the drastic reduction in TX duty cycle is 
the reduction in power consumption and increased 
lifetime of the battery powered network.  

There are a few distinct areas where our work can 
be improved upon and developed further. For 
applications where latency is not an issue, large 
savings in TX duty cycle could be made if nodes 
which are under a large workload (i.e., multiple child 
nodes) could queue received data packets and 
transmit them all in one burst. This would prevent the 
TX duty cycle from increasing with workload, the 
disadvantages of this approach would be that sensor 
readings would no longer be real-time and payload 
lengths would increase drastically. The performance 
of the developed techniques in large scale multi-hop 
deployments is also of interest (100’s of nodes). The 
authors would also like to compare their work against 
other cross layer approaches such as Dozer and Koala 
[3], [9].  
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Abstract: The hardness of hardened steel is one of the key characters of workpiece surface morphology. This 
paper focus on the instantaneous cutting layer parameters and cutting force under different hardness conditions. 
Based on the concept of centrifugal force vibration and tool error, the amendatory vibration model of cutting 
force in milling hardened steels with high speed is established to analyze the influence on the tools vibration 
characteristics and surface morphology in surface hardness distribution. Through the experiment and simulation, 
we find the regular pattern that surface hardness distribution influence on vibration and surface morphology. 
The cutting conditions are also determined for the high-speed milling process, to reach the acquirement of 
cutting stability and surface morphology on the surface of hardened steel. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Hardened steel, Surface morphology, Vibration. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

The machined surface roughness is used to 
evaluate the surface quality of products as the 
requirement of precision machining parts necessary 
technology. At present, various research works has 
been carried out on the influence from cutting 
parameters, tool parameters, processing conditions on 
the surface roughness and surface morphology. In the 
process of milling hardened steel with high speed, the 
vibration is controlled by the tool, workpiece 
hardness, cutting parameters and other factors. It is 
necessary to study the regular pattern of vibration 
characteristics’ influence on the surface morphology 
to ensure that effect of stability of the machining 
process, surface quality, machining accuracy and so 
on. 

C. R. Liu from Purdue University found that 
lower Impact tool wear brings lower wear on residual 
stress [1]. C.R. Liu modeled, emulated and optimized 
the residual stress on the machined surface of the 
hardened steel [2]. A. M. Abrao and D. K. Aspinwall 

[3] tried mechanical engineering and manufacturing 
respectively ceramic used CNC or PCBN tools to cut 
steel AISIE52100, to find the existence of residual 
compressive stress in the surface of the workpiece.  
D. W. Wu and Y. Matsumoto found that the hardness 
of the workpiece affects the surface integrity greatly 
and positively [4]. D. A. Axinte focused on the high 
speed milling process of hardened steel (HRC51-53) 
surface integrity, and found that the machined surface 
residual stress decreases with the increase of cutting 
speed and feed per tooth, but the residual stress of 
surface roughness can’t reach the best value [5]. X. L. 
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Liu found that cutting speed, feed rate and cutting 
depth have a single variation on surface hardness [6]. 

The white layer is another important factor affecting 
the cutting quality of the machined surface, and it is 
accompanied by an organization formed in hard 
cutting process. Y. K. Chou and C. J. Evans analyzed 
the formation of white layer during hard cutting 
process and found that the tool flank wear will lead to 
the increase of the depth of white layer [7]. B. J. 
Griffiths also found that the white layer’s relation 
with the product and tool wear mainly [8]. 

The hardness of the workpiece has a significant 
effect on cutting force and tool wear [9, 10]. In the 
milling and hardness splicing work, the hardness 
change of the tool and workpiece contact zone 
increase tool wear, reduce the processing surface 
quality and restrict the produce efficiency. Milling 
vibration law is very complex. Analyze time domain 
and frequency spectrum of the acceleration signal is 
an effective means to study the cutting vibration. 
Tatar studied the harmonic characteristics of 
vibration signals [11]. Using the power spectral 
density function, Amina analyzed the relationship 
between the surface roughness of steel milling and 
vibration amplitude [12]. Toh analyzed the difference 
of the milling force spectrum between the old and 
new tool, as well as the difference of the milling 
paths [13]. Liu established a milling vibration test 
systems [14]. 

In this paper, variations of cutting vibration 
during the high speed milling machining for free-
form surface hardened steel hardness quenching are 
analyzed, to find the hardness distribution of 
machined surface topography, to support quality 
evaluation of the high speed milling of hardened steel 
machined surface. 

 
 

2. High Speed Milling Vibration Model 
 
2.1. Cutting Force Model  

 
In Fig.1 to 3, a geometric model of the 

instantaneous cutting layer parameters and cutting 
infinitesimal is introduced. 

As a function of the angel of the tool cutting the 
tentacles  , the instantaneous floor area of the single 
tooth cutting tool is written as 
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The average instantaneous cutting thickness is 
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The unit cutting force through experiments is  
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where 1.1cp  is the cutting force per unit area, and u  

is the index of aVh ’s influence on cutting force per 

unit area. 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 1. Instantaneous cutting layer parameters. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Cutting layer in top view port. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Cutting micro-elements of ball end mill. 
 

When HRC < 50 k is 93.75 and k is 107.14 when 
HRC ≥ 50. Considering the action under the speed 
and hardness, the instantaneous cutting force of ball 
head end mill is 
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  (4) 

 
where k  is the influence coefficient of workpiece 
hardness . 

 
 

2.2. Vibration Model of Cutting Force 
 

In high-speed milling machining process, the 
centrifugal force of the dynamic cutting forces and 
tool offset centroid is the main forced excitation of 
the tool vibration. Under the action of centrifugal 
force and the dynamic cutting, the tool will relatively 
slight make displacement or rotation to save energy, 
which exhibits both elastic and damping 
characteristics. 

Because the stiffness of the z direction is much 
larger than the other directions, the tool and the 
workpiece in contact in a plane perpendicular to both 
the two degree of elastic-damping freedom system 
with the basic physical model of high-speed milling 
dynamics, 

 
' '' '

' '' '

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),

x x x x

y y y y

F t m x t c x t k x t

F t m y t c y t k y t

  

  
 

(4) 

 

where ' ' '' ''( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )x t y t x t y t x t y t  are the 

vibration displacement, velocity and acceleration in 

X, Y direction of the machine tools respectively. xm , 

ym , xc , yc , xk  and yk are the model mass, 

damping and stiffness in X, Y direction of the tools 
respectively. 

Excitation caused by cutting force can be 
expressed as 

 
' '

0tanc c c r cF K A K A      (5) 
' '

0tanr r c c cF K A K A      (6) 
' ( sin ) m
c c zK K f  

, (7) 

' ( sin ) ,m
c c zK K f  

, (8) 

 

where cA is the cutting area, zf  is the feed 

engagement per tooth (mm/z), rk  is the milling 

cutter main deflection angle (°), ck  is the tangential 

cutting force units, rk  is the axial cutting force units, 

m  is the experience index (m=0.210). 
According to the superposition principle of cutting 

force, we have 
 

sin cosx rtotal ctotalF F F  
 (9) 

sin cos ,y ctotal rtotalF F F  
 

(10) 

where rtotalF  is the sum of rF , ctotalF  is the sum of 

cF , and   is the angel of the feeding direction (). 
 
 

2.3 Deflection Model of Centrifugal Force 
 

Centrifugal force eF  is caused by the imbalance 

incentive tool: 
 

2 (2 / 60) ,eF me n
 

(11) 
 

where m  is the milling mass, e  is the milling 
quality eccentricity. 

In the high speed milling process, the vibration 
value of the tool tip is superimposed by the entire 
spindle after vibration cutter and cutter system. In the 
course of spindle rotation, elastic and plastic 
deformation of the tool system, the offset of the 
spindle, the elastic deformation of the machine tool 
will be superimposed on the tool. Because equation 
(12) is for centrifugal machine tool in the ideal state, 

the actual tool vibration offset 'S  to S . So the 
amendment deflection model of centrifugal force is 

 
' 2 (2 / 60) ,eF me n

 
(12) 

 

where 'e  is the equivalent eccentricity of the tool. 

Because 'e  is influenced by the tool system, 
machine spindle and performance factors of the bed 
and so on, it is complicate to solve the problem. It 
can be measured by an experiment which the 
machine idle away. Each machine matching the 

corresponding 'e  makes the model more accurate. 
Idling in high speed, tool systems are affected by 
initial centrifugal force. The initial displacement 
leads to the migration of the mass center of tool, 
thereby generates new eccentricity ( )x t  and 

centrifugal force eF . So after infinite superposition, 

the physical model should be like the one in Fig.1 
when it establishes the balance. S  is the maximum 
amplitude value of the idling centrifugal force 

excitation, 'S  is the actual offset of the tool 

deflection, ''S  is the offset of the tool system and 
machine bed. 

In the superposition process of two kinds of 
excitation, a single-excitation vibration model is 
analyzed first. Then new vibration model for two 
different excitations is superimposed. The centrifugal 
and cutting force should not be superimposed in the 
first step, because they may lead to change of the 
superposition excitation frequency, and to reduce the 
vibration analysis accuracy. In the vibration 
superposition model, the maximum deflection of the 

tool 'S  should be split into xS  and yS  firstly, as a 

function of the phase angle of the unbalanced center 
of the tool mass  , 
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sin(2 / 60 )xS S nt    (13) 

cos(2 / 60 ).yS S nt  
 (14) 

 
 

2.4 Model of Tool Error 
 

In the cutting process, there are natural 
phenomena of deflection in the tool tip position 
because the tool may not reach the absolute 
symmetry in the manufacturing process. At the same 
time, there are installation errors from tool and cutter 
blade in the installation process. Because of the tool 
wear, there are differences between ideal and reality 
in the geometry and position of the tool. The error of 
cutter W  is introduced to express the offset between 

the ideal and actual position, and W  is split into 

( , )x yW W , 

 

sin(2 / 60 )xW W nt    (15) 

cos(2 / 60 )yW W nt  
 (16) 

 

In cutting process, the locating datum is not 
coincident with the design reference because of tool 
errors. It affects the accuracy and applicability of the 
theory model. In this paper, only the error of cutter 
blade caused by installation accuracy is considered. 

 
 

2.5 Amendment Vibration Model 
 

After ( , , , )x y x yW W S S  and ' '( , , , )x y x yF F F F  

are substituted in the equation (5), we have 
 

' ''( ) '( )
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(17) 

 
The total tool vibration is  
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3. Experiments on the Machined Surface  

Morphology 
  

3.1. Experimental Conditions 
 

In the following experiments, Cr12MoV and 
7SiMnMoV are used as materials, and MIKRON 
UCP710 Five axis CNC milling machining center is 
the machine tool, and carbide end mill (diameter  

20 mm, 4 blades, Spiral Angle 45°, and overall length 

92 mm) is the cutting tool. The other cutting 
parameters are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Experimental parameters. 
 

No. 
n 

(r/min) 
fz 

(mm/z) 
ae 

(mm) 

λ  
(º) 

ap 

(mm) 
1-1 5000 0.3 0.3 15 0.2 
1-2 6000 0.3 0.3 15 0.2 
1-3 7000 0.3 0.3 15 0.2 
1-4 8000 0.3 0.3 15 0.2 

 
 

To get experimental data including the surface 
hardness, cutting force, cutting temperature, cutting 
vibration, surface roughness and so on, the equipment 
used in experiment are shown in Fig. 4, including 
Kistler 9257B dynamometer, ThermoVision A40M 
thermal infrared imager, SD1403 acceleration sensor, 
TR200 surface roughness tester and VHX-600 optical 
microscope.  

 
 

  

  
 

Fig.4. Test equipment in experiment. 
 
 

The test points of the specimen surface are 
shown in Fig. 5. 

 
 

   
 

a) Cr12MoV       b) 7SiMnMoV  
 
 

  
 

c) Splice specimens  
 

Fig. 5 .Test points diagram of hardness  
and surface roughness. 
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3.2. Test of the Surface Hardness  
 

The surface hardnesses in test are shown in  
Tables 2-4. 

 
 
Table 2. Hardness of hardened steel workpiece 

(Cr12MoV). 
 

1 
HRC 

1 2 3 4 
1-1 46.8 54.0 55.1 50.5 
1-2 55.4 54.3 56.7 56.7 
1-3 57.7 56.8 56.7 57.1 
1-4 57.8 57.5 57.5 57.0 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 3. Hardness of hardened steel workpiece 
(7SiMnMoV). 

 

2 
HRC 

1 2 3 4 
2-1 17.3 18.7 18.9 18.4 
2-2 16.6 16.9 18.2 18.7 
2-3 13.3 16.8 18.1 17.7 
2-4 14.7 15.9 16.8 16.6 

 
 

3.3.  Machined Surface Morphology and 
Roughness of the Hardened Steels  

 

The test results of Cr12MoV and 7CrSiMnMoV 
splicing piece surface are shown in Table 5. The 
micro morphology of each point are shown in  
Fig. 6-11.  

Table 4. Hardness of splicing workpiece. 
 

 
7SiMnMoV (HRC) Cr12MoV(HRC) 7SiMnMoV(HRC) 

1 2 31 32 4 5 61 62 7 8 

3-1 25.0 17.2 24.4 54.7 52.4 55.7 54.9 12.7 13.6 15.7 

3-2 22.7 21.5 21.3 55.8 56.4 56.7 56.4 15.2 15.9 14.7 

3-3 21.8 22.7 21.9 56.8 56.6 57.3 57.0 13.6 15.2 15.4 

3-4 22.6 22.5 23.7 55.5 56.4 56.4 57.0 14.1 15.7 16.8 

 
 
 

Table 5. Surface roughness results of splicing workpiece. 
 

 

Ra (μm) 

1 2 3 32 4 

Row Feed Row Feed Row Feed Row Feed Row Feed 

3-1 0.490 0.386 0.451 0.350 0.430 0.359 0.382 0.318 0.353 0.387 

3-2 0.449 0.449 0.461 0.479 0.461 0.443 0.435 0.180 0.379 0.190 

3-3 0.623 0.752 0.773 1.078 0.800 0.929 0.751 0.812 0.726 0.834 

3-4 0.497 0.565 0.450 0.460 0.700 0.407 0.200 0.246 0.226 0.138 

2 
5 61 62 7 8 

Row Feed Row Feed Row Feed Row Feed Row Feed 

3-1 0.337 0.344 0.385 0.356 0.556 0.369 0.398 0.353 0.461 0.288 

3-2 0.286 0.277 0.272 0.225 0.602 0.365 0.481 0.332 0.430 0.434 

3-3 0.793 0.867 0.426 0.860 0.942 0.419 0.822 0.866 0.861 0.781 

3-4 0.160 0.162 0.180 0.150 0.313 0.300 0.307 0.362 0.375 0.410 
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a) 3-3-1             b) 3-3-2 
 

 
 

c) 3-3-3 
 

Fig. 6. Surface morphology when cutting into splicing 
workpiece (material. 7SiMnMoV). 

 
 

  
 

a) 2-3-1             b) 2-3-2 
 

  
 

c) 2-3-3             d) 2-3-4 
 

Fig. 7. Surface morphology of 7SiMnMoV when 
machining single workpiece. 

 

  
 

a) 3-3-3             b) 3-3-4 
 

  
 

c) 3-3-5             d) 3-3-6 
 

Fig. 8. Surface morphology of the middle part of splicing 
workpiece (material. Cr12MoV). 

 

  
 

a) 1-3-1             b) 1-3- 2 
 

  
 

c) 1-3-3             d) 1-3-4 
 

Fig. 9. Surface morphology of Cr12MoV when machining 
single workpiece. 

 

  
 

a) 3-3-6             b) 3-3-7 
 

 
 

c) 3-3-8 
 

Fig. 10. Surface morphology when cutting out splicing 
workpiece (material 7SiMnMoV). 

 
a) 7CrSiMnMoV and 

Cr12MoV 

 
b) Cr12MoV and 
7CrSiMnMoV. 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of surface morphology  

of splicing part. 
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Table 6. The simulation results of hardness distribution and vibration amplitude. 
 

Speed r/min 
1 2 3 4 

Hardness Amplitude Hardness Amplitude Hardness Amplitude Hardness Amplitude 

3000 
feed 

46.8 
31.5 
28.5 

54.0 
35 
31.5 

55.1 
35.5 
32 

50.5 
33.75 
30.25 row 

4500 
feed 

55.4 
35.2 
30.25 

54.3 
34.75 
30.25 

56.7 
35.5 
30.75 

56.7 
35.5 
30.75 row 

6000 
feed 

57.7 
35.25 
31.5 

56.8 
34.9 
31.15 

56.7 
34.9 
31.15 

57.1 
35.09 
31.6 row 

8000 
feed 
row 

57.8 
37.5 
32.63 

57.5 
37.35 
32.5 

57.5 
37.35 
32.5 

57.0 
37 
31.5 

 
 

 
(a) 3000 turn. 

 

 
(b) 4500 turn. 

 

 
(c) 3000 turn. 

 
(d) 8000 turn. 

 
Fig. 12 The hardness of the workpiece’s impact on cutting vibration.  

 
 

3.4. Effect of Hardness Distribution on the 
Cutting Vibration 

 
According to the experimental parameters and 

hardness distribution, simulation of cutting vibration, 
Cr12MoV hardened steel hardness distribution and 
vibration amplitude component are shown in Table 6.  

From the table, one conclusion can be drawn that 
the hardness of the workpiece has a position effect on 
cutting vibration amplitude at all different speeds, 
and the trend diagrams are shown in Fig. 12. At 
different speed, the amplitudes of the feed direction 
are higher than those of the row direction. When the 
hardness increase, the row direction vibration 
increases, and the surface roughness increase in 
milling direction at the same time. The feeding 

direction vibration increases when surface roughness 
decreases. The hardness affects the surface roughness 
through the cutting vibration. 

 
 

3.5. Influence of Hardness Distribution on 
Surface Morphology 

 

Cutting splicing die when spindle speed reaches 
6000 rpm, then the surface morphology and surface 
roughness is analyzed. The test points of the surface 
morphology and surface roughness is 1mm away 
from the workpiece edge. When the tool has just 
entered the 7SiMnMoV specimens (Fig. 6), the 
workpiece punched the tool. But there was no 
significant difference from the surface roughness 
value, which indicated that the hardness of the 
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workpiece surface had no effect on the edge of 
workpiece surface when the tool gets into it. The 
surface roughness increases significantly after the 
tool cut out, indicating that the hardness of the 
workpiece surface makes the surface quality of the 
workpiece edge worse respectively. During the 
cutting of 7SiMnMoV separately, the surface 
roughness value of the edge is in comparison with 
other location (Fig. 7), the surface roughness in the 
milling direction is 0.528 μm, which is evidently 
higher than the value in the feeding direction,  
0.394 μm as the average level. 

When the tool is cutting off 7SiMnMoV and is 
cutting into hardened steel Cr12MoV at the same 
time (Fig. 8), the sudden increase of hardness impacts 
the tool, but the surfaces roughness has no obvious 
change. When cutting out the hardened steel 
Cr12MoV specimens (Fig. 9), the roughness value of 
the surface increase, which indicates that the dynamic 
cutting force of the tool is not completely 
disappeared when the hardness jumps. Comparing the 
hardened steel Cr12MoV specimen in the splicing 
piece with the hardened steel Cr12MoV, the surface 
roughness of cutting the specimen separately is 0.5-
0.6 ，μm in the splicing piece is 0.7-0.9 μm. The 
surface roughness of the workpiece of high hardness 
near the starting point is inconspicuous difference 
with other parts, which make the roughness of the 
workpiece of surface hardness raise in the range of 
sizes of experimental works. Direct cutting brings a 
powerful impact on the tool because the hardness of 
the specimen of Cr12MoV hardened steel is very 
high. In order to mitigate this impact, it is better to 
cut the splicing workpiece from low hardness area to 
high hardness area. 

When the tool is cutting off the Cr12MoV 
hardened steel and is cutting into 7SiMnMoV at the 
same time (Fig. 10), the hardness of the workpiece 
becomes low suddenly. In the feeding direction the 
surface roughness is 0.419 μm, which is significantly 
lower than other parts. In the milling direction the 
surface roughness is 0.942 μm, which is significantly 
higher. The surface roughness at the edge of the 
workpiece has no obvious change (Fig. 7), which 
indicate that the violent vibration of cutting the 
Cr12MoV hardened steel specimens still exists at this 
time, and the surface roughness at the edge of the 
7SiMnMoV is significant different with other 
parts. The surface roughness for 7SiMnMoV 
specimen is 0.4-0.8 μm, and in the splicing workpiece 
is 0.3-0.5 μm. So cutting the surface of the workpiece 
surface from high hardness to low hardness is in 
favor of the control of the roughness degree. 

In summary, in order to ensure the surface quality 
of different hardness splicing piece, the cutting 
process should be start from low hardness parts, and 
cut off from the low hardness. 

To the surface roughness and surface hardness of 
the splicing die, the hardness of Cr12MoV hardened 

steel specimen is HRC50-60, and of the 7SiMnMoV 
specimen is HRC15-25, so there is obvious 
tremendous difference. The surface roughness of the 
workpiece of Cr12MoV hardened steel is lower than 
7SiMnMoV specimen’s in both the milling direction 
and feeding direction. The reason may be that the 
hardness of the Cr12MoV hardened steel specimen is 
very high. It meets the adiabatic shear theory, and 
there are a few phosphorus thorns in the machined 
surface. The surface of the 7SiMnMoV test piece is 
relatively soft without quenching treatment. It also 
meets the theory of shear slips, producing phosphorus 
thorn easily in the cutting process and making the 
surface roughness of the workpiece increase greatly. 
Fig. 11 shows the surface textures of the two kinds of 
workpiece splicing site. The surface morphologies 
are quite different. The micro unit of the Cr12MoV 
hardened steel machined surface is neat and orderly, 
but the micro unit of the 7SiMnMoV machined 
surface is neither clear nor neat. Because the 
specimen of Cr12MoV hardened steel is a quenched 
workpiece, it has high hardness and its cutting 
deformation is low. The hardness of the 7SiMnMoV 
specimen is relatively lower for no quenching 
treatment, cutting deformation, built-up edge, 
phosphorus thorn make the surface morphology 
angulation. 

Generally the surface roughness of the 
7SiMnMoV specimen is higher than that of 
Cr12MoV hardened steel specimen. The surface 
roughness rises with the raise of the spindle speed, 
until the spindle speed reaches 8000 rpm, the surface 
roughness decreases. 

 
 

3.6. Stable Cutting Conditions on the 
Surface of Hardness Splicing 
Workpiece 

 
Hardened steel hardness splicing specimen and 

experimental fields are shown in Fig. 13.  
 Spindle speed is 8000 rpm, feed rate is 4000 

mm/min, row spacing is 0.3 mm, and the cutting 
depth is 0.2 mm.  

The experimental results of vibration are shown 
in Table 7. 

 
 

   
 

Fig. 13. Splicing workpiece. 
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Table 7. Experimental results of the vibration in high-speed milling splicing workpiece of Cr12MoV and 7CrSiMnMoV. 
 

No. 

Spindle 
feed 

amplitude 
(m/s2) 

Spindle 
axial 

amplitude 
(m/s2) 

Spindle 
pitch 

amplitude 
(m/s2) 

Cutter 
spacing 

amplitude 
(μm) 

Cutter 
spacing 

spectrum 
(Hz) 

Tool feed 
amplitude 

(μm) 

The cutter 
feeding 

frequency 
spectrum 

(Hz) 

Parallel to 
the X axis 

1 soft 
2 hard 
3 soft 
4 hard 
5 soft 
6 hard 
7 soft 
8 hard 

3.3 
3.3 
3.5 
3.5 
3.3 
3.6 
3.4 
3.5 

2.0 
2.0 
3.3 

2.05 
2.2 
2.1 
2.1 
2.0 

1.6 
2.1 
1.6 
2.1 
1.5 
2.1 
1.6 
2.0 

17.4 
18.2 
17.2 
18.1 
17.3 
18.2 
17.4 
18.2 

134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 

12.3 
15.8 
12.0 

14.55 
12.25 
14.5 

12.35 
15.0 

134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 

Y shaft 
angle of 

45 

1 soft 
2 hard 
3 soft 
4 hard 

3.2 
3.5 

3.25 
3.3 

2.0 
2.45 
2.05 
2.5 

1.65 
1.8 

1.55 
1.9 

15.6 
20 

16.5 
19.6 

134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 

15.8 
16.2 
15.2 
16.0 

134.3 
134.3 
134.3 
134.3 

Parallel to 
the Y axis 

1 soft 
2 hard 

2.4 
2.0 

2.0 
1.8 

1.8 
2.5 

17.3 
17.2 

134.3 
134.3 

18.6 
20.2 

134.4 
134.4 

 
 

Three directions are tested in experiments, 
including parallel to the X axis, Y shaft angle of 45 and 
parallel to the Y axis. The experiment results show that 
the vibrations of parallel to the X axis are more stable 
than that of the other two directions. Along the 
cutting direction, the curvature of workpiece changes, 
and the distribution of hardness influences the tool 
vibration greatly, but the tool vibration is centrifugal 
force excitation. When the tool is reaching the soft 
parts of the 7CrSiMnMoV, its vibration changes 
smoothly and the vibration amplitude is lower. When 
reaching the hard parts of the Cr12MoV, the tool 
vibration changes with fluctuations and the tool 
vibration amplitude increases. Experimental and 
simulation results are shown in Fig. 14.  

High speed milling dynamics simulations at the 
same cutting parameters are performed and the 
results are shown in Fig. 15. In the process of the 
milling hardness splicing specimen with the high 
speed, spectrum value of the first frequency (134 Hz) 
of the milling cutter for the two kinds of materials are 
basically the same, and the vibration caused by the 
cutter error and centrifugal force are unanimous. The 
cutting force frequency is 268 Hz. The spectrum 
values of cutting 7CrSiMnMoV are lower than that of 
cutting Cr12MoV. 

Therefore, if the cutting force is smaller, the 
amplitude of whole tool vibration is low and the 
waveform is gentle. In the machining of the 
Cr12MoV hardened steel specimens, the cutting force 
increases greatly, which is caused by the mutation of 
the hardness. The tool amplitude increase, but the 
surface roughness of cutting two materials can reach 
0.8 μm, and meet the requirements of the mold 
surface quality.  

The first order natural frequency of the cutter is 
1752.5 Hz, and the resonance region is 584 Hz -  
5258 Hz. When cutting and splicing specimens, tool 
vibration is violent in the Cr12MoV hardened steel 
specimens, and the spectrum of the maximum 

amplitude of vibration is shown in Fig. 16. The 
excitation frequency is the frequency of the 
centrifugal force, and the cutting tool error and the 
unbalance of the tool are the main factors to cause 
vibration. The value of the spectrum at the octave is 
less than that of the frequency spectrum. The value of 
the tool vibration frequency is 134 Hz, is far less than 
that of the resonance region. The maximum 
amplitude of vibration mill measured is 18.2 μm, is 
less than 26.8 μm which is the maximum amplitude 
allowed in tooth cutting. 
When the spindle speed is 8000 rpm, high frequency 
vibration does not appear in high speed milling splice 
specimens. The high speed milling splice specimens 
is in a stable position. The stable cutting speed range 
should be carefully controlled from 6000 rpm to  
8000 rpm. 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

The hardness of the material is the key character 
of the workpiece surface topography. In this paper 
the hardened steel surface hardness distribution 
influence on the vibration characteristics and surface 
morphology is analyzed by establishing an 
amendatory vibration model, to find the influence 
rule on surface morphology. Then simulations are 
performed based on the model, to find the stable 
cutting conditions. The conclusions are: 

1) Cutting force and vibration model can reflect 
the actual cutting vibration.  

2) Through the splicing hardness distribution, 
hardness test and high speed milling experiments, the 
hardness distribution’s effect on the surface 
morphology significantly is confirmed. 

3) The dynamic simulation analysis shows that 
the cutting conditions of stability and with these 
parameters the requirements of surface quality can be 
reached. 
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(a) The test results of cutting 7CrSiMnMoV vibration 
waveform, spectrum and surface micro topography. 

 

 

 

 
 

(b) The test results of cutting Cr12MoV vibration waveform, 
spectrum and surface micro topography. 

 
 

Fig. 14. Tool vibration experiment of high-speed milling splicing workpiece. 

 
 

.  
 

(a) 7CrSiMnMoV vibration waveform, spectrum simulation results. 
 

 
 

(b) Cr12MoV vibration waveform, spectrum simulation results. 
 

Fig. 15. Tool vibration simulation of high-speed milling splicing workpiece. 
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(a) feed. 
 

 
 

(b) row. 
 

Fig. 16. Vibration spectrum of experimental tool. 
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Abstract: In this paper, dynamic behaviors of mopeds and bicycles are described using cellular automata 
method. Traffic flow model under the interaction between mopeds and bicycles is established, and its rationality 
is proved by the measured data. Experimental and numerical results reveal that interference endured by mopeds 
is mainly determined by the density rate of the two kinds of traffic flows. Bicycle flows have inhibiting effect on 
low-density moped flows. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In developing countries, mixed traffic flow of 
motorized vehicles and non-motorized vehicles or 
multiple vehicles with great disparity in performance 
is a common phenomenon in road traffics, which is 
significantly different from that of the developed 
countries with car-dominated traffic condition. In a 
sense, car traffic flow is a special case of mixed 
traffic flow. Overtaking traffic flow exists under 
mixed traffic flow conditions. Research on mixed 
traffic flow has attracted widespread attention at 
home and abroad. 

Bicycle is one of the major trip means for Chinese 
people. Existing bike-related researches have 
proposed a number of microscopic models, but it is 
still difficult to express the characteristics of lateral 
swings [1]. Therefore, bicycle traffic flows are 
generally simulated by the application of motorized 
vehicle models (such as the related models of PTV 
VISSIM software) through adjusting the parameters. 
A variety of corresponding traffic flow models have 
been proposed, such as hydrodynamic model, kinetic 

model, car following model, cellular automata model 
and so on. Among these models, cellular automata 
(CA) model can effectively describe the microscopic 
motion state and the interaction mechanism between 
vehicles; therefore, it has been widely used and 
developed in traffic flow study. For mixed traffic, the 
number of ongoing research works is limited. 
Literature [2] proposed a 1D CA model for mixed 
traffic flow to study the characteristics of multi-speed 
hybrid traffic flows, revealing that the flow and speed 
of single lane are determined by vehicles with  
lower speed. 

The moped is actually a transport tool that is 
ranged between bicycle and motorized vehicle. 
Compared to bicycles, the particularities of mopeds 
lie in higher speed and weight. The mixed traffic 
flow of bicycles and mopeds has significant 
differences to traditional non-motorized transport 
flows in both individual and group characteristics. 

At present, researches on mixed traffic flow of 
motorized vehicles with different natures using 
cellular automata model have achieved fruitful results 
[3]. As for researches on mixed traffic flows of 
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bicycles and mopeds, the number is limited; besides, 
these works are only extensions based on existing 
hybrid traffic flow models. Namely bicycles in these 
works are treated as motorized vehicles with small 
dimension and speed. In the existing models, non-
motorized vehicles and motorized vehicles occupy 
the same length, and the interaction between vehicles 
is in the form of “block interference”, i.e., the 
following vehicle must decelerate due to the 
obstruction of the front vehicle. This is suitable for 
dealing with mixed flow on narrow roads, but it 
cannot fully reflect the mixed traffic flow of non-
motorized vehicles on actual roads under general 
state [4]. Empirical analysis shows that: in addition to 
block interference, the influence of bicycles on 
moped traffic flow is also expressed as “frication 
interference” due to the lateral swings of bicycles and 
mopeds in running process [5]. For the modeling of 
mixed traffic flows of bicycles and mopeds, it is 
difficult to describe using a unified model due to the 
essentially different behaviors of the two traffic  
flows [6]. 

In this paper, a cellular automaton model is 
proposed to examine mixed traffic flow of bicycles 
and mopeds. Using this model, the “block 
interference” and “frication interference” of bicycles 
on moped flow are discussed. And, the results of the 
simulation are compared to that of the experiments. 

 
 
2. Cellular Automata Model  

and Evolution Rules 
 
2.1. Cellular Automata Models 
 
2.1.1. Cellular Automata Model for Mopeds 
 

NS model is one of the most classic one-
dimensional cellular automaton models with simple 
rules, which is able to reflect the basic natures of the 
traffic flow [7, 8]. The lane of this model is 
composed by a total of L  (set L =7000 in this work) 
cells, and the length of each cell is 1 m, i.e. the actual 
length of the lane in the model is 7 km. In the initial 
moment, vehicles are equally spaced on the lane. The 
length of each vehicle is Lcar ; vehicle speed on the 
bend is Vsafe ; the maximum velocity for the 

vehicles maxV =35 cells/s=126 km/h. The bend is 
set at the intermediate position of the lane, the 
vehicle deceleration is b , the friction coefficient of 
the lane is  , the gravity acceleration is g . Periodic 

boundary condition is adopted in this model, that is, 
when a vehicle running out of the L th cell, it will 
enter the system again from the first cell. 

Before the enactment of the model operating 
rules, the following assumptions are made in this 
article: 

1) The external environment is good, without 
interference of pedestrians or horizontal traffic, and 
the effect of weather and other factors is ignored; 

2) On the straight-line section, the vehicles are 
running at the desired speed as possible, and vehicle 
speed will not increase after the maximum speed is 
reached; 

3) Vehicle speed is decelerated on the transition 
section before entering the bend; 

4) There has significant difference in vehicle 
performance is considered in this work. 
 
 

2.1.2. Cellular Automata Model for Bicycles 
 

With characteristics of small dimension, slow 
velocity and large lateral swing, overtaking behavior 
of bicycles is very flexible and free, which is not 
suitable for being described using some fixed rules. 
Besides, there are no obvious lane signs for bike lane 
sat actual roads. If the modeling of bicycle flows 
adopts methods similar to multi-lane motorized 
traffic flows, it is necessary to develop very complex 
overtaking rules. Therefore, Multi-value CA model 
with randomization can be used for simulation non 
bicycle traffic flow. 
 
 

2.2. Evolution Rules 
 

2.2.1. Evolution Rules for Mopeds 
 

Considering the characteristics of driving 
behavior on the bend, the effect of road bend 
conditions (curve radius r , curve arc length s , and 
road surface friction coefficient  ) and vehicle 

types on the vehicle speed and latency probability is 
summarized based on the classic NaSch model. The 
evolution rules of normal sections, transition sections 
and bend sections are detailed as below. 

1) Evolution rules of normal sections. 
Step1: acceleration max),1)(min()( VtVntVn   

Step2: deceleration ))(),(min()( tgaptVntVn n  

Step3: randomization deceleration with 
probability 10P )0,1)(max()(  tVntVn  

Step4: location update )()()( tVntXntXn   

2) Evolution rules of transition sections. 
Step1: (acceleration) if ectVtVn exp)(  , then 

vehicle will be accelerated with probability 
2P 1)()( DtVntVn   

Step2: (deceleration) if ectVtVn exp)(  , then 

vehicle will be decelerated with probability 
3P 2)()( DtVntVn  .  

Here bVsafeVnectV 2/)(exp 22   is the 

desired running speed on the transition section, which 
is considered as reference to reduce the sharp shift of 
vehicle speed. When the vehicle speed is smaller than 

ectV exp , the vehicle will be accelerated (the 

acceleration is 1D ) with probability 2P ; when the 
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vehicle speed is larger than ectV exp , the vehicle 

will be decelerated (the acceleration is 2D ) with 
probability 3P . 

Step3: (safe deceleration) 
))(),(min()( tgaptVntVn n  

Step4: deceleration with probability 11P ; 
)0,1)(max()(  tVntVn  

Step5: location update )()()( tVntXntXn   

3) Evolution rules of bend sections. 

Step1: (acceleration) if VsafetVn )( , then 

vehicle will be accelerated with probability 

4P ),1)(min()( VsafetVntVn  . Here means 

that the vehicle will be accelerated with probability 
4P  when the vehicle speed is less than the safe 

speed. 

Step2: (forced deceleration) if VsafetVn )( , 

then the vehicle must be decelerated 
VsafetVn )( . When the vehicle entering the bend 

with speed larger than the safety speed, the vehicle 
speed must be decelerated to the safe speed to ensure 
driving safety; otherwise the vehicle may be skidded 
off the lane because of the excessive centrifugal 
force. 

Step3: (safe deceleration) 
))(),(min()( tgaptVntVn n  

Step4: randomization deceleration with 

probability 12P ; )0,1)(max()(  tVntVn  

Step5: location update )()()( tVntXntXn   

Here )(tVn  is the speed of vehicle n  at time t ; 

)(tXn  is the location of vehicle n  at time t ; 

LcartXntXntgapn  )()1()(  is the 

distance between vehicle n  and the front vehicle at 

time t ; Vsafe  is the safety speed (also the 

maximum speed ) on the bend; 10P , 11P  and 
12P  are the randomization deceleration probability 

for normal sections, transition sections and bend 
sections respectively; 2P  is the deceleration 
probability when the vehicle speed lager than the 
desired speed on the transition section; 3P  is the 
acceleration probability when the vehicle speed less 
than the desired speed on the transition section; 4P  
is the acceleration probability when the vehicle speed 
less than the maximum speed on the bend section. 
 
 

2.2.2. Evolution Rules for Bicycles 
 

In the modeling of bicycle traffic flows, 
randomization rules are introduced into EBCA 
(Equivalent Bit Conversion Algorithm), where the 
update process of the vehicles can be expressed as: 

a. If the cell in front is empty, the vehicle will 
occupy this cell; 

b. If the cell in front of the vehicle in step a is 
empty, the vehicle will move forward again. 

Evolution equation can be expressed as: 
 

 
1 2 1( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )j j j j j jU t U t b t b t c t c t        , (1) 

 

where ( )jU t indicates the number of vehicles in 

cell j  at time t ; 
1( ) min( ( ), ( ))j j jb t U t M U t 

 
indicates the number of vehicles moving according to 
step a in cell j  at time 

t ;
2 1 2( ) min( ( ), ( ) ( ) ( ))j j j j jc t b t M U t b t b t     

 
indicates the number of vehicles moving according to 
step b. 

Thus, the EBCAl rule can be summarized as: 
1. For each cell, calculate 

1( ) min( ( ), ( ))j j jb t U t M U t   and 

( ) min( ( ),j jc t b t M  2 ( )jU t  1 2( ) ( ))j jb t b t  ; 

2. Deceleration with randomization probability 
p , ( ) max( ( ) 1,0)j jc t c t  ; 

3. Update ( )jU t  according to formula (1). 

In this article, bicycle traffic flow is simulated 
using EBCA model; moped traffic flow is simulated 
using NS model and EBCAl model; and the 
combination of the two is the mixed bicycle and 
moped flow in actual road traffic. 
 
 
2.2.3. Evolution Rules for Mixed Bicycle  

and Moped Flow 
 

In the simulation of hybrid bicycle and moped 
flow, a bicycle occupies one unit space, and a moped 
occupies two unit space. The traffic flow consists of 
the following three types (?)of vehicles: bicycles with 
the maximum speed of 1; moped with the maximum 
speed of 1.The capacity of each cell is M unit 
spaces; A unit road length contains L cells; the total 

number of bicycles in this system is 1N , containing 

1
sN slow bicycles, 1

tN rapid bicycles; the total 

number of mopeds in this system is 2N . Then the 

occupancy rate o of the cellular space can be 
expressed as 
 

 
1 22N N

o
LM


  (2) 

 
The proportion r  of mopeds is defined as: 

 
 

2

1 2

2

2

N
r

N N



 (3) 

 
From formulas (2) and (3), we get: 
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1 (1 )N OLM r   (4) 

 
 

2 / 2N OLMr  (5) 

 
Flux generated from cell j  is: 

 
 

1,1 2,1 1,2( ) ( ) 2 ( )j j j jq b t c t b t      (6) 

 
Because a moped occupies 2 unit spaces, the 

statistical moped traffic flow Q should be multiplied 

by 2: 
 

 

1

1 t

j
j

Q q
LM 

   (7) 

 
The average velocity of the bicycles is: 

 
 

,1 ,1
1

1

( ( ) ( ))j jb t c t
v

N


   (8) 

 
The average velocity of the mopeds is: 

 
 

,2
2

2

( )jb t
v

N
   (9) 

 
The average velocity of the system is: 

 
 

1 2 1( )v v v v r    (10) 

 
Therefore, the flux of the system can be expressed 

as:  
 

 
1 1 2 2

1
( 2 )Q N v N v

LM
   (11) 

 
 
3. Simulation Results and Experimental 

Analysis 
 
3.1. Experimental Arrangement and 

Selection of Data Points 
 

Traffic flow is videoed using cameras fixed on 
dominant positions of the road. In this way, the whole 
process is unfolded in the form of pictures, giving 
investigators intuitive judgments. To ensure the 
representativeness of the sample data, the videos 
were taken in sunny days to eliminate the effect of 
severe weather on traffic behavior and traffic 
psychology of bicycle riders. Data acquisition time 
takes the morning rush hours of the observation sites, 
when the traffic flow is density, and continuous flow 
non-saturated non-motorized and saturated non-
motorized traffic flows can be observed. Before the 

actual filming, some markers on the sites should be 
selected and measured for data analysis. 

Typical road sections in Shanghai were selected 
for data collection. Wu Ning Road is an important 
transport corridor for Shanghai city, which is located 
in the core area of this city. The width of non-
maneuverable lane is 3.5 m, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
data of this work was collected from 7:00 to 8:30 on 
2013.3.14, and the shooting location was the 
footbridge. Each site is videoed twice; the length of 
each video is 1.5 h. Extract the data of speed, density 
and flow every 5 s; extract overtaking number and 
eigenvalues every 30 s; and a total of 1000 valid 
samples were collected. Non-motorized vehicles are 
not affected by vehicles and pedestrians. In addition, 
non-motorized traffic flows are not affected by 
intersections. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Data acquisition location. 
 
 

Since the interaction between bicycles and 
mopeds is the focus of this work, the following rules 
must be complied in the process of data screening: a) 
mopeds and bicycles must be mixed travelling on the 
same road space, otherwise deleted; b) distance 
headway in front of the mopeds must be large enough, 
otherwise deleted. 

The unbiasedness of samples is ensured by the 
means of random sampling, and the size of the 
samples selected is depended on accuracy 
requirements. Considering the requirement of the 
average speed, the minimum sample size n can be 
determined according to the following formula: 
 

2
t

n
E

    
 

 
Road sections in this work are urban roads. When 

confidence level is 95 %, E is 2 km/h, 1.96t   and 

8.0 /km h  , the minimum sample size is 60. 
Statistics methods are as follows: 

1) Acquisition methods for traffic flow. 
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Select a transect, and count the number of 

bicycles 1n  and mopeds 2n  that get across the 

transect during a certain time interval (in this work, 
the length of an interval is 5 seconds). Then the  
flow is: 
 

 
1 2

05

n n
Q

W





, 

(12) 

 

where Q  is the flow of non-motorized vehicles; 1n  

is the number of bicycles getting across the transect 

during a certain time interval; 2n  is the number of 

mopeds getting across the transect during a certain 

time interval; 0W  is the effective width of the lane. 

2) Acquisition methods for vehicle speed. 
Set the number of frames for a vehicle 

traveling L =10 m is n, and a frame takes 1/25 
seconds, then the speed of the vehicle can be 
determined as follows: 
 

 25
s

L
V

n




, 
(13) 

 

where sV  is the speed of the vehicle, m/s; L  is the 

length of the observation interval (10m); n  is the 
number of frames for a vehicle traveling 10 m. 

3) Acquisition methods for density. 
Count the number of bicycles and mopeds in the 

observation interval every 5 seconds. Taking into 
account the variation of vehicle density in the interval, 

in this study the average of the vehicle numbers ik  at 

three moments was adopted, and the vehicle density 
is the number of vehicles per square meter: 
 

 3

1

0

1

3

i
i

k
k

LW
 


, 

(14) 

 
where k  is the density of non-motorized traffic flow; 

ik  is the number of vehicles in the i th image; L  is 

the length of the observation interval (30 m); 0W  is 

the effective width of the lane. 
4) Acquisition methods for overtaking. 
Record the number of overtaking per 30s. 

 
 
3.2. Analysis on the Speed and Traffic Flow  

of Mixed Traffic System 
 

The mixed traffic flow model mentioned above is 
simulated numerically, to examine the dependence of 
speed and flow on different vehicle densities. The 
cellular automata model is simulated using Matlab. 

Fig. 2 shows that mopeds can overtake freely, 
namely there are free moving phase and approximate 
free moving phase. With the increase of moped 
density, overtaking is inhibited, namely mopeds enter 
congestion phase; and that, following bicycles are in 
the state of stop-and-go, indicating the system enters 
the mixed traffic congestion phase. With the increase 
of bicycle density, the speed of mopeds will be 
reduced. When bicycle density reaches a certain level, 
the free moving phase of mopeds will be degenerated 
into mixed traffic congestion phase, i.e. the increase 
of bicycles will destroy the free traveling of mopeds. 
In Fig. 2 the solid lines are simulation results; the 
dots are the results of experimental observation. It 
can infer that the model adopted in this work can 
describe the actual situation of mixed traffic flows 
correctly. 
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Fig. 2. Scaling of average velocity with density of mopeds 
under different density of bicycle. 

 

 
Fig. 3 shows the scaling law of average velocity 

of mopeds on density of bicycle for different density 
of mopeds.  
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Fig. 3. The dependence of average velocity of mopeds  
on density of bicycle. 
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Here the dot with different shapes represents 
different density of mopeds, and the black dash lines 
indicate the fitting line about the scaling law. It can 
be found that the average velocity of mopeds 
decrease with the density of mopeds. The important 
thing that the average velocity of mopeds, which is 
averaged over all different simulation points, all 
decrease square with the density of bicycle for all the 
density of mopeds. Therefore, the interactions 
between mopeds and bicycles have some nonlinearity 
in the same lane. When the density of bicycles 
reached to the maximum, the velocities of mopeds 
are nonzero except for the density of mopeds get to 
the saturation value. This is due to the bike with 
small dimension, and the lanes always have some 
space to left for the mopeds even if the density of 
bicycles reached to the maximum. 

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of average flux on 
density of mopeds for different density of bicycles. 
Here the dot represents the result of experiment, and 
all kinds of color lines indicate the simulation results. 
The shapes of dot mean different density of bicycles.  
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Fig. 4. Scaling of average flux with density of mopeds 
under different density of bicycle. 

 

 
It can be seen that when the bicycle density is 

smaller, the mopeds are free driving. With the density 
of mopeds increasing, the flow is increased at first 
and then decreased. When the density is appropriate, 
mopeds can travel freely; inhibitions between 
mopeds reduce the traffic flow after the density 
reaching a certain value. For large bicycle density, 
the dependence of moped flow on moped density still 
follows the above rules. Thus, the increase of 
bicycles has inhibition effect on mopeds. 

Fig. 5 shows the scaling law of average flux of 
mopeds on density of bicycle for different density of 
mopeds. Here the dot with different shapes represents 
different density of mopeds, and the black dash lines 
indicate the fitting line about the scaling law. 
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Fig. 5. The dependence of average flux of mopeds on 
density of bicycle. 

 
 

It can be seen that, the average flux of mopeds, 
which is averaged over all different simulation 
points, all decrease approximately linearly with the 
density of bicycle for all the density of mopeds. 
Meanwhile, this trend is becoming weakened with 
the increasing density of mopeds, which means the 
slope of the line decreases with the decreasing 
density of mopeds. Therefore, when the density of 
mopeds is much greater, the influence of bicycles on 
mopeds can be neglected. The comparison between 
the results of simulation, the simulation model 
predictions are well consistence with the experiment 
results. Thus a unified description of the mixing 
traffic flow between bicycles and mopeds  
is achieved. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

This paper established traffic flow model under 
the interaction between mopeds and bicycles based 
on cellular automata method. Using cellular automata 
method, the dynamic behaviors of mopeds and 
bicycles are described, and the mixed line traffic flow 
model is presented. In addition, its rationality is 
proved by the measured data. Experimental and 
numerical results reveal that interference endured by 
mopeds is mainly determined by the density rate of 
the two kinds of traffic flows; bicycle flows have 
effect on low-density moped flows by inhibiting flux 
and speed of the mopeds. Meanwhile, the average 
velocity and flows of mopeds are proportional to the 
square and linear to the density of bicycle  
flows respectively. 
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Abstract: A multi-stage approach based on radial basis function (RBF) neural network for damage 
identification of bridges structures is proposed. In this approach, the identification of structural damage is 
divided into three steps. Firstly, anomalous damage filter is established by the RBF neural network to provide 
alert of the damage. And then, the damage is located by inputting a composite indicator combining the natural 
frequency and vertical modal displacement into the neural network. Finally, the damage severity is estimated by 
input changing ratio of squared frequencies (RNF) into the neural network. According to different purpose of 
identification, appropriate damage parameters are selected respectively as the input of the neural network, and 
the effects of different noise levels on the identification results are discussed. A simulation of a three-span 
reinforced concrete continuous girder bridge shows that within a certain range of measurement noise, the 
proposed approach exhibits a good performance. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Neural network, Damage identification, Damage index, Measurement noise, Multi-stage approach. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Damage identification is one of hot research 
issues in bridge engineering. Recently, a variety of 
bridge structural failures have shown that the bridge 
structural due to long-term accumulative damage is 
very dangerous and may induce serious disaster. 
Therefore, to monitor the health status of bridges in 
real time, identify the damage of bridge structures 
and quantify the damage severities is of critical 
importance [1-3].  

Vibration-based method is one of the main 
methods of damage identification [4-7]. Bridge 
structural damage will cause the change of dynamic 
characteristics accordingly. The structural damage 
identification can be achieved by establishing the 
relation between structure dynamic characteristics 

and the structural damage. Early in 1969, Lifshitz and 
Rotem presented a structural damage identification 
approach on the basis of the change of structural 
frequency [8]. In recent years, there are a large 
number of studies focusing on damage identification 
by various approaches as reviewed by Salawu [9].  

With the development of computational 
intelligence, artificial neural network became one of 
the most promising methods in the area of damage 
identification and location [10-13]. 
Venkatasubramanian and Chan conducted the 
structural damage identification by BP neural 
network [14], and the results showed that the 
accuracy rate of damage identification using BP 
neural network could reach 94 % ~ 98 %. However, 
the drawback of BP neural network is that the 
training time is too long and the training data is not in 
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real time. Lu [15] selected different input parameters 
of the neural network respectively, and studied the 
identification results of each parameter. Zhou [16] 
conducted the damage identification of Tsing Ma 
Bride in Hong Kong using the neural network and an 
optimization algorithm.  

However, most of the structural damage 
identification methods mentioned above are 
categorized as one-step direct method. For simple 
structure, these methods could identify the damage 
location and extent at the same time. However, for 
complex structures, too much structural degree of 
freedom will result in a large number of elements in 
the finite element model and hence a high dimension 
network in neural network model. It then requires 
significant computational time and computer memory 
to train the neural network model. Therefore, for 
complex structures, multi-stage identification 
approach is more feasible and effective.  

To overcome these shortcomings, many 
successful applications of multi-stage identification 
approach based on neural network have been reported 
[17-21]. J. M. Ko et al., proposed a multi-stage 
identification scheme for detecting damage in cable-
stayed Bridge. This strategy is divided into three 
stages: detection of damage occurrence, damage 
location and damage extent. However, the estimation 
of damage severity is not conducted in this paper [22]. 
V. Srinivas and K. Ramanjaneyulu developed the 
multi-step approach method of damage identification 
in 2010 by using modal strain energy and 
evolutionary optimization techniques. The example 

of a simply supported beam model proved that the 
method is efficient in the exact identification and 
quantification of damage in structures [23]. In this 
paper, a multi-stage approach for damage 
identification based on RBF neural network is 
presented in terms of numerical simulation. 
According to different identifying purpose of each 
stage, appropriate damage indexes are selected as the 
input of neural network in order to realize the 
detection, localization and assessment of structural 
damage. 

 

 

2. Methodology 
 

The multi-stage approach of structural damage 
identification proposed in this paper is comprised of 
three steps: damage detection, damage localization 
and damage assessment. Firstly, the frequency is 
adopted as the input of network to identify whether 
the structural damage occurs. Then, the training and 
testing samples of neural network are formed by the 
index of damage location to identify the damage 
elements. Finally, according to the suspected damage 
elements identified in the previous step, the training 
and testing samples of neural network are established 
by the index of damage assessment to determine the 
damage severity of these elements. 

The whole procedure of the proposed strategy for 
structural damage identification is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The process of multi-stage identification based on neural network. 
 
 
 
2.1. The Structure of the Neural Network 
 

RBF neural network is a three-layered forward 
network composed of input layer, hidden layer and 
output layer. The input layer composed of perception 

units is used to connect the network with the external 
environment; the function of hidden layer is to 
transform the input data in order to realize the 
classification or regression of the data; the output 
layer is to provide a response to the activation pattern 
of the input, as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The structure of the neural network. 
 

The mapping relationship of RBF neural network 
consists of two parts. The first part is the space 
conversion of input data by radial basis function. The 
j-th hidden output is: 
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where (*)  denotes the radial basis function of 

hidden unit; *  denotes the norm, usually is the 

second norm; x is the n-dimensional input 
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vector of j-th nonlinear transformation unit; j is the 

width of j-th nonlinear transformation unit. 
The second part is the weighted summation of the 

transformed data of hidden layer, the output is: 
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where j  is the weight of the j-th hidden unit and the 

output, n is the number of hidden units. 
The objective function (error of quadratic sum) is 

defined as: 
 

        22 2
p p kp kp pp p k p

E t y y t y y t e t       , (3) 

 

where  py t  is the actual output of p-th input sample 

after t times weight adjustment,  is the 
predetermined target error. 

E is an important index of the identification 
results of the RBF neural network, and the learning 
aim of the network is to make E  . 

At the stage of damage detection, the output 
vector of neural network is abnormal index. If the 
abnormal index is separated obviously from that of 
health structure, the structure is identified to be 
damaged. At the stage of damage location, the value 
of each output vector represents the damage 
probability of corresponding element. The aim output 

is set to be one when the neural network is trained, 
and the element whose corresponding output is 
greater than 0.7 will be determined as damaged. At 
the stage of damage assessment, the value of output 
vector represents the damage severity of 
corresponding element, whose range is [0,1]. 

 

 
2.2. Procedure of Damage Identification 
 
2.2.1. Damage Detection 
 

The modal characteristics of a health structure are 
first extracted to calculate the health index. Then the 
modal characteristics of the tested structure are 
extracted to identify the corresponding damage index. 
When the index of a health structure and the tested 
structure is different, the neural network will give the 
warning signal. 

In the training stage of neural network, the input 
of the network is X={x1,x2,… …,xn}T, and the output 
of the network is Y={y1,y2,… …,yn}T. For the 
convenience of calculation and observation, the 
output Y is transformed to a value including input 
information of X expressed as: 
 

 yi =c (xi -mi )+mi(i=1,2,…,n), (4) 
 
where c denotes the constant greater than zero and mi 
denotes the average of the i-th element in training 
sample set.  

After the training of neural network is completed, 
X is imported into the trained network to yield the 
output value Y*of the network model. The abnormal 
index in the training stage λ1 can be expressed by the 
Euclidean distance function as: 
 

 λ1 =||Y*-Y|| (5) 

 
In the testing stage of neural network, Xt (the 

modal parameters to be tested) is input into the 
trained neural network to yield the output Yt

* of the 
network. The abnormal index in the testing stage λ2 
can then be represented as: 

 
 λ2 =||Yt

*-Yt|| (6) 

 
The input of network in testing stage is 

Xt={x1t,x2t,… …,xnt}T, and the expected output of the 
network is Yt={y1t,y2t,… …,ynt}T, where the i-th 
element is: 

 
 yit = c (xit -mi)+mi            (i=1,2,…,n) (7) 

 
The index λ1 (the abnormal index in training 

stage) is then compared with λ2 (the abnormal index 
in testing stage). If λ2 deviates from λ1 significantly, 
the structure can be regarded as damaged; otherwise 
the structure is regarded as undamaged. 
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2.1.2. Damage Localization 
 

In this paper, a composite indicator X1 is 
established by combining the natural frequency and 
vertical component of the first-order mode of a small 
number of test points, which is expressed as: 
 

 X1 = {NFRN 1, NFRN 2,… …NFRN 
m,DS1(1),DS1(2),……DS1(n)}, 

(8) 

 
where NFRNm denotes the normalized frequency 
changing ratio of the m-th mode, which can be 
expressed as: 
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(9) 

 
where m denotes the first m-order frequencies used in 
damage identification; FFCi denotes the natural 
frequency changing ratio which is represented as 
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where ωui denotes the i-th order natural frequencies of 
the health structure, ωdi denotes the i-th order natural 
frequencies of the damaged structure [24]. 

DS1(n) denotes the DS value of n-th test point 
calculated by the data of first mode [25]. 
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where i denotes the i-th order normalized vibration 

mode, Δωi
2
 =ωs

2 -ωi
2 is square difference between 

any two frequencies.  
The damage location index X1 is calculated 

through Eq. (9~11), and the training samples of the 
neural network are formed. Then the neural network 
is trained and tested by feeding the testing samples 
into the neural network to detect its error of 
identification. When the error meets a specified 
criterion, the neural network can be applied. 
 
 
2.1.3. Damage Assessment 
 

At the stage of damage assessment, the damage 
index RNF (changing ratio of squared frequencies) is 
adopted as the input samples of neural network 
training. RNFi is a function of the damage severity: 
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where [K] denotes the stiffness matrix of the 
structure, [ΔK] denotes the change of the stiffness 
matrix.  

Based on the damage elements identified in the 
second step, the index RNFi under different damage 
conditions is calculated to form the samples of neural 
network. The samples are then used to train the 
neural network and to test the identify errors. When 
the error meets a specified criterion, the neural 
network can be applied. 
 
 
3. Numerical Simulation and Noise 

Influence 
 

In order to validate the feasibility and 
effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper, a 
three-span pre-stressed concrete continuous girder 
bridge is taken as an example. The span of this bridge 
is 20 m +30 m +20 m. The main beam is T section 
with inertia moment of 0.725 m4. C30 concrete is 
adopted whose density, elasticity modulus and 
Poisson ratio is 2500 kg/m3, 30 GPa and 0.167 
respectively.  

The element numbers of the model are shown in 
Fig. 3 and the first eight natural frequencies are listed 
in Table 1.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Element numbers of the model. 
 
 
3.1. Structural Damage Alarming 
 

The damage is simulated by reducing the elastic 
modulus of the elements which is assumed to be 
damaged. The first eight natural frequencies before 
and after the structural damage are adopted as the 
input parameter of RBF neural network. The ten 
damage conditions are listed in Table 2. Accounting 
for the influence of measurement noise, the 
simulation formula of noise is expressed as follows: 
 

 PN = P(1+ε • r), (13) 
 
where PN denotes the modal parameters after noise 
pollution; P denotes the calculated modal parameters; 
ε denotes the level of measurement noise; r is the 
random number normally distributed with the mean 0 
and variance 1, which is generated by using the 
function randn in MATLAB. 

The sample length of each health and damage 
condition is 300. Sample data sets under health 
condition are used in the training stage of neural 
network, while the sample data sets of ten different 
damage conditions are used in the testing stage. The 
training sample data containing 1 % measurement 
noise is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Table 1. Natural frequencies of the continuous girder bridge. 
 

Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Frequency (Hz) 4.1110 7.7318 9.0590 15.143 25.935 29.396 33.973 

 
 

Table 2. Damage conditions of the structure. 
 

No. Damage condition 
G1 30 % damage of element 10 
G2 30 % damage of element 22 
G3 30 % damage of element 35 
G4 30 % damage of element 52 
G5 30 % damage of element 10 & 30 % damage of element 22 
G6 30 % damage of element 10 & 30 % damage of element 35 
G7 30 % damage of element 10 & 30 % damage of element 52 
G8 30 % damage of element 22 & 30 % damage of element 35 
G9 30 % damage of element 22 & 30 % damage of element 52 

G10 30 % damage of element 35 & 30 % damage of element 52 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Training sample data containing measurement noise. 
 
 

The final training result is shown in Fig. 5. 
After the training of the neural network is 

completed, ten damage conditions are selected to test 
the neural network. The test results are shown in 
Fig. 6. 

In Fig. 6, the first 300 sample data are the 
abnormal index of the health structure, while last  
300 sample data are the abnormal index of structure 
in different damage conditions. For the health 
structure, because the error of neural network training 
is closed to zero, the abnormal index is also close to 
zero. For the structure under different damage 
conditions, the abnormal index is mostly estimated as 
between 0.15 ~ 0.50. The abnormal index of the 
health structure is separated obviously from the 
damaged structure. Therefore, the abnormal index 
method with RBF neural network could identify the 
damage occurrence of structure accurately. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Result of neural network training. 
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Fig. 6. Test results under 10 damage conditions. 
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3.2.1. Training and Testing of Neural 
Network 

 
Sixteen damage conditions in Table 3 are selected 

as the training samples. The FCC of the first eight 
order frequency under these damage conditions and 
the vertical components of displacement of the first 
mode at eight test points (node 4, node 8, node 12, 
node 16, node 24, node 28, node 32 and node 35) are 
calculated to establish the input indicator X1 of the 
neural network. 
 
 
3.2. Structural Damage Location 
 

The ideal output of the network should be binary-
encoded where 1 means damage occurs and 0 means 
no damage occurs. The output is coded according to 
the order of element 10, 22, 35, 52. For example,  
0 1 0 0 represents that the damage occurs only in 
element 22, while 1 0 1 0 means damage occurs in 
both element10 and 35, and so on.  

When the neural network is tested, the element 
whose corresponding output is greater than 0.7 is 
identified as damage element. The training error 
curve of the network is shown in Fig. 7. 

After the training of neural network, four damage 
conditions listed in Table 3 (G2, G4, G6, G9) are 
introduced as the test samples into neural network. 
The results of structural damage location are as 
shown in Table 4. 

The elements corresponding to the values in bold 
are identified as the damaged elements. The 
identification results of G2, G4, G6 and G9 indicate 
that single damage occurs in element 22 and 52 and 

double damages occur in element10 and 35 and in 
element 22 and 52.  

The identification results of four damage 
conditions are entirely consistent with the damage 
conditions. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Training error curve of network. 
 
 
3.2.2. Influence of Noise Levels 
 

Four measurement noise levels are selected: 
ε1=0.5 %, ε2=1 %; ε1=0.1 %, ε2=0.5 %; ε1=0.1 %, 
ε2=1 %, where ε1 is the noise level of the frequency 
and ε2 is the noise level of the vibration mode. For 
each level of assumed measurement noise, twenty 
data sets are generated randomly and then added to 
frequency and vibration mode. The identification 
results of damage location containing noise samples 
are shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 3. Structural damage location and damage condition. 

 
No. Damage condition 

G1 30% and 50% damage of element 10  
G2 30% and 50% damage of element 22 
G3 30% and 50% damage of element 35 
G4 30% and 50% damage of element 52 
G5 30% (30%) damage of element 10 & 30% (50%) damage of element 22 
G6 30% (30%) damage of element 10 & 30% (50%) damage of element 35 
G7 30% (30%) damage of element 10 & 30% (50%) damage of element 52 
G8 30% (30%) damage of element 22 & 30% (50%) damage of element 35 
G9 30% (30%) damage of element 22 & 30% (50%) damage of element 52 

G10 30% (30%) damage of element 35 & 30% (50%) damage of element 52 

 
 

Table 4. Results of structural damage location. 
 

Damage condition Element 10 Element 22 Element 35 Element 52 

G2 0.0535 0.8741 -0.0974 -0.0057 

G4 0.0663 0.0515 0.0365 0.9143 

G6 0.8053 0.0369 1.0510 -0.0491 

G9 -0.0389 1.3139 -0.0254 0.9785 
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Table 5. Identification results of structural damage location under four noise levels. 
 

Damage condition 
 

Sample size 
 

Correct identification number of the neural 
 network under 4 noise levels 

ε2=0.5 % ε2=1 % 
ε1=0.1 % 
ε2=0.5 % 

ε1=0.1 % 
ε2=1 % 

G2 20 18 12 14 7 
G4 20 17 9 11 4 
G6 20 19 13 18 10 
G9 20 17 9 14 5 

 
 

According to the number of successful 
identification under different noise levels, the average 
identification accuracy of the network is 88.75 % 
when ε2=0.5 %, 53.75 % when ε2=1 %, 71.25 % 
when ε1=0.1 %, ε2=0.5 % and 32.5 % when ε1=0.1 %, 
ε2=1 %. It indicates that with the increase of noise 
level, the identification accuracy of the network 
decrease. When the measurement noise is less than 
0.5 %, the identification result of neural network is 
reliable. 
 
 
3.3. Evaluation of Damage Severity 
 
3.3.1. Training and Testing of Neural 

Network 
 

The damage severities under the ten damage 
conditions listed in Table 2 are evaluated. The 
training samples for element damage identification 
are: single damage 0 %-70 % and the damage 
combination of each two. 

According to the damage combinations above, the 
neural network is trained accordingly. When the 
training of neural network is completed, the test 
samples are inputted into the neural network. The 
results of damage identification are as shown in 
Table 6. 

The errors of identification results under these ten 
damage conditions are analyzed, and the results are 
shown in Fig. 8. Some conclusions could be found 
from the results: 1) The identification errors of 
structural damage severity using the first eight order 
RNF are within 4 %, and the largest one is 3.91 %. 
2) The maximum error of identification results 
appears in the G10 condition, which is caused by the 
calculation method of neural network. The 
interpolation capability of neural network is strong, 
thus the input data could be interpolated better. 
However, the extrapolating ability of neural network 
is relatively weak, and thus the calculation error is 
large. 

 
 

3.2.2. Influence of Noise Level 
 

Three noise levels of the structural natural 
frequencies are selected as ε=0.1 %, ε=0.3 %, 
ε=0.5 %. The measurement noise is then added into 
the frequencies of training samples and testing 
samples. The first eight order RNF of the structure 
are then calculated and inputted into the program of 
element damage severity identification. The 
identification results of damage severity under 
different noise levels are shown in Table 7. 

 
 

Table 6. Actual and identificated damage severity. 
 

Damage condition G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 

Actual 
0.35 0.65 0.25 0.55 0.65 0.70 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.75 

    0.65 0.45 0.35 0.35 0.40 0.35 

Identificated 
0.357 0.638 0.261 0.558 0.649 0.705 0.332 0.388 0.460 0.789 

    0.659 0.440 0.331 0.337 0.403 0.340 

 
 

Table 7. Identification results of damage severity under different noise levels. 
 

Damage condition G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 
Sample size 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

Correct 
number 

ε=0.1 % 14(19) 15(16) 18(20) 18(20) 16(19) 18(20) 18(20) 17(19) 17(20) 16(20) 
ε=0.3 % 8(16) 7(13) 13(19) 11(16) 8(15) 10)17) 11(16) 9(15) 7(17) 9(15) 
ε=0.5 % 3(9) 2(7) 7(14) 4(11) 5(12) 3(10) 4(10) 3(8) 5(11) 4(9) 
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Fig. 8. Identification error of damage severity. 
 
 

From the identification results, the following 
conclusions cloud be obtained. With the increasing of 
the noise level, the identification accuracy of the 
network under the same identification error 
decreases. When ε=0.1 %, the average accuracy with 
an identification error within 5 % is 83.5 %; and the 
average accuracy with an identification error within 
10 % is 96.5 %. When ε=0.3 %, this value is 46.5 % 
and 79.5 %, and when ε=0.5 %, the value will be 
20 % and 50.5 %. Therefore, the influence of 
measurement noise on damage severity identification 
is significant. The neural network has better 
identification results of structural damage severity 
when the measurement noise of frequency is less  
than 0.1 %. 
 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, a multi-stage approach for structural 
damage identification based on RBF neural network 
is proposed to remove the limitations of one-step 
direct identification method. Based on the simulation 
of a three-span continuous girder bridge, the damage 
alarming, damage location and damage severity 
evaluation is conducted, and the influence of 
measurement noise on damage identification is 
investigated. Some useful conclusions are as follows: 

i. In comparison with the one-step direct 
identification method, the number of training samples 
is reduced significantly. This method simplifies the 
network structure and thus improves the 
identification precision. 

ii. Numerical results show that the damage 
indexes adopted in this paper are proper and efficient. 
Using the index X1 as input vector, the neural 
network could identify structural damage location 
accurately, and using RNF as input vector of neural 
network could also evaluate the damage severity of 
structure efficiently.  
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Abstract: The unavailability of an end-to-end path poses great challenges in routing algorithms for delay 
tolerant networks (DTNs). Meanwhile, routing protocols for the traditional Ad-hoc or Mobile Ad hoc 
NETworks (MANETs) cannot work well due to the failure of assumption that network connections are available 
in most of time. In this article, we put forward a hybrid routing algorithm to combine the classical Spray&Wait 
and PRoPHETalgorithms. The proposed protocol essentially bases on an unsymmetrical Spray&Wait at the first 
stage, and then adaptively allocates the message copy count on demand by using the delivery probability used in 
PRoPHETalgorithm for the purpose of making forwarding decision more sensible. Finally, each node takes the 
real time inter-contact interval and average inter-contact interval with the message destination into consideration 
in order to dynamically adjust its message copy count, thus making timely and rational routing decision based 
on the real time network condition. Extensive simulations have been conducted to verify the effectiveness and 
efficiency of our algorithm and the results demonstrate that our algorithm achieves a higher delivery probability 
and lower average message latency under Random Walk and Random Waypoint mobility models, as compared 
to Spray&Wait, PRoPHET, Epidemic and FirstContact. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Delay tolerant networks, SPRAY&Wait, PRoPHET, Hybrid routing, Adaptive routing. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

In recent years, delay tolerant network as a new 
emerging network has received extensive attentions. 
It is originally applied in military battlefield networks 
and emergency rescue networks. Now the concept of 
DTN has been applied in various fields, such as 
internet access service networks [1], Vehicular Ad 
Hoc Networks [2-4], Habitat Monitoring Networks 
[5], and underwater sensor networks [6], etc. These 
special application networks deployed in challenging 
environments are characterized by intermittent 
connectivity [7-9], frequent partitions, high node 
mobility and low node density, etc. So there may 
never be a complete end to end path between the 
sender and the receiver. In this case, the existing 

routing protocols based traditional TCP/IP are 
difficult to get satisfying routing performance. 
Consequently, the successful message transmissions 
in such networks face great challenges. Now, the 
routing design for delay tolerant networks has 
become the focus of wireless network research fields. 

Delay Tolerant Network first originated from 
Interplanetary Networks (IPN [10]), which was used 
to solve the communication problems between 
planets. In 2003, Kevin Fall proposed the concept of 
DTN. Soon afterwards, the DTN Research Group 
(DTNRG) put forward the DTN network architecture, 
which introduced a bundle layer to cope with 
heterogeneous networks. And with the help of the 
bundle layer, DTN routing adopts the store-carry and 
forward strategy to relay messages hop by hop for 
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the, thus it can be able to cope with frequent network 
topology partitions to some extent. But in most DTN 
application scenarios, it may be very difficult to 
capture the global network topology knowledge. In 
this case, DTN routing is still difficult to make the 
right routing selection for the purpose of getting a 
satisfying routing performance. 

A simple and direct approach is to increase the 
number of message copies, which can increase the 
chance of encountering the final destination node, but 
also inevitably consume a large number of network 
resource. But in most DTN application scenarios, the 
buffer resource is extremely limited. So the desirable 
way is to get a good balance between the higher 
delivery rate and less consumption of resources. 

In this paper, we first propose to limit the number 
of message copies for the purpose of getting a 
balance between higher message delivery ratio and 
less resource consumption. And then we take full use 
of the delivery probability between two nodes to 
distribute message copies reasonably. Besides, we 
also propose to dynamically adjust the number of 
message copies based on the real time network 
condition. Finally, a hybrid routing algorithm for 
delay tolerant networks is proposed to improve 
routing performance. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We 
discuss some related works in Section 2. In section 3, 
we give a detailed description of the proposed 
algorithm. The performance evaluations and 
comparisons among the proposed algorithm, First 
Contact, Spray&Wait, Epidemic and PRoPHET are 
presented in Section 4. Finally, section 5 summarizes 
this paper and gives future research directions. 
 
 
2. Related Work 
 

After the DTN architecture was presented, a lot of 
researches have proposed many typical DTN  
routing algorithms. 

The early DTN routing algorithms are based on 
single copy strategy. For example, Direct Delivery 
[11] and First Contact [12].They only deliver one 
single copy of the message in the entire network. The 
big advantages of this kind of routing algorithms are 
that they only need to consume little resource and can 
lower the network overhead ratio. But due to the 
frequent network topology partitions, they are 
difficult to get satisfying message delivery ratios. 

In order to improve message delivery ratio, many 
multi-copy based routing algorithms have been 
proposed. Epidemic [13] is the typical algorithm, 
which tries to replicate all carried message to all 
encountered nodes without evaluating these nodes. It 
can lower the message delivery latency to some 
extent, but it also leads to a high network overhead 
ratio. Besides, it will create a lot of redundant 
message copies, so it is still difficult to get a 
satisfying routing performance when the buffer 
resource is insufficient. Based on this condition, 
Spraty&Wait [14] and Spray&Focus [15] make 

improvements by limiting the number of message 
copies. Only in spray period can they replicate L 
message copies to L different intermediate relay 
nodes. In wait period or focus period, they do not 
replicate message copies any more. By limiting the 
number of message copies, they can control the 
network overhead ratio and reduce the consumption 
of network resource. But they also do not evaluate 
the encountered nodes when distributing the message 
copies. So their message distribution strategies are 
not sensible enough. 

PROPHET [16] a typical routing algorithm based 
on history utility, which takes full use of the regular 
mobility patterns of nodes and uses the captured 
encounter history information and transitive property 
to predict and update the delivery probability 
between two nodes. And then it takes into account the 
delivery probability when selecting next hop relay 
nodes. By evaluating every encountered node, it only 
selects the neighbor with a bigger delivery 
probability as the next hop relay node. So in this 
case, its routing selection is more accurate than that 
of Epidemic, thus improving the message  
delivery ratio.  

In [17], several knowledge oracle based routing 
protocols are proposed. By abstracting a weighted 
graph from the captured global network topology 
information, they apply different modified Dijkstra 
algorithms on the graph to seek the shortest path. 
However the potential dependence on the pre-known 
knowledge oracle highly constrained the practicality 
of these protocols. 

[18-19] propose some typical routing protocols 
based fixed infrastructures. And [20-22] put forward 
to some mobile infrastructures assistant routing 
schemes. These routing schemes can improve 
network routing performance by introducing the extra 
infrastructures. Besides, [23-25] present some coding 
based routing schemes, which can compensate the 
degraded routing performance to some extent. 

Most DTN routing protocols more or less rely on 
extra assistant information or some assumption of the 
network topology so as to enhance the routing 
performance, while sacrificing the practicality  
and simplicity. 
 
 
3. Routing Framework 
 

Inmost DTN application scenarios, the buffer 
resource is extremely limited. So in this case, 
controlling the number of message copies is a 
desirable scheme to improve routing performance. 
But the classical Spray&Waitis not sensible enough 
when distributing message copies. So in this article, 
by taking full use of the delivery probability used in 
PRoPHET, we reasonably allocate message copies 
and finally put forward a hybrid routing algorithm to 
implement unsymmetrical spray routing. Besides, in 
order to make timely and rational routing decision 
based on the real time network condition, we also 
dynamically adjust message copy count on relay 
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nodes by taking the real time inter-contact interval 
and average inter-contact interval with the message 
destination into consideration. 
 
 
3.1. Delivery Predictability Calculation 
 

In order to distribute message copies more 
sensible, we propose to allocate message copies 
according to delivery predictability. Here, we use the 
three proposed equations in PROPHET [16] to 
predict and update the probability of encountering a 
certain node. 

When two nodes a and b encounter, the 
equation (1) is used to predict the delivery 
predictability that node a has for node b, where 

]1,0[initP  is an initialization constant. 

 

initoldbaoldbaba PPPP  )1( ),(),(),(  (1) 

 
When two nodes do not encounter each other for 

a period of time, the delivery predictability should be 
reduced in the process. The equation(2) is the aging 

function, where k  is the aging constant, and k is the 

number of time units that have elapsed since the last 
time the predictability was aged. 
 

k
oldbaba PP  ),(),(  (2) 

 
The delivery predictability between two nodes 

also has the transitive property. So if node a 
encounters node b very frequently, and node b also 
encounters node c very frequently, then node a may 
also be a good forwarder to relay messages destined 
for node c. 
 

 ),(),(),(),(),( )1( cbbaoldcaoldcaca PPPPP  (3) 

 
 
3.2. Message Copies Distribution 
 

In most DTN application scenarios, nodes do not 
move around completely randomly. On the contrary, 
the two nodes which encountered each other very 
frequently in the past are more likely to encounter 
each other again in the near future. So in this case, we 
take into account the delivery probability when 
distributing message copies. The intermediate relay 
node with a bigger delivery probability is more likely 
to finish message transmission successfully, so the 
node should be distributed more message copies. 
When two nodes encounter, we re-allocate the 
number of message copies they should carry 
according to the total number of message copies they 
carry now. The detailed process are shown in 
equations (4) and (5), where 

dm  is the message for 

node d , )( da mL
old

 is the number of message copies 

that node a  is carrying, and )( da mL
new

 is the number 

of message copies that we re-allocate to node a . 
 

))()(()(
),(),(
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dbda

dbda

da
da mLmL

PP

P
mL
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  (4) 

 

))()()(()( dadbdadb mLmLmLmL
newoldoldnew

  (5) 

 
 
3.3. Inter-Contact Interval 

 
In order to timely and rationally adjust the 

number of message copies based on the real time 
network condition, every node needs to record the 

two time interval ),( ba  and ),( bam , where ),( ba  

represents the time that have elapsed since the last 

time they encountered, and ),( bam  denotes the 

average encounter time interval which is updated 
according to the equation (6). Their detailed update 
processes are shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 

Algorithm 1. Update   and m value 
 
Require: 
When connection between a  and b is up 
Ensure: 
1. = currentTime - lastUpdateTime; 

2. lastUpdateTime  currentTime; 
3. )1(),(),( 

oldnew baba amm  

 
Fig. 1. Update   and m value. 

 
 

),(),(),( )1( bababa oldnew
mm    (6) 

 
Finally after updating the two encounter time 

interval, we can dynamically adjust the number of 
message copies according to the following  
equation (7). 

 

),(

),()()(
da

da
dada m

mLmL
oldnew


  (7) 

 

 
3.4. Detailed Routing Algorithm 
 

Based on the above schemes, we can finally 
implement the proposed routing algorithm as shown 
in Fig. 2. Here, we define the message set of node a 
as the follows. 
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 |)(|1|)( aMimaM i   (8) 

 
As shown in algorithm 2, when two nodes 

encounter, line 1 first exchanges some essential 
information which are used to update the numbers of 
message copies on the two nodes. Lines 4-5 
recalculate the numbers of message copies that the 
two nodes should respectively carry according to the 
total number of message copies they are carrying and 
the delivery probabilities for destination node. Then 
line 6 adjusts the number of message copies based on 
the real time network condition. Lines 7-10 update 
the number of message copies in the buffer according 
to the calculated )( ka mL

new
. Lines 11-16 forward 

message copies to the encountered node. 
 
 

Algorithm 2. The proposed routing protocol 
Require: 
When node a encounters node b 
Ensure: 
1. exchange P, m and   with each other; 

2. for  message Nmk  do 

3. d  destination node of km ; 

4.     compute )( ka mL
new

 with equation (4); 

5. compute )( kb mL
new

 with equation (5); 

6.     update )( ka mL
new

 with equation (7); 

7. buffer.get(
km ).update( )( ka mL

new
); 

8. if 0)( ka mL
new

then 

9. buffer.deleteMessage(
km ); 

10. end if 
11. if )( kb mL

new
&& )( kb mL

old
then 

12.        add 
km  into forwardList; 

13. forwardList.get(
km ).update( )( kb mL

new
); 

14. forwardList.sort(ascending, TTL); 
15. forwardList.sendTo(b); 
16. end if 
17. end for 

 
Fig. 2. The proposed routing protocol. 

 
 
4. Simulation 
 

In this section, we use the most popular network 
simulator ONE (the Opportunistic Network 
Environment evaluator) to implement our proposed 
routing protocol. And extensive simulations have 
been conducted respectively based on Random Walk 
mobility model and Random Waypoint mobility 
model. We compare the routing performance of our 
proposed algorithm, First Contact, Spray and Wait, 
Epidemic and PROPHET in terms of message 
delivery ratio, network overhead ratio, average 
delivery latency and average hop count. We mostly 
focus on their different routing performance 

indifferent buffer sizes and message time-to-live. The 
detailed simulation settings are shown in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. Simulation settings. 
 

Parameter Default value 
Area size 
Number of nodes 
Tickets 
Initial topology 
Transmit radius 
Message size 
Message interval 
Transmit speed 
Moving speed 
Node buffer size 
Time-To-Live(TTL) 
Simulation time 
Movement model 

1000 m x 1000 m 
120 
18 
Uniform 
100 m 
500 K 
40 s 
250 Kbps 
0.5 (m/s) 
5 M 
300 min 
5 hours 
RandomWalk and 
RandomWaypoint 

 
 

4.1. Vary Buffer Size in Random Walk Model 
 

Fig. 3 shows the different simulation results of 
varying node’s buffer size in the Random Walk 
model. As shown in the figure, the proposed 
algorithm can get obvious advantages in terms of 
delivery probability and average latency, which can 
verify that the proposed routing scheme can greatly 
improve the transmission performance of the entire 
network. 

First Contact only delivers one single message 
copy in the entire network, thus it needs more time to 
finish message transmission. As shown in the figure, 
the average latency of First Contact is the biggest 
among the five routing algorithms, and its average 
hop count is also the most compared to others. But its 
network overhead ratio is significantly lower than 
those of Epidemic and Prophet. So in a conclusion, 
First Contact is applicable to the application scenario 
whose load capacity is low and buffer resource is 
extremely limited. 

Epidemic does not take any measures to control 
message redundancy, so it will inevitably create 
numerous redundant messages in whole network and 
consume more network resource. When node’s buffer 
resource is insufficient, Epidemic will drop a large 
number of message packets, so its message delivery 
probability is the lowest in this case. Besides, these 
redundant messages also increase the network 
overhead ratio. However, Epidemic can reduce the 
average latency and average hop count compared to 
First Contact.  

Spray and Wait limits the number of message 
copies, so its overhead ratio can be kept at a very low 
level. And its average hop count is also the lowest 
because that it does not forward message in the wait 
period. But it does not evaluate nodes when 
distributing message copies, so its message delivery 
probability is lower than that of our proposed 
algorithm and its average latency is also bigger than 
that of the proposed algorithm. 
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Prophet uses the delivery probability to evaluate 
every encountered node, so it can great improve the 
message delivery probability and control overhead 
ratio compared to Epidemic. Besides, it can also 
improve the accuracy of routing selection by using 
the deliver probability as the metric, thus reducing 
the cost of message transmission. 

 
 

 
 

Our proposed routing algorithm dynamically 
distributes message copies according the delivery 
probability, which is more sensible and can greatly 
improve message delivery probability. So as shown 
in the figure, it can get the highest message delivery 
probability and the lowest average latency. Besides, 

the overhead ratio of our proposed algorithm is much 
lower than those of Epidemic and Prophet. 

Finally from the whole figure, we can make a 
conclusion that our proposed routing algorithm can 
outperform the other four algorithms in terms of 
message delivery probability and delivery latency in 
the Random Walk model based network, thus 
providing a higher message delivery probability. 
 
 
4.2. Vary Message time-to-live in Random 

Walk Model 
 
Fig. 4 describes the different simulation results of 

varying message’s TTL in the Random Walk model. 
As shown in figure, our proposed routing algorithm 
can still get the highest message delivery probability 
and the lowest average delivery latency among the 
five algorithms, which proves once again that our 
proposed algorithm can greatly improve network 
routing performance. 

When message TTL is more than 250, the 
message delivery probabilities of the five algorithms 
can remain stable, but the delivery probability of our 
proposed algorithm is obviously higher than that of 
the other four algorithms. Besides, Epidemic still gets 
the lowest message delivery probability in this case. 

When increasing different message TTL 
constantly, the overhead ratio of our proposed 
algorithm can be kept a low level compared to 
Epidemic and Prophet. 

Finally from the whole figure, we can see that our 
proposed routing algorithm can outperform the other 
four algorithms in different message TTL in Random 
Walk model based network, thus providing a good 
routing performance. 

 
 

4.3. Vary Buffer Size in Random Waypoint 
Model 

 
Fig. 9 describes the different simulation results of 

varying buffer size in the Random Waypoint model. 
As shown in the figure, our proposed routing 
algorithm can still outperform the other four 
algorithms in terms of message delivery probability 
and average delivery latency, and Epidemic is still 
unacceptable  

In a Random Waypoint model based network, 
node mobility can help to improve message delivery 
probability. So in this case, the message delivery 
probabilities of our proposed algorithm, First Contact 
and Spray and Wait are much higher than that of 
Epidemic and Prophet. First Contact still gets the 
most average hop count and the biggest average 
delivery latency, but also it gets a very low network 
overhead ratio. In addition, when node mobility is 
enhanced, our proposed routing algorithm can still 
get the highest message delivery probability and the 
lowest delivery latency, which can prove that our 
proposed routing algorithm can also improve routing 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Deliveryprobability, overheadratio, 

averagelatency, average hop count vs. buffer size 
in Random Walk model. 
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performance in the Random Waypoint model based 
network. 

Finally from the whole Fig. 5, we can see that our 
proposed routing algorithm can efficiently improve 
routing performance, thus providing a higher 
message delivery probability. 

 
 

 
 
 

4.4. Vary Message time-to-live in Random 
Waypoint Model 

 
Fig. 6 shows the different simulation results of 

varying message TTL in the Random Waypoint 
model. As shown in the figure, our proposed 

algorithm still get the highest message delivery 
probability and the lowest average delivery latency, 
and Epidemic is still unacceptable in terms of 
message delivery probability and network overhead 
ratio. 
 
 

 
 
When varying message TTL, the message 

delivery probabilities of our proposed algorithm, First 
Contact and Spray and Wait are still bigger than that 
of Epidemic and Prophet, and their network overhead 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Deliveryprobability, overheadratio, 
averagelatency, average hop count vs. buffer size in 

Random Waypoint model. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Delivery probability, overhead ratio, 
average latency, average hop count vs. TTL   

in Random Walk model. 
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ratios are also lower than that of Epidemic and 
Prophet. This can indicate that node mobility can 
improve routing performance. So in this case, we 
recommend choosing our proposed routing 
algorithm, First Contact or Spray and Wait. 
 
 

 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In most DTNs, the buffer resource is extremely 
limited. So in this case, uncontrolled flooding 
schemes are unacceptable. On the contrary, 
controlling the number of message copies tends to be 
more acceptable. And it is more sensible that we 
distribute these message copies according to the 
delivery probability, thus implementing efficient 

unsymmetrical spray routing. Besides, based on the 
real time network condition, we can dynamically 
adjust the number of message copies to get a better 
routing performance. 

Extensive simulations have been conducted in 
both Random Walk model based network and 
Random Waypoint model based network, and the 
results demonstrate that our proposed routing 
algorithm can outperform First Contact, Spary and 
Wait, Epidemic and Prophet in terms of message 
delivery probability and average delivery latency, 
thus providing a better routing performance. 

Our future work will focus on the social 
networks. In recent years, DTN model is increasingly 
used in civilian areas, and the social networks are 
closely related with the public life. So DTN model in 
such network tends to have broad application 
prospects. Our future work will focus on this, and we 
will also try to find the opportunity to deployment 
our proposed routing algorithm in this paper. 
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Abstract: Using the signal-chip microcomputer STC12C5A60S2 as the control core, supplementing with the 
motor drive module of L29N, an intelligent car integrated with functions of tracking, detecting fires, evading 
barriers intelligently, measuring distance and wireless communication has been designed. The function of 
tracking automatically is completed by infrared tube and its control circuits, the function of evading barriers 
intelligently is utilized by proximity sensor, precise distance is controlled by ultrasonic, and the collision of cars 
is effectively avoided, fire detection is realized by infrared receiver and smoke sensor MQ-2, the method of 
extinguishing fire is wind. The PWM technology is used to drive motors, in this way, the speed of the car is 
controlled flexible and conveniently, increasing wireless transmission module of NRF2401, they can ensure the 
car runs smoothly on the designated runway. Under the control of the signal-chip microcomputer 
STC12C5A60S2, each functional module works stably and reliably. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Multifunction, STC12C5A60S2, Sensor, Method of extinguishing fire, PWM, Wireless 
transmission. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
With the rapid development of computer, 

electronic technology and control technology, a wide 
variety of consumer products present miniaturized, 
intelligent, multi-functional and other trends. 
Currently, in the harsh environments of disaster relief, 
expedition, explosive ordnance disposal and 
hazardous locations, manual operation mode is still 
used. With the increasing cars, traffic accidents occur 
repeatedly, a lot of manpower and financial resources 
have been wasted. In the intelligent management and 
automated production, development of the 
multifunctional senor system for intelligent car has 
become necessary and urgent [1]. Therefore, we have 
conducted the research and design of the 

multifunctional senor system for intelligent car, 
design of the intelligent car will help the 
development of intelligent car, the realization of the 
intelligent car will play an important role in the 
progress of human society and establishment of the 
harmonious society. 

 
 

2. Status of Sensors Applied in the Car 
 

With the continuous development and application 
of electronic technology in the automotive field, 
electronic degree of cars continuously improves, the 
traditional mechanical system is difficult to solve this 
problem, some problems relating to the feature 
require of cars will be gradually be replaced by 
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electronic control system. Sensor is equivalent to the 
eye, nose, ears and even the skin of human, it can 
transmit information to the brain of car, and sensor 
can work reliably in harsh environmental conditions. 
Therefore, sensor is the core of collecting 
information and feedbacking information; it has a 
very important role in cars. Currently, ordinary car is 
equipped with about a few dozen to hundreds of 
sensors, luxury car is more, these sensors are mainly 
located in the engine control system, chassis control 
system and body control system, but sensors have not 
been applied in intelligent tracking, processing 
barriers intelligently, anti-collision and other aspects. 

  
 

3. Block Diagram of the System 
 
The multifunctional senor system for intelligent car 

is mainly made of seven parts [2], which are power 
module, controller module, the detection module of 
sensors, the alarm module of sound and light, motor 
driving modules, ultrasonic ranging module and the 
module of wireless transmission, the detection module 
of sensors are mainly consist of infrared tube, 
proximity sensor and smoke sensor MO-2. The block 
diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the system. 
 
 
4. Design of the Main Modules 
 
4.1. Design of the Power Module 
 

The multifunctional senor system for intelligent 
car uses two blocks of polymer batteries, they are in 
series connection, in this way, +7.4 V DC voltage is 
gotten, it can provide power to the motor driving 
module. In order to ensure conversion efficiency and 
reduce energy loss, we use the chip LM2596 to step-
down the +7.4 V DC voltage, then +5 V DC voltage 
is gained, the circuit of power is shown in Fig. 2, the 
potentiometer is fine-tuned, so that the output voltage 
is more stable and accurate, it can provide power to 
STC12C5A60S2, sensors and other modules. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Circuit of power. 
 
 

4.2. Design of the Controller Module 
 

The multifunctional senor system for intelligent 
car uses the signal-chip microcomputer 
STC12C5A60S2 developed by STC company as the 
controller, the chip is fully compatible with the 
traditional 51 series chips, and its power 
consumption is lower, its speed is faster, its anti-
interference ability is strong, on the basis of the 
traditional 51 series chips, two output of PWM are 
added, the PWM speed control of motors can easily 
achieved [3], the signal transmission is completed by 
wireless communication. The controller circuit is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Controller circuit. 
 
 

4.3. Design of the Intelligent Module  
of Tracking and Avoiding Obstacles 

 

Functions of tracking automatically and avoiding 
obstacles intelligently are achieved by infrared tube 
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and proximity sensor. The tracking circuit is shown 
in Fig. 4. Infrared tube is made of light-emitting 
diode and phototransistor, according to the intensity 
reflected from the surface of the light-emitting diode, 
the base current of phototransistor is changed. A 
pull-up resistor is connected to the base of the 
phototransistor, the intensity of the reflected light can 
be judged form the base voltage, strong light shows 
below the detector is white, weak light shows below 
the detector is black. Five voltage comparators 
LM339 are used to deal with the output analog 
signals, an input terminal of LM339 is connected to 
the infrared tube, the other input terminal of LM339 
is connected to the sliding rheostat, the sensitivity of 
infrared tube is controlled through adjusting the 
sliding rheostat, and the output terminal of LM339 is 
connected to STC12C5A60S2 [4]. The operational 
principle of proximity sensor is the same with the 
infrared tube, but the detection range of proximity 
sensor is farther, signal processing circuits are 
integrated inside, it can output level signals directly, 
so it is more suitable for detecting obstacles. The 
distribution map of infrared tubes and proximity 
sensor is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Tracking circuit. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Distribution map of infrared tubes  
and proximity sensor. 

 

4.4. Design of the Detecting Module of Fire 
 
Fire detection is completed by infrared sensors and 

smoke sensors MQ-2, infrared sensor detects fires 
through infrared ray in air, and MQ-2 achieves early 
warning by detecting smoke and flammable gases. The 
physical map of MQ-2 is shown in Fig. 6, the internal 
structure and peripheral circuit of MQ-2 is shown in 
Fig. 7 [5]. MQ-2 is consist of heater and gas sensitive 
element, heater provides necessary environment for gas 
sensitive element. With the increase of external smoke 
and flammable gases, the resistance of sensitive element 
changes, its resistance is related to the concentrations of 
smoke and flammable gases. A resistor is connected to 
MQ-2, the analog signal is taken from the middle, the 
analog signal is input into LM393, and thus detecting 
fire is realized. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Physical map of MQ-2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Internal structure and peripheral circuit of MQ-2. 
 
 

4.5. Design of the Motor Driving Modules 
 

Special motor driving chip L298N is used to 
drive motor. L298N can achieve positive inversion, 
brake, PWM speed control and other functions. It is 
an ideal chip for controlling motors, the driving 
circuit of motor is shown in Fig. 8. The control of the 
car is fully completed by programming [6]. Signal 
power and driving power of L298N is separately, 
according to the needed, the voltage of the motor can 
be adjusted, its rotational state code of motor is 
shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 8. Driving circuit of motor. 
 
 

Table 1. Rotational state code of motor. 
 

Motor Left motor Right motor 
Pins of MCU P1.0 P1.1 P1.2 P1.3 
Run forward 1 0 1 0 
Run backward 0 1 0 1 
Turn right in 
situ 

1 0 0 1 

Turn left in situ 0 1 1 0 
Turn right in 
situ as the 
center of the 
right motor 

1 0 0 0 

Turn left in situ 
as the center of 
the left motor 

0 0 1 0 

Stop 0 0 0 0 
 
 

4.6. Design of the Ultrasonic Ranging 
Module 

 
Because ultrasound has characteristics of strong 

implementation, low energy consumption and farther 
distance spreading in the medium [5], we use 
ultrasonic ranging module DIP-ME007 to measure 
distance, the circuit board of ultrasonic ranging 
module is shown in Fig. 9. DIP-ME007 can quickly 
and conveniently measure the distances between the 
car and obstacles, DIP-ME007 has five pins named 

VCC, trig, echo, out, GND respectively, the output 
mode of DIP-ME007 is PWM. When VCC, GND are 
connected well, trig will receive a high level more 
than 10 μs, a high level can be output from echo. 
STC12C5A60S2 uses edge trigger, STC12C5A60S2 
starts the timer after trigger. When the level is slow, 
the timer is read, the read time is ranging time, 
according the flowing formula, we can get the 
measured distance. 
 

2

Ct
S  , (1) 

 
where S  is the distance, C  is the speed of ultrasound, 
t  is the ranging time. Mobile distance measurement 
can be realized by the periodic measurements, crash 
accidents are effectively avoided. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Circuit board of ultrasonic ranging module. 
 
 

4.7. Design of the Alarm Module of Sound 
and Light 

 
The alarm module of sound and light relys on 

cheap colorful LED and music module, the alarm 
circuit of sound and light is shown in Fig. 10. When 
dangerous signals, or cars or obstacles are detected, 
STC12C5A60S2 turns on LEDs through the 
transistor 9012, meanwhile music module begins to 
work, alarm signals are sent out.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Alarm circuit of sound and light. 
 
 
4.8. Design of the Module of Wireless 

Transmission 
 

In order to ensure the car can work safely and 
stably, the module NRF2401 of wireless data 
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transmission is increased, the circuit of wireless 
transmission is shown in Fig. 11. NRF2401 is  
a new RF transceivers device, it operates in 2.4 GHz-
2.5 GHz band, it includes frequency synthesizer, 
power amplifier, crystal oscillator, modulator and 
other modules. The module contains a variety of low-
power mode, and it has automatic retransmission of 
lost data function, so that signals are received more 
securely, it can successfully complete data 
transmission [7]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Circuit of wireless transmission. 
 
 

5. Software Design of the System 
 

The software control function of the care is 
completed by using C language programming, under 
the help of the power functions of C language, 
control functions of STC12C5A60S2 are realized, so 
the entire system can work orderly [8-9]. The main 
flow chart of the system is shown in Fig. 12. 

 
 

6. Test and Analysis of the System 
 

According to the actual needs, we build 
corresponding site,  and obstacles, flame and running 
vehicles are set, let the intelligent car run repeatedly 
in the test site. According to test results, the car is 
continually modified, improved until the car better 
achieve all functions. Relationship between the 
detection range of the proximity sensor and angles is 
shown in Table 2, relationship between the detection 
range and limiting resistors of proximity sensor is 
shown in Table 3. 

Test cases indicate the car can work correctly, it 
can take appropriate measures to deal with obstacles, 
after obstacles are detected. But the detection effect 

of the proximity sensor for obstacle depends on its 
mounting position and its limiting resistors. 
Therefore, the proximity sensor should be reasonably 
placed according to the requirements of the system, 
and its limiting resistor is adjusted suitably. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. The main flow chart of the system. 
 
 

Table 2. Relationship between the detection range of the 
proximity sensor and angles. 

 
Angle (°) 90 75 60 45 30 15 

White 
ground Detection 

range (mm) 
140 100 75 60 43 5 

Angle (°) 90 <80 
Black 

ground Detection 
range (mm) 

50 Obstacles can′t be found  

 
 

Table 3. Relationship between the detection range and 
limiting resistors of the proximity sensor.  

 
Operating 

voltage 
Limiting resistor  

(Ω) 
Detection range 

(cm) 
33 2 

100 14 
200 60 
220 70 
360 50 
470 30 
510 20 

5 V 

1 k 10 
 
 

7. Conclusions 
 

By trying various programs, experiments and 
repeated debugging of the overall system, the 
multifunctional senor system for intelligent car can 
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track automatically, avoid obstacles intelligently, 
find right path and process obstacles flexibly. It is 
sensitive to risks caused by spontaneous combustion 
and flammable gas, and it can eliminate them. The 
multifunctional senor system for intelligent car can 
also effectively prevent the occurrence of crashes. 
The system has a simple structure, high rate of 
quantity and high intelligence, so it has the  
best prospect. 
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Abstract: Because the upper ends of water jet cutting sections are smooth while the lower ends are rough, at the 
same time, the cutting sections have obvious conical degrees. On the base of the existing measuring instrument 
of surface roughness, a new type of water jet cutting quality detector based on sensor has been designed. The 
sensors, driving devices of sensors and the workbench of the existing measuring instrument of surface roughness 
have still been used, conditioning circuit of signals, processing and display circuits of parameters and relevant 
control circuits of the existing measuring instrument of surface roughness have been removed, the new 
hardware part and software part of the system have been designed. The hardware of system is mainly used to 
complete the related I/O control, processing of weak signal output by sensors and A/D conversion of signals. By 
programming, the software of the system is mainly used to realize human-computer dialogue, set test parameters, 
give corresponding control and measuring instructions, make users filter digital signals output by A/D and 
process parameters, complete the display and print of parameters and curves, generate and print detected forms 
for reporting statistics. The new designed water jet cutting quality detector will be used on universal 
microcomputers to complete the motion control of measurement process, data acquisition, data processing, data 
display, waveform display and print of relevant information. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Water jet cutting, Section quality, Measuring instrument, Computer interface, Timely access. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Water jet has been rapidly developed in recent 
years, water jet is a kind of soft tool. Hysteresis is 
one of the significant characteristics of water jet 
cutting. On the one hand when the nozzle moving at 
a cutting speed, because of the workpiece has certain 
thickness, so the jet exit the workpiece with respect 
to particle into workpiece has a time lag, resulting in 
delay, this lag makes the surface appear curved lines. 
On the other hand, because of high energy beam 
from the nozzle with scattering, and as the distance 
increases, the jet energy decay, so the abrasive jet 
cutting workpiece will produce obvious taper, at the 
same time, there are obvious differences in surface 
quality of the cutting section, the low and high 

roughness. When cutting thickness larger parts, this 
phenomenon is particularly prominent. When water 
jet cutting machine parts, it makes the tiny peak 
valley on parts of the surface, these tiny peak and 
valley′s height and spacing condition is called surface 
roughness. Surface roughness is important 
parameters describing machining the workpiece 
surface microscopic shape, surface roughness 
measuring which plays an important role in the 
development of the modern manufacturing industry. 
The design of the detector is based on the study of 
surface roughness measuring instrument, to design a 
kind of instrument which can detect water jet cutting 
quality. It is to analyze the section quality according 
to the quality problems existed in water jet  
cutting section. 
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2. Design and Feasibility Analysis  
of the Overall Plan 
 

2.1. The Overall Scheme Design 
 
Water jet cutting quality tester of section, both 

have high test precision, friendly interface, 
convenient and fast test process, advanced 
performance, high cost performance and strong 
universality. The design of water jet cross cutting 
quality detecting instrument can be applied to the 
intelligent and automatic transformation of the 
various surface roughnesses measuring instrument. 
The overall structure of the system is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The overall structure of the system. 
 
 
The weak signal of the sensor output, after 

amplification, filtering, Xiang Min detector after 
processing, in order to get DC signal reflecting 
surface of the workpiece to be measured contour 
feature, then the A/D card to the DC signal is 
converted into digital quantity A/D, stored in the 
computer, then the software process the digital, to 
obtain the roughness parameters and waveform curve 
corresponding. The hardware of the system is shown 
in Fig. 2 diagram, is a complex circuit containing a 
modulation, amplification, demodulation, filtering 
and other processing of the sensor signal, the 
hardware part also includes an A/D conversion 
circuit of DC signal reflecting the surface contour 
features of the measured workpiece, and I/O control 
circuit. The detailed block diagram of hardware is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 

2.2. Feasibility Analysis 
 
2.2.1. The Consideration of Test Accuracy 
 

It is the first required precision to reach for the 
precision instruments with the purpose of measurement 
[1]. If there is no accuracy, the other design is 
impossible. The hardware and software to design the 

measurement system is composed of a set of new 
surface roughness measurement system. It will use the 
performance and high precision components in the 
hardware circuit design of the new, integrated 
operational amplifier and data acquisition card, again 
through the reasonable design, from hardware to ensure 
the accuracy of the system. At the same time, the design 
of data processing software will use digital filtering 
method and for the central line of reasonable algorithm, 
from the perspective of the software to ensure the 
accuracy of the system.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.The block diagram of hardware. 
 
 

2.2.2. The Consideration of Test Efficiency  
 

The operation process of the original system is 
complicated [2]. It is through the control button on 
the instrument panel to complete test set conditions, 
including vertical magnification selection, sampling 
length and stroke length selection. It is also through 
the control panel buttons to complete test whether to 
start, whether to automatically return control. The 
button on the panel has a multitude of names, 
different functions, the operation is not convenient 
[3]. And the parameters have a slow processing 
speed, reducing the efficiency of test. The newly 
designed system adopts the microcomputer 32, using 
the powerful computing ability of compute to process 
the parameters. It greatly improves the speed of data 
processing and the test accuracy. At the same time, it 
equips a certain peripherals such as high-speed laser 
print equipment. So it is more efficient and flexible 
for the printing of parameter and curve. And it can 
improve the efficiency of the whole testing process. 

 
 

2.2.3. Economic Considerations 
 

In the modern industrial system, economy is an 
important index to measure the performance of the 
system [4]. The newly designed system is the 
upgrading of existing equipment, in ensuring the 
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accuracy, on the basis of efficiency improvement, it 
must be reduced the cost and have a good economy, 
this research can have the market prospect. After 
weighing the test accuracy and test efficiency and 
economy of the three aspects, to determine the 
surface roughness measuring instrument used for the 
original sensor, the sensor driving box and 
measuring workbench, removed the original 
electrical part of the instrument, and redesigned of 
the design project of hardware and software of the 
measurement system, as far as possible improve the 
system of price. 

To sum up, through to the new design scheme of 
the analysis of the precision, efficiency and 
economy, that the new project can replace the 
original system which has feasibility, market 
prospects and operation. 

 
 

3. The Hardware Design  
of the System 

 
3.1. Design and Analysis of Longitudinal 

Driving Sensor Circuit 
 
3.1.1. The Function of the Longitudinal 

Sensor Driving Circuit 
 

Sensors in addition to the surface to be tested for 
the level of the lateral sliding movement, there are 
still in the longitudinal vertical movement [5]. 
Longitudinal movement is mainly motor drive the 
sensor and the drive box with rising and falling 
movement [6]. When measuring, through 
longitudinal motion sensor stylus adjustment degree 
of contact with the surface under test, a sensor coil 
armature is adjusted to near the center as well. 

 
 

3.1.2. The composition of Longitudinal 
Sensor Driver Circuit Overview 

 

The motion sensor longitudinal is driven by a DC 
motor [7]. The instrument is provided with three 
keys, an up key, a down arrow, an emergency stop 
button. By pressing the upward or downward 
buttons, the sensor will move upward or downward. 
If the emergency endangering the sensor or 
instrument appeared in the longitudinal movement 
process, you can press the emergency stop button to 
stop cutting power DC motor, stop sensor in 
longitudinal motion. The longitudinal driving circuit 
of the sensor is shown in Fig. 3. When the sensor 
along the longitudinal movement, the first is a very 
slow movement for 5 seconds, after 5 seconds, then 
increase the speed of movement. The purpose of this 
design is to prevent the sensor longitudinal motion 
because starting speed too fast and may cause the 
sensor and the measured workpiece collision, play a 
protective role. 

 
 

Fig. 3. The longitudinal driving circuit of sensor. 
 
 
3.2. The Design of the Sensor Signal 

Conditioning Circuit 
 
The surface roughness measuring instrument used 

by the sensor sensitivity is 0.036 mV/µm, and 
because of the general parts of the surface of the peak 
amplitude is relatively small, the sensor output signal 
is very weak, for amplification, filtering, detection 
and demodulation, signal conditioning circuit 
diagram is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 

3.2.1. Design of Oscillating Circuit 
 

When the high frequency oscillator accesses to 
the oscillation circuit, it begins to oscillate, 
oscillation signals are sent into comparison circuit 
through frequency dividing circuit, and then the 
standard square wave signal with the frequency of 
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10 kHz can be gained. After the standard square 
wave signal goes through the stable sine signal after 
amplifier circuit and low pass filter, the stable sine 
signal with the amplitude 4 V, frequency of 10 kHz 
can be gotten. Sine signal can provide power to 
sensors and zero bridge by measuring bridge; it can 
also provide a reference voltage to the demodulation 
circuit by the phase shift circuit [8-10]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The diagram of signal conditioning. 
 

 
3.2.2. Design of Arithmetic Summation  

and Amplification Circuit 
 

The effect of adding amplification circuit is to 
amplify the modulated carrier signal of the measured 
workpiece surface profile graph and the zero signals. 
Usually using the summation circuit, the measuring 
signal and the zero signal required for the operation 
of addition, seeking to meet and operation function, 
the summation circuit consists of integrated 
operational amplifier and resistor, a reverse input 
noninverting input and two connections. Because the 
reverse summation circuit than with the summation 
circuit adjustment is convenient, and the integrated 
operational amplifier noninverting input summation 
circuit in the common mode output voltage is higher, 
adding circuit measurement signals in the system 
with zero input signal select reverse summation 
circuit. The schematic of reverse summation is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The schematic of reverse summation. 

3.2.3.  Design of Band Pass Filter Circuit 
 

The surface roughness measuring signal includes 
not only reflect the measuring signal roughness, also 
contain high frequency noise generated from the 
workpiece surface shape error and low frequency 
signal wave and the electrical interference [11]. In 
order to filter the high frequency and low frequency 
noise, the signals were bandpass filtered, so as to 
improve the signal to noise ratio. Feedback type 
second order band pass filter circuit infinite gain 
multiple in the design, the general form of the second 
order band pass filter transfer function is shown  
in following. 
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Select America TI Company has developed 

production of low noise, high precision operational 
amplifier chip OP37 as the active element bandpass 
filter circuit [12]. According to the transfer function 
of the two order band pass filter, calculated in 
accordance with the traditional filter design, 
combined with the experimental circuit debugging, to 
choose the resistor R and capacitor C appropriate 
value, the second order band pass filter is  
shown in Fig. 6. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The second order band pass filter. 

 
 

4. Software Design of the System 
 

4.1. The Main Program Flow Chart  
of System 
 

The software needed to complete the parameter 
surface roughness measurement setup, sensor motion 
control, parameter processing and display, file and 
print output function. According to the measurement 
of surface roughness of function, the main program 
flow chart design is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. The main program flow chart. 
 
 

4.2. The Part of the Program 
Implementation of Data Acquisition  

 
BYTE interrupt Sign; 
WORD Based _Address=Oxc400; 
BYTE Low_Byte, High_Byte; 
WORD*Data=new WORD[30000000]; 
BYTE status; 
The write port function is shown in the following. 
void outPort (WORD port, BYTE value)  
{                        
            —asm 
{ 
mov dx, port 
mov al, value 
out dx, al 
} 
} 
 
 

5. Test and Analysis of the System 
 
A group of multiline roughness standard 

template, in the corresponding range and sampling 
length respectively for measurement. All 

measurements on 3 different positions on the sample 
in the work area for the 3 time, take the average, 
according to the following formula of relative error 
of indication instrument. Parts of the test data is 
shown in Table 1. 

 

Ra a a0 0(R -R ) / 100%aR   , (2) 
 

where Ra  is the relative error of indication, Ra is the 

reading average, Ra0 is the test values of the multi-
engraved line roughness standard model. 
 
 

Table 1. Part of the test data. 
 

Measuring conditions 

Item 
Sampling 

length 
(mm) 

Evaluation 
length 
(mm) 

The 
standard 
model Ra0 

(µm) 
Position 1 0.25 1.25 0.40 
Position 2 0.80 4.00 0.82 
Position 3 2.50 7.50 2.40 

Position No. mRa /  
1 0.4002 0.8221 2.4241 
2 0.4024 0.8221 2.4251 1 
3 0.4024 0.8221 2.4046 
1 0.4002 0.8228 2.4091 
2 0.4011 0.8228 2.4286 2 
3 0.4016 0.8230 2.4004 
1 0.4010 0.8211 2.4156 
2 0.4011 0.8218 2.3989 3 
3 0.4002 0.8224 2.4069 

The 
average/µm 

0.40113 0.82224 2.41148 

The relative 
error of 

indication 
0.283 % 0.273 % 0.478 % 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

Surface technology development and application 
of sensor technology, single chip technology, A/D 
conversion technology, image processing and other 
rough value degree detector has higher, greatly 
improves the traditional rough surface defect 
inspection device, not only realize the automatic 
measurement, fast, but also to meet the provisions of 
the new national standard in multiple surface 
roughness measurement required parameter, by 
measuring the actual experiment, that can achieve 
satisfactory precision, has been widely used in 
metrology management, production, scientific 
research, laboratory and other fields. 
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Abstract: Oxygen-enriched intake is the new way to achieve energy conservation and emissions reduction, the 
volumetric fraction of inlet oxygen enrichment is not stable when using membrane oxygen enrichment and 
oxygen cylinders, it is difficult to fully grasp the target component of the actual working condition of the engine 
and its performance parameters under the condition of oxygen-enriched air inlet; Current research method of 
control parameters of the engine working mainly in the fuel injection control, ignition control, EGR control, etc., 
in respect of admission control has not conducted the related research, however, it has not conducted the related 
research in respect of admission control. Therefore, this article uses the single cylinder air-cooled four-stroke 
gasoline engine as the research object, put forward the oxygen-enriched air inlet of engine control strategy based 
on the MAP, and built a oxygen-enriched intake distribution system to the test engine matching the amount of 
oxygen volume fraction control and set up the engine bench test system, it provided the objective oxygen 
volume fraction of oxygen-enriched intake for the stability of engine, and implements the oxygen-enriched air 
inlet control gasoline engine; proposed a generating way for Oxygen-enriched gasoline engine air intake MAP 
figure. By using double three interpolation method, the combination intake interpolation MAP drawing is 
generated. Together with the matching PWM control parameters, MAP drawing will be stored into the in the 
read only memory of the MC9S12DP256 microprocessors, when the engine actual operate, it accessed the actual 
condition of inlet oxygen volume fraction volume control and its’ PWM matching control parameters directly 
according to the specific condition parameter values, shorten the response time and improved the control 
precision; Combination control strategy in the implementation of the conditions, the experiment has properties 
of gasoline engine, respectively mapped the torque and fuel consumption rate, HC emissions, CO and NOx 
emission characteristic performance curve; With normal intake engine carries out a comparative analysis on the 
actual working condition, verify the combination intake MAP control strategy can improve the comprehensive 
performance of gasoline engine. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Oxygen-enriched intake air, MAP, Gasoline engine, Universal characteristic. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

With car emission limit growing strict and engine 
controlling updating, the burn controlling of engine is 

requested to more perfect to achieve lower emission 
performance, better economic efficiency and higher 
dynamic property. This is one of the main ways to 
adopt reforming air inlet component to make engine 
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work better during its working [1]. Reforming 
Oxygen and nitrogen component of engine inlet can 
improve the burn efficiency of engine and make all 
the property better. Nitrogen flame retardant 
composition and oxygen fuel composition are 
composed of the double features – inflaming 
retarding and combustion supporting. The double 
features affect the combustion controlling and 
emission controlling directly [2]. Therefore, 
reforming inlet component of engine can be active 
problem, also can be reactive problem. Reactive 
problem is the research about the special conditions, 
such as the plateau and cold areas, to make up for the 
combustion deterioration and improve its 
combustion. Active problem is like EGR  
(Exhaust Gas Recirculation) controlling,  
by adjusting the inlet component of oxygen and 
nitrogen to achieve combustion process control  
of engine [3].  

Oxygen-enriched intake can improve the 
combustion temperature, shorten the ignition delay 
and promote the full combustion of fuel [4]. It can 
improve the engine power output, reduce the fuel 
consumption rate and improve the dynamic 
performance and economic performance [5]; also can 
reduce the incomplete combustion of CO and HC to 
achieve lower emissions [6]; it has an obvious 
influence especially on cold start, anoxic 
environment, and special working condition, and so 
on. It’s the new way to realize energy saving and 
emission reduction [7-9]. Usually, by using the 
oxygen-enriched intake for the engine to adopt 
membrane oxygen enrichment and oxygen cylinders. 
But the provided oxygen-enriched intake of oxygen 
volume fraction is not stable, so it is difficult to fully 
grasp. The target component of the actual working 
condition of the engine and its performance 
parameters under the condition of Oxygen-enriched 
air inlet conditions [10, 11]. 

According to the point of controlling technology, 
engine is a response lag time-varying system with 
dynamic, multivariable, highly nonlinear. Currently, 
the research of the control parameters of engine is 
mainly in the fuel injection controlling, ignition 
controlling, EGR controlling, and so on. But inlet 
controlling is not conducted for this moment [12-14]. 

Under different operating conditions, the basic 
MAP is the combined parameters with ignition 
advance angle and pulse width to make the engine 
achieve the best working. The initial MAP is the key 
to get mass date by the engine bench test and vehicle 
road test. After filtering and statistical analysis, we 
can get all kinds of MAP data control table [15, 16]. 
At present, the MAP data of engine is mainly 
including initial ignition advance angle MAP and 
initial pulse width MAP. But the initial inlet fraction 
of inspire is not conducted now. 

Therefore, this article used the single cylinder air-
cooled four-stroke gasoline engine as the research 
object, based on the oxygen-enriched intake control 
strategy put forwarded by the MAP, according to the 
actual working condition of the engine test, through 

real-time query the initial MAP figure of the inlet 
oxygen volume fraction and release control 
instruction to accurately control the intake of oxygen 
volume fraction, to ensure that the engine under the 
condition of target components of oxygen-enriched 
intake can complete stability controlled burning, thus, 
on the premise of ensuring emission performance is 
not obvious deterioration to optimize the dynamic 
performance and economic performance, and achieve 
the goal of energy conservation and emissions 
reduction finally. 

 
 

2. Controlling System Building  
of Oxygen-enriched Inlet 
 

2.1. To Construct a System of Distribution 
 
Using Oxygen-enriched inlet system is to test the 

Oxygen-enriched inlet of the engine equipped with 
target oxygen volume fraction. Oxygen cylinder 
supply the industry oxygen with 99.2 % purity and 
13±0.5 MPa pulse to make the pulse decrease to 
standard atmospheric pressure by oxygen cylinder 
pressure reducer to get into re-mixed space.  
The remixed space is another inlet combined with 
atmosphere. Using many mix-fans is to re-mix the 
industry oxygen and atmosphere, then getting into 
the plenum chamber to be mixed completely.  
Using Oxygen flow meter and oxygen flow control 
valve is to make industry oxygen inlet and oxygen 
inlet parameters better. Then, after it forms  
the mix inlet with the target oxygen-enriched, by the 
way of naturally inspire, to supply to the  
experiment engine. 

 
 

2.2. Set Up the Bench Test System 
 
The bench test system for oxygen-enriched intake 

of engine is made up of the air cooling four stroke 
single cylinder gasoline engine, the intelligent 
distribution system, the fuel tank, the fuel 
consumption instrument, the combustion analyzer, 
the gas analyzer, the incremental encoder, the 
rotational speed, the torque sensor, the dc electric 
dynamometer, the cylinder pressure sensor, the 
cylinder temperature sensor, the throttle position 
sensor, the air intake temperature sensor, the exhaust 
temperature sensor, the temperature hygrometer, the 
throttle actuator, the cooling fan, the electric control 
cabinet and motor automatic measurement and the 
control system, and so on. The structure of oxygen-
enriched air inlet of engine bench is as  
shown in Fig. 1. 

Test engine QJ125-27 a1-1 type single point, 
single cylinder, four stroke, gasoline engine, the 
electronically controlled fuel injection system for air-
cooled cooling way, starting way as the electric 
starter, its key technical parameters see Table 1. 
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1 - the fuel tank, 2 - smart fuel consumption, 3 - cylinder pressure 
sensor, 4 - cylinder temperature sensor, 5 - Combustion Analyzer, 
6 - control cabinet, 7 - oxygen bottles, 8 - oxygen bottle pressure 
reducer, 9 - oxygen flow control valve, 10 - oxygen flow meter,  
11 - pre-mixing chamber, 12 - with the gas chamber, 13 - gas 
mixing fan, 14 - temperature hygrometer, 15 - gas flow meter,  
16 - throttle position sensor, 17 - in take temperature sensor,  
18 - oxygen analyzer, 19 - exhaust gas temperature sensor,  
20 - exhaust gas analyzer, 21 - throttle actuator, 22 - engine,  
23 - incremental encoder, 24 - speed torque sensor, 25 - DC 
Electric Dynamometer, 26 - cooling fan, 27 - monitor and 
collection system, 28 - engine automatic monitoring and control 
system. 

 
Fig. 1. Structure diagram of bench test system. 

 
 
Table 1. The key technical parameters of engine test. 
 

Parameters Index 
Cylinder diameter route/mm 56.5×49.5 
Displacement/mL 124 
Compression ratio 9:1 
Fuel 93#Gasoline 
Max power/kW 7.5/(7500 r/min) 
Rated power/kW 6.5/(6500 r/min) 
Max torque/(N·m) 8.5 (5500 r/min) 
Max Speed/ r/min 8500 
 
 

2.3. Design of Measure-control System 
 
Measurement and control system by using oxygen 

flow control valve to control access to the flow of 
industrial pure oxygen in the process of the mixing 
chamber and the flow velocity, use oxygen flowmeter 
measurement in industrial pure oxygen flow rate, in 
the process of the mixing chamber by using 
temperature hygrometer measuring temperature and 
humidity in air chamber, by the test of gas flowmeter 
measurement for gasoline engine of rich oxygen 
mixed gas, by the test of oxygen analyzer 
measurement for gasoline engine's actual oxygen-
enriched intake of oxygen volume fraction value, use 
of oxygen-enriched intake monitoring system 
according to the actual working condition of the 
engine test real-time query MAP figure and release 
control instruction; by the test of dc electric 
dynamometer measuring the output power of the 
gasoline engine, by using the incremental encoder 
and combustion analyzer to measure the moment of 

combustion heat release, using intelligent fuel 
consumption instrument measuring oil consumption 
and oil consumption rate, using the torque speed 
sensor, cylinder pressure sensor, throttle position 
sensor, air intake temperature sensor, cylinder 
temperature sensors, exhaust temperature sensor 
measurement test of gasoline engine respectively. 

 
 

3. Method of Processing Oxygen-enriched 
MAP Table 
 

3.1. The Confirming Method of MAP  
Table Condition 

 

According to the technology parameters of tested 
gasoline engine, in the condition of the actual 
operation of the engine, this article selects eight 
speed points, as 1500 r/min, 2500 r/min, 3500 r/min, 
4500 r/min, 5500 r/min, 6500 r/min, 7500 r/min, 
8500 r/min; and also six throttle opening, they are 
0 %, 20 %, 40 %, 60 %, 80 %, 100 %, so there are all 
48 operating conditions.  

 
 

3.2. Interpolation Method of Air-inlet MAP 
Table 

 

We can run the engine, then separate all of the 
throttle opening conditions with six equal, speed 
points with 8 equal. Therefore, the condition is 
68 grid plane with speed points. The condition of 
plane is made of the network by bisectrix. So there 
are 68 grid, also 48 kinds of condition points. In the 
working of engine, according to the quadratic spline 

interpolation, the air-inlet oxygen value is O  out of 

the 48 conditions. Interpolation calculation principle 
is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 can illustrate there are 5 points on the MAP 
grid. Point 1 and point 4 are MAP data of the test. 
Every point is fit to parameter speed point, throttle 
opening and oxygen-inlet value. Point 5 stands for 
the condition of the actual operating of the engine. 
The condition is not belong to all of the  
48 conditions. According to the speed point of 
double-axis and the parameters of throttle opening, it 
can use three interpolation optimization methods to 
check the oxygen inlet value. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Interpolation calculation principle  
of Oxygen-enriched intake MAP. 
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The calculation stage is as below: 
1) To checking the MAP grid strict of the 5 

condition, that is confirming the four conditions of 

the engine speed point 5n  and throttle opening 5 . 

2) Interpolation on throttle opening 1  and 2 , 

then it can get 5O  . The interpolation calculation 

form is as below 
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In the form,  5O   - after one interpolation, the 

air-inlet oxygen value of point 5 is %; 

2O , 1O  are the oxygen inlet value of point 1 

and point 2, %; 

2O , 1O .are the throttle opening of point 1, 

point 2 and point 5, %. 

3) Interpolation on throttle opening 3  and 4 , 

geting 5O  , the form is as below 
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In the form, 5O   - after two interpolation, the 

air-inlet oxygen value of point 5, %; 

3O , 4O  are the oxygen inlet value of point 3 

and point 4, %; 

3O , 4O  are the throttle opening of point 3 and 

point 4, %. 

4) Interpolation on 1n  and 4n , getting 5O , the 

interpolation form is as below 
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In the form, 5O  - after three interpolation, the 

air-inlet oxygen value of point 5, %; 

1n , 4n , 5n  are the speed point of point 1, point 4 

and point 5, %. 

After getting the oxygen inlet value of 5O  for 

the point 5 conditions, using double three 
interpolation methods to check the oxygen inlet value 

),( 111  nO  - from point 1 to point 4 of the MAP. 

To calculate every grads of the MAP 
n

m




, 

m

 and 



n

m2

. According to Formula (1) - (3), we can get 

the grads of point 5 condition ),( 55 n , then 

according to the grads, we can get the oxygen inlet 

value ),( 555  nO . After that, we can get all of the 

oxygen inlet value controlling of the  
whole conditions.  

 
 

3.3. The Distribution Proportion of Matching 
 
Air intake MAP figure is an operating condition 

plane xoy which made up of rotational speed- load 
conditions, it corresponding to each point of the air 
intake control parameter z to form a three-
dimensional stereogram, it’s Coordinate parameters 
including the speed of the axis x, load of the axis y 
and the inlet control parameters of the axis z. The  
x axis coordinate parameters of engine speed (r/min). 
The scope of its coordinates is from 1500 r/min to 
8500 r/min. The minimum scale is 1000 r/min; Select 
the throttle opening (%) as the y coordinate 
parameters. The scope of its coordinates is  
0 % - 100 %. The minimum scale is 20 %; Inlet 
oxygen volume fraction (%) degree of oxygen-
enriched intake can accurate the characterization of 
the engine, use it as the coordinates of the parameter 
of axis z. Due to high volume fraction of oxygen in 
oxygen-enriched intake will cause the engine 
detonation. The output torque instability and a series 
of problems such as deterioration of NOx emissions. 
So relative to oxygen volume fraction of 21 % of 
normal intake. This article select 22 % - 26 % of the 
distribution ratio, set the intake MAP figure of z axis 
coordinate range as 21 % - 27 %, and the minimum 
scale as 1 %. 

Engine air inflow and air intake calculation 
formula for oxygen volume fraction is:  

 

n
V

Q 
2


 

(4) 

 
where Q  is the Engine air inflow, L/min;   is the 

Engine filling coefficient, the scope of overhead 
valve engine is 0.75 - 0.85, this article select 0.85 as 
the filling volume coefficient value of the test with 
gasoline engine; V  is the engine volume, L; N is the  
engine speed, r/min. 

The calculation formula of oxygen volume 
fraction of the engine intake is 
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  (5) 

 

where O  is the intake of oxygen volume fraction, 

%; 

2OQ  is the pure oxygen flow in the inlet, L/min; 

airQ  is the air flow in the inlet, L/min. 

Assuming volume fractions for oxygen in the 
normal air is 21 %, based on the engine capacity and 
different speed conditions, the calculation formula of 
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the pure oxygen demand under the control 
requirements the Objective oxygen volume fraction is: 

 

2

21% ( 21%)

2 1 1
O O
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O O
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Q n

 
 

  
   

 
 (6) 

 

As the air flow in the engine air intake is not easy 
to accurate measurement, so according to the 
Formula (4) - (6) is derived, of inlet oxygen volume 
fraction derived formula is:  
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The max control error for the distribution system 
is not allowed more than ±1.5 %, average error no 
more than ±0.5 %.Making the matching result of all 
the conditions form PWM matching data by double-
axis, then put it in MCMC9S12DP256  

mini processor USB to be used in the operating  
processing directly. 

 
 

4. Gasoline Oxygen-enriched Inlet 
Strategy Based on MAP 
 

4.1. Combined Controlling Strategy 
 
The combined controlling strategy of gasoline 

engine is combined with dynamic MAP, economy 
MAP and emission MAP. That is the whole 
conditions with emission air inlet MAP, economy air 
inlet MAP condition and dynamic air inlet MAP. 
Along with the number of throttle opening, it can be 
combined with a whole MAP picture. For the 
combined number, please check the Table 2.  

 
 

Table 2. Picture of combined air inlet initial MAP. 
 

Built-up sequence 
The name of working 

condition 
The opening range of the 

throttle (%) 
The types of MAP figure 

1 Idling condition 0 
Discharge type inlet initial 

MAP figure 

2 Small load condition 0～20 
Discharge type inlet initial 

MAP figure 

3 Partial load condition  20～80 
Economical inlet initial 

MAP figure 

4 Big load condition 80～100 
Dynamic type inlet initial 

MAP figure 

5 Full load mode  100 
Dynamic type inlet initial 

MAP figure 

 
 

4.2. Achieving the Controlling Process 
 

Determined by the working condition of 48 nodes 
after interpolation optimization for 8 times of 
interpolation points, the working condition  
of 384 interpolating points, combination intake 
interpolation MAP diagram is shown in Fig. 3.  
48 of the condition node optimal inlet oxygen volume 
fraction control quantity to see Table 3, PWM  
control parameters matching values see  
Table 4, the corresponding period and conduction 
time single cycle control quantity to see Table 5. 

By PC principal computer of monitoring system, 
we can restore the combined inlet interpolation MAP 
in Fig. 3 and PWM controlling parameters of  
correspond cycle and single cycle on-time in Table 5 
into MC9S12DP256 mini processor ROM. When 
engine is working, we can judge the processing 
condition of engine, along with rotate speed of sensor 
and Integrity of the opening of the door. Based on the 
target of combined oxygen-enriched controlling, 
checking combined inlet value MAP to get the basic 
controlling of oxygen inlet value. MC9S12DP256 
mini processor need to do the appointment, matching 
PWM controlling parameters. Then it can control the 

flow meters of industrial purity oxygen and stabilize 
the controlling target. To achieve the oxygen-
enriched inlet of stabilizing oxygen value is to 
achieve the gasoline combined controlling of oxygen-
enriched. 
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Fig. 3. Combined inlet interpolation MAP. 
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Table 3. Combined inlet MAP controlling parameter. 
 

Integrity of the opening 
of the door (%) 

Rotate 
speed (r/min) 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

1500 22 22 23 23 23 24 
2500 22 22 23 24 24 24 
3500 22 22 23 24 25 25 
4500 22 23 24 25 25 25 
5500 22 23 24 25 26 26 
6500 22 23 25 26 26 26 
7500 22 24 25 26 26 26 
8500 22 24 26 26 26 26 

 
 

Table 4. Combined matching of inlet MAP controlling. 
 

Integrity of 
the opening 
of the door 

(%) 
Rotate 
speed 
(r/min) 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

Fraction 
of 

inspire 
(%) 

Duty 
ratio 
(%) 

Fraction 
of 

inspire 
(%) 

Duty 
ratio 
(%) 

Fraction 
of 

inspire 
(%) 

Duty 
ratio 
(%) 

Fraction 
of 

inspire 
(%) 

Duty 
ratio 
(%) 

Fraction 
of 

inspire 
(%) 

Duty 
ratio 
(%) 

Fraction 
of 

inspire 
(%) 

Duty 
ratio 

v 
 

1500 22 1.82 22 2.00 23 2.32 23 2.55 23 2.67 24 2.94 
2500 22 1.94 22 2.19 23 2.44 24 2.67 24 2.89 24 3.11 
3500 22 2.19 22 2.38 23 2.67 24 2.76 25 3.06 25 3.29 
4500 22 2.29 23 2.53 24 2.75 25 2.95 25 3.18 25 3.41 
5500 22 2.31 23 2.74 24 2.82 25 3.22 26 3.50 26 3.76 
6500 22 2.40 23 2.94 25 3.25 26 3.44 26 3.87 26 4.13 
7500 22 2.50 24 3.22 25 3.50 26 4.12 26 4.29 26 5.43 
8500 22 3.47 24 4.47 26 5.08 26 5.69 26 6.83 26 7.64 

 
 

Table 5. Combined period and single cycle time of inlet MAP controlling. 
 

Integrity of 
the opening 
of the door 

(%) 
Rotate 
speed 
(r/min) 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

Cycle 
T  

(ms) 

On-
time t 
(ms) 

Cycle 
T  

(ms) 

On-
time t 
(ms) 

Cycle 
T  

(ms) 

On-
time t 
(ms) 

Cycle 
T  

(ms) 

On-
time t 
(ms) 

Cycle 
T  

(ms) 

On-
time t 
(ms) 

Cycle 
T  

(ms) 

On-
time t 
(ms) 

1500 1100 20 1050 21 950 22 1100 28 900 24 850 25 
2500 1800 35 1050 23 900 22 1050 28 900 26 900 28 
3500 1600 35 1050 25 900 24 1050 29 850 26 850 28 
4500 1400 32 950 24 800 22 950 28 850 27 850 29 
5500 1300 30 950 26 850 24 900 29 800 28 850 32 
6500 1250 30 850 25 800 26 900 31 750 29 800 33 
7500 1200 30 900 29 800 28 850 35 700 30 700 38 
8500 1500 52 850 38 650 33 650 37 600 41 550 42 

 
 

4.3. Analysis of the Control Effect 
 
MAP does gasoline engine performance, fuel 

economy and emissions of confirmatory tests 
separately. Using MATLAB7.0 drawing program to 
draw the torque, fuel consumption rate and HC 
emissions, CO and NOx emission characteristic 
performance curve as shown in Fig. 4. Of which, 
Fig. 4 (a) is the torque characteristic performance 
curve. Fig. 4 (b) is the fuel consumption rate 
characteristic performance curve, Fig. 4 (c) is the HC 

emission characteristic performance curve. Fig. 4 (d) 
is the CO emission characteristic performance curve. 
Fig. 4 (e) is the NOx emission characteristic 
performance curve. Will be based on the MAP 
control effect with normal oxygen-enriched intake air 
intake engine work actual situation, this paper 
compares and analyzes the torque contrast results see 
Table 6, the rate of fuel consumption and HC contrast 
results see Table 7, CO and NOx contrast results see 
Table 8. 
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(a) The torque characteristic performance curve. 
 

 
(b) Fuel consumption rate characteristic  

performance curve. 
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(c) HC emission characteristic performance curve. 

 

 
(d) CO emission characteristic performance curve. 
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(e) NOx emission characteristic performance curve.

 
Note: curve in Fig. (a) on the figures show that the torque value, the unit is n. m, in Fig. (b) curve on numerical figures show that the fuel 
consumption rate, the unit is g/kW·h., in Fig. (c) curve on the Numbers of HC emissions, unit for 10-6; in Fig. (d) curve on the Numbers of 
CO emissions, unit for %; in Fig. (e) curve on the Numbers of NOx emissions, unit is 10 to 6. 

 
Fig. 4. Universal characteristic curve of engine based on the MAP control. 

 
 

Can be seen from Table 6 - Table 8, combination 
intake MAP control can guarantee the comprehensive 
performance of gasoline engine, keep the throttle 
opening is 50 %, 75 % and 100 %, the average torque 
growth rate is 10.13 %, 8.95 % and 15.04 %; Keep 
the speed as 2000 r/min and 3000 r/min, the average 
fuel consumption rate decline rate is 10.12 % and 
11.03 %, HC emissions of the average decline rate is 

9.97 % and 10.89 %, CO emissions of the average 
decline rate is 12.46 % and 10.23 %, NOx an average 
growth rate of 6.31 % and 6.14 %. Combination 
intake MAP control strategy, therefore, to improve 
the test engine performance and fuel economy, and to 
a certain extent, improve its emissions, improves the 
performance of the gasoline engine and improved. 
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Table 6. Inlet MAP compared with normal intake of torque control. 
 

Performance  
index  

Inlet  
conditions 

Throttle percentage 
(%) 

Torque 

MAX  
(N·m) 

The max growth rate 
(%) 

Average growth rate 
(%) 

Combination 
intake MAP 

control 

50 4.8 9.09 10.13 
75 6.7 8.06 8.95 
100 9.5 15.85 15.04 

Normal 
admission 

50 4.4 0 0 
75 6.2 0 0 
100 8.2 0 0 

 
 

Table 7. Inlet MAP control compared with the normal intake rate of fuel consumption and HC. 
 

Performance  
Index 

  
Inlet  
conditions 

Rotate speed 
(r/min) 

Fuel consumption rate HC emission 

Minimum 
value 

(g/kW·h) 

The lowest 
value 

drop/growth 
(%) 

The average 
value 

drop/growth 
(%) 

Minimum 
value 

(10-6) 

The lowest 
value 

drop/growth 
(%) 

The average 
value 

drop/growth 
(%) 

Combination 
intake MAP 

control 

2000 174 10.77 10.12 103 -10.43 -9.97 

3000 159 9.66 11.03 95 -11.21 -10.89 

Normal 
admission 

2000 195 0 0 115 0 0 
3000 176 0 0 107 0 0 

 
 

Table 8. Intake MAP control compared with normal intake of CO and NOx. 
 

Performance  
Index 

  
Inlet  
conditions 

Rotate speed 
(r/min) 

CO NOx 

Minimum 
value  
(%) 

The lowest 
value 

drop/growth 
(%) 

The average 
value 

drop/growth 
(%) 

Minimum 
value  

(×10-6) 

The lowest 
value 

drop/growth 
(%) 

The average 
value 

drop/growth 
(%) 

Combination 
intake MAP 

control 

2000 0.80 -11.11 -12.46 70 6.06 6.31 

3000 0.75 -9.64 -10.23 73 5.80 6.14 

Normal 
admission 

2000 0.90 0 0 66 0 0 
3000 0.83 0 0 69 0 0 

Note: the NOx rate is the growth rate, so set it as positive value; and CO rate is the drop rate of numerical, so set the CO rate as a 
negative value in the table; and set the value of CO and NOx as positive. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 

1) Constructed an Oxygen-enriched air inlet gas 
distribution system to test engine matching target 
oxygen volume fraction control and set up the engine 
bench test, it is able provides target oxygen volume 
fraction of oxygen enriched air intake to test stability 
of engine, implements the oxygen-enriched air inlet 
control gasoline engine. In the whole test process, 
oxygen-enriched intake measurement and control 
system can work stable and maximum control error 
should not more than ±1.5 %, average error is not 
more than ±0.5 %; maximum response time should 
less than 6 s, the average response time should not 
more than 5 s. 

2) Adopting three interpolation to check the 
efficiency, based on this condition to suggest forming 
method of gasoline oxygen-enriched MAP. Then 
making the combined oxygen-enriched inlet value 
MAP and PWM matching controlling parameters to 
store in MC9S12DP256 mini processor USB. When 

the engine is working, we can get the oxygen inlet 
value and PWM matching controlling parameters by 
the parameters of the working conditions. It can 
make the engine achieve the controlling combustion, 
also can decrease the time and improve the 
controlling.  

3) Validated the control effect of universal 
characteristic test under the condition of combination 
control strategy, and compared with normal intake 
engine carries out a comparative analysis on the 
actual working condition, found when keep the 
throttle opening as 50 %, 75 % and 100 %, the 
average torque growth rate is 10.13 %, 8.95 % and 
15.04 %; Keep the speed as 2000 r/min and 
3000 r/min, the average fuel consumption rate 
decline rate is 10.12 % and 11.03 %, the average 
decline rate of the HC emissions is 9.97 % and 
10.89 %, the average decline rate of the CO 
emissions is 12.46 % and 10.23 %, NOx an average 
with growth rate of 6.31 % and 6.14 %. 
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Abstract: Larger temperature difference between concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) cross section will causes 
bigger temperature gradient and the corresponding temperature stress, which also affects its mechanical 
performance and structural security. The resistance heater equipment is customized and used in environmental 
temperature simulation, 4 CFST specimens are tested in the temperature impact test and thermo-mechanical 
coupling test, and the mechanical properties and interface complex stress state are researched under different 
environmental temperature, which can provide certain theory and test reference for the interface optimization of 
CFST and ensure the long term performance under bad environment. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Concrete filled steel tube (CFST), Temperature impact effect, Thermo-mechanical coupling effect, 
Interface performance. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Concrete filled steel tubular (CFST) structure is a 
composite structure which is composed of two 
materials of steel and concrete, the special material 
combinations, on the one hand, which makes the 
limit and complementary enhancement effect, on the 
other hand, which derives the complexity of interface 
performance. Larger temperature difference between 
cross section of CFST will causes bigger temperature 
gradient, the local stress of CFST under fire effect  
[1-8] and solar radiation [9-13] are conducted by the 
numerical simulation and experimental research by 
domestic and foreign scholars. Engineering practice 
also proves that there is interface debonding 
phenomenon in CFST members under  
the complex external environment, which is bound to 
affect the performance and structural security of 
CFST. Therefore, the study of interface performance 
and optimization method research of CFST  
under complex external environment has  
important theoretical value and engineering  
practical significance. 

2. Thermodynamics Theory 
 

2.1. Heat Convection 
 
The heat flux size of heat convection is 

proportional to the temperature difference ( T ) and 
the contact area (A) between solid and liquid.  

 
( )l sQ Ah T T  (1) 

 
( )l sq h T T 

 (2) 

 
42.6( 1.54 )l sh T T v   ,

 
(3) 

 
where q( 2W m ) is the heat flux; h( 2( )W m K ) 

is the heat transfer coefficient, lT  and sT  are the 

surface temperature of solid and liquid, v  is the wind 
speed. 
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2.2. Heat Conduction 
 

Basic law of thermal conductivity-Fourier law: 
which can be expressed by the following formula: 

 

T
dQ dA d

n
 

  
  
 

n

T
q

n
  
  

(4) 
 

 

The minus “-” express the opposite direction, 
when the heat flow direction and isothermal surface 
normal direction is at   angle, the heat flux density 
formula rewrite: 

 

cos coss n

T T
q q

s n
    

    
 

,
 

(5) 

 

where nq  and sq ( 2W m ) are the heat flux density 

of normal and any direction of isothermal, 
 ( ( )W m K ) is the heat conductivity coefficient of 

solid, 
T

n




 is the temperature gradient of normal 

direction of isothermal. 
 
 

2.3. Thermal Radiation 
 

According to the law of Stefan-Boltzmann, the 
heat flow density formula of heat transfer radiation is 
as follows: 

 
4 4

1 2[ ]r sq eC T T  , 
(6) 

 

where e is the surface emissivity, rq  is the heat flow 

density of heat transfer radiation, Cs is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, which is 5.66×10-8 W/m2. 

 
 

2.4. General Situation of Test 
 

4 CFST short column specimens (Φ165×4×495) 
are made, the concrete mixture proportion is shown 
in Table 1, and the temperature sensor  
(PT-100 platinum thermal resistance) and strain 
sensor (strain gauge and homemade stress box) 
layouts are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the concrete 
hydration heat is ensured to release during 28 days of 
standard curing. Basing on the idea of thermo-
mechanical coupling system with water as a heat 
transfer medium in soil test, and combining with the 
size of specimen and loading device, a resistance 
heater is designed and made which could satisfy the 

requirement of experiment, the actually figure and 
profile figure are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 1. Layout of temperature sensor (mm). 
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Fig. 2. Layout of strain sensor (mm). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Actually figure of resistance heater. 
 

 
 

Table 1. Mix proportion of concrete. 
 

Admixture Cement Fly ash Sand Stone Water 
Slushing 

agent 
Expanding 

agent 
Kg/m3 400 80 730 1095 144 6.24 45 
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Fig. 4. Profile figure of resistance heater. 

 
 
The CFST specimens are placed into resistance 

heater in simulation temperature stage, which are 
simulated from normal temperature to a temperature 
of 20 oC, 40 oC, 60 oC and 80 oC respectively, and 
specimens are removed from heat when the 
temperature of three sectional center points are 
consistent (in Fig. 1: TMid-A= TMid-B=TMid-C). 
The temperature are measured every other 15 min 
between the overall heating period. The temperature 
of steel tube and concrete are collected by  
CH301C-16 universal input blue screen record 
control instrument, the static variable temperature 
test device is shown in Fig. 5. At the same time, the 
temperature of the specimen is heat up from room 
temperature to the entire cross section temperature at 
20 oC, 40 oC, 60 oC and 80 oC and which remain 
unchanged, then, the specimens are loaded with 10 t 
per level after preloading, and the strain of steel tube 
and concrete under per load level under are recorded 
by TS3860 static resistance strain instrument, the 
load device is 1500 t electro-hydraulic servo pressure 
testing machine. The thermo-mechanical coupling 
test device is shown in Fig. 6. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Test device of temperature impact effect. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Test device of thermo-mechanical coupling effect. 
 
 

3. Test Analysis 
 
Specimens are heated up from room temperature 

(RT) to a temperature of 20 oC, 40 oC,  
60 oC and 80 oC, the temperature-time change curve 
of each measuring point of cross section in the 
heating stage is shown in Fig. 7; the radial, hoop and 
axial strain-load change curve of interface in each 
isothermal process (20 oC, 40 oC, 60 oC and 80 oC) 
are shown in Fig. 8, and the radial, hoop and axial 
strain-load change curve of interface in all isothermal 
process (20 oC, 40 oC, 60 oC and 80 oC) are shown  
in Fig. 9. 

As shown in Fig. 7, when the specimen is in the 
process of temperature rising, the thermal 
conductivity coefficient of concrete is smaller than 
steel tube, thus the thermal conductivity rate of 
measuring point whose location is near the center of 
cross section lag behind the thermal conductivity rate 
of other location of concrete, while the temperature 
of each measuring point tends to be similar with the 
increase of heating time.  

As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9: 
1) The axial load-strain curves of CFST 

specimens in constant temperature (20 oC, 40 oC,  
60 oC and 80 oC) are similar to the axial load-strain 
curves of CFST specimens in normal temperature, 
which includes three stages: elastic stage, elastic-
plastic stage and plastic stage. 

2) The radial strain amplitude changes of concrete 
in the conditions of 11 oC, 20 oC and 80 are larger 
than theirs in the conditions of 40 oC and 60 oC, and 
the elastic stage of load-strain curve in the condition 
of 40 oC is shorter. 

3) The elastic stage of hoop strain-load curve of 
concrete in the conditions of 20 oC and 40 oC are 
longer, and the hoop strain in the condition of 80 oC 
has smaller change, while the hoop strain change 
trend in the conditions of 11 oC and 60 oC are 
somewhere between the above two cases. 

4) The elastic stage of axial strain-load curve of 
concrete in the conditions of 20 oC, 40 oC and 60 oC 
are longer, while the axial strain changes in the 
conditions of 11 oC and 80 oC are smaller. 
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5) In the condition of 40 oC, the hoop strain and 
axial strain of concrete are larger, and the radial 
strain is smaller; in the condition of 80 oC, the radial 
strain and hoop strain of concrete are larger, and the 
axial strain is smaller; if only to consider the limit 

(radial effect) of steel tube on concrete,  
the 11 oC, 20 oC and 80 oC temperature  
are the best environmental temperature for  
structural performance. 
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Fig. 7 (a). Heating stage from RT to 20 oC. 

 

 
Fig. 7 (b). Heating stage from RT to 40 oC. 
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Fig. 7 (c). Heating stage from RT to 60 oC.

 
Fig. 7 (d). Heating stage from RT to 80 oC. 

 
Fig.7. Temperature-time change curve of sectional measuring points in heating stage. 

 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
The CFST specimens are tested under axial 

compressive load in the conditions of different 
temperature on the basis of the relevant theories of 
temperature stress, and the strain-load relationship in 
interface are experimentally studied under different 
temperature, and the conclusion are as follows: 

1) The change of radial stress is most sensitive to 
the change of environmental temperature, which 
show different characteristics in each temperature 
level and present the characteristic of rapid change; 
the variation law of hoop stress and axial stress is 
basic same, while which show the opposite 
characteristics in the condition of 11 oC and 60 oC. 

2) If only to consider the radial effect alone, the 
reasonable service temperature range is from 11 oC to 
20 oC, that is the temperature variation is within 9 oC; 

if only to Consider the three directions of radial, 
hoop and axial stress completely, the reasonable 
service temperature range is from 11 oC to 40 oC, that 
is the temperature changes is within 29 oC; and the 
interface state is complex when the serving 
temperature above 60 oC, between 60 oC and 80 oC, 
that is the temperature variation is from 49 oC to  
51 oC, and the harm in temperature fast rising is 
greater than its in temperature strong cooling. 

3) The CFST members show good work 
performance under temperature range of 9 oC-29 oC. 
When the temperature range is more than 49 oC- 
51 oC, the interface properties and the mechanical 
properties are severely affected because the thermal 
sensitivity of steel. The climate situation does not 
normally occur in the region of middle latitude, and 
which is close to the fire performance research 
category when the service temperature is beyond a 
certain temperature range. 
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Fig. 8. Interface strain-load curve. 
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Fig. 9. Interface strain-load curve (Left-radial strain; Mid-hoop strain; Right-axial strain). 
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Abstract: In this paper, we firstly provide a brief introduction on the research status and progress of the thermo-
mechanical coupled properties and the actual work process of a wet clutch; we adopt specific research methods 
to analyze the friction structure and material properties, moreover, appropriate analysis will be made for the 
working condition analysis, stress features, the causes and factors of thermo-mechanical coupled, and 
constructing dynamics model under transient conditions. We also research the principles and processes for 
solving coupled stress, which enable us to obtain the simulation analysis model (Analysis steps, Boundary 
conditions, Contact algorithm, load, Mesh, Quality scaling factor) based on ABAQUS software. We also further 
analyze the thermo-mechanical coupled stress and get results from the temperature field, stress field, integrated 
displacement, axial stress distribution of the dual steel plate and friction plate. At last, we use the results to 
compare and validate the results of indirect method (ANSYS method), which provides the necessary theoretical 
basis and guidance for subsequent simulation. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Thermo-mechanical coupled, Wet clutch friction plate, ABAQUS, Stress simulation analysis. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

In recent years, many researches have been done 
on the problem of wet clutch thermo-mechanical, 
which mainly includes theoretical study and 
experimental research [5]. Theoretical study is 
divided into two categories: analytical method and 
finite element method. In this study, the analytical 
method will be used initially to make a thermo-
mechanical analysis for the thermal coupling 
phenomena, and thermo-elastic will be used to 
establish temperature field theory equations of heat 
and thermal stress equations and solve them [7]. With 
the continuous development of finite element 
techniques, computer is wildly used for studying wet 
friction clutch shift numerical simulation, which is 

considered as the primary means of friction coupled 
thermal characteristics of the present study [13]. 
Since the actual operation of the wet clutch, the 
thermal deformation of the friction surface has made 
contact pressure changing of the contact surfaces [8]. 
The contact pressure is uneven, which in turn affects 
the distribution of temperature fields. It is a typical 
problem of thermo-mechanical coupling multi-
physics fields. Therefore, we need to understand the 
structural characteristics of friction pair and the force 
characteristics of various conditions by using direct 
thermal coupling method to analyze coupling 
characteristics during sliding friction. 

In the actual working process of a wet clutch, the 
sliding friction velocity is different at all stages of its 
operation [10]. Therefore, the numerical analysis 
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method from finite element theory will be gradually 
applied to wet friction clutch in thermal coupling 
characteristics. In domestic, an unsteady temperature 
field calculation physical and mathematical models 
of dual wet clutch shift steel will be established, 
which provides the necessary precondition for the 
further calculate the stress field and thermal 
deformation [9]. The process of wet friction clutch 
slip friction is analyzed, while the friction surface 
temperature rises, and thermal failure may cause 
problems for the process of sliding friction heat load 
characteristics [6], however, this method will not be 
considered to change the friction coefficient of 
sliding friction during the movement. 

In this paper, on the basis of the above work, it 
needs to establish ABAQUS finite element model by 
the wet clutch pair, using direct coupling method to 
study in-depth thermal coupling characteristics 
during slipping [4]. We can obtain the deformation of 
the friction pair, the distribution of stress field and 
temperature field. This paper will compare and 
validate the calculation results of indirect method. 
Specific research methods are as follows [2]: 

1) In-depth study the structural characteristics and 
working conditions of the wet clutch, construct the 
dynamic model of a wet clutch shifting process. 
Analyze the reasons for the process of the sliding 
friction heat generated by the coupling phenomenon. 
Determine the impact factors of coupled stress field 
and provide the necessary theoretical basis and 
guidance for subsequent simulation. 

2) Use ABAQUS software to build a wet clutch 
pair three-dimensional finite element model. 
Determine the appropriate mass scaling factor in the 
analysis step. Apply contact properties, boundary 
conditions, loads and its interaction conditions and 
mesh. Finally, we use the direct coupling method to 
complete the simulation process of sliding friction. 

3) By calculating, we obtain the distribution 
characteristics of the friction plate and dual steel 
contact surface temperature field, stress field and the 
deformation rule of friction coupled. We compare 
and validate the calculating results of indirect 
method, identify and analyze the reasons for  
the errors. 

 
 

2. The Thermo-mechanical Coupled 
Mechanism of Wet Clutch 
 

2.1. Friction Structure and Material 
Properties, Working Conditions Analysis 
and Stress Features 

 
2.1.1. Friction Structure and Material 

Properties 
 
Wet clutch friction is composed of friction plate 

and dual steel plate, which are shown in Fig. 1. 
Friction structural parameters are listed in Table 1. 
Material properties are listed in Table 2. 

    
 

Fig. 1. Structure Diagram of the Friction Plate. 
 
 

Table 1. Friction Structural Parameters. 
 

 
Outer 
radius 
(mm) 

Inner radius 
(mm) 

Thickness 
(mm) 

Dual steel 
plate 

0.1245 0.0845 0.004 

Friction 
plate 

0.1245 0.0845 0.004 

 
 

Table 2. Material properties. 
 

 Dual steel 
plate 

Friction 
plate 

Density 3-·/ mkg  7800 5600 

Specific heat capacity 
1)·(/ CkgJc   487 536 

Heat conductivity 

coefficient -1/ ( )W m C   - 30 

Coefficient of thermal 

expansion 
-5/10  

1.27 1.30 

Elasticity modulus 
11/10E Pa  

1.6 1.1 

Poisson's ratio   0.29 0.30 

 
 

2.1.2. Working Condition Analysis  
and Stress Features 

 
According to the oil film thickness variation of 

the friction process of friction sliding, transient 
condition can be roughly divided into three phases: 
liquid friction stage, mixed friction stage and 
boundary friction stage. The friction characteristics of 
the three different stages and the dual steel plate and 
friction plate force situation are somewhat different, 
as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Force Diagram of the Friction. 
 
 

2.2. Dynamics Model Under Transient 
Conditions 

 
According to the working conditions and force 

status of friction sliding process under transient 
conditions transition, we can build the following 
equations [3]: 

 

 

 
1 2

1

1 2 0sgn sgn ;0

z

c
i

c w spring f f seal

m z m m x

F F F F F x F x x z


 
   

 

      

 

 

 

(1) 
 

In equation (1), cm  is the piston weight, kg; 1m  

is the dual steel plate weight, kg; 2m  is the friction 

plate, kg; z  is the practical work of friction pair; 

x   is the acceleration, 2sm ; cF  is the piston 

hydraulic, kg; wF  is the oil centrifugal force; springF  

is the return spring resistance; sealF  is the friction 

between the piston and seal; 1fF , 2fF  Friction force 

of driving gear and driven gear between friction plate 
and dual steel plate, as shown in Fig. 3. We can also 
obtain the simplified torsion dynamics model after 
simplifying as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. Dynamics model under transient conditions. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Simplify torsion dynamics model. 
 
 

2.3. The Causes and Factors of Thermo-
Mechanical Coupled 

 

2.3.1. The Causes of Thermo-mechanical 
Coupled 

 

With the relative rotational speed changing 
between dual steel friction plate and friction plate, 
friction contact surfaces are subjected to an axial 
pressure and generate a large amount of frictional 
heat and the temperature of the friction plate rises 

rapidly. Temperature will cause thermal stress and 
deformation. Heat generated by friction depends on 
the size of the contact pressure; there is a strong 
coupling relationship between temperature and stress 
fields, and the two inter-conditionals are mutually 
influenced. 

 
 

2.3.2. The Factors of Thermo-mechanical 
Coupled 

 
Analyzing the coupling between temperature and 

stress fields often needs to consider the heat 
conduction equations and dynamic equations of 
balance. In the process of friction pair sliding 
friction, the contact surface temperature difference 

T  will cause a thermal expansion 0 , 0 = T  , 

of which,   is the coefficient of thermal expansion. 
Friction heat is closely related to the friction 
coefficient, the speed difference, the contact surface 
pressure and other factors. In summary, this is a very 
complex coupling process problem, as shown  
in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. The factors of coupled fields. 
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Fig. 6. Explicit dynamics calculation process. 
 
 

3. The Simulation Analysis Thermo-
mechanical Coupled Stressed for Wet 
Clutch Friction Plate 

 
3.1. Principles and Processes for Solving 

Coupled Stress 
 
Explicit dynamics is applied to solve high-speed 

dynamics, complex contact problems and highly 
nonlinear quasi-static problems. Explicit dynamics 
uses central different equations of motion explicit 
time integration and above-mentioned incremental 
step kinetic conditions as basis to calculate next 
incremental step dynamic conditions and dynamic 
equilibrium equation [11]:  

 
M u P I   (2) 

 
The node acceleration of t time:  
 

       
1

t t
u M P I

   (3) 

 

Incremental step midpoint rate: 
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     (4) 

The nodal displacements of incremental step end: 
 

     
2

t
t t t t t t

u u t u     
 

     (5) 

 
The main calculation process shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 

3.2. The Simulation Analysis Model 
 
1) Set analysis steps. 
Use ABAQUS software to establish dual steel 

friction plate and friction plate, which is three-
dimensional model of the elastic deformation body, 
as shown in Fig. 7. According to the three friction 
phase of transition conditions, we set four analysis 
steps: Step 1 (0.001 s), Step 2 (0.0226 s), Step 3 
(0.1 s), Step 4 (0.4728 s).  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Three-dimensional geometric model of friction. 
 
 
2) Definite boundary conditions. 
As shown in Fig. 7, the heat exchanges S7, S8 

with the external environment of friction plate inner 
but the outer will not be considered. According to the 
actual working situation, set an initial temperature of 
70 oC for friction conditions. 

3) The contact and algorithm. 
Common contact method and main surface 

contact method can be used for creating contact pairs 
in the interaction module. In this paper, a common 
contact method will be adopted. The role of oil, in a 
large part, with ever-changing state of contact, 
directly affects the contact area. The following 
displacement and stress constraints will be imposed 
on the contact surface of each pair of nodes [1]: 

 
, 0

, 0

i j

i j

w w P

w w P

 
  

 (6) 

 
In the same way, each node on the contact surface 

is also vice-imposed the following temperature and 
heat flow constraints: 
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4) Apply load. 
In order to achieve the dual steel rotating, a 

reference point RP in the center of the torus friction 
contact surface will be created to establish rigid 
constraints between the dual steel and RP so as to 
obtain rigid body displacement. Oil pressure is 
applied as shown in Fig. 8 in friction plate structure 
symmetry plane. 
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Fig. 8. Oil pressure load. 
 
 

5) Meshing. 
In this simulation model, the partition function 

will contribute to divide the friction plate and set the 
global seed. Use advanced algorithms for friction 
slices swept meshing and use the wedge unit in the 
transition area division, as shown in Fig. 9. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Friction plate meshing. 
 
 

6) Quality scaling technology. 
The key of quality scaling technology lies in 

scaling factor. A scaling factor with too small mass 

cannot effectively shorten the calculation time, while 
a scaling factor too large mass will lead to a sharp 
increase in structural inertia loads; even in the 
calculation process it cannot converge. When the 
simulation is calculated using the central difference 
method, the convergence must meet certain 
conditions [12]:  
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Since the grid cell differs in sizes, the calculation 

time is different, and the shortest time is the critical 

time step increment crt . According to the 
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(9) 

 
At last, the length calculating time t is determined 

by the number of time increments step n, it is 
 

crt

T
n


  (10) 

 
This quality scaling technology is used to ensure 

the stability and accuracy of the entire calculation 
results of the analysis process, which greatly 
improves the computational efficiency and shortens 
the calculation time. Mass scaling factor is a , while 
the quality is a  magnification in the calculation 
process. The step will increase the time increment by 

a  times. Mass scaling of the simulation each step 
is shown in Table 3:  

 
 

3.3. The Stress Analysis of Thermo-
Mechanical Coupled  

 
Energy conservation equations of continuum: 
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We also obtain the energy conservation equations 

of thermo-mechanical coupled analysis: 
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Table 3. Mass scaling factor. 
 
 

 Region Type Frequency/Interval Factor Increment 

Step 1 
Poor F Target time  Beginning of Step 16  
Poor C Target time  Beginning of Step 8 None 

Step 2 Poor F Target time  2500 intervals None 1e-7 
Step 3 Poor F Target time  2500 intervals None 1e-7 
Step 4 Poor F Target time  2500 intervals None 1e-7 

 
 
Calculated by solving the iterative loop, we can get 

the temperature field distribution of friction plate and 
dual plate steel contact surface at the end of friction as 
shown in Fig. 10 (a), Fig. 10 (b). Lowering the 
temperature on both sides, there is a large contact 
surface temperature gradient. We can also get the stress 
field distribution of friction plate and dual plate steel 

contact surface at the end of friction as shown in 
Fig. 10 (c), Fig. 10 (d). We can acquire the integrated 
displacement distribution of friction plate and dual plate 
steel contact surface at the end of friction as shown in 
Fig. 10 (e). We can obtain the axial stress distribution of 
friction plate and dual plate steel contact surface at the 
end of friction as shown in Fig. 10 (f). 

 
 

 
(a) Dual steel plate temperature field distribution. 

 
(b) Friction plate temperature field distribution. 

 

 
(c) Dual steel plate stress field distribution.

 
(d) Friction plate stress field distribution. 

 
Fig. 10 (a-d). Thermo-mechanical coupled field distribution. 
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(e) Dual steel plate integrated displacement distribution.

 
(f) Friction plate axial stress distribution. 

 
Fig. 10 (e-f). Thermo-mechanical coupled field distribution. 

 
 

Selecting 6 radial node of friction plate, we 
acquire the temperature and overall stress curve with 
time as shown in Fig. 11. 

 
 

 
 
(a) Friction plate node temperature change curve. 

 

 
 

(b) Friction plate node stress change curve. 
 

Fig. 11. Thermo-mechanical coupled node curve. 

4. The Comparative Research of 
Simulation Results 
 
ANSYS finite element analysis is used to conduct 

indirectly software analysis. We get temperature 
field, stress field, the integrated displacement 
distribution of liquid friction stage, mixed friction 
stage and boundary friction stage under transient 
condition. In order to compare the results for 
ABAQUS direct analysis and calculation, we identify 
and analyze the error reasons. In the same way, we 
select 6 radial node of friction plate. 

 
 

4.1. The Comparative Analysis  
of Temperature Field Simulation Results 

 
We can get the friction plate curve of temperature 

field each node in the radial, as shown in Fig. 12. 
 
 

4.2. The Comparative Analysis of Stress 
Field Simulation Results 

 
We can get the friction plate curve of stress field 

each node in the radial, as shown in Fig. 13. 
 
 

4.3. The Comparative Analysis of Integrated 
Displacement Simulation Results 

 
We can get the friction plate curve of integrated 

displacement each node in the radial, as shown in 
Fig. 14. 

With the direct method of contacting with friction 
plate surface temperature, the stress field distribution 
is very uneven, and regions between temperature and 
stress gradient are greater.  
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Fig. 12. The comparative analysis of temperature field 
simulation results. 
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Fig. 13. The comparative analysis of stress  
field simulation results. 

 
 

Fig. 14. The comparative analysis of integrated 
displacement simulation results. 

 
The results of the direct method better reflect the 
impact of sliding friction process of thermo-
mechanical coupled. Friction plate has a certain 
degree of warpage, because of the role of external 
constraints with the effect of inertia loads, under the 
indirect method integrated displacement larger inner 
lining. 

 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
This paper briefly introduces the research status 

and progress of the thermo-mechanical coupled 
properties. The dynamic model is established in 
accordance with the structural characteristics and 
stress characteristics of the wet clutch friction of 
various conditions. The principles and methods 
involved in the process are used to analyze thermo-
mechanical coupled characteristics. ABAQUS 
software is adopted to establish friction-dimensional 
finite element model. Direct coupling method is used 
to obtain deformation rule of friction fair, the 
distribution principle of stress field and the 
temperature field. This paper compares and validates 
the results of indirect method, points out the 
distinction between direct and indirect methods and 
further analyzes the reasons. Meanwhile, the cited 
quality scaling technology is used to improve the 
efficiency of the entire simulation calculations. This 
paper provides the necessary theoretical basis and 
guidance for subsequent simulation. 
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Abstract: Micromechanical silicon resonant accelerometer (MSRA) is a popular research topic in the field of 
high-precision micromechanical accelerometers because it outputs frequency signal that has strong anti-
interference ability, high stability, and resolution. The principal component of a MSRA is the resonator. In this 
study, a comparative analysis is performed on single-beam and double-beam MSRAs that are structurally 
similar. The simulation and experimental results show that even though the single-beam MSRA has a higher 
scale factor compared to the double-beam MSRA, its performance is inferior in terms of bias stability and 
temperature characteristics. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Resonant accelerometer, Micro electro mechanical system (MEMS), Structural design, Single-
beam, Double-beam. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

A micromechanical silicon resonant 
accelerometer (MSRA) is a typical micro electro 
mechanical system (MEMS) inertial device. Its basic 
operating principle is based on the force-frequency 
characteristics of the resonant beam. The changes in 
the beam’s resonant frequency can be used to 
determine the value of input acceleration. As the 
output signal of the MSRA is a frequency signal, it is 
less prone to the interference of environmental noise 
and errors during transmission and processing, 
making high-precise measurement feasible. 
Consequently, MSRA has become an important 
development direction in the field of 
micromechanical accelerometers. 

The principal component of an MSRA is the 
resonator, which is the sensitive element. Generally, 
in terms of their structure forms, resonators can 
comprise either a single-beam form, double-beam 
form (or called double-ended tuning fork, DETF), or 
triple-beam form. Given the structural complexity of 
the triple-beam resonator, it is rarely used in practical 
applications. In the comparison of single-beam and 
DETF resonators, the latter exhibits a higher quality 
factor, as it comprises a pair of parallel beams that 
are amalgamated at the base. When appropriate 
excitation modes are used to generate in-plane anti-
phase vibrations of the two resonant beams, the force 
and torque produced at the base of the resonant 
beams (the amalgamation zone) offset each other. 
Thus, there is minimal energy coupling between the 
external environment and the entire structure. As a 
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result, the energy loss of the vibration system is very 
small and the vibration system possesses a high 
quality factor [1]. Hence, in recent years, the DETF 
structure has seen wide usage, including in studies 
conducted by the Draper Laboratory (United States) 
[2]; University of California, Berkeley [3-6]; Seoul 
National University [7-9]; and various research 
institutions in China, such as Peking University [10], 
Tianjin University [11], Beijing University of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics [12], Chongqing 
University, China Academy of Engineering 
Physics [13, 14], Nanjing University of Science and 
Technology [15] and Tsinghua University [16]. 

Compared with the single-beam structure, the 
DETF structure has higher processing requirement. 
This is because the two beams of the DETF structure 
must be perfectly symmetrical in order to maximize 
their advantages during operation. 

S. P. Beeby and M. J. Tudor utilized ANSYS 
simulation to compare energy loss during vibration at 
the bases of several widely used single-beam, DETF, 
and triple-beam resonators [1].  

Reference [16] performed a comparison between 
single-beam and DETF MSRAs by using theoretical 
analyses, finite element simulations, and 
experimental validation. The findings showed that the 
scale factor for the single-beam structure was greater 
than that of the DETF structure. With the increase in 
environmental pressure during operation, the quality 
factor Q of the DETF structure gradually converged 
with that of the single-beam structure. Owing to the 
limitations of existing domestic microprocessing 
technologies, a certain degree of error in the  
resonant frequencies of the two processed  
DETF beams increased difficulty in the design  
of the peripheral circuits. 

Although the studies mentioned above have made 
a reasonable number of comparisons between the 
single-beam and DETF structures, they are not 
comprehensive. In particular, there has been no 
comparison made from the perspective of system 
performance and a clear conclusion could  
not be arrived. 

In this study, a single-beam and a DETF MSRA 
are designed. The two accelerometers are compared 
through simulation analysis and testing  
of system performance. 
 
 
2. Structural Design  

of the Two Accelerometers 
 

The structure of an MSRA comprises resonators, 
proof mass, lever amplification mechanisms, and 
support beams. A differential structure is applied in 
the overall structure. Two resonators of identical 
dimensions are placed in a symmetrical arrangement. 
Under the effect of acceleration, the proof mass 
converts the acceleration to an inertial force, which 
then acts on the input beam of the lever. After 
amplification by the lever, the force acts on the 

resonator. When one resonator is under pressure, its 
resonant frequency is reduced. Meanwhile tensile 
force is exerted on the other resonator, thereby 
increasing its resonant frequency. The difference in 
frequencies between the two resonators can then be 
used to calculate the magnitude of the  
input acceleration. 

All the structural components of the two 
accelerometers, except the resonators, are identical. 
The schematic diagrams of the single-beam and 
DETF MSRAs are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, 
respectively. The thickness of the entire structural 
layer is 60 µm, and the height of the anchor is 20 µm. 
The critical dimensions of the two accelerometers are 
listed in Table 1. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of single-beam MSRA. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of DETF MSRA. 
 
 

ANSYS is used to perform mode analysis of the 
two accelerometer structures. The working modes of 
the resonators of the single-beam and DETF MSRAs 
are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The 
operating frequencies of the upper and lower 
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resonators of the single-beam MSRA are 41917 Hz 
and 41910 Hz, whereas those of the DETF MSRA 
are 41926 Hz and 41915 Hz, respectively. The 
negligible difference between the operating 
frequencies of the upper and lower resonators in both 
the accelerometers is caused by cumulative 
calculation errors. 
 
 

Table 1. The parameters of the accelerometers. 
 

Parameter 
Length 
(µm) 

Width  
(µm) 

Depth 
(µm) 

Resonant beam 1100 8 60 
Comb 20 4 60 
Microleverage 950 50 60 
Input beam 50 10 60 
Output beam 60 10 60 
Pivot beam 80 10 60 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 (a). Working mode of single-beam MSRA  
of the lower resonator. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 (b). Working mode of single-beam MSRA 
of the upper resonator. 

 
 

Fig. 4 (a). Working mode of DETF MSRA  
of the lower resonator. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 (b). Working modes of DETF MSRA  
of the upper resonator. 

 
 

Different accelerations are applied to the 
accelerometers to obtain their frequency changes 
under various input accelerations in order to calculate 
of their scale factors. The scale factors of the single-
beam and DETF MSRAs are 144.86 Hz/g and 
80.922 Hz/g, respectively. When the dimensions of 
the resonant beam, comb structure, and leverage 
mechanism are identical, the scale factor of the 
single-beam MSRA is evidently much higher than 
that of the DETF MSRA. 

Ideally, the differential structure of the 
accelerometer should eliminate the common-mode 
errors caused by temperature. However, the effect of 
the differential structure is weakened when 
processing errors cause the upper and lower 
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resonators within the structure to be imperfectly 
symmetrical. The analysis is finished in batches of 
accelerometer structures and the result reveals that 
there are negligible differences between the two 
DETF beams. However, there are perceptible 
differences between the resonant frequencies of the 
upper and lower resonators for the majority  
of those structures. 

The MSRA is fabricated by silicon-on-glass 
(SOG) technology. In the process, anodic bonding 
technology is used to bind the silicon and glass 
wafers. The silicon and glass wafers act as the 
structural and substrate layers, respectively, of the 
MEMS device. Because of the mismatching thermal 
expansion coefficients of silicon and glass, thermal 
stress will be produced when temperature changes. 

It is assumed that the beam of the upper resonator 
is over-etched by 0.05 µm. In this state, the working 
frequencies of the two resonators of the single-beam 
MSRA become 41673 Hz and 41914 Hz, 
respectively. For the DETF MSRA, the working 
frequencies of the two resonators become 41695 Hz 
and 41928 Hz, respectively. Thermal simulation 
analyses are separately performed on the two 
accelerometers. The respective thermal analysis 
models are shown in Fig. 5. The silicon structural 
layer, which is 60 µm thick, is represented by the 
pale blue portion. The glass layer, which is 500 µm 
thick, is represented by the dark blue portion. Fig. 6 
shows the stress distributions of the two 
accelerometers when the ambient temperature 
decreases from room temperature to −40 °C. Fig. 7 is 
the stress distributions of the two accelerometers 
when the ambient temperature increases from room 
temperature to +60 °C. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 (a). Thermal analysis model of the two 
accelerometers: Single-beam MSRA. 

 
 

Fig. 5 (b). Thermal analysis model of the two 
accelerometers: DETF MSRA. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 (a). The stress distributions of the two 
accelerometers when the ambient temperature decreases 
from room temperature to −40 °C: single-beam MSRA. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 (b). The stress distributions of the two 
accelerometers when the ambient temperature decreases 

from room temperature to −40 °C: DETF MSRA. 
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Fig. 7 (a). The stress distributions of the two 
accelerometers when the ambient temperature increases 
from room temperature to +60 °C: single-beam MSRA. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 (b). The stress distributions of the two 
accelerometers when the ambient temperature increases 

from room temperature to +60 °C: DETF MSRA. 
 
 

Table 2. Resonant frequency of the single-beam  
accelerometer at different temperatures.  

 
Temperature (°C) −40 20 60 

Frequency of the Upper 
Resonator (Hz) 

39007 41673 43224 

Frequency of the Lower 
Resonator (Hz) 

39355 41914 43531 

Differential Frequency (Hz) 348 241 307 

 
 

Table 3. Resonant frequency of the DETF accelerometer  
at different temperatures. 

 
Temperature (°C) −40 20 60 

Frequency of the Upper 
Resonator (Hz) 

39806 41695 42910 

Frequency of the Lower 
Resonator (Hz) 

40035 41928 43128 

Differential Frequency (Hz) 229 233 218 
 
 

The thermal stress is imposed on the structure as 
pre-stress, and a structural dynamic analysis is 
performed on the structure. The working frequencies 

of the resonator in the single-beam and DETF 
structures at different temperatures are listed in 
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. It can be observed from 
these two tables that when the dimensions of the 
upper and lower resonators are asymmetrical, their 
differential outputs vary with changes in temperature. 
Across the entire range of temperatures, the 
differential outputs of the single-beam and DETF 
MSRAs vary by 107 Hz and 15 Hz, and their 
temperature coefficients are 7.3864 mg/°C and 
1.8536 mg/°C, respectively. The simulation results 
show that when the upper and lower resonators 
asymmetrical, the effect of temperature on the DETF 
MSRA is less than that on the single-beam MSRA. 
 
 
3. Experimental Tests and Results 
 

The MSRAs are fabricated by using the SOG 
technique. Fig. 8 shows that the local structures of the 
two accelerometers under the 3D video microscope. 
The accelerometer structures are encapsulated using 
ceramic vacuum packaging. Three structures are 
selected from each of the two types of packaged 
accelerometers used for experimental purposes. 
Open-loop tests are conducted on the six 
accelerometers. The test data are displayed in Table 4 
(S1, S2 and S3 are single-beam accelerometers; D1, 
D2 and D3 are DETF accelerometers).  

The prototypes of both types of accelerometers 
are assembled using the same circuit. Testing results 
of the accelerometers are as following. 
 
 

        
 

(a) Single-beam MSRA                 (b) DETF MSRA 
 

Fig. 8. The local structure of the two accelerometers 
under the 3D video microscope. 

 
 
Table 4. Open-loop test results of accelerometer structures. 

 

Number

Resonant 
frequency of 

the upper 
resonator (kHz)

Resonant 
frequency of 

the lower 
resonator (kHz) 

Differential 
frequency 

(Hz) 

S1 38.879 38.894 15 
S2 39.896 39.947 51 
S3 38.886 38.950 64 
D1 41.140 41.216 76 
D2 41.152 41.189 37 
D3 41.293 41.195 98 
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3.1. Scale Factor 
 

The accelerometer is installed on the precision 
dividing head at room temperature. First, the 
accelerometer is electrically pre-heated. After that 
there is an input of ±1 g into the accelerometer. The 
output data of the accelerometer is recorded at a 
sampling frequency of 1 Hz. The measurement time 
at each point does not exceed 30 s. The 
measurements are averaged. The scale factor K1 is 
calculated according to Equation (1): 

 

1 1
1 2

g gU U
K  


 

(1) 

 
where U+1g and U-1g are the output of the 
accelerometer when the acceleration input is +1 g and 
−1 g, respectively. The Scale factors of 
accelerometers are shown in Table 5. 
 
 

Table 5. Scale factors of accelerometers. 
 

Number Scale factor (Hz/g) 
S1 135.2021 
S2 133.121 
S3 135.7746 
D1 84.67296 
D2 80.18871 
D3 83.48448 

 
 
3.2. Bias Stability 
 

The accelerometer is installed on the precision 
dividing head. The input shaft of the accelerometer is 
in the horizontal position, which is nearly 0 g. After 
the accelerometer is electrically pre-heated for 20 
min at room temperature, the prototype is tested for 
60 min at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The standard 
deviation (1 ) is calculated as the stability index. 
Figs. 9-14 show the bias stability measurement 
curves of different accelerometers. The values of the 
Bias stability are listed in Table 6. 
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Fig. 9. The bias stability measurement curve of S1. 
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Fig. 10. The bias stability measurement curve of S2. 
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Fig. 11. The bias stability measurement curve of S3. 
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Fig. 12. The bias stability measurement curve of D1. 
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Fig. 13. The bias stability measurement curve of D2. 
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Fig. 14. The bias stability measurement curve of D3. 
 
 

Table 6. Bias stability of accelerometers. 
 

Number Bias stability (μg) 
S1 64.30 
S2 73.62 
S3 121 
D1 36.51 
D2 41.05 
D3 47.14 

 
 
3.3. Full Temperature Test 
 

The accelerometer is placed in a temperature-
controlled oven, where the temperature is maintained 
at −40 °C, −20 °C, 0 °C, +20 °C, +40 °C and +60 °C, 
each for 1 h. Then, the differential frequency of the 
accelerometer at each temperature is measured. The 
output data is recorded at a sampling frequency of 
1 Hz. The measurement time at each temperature is 
30 s. The average value of 30 samples is considered 
the output at each temperature.  

The bias temperature coefficient, tB , is defined as  

 

100
max min

t

B B
B


 , (2) 

 
where Bmax  and Bmin  are the maximum and 

minimum differential output values, respectively, 
during the entire process of varying the temperature. 
The tB  of the six accelerometers are listed  

in Table 7. 
 
 

Table 7. Bias temperature coefficient of accelerometers. 
 

Number Bias temperature 
coefficient (Hz/°C) 

Bias temperature 
coefficient (mg/°C) 

S1 0.59044 4.367 
S2 0.9 6.7607 
S3 0.93391 6.8783 
D1 0.10603 1.2522 
D2 0.13598 1.6957 
D3 0.20305 2.4321 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

In this study, a comparative analysis is performed 
on single-beam and DETF MSRAs that are 
structurally similar. It can be concluded from the 
simulation analyses that in the case when the critical 
dimensions are identical, the scale factor of the 
single-beam MSRA is significantly higher than that 
of the DETF MSRA. When the upper and lower 
resonators are not completely symmetrical, the effect 
of temperature on the DETF MSRA is less than that 
on the single-beam MSRA. The experimental test 
results of the two accelerometer prototypes show that 
even though the scale factor of the single-ended 
MSRA is significantly higher than that of the DETF 
MSRA, the performance of the former is lower than 
that of the latter in full temperature experiment. In 
addition, the bias stability of the single-beam MSRA 
is also not as good as that of the DETF MSRA. 
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Abstract: Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus and Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection 
Radiometer are multi-spectral sensors on remote sensing satellites. The data of these sensors are widely used in 
mineral alteration and mapping. According to the different characteristics of the two sensors, they can be used to 
extract different mineral alteration. Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus data can be used to extract iron-oxide and 
hydroxyl anomaly alteration information. Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer 
data have more spectral bands than Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus data and can be used to extract more types 
of alteration including Mg-OH,Al-OH, alunite, illite, kaolinite etc. In this article the authors extracted mineral 
alteration information in Ethiopia form these sensors data on method of PCA and band ratio. The alteration 
information was classified into three levels and the petrochemistry components maps were completed. Practices 
prove that PCA and band ratio are convenient and feasible methods to extracted alteration.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Mineral alteration, PCA, ETM+ sensors, ASTER sensors, Remote sensing. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

ETM+ is the Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus 
onboard American satellite Landsat7 which was 
launched in 1999. ETM+ sensors measure reflected 
and emitted electromagnetic radiation from Earth’s 
surface in 8 bands. The bands wavelengths cover the 
range from visible to infrared. The ETM+ bands 
characteristics are presented in Table 1. 

ASTER is the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal 
Emission and Reflection Radiometer onboard 
American satellite Terra which was also launched in 

1999. ASTER are multispectral sensors have high 
spectral resolution than ETM+. ASTER has  
14 bands divided into 3 groups including visible and 
near infrared radiation (VNIR), shortwave infrared 
radiation (SWIR) and thermal infrared radiation 
(TIR). The ASTER bands characteristics are 
presented in Table 2 [1]. 

ETM+ data have been successfully applied to the 
extraction of iron-oxide and hydroxyl mineral 
alteration information. ASTER Because more of 
short wave infrared bands, it is possible for ASTER 
data to identify more mineral alteration including 
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alunite, carbonates, silica, iron-oxides, kaolinite,  
illite etc.  
 
 

Table 1. Bands characteristics of ETM+. 
 
No. Band Band range Resolutions
1. Blue-green  0.45~0.52 μm 30 m 
2. Green  0.52~0.60 μm 30 m 
3. Red  0.63~0.69 μm 30 m 
4. Near infrared  0.76~0.90 μm 30 m 
5. Hort wave infrared  1.55~1.75 μm 30 m 
6. thermal infrared  10.4~12.5 μm 60 m 
7. Short wave infrared  2.08~2.35 μm 30 m 
8. Panchromatic band 0.52~0.90 μm 15 m 

 
 

Table 2. Bands characteristics of ASTER. 
 

Group Band Spectral range Resolution 

VNIR 

1 0.52-0.60 μm 

15 m 
2 0.63-0.69 μm 

3N 0.78-0.86 μm 
3B 0.78-0.86 μm 

SWIR 

4 1.60-1.70 μm 

30 m 

5 2.145-2.185 μm 
6 2.185-2.225 μm 
7 2.235-2.285 μm 
8 2.295-2.365 μm 
9 2.36-2.43 μm 

TIR 

10 8.125-8.475 μm 

90 m 
11 8.475-8.825 μm 
12 8.925-9.275 μm 
13 10.25-10.95 μm 
14 10.95-11.65 μm 

 
 

ETM+ swath is 185 km and ASTER swath width 
is 60 km and which makes it useful for regional 
mapping. Both of them are suitable for regional 
petrochemistry components mapping. 

The techniques of principal components 
transformation technology (PCA) and band ratio are 
widely used in extraction of alteration information. 
Crosta technique is also used to judge the right 
anomaly alteration principal component in  
PCA [2, 3]. 

In this article, ETM+ and ASTER sensors data 
were used to extracted mineral alteration information 
in geological prospecting work in Ethiopia. The area 
of geological prospecting was 1012 km2. 

We used ETM+ data with orbiter No of 169-50 
and 170-50 were selected. ASTER data with  
id of ASTL1A0701140802350701170270 and 
ASTL1A0703190802550703220192 were also 
selected in this work. 
 
 
2. Alteration Extraction Steps 
 

The work was divided into four steps. The first 
step was to get the data covering work region. The 
second step was data pre-processing. Then anomaly 
alteration were extracted by PCA, Crosta technique 
and band ratio. The last step was anomaly alteration 

information classification and mapping. Anomaly 
alteration information was divided into three levels 
by thresholding technique. Professional software 
Envi 4.5 and PCI Geomatica v9.1 were selected to 
process data and mapping. The flow diagram is 
presented in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram. 
 
 
3. Data Processing and Analysis 
 

Iron-oxide and hydroxyl mineral alteration 
information were extracted from ETM+ data by PCA 
and Crosta technique. Eight types of mineral 
alteration information including iron-oxide, Al-OH, 
Mg-OH, alunite, illite, kaolinite, sericite were 
extracted from ASTER data by PCA and Crosta 
technique. Alteration of silica was extracted from 
ASTER data by bands ratio. Detailed analysis  
is  following below. 
 
 
3.1. Analysis of ETM+ Data PCA 

Eigenvector Loadings 
 

The eigenvector loadings of iron-oxide PCA and 
hydroxyl PCA are presented in Table 3 and Table 4. 

 

 
Table 3. ETM+ iron-oxide PCA eigenvector loadings table. 

 
 Band 1 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 

PC1 0.188560 0.496244 0.321284 0.784196
PC2 0.099648 0.238077 -.942666 0.211592
PC3 -0.359053 -0.724284 -.090316 .581667 
PC4 -0.908623 0.415301 -.001018 -.043909 

 
 

In Table 3, the sign of band1 is negative and is 
opposite to band3 in PC4. According to Crosta rule, 
the Iron-oxide anomaly alteration principal 
component is PC4 and the bright pixels present the 
Iron-oxide alteration. 
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Table 4. ETM+ hydroxyl PCA eigenvector loadings table. 
 

 Band 1 Band 4 Band 5 Band 7 
PC1 0.171841 0.269914 0.740044 0.591568 
PC2 0.030979 -0.928046 0.035981 0.369427 
PC3 -0.914456 -0.078301 0.365278 -0.155598 
PC4 -0.365077 0.244430 -.563571 0.699543 

 
 

In Table 4, the sign of band5 is negative and is 
opposite to band7 in PC4. According to Crosta rule, 
the hydroxyl anomaly alteration principal  
component is PC4 and the dark pixels present the 
hydroxyl alteration. 
 
 
3.2. Analysis of ASTER Data PCA 

Eigenvector Loadings 
 

PCA eigenvector loadings of iron-oxide, Al-OH, 
Mg-OH, kaolinite, illite, alunite, sericite from 
ASTER data are presented in tables form Table 5  
to Table 11. 
 
 

Table 5. ASTER Iron-oxide PCA eigenvector  
loadings table. 

 
 Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 

PC1 -0.59935 -0.55893 -0.55196 -0.15399 
PC2 -0.25338 -0.54144 0.795286 0.100819
PC3 -0.75874 0.617904 0.162919 0.126373
PC4 0.029888 -0.11241 -0.19058 0.974757

 
 

In Table 5, the sign of band1 and band3 are 
positive and they are opposite to band2 and band4 in 
PC4. According to Crosta rule, the Iron-oxide 
anomaly alteration principal component is PC4  
and the bright pixels present the Iron-oxide Iron-
oxide alteration. 
 
 
Table 6. ASTER Al-OH PCA eigenvector loadings table. 

 
 Band 1 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 

PC1 0.721409 0.665418 0.185386 0.049188 
PC2 0.688507 -0.71727 -0.10685 0.008073 
PC3 -0.07028 -0.20518 0.943457 0.250698 
PC4 -0.02423 0.025341 -0.25319 0.966781 

 
 

In Table 6, the sign of band4 is negative and is 
opposite to band5 in PC4. So the Al-OH anomaly 
alteration principal component is PC4 and the dark 
pixels present the Al-OH alteration. 
 
 
Table 7. ASTER Mg-OH PCA eigenvector loadings table. 

 
 Band 1 Band 3 Band 4 Band 8 

PC1 0.720646 0.667579 0.18446 0.031336 
PC2 0.691954 -0.67642 -0.25109 -0.02469 
PC3 -0.04137 0.310788 -0.93491 -0.16627 
PC4 -0.01256 0.014264 -0.16993 0.985274 

In Table 7, the sign of band4 is negative and is 
opposite to band8 in PC4. So the Mg-OH anomaly 
alteration principal component is PC4 and the dark 
pixels present the Mg-OH alteration. 
 
 

Table 8. ASTER kaolinite PCA eigenvector  
loadings table. 

 
 Band 1 Band 4 Band 6 Band 7 

PC1 -0.96548 -0.24702 -0.06158 -0.0551 
PC2 -0.26036 0.924409 0.208952 0.184443 
PC3 0.007545 0.288804 -0.63902 -0.71288 
PC4 0.000305 0.032285 -0.7377 0.674353 

 
 

In Table 8, the sign of band6 is negative and is 
opposite to band7 in PC4. So the kaolinite anomaly 
alteration principal component is PC4 and the bright 
pixels present the kaolinite alteration. 
 
 
Table 9. ASTER illite PCA eigenvector loadings table. 

 
 Band 1 Band 3 Band 5 Band 6 

PC1 -0.73338 -0.67636 -0.04996 -0.04682 
PC2 -0.67713 0.735706 -0.01349 -0.00717 
PC3 0.060344 0.035552 -0.72642 -0.68368 
PC4 0.00283 -0.00287 -0.6853 0.728248 

 
 

In Table 9, the sign of band5 is negative and is 
opposite to band6 in PC4. So the kaolinite anomaly 
alteration principal component is PC4 and the dark 
pixels present the kaolinite alteration. 
 
 
Table 10. ASTER alunite PCA eigenvector loadings table. 

 
 Band 1 Band 3 Band 5 Band 7 

PC1 -0.73354 -0.67651 -0.04997 -0.04188
PC2 -0.67693 0.735807 -0.01356 -0.01301
PC3 0.060662 0.030358 -0.75206 -0.65559
PC4 0.000326 0.001511 -0.65706 0.753839

 
 

In Table 10, the sign of band5 is negative and is 
opposite to band7 in PC4. So the alunite anomaly 
alteration principal component is PC4 and the bright 
pixels present the alunite alteration. 
 
 

Table 11. ASTER sericite PCA eigenvector loadings 
table. 

 
 Band1 Band 4 Band 6 Band 9 

PC1 -0.96669 -0.24731 -0.06165 -0.02335 
PC2 0.255752 -0.94161 -0.21154 -0.05673 
PC3 -0.00847 -0.22616 0.890725 0.394194 
PC4 -0.00516 0.032669 -0.39757 0.916977 

 
 

In Table 11, the sign of band6 is negative and is 
opposite to band9 in PC4. So the alunite anomaly 
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alteration principal component is PC4 and the bright 
pixels present the alunite alteration. 

 

 
3.3. Analysis of Silica Alteration Extracted 

from ASTER Data 
 

Silica alteration information was extracted from 
ASTER thermal infrared bands data by method of 
bands ratio. The ratio of band 12 and band 14 is 
suitable for extraction of silica alteration. The 
statistical characteristics table of ratio imagery is 
presented in Table 12. 
 
 
Table 12. The statistical characteristics of silica alteration 

ratio imagery table. 
 

 Min Max Mean Stdev 
Band1 2 0 11.70088 7.521708 4.43045 
Band1 4 0 10.99442 7.286081 4.28691 

 
 
4. Mineral Alteration Mapping 
 

According to technique of Deinterfered 
Anomalous Principal Component Thresholding 
Technique, each alteration information was classified 
into three levels [4, 5]. The standard deviation of 
alteration principal component imagery or band ratio 
imagery is presented by sign α in this technique. Iron-
oxide alteration information both from ETM+ data 
and ASTER data were divided into low level, 
medium level and high level by 1.5α,2α and 2.5α. 
Other types of alteration information were classified 
divided into low level, medium level and high level 
by 2α,2.5α and 3α. The classification of mineral 
alteration distribution maps were presented from Fig. 
2 to Fig. 11. In these figures red represents the high 
level, green represents the medium level and blue 
represents the low level. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. ETM+ iron-oxide alteration distribution map. 

 
 

Fig. 3. ETM+ hydroxyl alteration distribution map. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. ASTER iron-oxide alteration distribution map. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. ASTER Al-OH alteration distribution map. 
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Fig. 6. ASTER Mg-OH alteration distribution map. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. ASTER kaolinite alteration distribution map. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. ASTER illite alteration distribution map. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. ASTER alunite alteration distribution map. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. ASTER sericite alteration distribution map. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. ASTER silica alteration distribution map. 
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5. Conclusions 
 

The ETM+ sensors data and ASTER sensors data 
are multispectral data from VNIR to TIR. They are very 
suitable for regional petrochemistry components 
mapping. The techniques of PCA, Corsat and band 
ratio are also the quickly and feasible methods to 
extracted mineral alteration information. Field 
geological work shows the correctness of alteration 
information extracted in this article. So remote 
sensing sensors can be widely used in regional 
mineral exploration. 
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Abstract: Non-rigid registration has become a very important and popular topic in medical image processing 
field. In this paper, an improved non-registration method based on finite element (FEM) was proposed. First, the 
calculation process of the non-registration was derivate from the principle of finite element, and the 
characteristic of the modulus of elasticity was analyzed. And then, an adaptive method which could accurate the 
speed of the registration and improve the effect of registration was proposed to set up the elasticity modulus 
dynamically. The experimental results verified the effectiveness of the algorithm. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Medical image, Finite element, Non-rigid registration. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Within the current clinical setting, medical 
imaging is a vital component of a large number of 
applications. Since information gained from different 
medical images is usually of a complementary nature, 
proper integration of useful data obtained from the 
separate images is often desired. A first step in this 
integration process is to bring two images into spatial 
alignment, a procedure referred to as registration [1]. 
Registration plays a central role in medical image 
processing: it is the foundation of image fusion  
and reconstruction. 

Image registration requires finding an optimal 
transformation between an image pair, the source and 
the target. Based on the transformation, registration 
can be classified as being “rigid” or “non-rigid”. Due 
to the flexibility, the deformation of the human 
organs is complex in medical image, and rigid 
registration in many cases cannot meet the needs of 

the practical application. Therefore, more accurate 
non-rigid registration is particularly important. Many 
non-rigid registration methods have been proposed in 
recent years, and can be categorized into pixel-based 
or feature-based approaches [2]. The methods of 
pixel-based registration can make use of the image 
directly to avoid the feature extraction process of the 
error, and become more and more important. The 
finite element method (FEM) is one of the fully 
automatic registration algorithms based on gray-scale 
information of the pixels [3-6]. This method makes 
use of the displacement method in the finite element 
method to calculate the displacement in the process 
of registration, based on the principle of minimum 
potential energy. This method can adapt to a variety 
of complex deformation, and thus become an 
effective means of registration. However, the process 
of this method is relatively time-consuming, and the 
process of setting the elastic modulus for different 
images is inconvenience. In order to expedite the 
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registration rate and improve registration results, a 
novel method of dynamic adjustment of the elastic 
modulus has been presented in this paper. 

 

 

2. Finite Element Model 
 

The basic idea of FEM is replacing the complex 
problems by relatively simple problems, and then 
solving. It assumes that the solving domain is 
composed of some interconnect sub-domains called 
finite element. For each sub-domain, a (relatively 
simple) approximate solution is assumed, and then 
the conditions for solving the full field are deduced, 
at last, the solution of the problem is obtained. The 
finite element method is not only high accuracy and 
can adapt to a variety of complex deformation, and 
thus become an effective means of registration. 

 

 
2.1. The Relationship Between Strain  

and Displacement 
 

Considering there is a displacement 

    , , ,u x y v x y  in a two-dimensional space for the 

infinitesimal element, let   be a representative of 
strain, and   be a representative of the shear strain. 

Because the horizontal displacement  ,u x y  and 

vertical displacement  ,v x y  are independent of 

each other, we can get the relationship between strain 
and displacement as follows. 
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where the superscript h  and v  represents the 
horizontal and vertical displacement respectively. 

2.2. The Relationship Between Stress  
and Strain 

 
For the problem of plane stress, considering the 

relationship between stress and strain still in two-
dimensional space, the formulas obtained by the 
generalized Hooke’s law are as follows. 

 
  1
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Then, the relationships between stress and strain 

are as follows. 
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Express the equation in the form of a matrix: 
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the elasticity matrix. 
 
 
2.3. The Solution of Displacement 
 

An elastic energy formula is established as 
follows. 
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 1

2
TEnergy d F d  

 

    , (12) 

 
where two parts of the left side of the formula (12) 
are the power of the internal forces and the external 
forces respectively, F  is the force on the elastomer, 
  is the displacement of the deformation,   is the 

deformation,   is the stress,   is the integral area 
[7]. It is known by the energy formula that the energy 
will reach the minimum when the floating image 
meets the registration requirement. So, registration is 
the process of solving the displacement field which 
makes the energy minimum. To calculate the 
displacement field, the partial derivatives to the 
displacement are calculated on both side of the 
formula (12). Through simplification, we can get:  
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The formula (13) is the finite element formulation 

for each unit, and it can be expressed as the form of 
K F  , where K is the stiffness matrix for each 

unit (it is a symmetric matrix, and the value of 
elements on the main diagonal is constant positive), 
F  is the equivalent load matrix. All the problems of 
solving the finite element will eventually be 
simplified to the form of the above equation which is 
about the displacement. Now, the final displacement, 
which enables the energy minimum, can be obtained 
by solving this equation, and it shall be the final 
results of the registration. 

 

 

3. Adaptive Elastic Modulus 
 

In material mechanics, the elastic modulus is a 
reflection of the difficulty of material to produce the 
elastic deformation. It can be seen from the above 
formula that, the role of the elastic modulus in the 
registration process is to decide the step size of the 
iteration. The greater the elastic modulus, the smaller 
the step, the better the convergence effect; on the 
contrary, the smaller the elastic modulus, the greater 
the step size, the faster the convergence. For the same 
image, there are significant differences for the elastic 
modulus of each part because of their complexity. In 
the process of the registration based on finite 
element, each image is generally specified a larger 
modulus of elasticity which can guarantee that the 
various parts of the image can be convergent. 
However, it may lead to the iteration step of the 
entire image relatively small, and a waste of 
computing time. On the contrary, too small elastic 
modulus will lead to the iteration cannot converge. 
An improved method has been proposed in this paper 
to accelerate the convergence speed and does not 

affect the convergence of the algorithm. The basic 
idea of our method is to adaptively change the elastic 
modulus in the process of registration. In the initial 
stages of the iteration, in order to speed up the 
convergence, a small value is set to the elastic 
modulus. And then increases the modulus of 
elasticity gradually, reducing the step size to ensure 
convergence effect. 
 
 
4. Process of the Algorithm 

Implementation 
 

The process of the non-rigid registration based on 
finite element is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the non-rigid registration 
algorithm based on finite element. 

 
 
4.1. Grayscale Normalization 
 

In the process of registration, grayscale 
information is used as a similarity measure function 
between the reference image and the floating image. 
It assumes that the gray value is consistent with the 
corresponding points between two images. However, 
in fact, even if the two images from the same type of 
imaging device, the gray of the same anatomical 
structure may also be inconsistent because of the 
process of image acquisition, so the grayscale 
normalization is necessary.  

In this paper, a normalization method based on a 
polynomial least squares fitting [8] is proposed to 
match the grayscale of the two images. 
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1) Calculate the histograms of the floating image 
and the reference image, denoted as  if  and 

 jr , respectively, where 1, 2, ,i L  , 

1, 2, ,j M  , L  and M are the grey level of the 

floating image and the reference image. 
2) Calculate the N quintiles of the histogram of the 

floating [9], the two endpoints of the histogram of 
the floating image, and the  2 1N  maximum 

and minimum intensities of the 1N   intervals 
constituted by these points, denoted as 

2 3 3 3, , ,f f f
N N Nq q q   . Repeat the above procedure 

on the histogram of the reference image, and 
denote the corresponding intensity points as 

2 3 3 3, , ,r r r
N N Nq q q   . 

3) Calculate the mapping function between the 
intensities of the floating image and the reference 
image by applying the least square fitting on 

 ,f rq q . Denote the function is  

 
 2

0 1 2
p

pf f f f         , (14) 
 
where   is the coefficient, and p is the maximum 

power of the polynomial, f  and f  are the 

intensities of the floating image before and after 
mapping. 
4) Normalize the intensities of the floating image by 

applying the mapping function calculated above. 
 
 
4.2. Mesh Generation 
 

Grid (mesh) generation is the discretization of 
original image. As shown in Fig. 2, the mesh is 
composed of many elements, and the elements are 
again a lot of nodes, the node formed by the plurality 
of pixels. Uniform triangular mesh division is used in 
this study. 
 
 
Pixel

Node 

Element

...

...

...
... ... ...

Image

Mesh

 
 

Fig. 2. Mesh generation. 
 
 
4.3. Calculate the Matrixes 
 

First, calculate the stiffness matrix and load 
matrix by calculating the equation coefficient K  and 

F  in K F  . Then calculate the displacement 

matrix by solving equation (13). That is to obtain a 
displacement field between the floating image and 
the reference image. 
 
 
4.5. Calculate Measure of Registration 
 

The deformed floating image can be obtained by 
applying the displacement field to the floating image. 
And, the mutual information (MI) between the 
reference image and deformed floating image is 
calculated. At the same time, whether the results 
meet the termination conditions of iteration  
is determined. 
 
 
4.6. The Terminate Condition of Iteration 
 

An automatic terminate condition of iteration is 
designed in this paper. It is composed of the 
following three parts. 
1) Algorithm automatically terminated when the 

difference of the measure between two adjacent 
iterations is less than user-specified threshold. 

2) If the maximum displacement in the displacement 
matrix is less than a certain threshold set by user, 
stop the entire iterative process. 

3) The times of iterations exceed a set maximum 
number of iteration. 

 
 
5. Experiments and Results 
 

In the experiments of comparing the effect of 
using single modulus of elasticity and adaptive multi-
modulus of elasticity, triangular grid is used. The 
floating image and reference image used in the 
experiment are shown as Fig. 3. 

When we use a single elastic modulus, the trend 
of mutual information between the result image and 
reference image in the process of registration is 
shown as Fig. 4. 

It can clearly be seen from Fig. 4 that with the 
increasing of the modulus of elasticity, mutual 
information has a mutation, indicating the existence 
of the lower limit of elastic modulus. Algorithm 
cannot achieve convergence when the elastic 
modulus is less than the lower limit. That’s to say, 
only when the elastic modulus greater than or equal 
to the lower limit, the algorithm can achieve 
convergence. However, for different images, the 
value of the lower limit is different. What’s more, the 
value of the lower limit is difficult to know before 
registration. In this case, if a large value has been set 
to the elastic modulus at the beginning of the 
registration, the step size will be very small, and the 
convergence rate is very slow. Conversely, if a small 
value has been set to the elastic modulus at the 
beginning of the registration, the step will be too 
large; leading to the algorithm not converge. 
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Fig. 3 (a). The floating image. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 (b). The reference image. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Changes of MI value. 

 

 
In order to ensure that the registration finally is 

able to achieve convergence, while ensuring the 
speed of convergence is not too slow, a method of 
dynamically adjusting the elastic modulus has been 
proposed in this paper. 

At the initial stage of the iteration, the difference 
between the floating image and reference image is 
significant. Therefore, the elastic modulus is set to be 
a small value to ensure that the step of iteration is 
large, and the images can quickly reach a preliminary 
match. With the reducing of the difference between 
the two images, the algorithm gradually increase the 
value of elastic modulus. Therefore, the step of the 

iteration decreases, which makes the details of image 
achieve precise alignment step by step. 

For the two images in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b), 
using the single-modulus of elasticity and adaptive 
elastic modulus for registration respectively. The 
required time of the process of registration and the 
mutual information between the resulting image and 
reference image are shown as Table 1. Obviously, the 
method of adaptive elastic modulus not only 
improves the effect of registration, but also speeds up 
the iterative convergence rate. 
 
 

Table 1. Comparison of the two results by single elastic 
modulus and adaptive elastic modulus. 

 
Method MI T 

Single modulus 2.9 16 (s) 
Adaptive modulus 5.1 7 (s) 

 
 

To further test the validity of the proposed 
algorithm in this paper, Fig. 5 shows the result (c) of 
registration by the proposed method on two other 
brain images (a and b), and the difference between 
resulting image and reference image (d). Obviously, 
the proposed algorithm achieves an ideal effect. 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 5 (a). Result of registration by the method of adaptive 
elastic modulus: reference image. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 (b). Result of registration by the method of adaptive 
elastic modulus: floating image. 
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Fig. 5 (c). Result of registration by the method of adaptive 
elastic modulus: resulting image. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 (d). Result of registration by the method of adaptive 
elastic modulus: difference image 

 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

The basic principles and implementation process 
of the non-rigid registration based on finite element is 
described in this paper. Through the analysis of the 
characteristics of the commonly used single modulus, 
it has been found that there is a lower limit for the 
elastic modulus, and the iteration process of 
registration can converge only when the value of 
elastic modulus is greater than or equal to the lower 
limit. Based on this, an adaptive algorithm to adjust 
the modulus of elasticity has been proposed in this 
paper, which can improve the effect of registration 
and at the same time speed up the iterative 

convergence rate. Experimental results show that the 
proposed method achieved satisfactory results. 
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Abstract: This paper puts the finite element method into the nonlinear analysis of prestressed concrete beam, 
reveals the regularity and bearing capacity behavior in different stages of the concrete structure. The result finds 
that Solid65 is the unit provided by the ANSYS for analyzing the structures of reinforced concrete, to some 
extent, it can reflect the cracking and crushing of concrete, and it can truly represent the characteristics of the 
structures’ typical destruction of reinforced concrete; This article also completed the node design of wireless 
sensor for steel corrosion monitoring. Further work will focus on wireless sensor network study including 
multiple-node wireless communication, related communication protocols, multiple-hop self-organizing network, 
aggregation node and human-computer interaction function, to achieve real intellectualization and the purpose 
of online real-time monitoring. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In China and worldwide, ANSYS software has 
become the mainstream of the CAE simulation 
analysis software in civil construction industry. Using 
ANSYS economically and quickly has great 
significance to the civil engineering structure’s 
numerical simulation calculation, to improve the 
design level and quality of the whole civil 
engineering industry and to increase comprehensive 
economic efficiency of the project.  

Linear elastic analysis of reinforced concrete 
finite element has been matured, nonlinear analysis is 
developing rapidly, and it has made many 
achievements applied in practical engineering [1]. 
ANSYS has been applied in many large projects at 
home and abroad, on the analysis of prestressed 

concrete and reinforced concrete beam, absolutely 
most are linear elastic analysis, only a few analyses 
refer to the ultimate load calculation, analysis method 
is not yet mature [2]. This article aims to further 
perfect nonlinear numerical simulation method of 
prestressed concrete and reinforced concrete beam by 
ANSYS.  

At the same time, this paper adopts the method 
put forward by the university of Texas of 
combination of effective content detection (steel 
wire) and radio-frequency technique. Among which, 
the embedded sensors are designed through model 
analysis and adopted LC circuit. In order to gather 
resonant frequency change information of the 
embedded sensor and make long distance 
transmission and summary of that information, this 
paper designed the external circuit with its main 
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processing chip of MSP430F149 based on DDS and 
wireless data transceiver chip NFR905. 
 
 
2. Nonlinear Numerical Simulation  

of Prestressed Concrete Beam 
 
2.1. Theoretical Basis 
 

When analyzed with ANSYS, finite element 
model of reinforced concrete structure are mainly two 
kinds which are disconnect-type and integral type [3]. 
The model of integral type use directly the SOLID65 
with tendon unit to simulate, simple modeling, high 
efficient analysis, it is easy to converge when solve, 
but the result is relatively rough, it does not apply to 
the area that reinforcement distribution is uneven, 
and it is more difficult to has reinforced internal 
force. Disconnect-type model choose a different unit 
according to different mechanical properties of 
concrete and reinforcing steel bar. Using the space 
bar element LINK8 or spatial unit PIPE20 to 
establish reinforcement model, and share common 
node with the concrete unit SOLID65. Its advantage 
is that it can be arbitrary arranged reinforcing steel 
bar and get internal force of reinforcing steel bar 
directly, it considers the actual situation of bond and 
slip between steel and concrete, the results are more 
reliable, but the complex modeling, it is difficult to 
converge when solve; Need to consider the common 
node position, and it is easy to appear the stress 
concentration problem.  

Constitutive relation of concrete material can 
apply multiple linear strengthening models MISO, 
multiple linear servo reinforced model MKIN, and 
DP; Steel can adopt bilinear follow-up reinforced 
model BKIN and bilinear strengthening model BISO, 
etc. When it doesn't input the constitutive relation, 
before concrete cracking and crushing, ANSYS uses 
the default constitutive relation, the concrete and 
steel bar adopt linear constitutive relation. To input 
the constitutive relation of concrete, first determine 
what kind of uniaxial compressive stress-strain 
relationship is to be adopted. The relationship has 
many expressions, you can refer to relevant 
information or make normative selection, it is 
recommended to apply the GB50010-2002 
recommended formula or Hong Nestad formula [4].  
 
 
2.1.1. Finite Element Model of Prestressed 

Concrete Beam 
 

Finite element model of prestressed concrete 
beam disperses reinforced concrete beam into two 
nodes, and uses Timoshenko beam that considering 
shear effects. External loads have influence on the 
beam element node, the distance between the nodes 
depends on the form of load and the shape of 
prestressed reinforcement. Prestressed reinforcement 
is dispersed into planar truss two nodes unit that 

corresponding to beam element and only under the 
axial force, the distance between the truss element 
node and the corresponding beam element node is the 
eccentricity of prestressed reinforcement [6]. Set 
short rigid arm in the place that between the truss 
element node and the corresponding beam element 
node, to ensure the eccentricity of prestressed 
reinforcement stays the same throughout the loading 
history. Detailed modeling process can reference the 
relative literature [7], this paper emphatically 
describes the incremental iterative method [8] 
adopted when tracking the whole process of beam's 
nonlinear response.  
 
 
2.1.2. Constitutive Model 
 

In compressive zone, concrete uses the rise of the 
quadratic parabola and decline period of stress - 
strain curve of straight line suggested by Hognestad. 
In tensile zone, concrete uses the stress-strain 
relationship suggested by Vecchio and others. 
Material parameters:  

 
0.16  ,

0 0.002  , 0.0034u  , 42.2cE GPa ,

5.6tf MPa ,
1 2 1.0   . 

 
Prestressed reinforcement applies three line stress 

– strain relationship, material parameters:  
 

1500e MPa  ,
0.2 1660MPa  , 1785puf MPa ,

0.2 0.015  , 0.035pu  . 

 
However, the non-prestressed reinforcement uses 

elastic-plastic stress-strain relationship.  
 
 
2.2. Instance Analysis 
 
2.2.1. Model Specification and Numerical 

Simulation of Prestressed  
Concrete Beam 

 
In order to study material strength effect on 

prestressed concrete beam performance, the 
embedded prestressed concrete beam which can bear 
the even load is designed. Linear prestressed tendon 
is designed with strength of extension 1860.5 MPa , 

elasticity modulus 195.5 GPa . Compressive zone 

structure without tendon area is ' 2
5 300A mm , the 

yield strength ' 350yf MPa . And the cross 

section’s lower part is equipped with non-prestressed 
reinforcement of tensile region, and its area is 

2
5 300A mm , its yield strength is 530yf MPa , its 

elastic modulus value of non-prestressed 
reinforcement is 200 GPa , compressive strength of 

concrete’s axis 35.5ef MPa . 
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2.2.2. Results and Analysis of Calculation 
 

1) The influence of prestressed reinforcement’s 
area. Regarding the area of prestressed reinforcement 

pA  as variable, the range of the variable is 
2200 500mm , 1200pe MPa  . Fig. 1(a) and  

Fig. 1(b) are the load – mid-span deflection  ~p   

and mid-span moment – mid-span deflection 

 ~M   curve that different prestress under the 

effect of uniformly distributed load of concrete beam. 
 
 

 
 

(a) The impact that the area of prestressed reinforcements 
on the load – deflection curve. 

 

 
 

(b) The effect that the area of Prestressed reinforcements on 
bending –  deflection curve. 

 
Fig. 1. The influence that the area of prestressed 

reinforcement on load, bending moment – deflection curve. 
 
 

From the curves  ~p   and  ~M  , we can 

see that the bigger the area of prestressed 
reinforcement, the bigger the arch deflection that the 
beam under the effect of pre-tension and gravity load, 
the bigger the cracking load and cracking bending 
moment of beam. For a specified load level, the 
smaller the area of prestressing tendons, the bigger 
the beam’s deflection. When the beam is broken, 
from the Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b), we can see that 
along with the rising of the prestressed 
reinforcement’s area, ultimate load and the ultimate 
bending moment of beam remarkably increase, and 
the mid-span ultimate deflection decreases. When the 

area of prestressed reinforcement increase from 
2200mm  to 2500mm , ultimate load of uniformly 

distributed load from 121.36KN m  to 
143.01KN m , it is increased by 101.35 %; The 

mid-span ultimate bending moment increases from 
170.28KN m  to 342.42KN m , it is increased by 
101.09 %; The mid-span ultimate deflection from 
132 mm to 98.2 mm, it is decreased by 25.61 %. 

2) The influence of the effective prestress 
Regarding the effective prestress 

pe  as a 

variable, the variable range is 600 1200 MPa , 

400pA MPa . Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2 (b) are the load – 

mid-span deflection curve  ~p   and the mid-span 

bending moment – mid-span deflection curve 

 ~M   of different prestress of beams under the 

effect of uniformly distributed. From the curves 

 ~p   and  ~M  , we can see that the bigger the 

effective prestress, the bigger the arch value of beam 
out load, the bigger the cracking load and cracking 
beam bending moment of beam. For a specific load 
level, when the deflection of the beam is smaller, 
effective prestress is relatively large. When the beam 
is broken, from the Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), we can see 
that with the increase of effective prestress, beam's 
ultimate load and the ultimate bending moment 
almost have no change, and the mid-span ultimate 
deflection decreases gradually. When the effective 
prestress increases from 600MPa  to 1200MPa , the 
ultimate deflection uniformly distributed decreases 
from 158 mm to 119 mm, it is decreased by 24.68 %. 
 
 

2.3. Brief Summary 
 

Through the finite element model, tendon area, 
effective prestress effect on bearing capacity of 
prestressed concrete beam are analyzed, draw the 
following conclusions: 
1) Increase the reinforcement ratio of tendon can 

significantly improve beam cracking load, 
bending moment, ultimate bearing capacity and 
the nominal bending strength, but the ductility 
dies down. 

2) With the improvement of effective prestress, 
beam cracking load and bending moment are 
significantly improved, but ultimate load and 
ultimate bending moment stay almost the same. 

 
 

3. Node Design of Wireless Sensor  
for Steel Corrosion Monitoring  
in the Concrete 

 

3.1. Hardware Design of Wireless  
Sensor Node 

 

The node hardware structure consists of two 
parts: Embedded sensors and external circuits. 
Embedded sensors are LC oscillating circuits based 
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on effective content such as steel. An external circuit 
is divided into external detection circuit and wireless 
transceiver circuit. The main function of the external 
detection circuit is to provide excitation frequency 
sweep for LC oscillation circuit and collect the signal 
which reflects the condition of steel corrosion. 
Wireless transceiver circuit is responsible for 
maintaining communication between nodes and 
between aggregation nodes and nodes. The overall 
structure of the node is shown in the Fig. 3. 
 
 

 
 

(a) The effect that the effective prestress on the load – 
deflection curve  

 

 
 

(b) The effect that effective prestress effects on bending 
deflection curve  

 
Fig. 2. The effect of effective prestress on load, bending 

moment – deflection curve. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The overall structure of the node. 

3.1.1. Embedded Sensors 
 

Resonant circuit is the basis of the embedded 
sensor. Inductive coupling resonance circuit is shown 
in figure 4. The resonant frequency is drawn by 

formula 
2

2

1

2 (1- )
f

L C k
 . Among which, L2 and 

C are respectively the inductive inductance and total 
capacitance. k is the coupling coefficient between 
inductance and inductive inductance. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the right half is embedded 
sensor circuit, buried near the steel to be monitored in 
the concrete construction after sealed. The left part is 
the external detection circuit, fixed in the concrete 
structure surface, and used to measure the resonant 
frequency of the transducer. When the steel corrosion 
occurs in the concrete, steel wire of the embedded 
sensors in turn disconnects, its performance in the 
circuit is switch disconnection in turn. The resonant 
frequency of the external detection circuit changes 
correspondingly. So as to realize the wireless 
transmission of steel corrosion signal both inside and 
outside the concrete structure. Moreover, sensor 
within the concrete structure can realize long-term 
monitoring without power supply. The sensor 
possesses the advantages of wireless, passive and 
cheap [9]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Basic circuit diagram of steel corrosion monitoring. 
 
 

3.1.2. External Circuit 
 

External circuit is mainly divided into external 
detection circuit and wireless transceiver circuit. 
Collect resonant frequency change information and 
send it out by means of wireless communication. 
External detection circuit is mainly composed of 
MCU single chip, DDS ac frequency sweep 
excitation source and peak detection circuit. Wireless 
transceiver circuit mainly consists of MCU and 
wireless data transceiver chip NRF905. Their power 
supply all come from unified power supply module. 
 
 

3.2. Software Design of Wireless Sensor Node 
for Steel Corrosion Monitoring 

 

Wireless sensor node software design are mainly 

used for measuring 1L , reading the voltage 

amplitude frequency characteristics on both ends of 
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the inductance. Calculate the resonant frequency of 
the circuit and realize wireless radio communication 
between nodes. The software adopts modular design 
structure, each functional module making 
independent writing and debugging and finally 
connects each module into a system. So it’s very 
good for the optimization design, debugging and 
maintenance of program code. Due to the wireless 
sensor node in the monitoring area is sensitive to 
power consumption, Software design of the system 
sensor nodes makes it do job rotation between the 
working status and dormant state (low power mode). 
And do maximum working in a dormant state. The 
main program flow chart of nodes is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Main program flow chart of nodes. 
 
 
3.3. Experimental Results and Analysis 
 

Based on the circuit of Fig. 4, conduct simulation 
experiment based on steel corrosion of embedded 

sensors using an external circuit, of which, 1R =50 Ω, 

1R =0.5 Ω, 0C =1 pF, 1C =1 pF, 2C =20 pF, 

3C =100pF. A magnet ring with its outer ring 

diameter of 5.8 cm and inner ring diameter of 4 cm is 

selected as the skeleton of 1L . Winding 10 circle of 

enameled wire with radius of 0.5 mm along its 
diameter. The inductance is 19.3 mu H. Another 
magnet ring with its outer ring diameter of 5 cm and 
inner ring diameter of 3 cm is selected as the skeleton 

of 2L . Winding 27 circle of enameled wire with 

radius of 0.3 mm along its diameter. The inductance 
is 107.6 mu H. When the distance of identity, i.e. the 

circular interval between 1L  and 2L  is 5 cm, the 

voltage amplitude frequency curve is shown in Fig. 6. 

 
 

(a) Slight Corrosion          (b) Relative slight corrosion 
 

 
 

(c) Serious corrosion          (d) very serious corrosion 
 

Fig. 6. The amplitude-frequency curves under different 
corrosion condition. 

 
 

By the figure, it can be concluded that the method 
can reflect the degree of different steel corrosion in 
concrete. This paper also designs the external circuit 
which applies external detection circuit based on 
MSP430 and AD9850 and wireless transceiver circuit 
based on NRF905. With characteristics of low power 
consumption, long transmission distance, stable data 
transmission, etc. Through experimental tests, the 
external circuit cost is low and it can automatically 
collect steel corrosion information instead of using 
various kinds of expensive equipments and provides 
a data basis for health monitoring of construction. 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

Through the finite element nonlinear analysis of 
reinforced concrete beam, the result find that: the 
Solid65 is the unit provided by the ANSYS for 
analyzing reinforced concrete structures, it can reflect 
the cracking and crushing of concrete to a certain 
extent, and it can truly represent the characteristics of 
reinforced concrete structures’ typical damage; Using 
ANSYS to do numerical simulation, before the 
concrete cracking ,it converges easily, after cracking 
it is very difficult to converge. Then it can adjust the 
grid density and sub-steps, and change the 
convergence criteria to speed up the convergence. 
Improper handling of constraint of bearing place and 
load method and parameter selection will lead to 
larger calculation error. 

Through nonlinear numerical analysis of 
prestressed concrete beam by ANSYS method, the 
result finds that improving the reinforcement ratio of 
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prestressed reinforcement can significantly increase 
the capacity of the beam’s cracking load and bending 
moment, ultimate bearing capacity and nominal 
bending strength, the ductility of the beam gradually 
reduces. With the improvement of effective prestress, 
cracking load and cracking bending moment of beam 
increase significantly, but the ultimate load and the 
ultimate bending moment have almost no change. 

This article also designed the embedded sensor 
based on LC resonance circuit. Through on and off 
situation of steel wires of different thickness can 
reflect different degree of corrosion of reinforcement 
in concrete structure. The circuit has the 
characteristics of wireless, passive, cheap and easy 
for engineering implementation, etc. And compared 
with traditional corrosion monitoring, the method can 
also reflect the degree of different steel corrosion in 
concrete. 
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node. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Wireless sensor network, Node energy consumption model, Simulation. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 

With the rapid development of embedded 
systems, wireless communications, networking and 
micro-mechanical systems, wireless sensor networks 
(WSN) have caused great concern [1]. A wireless 
sensor network is constituted in a self-organized 
manner, which is able to sense and capture physical 
phenomenon interested in surrounding environments, 
and to process these information. Wireless sensor 
networks have wide application in military, 
environment protection, medical treatment, and 
commercial areas; for example, wireless sensor 
networks can be used to monitor enemy troops, 
equipment and terrains, and can be used to determine 
pollutant type, concentration, location, etc. [2]. 
Wireless sensor networks are becoming an 
indispensable part of information transmission  
in the future. 

Currently, the basic theory of wireless sensor 
networks is still not complicated; a system model that 
is able to accurately reflect the characteristics of 
wireless sensor networks is absent; and studies on 
bottom layer modeling techniques and evaluation 
methods for energy consumption are limited [3]. 
Research on wireless sensor network system 
modeling and simulation is still in infancy. Most 
research works have been focused on a variety of 
communication protocols, whereas studies of bottom 
layer modeling for platforms and protocols are 
relatively few [4]. 

Wireless sensor networks usually run in harsh and 
dangerous environment remotely, therefore, energy 
supply is extremely limited due to it cannot be 
replaced. Sensors in the network are often failed due 
to energy run-out, so energy issue is the core issue in 
wireless sensor networks [5]. Current energy models 
are always designed from the perspective of 
communication modules or processors, which is lack 
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of overall analysis and evaluation on energy 
consumption of the entire system. So, a model that 
can accurately describe the energy situation of sensor 
nodes is critical [6]. In this article, the modeling and 
simulation of energy consumption of nodes in 
wireless sensor networks will be examined, to 
provide accurate system base model and assessment 
methods for existing network simulation tools [7]. 

 

 

2. Energy Consumption Model  
of Wireless Sensor Nodes 

 
Traditional node energy consumption modeling 

approach is to deduce the energy consumption of 
concerned nodes based on theoretical energy 
consumption data or theoretical models [8]. This 
method is failed to analyze the energy condition of 
each energy-consumption modules (communication 
modules, microprocessors, sensors) comprehensively 
under different operating modes. Here we will reveal 
the changes of each energy-consuming equipment 
and establish energy consumption models for 
processor modules, communication modules and 
sensing modules, to analyze the energy consumption 
status of each module in the running state and the 
transferring state [9]. Based on this, an overall node 
energy consumption model is established according 
to the linkages between each energy module. 

 

 
2.1. Node Energy Consumption  

Calculation Model 
 

The processor work state transition model has 
three states: running state, idle state, and sleep state. 
Running state is the normal state of the processor, 
during which, instructions are executed by the 
processor, and all modules are running. At the idle 
state, only part of these modules is in operation, 
reducing part of the energy consumption [10]. At the 
sleep state, energy consumption is the lowest, 
because most modules of the system are closed 
except the clock and power management module. 

In the proposed energy consumption model based 
on state transition, energy consumption is divided 
into two parts: a) state energy consumption 
( , )s sE s S , i.e. energy consumption of each state; b) 

transition energy consumption ( , )t tE c S , i.e. 

energy consumption caused by state transition. Here, 

sS  is the collection of all the states of a module, tS  

is the collection of all transition processes between 
these states, therefore,  : , ,t sS t m n m n S   . 

The process of state transition between different 
states is very short, but the energy loss during this 
process cannot be ignored. Thus, the energy 
consumption of a module can be calculated using the 
following equation: 

 
s t s s t tE E E P T P T     

 
(1) 

 
where, sP  is the power of a module at a certain state; 

for a specific element, it is a constant. tP  is defined 

as the average value of the power under a transition 
process, namely 
 

 
: ( ) / 2t m n m nP P P  

 
(2) 

 
where tT  is the duration of a certain state. :t m nT   is 

the time of the transition process between two states. 
Therefore, the energy consumption of the entire node 
can be calculated using the following equation: 
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(3) 

 
where iP , jP  and jT  are the constants. So the key 

for the calculation of the energy consumption of a 
node is to compute the duration iT  of a certain state. 

The energy consumption model proposed in this 
paper is based on the dormancy method to reduce 
energy consumption. Because of the existence of 
energy consumption caused by state transition, there 
will be such a situation: energy consumption caused 
by frequent state transitions may be greater than that 
of a high energy consumption pattern. In this 
situation, transitions between each state are not 
feasible for the node; therefore, some constraints are 
required to be applied, namely time limitation [11]. 
To avoid the above mentioned situation, the authors 
adopt the following time limitation: if the energy 

consumption transmitionE  caused by frequent state 

transitions is smaller than that of the high energy 
consumption pattern, state transitions are allowed; 
otherwise, the high energy consumption pattern will 

be maintained.  transmitionE  can be calculated using 

the following equation: 
 

transmition m n n n m

m n m n n n n m n m

E E E E

P T P T P T
 

   

   
      (4) 

 
 
2.1.1. Work State Transition Model  

for Processors 
 

The following switch conditions exist between the 
three states [12]: 
1) Switching from running to sleep: when a task 

needs to process, the CPU is running; when there 
is no task or energy shortage, the operating 
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system may choose to enter the sleep state to save 
energy.  

2) Switching from sleep to running: when an 
exception occurs, the CPU will be awakened to 
running state; the state switching period is very 
long, need to consume a lot of energy.  

3) Switching from running to idle: in a certain time 
period, if the message queue is empty, the system 
will predict that no event occurs in recent time, 
and the processor will switch from running state 
to idle state.  

4) Switching from idle to running: when a task needs 
to deal with, the idle state will be suspended and 
enter the running state.  

5) Switching from idle to sleep: when the CPU is 
idle for a period of time with no event occurring, 
the CPU will be switched from idle state to  
sleep state. 

 
 
2.1.2. Work State Transition Model  

for Communication Modules 
 

Generally, the communication module consists of 
six states: TS, RS, OFF, Idle, Sleep, and CCA/ED. 
Each state is described as follows [13]: 

TS: transmitting state. The communication 
module enters this state when sending packets. 

RS: receiving state. The communication module 
enters this state when receiving packets. 

OFF: off state. 
Idle: idle state, waiting for the occurrence  

of events; 
Sleep: sleep state, with low power consumption; 
CCA/ED: clear channel assessment (CCA) and 

channel energy detection (ED). 
After being triggered, the communication module 

will be switched from OFF state to idle state. At the 
idle state, the communication module will enter TS 
state to send data, enter RS state to receive data, or 
enter CCA/ED state to check the channel. When the 
CPU is idle for a period of time with no event 
occurring, the CPU will be switched from idle state 
to sleep state; when a task needs to deal with, the idle 
state will be suspended and enter the running state. 
 
 
2.1.3. Work State Transition Model  

for Sensing Modules 
 

The sensing module captures various related 
information through sensors, such as voltage, current, 
temperature, humidity, light intensity, pressure, etc. 
Then, the information captured will be transmitted to 
the processor module for integration and processing. 
Dissipative elements of the sensing module are 
converter, ADC, etc. Different tasks correspond to 
different working modes: sudden tasks require real-
time data collection sensors, while periodic tasks 
only need periodic data collection sensors. In this 
work, the sensor module adopts the periodic mode, 

namely the sensors are opening and  
closing periodically.  
 
 
2.2. Overall and Module Energy 

Consumption Metastasis 
 

Until now, energy consumption models for 
processor modules, communication modules, sensing 
modules have been established. The three models are 
separated; however, in practical applications, they are 
connected. Thus, we establish the connections 
between the three models based on event-triggered-
mechanism, thereby establishing the overall node 
energy consumption model. 

Both triggering events outside or inside the 
energy consumption models can result in state 
changes of each module. Triggering events outside 
the energy consumption models include clock cycle 
events and channel checking events; triggering events 
inside the energy consumption models include 
periodic data collection events, packet-transmitting 
events, and packet-receiving events [14]. Triggering 
events of each module are shown as following: 

1) The sensor module of the clock cycle events 
becomes on state periodically, and returns off state 
after finishing energy consumption. 

2) Periodic data collection events of sensing 
module energy consumption model will trigger the 
processor module energy consumption model. At this 
time, the processor will enter running state. 

3) Sending packet events of processor module 
will trigger the communication module, and the 
communication module will be switched from idle 
state to TS state. Receiving packet events will make 
the communication module be switched from idle 
state to RS state. Channel checking events will make 
the communication module be switched from idle 
state to CCA/ED state. 

If the clock cycle triggers the sensing module, the 
later will be switched from off state to on state, and 
the sensors will start data collection; the periodic data 
collection event will then trigger the processor 
module, namely the processor module will enter run 
state. If the transceiver receives packets, the 
communication module will be switched from idle 
state to RS state; meanwhile, the processor module 
will be activated.  

Using the work state transition models for 
processor module, communication module, and 
sensing module, this work explores the energy 
consumption condition of each module at different 
working states. Then, energy consumption models 
are presented to reveal the energy variation laws of 
the energy-consuming elements. Last, based on 
event-triggering mechanism, an overall node energy 
consumption model is proposed. For a wireless 
sensor network system, using the overall node energy 
consumption model, each module will enter 
corresponding state according to the algorithm, to 
calculate the accurate energy consumption of each 
module and the overall node energy consumption. 
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3. Energy Consumption of Wireless 
Sensor Networks 

 
The energy consumption conditions of processors 

SA-1200 and MSP420f159 are discussed. AODV 
protocol is adopted as the routing protocol of the 
node model in this work. System tasks include 
sending packets and the maintenance of the routing 
protocol. In the first 60 seconds, packet transmission 
interval is set to be 1 second; from the 60th to 140th 
second, set the interval as Poisson distribution with 
expectation of 11 seconds; after the 140th second, the 
interval is set to be 1 second. Simulation time is  
250 seconds, wireless communication range is  
250 meters, and the 15th node is taken to be 
analyzed.  
 
 
3.1. Simulation Analysis 
 

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 1 and 
Fig. 2. From the two figures we learn that, two curves 
have similar trends over time. The scaling laws are 
dependent on the tasks of the processor. Although the 
trends are similar, in the same task, energy 
consumption values are different. After 250 seconds, 
the energy consumption of processor SA-1200 is 
about 65J, while processor MSP420f159 is less than 
0.3J. Therefore, processor MSP420f159 is more 
economic than processor SA-1200. 
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Fig. 1. Energy consumption of processor SA-1200. 
 
 

Fig. 3 shows the energy consumption of processor 
SA-1200 at different working states. We learn that, 
energy consumption at running state is much greater 
than that at idle state, sleep state, and transition state. 
In practical applications, for different loads, power 
consumption curves are different, but the overall 
trend will not be changed. Since the energy 
consumption of the processor is very large at running 
state and very small at sleep state, thus improving 
sleep time and reducing running time are powerful 
means to reduce processor energy consumption. 
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Fig. 2. Energy consumption of processor MSP420f159. 
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Fig. 3. Energy consumption of processor SA-1200  
at different working states. 

 
 

The energy consumption conditions of 
communication modules MC13213 and CC2420 are 
discussed. AODV protocol is adopted as the routing 
protocol of the node model in this work. System tasks 
include sending packets and the maintenance of the 
routing protocol. In the first 60 seconds, packet 
transmission interval is set to be 1 second; from the 
60th to 140th second, set the interval as Poisson 
distribution with expectation of 11 seconds; after the 
140th second, the interval is set to be 1 second. 
Simulation time is 250 seconds, wireless 
communication range is 250 meters, and the 16th 
node is taken to be analyzed.  

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. The 
energy consumption of the two communication 
modules shows similar trends over time. However, 
communication module MC13213 is more economic 
than communication module CC2420. In this 
experiment, both the two selected communication 
modules are low power modules, so the energy 
consumption is small. Energy consumption of 
communication modules with high emission power 
and broad coverage will be considerably higher.  

Fig. 5 shows the energy consumption curves of 
communication module CC2420 at different states. 
Due to the energy consumption curves of 
communication module CC2420 and MC13213 are 
similar; here only provide detailed description for the 
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energy consumption of module CC2420. We learn 
that, under the experimental load conditions of this 
work, energy consumption at RX state is much 
greater than the other states. In this wireless sensor 
network, a packet will be received by the 
communication module as long as it arrives within 
the communication range, and the node is to judge 
whether to accept or to discard. Therefore,  
the number of packets received by the 
communication module is larger than the number of 
packets transmitted.  
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Fig. 4. Energy consumption of communication modules 
MC13213 and CC2420. 
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Fig. 5. Energy consumption curves of module CC2420  
at different states. 

 
 

Energy consumption conditions of the 
Communication module are similar at idle state, 
transition state, and the CCA state. Therefore, in the 
case of the application requirements of the wireless 
sensor network being guaranteed, to reduce the 
energy consumption of the communication module, 
the following measures shall be adopted: reducing 
communication traffic, reducing single-hop 
communication distance, using multi-hop short 
distance wireless communication, and keep the 
communication module be in sleep state. 

This experiment examines the energy 
consumption of sensing module under different 
working cycles, here sensing period T is taken as  
10 seconds and 20 seconds respectively. AODV 
protocol is adopted as the routing protocol of the 
node model in this work. In the first 60 seconds, 
packet transmission interval is set to be 1 second; 
from the 60th to 140th second, set the interval as 
Poisson distribution with expectation of 11 seconds; 
after the 140th second, the interval is set to be  
1 second. Simulation time is 250 seconds, wireless 
communication range is 250 meters, and the 7th node 
is taken to be analyzed. 

Fig. 6 shows the energy consumption curves of 
the sensing model when sensing period is 10 and  
20 seconds. The energy consumption curves of the 
sensing model are approximate linear lines. The slope 
of the energy consumption curve with 10 s sensing 
period is twice of the energy consumption curve  
with 20 s sensing period, indicating that energy 
consumption is inversely proportional to the sensing 
period, and is not subjected to the impact of  
other factors. 
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption curves of the sensing module. 
 
 
3.2. Simulation Results and Analysis for 

Overall Node Energy Consumption 
 

This experiment analyzes the effects of processor 
module, communication module, and sensing module 
on the overall energy consumption of nodes. 
Processor MNP430f 249, communication module 
CC2420 and temperature sensor DA18B30 (sensing 
period T=10 s) are selected in this work. This model 
contains 20 nodes in the range of 1000×500. DSR 
protocol is adopted as the routing protocol of the 
node model in this work. In the first 60 seconds, 
packet transmission interval is set to be 3 second; 
from the 60th to 140th second, set the interval as 
Poisson distribution with expectation of 11 seconds; 
after the 140th second, the interval is set to be  
1 second. Simulation time is 250 seconds, wireless 
communication range is 250 meters, and the 8th node 
is taken to be analyzed. 
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Fig. 7 shows the energy consumption conditions 
of each module and the overall node energy 
consumption. As can be seen, the energy 
consumption of the sensing module is the lowest, and 
the energy consumption of the communication 
module is the largest. Therefore, the communication 
module contributes most of the energy consumption 
of the node. However, in certain situation (such as 
image processing, etc.), the energy consumption of 
the processor module is equals to that of the 
communication module. To solve this problem, 
measures such as dynamic voltage regulator  
and dynamic power management can be adopted to 
reduce the energy consumption of the  
processor module.  
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Fig. 7. Energy consumption curves of the DSR protocol. 

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

This paper compares the energy consumption of 
processor SA-1200 and MSP420f159, revealing that 
processor MSP420f159 is more energy-efficient. 
Both communication module MC13213 and CC2420 
are low energy-consumption modules, and the scaling 
law of sensing period and energy consumption is 
verified. Energy consumption of the processor and 
the communication module at different states is 
studied; indicating the key factors affecting the 
energy consumption of the processor is the running 
state, while the key factor for the communication 
module is the RS and TS state. For the whole node, 
the communication module contributes most of the 
energy consumption. This paper presents an overall 
node energy consumption model to analyze the 
energy consumption of the processor module, 
communication module, and the sensing module 
under different states. Using this model, each module 
can select to enter different operating states 
depending on loads, achieving the load-dependent 
mode. The article also has some shortcomings, such 
as the neglect of the effect of energy supply modules, 
which require further works to be implemented. 
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Abstract: With the wide application radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, RFID technology will 
become the most widely used radio-technology since phone appeared. However, the security risks come into 
being. The growing number of businesses and users worry about the security and privacy protection issues of 
RFID system. In this paper, we analyze the RFID system security risks in detail and summarize some related 
countermeasures. According to these, we design a kind of information security system based on RFID, in which 
we do some researches on security mechanisms and security protocols of RFID system. Finally, we build a 
safety assessment model of the system which provides safety support for RFID system. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: RFID, Information security, Security assessment model, Safety mechanism. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The radio frequency identification (RFID) system 
uses wireless radio frequency technology to identify 
objects in the open system environment. One of the 
advantages of such identification is without physical 
contact, or any other visible contact. Nowadays, 
RFID system has been regarded as an effective 
technology for pervasive computing environment [1]. 
RFID technology, combined with the Internet, 
communication technology and so on, is widely used, 
which can implement worldwide object tracking and 
information sharing. RFID technology can be used in 
logistics, manufacturing, and public information 
service, which can significantly improve the 
management and operational efficiency and reduce 
costs. With the enhancement and perfection of the 
related technology, the RFID industry not only 
becomes a new growth point of national economy 
and newly developing high-technology, but also 
listed as national research hot-spot and  
research focus. 

However, with the development and application 
of RFID technology, the security problems of RFID 
system are gradually revealed and have attracted 
people’s attention. Currently, RFID information 
security caused the concerns all over the world. With 
the world’s efforts, the aspects of technical research, 
system development, product testing, standard 
formulating and so forth have made positive 
progress. In order to verify and ensure the safety of 
the RFID system, RFID system and evaluation 
technologies are also gradually aroused the attention 
of researchers [2]. 

In this paper, we mainly discuss the RFID system 
and its information safety model. Firstly, the 
conception and background of RFID system and 
information security are studied. Then, the security 
mechanism and safety evaluation model based on 
RFID system are researched, including the designs of 
information security protocols and security 
evaluation model. Finally, conclusions that the 
effects of the information security system can be 
implemented are made. 
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2. The Brief Introduction of RFID 
System and Information Security 
 
RFID technology, also called electronic tag, is a 

communication technology that can identify a 
specific target, read and write related data by radio 
signals without establishing mechanical or optical 
contact between recognition systems and specific 
objectives. Generally, RFID system uses low 
frequency (125 K~134.2 kHz), high frequency 
(13.56 MHz), ultra-high frequency, passive 
technology and so on [3]. 
 
 
2.1. The Construction and Characteristic  

of RFID System [4] 
 

RFID technology is an automatic identification 
technology that began to rise in the 1990s. First we 
talk about the operation principle of RFID shown in 
Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The construction of RFID system. 
 
 

From the aspect of basic information transmission 
principle, RFID technology is based on transformer-
couple model (energy and signal transmission 
between primary point and secondary point) in low 
frequency band, while it is based on space-couple 
model of a radar target detection (radar transmits 
electromagnetic signals, and returns target 
information to the radar receiver after meeting the 
target.) Harry Stockman published “communication 
by using reflective power” which laid the theoretical 
basis of the RFID technology. 

The basic working principle of RFID technology 
is not complex: after tags entering into a magnetic 
field, receiver sends radio frequency signal. Namely, 
it sends out the product information (passive tag or 
passive label) stored in the chip with induction 
current energy, or actively sends out a certain 
frequency’s signal (Active Tag). Reading device 
reads the information and decodes it, and then sends 
the information to the central information system for 
data processing. 

A complete set of RFID system consists of three 
parts: reader, electronic tag and application software. 
Among them, reader and electronic tag are called 
transponder. Its working principle is that the reader 
sends specific frequency radio wave energy to 
transponder to drive transponder circuit for data 
transmission. The reader will receive and decode data 
in turn, and then do the corresponding  
data processing. 

From the aspect of communication and energy 
induction between RFID card-reader and electronic 
tag, it can be divided into inductive coupling and 
backscatter coupling. In generally, most of the low-
frequency RFID systems use the first method, while 
the high-frequency RFID systems use the  
second method. 

The reader can be divided into read device and 
read/write device depended on the differences 
between the using structure and technology, which is 
the center of RFID system’s information controlling 
and processing. The reader generally consists of 
coupling module, transceiver module, control module 
and interface unit. Half-duplex communication is 
used in information exchange between the reader and 
transponder, meanwhile the reader provides energy 
and timing sequence for passive transponder through 
the coupling method. In the practical applications, it 
can realize the functions of object identification 
information collection, processing and remote 
transmission and so on via the Ethernet or WLAN. 
Transponder is a kind of information carrier in RFID 
system. At present, transponder mostly consists of 
coupling elements (coil, micro-strip antenna, etc.) 
and passive microchip units. 
 
 
2.2. The RFID Information Security Issues 
 

According to the working principle of RFID 
system, the RFID security risks focus on readers and 
tags with respect to the reader and background-
server. The best way to analyze the security problems 
existing in the system is to stand on the attackers’ 
spots and figure out their simplest, most effective and 
most insidious methods to attack RFID systems. Thus 
we can be able to find out the loopholes in the system 
at the lowest cost [5]. Generally, attackers attack the 
RFID application systems from two aspects: 1) the 
information transmission between the reader and the 
back-end database; 2) the wireless communication 
between the reader and the tag, as well as tag itself. 
The latter one is the focus of our study. As the RFID 
technology requires the low cost of the hardware 
itself, some good approaches cannot be applied 
directly in this technology. This is the reason why 
RFID technology doesn’t widely replace barcode 
labels. Assume the first aspect safe and focus on the 
second aspect. The second aspect can be divided into 
the following two aspects: 1) internal personnel 
divulge the secrets of the reader and tags; 2) external 
attacks, namely take advantages of the hardware and 
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software to attack the reader and electronic tags to 
obtain valuable information [6]. 

 

 
2.2.1. Secret Divulgation of the RFID  

System from Internal Personnel  
and its Solving Strategy 

 
There are two ways for insiders to leak the 

confidential information of RFID system. One is that 
radio frequency label entities are stealed to provide 
for lawbreakers. Then the lawbreakers remove the 
chip package by physical means in a lab environment 
and use the microprobe to obtain sensitive signal, so 
that they carry out the complex attacks of RF tag 
remodeling. The other one is that the insiders offer 
the key to lawbreakers. As for the solution of this 
threat, we need to tighten up the internal management 
and raise the awareness of security risks for insiders. 

 

 
2.2.2. External Attack and its Solution 

Strategy 
 

Assuming no insider leaks, the external attacks of 
attackers will become the main factors of influencing 
RFID security. That is taking advantages of the 
hardware and software to attack the reader and 
electronic tags to obtain valuable information. This is 
the emphasis and difficulty of our research. As for 
the designed systems based RFID technology, there 
are usually two kinds of external attacks: one is the 
active attack (tampering with information, falsifying 
information, reproducing information and 
interrupting information); another is the passive 
attack (tracking tag to monitoring goods circulation, 
interfering with the normal work of the reader and tag 
and intercepting the delivering information of tags). 
The seven types of attacks above are the most 
common attacks seen in RFID technology 
applications in the commercial sphere. Fig. 2 shows 
the information requirements of the seven types  
of attacks. 

 

 

3. RFID System Security Mechanisms 
 

According to the previous chapter about the 
introduction of RFID and its existing security 
problems, we will discuss RFID security mechanisms 
in detail. 

 

 
3.1. The Communication Model  

of RFID System 
 

The communication model of RFID system shows 
in Fig. 3. 

 
 

Fig. 2. The information requirements of the seven types  
of attacks. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. The communication model of RFID system. 

 
 

The back-end database can be run on the database 
system of any hardware platform which can be 
selected by users themselves according to their actual 
needs. In general, assuming its powerful computing 
and storage capacity, it contains all the tag 
information. Actually, tag reader is a wireless 
transmitter and receiver device with antenna and its 
processing power and storage space are relatively 
large. RFID tag is a kind of miniature circuit 
equipped with antenna. Tag is usually without the 
microprocessor and consists of thousands of logic 
gate circuits. As a result, it is really a challenge to 
integrate encryption or signature algorithm into such 
equipment. The communication distance between tag 
and tag reader is influenced by multiple parameters, 
especially the communication frequency. 

According to its energy source, the tag can be 
divided into three major categories: passive tag, 
semi-passive tag and active tag. Their characteristics 
show in Table 1. 
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Table 1.The classification and characteristic of Tag. 
 

 Energy 
source 

Transmitter Maximum 
distance (m) 

Passive tag Inactive 
mode 

Passive 10 

Semi-
passive tag 

Internal 
battery 

Passive 100 

Active tag Internal 
battery 

active 1000 

 
 

According to its function, tag can be divided into 
five categories: Class 0, Class 1, Class 2, Class 3 and 
Class 4. Their functions enhance in turn, showed in 
Table 2. 
 
 

Table 2. The assortment and function of Tag. 
 

Type 
Energy 
source 

Alias Storage Characteristic

Class 0 
Inactive 
mode 

Anti-theft None EAS function 

Class 1 Arbitrary EPC Read-only 
Only for 
identification 

Class 2 Arbitrary EPC Read/write Data logging 

Class 3 
Internal 
battery 

Sensor tag Read/write 
Environmental 
sensor 

Class 4 
Internal 
battery 

Intelligent 
particle 

Read/write Adhoc network 

 
 

The channel from tag reader to tag is called 
“forward channel”, and the channel from tag to tag 
reader is called “backward channel”. As the wireless 
power between tag reader and tag varies greatly, the 
communication range of forward channel is much 
greater than that of backward channel. This inherent 
asymmetric channel will naturally have great  
impact on the design and analysis of RFID system 
security mechanism. 

Generally speaking, we usually do the basic 
assumptions: the communication channel between tag 
and tag reader is not secure, while the communication 
channel between tag reader and backend database is 
safe. This is considered much easier to design, 
manage and analyze RFID system. 

ISO/IEC 18000 standard defines two-way 
communication protocol between tag reader and tag. 
Its basic communication model shows in Fig. 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The basic communication model. 
 
 

As we can see from the above figure, the 
communication model of RFID system consists of 

three layers that are from bottom to top: physical 
layer, communication layer and application layer. 
The physical layer focuses on the electrical signal, 
such as channel allocation and physical carrier and so 
on. Communication layer defines the method of data 
exchange in two-way method between tag reader and 
tag, of which the most important issue is to resolve 
the conflict when multiple tags simultaneously assess 
a tag reader. The application layer is used to solve the 
related contents of the top-level application, 
including certification, identification and data 
representation of application layer etc. In general,  
the RFID security protocol refers to the application 
layer protocol. 
 
 
3.2. RFID Security Protocol 
 

1. Hash-Lock protocol 
The Hash-Lock protocol [7] is a kind of access 

control mechanism based on one-way Hash Function. 
This protocol uses metaID=H(key) instead of the real 
tag’s ID to identify, which can hide the real tag’s ID 
and avoid information leak. In order to make the 
mutual authentication successful, it is required to 
store the three sets data of metaID, ID and key into 
the back end database. Also the ID and key are stored 
into the read only memory (ROM). The process of 
this protocol shows in Fig. 5. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The Hash-lock protocol’s process. 
 
 

As we know in the process of agreement, the 
protocol uses metaID to response the reader’s 
request. Due to metaID=H(key) is not the real tag’s 
ID, illegal readers cannot copy the tag or attack it. 
However, when asked to respond, the tag’s response 
message is the same, which makes the attacker able 
to track the connection. In addition, the signal in 
radio communication may be tracked at any time. At 
the final step in this agreement, the tag ID number is 
transmitted in plaintext form to the reader, which 
obviously gives the attackers chance to steal tags’ 
information, or even copy the tags. Therefore, Hash-
lock protocol’s security and privacy are weak. 

2. Hash chain protocol 
Hash chain protocol [8] is the improved 

agreement for Hash-lock protocol. In essence, this 
protocol is based on a shared secret inquiry-response 
protocol. This protocol uses a dynamic refresh 
mechanism to prevent tracking. Its implementation 
method mainly adds two Hash function in the tag. 
Similar to Hash-lock protocol, this protocol stores the 
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tag’s ID and St,1 (St,1 is the tag’s initial key value, 
each tag’s St,1 is different.) in the back-end database 
and saves St,1 in the ROM of the tag. The protocol’s 
process shows in Fig. 6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The Hash chain protocol’s process. 
 
 

From the protocol’s implementation process, we 
can know that the back-end database receives the 
tag’s output at,j from the reader. Meanwhile, calculate 
each St,1 according to the tag ID and the initial key 
(ID, St,1) in the database, and then check if at,j and 
at,j* are equal. If they are equal, we can determine the 
tag ID. This method meets no-connection and 
forward security. The above G is a one-way function. 
So attackers can obtain the tag’s output at,j, but 
cannot obtain St,j from at,j. The output of G is a 
random value, thus the attacker can only know the 
tags’ output but cannot link at,j and at,j+1.In addition, 
H is also a one-way function. Even if the attack can 
tamper the tag and obtain the secret value, he still 
cannot get St,j from St,j+1. In other words, this protocol 
has better defense capability of tracking and 
eavesdropping attack. However, when the tag 
responses authentication request, it cannot 
authenticate the reader. At the time an unauthorized 
reader sends inquiry request to the tag, the tag will 
also responds message, the attacker could use this 
information to deceive the s the tag will also responds 
message, the attacker could use this information to 
deceive the system. 

3. Random Hash-lock protocol [9]. 
In order to avoid connection tracking, the RFID 

tags’ response should not be fixed but random. The 
reader send inquiry request, the tag will send out a 
changing metaID. Each tag and reader share an 
authentication key IDk. When the reader send inquiry 
request to the RF tag, the RF tag generates a pseudo 
random number rk and output (rk, H(IDk|| rk)), among 
which H means Hash function and || represents 
concatenation. When the reader obtains all the tags’ 
random numbers and (rk, H(IDk|| rk)) it calculates the 
Hash value according to the received R and all IDk 
value stored in the backend database. If the Hash 
value matches the Hash value sent to the RFID tags, 
the reader identifies the RFID tag’s IDk and sends it 
back to the reader. The protocol process shows  
in Fig. 7. 

Because every time when asked, the output of 
RFID tag has changed, so this method can prevent 
tracking and being connected. But this method is not 
suitable for the users who have a large number of 
RFID tags. This is because the authorized reader 

identifies a radio tag, it needs to search and calculate 
all the tags’ IDk. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. The random Hash-lock protocol’s process. 
 
 

4. The improved security authentication protocol 
in this article 

The protocol process is as follows. 
Aiming at the shortcomings of the above 

agreement, an improved random Hash-Lock protocol 
is proposed. 

Respectively, use R for representing the reader, 
T for tags, D for database, IDR and IDT for the 
identifier of the identity. The protocol process  
is as follows.  

1) R→T: Query; 
2) T→R: IDR, r1; 
3) R→D: IDR, r1; 
4) D→R: H(K||IDR || r1), r2; 
5) R→T: H(K||IDR || r1), r2; 
6) T→R: IDTH(K||IDR || r2); 
7) R→D: IDTH(K||IDR || r2); 
8) D→R: IDT. 
This improved protocol’s process shows in Fig. 8. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. The improved protocol’s process. 
 
 

The instruction of this protocol: 
When generating tags, besides the common tag 

data TDT, each tag has a unique random tag data IDR, 
as well as the key K for authentication. IDT, IDR  
and K are respectively stored in the tags and the 
back-end database. 

1) The reader enquiries requests to the tag. 
2) After receiving the quest, the tag uses pseudo 

random number generator (PRNG) to generate a 
random number r1 and sends the (IDR, r1) to the 
reader in order to identify the reader. 

3) The reader sends (IDR, r1) to the  
back-end database. 

4) After receiving (IDR, r1), the back-end database 
will search K according to IDR and calculate  
H(K, IDR || r1). Then it produces a new random 
number r2 and sends it to the reader. 
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5) The reader forwards H(K|| IDR || r1) and r2 to 
the tag. 

6) The tag uses the self-saved IDR to calculate 
H(K||IDR || r1) which will be compared with the 
received H(K||IDR || r1). If equal, then the legal status 
of the reader can be confirmed. And then the tag uses 
its own preserved IDT, IDR and received r2 to 
calculate IDTH(K|| IDR || r2) which will be sent to 
the reader. 

7) The reader forwards IDTH(K,||IDR||r2) to the 
back-end database. 

8) Due to the stored (IDT, IDR) in the back-end 
database, the IDT can be obtained by one Hash 
operation and XOR. Then the database searches the 
data and judges if there is IDT. If yes, send the IDT to 
the reader. 

This improved Protocol security and efficiency 
analysis are as follows. 

The first five steps of the protocol are for the tag’s 
authentication to the reader and the latter three steps 
are for the reader’s identification to the tag. With the 
advantages of the existing agreements, the improved 
protocol is able to resist all kinds of attacks and 
achieve good security. 

1) Anti-eavesdrop: during the interaction between 
the reader and tag, the data has been randomly 
blinded off. Because of each chosen different random 
number, the data is always different when delivered. 
Then by the one-way Hash function, attackers  
cannot get any valuable information from the 
interactive data. 

2) Prevent replay-attack: even if the attacker has 
collected the data in the process of the interaction 
between the tag and reader, after implementation of 
the agreement in the course of reproduction, it cannot 
pose a threat to the agreement. This is because it uses 
random number to ensure data freshness in the 
interaction of the reader and tag. The data collected 
by attackers has lost its timelines. The tag or back-
end database can easily test out whether it is the fresh 
news, so that this protocol can prevent replay attacks. 

3) Anti-tracking: the signal delivered between the 
reader and tag in the agreement is changing, because 
of the random numbers that we choose are different 
each time, as well as the randomness of Hash 
function. Thus, it is difficult for attackers to track 
tags and attack the users’ location privacy. 

The efficiency and application of the improved 
protocol: when in the execution of the agreement, the 
tag implements one pseudo-random number 
generation computing operation and twice Hash 
operation and the read doesn’t do these operations. 
The back-end database does the same operations like 
the tag. Also, the back-end database needs only one 
Hash operation and one single search. As a result, 
this improved protocol has the advantages of 
operational efficiency and low cost. Meanwhile, with 
the increasing in the number of tags, the storage and 
computation increase. However, the calculated 
amount is obviously just a linear function with the 
tag’s function. Thus, this protocol is suitable for 
large-scale systems. 

5. The measures for security protocol 
1) Prevent the tag frequency detection. For 

instance, killing tag principle theory is to make the 
tag lose its function, so as to prevent the labels and 
carriers being tracked. According to Faraday cage 
principle, putting tags in the conductive container can 
prevent label to be scanned. Namely, passive tags 
can’t receive signals and gain energy. The signal 
emitted by active tags cannot be issued. Therefore, 
Faraday cage can be used to prevent privacy 
offenders scanning the label information. Active 
jamming: actively interfering with radio signals is 
another kind of shielding label method. Tag users can 
prevent RFID readers being operated through an 
active broadcast radio signal device. Block tags: stop 
label principle is achieved by using a special anti-
collision algorithm of preventing label interference. 
The reader reads the command and gets the same 
response data invariably, so that the tags  
are protected. 

2) Prevent the reading range of energy detection 
of tag. For instance, the clipped tag is a new type of 
tag which is developed by IBM for RFID privacy 
issues. Users can rip off or scrape the RFID antenna 
and shrink the reading range of labels so that tag 
cannot be read easily. Despite the antenna cannot be 
reused if adopting the clip tag technology, the reader 
can still be read within a close range. 

3) Prevent the detection of security protocols and 
stealing of authentication key. The first is to certify a 
strict security protocol. For example, Hash-lock 
protocol is for the sake of avoiding information 
leakage and tracing. It uses the pseudo ID instead of 
the real tag ID. Randomized Hash-Lock protocol 
adopts an inquiry-response mechanism based on 
random number. In essence, Hash chain protocol is 
also based on a shared-confidential inquiry-response 
protocol. When using two readers with different hash 
functions to launch a certification, the tags always 
send different responses. In this protocol, the tag has 
become an active tag with the capability of ID self-
updating. The ID change-protocol based on Hash is 
similar to Hash chain protocol, in which the ID 
exchange information is different in each response. 
The system uses a random ruler to dynamically 
refresh the tags and labels, meanwhile update the 
information of the last answer and the last successful 
answer so that the protocol can resist attacks. David’s 
Digital Library RFID protocol is based on pre-shared 
secret pseudo random function which is used to 
achieve certification. Distributed RFID inquiry-
response certification protocol is suitable for 
distributed database RFID certification, which is a 
typical two-way inquiry-response authentication 
protocol. The computing resources and storage 
resources of RFID based on re-encryption 
mechanism are very limited, so very few people 
design the RFID security mechanisms based on 
public-key cryptosystem. The second is to protect 
related authentication keys, which contains Hash 
Lock, Random Hash Lock, Hash Chain, and Renewal 
Key Value Random Hash Lock and so on. 
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4) Prevent RFID reader frequency detection, such 
as the changing frequency. 

5) Prevent the RFID reader and the back-end 
system interface being counterfeited, which mainly 
uses security protocols and network security policies. 

6) Supervise all the nodes and find out which one 
send the most information. It mainly uses the method 
of dispersing the sending packets and not focusing on 
one or two nodes. Also it can use fake packets and 
nodes to confuse the attackers. 
 
 

4. The Design of Security Assessment 
Model-Based on the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process and Fuzzy 
Comprehensive Evaluation 

 

As for the information security risk assessment of 
RFID systems, the main difficulty is the quantitative 
process of the qualitative indicators. As a result, we 
propose a kind of method based on the analytic 
hierarchy process and fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation model, which can effectively solve this 
problem [7, 8, 10-12]. The analytic hierarchy process 
can calculate the related weight of impacting 
information security risk factors. And then rank the 
weight values of various factors so that we can make 
a horizontal comparison, in order to provide a strong 
basis to take relevant measures. Fuzzy 
comprehensive evaluation obtains the risk level of the 
information system according to experts’ evaluation 
of information system. Thus, we can improve 
understanding the relevance and urgency of 
information system security risk and take effective 
security measures to ensure the security of network 
information system. The information security 
evaluation model based on this method shows  
in Fig. 9. 
 
 

4.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process 
 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), which is 
proposed by Professor TL Saaty (an American 
operational research expert), is a simple, flexible and 
practical method with multi-criteria decision. It has 
the following algorithm steps: 

Step 1: build the hierarchy model. 
Step 2: construct the judgment matrix. By making 

a comparison of each indicator’s relative importance 
in the same level, we can obtain the relative weight 
ratio that is called plus. The judgment matrix  
is constructed in this way and shown in the  
following equation. 
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Fig. 9. The information security evaluation model. 

 
 

The judgment matrix A is an×n square matrix and 
its principal diagonal is 1, which satisfies  
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where ija  is the relative weight ratio of two factors i  

and j. 
Step 3: calculate the weight value. The calculating 

method shows as follows. 
Scale each column vector of matrix A. 
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After scaling judgment matrix by column, make a 
sum by line. 
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Step 4: consistency checking. 
Calculate the maximum characteristic root: 
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Calculate the consistency indicators: 
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Calculate the consistency proportion: 
 

 

RI

CI
CR   (7) 

 
If CR<0.1, the consistency of the judgment matrix 

is acceptable. 
 
 
4.2. The Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation [9] 
 

Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is to make the 
overall evaluation of the things with a variety of 
properties or factors influencing their overall pros 
and cons. Hierarchy model with single layer or multi-
layer must have two key steps: 1) determine the fuzzy 
relation R. R is a fuzzy mapping from the factor set x 
to the judgment set y; 2) calculate the fuzzy judgment 
subset B=AR. Due to many factors that need to 
consider, there is a certain kind of hierarchy in a 
complex system. As a result, we must use the method 
of hierarchical stepwise judge, namely fuzzy multi-
level comprehensive evaluation method.  

The steps of the fuzzy multi-level comprehensive 
evaluation method are as follows. 

Assume the factor set 
1, 2,{ ..., },nX x x x 1x means 

the factors need to be considered in a problem. Let 
the judgment set 

1, 2,{ ..., },mY y y y my represents the 

judging level. 
Step 1: divide the factor set X. In the formula 

above, 
1, 2,{ ..., }, 1, 2,...,

kii i i ikx x x x i n  . 
ix  contains 

ik  factors. 

Step 2: single factor judgment. 
According to the initial model, comprehensively 

evaluate the ik  factors in 1, 2,{ ..., }
kii i i ikx x x x . 

Assume that the important degree of the factor set ix  

is the fuzzy subset iA , and that the evaluation matrix 

of the ik  factors in ix  is iR . Then we can obtain the 

formula as follows. 
 

nibbbRAB iniiiii ,,1),,,,( 21    

 

In the formula above, iB  is the single factor 

judgment of ix . 

Step 3: comprehensive multi-factor judgment. 
The important degree of the factor set 

1, 2,{ ..., }nX x x x  is the fuzzy subset A, 

1, 2,( ..., )nA A A A . And the overall evaluation of A 

is R as follows. 
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Finally, we can obtain the overall comprehensive 
multi-factor evaluation results, namely, 

 
RAB   

 
The formula above is the comprehensive 

judgment result of 
1, 2,{ ..., }nX x x x . 

 
 
4.3. The Information Security Evaluation 

Model and its Effect 
 

The information security risk analysis need to 
identify four elements, and each element includes 
many sub-elements. In order to highlight the focus of 
the risk assessment, we need to appropriately 
simplify the evaluation index system of the 
information system risk. The index system shows in 
Fig. 10. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. The information security evaluation index system. 
 
 

In the evaluation indicator system in the figure 
above, the confidentiality means the degree of 
providing or disclosing the information to 
unauthorized individuals, process or other entity. The 
integrity is to ensure that information and information 
system are not altered or destructed by unauthorized 
persons. The usability represents that the authorized 
entities are able to access and use the data or 
resources as required. Environment factors means 
environmental conditions or natural disasters. Human 
factors denote that external people’s vandalism or 
insiders’ leak. Technical vulnerability involves all 
levels’ problems of the physical layer, network layer, 
system layer and application layer and so on. 
Managing vulnerability can be divided into technical 
management and organizational management. The 
former is related to the specific technical activities, 
and the latter is related to the management 
environment. Preventive safety measures can reduce 
the threat possibility of security events with the usage 
of the vulnerabilities. Protective security measures 
can decrease the impact of security problems. 
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The difficulty of quantitative assessment of 
qualitative indicators in the assessment is solved by 
using the analytic hierarchy process and fuzzy 
comprehensive evaluation to assess the security risk 
of the information network system. With this method, 
we can calculate the relative risk degree and the 
information network risk rating of the elements. By 
confirming the level of risk, we can improve the 
understanding of information systems security risk, 
determine the relative risk degree of the elements, 
control risk, reduce risk and transfer risk. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 

The scientific and effective security assessment of 
the RFID system is one of the important measures to 
ensure the system’s security. In this paper, the basic 
construction of the RFID system is firstly introduced. 
Then the information security requirements and 
security issues of RFID system are analyzed. 
According to this we study the safety communication 
mechanisms and establish a kind of information 
security assessment model in RFID system based on 
AHP and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation. How to 
scientifically and effectively evaluate the security of 
RFID systems will be the further work  
in this direction. 
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Abstract: This paper used the wavelet multi-resolution decomposition technology to detect the basic wave and 
harmonic of the power system. The power system signal is decomposed into 7 layers and each layer signal is 
reconstructed, which can complete the basic wave and harmonic wave separation. Through the simulation, 
results show that the basic wave voltage frequency of 50 Hz can be accurately extracted, so the wavelet multi-
resolution analysis algorithm can be used in the power system harmonic detection. In addition, by using virtual 
instrument technology, we can realize the basic wave and each harmonic wave extraction and display.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The power system signal fluctuations and flicker 
is mainly caused by the loads with impact power, 
such as smelting arc furnace, rolling mill, electric 
locomotives, arc welding machine, etc. whose active 
power and reactive power change substantially in 
operation process . Along with the development of 
the industrialization, the impact load is increasing 
whose influence to power quality will not be ignored, 
because it constitutes the power of pollution seriously 
prejudicing the power users. The voltage with 
harmonic is transformed by the orthogonal wavelet 
transform based on multi-resolution decomposition 
(Mallat algorithm), and the transform values of 
higher scale are extracted, thus we obtain the base 
wave component of the voltage and the change of the 
tracking harmonic. 

2. Algorithm Analysis 
 

Wavelet transform originated with Morlet in 1980 
when he analyzed earthquake data. The basic idea of 
the wavelet analysis is that a bunch of function 
indicates and approaches a signal or a function, and 
the bunch of function is called wavelet function 
department. The definition is as follows: 

If function 2( ) ( )t L R   meet the following 

condition: 
 

 
2

0

| ( ) |
dw

C w
w

 

      (1) 

 
The function ( )t  become a little wave, which 

can also be thought of as gens function  ( )t  
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generating through expansion and translation of the 
above function: 

 
 

1/2
, ( ) | | ( )a b

t b
t a

a


    (2) 

 
To distinguish, the former is called base wavelet 

or mother wavelet, and the latter is called the son 
wavelet or wavelet. To base wavelet ( )t , 

continuous wavelet transform of signal 
2( ) ( )f t L R  about the base of wavelet is as 

follows: 
 

1/2 *
,

0

( ) ( , ) | | ( ) ( )a b

t b
W f a b a f t dt

a






    (3) 

 
From the function (3), the time window of 

wavelet automatically become narrow accompanying 
the decrease of the scale parameter. only can narrow 
time domain window capture the high frequency 
transient signal, and son wavelet of wide time domain 
window reflects the trend of low-frequency signals. It 
shows that wavelet transform has extremely sensitive 
"zoom" characteristics, thus wavelet analysis is much 
better in analyzing and processing the nonstationary 
and transient signal. Further studies shows that the 
ratios of son wavelet frequency width and frequency 
center is a constant though they change, thus wavelet 
analysis is a "constant Q" frequency analysis. 
Second, the base wavelet is not fixed, which can be 
chosen according to data compression, and  
image processing, signal detection and so on the 
different purpose. 

The sampling rate of band-pass signal depends 
not on the frequency upper limit but on the 
bandwidth. The Similar process can be repeated 
down to the low frequency part after every time 
decomposition. That is, each level of decomposition 
of the output signal is broken down into a low 
frequency as the rough approximation and a high 
frequency as the details, and each level of output 
sample rate can be halved. In this way, the original 

( )s n  can be multiresolution decomposition. Here to 

a three layers of decomposition to give explanation, 
and the wavelet decomposition relationship as shown 
in Fig. 1 below. 
 

 
 

D1  A1

D2  A2  

S 

D7  A7  

                 ......

 
 

Fig. 1. Multiresolution analysis tree structure. 

The ultimate goal of decomposition is to construct 
a highly approximation in frequency space of 
orthogonal wavelet base, therefore the different 
frequency resolution orthogonal wavelet base is 
equivalent of bandwidth band-pass filter. Low 
frequency space is continuously decomposed on 
multiresolution analysis; hence the frequency 
resolution is becoming more and more high. 

Through the Mallat multiresolution analysis, we 
get the orthogonal wavelet base 

/2
, , ,{ ( ) ( ) 2 (2 )}j j

j k j k j z k zt t t k   
    of the 

space 2 ( )L R , so for any signal 2( ) ( )f t L R  can be 

expressed as: 
, ,

1

( ) ( ) ( )
J

J j
k j k k j k

k z j k z

f t a t d t 
  

   , 

and ,( ) ( ( ), ( ))j
k j kd k f t t  is orthogonal wavelet 

transformation. 

Decomposition coefficient ( )j
ka k  and ( )j

kd k  is 

2j scale (the first j layer) which is discrete smooth 
approximation signal and discrete detail signal, and 
the recursive computation formula is as follows: 
 

 1
2

j j
k k n k

k z

a h a 




  

1
2

j j
k k n k

k z

d g a 




  
(4) 

 

In the equation (4), j is decomposition layers for  
j = 1, 2,... , J;J is the summit decomposition. Squence 

{ kh } and  { kg } as low pass and high-pass filter 

respectively do filtering operation for different input 

sequences { 1j
ka  }, then every other point on the 

results is extracted. Through the decomposition of 
equation (4), in each 2j scale (the first j layer), signal 
is decomposed to approximate part of wavelet 
coefficients (in the low frequency son bring) and the 
details of wavelet coefficients (in the high frequency 
son take). From the point of view of the filter, the 
frequency band of signal ( )f t  is entered into a 

series of wavelet. Power signal often have more 
harmonic composition, and base wave center 
frequency is 50 Hz. The whole decomposition 
process is over when the decomposition frequency 
bands reach to base wave frequency of the upper 
limit. The base wave component is reconstructed by 

low frequency band ( )J
ka k  and the harmonic 

component is reconstructed by high frequency band 

( )j
kd k , which can real-time track harmonic changes. 

 
 

3. VI Technology 
 

The concept of virtual Instrument is the NI 
Company (National Instrument) in the mid 1980’s. 
So-called virtual instrument is to computers as 
instrument unified hardware platform, make full use 
of computer operation, storage, playback, calls, 
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display and intelligent functions such as file 
management, at the same time, the specialized 
function of traditional instruments and panel control 
software, and to combine with computer constitute a 
from appearance to function are completely the same 
as the traditional hardware instruments, computer 
intelligent resources and fully enjoy the new 
instrument system. 

Compared with the traditional instrument, virtual 
instrument has many advantages: processing and 
calculation of the amount of the test is more complex 
and the processing speed is faster, and the test results 
of expression more rich diversity, can be easily stored 
and exchanged test data, low prices, technical updates 
faster. The comparing results are shown as Fig. 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Comparing between Virtual instrument and traditional d instrument. 
 
 

Fig. 2 shows the difference between the 
traditional instrument (such as single computer, DSP, 
FPGA, etc) and the virtual instrument. From the 
differences we can see, virtual instrument can use PC 
advantages, such as high speed processing CPU, big 
volume storage, and itself high quality screen display, 
etc. So, the virtual instrument technology is the future 
progress direction. In the harmonic analysis and 
detection, we adopt the VI technology can realize 
upper PC data analysis and management. 

Its biggest characteristic is defined by the 
instrument manufacturer instrument function change 
of the pattern for users to define their own instrument 
function, meet the demand of a variety of 
applications. As a result of the test function of the 
virtual instrument, is made up of panel controls 
software, any user can change the software of virtual 
instrument to change its function and scale, which 
fully embodies the design thoughts of software is the 
instrument. 

Virtual instrument technology is based on 
computer technology; the core is computer software 
technology. One of the most representatives of the 
graphical programming software is the NI Company 
launching LabVIEW. It is the first in the world using 
graphical programming technology for instrument of 
32-bit compiler program development system, its 
goal is to simplify the process of development, 
improve the efficiency of programming, let scientists 
and engineers make full use of computer resources 
and the strong big functions, fast and quickly to 
finish their tasks, it is called the language of the 
scientists and engineers.  

LabVIEW uses a visualization technology to 
establish man-machine interface, provides many 
instrument panel of the control object, such as 
header, knobs, switches, and coordinate the floor 
plan. Users can use the editor will control object 
change for their work in the field of controlled object. 
LabVIEW offers a variety of powerful toolbox and 
libraries, and integrate the many instrument hardware 
bases. LabVIEW to support multiple operating 
system platforms, on any platform developed by 
LabVIEW application can be directly portable to 
other platforms. Comparing VI with the traditional 
instruments, the differences are shown as Table 1. 

Compared with the traditional instruments, the 
core idea of VI is a powerful resource that would 
require the use of computer, which makes the 
hardware implementation of technical software to 
minimize system cost, enhance system functionality 
and flexibility. Its exterior features compared with 
the traditional instruments are quite different, the 
most prominent feature is the panel and the 
corresponding controls and indicators, etc, and is no 
longer posed some physical entity, but by powerful 
graphics inside the computer environmental and 
online help set up a virtual panel replacement, known 
as ‘soft panel’, from internal features it had a more 
complex instrument intelligent microprocessor and 
firmware, now mostly inside the computer software 
that can be shared, hardware resources, and with its 
sophisticated data analysis and processing 
capabilities, to achieve the required test equipment to  
test all functions. 
 

Traditional 

instrument 
Data collection Signal process Result express, 

Instrument control 

Hardware, Display 
and button 

Virtual 

Instrument 

Hardware  
(Circuit) 

Data collection 
PC system resource 

Hardware  
(Circuit) 

Hardware 
(Circuit) 

Software (algorithm) and Hardware (PC Display and VI button) 
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Table 1. Characters between traditional instruments  
and virtual. 

 
Virtual instrument (VI) Traditional instrument 

User-defined instrument 
function 

Vendor-defined 
instrument function 

Easily connected with 
other devices 

Easy to connect with 
other devices 

Graphical interface, the 
computer reads the data 
and analytical processing 

Small graphic interface, 
artificial read data, a 
small amount of 
information 

Data can be edited, 
stored, printed 

Data can not be edited 

The key is the software The key is the hardware 
Inexpensive, and 
reproducible and highly 
configurable 

Expensive 

System is open, flexible 
and synchronized with the 
progress of the computer 

Closed system, fixed-
function, poor scalability 

Technical update soon Slow technology updates 
Based on the structure of 
the software system, 
saving development costs 

High development and 
maintenance costs 

 
 

4. Simulation Analysis 
 

The simulation initial voltage signal: 
 

( ) sin sin 4 2 sin 6 4 sin10 6v t t t t t        
 

Taking four cycles of 0.08 seconds for algorithm 
analysis and simulation, signal listed is analyzed with 
Matlab wavelet toolbox of function. Fig. 2 is the 
simulation voltage initial signals. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Voltage initial signals. 
 
 

In the simulation experiment, 1024 points were 
taken in 25.6 kHz sampling frequency, and 
Daubechies wavelet db20 was chosen, signal was 
decomposed to 7 layers and reconstructed each layer. 
Mean square root value of series signal a7 can be said 
of the input signals v (t) base wave, namely 

 

 

1

1 N
J

rms k
k

V a
N 

   (5) 

 
The simulation results is shown in Fig. 2. Among 

d1 ~ d7, a7 said 1 to 7 transformation measure 
results. From frequency Table 2 by the individual we 
can see that the base wave power frequency draw by 
a7. The fundamental frequency component detected 
with the original signal frequency component of the 
phase has produced certain offset, because wavelet 
db20 doesn't have symmetry. We can calculate and 
gained the frequency 50 Hz, 501 Hz, 298 Hz, 197 Hz 
from the wavelet in Fig. 3 a7, d5, d6, d7, d7, and they 
agree with theoretical results (Table 1). That shows 
wavelet transformation has good localization 
characteristics in the time domain and frequency 
domain, so it is suitable for power system  
harmonic analysis. 

The main purpose of harmonic real-time tracking 
is to track the change trend of harmonics, and 
amplitude and phase error can relax a little. From 
figure 3, we can see that wavelet transformation can 
effectively track harmonic trend by choosing 
appropriate wavelet. This paper chooses dB 20 
wavelet base function. By using LabVIEW to design 
the virtual instrument platform is shown as Fig. 4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. VI platform. 
 
 

From the Fig. 4 we can see, 50 Hz, 200 Hz, 
300 Hz, 500 Hz frequency component can be better 
separated, and because the noise interference 
component can be separated from the initial signal, 
its frequency is much larger than 500 Hz, the Fig. 4 
can not display it within the scale between 0 and 
500 Hz. Through the building of the virtual 
instrument platform, it has very important function to 
display amplitude of the harmonic component. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

Through the Matlab simulation, we can see that 
the wavelet multiresolution decomposition approach 
is use to analyze the nonstationary power system 
harmonic signal, and the traditional band-pass filter is 
replaced by wavelet transformation sub-band filter 
function, which can not only accurate extract basic 
signal frequency but also extract the second 
harmonic, so this provides control and governance 
voltage fluctuation and flicker for theory basis. In 
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addition, by using virtual instrument technology, we 
can realize the basic wave and each harmonic wave 
extraction and display. 
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Abstract: This article introduces the vehicle multi-body system dynamics and basis of combination, including 
multi-rigid body system and multi-flexible body system dynamics. By studying the two major problems, the 
article obtains the research methods: Lagrange equation method, Newton-Euler method and so on. The article 
first studies the theoretical foundation of multi-rigid body dynamics and multi-flexible body dynamics. And then 
it constructed the model of front suspension system and rear suspension system model of the vehicle. After that 
the article proposes the basic parameters of material properties, whole vehicle and suspension stiffness. Finally, 
it makes the simulation analysis on suspension system, stationary of manipulation and riding smoothness and 
braking performance which gets the relevant rules and conclusions of vehicle. The results have important 
guiding significance for practices. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Vehicle suspension systems, Multi-body dynamics, Simulation analysis, Optimization. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Multi-body system dynamics, which includes 
multi-rigid body system and multi-flexible body 
system dynamics, refers to the disciplines of studying 
the movement of multi-body system. It is developed 
on the basis of combining classical mechanics and 
computer, biomechanics, spacecraft control, robotics, 
vehicle design, mechanical dynamics and other 
disciplines [2]. 

In the field of engineering, research systems 
would face two major problems. One is related to the 
structural strength analysis of these complex 
systems [5]. The other is to solve the state's problems 
of such complex kinematic systems, dynamics and 
control. Such systems are characterized by the 
presence of a wide range of systematic components 
in relation to movement, the variety of connection 
with formation in topological constraints, complex 
control link, commonality is the system composed by 

the relative motion of multiple objects, which are the 
reasons that it was called as many-body systems [3]. 
Multi-body dynamics research methods include: 
multi-rigid body systems and multi- flexible body 
systems. In addition, the research methods of multi-
body are in common use Lagrange equation method, 
Newton-Euler method, Graph Theory method, Kane 
method, Variational method, Spinor method  
and so on. 

The automotive vehicle dynamics studies the 
relationships between force and movements, which 
find the inner link and laws of vehicle performance. 
The development of vehicle dynamics cannot do 
without analytical mechanics, materials, mechanics, 
structural mechanics and other disciplines. In order to 
study vehicle dynamics, it is necessary to establish its 
dynamic model first (Physical and mathematical 
models) [4]. The research method of mathematical 
model plays an increasingly important part in the 
future of the vehicle dynamics. In a particular study, 
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the research object model, should be based on the 
complexity of the problems studied. But the 
complexity of the model will make a substantial 
increase in the number of differential equations 
describing the system motion, which would increase 
the difficulty of solving the system [1]. Therefore, 
multi-body theory and methods have become an 
urgent need when using the combination of classical 
dynamics of rigid, kinetic of analysis mechanics  
and computer. 

Modeling, analysis and problem solving are 
always the keys of the research on vehicle dynamics 
in studying performances of the cars. Multi-body 
dynamics method is a high-efficient and high-
precision analytical method. It is necessary to choose 
the most effective method according to the 
circumstances and the nature of the problem being 
studied. This is particularly important for more 
complex automotive systems. The steps of the 
application of the theory on multi-body system 
dynamics to solve practical engineering problems are 
as follows [7]: first, simplify the model of the actual 
vehicle multi-body system. Second, generate the 
equations of the multi-body system dynamics 
automatically. Third, accurately deal with the 
problems in the equations of the multi-body  
system dynamics. 

Optimization design was the beginning of the 
suspension system in the field of automotive 
engineering [6]. Design of the automotive suspension 
systems has a great important influence on 
automobile ride comfort, handling stability as well as 
other auto parts. In recent years, with the expansion 
of the software features of the multi-body dynamics, 
and in the complex environment of vehicle multi-
body system dynamics model, it is possible to 
consider more factors in the application of the vehicle 
multi-body system dynamics model, and then to 
analyze the optimization using a nonlinear model of 
vehicle. The vehicle active and semi-active 
suspension becomes a hot research area at home  
and abroad. 
 
 

2. Modeling 
 

2.1. Theoretical Basis 
 

2.1.1. The Basic Theory of Multi-Rigid  
Body Dynamics 

 

ADAMS software uses Cartesian coordinates and 
the parameters of Euler angles to describe the steric 
shape of the object and uses Jill Gear rigid integral to 
solve the problem of the sparse matrix. ADAMS 
Solver offers a variety of functional maturation 
solvers and the model can be kinematics, statics, and 
dynamics analysis. The kinetic equation selected in 
generalized coordinates is (1), Apply efficient sparse 
matrix methods to solve 

 

    1 1 2 31
, , , , , , , , , ,

T T

nq x y z q q q q q      (1) 

Using Lagrange multiplier method, it can create a 
system dynamics equation:  
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 (2) 

 
Completely constraint equation: ( , ) 0f q t  , non-

complete constraint equation: ( , , ) 0g q q t  . We can 

simplify the equation (2) as more general form: 
( , , , , ) 0
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( , ) 0

F q u u t

G u q u q
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 . 

If considering the system kinematics, the study 
was zero degrees of freedom system position, 
velocity, acceleration and constraint forces,  
therefore, the system only needs to solve the 
constraint equation:  
 

 ( , ) 0q t   (3) 
 

Using Taylor series to estimate the system a time 
state value, it can get the equation: 
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derivation of the equations can be 
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By using the Lagrange multipliers, it is possible 
to solve the equations: 
 

 T T T
d

Q
q dt q q

  
                            

 (5) 

 
If the system is static, set speed, acceleration is 

zero, then it can obtain the following equation of 
statics of system: 

 
 

( )

0

T

j j

F

q Fq q
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(6) 

 
Using ADAMS software to create multi-body 

dynamics model, kinetic equation is generally 
implicit nonlinear with differential-algebraic 
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equations mixed. By solving the equations, the 
dynamic model can be obtained boundary conditions 
of all the components (power, speed, acceleration). 
The methods of solving process and data flow can be 
seen in Fig. 1. ADAMS software can be used for 
computing time, reading the raw input data correctly 
and determining the degree of freedom of the whole 
system. If the system is not zero degree, the action of 
kinetic analysis or static analysis would be carried 
out. If the value of divergence, the calculation fails, 
and the software would check the model recalculated. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Dynamics solving process and data flow. 
 
 
2.1.2. The Basic Theory of Multi- Flexible 

Body Dynamics 
 

In practical engineering, multi-body system 
composed in general by the rigid body of the 
interaction and flexible deformable body, each 
component in the system may have translational and 
rotational space. The theory of Flexible multi-body 
system dynamics is about the composition of 
systematic theoretical analysis of the rigid body and 
flexible body. The relevant flexible body theory and 
methods are as follows: flexible body discretion 
methods and modal integration method and a 
combination of many-body theory and finite element 
method. Discrete flexible body is consistent with the 
model of rigid nature. 

The flexible body spatial vector position of 
the i node is determined as follows: 
 

 ( )i i ir x A s q   , (1) 

 
where x  is x the spatial position vector of the local 

coordinate system, A  is the origin direction cosine 

matrix of the local coordinate system, is is the spatial 

position vector of i node of the local coordinate 

system before deformation. i  is the freedom of 

movement modal matrix sub-block of i node. q  is 

the modal amplitude vector. The equation derivative 
to time, get the node speed [12]:  
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 (8) 

 

At the same time, it can get the kinetic and 
potential energy equation: 
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Substituting into Lagrange equation, it can get 

ADAMS flexible body equations: 
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(10) 

 
The basic principle of modal integration method 

is flexible body as a collection of nodes of the finite 
element model, using the Lagrangian method to 
establish multi-body system dynamics. Then it can 
get the finite element equation: 
 

           aM x C x k x f     (11) 

 
 

       a

f f f
u q q f

u q q

  
     

  
 

 
 (12) 

 
According to boundary conditions, the 

deformation, force and torque can be obtained.  
 
 
2.2. The Modeling of Vehicle  

Multi-Body Dynamics 
 

Vehicle is a complex multi-DOF [8] "quality-
stiffness-damping" dynamics system. In the process 
of establishing vehicle dynamics simulation model, 
the main steps are: 1) move parts and constraints of 
the vehicle systems, obtain kinematic parameters of 
the model, establish kinematic model; 2) verify the 
DOF and correctness of the model; 3) Obtain kinetic 
parameters of the model; 4) The dynamic model 
validation, tuning, and simulation calculation; 
5) Deal with the simulation results. 

In the modeling process, the vehicle model has 
some reasonable simplifications, following  
the assumptions for the simulation model of 
dynamics analysis: 

1) Vehicle systems, in addition to elastic 
components, rubber damping elements and stabilizer 
bar, the other parts considered to be rigid, its 
deformation are considered. 

2) The structure of the car's front and rear 
suspension quality system are similar, which can 
imply the automobile suspension is symmetry in axis. 

3) Roll bar is considered as flexible body or 
simplified into a rigid lever and torsion spring 
mechanism when performing dynamic analysis. 
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4) Cab, chassis and body interior accessories are 
considered as an object - sprung mass. 

We can obtain front suspension system model and 
rear suspension system model after simplifying and 
abstraction, which can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2. Front suspension system model. 
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Fig. 3. Rear suspension system model. 
 
 

For front suspension system, each gimbal hinge 
and hinge pillar gives four constraint equations, each 
ball joint gives three constraint equations and both of 
each pillar hinge and slip hinge gives five constraint 

equations [9]. The front suspension system consists 
of constraint equations [11]: 

1 6+6 4+2 4+6 5+1 5+6 3=91m        , 
system DOF: 6 6 16 91 5DOF n m      . 
Respectively represent front left wheel axis, front 
right wheel axis, front left shock absorber, front right 
shock absorber, steering rack, left and right wheels. 

For rear suspension system, there are six 
component members, which are two gimbal joints, 
two slip column hinges, two column hinges, so, the 
rear suspension system consists of constraint 
equations: 1 6+2 4+2 4 2 5=32m       , 
system DOF: 6 6 6 32 4DOF n m      . 
Respectively represent axle moves up and down, 
swing, left and right wheel rotation. 
 
 
2.3. The Determination of Basic Parameters 
 

1) In order to get correct simulation, the article 
obtained the material properties of stabilizer bar of 
the vehicle after analyzing, which is shown in 
Table 1. 

2) In order to improve the accuracy of simulation 
results, the article must identify the basic parameters 
of the simulation model of the car as accurately as 
possible. The main technical parameters of the whole 
vehicle are shown in Table 2. 

3) Suspension stiffness and damping is mainly 
determined by the springs and shock absorbers. After 
analyzing, the article got the stiffness parameter 
values of vehicle suspension components, which can 
be seen in Table 3. Tire rolling resistance coefficient 
is 8.4578E-03. 
 
 

Table 1. Material properties parameters. 
 

Modulus of 

elasticity E
Density   Poisson's ratio 

  

2.1E+11 Pa 7.8e-6 kg/mm3 0.3 

 
 

Table 2. The whole vehicle technical parameters. 
 

Engine Model 
Maximum engine 

power 
Maximum torque 

Engine 
displacement 

Front axle load full 
load 

SOFIM8140.27S 76 kW/3800 rpm 230 N.m/rpm 2.499 L 1590 kg 
Rear axle load full 

load 
Maximum speed 

Load center of 
gravity height 

Tire Size 
Fully loaded 

vehicle total mass
2430 kg 120 km/h 1010 mm 6.5 R 16 C 4020 kg 

 
 

Table 3. Suspension stiffness parameters. 
 

Front suspension 
stiffness  N.m/deg 

Rear suspension spring stiffness N/mm 
Radial stiffness of 
rubber bushing The main spring 

stiffness 
Composite stiffness 

80.4 65 150 3500 
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3. The Simulation Analysis and 
Verification 

 
3.1. Suspension System Simulation Analysis 
 

1) Front suspension system simulation analysis. 
In front suspension, as given around under arm 

corner displacement input function 
3 / 4sin(2 )( )t rad   [10], given the steering rack 

displacement input function 0( )Z mm . Kinematic 

analysis, simulation results are shown below. As can 
be seen from Fig. 4, arm angular displacement 
changes by sine law. In the direction of travel of the 
car, the front and rear wheel center displacement (X 
direction) is small, which will help improve the 
suspension performance at high speed of the car. 
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Fig. 4. Front suspension system simulation. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Vertical stiffness run-out simulation. 
 
 

Displacement of the wheel center in all directions 
changes with sine law, given the steering angle is 
zero, torsion stiffness of the spring itself is linear, 
however, due to the vertical stiffness of the front 
suspension is nonlinear. Vertical stiffness of the 
suspension of the wheel center simulation calculation 
results are shown in Fig. 5. 

2) Rear suspension system simulation analysis. 
In the rear suspension, given axle displacement 

input function 20sin(2 )Y t mm . The system is 

zero degrees of freedom. Kinematic analysis, 
simulation results are shown in Fig. 6. From the 
simulation results it can see each displacement of the 
rear wheel center in sinusoidal rule.  
Vertical displacement movement remains 
substantially constant. 

Body roll occurs in a small angle and left and 
right wheels are maintained vertical. A left and right 
rear wheel has linear relationship. The result can be 
seen in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 6. Rear suspension system simulation. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Body roll linear relationship. 
 
 

3.2. The Stationarity of Manipulation  
and Riding Smoothness Simulation 
Analysis and Verification 

 

1) The stationarity of manipulation simulation 
analysis and verification. 

Generally, only the appropriate vehicle under-
steer has good handling and stability. Study on Stable 
Steering feature is an important aspect of handling 
and stability studies. By steady-state steering 
characteristics simulation, it can be seen that the car 
gradually stabilized shown in Fig. 8. 

2) Riding smoothness of the simulation analysis 
and verification. 
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Fig. 8. Stationarity of manipulation simulation. 
 
 
Sprung mass of the vehicle suspension system 

(body and frame) and the unsprung mass (axle and 
wheels) of vibration have a great impact on riding 
comfort car insurance. In order to verify the 
correctness of the model vehicle rigid evil together, 
the car riding simulation was made. Real vehicle test 
unload condition, according to specified method 
GB14783-94 test conduct, it can get the results (see 
Table 4). 

From the Table 4, it can be seen that the 
calculation results are basically consistent with the 
experimental results. The natural frequency is 
1.59 Hz, the system type is mainly vertical vibration 
of rear axle and the system type is mainly vertical 
vibration of front axle. Obtained simulation results as 
shown in Fig. 9, it shows that the cars gradually 
become smoother. 

In order to further test the accuracy of vehicle 
dynamics simulation model of rigid-flexible 
coupling, the article compared the calculation results 
between vehicle smoothness simulation analysis and 
practical test results. The results can be seen in  
Table 5. 

From the Table 5, it can be seen that the coupled 
dynamics model is reasonable. For the reasons why 
there is an error, on one hand, it is due to the 

establishment of the simulation model in some 
components of the system which can be simplified; 
on the other hand, errors many be caused by 
numerical calculation and test measurements. 
 
 

Table 4. Comparison of inherent characteristics  
and real test. 

 

Program (unload) 
Inherent 

characteristics 
Real test 

data 
Rear suspension sprung mass 
natural frequency (Hz) 

2.15 2.33 

Rear suspension damping 
Bibi 

0.0770 0.0780 

Rear axle (wheel) natural 
frequency (Hz) 

13.96 13.10 

Front suspension sprung mass 
natural frequency (Hz) 

1.59 1.63 

Front axle (wheel) natural 
frequency (Hz) 

0.1423 0.1561 

Front axle (wheel) natural 
frequency (Hz) 

14.68 15.21 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Riding smoothness simulation. 
 
 

The key evaluation indicators of car riding are the 
dynamic response results in the car body under 
random input. The result can be seen in Fig. 10. 

 
 

Table 5. Comparison of simulation results and practical results. 
 

Program(load) 
Vibrates vertically 

momentum 
Speed(Km/h) 

40 50 60 70 80 
Practical results  0.5248 0.7124 0.7786 0.9641 1.1234 
Simulation results  0.5098 0.6916 0.7690 0.9413 1.0986 

 
 

3.3. Braking Performance  
Simulation Analysis 

 

3.3.1. Simulation Analysis of Linear Brake 
 

Linear braking performance of the car is one of 
the main performances. There are three areas, which 
are braking efficiency, constant direction and braking 
performance. Function expression of control link is 
as follows: 

 

 
 22260.00112

0 0.2

0.24( 0.2) 0.2

Y
pe Q

Y
Q

Y Y

 
  


 

   

 
(12) 

 
We can obtain the car speed and the angular 

response curve during braking after analysis, which is 
shown in Fig. 11. 
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(a) Acceleration response simulation results  (b) Acceleration power spectrum simulation 
 

Fig. 10. Acceleration response simulation and power spectrum simulation. 
 
 

  
 

(a) Braking speed response simulation  (b) Braking angular response simulation 
 

Fig. 11. Braking speed and angular response simulation. 
 
 

3.3.2. Cornering Brake Simulation Analysis 
 

The braking condition of car turning is often 
encountered in common driving life. In the 
simulation, the initial state of the car is the uniform 
linear motion. Giving the car a step input and steering 
wheel angle by adjusting the steering wheel angle 
and initial speed, it could make the car get into a 

certain lateral acceleration steady of circular motion. 
Braking torque is applied to the brake. Road adhesion 
coefficient and suspension stiffness simulation results 
affect the car's braking stability (see Fig. 12). 

The article also can get the simulation results of 
the body vertical acceleration response and body 
vertical acceleration power spectrum, which can be 
seen in Fig. 13. 

 
 

    
 

(a) Road adhesion coefficient affect results  (b) Suspension stiffness simulation results 
 

Fig. 12. Road adhesion coefficient and suspension stiffness affect results. 
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(a) Vertical acceleration response simulation  (b) Vertical acceleration power spectrum simulation 
 

Fig. 13. Vertical acceleration response and power spectrum simulation. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 
 

In this article, it used the basic theory and method 
of multi-body dynamics to study the simulation of the 
performance vehicle dynamics. The article 
established a multi-body model with various 
parameters. The analysis result of the handling 
stability on kinematics simulation shows that riding 
comfort and braking performance can get a set of 
simulation results and influence of parameters, which 
can provide guidance for the car modification  
and design. 
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Abstract: This paper introduces the air suspension system, including its components and its characteristics, then 
the paper introduce the dynamics model of air suspension system. With the consideration that the air spring is 
nonlinear, that has great influence on the simulation accuracy, so the paper uses modeling and experiment to 
verify the nonlinearity of air spring. Then the paper introduces air Suspension control algorithm and air 
suspension hardware in the loop simulation, with detailed explanation of how to conduct the hardware in the 
loop simulation. Finally, the paper uses multi-body dynamics and finite element modal analysis technique based 
on Adams and Matlab to establish air suspension multi-body vehicle dynamics model, and makes road testing 
and simulation evaluation according to the national standards with focus on ride smoothness and natural 
frequency, the paper concludes that the accuracy and great application value of air suspension multi-body 
vehicle dynamics model. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Air suspension, Air spring, Hardware in the loop simulation, Multi-body vehicle dynamics model. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

A vehicle equipped with air suspension system 
can obtain lower natural frequency, the variation of 
body vibration frequency would be very small in case 
of load change, and the vehicle height could stay the 
same [5]. The air suspension can effectively reduce 
the dynamic wheel load, thus the automotive could 
get good performance of comfort, but also obtain a 
high performance of handling stability, driving 
safety, with little the destruction to the road [6]. Air 
suspension has excellent controllability in the 
structure, it can easily regulate body height or 
automatically adjust suspension stiffness, damping, to 
accommodate different speeds and different roads, 
load changes. The air suspension can significantly 
improve riding smoothness and handling stability, so 

it has been widely used in advanced car, SUV, 
medium-sized car, senior car and heavy-duty  
truck [8]. 

There is a strong nonlinearity of rubber balloon , 
rubber bushing, shock absorber and other key 
components in the air suspension, so there is a 
complex issue "machine - electric - gas - liquid - 
control coupling" of suspension system [9]. From the 
existing technical documents, with constraints of 
analytical tools and technical conditions, when 
making air suspension vehicle dynamics analysis, the 
general treatment of air springs as a set of linear 
springs while ignoring the impact of height valve, 
connecting tubes, the auxiliary chamber and other 
parts, so the multi-body dynamics model of vehicle 
system could not reflect the true influences of 
nonlinear parameters on vehicle dynamics, thus it 
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would lead to deviations of dynamics simulation 
analysis inevitably [13]. Due to the strong 
nonlinearity, being easily influenced by external 
disturbances, parameter change and other factors of 
air suspension system, the conventional control 
algorithm is difficult to meet the increasing 
requirements of ride comfort and steering stability 
and the control system is also more difficult to 
develop. Therefore, the establishment "dynamics and 
control dynamics model" which can reflect the 
nonlinear air spring is the key of developing air 
suspension [11]. 

Air suspension system mainly consists of air 
spring systems, guide system, shock absorbers, 
stabilizer bar, thrust rod, cushion stopper and other 
components. Vehicle air spring system includes air 
springs, auxiliary chamber, height valves, pressure 
valves, dust filter, accumulator, connecting pipes and 
so on [4]. The rubber balloon of air spring is made of 
rubber/ fabric structures, upper and bottom plate and 
the piston of air spring form a sealed space, which is 
full of compressed air to provide support reaction 
force, the air spring has a nonlinear characteristic. 
Automotive air suspension system is actually 
interacting air spring system [7]. 

1/2 vehicle dynamic model has four freedom 
degrees, namely a body movement, two axle 
vibrations and a pitch movement, 1/2 air suspension 
system dynamic model and the parameters of the 
vehicle as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Dynamic model of 1/2 air suspension system 
vehicle. 

 
 

System dynamics equations show as follows: 
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where L is for wheelbase, a is for centroid distance 

of front axle and the body, b is for centroid distance 

of rear axle and the body, 2
y  is for body inertia, 

1 fM is for front axle unspring mass, 1rM is for front 

axle unspring mass, cM is for body mass, 1 fK is for 

front tire stiffness, 1rK  is for rear tire stiffness, airfF  

is for front suspension air spring force, airrF  is for 

rear suspension air spring force, fc  is for front 

suspension system damping, rc  is for rear 

suspension system damping, cz is for body vertical 

displacement at the centroid, 1 fz is for body vertical 

displacement at the front axle, 1rz is for body vertical 

displacement at the rear axle, fq  is for input of front 

tires, rq is for input of rear tires. 

Air suspension has lower natural frequency when 
compared with the conventional leaf spring or coil 
spring suspension; the stiffness of air spring changes 
with the pneumatic pressure, the suspension load 
increases, the internal pressure of the airbag 
increases, the stiffness becomes larger, while the 
suspension load decreases, the internal pressure of 
the airbag decreases, the stiffness becomes smaller, 
the air spring is designed for equilibrium position, the 
natural frequency of the air suspension remained 
basically unchanged, and thus, a vehicle equipped 
with air suspension has excellent ride comfort 
performance; the air spring can be easily charge and 
emit gas, the height of air spring could stay 
unchanged while working load is changing, and 
could also be changed if needed to enhance the 
performance of suspension. 

The dynamic characteristics of the air spring 
determine the vehicle's ride comfort and handling 
stability, its dynamic characteristics are air 
suspension matched main basis for selection. For 
testing the dynamic characteristics of the air spring, 
there are generally two methods, one is to get the 
static stiffness of air springs at different loads and 
different initial working heights through testing and 
get the dynamic character at the different excitation 
frequencies; another one is to calculate the dynamics 
of air spring at different pressure and initial forces on 
different heights and different excitation frequencies 
through the numerical method. 
 
 
2. Dynamics Simulation of the Air Spring 

Considering Nonlinear Contact 
 
2.1. The Study of Air Spring Characteristics 

Based on Experiment 
 

In the paper, the SRI1R230a diaphragm air spring 
is selected as the object, and the U.S. MTS hydraulic 
servo system is selected as method to test its vertical 
elastic properties. The specific parameters of air 
springs are shown in Table 1. 
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Table1. Diaphragm air spring parameters. 
 

Product Weight 8.3 kg 
Assembly height (mm) 

Load capacity 
Load capacity 1120~3280 kg 0.3 MPa 0.5 MPa 0.8 MPa 
Working Pressure 0.3~0.8 MPa 415 620 1020 1620 
Working stroke 250 mm 340 980 1610 2720 
Recommended assembly 
Design height 

275 mm 290 1020 1760 2800 

Assembly pull 
Maximum height 

425 mm 240 1470 1350 3700 

Assembly compression 
Minimum height 

175 mm 175 2300 3400 5200 

 
 
The working principle of MTS hydraulic servo 

vibration test equipment and the test principle of air 
spring test are shown in Fig 2. MTS test system 
consists of three components: MTS dynamic test 
systems, data acquisition systems and MTS software 
control system. For the test sample, a target 
displacement signal is set through MTS dynamic test 
systems, then hydraulic servo system mechanism of 
dynamic test systems moves at a certain frequency. 

The actual displacement signals would be sent to 
the data acquisition system through displacement 
sensor of dynamic test system and then after data 
processing through the MTS software control system 
by the data acquisition system through. With 
appropriate adjustment of the system parameters, the 
actual displacement signal and feedback 
displacement signal of the displacement sensor 
system is within the error range, the measured sample 
could be used in related tests. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Principles of MTS vibration test equipment  
and air springs. 

 

 
Considering air spring has its own characteristics, 

the paper uses experimental methods to test air spring 
so as to discuss the effects of different initial air 
spring pressure (0.3 MPa, 0.5 MPa, 0.8 MPa) and 
different initial positions (320 mm, 300 mm, 
340 mm) to the air spring. The results are shown in 
Fig. 3, the former three pictures show that when the 

initial position is 320 mm, 300 mm, 340 mm, the load 
and the displacement changes, the latter three 
pictures show that when the initial position is 
320 mm, 300 mm, 340 mm, the pressure and the 
displacement changes. 

 

 
2.2. Modeling and Analysis of Air Springs 

Based on FEM 

 
Using the finite element method (FEM) to model 

is commonly used analytical tools in the air spring 
design calculations. It basically need not 
simplifications, just in accordance with the size of 
each part of the structure and stiffness characteristics 
of the material characteristics, these can be simulated 
,such as air spring deformation, kinematics of force 
and displacement, including linear stiffness, 
nonlinear composite stiffness, gradient stiffness 
characteristics. Finite element method would also 
considered contact friction, large deformation and 
other factors to calculate and analyze, so to 
accurately simulate the stress and strain of the air 
spring, the contact status and contact pressure, 
dynamic stiffness and other characteristics. With 
different cord angles and different cord distances, the 
characteristics of the air spring changes. 

The following Fig. 4 shows when the initial 
position is 320 mm, at different air spring pneumatic 
pressure, the set of curves are there characteristic 
curves. Under the same pressure, the characteristic 
curve shapes like anti-"S". The solid line is the 
simulation results, while the dotted line as the test 
results. The figure shows that the simulation results 
are nearly the same as the experimental results, a 
little deviation just occurs in some locations. The 
main reason is that in the simulation the model is 
simplified. Such as during the test, there is a certain 
temperature change of the air bag which would affect 
the test results, but in the simulation, it is neglected. 
It is because of these reasons, there are differences 
between finite element method results and the 
experimental test results, but the overall trend is 
consistent, which indicates that finite element method 
has certain reference value. So the finite element 
model can be used to study the parameters of the  
air spring. 
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(a) 320 mm (b) 300 mm 

  

(c) 340 mm (d) 320 mm 

  

(e) 300 mm (f) 340 mm 

 
Under different initial pressure, pressure and displacement curve 

 
Fig. 3. MTS vibration test results. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Comparison of results of FEM and experiment. 
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3. Air Suspension System Control 
Algorithm and Hardware in the Loop 
Simulation 

 

3.1. Air Suspension Control Algorithm 
 

The main role of suspension system is to improve 
makes the vehicle body and passenger separated from 
external interference and improve comfort with the 
car's ability to grip the land. Electronically controlled 
semi-active / active controlled air suspension has 
been the rapid developed, high-level air suspension 
system has begun to adopt active air suspension 
system (AASS), according to the motion state of the 
vehicle as well as incentives changes to automatically 
adjust the air spring stiffness, damping or active 
damper actuator for controlling parameters such as 
power, inhibit the body's vibrations and adjust the 
body posture, reduce body acceleration and tire load, 
limit excessive dynamic deflection of suspension and 
body rolling off, so that suspension damping would 
come to the optimal state and get a good ride comfort 
and handling stability. 

Since the sliding mode control (SMC) algorithm 
is more suitable for AASS control the paper analyzes 
on SMC theory, air suspension characteristics and 
existing research results, to design a fuzzy adaptive 
sliding mode controller that combines the dynamic 
characteristics of fuzzy control, so the performance is 
greatly improved. 

Define the state vector as X , control input vector 
asU , road excitation input vector asW , so 
 

1 2 3 4[ , , , ] [ , , , ]T T
s s u uX x x x x x x x x    

[ ] [ ]U f u  , [ ] [ ]rW x w   
 

The state space equation of the control system can 
be expressed as: 
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3.2. Air Suspension Hardware in the Loop 
Simulation Study 

 

Hardware in-the-loop simulation (HILS), also 
known as semi-physical simulation, hardware 

embedded loop simulation, usually puts the 
mathematical model, entity model and the actual 
device associated of systems together to form a 
simulation system. Due to physical intervention to 
simulation loop, it is real-time simulation, the 
simulator gets real-time input signal and generates 
real-time dynamic output, developers can directly see 
the system control simulation results, and can directly 
modify the control algorithm based on the simulation 
results, greatly improving system simulation 
accuracy. The development method of conventional 
air suspension control system is a “test - 
improvement – test” circle, it needs a large number of 
road tests, while the hardware in the loop simulation 
technology can greatly shorten the product 
development cycle, saving a lot of development 
funds. 

dSPACE (Digital Signal Processing And Control 
Engineering) is a real-time simulation system, 
developed by a German company named dSPACE, 
which could seamless connect with 
MATLAB/Simulink. This paper selects AutoBox 
series of the dSPACE real-time simulation system. 
AutoBox processor board is DS1005, with Motorola 
PowerPC 750 chip as the core processor; SIO 
Interface Board DS4002 has a multi-channel serial 
communication interface; input / output board 
DS2002, DS2101 with multi-way A/D, D/A; CAN 
bus communication interface board DS4302 CAN is 
equipped with multi-way channels. 

AASS control system developing steps in this 
article are summarized as follows (Fig. 5). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. AASS control system developing process  
based on dSPACE. 

 
 

1. Make AASS system dynamics analysis, 
build AASS mathematical model and analyze  
its characteristics. 

2. According to the AASS system 
characteristics, analyze the AASS control strategy, 
select the appropriate control algorithms, design a 
robust controller of AASS system. 

3. Establish Matlab / Simulink model of active 
control systems and make off-line simulation. 

4. Design AASS real-time control system 
based on dSPACE and Matlab / Simulink. 
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5. Use real-time simulator provided by RTW 
and dSPACE tools to generate executable code. 

6. Use ControlDesk provided by dSPACE to 
do real-time simulation and monitoring for active 
control system. 

The test is carried out in strict accordance with 
the latest car ride test method (GB/T 4970-2009). The 
test vehicle uses V348 minibuses made by Jiangling 
Motors Co., Ltd. Data acquisition frequency is 256 
Hz. The semi-loop simulation results shows that the 
conventional sliding mode control and fuzzy adaptive 
sliding mode control has significantly improved ride 
performance with active air suspension, fuzzy 
adaptive sliding mode control has better ride comfort 
performance and robust stability than conventional 
sliding mode control. 
 
 
4. Air Suspension Vehicle Dynamics 

Modeling and Simulation Test 
 

This paper uses ADAMS and Matlab/Simulink to 
build model of vehicle air suspension, it establishes 
vehicle dynamics model of air suspension system of 
embedded modular, makes simulation and analysis 
for car under each condition. The main tasks include: 
establishing bus air suspension dynamics model, 
including its front suspension, rear suspension, 
steering system and tires road model; conducting 
simulation of the bus, including the simulation under 
different speeds and different road conditions; 
making the real vehicle ride comfort test and the 
natural frequency test, to get and ride comfort 
evaluation and the natural frequency under different 
roads and different speeds, and verify the correctness 
of the air suspension simulation model. 
 
 
4.1. Vehicle Dynamics Modeling 
 

Air suspension dynamics model includes: front 
suspension, rear suspension, steering mechanism and 
tire dynamics model (Fig. 6). 

Front suspension dynamics model includes: 
airbag, guide springs, shock absorbers, lateral thrust 
rods, stabilizer bar and front axle components. The 
front suspension has two pieces guide springs, which 
are located on the left and right of the front axle, 
transferring longitudinal forces between the axle and 
the frame.  

Airbag is a part transmitting vertical force 
between the axle and the frame, the front suspension 
has two airbags on both left and right side. The front 
suspension includes two shock absorbers, upper end 
of each shock absorber is connected to frame, and 
lower end of each shock absorber is connected  
to the axle.  

The lateral thrust rod is positioned at a certain 
place after the front bridge of front suspension, to 
transfer lateral forces between the frame and axle. 
Left pivot of lateral thrust rod and frame are 

connected by ball joint, and right pivot of lateral 
thrust rod is connected with the right side of the air 
bag bearings through the ball joint. The stabilizer bar 
is to prevent a larger car body roll, it is connected to 
four bushings, wherein the two bushings are 
connected with front axle, the other two bushings are 
connected with the left and right brackets of the  
car frame. 

 
 

 
 

(a) front suspension dynamics model 
 

 
 

(b) rear suspension dynamics model 
 

 
 

(c) Steering system dynamics model 
 

Fig. 6. Air suspension dynamics model. 
 
 

Rear suspension bridge structure is a H-type 
structure, which means that there is a C-shaped beam 
on each side of the rear bridge, a vertical thrust above 
each C-beam, two oblique thrusts on the upper part of 
the rear axle beam rods, and an airbag on each C-
beam, a shock absorber outside each air bag. 
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Steering system is classified as mechanical 
steering system and power steering system, this paper 
studies mechanical steering system. Mechanical 
steering system is made up by the steering 
mechanism, steering gear and steering linkage 
component organization. When creating a multi-body 
model of the steering system steering, it mainly 
means to build steering operation mechanism model 
and steering linkage model, and the steering gear is 
simplified steering as a steering ratio. 

For the tire model, currently empirical model 
proposed by Pacejka and magic formula and other 
tire models are widely used in the automotive 
industry. This paper will model follow the magic 
formula theory. 
 
 
4.2. Vehicle Road Test for Ride Smoothness 

of Air Suspension 
 

To assess the ride smoothness of air suspension, it 
was needed to carry air suspension sample in 
accordance with national standards GB/T4970 "ride 
smoothness of car random running test method". 
2512 Human Vibration Equipment measured root 
mean square value and the weighted vibration level 
Leq of vibration acceleration of the driver's seat, the 
seat on the left side above the rear axle, the seat on 

the left side of rear part of the car to evaluate the ride 
smoothness; with accelerometers to measure 
vibration acceleration values of front and rear axles 
corresponding position to analyze air suspension 
damping characteristics and spectral characteristics. 

The test road is classified into two kinds: random 
road and pulse pavement. When the speed of test bus 
is 30 km/h, 40 km/h, 50 km/h, 60 km/h on random 
road and when the speed of test bus is 30 km/h, 
40 km/h, 50 km/h, 60 km/h, the acceleration and 
pulse on each point of air suspension should be 
measured. Test apparatus includes an acceleration 
sensor, seat sensor, 32-channel LMS data acquisition 
and LMS Test. Lab Rev8B processing system, body 
vibration device, data processing system. Duration of 
Sampling is about three minutes, the sampling 
frequency is 1280 Hz, the cutoff frequency is 200 Hz 
and 500 Hz, the analysis frequency is 500 Hz. 

In order to verify the accuracy of vehicle 
suspension dynamics model, the paper compared 
simulation data with the experimental data. The 
comparison is between random road simulation test 
and pulse road simulation test. Acceleration data of 
each test point of the vehicle under certain speed 
could be obtained, through calculating, and root mean 
square value and weighted acceleration vibration 
level value Leq could be obtained to evaluate the ride 
smoothness of the vehicle, shown in Table 2. 

 
 

Table 2. Comparison of random road and pulse road simulation test. 
 

Speed 
Ride smoothness 

Leq(dB) 
Left front seat 

Leq(dB) 
Left seat above rear 

axle Leq(dB) 
Left rear seat 

Leq(dB) 

40 ~ 
experiment ~ experiment 114.6 experiment 116.3 

116.6 simulation ~ simulation 115.1 simulation 

50 ≤121.0 
experiment 115.0 experiment 116.2 experiment 117.0 

116.9 simulation 115.6 simulation 116.5 simulation 

60 
 experiment ~ experiment 116.8 experiment 118.1 

118.6 simulation ~ simulation 117.1 simulation 
 
 
From the comparison of experimental data and 

simulation data, we can conclude that the 
acceleration power spectral density function and the 
weighted vibration level Leq through simulation at 
each seat are relatively close to the experimental 
results, indicating that the dynamic model of air 
suspension for random road better in ride smoothness 
test simulation. 

For ride smoothness pulse road test, the paper 
mainly conducts the experiment with speed of 

30 km/h, 40 km/h, 50 km/h and 60 km/h, when 
simulating the road surface, the paper adds triangle to 
straight road, the size of triangle is the same as that of 
actual test. 

Compare the maximum value of experimental 
data for the pulse road test under speed of 30 km/h, 
40 km/h, 50 km/h and 60 km/h and simulation data, 
we could obtain Table 3 to analyze performance of 
air suspension and judge the accuracy of simulation 
data, and verify reliability of the model. 

 
 

Table 3. Comparison of maximum acceleration of experiment and simulation test. 
 

Speed (km/h) 30 40 50 60 

Maximum 
acceleration 

Left front 
seat 

Experiment data 9.5 10.2 11.5 11.3 
Simulation data 10.9 10.1 11.3 11.1 

Left middle 
seat 

Experiment data 11.0 11.7 16.3 16.2 
Simulation data 10.1 12.5 16.3 16.6 

Left rear seat 
Experiment data 19.9 26.2 25.9 27.9 
Simulation data 20.0 27.1 26.0 24.9 
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4.3. Natural Frequency Test of Air 
Suspension System 

 

The experiment methods and simulation methods 
of natural frequency are in accordance with the 
national standard GB 4783-84, the test site is 
standard test site, the venue in ADAMS simulation is 
a special road model in reference to the standard  
road model. 

After obtaining experiment data and simulation 
data, the paper uses the time history method to 
analyze natural frequency. With 20 Hz low pass filter 
to filter the time histories of acceleration data 
obtained by experiment and simulation, with the help 
of MATLAB, the paper obtains the curve shown in 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, wherein the red solid line is for the 
experimental data, blue dotted line is for the 
simulation data. 

The natural frequency obtained by simulation: 
1 1 1

1.21
3174 2348 826

f Hz
T

   


 

The natural frequency obtained by experiment: 
1 1 1

1.28
3156 2375 781

f Hz
T

   


 

The deviation of natural frequency obtained by 
simulation and natural frequency obtained by 
experiment is small, so the dynamic model of air 
spring can be used for air suspension to simulate the 
natural frequency of the car. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Acceleration curve of the left side airbag  
after filtering. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Acceleration curve of the right side airbag  
after filtering. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Establishing a unified air suspension system 
dynamics model and control system development 
platform has important application value for 
improving the overall performance of the air 
suspension system. The research idea is theoretical 
analysis – experimental study – dynamics modeling 
and simulation analysis. The paper finishes the 
following tasks: using numerical analysis method to 
establish the dynamic model of the air spring system; 
establishing a material nonlinear and contacts 
nonlinear finite element dynamics model of the air 
spring; Introducing fuzzy adaptive control sliding 
mode control algorithm, using hardware in the loop 
simulation technology to design active air suspension 
controller; using multi-body dynamics and finite 
element modal analysis technique to establish air 
suspension multi-body vehicle dynamics model, and 
making road testing and simulation evaluation 
according to the national standards. 
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Abstract: For a single magnetic resistance displacement sensor is used for detecting the linear displacement of 
electromagnetic linear actuator (ELA), and the decline of detection precision caused by strong electromagnetic 
interference, and the problem of low control accuracy etc., a scheme of the dual differential magnetoresistive is 
proposed. The sensors with respect to the basis magnet about layout electromagnetic interference signal makes 
the output signal have a pair of opposite signal at initial position. The two signals of magnetoresistive sensor are 
added so as to improve the signal amplitude, and at the same time interference quantity could decrease after the 
two reverse signal summation of output interference magnetic field on the sensor. The feasibility of scheme is 
tested and verified by simulation with the use of Ansoft software to simulate the change of environmental 
magnetic field. The test results show that the disturb is effectively inhibited with the use of differential scheme 
in this paper, the signal amplitude is increased by two times, the accuracy and resolution is improved.  
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Displacement sensor, Magnetic resistance, Electromagnetic interference, Linear displacement. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The perception of location and measurement is an 
indispensible course for linear actuator motion 
control process [1–3]. Displacement feedback to the 
control system is the key factor to achieve the precise 
control of movement [4, 5]. Therefore it put forward 
higher requirements on the displacement sensor. 
While as a non-contact magnetoresistive sensor, 
because of its unique advantages, small size, high 
precision, non-contact, long service life, wide 
measuring range, it is widely used in various 
industries [6, 7], such as, gear speed [8], compass 
technology [9, 10], permanent-magnet synchronism 
motor (PMSM) [11], pneumatic drive [12] and 
microfabricated spin-valve [13]. Magnetic resistance 

displacement sensor transforms the variation of the 
magnetic field angle into linear displacement. It can 
be used for angle displacement measurement and 
detection of linear displacement [14–16]. But when 
applied to complex industrial environment and 
because of the interference by external stray magnetic 
fields, especially the electromagnetic interference. It 
results in precision decrease, and the output 
instability [17–19]. In the actual detection of 
electromagnetic linear actuator displacement (As 
shown in Fig. 1), and at the initial moment of 
actuator loading current. The interference of external 
magnetic field causes a big error to the output of the 
sensor output. So how to eliminate the error 
generated at this time has become a problem to be 
solved in the application of magnetoresistive sensor. 
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In this paper, it is based on a magnetoresistive 
sensor chip, and on the analysis of the 
magnetoresistive principle, with the use of Ansoft 
software to simulate and calculate for the best layout 
area of magnetic steel, a differential scheme is 
presented for the elimination of electromagnetic 
interference on measurement results. It achieves the 
precise control of linear displacement, and increases 
signal amplitude and resolution ratio while  
restrain interference. 
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Fig. 1. Interference in displacement detecting. 
 
 
2. Principle of Reluctance Type 

Displacement Sensor 
 
2.1. Magnetoresistance and Differential 

Reluctance Principle 
 

Magnetoresistive effect refers to the phenomena 
of anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) in 
ferromagnetic material changes with the external 
magnetic field. Using magnetoresistance effect to 
make up Wheatstone bridge (As shown in Fig. 2), 
When applying a bias magnetic field on a bridge, it 
makes the magnetization of all resistance and electric 
current have the change of the included angle of 
about 45°. The change of orthogonal magnetic field 
direction makes the two resistors in the two diagonal 
increase ΔR, while the two reverse placed resistors 
decreases ΔR, so bridge loses balance, and generates 
a voltage signal output. Thus it can calculate the 
corresponding linear displacement. 

According to magnetoresistive principle in case of 
the magnetic field without interference, the sensor 
output is: 
 

 sin 2out sV K V S      (1) 

 
In the equation above, Vs is the sensor supply 

voltage, θ is the angle between the direction of the 
external magnetic field and current in the sensor, K is 
the internal amplifiers’ gain of sensor, S is  
the material parameter. 



 



 
 

Fig. 2. Diagram of magnetoresistive sensor. 
 
 

The structure of differential inductance sensor 
designed in this paper is represented in Fig. 3. The 
presence of magnetic field interference makes the 
magnetic field generate a deflection angle at the 
initial position. The relative sensor A is +ω. and the 
relative sensor B is -ω. So the output of sensor A & B 
is separated for: 
 

 
A outV =V +K Vs S sin 2    (2) 

 
 

B outV =V +K Vs S sin (-2 )    (3) 

 
For left and right arrangement of the two sensors 

in the initial position, the bias magnetic field with 
respect to the four resistance bridge reluctance is a 
fixed output, that is, Vout output is a steady state 
value, meanwhile the two sensor distance is fixed 
relative to the magnetic steel, and output is 
equivalent. It is obtained by adding the Equation 2 
and the Equation 3: 
 

add A B

out

out

V =V +V

=2V +K Vs S(sin(2 )-sin(2 ))

      =2V

    (1) 

 
It can be obtained from the Equation 4, the two 

symmetrically arranged sensors by signal phase can 
eliminate the interference signal generated by 
magnetic field, and can expand two times the 
amplitude of the output signal, and improves the 
signal resolution. In this paper, based on the 
principle, it presents a new design model of 
differential reluctance linear displacement sensor. 
 
 
2.2. Analysis of the Interference  

Magnetic Field 
 

In the actual process of using magnetic 
displacement sensor, magnetic interfering field is 
spurious and unknown. In the designed differential 
reluctance scheme, relative position between sensor 
A and B is smaller, so magnetic field interference in 
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this small range relative to the A and B is considered 
as a parallel magnetic field. Suppose a field as shown 
in Fig. 4, D is magnetic interfering field, and the 
angle between the direction of magnetic interfering 
field and axis is 0°-180°. In order to facilitate the 
analysis, the marked angle between axes on map is 
90°. In the initial position, the included angle 
between axis M and electric current I is 45°. When 
there is the presence of a magnetic interfering field, 
the magnetic field along the axis M direction and 
magnetic interfering field D can be combined. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The structure of differential magnetoresistive 
displacement sensor. 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of magnetic field interference  
and vector combining. 

 
 

Relative to the sensor A: 
 

 
A d A d AsH +H =H +H =H
   

 (5) 

Relative to the sensor B: 
 

 
A d A d BS-H +H =-H +H =H

   
 (6) 

 

In the equation above,
 AH


 and A-H


 are 

internal magnetic field vector of sensor, dH


 

interfere with the magnetic field vector, AsH


 and 

BSH


 are synthetic magnetic field respectively A and 

B. Through the synthesis of magnetic field vector, the 
original angle between axis and current is changed. It 
is ω + Δω on A, while ω-Δω on B. Thus an output 
voltage comes. By means of Equation 2, 3, 4, the 
disturbances- generated voltage is eliminated through 
the summation method. On a special occasion, when 
the included angle between magnetic interfering field 
D and axis M is 0°and 180°, The strength of the 
magnetic field along the axis M direction can only 
increase or weaken. It can not cause the angle change 
between the axis M and current I, therefore it has no 
effect on the output voltage. But because A and B are 
symmetric arrangement, when the included angle 
between magnetic interfering field D and axis M is 
180°-360°, it is the same with the above analysis. 
 
 

3. Magnetic Field Simulation 
 
3.1. The Simulation and Test for Magnetic 

Field of Magnetic Steel from Different 
Positions 

 
In order to select the appropriate sensor layout 

area, a 3D simulation model of the magnet is set up 
with the help of Ansoft software, to simulate the 
direction variation of the magnetic field around 
magnet steel. The distance of simulation magnetic 
center in the X axis direction is respectively 6 mm, 
8 mm and 10 mm, and ±8 mm in the Y axis direction. 
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.  

As can be seen from Fig. 5, the closer away from 
the magnetic steel position, the more gentle the 
variation of the magnetic field angle. It means that 
the output voltage is lower resolution, and in the 
nearer distance position, the angle of the magnetic 
field is failure to maintain consistent, because the 
angle change is directly reflected in the output 
voltage. Through the test to check the sensor output 
under the three positions, the tested motion range is 
8 mm as shown in Fig. 6(b). As can be seen from Fig. 
6(b), it can ensure the whole range of linear line if 
sensor output at the 10 mm position. With the 
position approach of sensor and magnetic steel, the 
output is not in its linear range. And compared with 
the simulation results, it also verified the further 
between sensor and magnetic steel, the higher the 
output resolution. The experimental results show that 
the greater voltage changes, the smaller the slope of 
the curve becomes. 
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Fig. 5. The angle of magnetic field in motion region. 
 
 

Table 1. Bias magnet parameters. 
 

Name Parameter 

Magnet types 
Cylindrical shape and axial 
magnetization 

Dimension 5 mm × 6 mm 
Mass 0.2 g 
Magnetic  strength 4000-4500 GS 
Material NdFeB45 

 
 
3.2. The Strength of the Magnetic Field  

at Different Positions 
 

The bias magnetic field required for sensor has 
location requirements between the above magnets 
and sensor, but also consideration should be given to 
the saturation problem for the bias magnetic field 
strength of sensor. In the Ansoft software, it 
simulates and calculates magnetic field strength in 
the whole range of motion and region. According to 
the performance of magnetoresistive sensor, 
magnetic field intensity is required to reach more 
than 80 GS. In the premise of magnetic saturation, try 
to use small size magnetic steel as far as possible, on 
one hand small magnetic steel is helpful for the use 
of sensor placement space limit, on the other hand 
magnetic steel with small surface volume means 
small quality, so the control system dynamic quality 
reduces, which is more conducive to improve the 
dynamic performance of actuators. Therefore, based 
on considerations of the above two conditions, 
simulation is made to the change of magnetic field 
strength in the motion area. The selected magnetic 
steel specifications are shown in Table 1. The results 
of simulation and test are shown in Fig. 6. With 
change of the distance between magnet and sensor, 
magnetic field intensity can decay continuously, but 
does not meet the requirements of the linear region. 
And if the distance is too far away, it cannot realize 
the saturation of the magnetic field strength. 
Therefore, after combination for the saturability of 
magnetic field intensity and the consistency of 
magnetic field angle change, the magnetic steel is 
determined to be arranged in 10 mm location area.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. The magnetic field strength in motion region and 
experimental test. 

 
 
4. Scheme of the Dual Magnetoresistive 

Layout 
 
4.1. Achievement of Differential Scheme 
 

In order to ensure the accuracy of test results, 
reluctance type of displacement sensor in the actual 
use of the process, must have a better anti-
disturbance performance. The resistance value of 
magnetoresistive bridge is easily influenced by 
external environmental temperature changes on the 
one hand, and on the other hand reluctance is easily 
interfered by external stray magnetic fields, 
especially when applied to electromagnetic 
interference, Such as electromagnetic linear actuator, 
at the moment of the actuator loading initial current, 
it causes the change of the magnetic field around, 
thus bring the fluctuations of sensor output. 

In the non-contact displacement sensor, another 
sensor using differential method is linear variable 
differential transformer (LVDT) whose working 
principle is that transform the change of measured 
displacement into the variation of transformer coil 
inductance by means of electromagnetic induction. 
The magnetic field generated by the primary coil 
through the core to the secondary coil, the secondary 
coil induces voltage according to Lenz theorem; the 
induction voltage by two secondary coils has 
differential motion, then output voltage signal. In 
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conditions of the primary coil voltage fluctuation 
interference, and after subtraction of voltage through 
the two secondary coil transformers, it is still able to 
maintain a constant output. 

Use the principle of differential transformer to 
eliminate the interference or error of measuring 
system. Compensation method of software or 
hardware can generally be used to eliminate the 
influence of temperature. Differential method can 
also be used to weaken test bias caused by 
temperature. And as for electromagnetic interference, 
in addition to the necessary shielding measures, the 
differential method is proposed to implement in this 
paper, the specific scheme is shown in Fig. 7. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Dual magnetoresistance differential scheme. 
 
 

The designed differential scheme mainly uses 
double reluctance in both sides of the moving 
magnetic steel to generate symmetrical arrangement, 
installed on the upper end of the electromagnetic 
linear actuator. The output signal after process 
conducts conversion of A/D, and then is sent to 
digital signal processing (DSP) control unit, is given 
to the control system as the feedback signal, and use 
laser displacement sensor to do calibration at the 
same time. Finally the signal is transmitted to the 
host computer to output display through  
Ethernet port. 
 
 
4.2. The Output Signal Processing 
 

Take advantage of magnetoresistive sensor can 
output signal of sine and cosine at the same time, 
then through signal processing circuit, that is addition 
and subtraction circuit. If the electromagnetic 
interference is in the same direction, 180° phase shift 
is made on the signal of a sensor output, then 
subtracts sine signal from another sensor; if in the 
opposite direction, then pluses the output sine signal. 
Results are shown in Fig. 8. 

As can be seen from Fig. 8, neither addition nor 
subtraction will change the original sensor linear 
zone. And after plus or subtraction, the amplitude of 
the output signal has increased nearly 2 times, thus 
increases the output signal of the sensor resolution. 
The output difference of sensor A and B in the 
Fig. 8(a) is because the error of two sensors in the 

initial installation, which causes the amplitude of 
output voltage is not the same, but through 
differential method, it can also eliminate the 
influence of error. 
 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 8. The processing of output signal. 
 

 

5. Experiment Analysis  
 

5.1. The Static Test of Single Reluctance 
 

According to the above analysis, the designed 
differential inductance sensor is used to control 
system of electromagnetic linear actuator. The test 
platform of differential magnetoresistive sensor is 
established as shown in Fig. 9. The bias magnet and 
electromagnetic linear actuator coil is connected 
together to have movement in order to verify the 
linear region of designed sensor, and to verify the 
magnetic field simulation. It can not only satisfy the 
magnetic saturation region, and consistency of 
magnetic field angle variation, but also ensure that 
the output of the sensor is linear in the whole 
movement. The first test is sensors work in static 
condition, and let the electromagnetic linear actuator 
move under a very small current, while the magnetic 
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field around basically keeps unchanged, the output of 
sensor at this moment is tested and carries on the 
contrast with the laser displacement sensor. Results 
are shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen from Fig. 10, 
the designed sensor can guarantee its linearity of the 
motion region in static condition. It is further proved 
the feasibility of simulation region around the bias 
magnetic field in Ansoft software, which provides 
theoretical support and guidance for the design of 
sensor static condition. It is further proved the 
feasibility of simulation region around the bias 
magnetic field in Ansoft software, which provides 
theoretical support and guidance for the design  
of sensor. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Sensor experimental test platform 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. The results of sensors static test. 
 
 

5.2. Double Reluctance to Eliminate 
Magnetic Interference under Dynamic 
Conditions 

 

In the established test platform of a double 
reluctance, let the electromagnetic linear actuator stay 
in high speed linear motion, and the sensor output 
signal feedback to control system. In the condition of 
actuator loading large current (bigger than 10 A), a 
larger interference magnetic field exists around the 

sensor, especially at the initial moment of actuator 
motion, due to a larger current is need to start, so 
magnetic field interference at this moment is also 
strong. Also during the actuator has reverse 
movement, a large reverse current is needed to load. 
Due to the interference signal on the designed dual 
magnetoresistive sensor is reverse, through the 
aforementioned additive method of signal processing, 
it can eliminate the interference of externally applied 
magnetic field caused by the actuator motion. Results 
are shown in Fig. 11. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. The results of sensors dynamic test. 
 
 

As can be seen from Fig. 11, in the actuators 
motion process, the interference is maximum at the 
initial time. The interference is maximum in the 
initial startup when reverse motion, and after through 
differential double reluctance, the interference can 
effectively eliminate whether in the actuator rise or 
decline stage. In order to further verify the anti-
jamming ability of double reluctance to other external 
magnetic field, magnet steel is applied in around 
sensor to simulate the other magnetic field effect on 
test results. Results are shown in Fig. 12.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. The results of sensors dynamic test with 
suppression of magnetic fields. 
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As seen from Figure, after an interference 
magnetic field is externally added, the sensor output 
is capable of ensuring the stable operation. After 
calculation, the designed differential inductance 
sensor in contrast with a single reluctance, A/D of 
disturbance variable is: sensor A -138-1269 and 
sensor B -314-(-1227), the added signal is reduced to 
0-(-10). It can be seen that the differential scheme by 
double reluctance can effectively suppress the 
interference, and can meet the precision control of 
linear displacement. 
 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, it presents a design scheme based on 
differential reluctance linear displacement sensor 
magnetoresistive principle, and sets up a 3D 
simulation model of sensor bias magnetic steel, and 
tests the variation of magnetic field intensity and 
angle by simulations, and determines that the sensor 
layout area is 10 mm position. The designed sensor is 
to have static and dynamic test, and the test results 
under static state and laser displacement sensor are 
compared to prove its good linearity; the comparison 
of dynamic test results and individual 
magnetoresistive sensor verifies the differential 
scheme can suppress electromagnetic interference 
good, and can satisfy the high precision of linear 
displacement detection. 
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Abstract: With the development of radar system, the use of conformal antennas for the radar receiver antennas 
array has been increasing rapidly. Because of the all-azimuth scan capability, the circular array is widely used in 
the radar system. However, when the radar location place is limited, the classical circular antenna array would 
not be placed successfully. In this paper, an improved antenna array which is to put some small circular arrays 
into a big circular array is proposed. And an improved thinning and optimization approach based on the ant 
colony algorithm is applied to obtain the optimal number of the antenna array elements with the restriction of 
the location. Moreover, the optimal performance of the difference of the peak sidelobe level (PSLL) and the 
main lobe width is derived. The computer simulation results show that the peak sidelobe level of the special 
antenna array could be reduced with the less antenna array elements at the same time. As a result, the system 
performance of the spatial resolution and estimation is improved. Simultaneously, the adaptivity for the different 
kinds of location place of this antenna array would be enhanced. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Conformal antenna, Non-concentric array, Ant colony algorithm, Thinning. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The circular array antennas have gained immense 
popularity in radar system nowadays. It has proved to 
be a better alternative over other types of antenna 
array configuration due to its all-azimuth scan 
capability, and a beam pattern which can be kept 
invariant [1, 2]. In [1], a simulation analysis of UCA 
(uniform circular array) system performance and a 
variety of errors affect was conducted. In [2], the 
authors solve the shortcomings of the circular array 
effectively to get lower side lobe level by introducing 
directed element appropriately and selecting the 
radiation equation to each array element. In [3], the 
concentric arrays are analyzed by using radial guide 
field matching. In [4], a kind of adaptive circular 

array antenna is investigated. In [5], the authors 
utilize two-dimensional circular array for DOA 
estimation. Lots of research has gone into optimizing 
antenna structures so that the radiation pattern has 
low sidelobe level. This very fact has driven 
researchers to optimize the CCAA (concentric 
circular array antenna) design [6]. However, when 
the circular array are located in a narrow region, 
some elements may not be placed normally, which 
needs a reasonable distribution of every element. It is 
similar to conformal antenna's application. 
Conformal antenna is able to match the requirement 
of its location and don't bring in additional burden. In 
[7] and [8], the authors mainly analysis a method of 
conformal antenna's mapping and design. A kind of 
miniature array-capsule antenna is developed in [9]. 
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In this paper, a conformal-like antenna: non-
concentric circular array is proposed and the ant 
colony algorithm is applied to optimize and thin this 
array [10-12]. Detailed analysis process is shown in 
the following. 
 
 
2. Non-concentric Circular Array  

Pattern Function 
 

Assuming both the signal's elevation angle and 
the observed elevation angle are 90 degrees, uniform 
non-concentric circular array model is shown  
in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Non-concentric circular antenna array. 
 
 

φ0 denotes the arrival angle of the signal to point 
O and R denotes the radius of the big uniform 
circular array antenna. φ0

' denotes the arrival angle of 
the signal to point O' and r denotes the radius of the 
small uniform circular array antenna. The heart of the 
big circular array is (0, 0) and the heart of the small 
circular array is (L, 0). The element number of the 
big circular array and the small circular array are N 
and n. The first element of either array is located on 
the positive X axis. If SO and SO' is far longer than R 
or r, it might be approximated that φ0=φ0'. The 
radiation pattern of the big circular array is  
written as: 
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where φ denotes the observed azimuth angle, and k = 
2π/λ, λ being the signal wavelength. And φi is the 
azimuth angle of the ith element. Ai is the ith element 
amplitude weight. The radiation pattern of the small 
circular array is written as: 
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The phase difference between the two arrays is 
2πLcosφ0/λ. Assume the amplitude weight of the big 
circle array and the small circle array are both 1. The 
whole system's radiation pattern may be written as:  
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(3) 
 

When the non-concentric circular arrays are full 
with the difference of element number, the main lobe 
width and peak sidelobe level are different. 
 
 
3. Thinning and Optimization Approach 

Based on the Ant Colony Algorithm 
 

The ant colony algorithm was put forward by 
Dorigo in the 1990s. He raised the bionic algorithm 
by imitating ants foraging. The algorithm has two 
advantages: parallelism and robustness. It means the 
ant colony algorithm is high computational efficient 
and effective of global information. Ant leaves some 
special material (pheromone) on the path in the 
process of feeding. By feeling the pheromone, other 
ants choose the direction which is rich in pheromone. 
They continue to release pheromone, thus more and 
more ants are attracted to take the path. The 
performance of a large number of ants is a positive 
feedback phenomenon, which will lead to an 
increasing number of ants on the best path. 

Ant colony algorithm has been widely researched 
and developed, especially to reduce the peak sidelobe 
level for the purpose of array optimization, such as 
the element number optimization, the amplitude 
weight optimization and the antenna structure design. 
Because the variation of the main lobe width is 
smoother with the different array parameters, we 
focus on optimizing the peak sidelobe level. And the 
thinning and optimization approach is shown  
in the following. 

Step 1: The rightmost element of either circular 
array is set as the start point. Along the 
counterclockwise, other elements are encoded. When 
an element in some position is removed by 
optimization, it is encoded as ‘0’. Otherwise it is 
encoded as ‘1’. Therefore every array antenna is 
encoded as a binary code.   

Step 2: Create a population. A population of  
500 binary numbers is created in this paper.  

Step 3: Calculate each individual’s peak sidelobe 
level and the state transition probability. The 
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searching type of every individual in step 4 is judged 
by these results.  

Step 4: Begin local search and global search for 
the population. If an array's state transition 
probability is smaller than 0.2, it will accept the local 
search. Otherwise, the array will conduct  
a global search.  

Step 5: Whether each individual needs to move is 
judged and the population is updated. If some array's 
peak sidelobe level becomes lower after searching, 
the previous individual is replaced with the post one. 
Otherwise, it will remain unchanged. Each array is 
checked in this way.  

Repeat the above process until the optimal result 
is generated. And the corresponding flow chart of the 
thinning and optimization approach is shown in 
Fig. 2.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the ant colony algorithm. 
 
 
4. Simulation and Analysis 
 
4.1. Optimization of the Full Array 
 

Assume that the big circle's radius is 2 m, the 
small circle's radius is 0.7 m, the centre distance is 
1 m, the incident wave's frequency is 300 MHz, the 
incident azimuth angle is 180 degrees and the 
incident elevation angle is 90 degrees.  

Simulation shows that the peak sidelobe level and 
the main lobe width are changed when the element 
number is changed. The range of the element number 
is [0,100]. The variation is shown in Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4. When N = 31 and n = 9, the peak sidelobe 
level equaling -12.74 dB is the best value. 

The results show that: In general, the peak 
sidelobe level decreases with the increase of N, n. 
When N, n is small, there is great fluctuation. When 

N, n is more than 30, the peak sidelobe level is 
changing smoothly. Compared with the peak sidelobe 
level, the width of the main lobe is changed far more 
gently. And it diminishes with the increases of N or 
n. Above all, the optimal value of the element 
number is N=31, n=9.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The variation of peak sidelobe level. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. The variation of main lobe width. 
 
 

Then the kind of non-concentric antenna array is 
optimized in the following. The big circular array has 
31 elements and the small circular array has 9 
elements. Other parameters are the same as above. 
The number of the population is 500 and the number 
of iterations is 50. The crossover probability is 0.7 
and the variation probability is 0.01. The peak side 
lobe level is the optimization goal. The thinning 
results are shown in Table 1. Comparison between 
full array and thinned array is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 

Table 1. Thinning results of the full array. 
 

 Full array Thinned array 

Small 
11111111111111
11111111111111

111 

111011010111011
111111011111011

1 

Big 111111111 111110101 

Num. 40 32 

PSLL -12.74 dB -13.53 dB 
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The experimental results show that the number of 
element is reduced to 32 after optimization, while the 
number of full array is 40. It reduces the costs and the 
occupied space of this array. The antenna array 
performance has been optimized. The peak sidelobe 
level is reduced from -12.74 dB to -13.53 dB. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the pattern when the array is full. 
 
 
4.2. Optimization of the Restricted Array 
 

Now we assume that some elements can not be 
placed in the big circular array. The 14th, the 15th, 
the 16th and the 17th elements cannot be placed on 
the big circle array. And other elements are normally 
placed as Fig. 6. In this case, we use ant colony 
algorithm to optimize the array. 

Simulation uses single-frequency signal, all of 
parameters are the same as the previous experiment. 
The peak sidelobe level is the optimization goal. The 
results are shown in Table 2. Comparison between 
the full restricted array and the thinned array is 
shown in Fig. 7. 
 
 

0
0

 
 

Fig. 6. Non-concentric circular antenna array. 
 
 

The experimental results show that under the limit 
that the four elements have to been given up, the total 
number of the array elements is optimized from 36 to 
25, reducing the system’s cost and the occupied 
space. The antenna array performance has been 

optimized. The peak sidelobe level is also reduced to 
-12.69 dB from -10.84 dB. The result is close to  
-12.74 dB when the array is full.  
 
 

Table 2. Thinning results of the restricted array. 
 

 Full array Thinned array 

Small 
11111111111110
00011111111111

111 

111011101110000
001101010110101

1 
Big 111111111 111110101 

Num. 36 25 
PSLL -10.84 dB -12.69 dB 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the pattern when the array  
is restricted. 

 
 
4.3. Improved Non-concentric  

Array Optimization 
 

When the big circular array has more available 
space, we can consider increasing the number of the 
small circular array. Through a number of 
experiments, we find that when the number of small 
circle array is 2, the antenna peak side lobe level is 
little better. When the number reaches 3 (shown in 
Fig. 8), the antenna peak side lobe level is much 
better. Optimization is given below.  
 
 

O φ0
φ 0

X

Y

O’

S

 
 

Fig. 8. Improved non-concentric array. 
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Each of the small circular array has 9 elements, 
their radius are 0.7 m. Other parameters are the same 
as above. The peak side lobe level is the optimization 
target. Results are shown in Table 3. Comparison 
between the full array and the thinned array is shown 
in Fig. 9. 
 
 

Table 3. Thinning results of the improved array. 
 

 Full array Thinned array 

Big 
11111111111111
11111111111111

111 

11111001010111
00110100101000

111 
Small 
(right) 

111111111 110011011 

Small (up) 111111111 101111011 
Small (left) 111111111 110101111 

num 58 38 
PSLL -14.76 dB -15.75 dB 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the pattern when the array  
is improved. 

 
 

The experimental results show that: the total 
number of the array elements is optimized from 58  
to 38, greatly reducing the cost. Peak side lobe level 
is reduced from -14.76 dB to -15.75 dB. But it can be 
observed that main lobe width is wider in the  
thinned array. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

When the space is limited, the non-concentric 
circular array may be an admirable choice to replace 
the traditional concentric circular array. Furthermore, 
the peak side label level of the non-concentric 
circular array will be reduced through thinning based 
on the ant colony algorithm. Simulation results show 
that the number of the elements is reduced with the 
lower peak sidelobe level for the ordinary non-
concentric circular array and the restricted non-
concentric circular array. It is not only convenient for 
that there is only one small circular array, but also 
suits that there is three small circular arrays or more. 
As a novel antenna, the non-concentric circular array 
will not only increase the efficiency of the space 

utilization, but also improve the system performance. 
Generally, it corresponds about the requirement in 
the circumstance of the restricted space. 
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Abstract: The artistic style drawing research of face image is an important task in portrait processing field, 
which has an important scientific significance and practical value. This paper proposes several face recognition 
stylize methods based on sensor technology. If starts from multi-sensor image fusion technology, the face 
recognition method based on decision-based fusion of CCD image and red holograms; using correlative image 
sensor to build three-dimensional face imaging system; the face recognition based on sensor technology and 
ASM algorithm, as well as the combination of ODVS and several PTZ devices to realize face recognition 
methods, which getting widely used on the aspect of cartoon image making and animation style design. 
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Sensor technology, Face recognition, Cartoon image making, Animation style design. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

During the recent ten years or so, with the rapid 
development of face recognition technology, face 
recognition technology has gradually been 
widespread concern in various industries. And its 
applications in animation industry also become more 
and more, which including cartoon image making, 
animation style design and so on. 

Image fusion on face recognition general divides 
into three levels: that is pixel-based fusion, feature-
based fusion and decision-based fusion. Where pixel-
based fusion mainly used for the fusion of 
homogeneous sensor images, which often requests 
between the remained to be fused image data should 
exist a certain similarity, and the pairing between 
images should be strictly. Characteristic- based 

fusion mainly used for the fusion of heterogeneous 
sensor images [1]. Because introduced information 
loss when extracted characteristic vectors form 
original images, the accuracy of fusion results 
decreased on a certain extent. Decision-based fusion 
is an information fusion of high level, that is every 
sensor makes independent judgment based on itself 
image data primarily, then combined these decisions 
to form final judgment, which applies for the fusion 
between sensor image data with large characteristic 
difference, such as CCD image, fusion infrared 
thermogram and three-dimensional real time face 
imaging, etc. 

This paper makes an introduction aims to the 
application of different face recognition method to 
different sensor technologies, and at the same time 
simple analyzes the application prospect of face 
recognition technology in cartoon industry. 

Article number P_1676
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2. Face Recognition Technology 
 

Face recognition technology is biological 
recognition technology based on the human’s facial 
characteristic information to process identity 
recognition. Using vidicon or camera to collect facial 
images or video streamings, and detect and track face 
in the images automatically, and then process a series 
of facial correlation techniques to detected  
faces, usually named portrait recognition, face 
recognition [2]. 

Face recognition system mainly includes four 
constituent parts: face image acquisition and 
detection, face image processing, face image 
characteristic extraction as well as matching and 
recognition, respectively. 

Nowadays face recognition system is widely used 
in the industries of bank, media, army, public security 
organs, intelligent building, animation and so on.  
 
 

3. Multi-Sensor Image Fusion 
Technology Recognizes Modules  
for Basic Faces 

 
This paper starts from multi-sensor image fusion 

technology, adapting the face recognition method 
based on the decision-based fusion of CCD image 
and infrared thermogram, and building a face image 
library of forty people to process face recognition 
experiments thus improve the recognition rate. Fig. 1 
is the face recognition flow chart based on decision-
based fusion. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Face recognition flow chart based on multi-sensor 
image fusion technology. 

 
 

Face detection algorithm based on complexion is 
starting from multi-sensor image fusion technology, 
adapting the face recognition based on the decision-
based fusion between CCD image and infrared 
thermogram. 

At first, making light compensation processing to 
offset the color deviation in the whole image. Then, 
establishing practical skin-color clustering models in 
YCbcr space. According to face skin models, this 
paper adapts the method based on 81 % similarity to 
detect face areas. The algorithm is: 

 
 )]-()-(5.0-exp[),( 1- mxCmxbrP T , (1) 

 
where ( ) , ( )r R R G B b B R G B      , thus 

obtains possible face-existing areas, and marks with 
rectangle. Then, processes edge extraction to face 
areas, according to color information to reject false 
characteristic, and extracts characteristic areas such 
as eyes, noses and mouths with PCA template and 
geometrical features. Finally according to 
characteristic areas, through normalization 
processing, adaption includes 35 characteristic values 
contains eyes, noses, mouths, top collars and collar 
bands to represent a face image, and uses nearest 
neighbour classifier to process face recognition. 

The similarity distance measurement definition 
between face samples and representment vector U 
and V of characteristic library is: 
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In the face recognition experiments based on 

CCD image, algorithm is: 
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4. Three-Dimensional Face Imaging 

Based on Corrective Image Sensors 
 

This method is using a three-dimensional real 
time imaging system based on CIS to obtain three-
dimensional face data, enough depth and surface 
information to solve the problem of three-dimension 
data obtains not enough. Its schematic diagram of 
imaging system is as follows, see Fig. 2: 

Suppose the training set of face image is C.C 
totally has m face objects, each object all have n face 
image. Attention each image contains depth data 
(represent as Depth) and gray data (represent as Intn). 
Imaginary unit is represented by i, so the three-

dimensional face image kI  of K (1≤k≤n×m) can be 

showed as: 
 

 indepthI kkk  int
 

(4) 
 

Mean value I under all training set image complex 
field can be expressed as: 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of three-dimensional real time 
imaging system. 
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where qpI _  represents the Q image of the P object in 

training set. 
The overall spread matrix S of face training  

set C is: 
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where kI  is the K training image, I  is the average 

value of training samples, n×m is the scale of  
training set. 

According to the overall spread matrix, through 
singular value decomposition method to determine a 
group of orthorhombic characteristic vectors: 

tuuu ,...,, 21  and its corresponding characteristic 

values: t ,...,21, . Where 1 2 ... t     . 

Before selecting, the first d(d< t) nonzero 
characteristic values corresponding characteristic 
vectors are orthogonal basis. d called as feature 
dimension N. Arranging the orthogonal basis as 
image array, obtained image called feature face. In 
the word space E consists of feature faces, face 

sample kI  can map to ky . By this idea, transmits an 

image in high-dimensional space to characteristic 
data in relatively low dimensional space, which 
realizes the extraction of image characteristic [4]. 

k
T

k IEy  ,according to the above feature 

extraction, each training face image all corresponding 
a d×1 dimensional column vector to save its feature 
information. Training set all have m×n images, so 

finally obtains matrix },...,,{ 21 nmyyyY  , saves 

the feature information of all training images. Any 

recognition face image tI  can through algorithm 

k
T

k IEy   extracts its feature value, and saves as 

ty . Using the nearest neighbor classifier of 

Euclidean distance, definition: 
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If satisfies: 

 
 YyyyDistyyDist cctrt ∈= )],(min[),(  (8) 

 

Then rt yy ,  belongs to the same kind of object. 

That is remained to be recognition face tI  is the 

same kind of object with training image rI . 

Complex field Fisherface face recognition method 
is an idea based on linearity distinction analysis. On 
the basis of forestall Eigenface to face library 
dimensional reduction, adapts Fisherface method to 
further classify the extracted feature y. At first, the 
population average y of complex field feature in 
training set can be expressed as: 
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In addition, the average value of the p complex 

field face image feature can be expressed as: 
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So the within-class scatter wS  and between-class 

scatter bS  can be respectively represented as 

follows: 
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where n is the image numbers of p kind of object. 

The optimal mapping matrix optW  can be expressed 

as: 
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Finally by the feature ky  of complex field 

mapping on the FLDA transformation space, extracts 

new feature vector kv . Specifically expressed as 

follows: 
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(14) 

 

The dimensional reduction feature ty  of any 

remained to be recognition face image extracts its 
feature information through complex field Fisherface 

method, saved to tv . The same adapts the nearest 

neighbor classifier based on Euclidean distance  
to define: 
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If satisfies: 

 

VvvvDistvvDist cctrt  )],(min[),(  (16) 

 

Then rt yy ,  belongs to the same kind of object. 

That is remained to be recognition face tI  is the 

same kind of object with training image rI . 

 
 
5. Face Recognition Technology Based  

on ODVS 
 

In order to obtain a better face recognition image 
under unconstraint circumstance, designing a multi-
vision sensor fused device to obtain a better front and 
side face image used for face recognition [5]. 
 
 
5.1. The Design of Front and Side Face 

Image with Multi-Sensor Fusion 
 

Body tracking detection and capture device with 
multi-sensor fusion is as follows. 

An ODVS device is installed above the Fig. 3 
central position, using the feature of ODVS can 
capture the panoramic video image to obtain the 
video image over the monitoring scope, and then 
tracks the multi-object bodies to panoramic video 
figure to obtain the space positional information of 
monitoring body objects respectively; then according 
to the mapping correlation chart of space position to 
control high speed balls in five different directions 
capturing the head portrait of monitoring body 
objects. And system screens and preprocess the 
captured hand portrait, if detects the images available 
for face recognition, then quit the tracking and 
capturing of this object, finally processes face 
recognition; conversely, continues to track and 

capture, until obtains the images available for face 
recognition. To realize object, at least to achieve 
following steps: 1) multi-objects body tracking;  
2) information fusion of ODVS and high speed balls; 
3) recognizable face image primarily screening. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Face image acquisition device  
with multi-sensor fusion. 

 
 

Even in the situation of body desynapsis and 
unconstraint, this body object tracking and capturing 
device of multi-sensor fusion can also get better 
positive images, and provide better image data for 
face recognition, thus improve the practical level of 
face recognition technology. 

 

 
5.2. Face Detection 
 

In face detection, skin color is an important 
feature, and face detection based on skin color is also 
a simply and fast method. In skin color detection, 
common color models are: YUV, YIQ, HIS, HSV, 
YCrCb and so on, where the skin color detection 
method based on YCrCb color model processes a 
better clustering feature, through this color model to 
detect the skin color areas of the images. Its 
principles are as follows: 

Skin color areas divided by non-linear section 
skin color in CrCb space is similar to ellipse, which 
can be expressed as: 
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where cx =109.38, cy =152.02,  =2.53(radian), ecx 
=1.60, ecy =2.41, a =25.39, b =14.03. 
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If the left algorithm of algorithm 17 larger than 1, 
then it’s not skin color, otherwise, it is. Although the 
skin color division result of elliptical clustering 
method is better, to the areas with low light can easily 
misjudged to skin color, to the areas with high light 
can easily misjudged to non-skin area. Aims to these 
disadvantages, first processes subsection judgment to 
luminance information, thus overcomes the 
disadvantages in high light areas and low light areas: 
1) To the light lower than 80 pixel, directly judged to 
non-skin pixel; 2) To the light between 80-230 pixel, 
adapts complexional elliptical clustering method; 
3) When judged the light larger than 230 pixel, 
expands the axial ratio of ellipse to 1.1 times  
of the primary. 

Based on the device fused the ODVS and multiple 
PTZ, using ODVS to track and detect the wide range 
and multiple body objects in dynamic image 
sequences, obtains the information such as position 
and size of the tracked body objects within large 
areas; then according to the detected information to 
control the capturing of multiple high speed ball 
vidicon to object head portraits in different 
directions, finally according to the face feature of 
body object detected by face and eyes detection 
formula to screen shot images, eliminates some 
unrecognizable images, and statistics images 
numbers available for face recognition, if it not reach 
the certain number, then controls high speed balls 
continue to capturing the head portrait of body 
objects, until captures enough images which available 
for face recognition. 
 
 

6. Face Recognition Based on Sensor 
Technology and ASM Algorithm 

 
6.1. Correlation Technique 
 

Active shape models is a kind of shape 
description technique, is a shape statistic model put 
forward by Cootes to solve the automatic search in 
images, which is widely used in medical image 
processing, math image understanding and computer 
vision and so on. 

Because the average shape models from ASM 
training can cover all kinds of face geometric profile 
space completely, which has a high positional 
accuracy; at the same time, the rate of convergence is 
relatively fast in adapting gray level and gradient 
information shape models, and the probability of 
convergence is also improved. 

A group of characteristic lines is defined as a pair 
of direction vector, one is located in source image, 
the other is in objective image. Thus from source 
image to objective image exists a mapping. 
Definition is as follows: 
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In the algorithm, X is represented a point in 
source image, PQ is represented the characteristic 
line pairs in source image, X is a point in target 
image. ,Q P   is the characteristic line pairs in 

objective image. The image below is the schematic 
diagram based on a group of characteristic line pairs: 
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(a) Objective image
 

(b) Source image
 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram based on a group  
of characteristic line pairs. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram based on multiple groups  
of characteristic line pairs. 

 
 

The key of multiple groups of lines is to 
determine the weight of each line pair. Because every 
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point in the target image should calculate once 
according to each group of line pair, so the weight of 
line pair is relatively important. The weight formula  
is as follows: 
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where length is the length of segment in line pair, dis 
is the shortest distance from pixel to segment; ab, q is 
parameters, the values can be modified to change the 
influence between line to line, the value of a impacts 
the smoothness after transformation, the bigger the 
value is, the smoother it will be; the value of b 
determines the influence degree from distance to line 
pair, the scope of b in [0.5,2] will obtain a better 
effect; p is a number between0~1,if p=o, then all the 
weight between line pairs is the same, if p=1,the 
longer the segment is ,the heavier the weight is. 

In Fig. 5, X' is the pixel location of source image, 
X is pixel location of target image, v1, v2 is the 
distance between pixel to segment respectively. 
 
 

7. The Application of Face Recognition  
in the Cartoon Industry Based on 
Sensor Technology 

 

Digital animation gradually become a large 
consuming subject of the information age, with the 
rapid development of carriers such as mobile phones 
and network, the content of animation presents a 
tendency of numerous and changeful and demand 
exceeds supply.  

In foreign countries, the yearly value of digital 
animation industry has also exceeded to two hundred 
billion dollars, the production value of circumstance 
derive products related to animation industry is also 
quite high. The games, animation short films and 
other animation contents based on mobile phone are 
developing rapidly. 

Face is the most direct approach for face to face 
communication, so the animation media contents 
themed by face are popular among the majority  
of users.  

Using the humor portrait generated automatically 
of face recognition technology and animation images 
have been widely used in the fields such as animation 
entertainment, mobile internet entertainment, 
polyphonic ring tone, MMS generation, animation 
production, movie and TV media. Which adapts 
animation portraits generated by face recognition, if 
adjusts it and adapts text or voice drive to compound 
videos, then it can be compounded to greeting cards 
or MMS. 

 
 

7.1. Example – “Portrait Showing” 
 

“Portrait showing” is an application which can 
recognize images and generated animation images 
automatically. This production adapts advanced face 

recognition technology, and combines fashionable 
animation elements at present, compared with 
numerous DIY cartoon image application currently, 
its advantage is using portrait automatic identification 
technology. The best shine is: making users 
experience the interest of DIY cartoon animation 
images as well as experience the pleasant sensation 
of “automatic identification of a key”. Its interface is 
showed as Fig. 6: 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Interface of portrait showing. 
 
 

8. Conclusion 
 

This paper introduces the face recognition method 
based on decision-based fused of CCD image and 
infrared thermogram starting from the multi-sensor 
image fusion technology; uses three-dimensional real 
time face imaging system consists by correlation 
image sensors and based on ODVS to realize face 
recognition method and so on, these methods get a 
good application on the aspect of face animation 
automatic generation based on individuation of 
pictures. The face recognition technology 
automatically generate to humor portraits and 
animation images have been widely used in the fields 
such as animation entertainment, mobile internet 
entertainment, polyphonic ring tone, MMS 
generation, animation production, movie and TV 
media. The complexity of method operation is low, 
the accuracy is high and practical is good, the using 
of face recognition has a good application value to 
the development of animation industry. 

Meanwhile, face recognition technology not only 
gets development in animation industry, but also has 
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a great importance in many fields such as the security 
and attendance of organs and units, network security, 
bank, customs frontier inspection, logistics 
management, armory, ammunition depot security, 
computer login system, such as, public security 
monitoring, prison monitoring, judicial identification, 
civil security, in-out port control, custom identity 
checking, bank test key, intelligence ID card, 
intelligence threshold, intelligence video 
surveillance, intelligence in-out control, license 
checking, authentication of cardholders of all kinds 
of bank cards, credit cards, deposit card and so on. 
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Abstract: The research of inverted pendulum system can effectively reflect the control of many typical 
problems, such as nonlinear problem, robustness, calm, follow-up and tracking problems. Control the unicycle 
smooth running principle is similar to inverted pendulum principle, whose core design thought is through the 
single round the sensor real-time measuring unicycle related information. Based on the analysis of the design 
concept and design flow, this article first designs the Foot pedal design, Side plate design and determined Angle. 
At the same time it chooses motor and battery to do the in-depth research. And then it tests the performance of 
the motor and gets the scooter assembly drawing. After that it studied sensor and MCU. The article chooses the 
most match themes of car performance and requirements plan. According to people's normal thinking mode and 
life experience, the article constructs the control model. The article determines appropriate membership, makes 
proper fuzzy rules and fuzzy domain, finds out input and output domain and figures out the simulation 
debugging. At the same time it also completes the motor remote control debugging, realizes the design and 
related functions. To a certain extent, it solves the Environmental problems, the traffic problems and energy 
problems which are increasingly prominent today. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Inverted pendulum system, Intelligent self-balancing scooter, Fuzzy control research. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 

Environmental problems, traffic problems and 
energy problems are increasingly prominent today, 
environmental protection, energy saving and safe 
comfortable walking tools become the main themes 
of modern time. In order to fill the blank of the 
research on single wheel self balancing car, the 
article makes the study on the design and fuzzy 
control of single wheel intelligent self-balancing 
scooter [2]. 

The research of Inverted pendulum self-balancing 
car began in 1987, started by a professor of the 
Japanese telecommunications university who put 
forward a similar design thought. At present, many of 
the domestic and foreign universities and research 

institutions have self-balancing electric vehicles to do 
the theoretical research, prototype making and 
experiments. Some of them have made some 
achievements [4]. However, it mainly concentrated 
on robots or double self-balancing walking electric 
cars. Research on unicycle is just at the initial stage. 
As this research on single wheel intelligent self-
balancing skateboards car is the first national 
research of the country, the research will motivate the 
development of the agitation of national single wheel 
intelligent self-balancing scooter. 

Inverted pendulum control system is a 
complicated and unstable, nonlinear system, which 
purpose is to control theory teaching and carry out 
various control experiments in ideal experimental 
platforms [5-7]. The research of inverted pendulum 

Article number P_RP_0055
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system can effectively reflect the control in many 
typical problems, such as nonlinear problem, 
robustness, calm, follow-up and tracking problem 
and so on [1]. Through the inverted pendulum control, 
it can be used to test new control method, which have 
stronger ability to deal with nonlinear and instability 
problems [6]. Inverted pendulum control problem is 
to make pendulum rod as early as possible to achieve 
a balance position, and there was no big oscillation 
and big Angle and speed. When the pendulum lever 
got expected position, the system can overcome 
random disturbance and maintain a stable position [3]. 
Inverted pendulum system is input for car 
displacement (namely position) and pendulum lever 
Angle of expectations, the computer in every 
sampling cycle collection from sensor car and 
pendulum bar of the actual position signal, and 
expectation comparison, through the control 
algorithm to control the quantity, then through 
digital-to-analog driven dc motor to realize real-time 
control of the inverted pendulum. Dc motor through 
the belt drives the car in a fixed orbit movement, 
swings rod end installed in car. This point can be 
used as the axis to make pendulum rod in the vertical 
plane swing freely. The control principles are shown 
in Fig. 1. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Inverted pendulum principle diagram. 
 
 
Force U parallel to the direction of the track 

effect on car and make the bar around the axis of the 
car in the vertical plane internal rotation, the car 
would go along the horizontal movement track. 
When there is no force, pendulum rod would be in a 
vertical stable equilibrium position (vertical down). 
In order to make the pole swing or achieve vertical 
upward stability, it is necessary to give the car a 
control, make it in orbit to be forward or toward  
the rear. 

Control the unicycle smooth running principle 
which is similar to inverted pendulum principle, its 
core design thought is through the single round the 
sensor real-time measuring unicycle related 
information (such as unicycle's Angle and speed, etc.) 
[8]. Then it will transfer the information to controller. 
After processing these signals, the control system 
would adjust the motor speed, motor with the 

appropriate torque and speed drive wheel running, to 
ensure unicycle balance and safety driving [10]. At 
the same time, the unicycle would be considered.  

This research mainly studies the inverted 
pendulum control, which is the basic principle of 
designing reasonable unicycle mechanical structure 
and control system. Finally, the research can realize 
unicycle simple control and safe driving. And we use 
an adult standard of height and weight as unicycle 
mechanical-design criterion, which should satisfy the 
load carrying capacity for 70 kg - 80 kg requirements. 
In practical operation, the operator only through the 
body's center of gravity offset to adjust the board 
Angle, so as to change the unicycle of the speed and 
deflect the directions.  
 
 
2. Hardware Analysis Study and the 

Overall Design of Self-balancing 
Scooter 

 
This design not only fusions the car industry in the 

development of the three subjects, but also better than 
the existing modern cars, which has more extensive 
applicable line.  Even though it is narrow space range 
can also free flexible motion, realize the short 
distance manned driving. At the same time, for the 
clever application of inverted pendulum principle, the 
design is unique. 
 
 
2.1. Mechanical Structure Design 
 
2.1.1. The Design Concept and Design Flow 
 

According to the demand and market analysis, the 
following process can be determined:  

1) To determine whether the design requirements 
and custom machine scheme. 

2) The mechanical system is divided into several 
modules: Shell module, Radius module, Hub motor 
module, Battery module, SCM, sensors, wire, 
controller module, etc. 

3) For each function module in concrete structure 
and dimension design, draw the part drawing and the 
whole assembly drawing. 

4) The system to conduct a comprehensive check 
and determine the material. 

5) Mechanical parts processing. 
6) Assembly and debugging. 

 
 
2.1.2. Foot Pedal Design, Side Plate Design 

and Angle to Determine 
 

1) Foot pedal design. 
According to one foot length and the average 

person's weight value to design maxM  (refer to the 

man-machine engineering standards of the adult 
average data).The size is 250 mm  173 mm  3 mm 
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sheet metal and 90 kg load, and mainly is bending 
deformation. Force analysis model can be seen  
in Fig. 2. 

 
 

b

h

450N

 
 

Fig. 2. Foot pedal force analysis. 
 

 

h=3 mm, b=173 mm, F=450 N. 

maxM / 2F b     

max max / 18.87 [ ] 160M W Mpa Mpa       

2 31
/ ( / 2) =255

6zW I h b h mm    ,

max max / 99.35 [ ] 100M W Mpa Mpa      
Through this model, it uses the material mechanics 

theorem, intensity, select materials for 45 steel. 
2) Side plate design. 
The Size is 700 mm  130 mm  3 mm sheet 

metal, force analysis model are as follows Fig. 3(a) 
and (b). 
 
 

271N 271N

a
 

 
(a) Force analysis s 

 

h

b

 
 

(b) Sectional view 
 

Fig. 3. Side plate design analysis. 
 
 
F=271 N, a=250 mm, b=3 mm, h = 130 mm, 

maxM =F a, 31

12zI b h  .Through this model, the 

use of material mechanics theorem, intensity, and 
comprehensive consideration of the cost problem, 
select steel for Q – 235. 

3) Angle to determine. 
The board Angle determination in 30 degrees or so, 

and then defines hub motor shaft location dimension 
to ensure this Angle value. 

2.2. Motor and Battery Selection Research 
 

Through the analysis of the above contents, it  can 
be concluded that the control and load stability is 
good, and grade according to the design requirements 
of the 8-10°, without a lot of acceleration shock, and 
the motor circuit does not appear short circuit and out 
of control. Then the basic design parameters can be 
obtained, which can be seen in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. Motor basic design parameters. 
 

Wheel radius r=150 mm 

Rated load 1m  =75 kg 

Body weight 2m =20 kg 

Quality elastic Φ=1.1 

Rotate speed w=1500 r/min 

Mechanical efficiency 1 =85 % 

Motor efficiency 2 =85 % 

Uphill maximum Angle θ=10° 

Rubber and ground coefficient  
of rolling friction 

ζ=0.15 

Maximum angular acceleration γ=0.8g 

Battery voltage u=48 V 

Maximum allowable current Imax=13 A 

Battery efficiency 3 =90 % 

 
 
Have the above data for that resistance torque: 
 

2

2

1 1

1

= ( + ) cos +

+ ( + ) sin

T m m g

m m g

   

   

   

   
 

 

Motor power: 1 1 28.7 /(1000 )W T        . 

The calculation can be made: W=482.1443J. Battery 

validation formula for: Imax<W/U/ 3 . Experience 

card selected motor JN ZWD 48B -081202meet the 
requirements. Motor test conclusion shown  
in Table 2. 

Based on the particularity of the motor, 500 w,  
48 v, maximum allowable current we ask for more 
than 15 A, we have the choice of 12 ah, 12 v, 2.6 kg, 
14 A maximum current, We bought four block meet 
motor requirements. 

 
 
2.3. The Overall Size and Assembly Drawing 
 

Through the above analysis, the article designs the 
article draw body overall dimensions, which can be 
seen in Table 3. 
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Table 2. Motor test conclusion. 
 

 
Description U (V) I (A) P1 (W) M (N.m) n (rpm) P2 (W) EFF (%) 

No_Load 48.08 2.428 116.7 0.5 238.5 13.58 11.6 
Max_Eff 47.97 20.63 990.0 36.0 208.9 789.4 79.7 
Max_Pout 47.97 20.63 990.0 36.0 208.9 789.4 79.7 
Max_Torque 47.59 17.91 852.5 111.2 19.2 223.6 26.2 
Locked_Rotor 47.80 15.75 753.3 96.2 0.0 0.00 0.0 

 
 

Table 3. Body overall dimensions. 
 

Item 
Overall 
length 

Overall 
width 

Overall 
height 

Body 
width 

Body 
length 

Body 
height 

Sheet 
metal 

Foot 
pedal 
width 

Foot 
pedal 
length 

Numerical 
value 

700 mm 297 mm 300 mm 208 mm 700 mm 130 mm 3 mm 173 mm 250 mm 

 
 
Here Fig. 4 is to design the overall appearance  

of diagram. 
 
 

 
 

(a) General assembly drawing    
 

 
 

 (b) Auxiliary wheel support part drawing 
 
Fig. 4. Single wheel intelligent self balancing car 3D map. 

 
 
3. The Sensor Characteristics  

and SCM Choose Research  
 
3.1. Sensor Research 
 

Analysis of single wheel balance from the 
function of the car, it can be seen that the project 
need two sensors: measuring the car angular velocity 
gyroscope and the accelerometer of the car 

acceleration measurement. Reference to the similar 
product option and based on the practical needs, the 
choice schemes can be got in the following:  

1) ADXRS300 type of single angular velocity 
gyroscope and ADXL203 type of biaxial Angle 
accelerometer, ADXRS300 output voltage and the 
relationship between the measured angular velocity 
below (set by measurement of the angular velocity 

for v , the unit is ° / s; output voltage for 0U , the 

unit is mV; sensitivity K for 5 mV/ °/ s, zero output 
voltage of 2.5 V.

0 -2500= vU K   [9]. 
ADXL203 is the solid structure of crystal silicon 

of the accelerometer. Under the influence of the 
temperature of minimal, it can ensure the stability of 
the system. As its volume is small, the biaxial input 
can simplify circuit design and installation. However, 
gyroscope and Angle accelerometer separate scheme 
needs to spend a lot of energy time to connect 
between the sensors circuit. Thus, the debugging is 
relatively complicated. 

2) The United States ADI produced new product 
ADIS16300, which is a built-in yaw angular velocity 
gyroscope and accelerometer with three axes in the 
integrity of the inertial system, which can meet the 
requirements on measuring the accuracy. And 
complicated discrete design scheme, comparing to 
ADIS16300 for accurate shaft inertia detection and 
industry system integration, provides a simple and 
cost-effective method. All necessary movement test 
and calibration are factory production part of the 
process, greatly reducing the integration time of 
system. Improved SPI interface and register structure 
provides a faster data collection and configuration 
control. ADIS16300 and flexible interface suitable 
for use ADIS1635x series products of the current 
system, only need four degrees of freedom for the 
inertia test system, which provides low cost solutions. 

ADIS16300 can provide optimal dynamic 
performance, but the price is expensive [12]. 

3) The factors that influence the selection sensor 
have the size of the working voltage, the accuracy of 
measurement, measurement range, etc. By analyzing 
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the final use models, the article chooses SCA100T - 
D01 biaxial Angle sensor. 

A) SCA100T-D01 sensor characteristics. 
This type sensor for biaxial measurement (X and 

Y), measuring range is±0.5g (plus or minus 30°), 
according to the movement condition of the car, it 
can be seen that the Angle is enough. 

Its sensitivity is 4v/g, nonlinearity is ±2 mg, for 
sensing element control frequency rate response, 
using 12 feet sealants SMD package, has the superior 
internal and external failure detection function. Using 
5V single voltage provide, and power supply electric 
voltage of a linear relationship between the output, 
with SPI digital output and 0.5 v - 4.5 v analog signal 
output, its built-in temperature sensor for temperature 
compensation and temperature signal output. This 
type sensor is compared with other sensors, its 
advantages are: 1) In the temperature and time of 
high reliability and stability, 2) Instrument stage 
performance, 3) A wide range of temperature range, 
4) High load and high resistance to shock, 5) Low 
noise and high resolution in accordance with the 
above data, combined with the unicycle movement 
characteristic and measurement requirements, so that 
the sensors have already had. Have the need to 
perform, it can accomplish Angle measurement, like 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. SCA100T�D01 Angle sensor. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Angle sensor circuit wiring diagram. 
 
 

B) Using sensors 
This project used this Angle sensor to measure 

the Angle. The sensor pin schematic diagram and 
measurement methods can be seen in Fig. 7  
and Fig. 8. 

 
 

Fig. 7. Sensor pin schematic diagram. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Sensor measurement methods. 
 
 

C) Sensor debugging 
This sensor needs to supply 5V dc regulated 

power supply, which can output analog signal, and 
then the MCU AD conversion function, into digital 
signal. Sensor part debug program: 

#include <AT89x52.h> 
#include <intrins.h> 
#define LED P1_5 
sfr ADC_CONTR=0xBC; sfr 

ADC_RES=0x0BD; 
sfr P1ASF=0x9D; 
sfr ADC_RESL=0x0BE; 
sfr AUXR1=0xA2; 
void delay(unsigned int n) 
{while(n!=0){_nop_();n--;}} 
void main(void) 
{ IE=0xA0; AUXR1=0x00; P1ASF=0x04; 

ADC_CONTR |= 0x80; delay(5); 
ADC_CONTR |= 0x02; ADC_CONTR |= 0x08; 

while(1){;}} 
……. 

 
 
3.2. SCM Choose Research 
 

Based on the SC performance and movement 
characteristics of consideration, the article chooses 
the SCM model for one-chip computer C8051F120. 
It is fully integrating mixed signal chip system of the 
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type of MCU chip. Specific parameters and 
characteristics are as follows: 

1) The kernel for high speed, pipeline structure of 
CIP-51, is fully compatible with classical C51, top 
executive rate for 100 MIPS. 

2) At full speed, noninvasive online debugging 
interface (JTAG), using USB interface simulator. 

3) 128 k FLASH storage space. 
4) 8448 (8 k + 256) bytes of XRAM, can expand 

external data memory, 64 k addressing space. 
5) 64 (8  8) I/O pins. 
6) Two UART serial interfaces. 
7) There are 12 D/A and A/D, timer, 

capture/comparison module, the programmable 
counter/timer, the watchdog timer, VDD monitor and 
temperature sensor, support SPI, SMBUS/the I2C, 
etc. 
 
 

4. Fuzzy Control, Simulation Research 
and Motor Remote Debugging 
Research of the Self-balancing Scooter 

 

The article  adopts the  fuzzy control to control the 
car balance. The main advantages are as follows [11]: 

does not need to build a very accurate mathematical 
model, can suit people's normal thinking mode and 
life experience in constructing control model. The 
difficulty lies in the division of the reasonable theory 
field to determine appropriate membership and make 
proper fuzzy rules. Control principle diagram can be 
seen in Fig. 9. 

 
 

4.1. Fuzzy Control Domain Division 
 

Domain division and the structure of control 
system need to make sure that the input and output 
quantity [13]. With Angle and angular velocity for 
input quantity, the motor drives force for output is 
shown in Fig. 10. 

1) The input output domain. 
Input quantity 1, as Fig. 11: Angle, its scope as  

[-0.3, 0.3] between radian, specific subdivided into: 
NL, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PL seven domains. In 
order to guarantee in the equilibrium position control 
accuracy, at 0 degrees or so divided universe of the 
division of the fine point. 

 

 
 

0bV

0bV

0bP
+
- bV

bP

cU

 
 

Fig. 9. Control principle diagram. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Domain division. 

 
 

Fig. 11. Input quantity 1. 
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Input volume 2, as Fig. 12: angular velocity, its 
scope as between [-15rad/s, 15rad/s], Specific 
subdivided into: NL, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PL seven 
domains. With Angle domain division, in order to 
guarantee in the equilibrium position control 
accuracy, at 0 degrees or so divided universe of the 
division of the fine point. 

2) Output, as Fig. 13: motor driving force. Its 
scope as [-12n, 12n] between, specific subdivided 
into: NL, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PL seven domains. 

 
 

     
 

Fig. 12. Input quantity 2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 13. Output. 
 
 

4.2. The Fuzzy Rule  
and the Simulation Debugging 

 

1) The fuzzy rule. 
The formulation of fuzzy rules is based on 

experience to carry out. For example, slide Angle is 
big, board face Angle velocity is large and the motor 
driving force will be big. This analogy, work out the 
input and output quantity of the corresponding 
relationship between fuzzy, seen as Fig. 14 and  
Fig. 15 show: 

 
 

Fig. 14. The fuzzy rule. 
 
 

     
 

Fig. 15. Analysis module chart. 
 
 

2) The simulation. 
Using the Matlab Smulink simulation module, it 

constructs a good control model, and then the 
simulation, is very convenient. 

The Fuzzy Logic Controller is after encapsulation 
of Fuzzy control module, the internal is as bellows: it 
is possible to construct the Fuzzy control model 
introduction to this module, can be simulated. Finally, 
it can get the simulation animation, which can be 
seen in Fig. 16. 

3) Debugging. 
Through the computer simulation, fuzzy control 

model for debugging is obtained. Debugging 
principle is as follows: the first from a small dip 
balance, and gradually expands to large Angle 
balance, and constantly test, unceasingly carries on 
the membership degree and fuzzy rules of the 
adjustment, which makes the car finally achieve 
stable equilibrium state.  

Although the simulation is in the computer 
control system, virtual simulation and physical 
simulation are very different. For example, it did not 
consider friction, sports vibration and the influence of 
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such factors as temperature, which is needed in 
physical debugging. All parts together, and the sensor 
properly installed in car body, were to ensure the 
measurement stability. Physical debugging stage for 
control program repeated changes in order to make 
the process to the physical work stably and reliable. 

Fig. 17 shows the control system  
circuit connection. 

 
 

 
 

Initial 
 

 
 

Balance 
 

Fig. 16. The simulation animation. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 17. Debugging Module chart. 
 

4.3. Motor Remote Debugging Research  
of the Self-balancing Scooter 

 

1) Welding procedure burn writing board: main 
function is to connect controller and computer. 

2) Welding the SCM minimum system board, 
including 5V/12V voltage conversion circuit, 
indication screen display interface, the display lamp, 
debugging performance is good, making the 
corresponding input module, and install the remote 
control module, can now through the remote control 
into line control motor stalling and positive 
&negative. Diagram is the single-chip 
microcomputer control system, remote control circuit 
links and remote control switch. 

3) Motor controller: able to drive 500w motor. 
There are four input pins, respectively C0, C1, PWM, 
GRAND, give C0 and C1 common control motor 
positive & negative, and PWM wave control motor 
speed. Output voltage is more than 10v, voltage and 
waveform duty-factor strict linear relations, through a 
single chip microcomputer output waveform of duty. 

4) Display module: can display the movable 
infinite switch (the left bank light display), program 
operation instructions (through a luminous two over), 
as well as the buzzer to display the Angle, which is 
too big when alarm (need to program to set, 
convenient to do process sequence classmates 
debugging). 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

Inverted pendulum control system is a 
complicated and unstable, nonlinear system, which is 
based on the analysis of the design concept and 
design flow, designed the Foot pedal design, Side 
plate design and determined Angle. At the same time 
the article chose motor and battery to do the in-depth 
research, and tested the performance of the motor, the 
research got the scooter assembly drawing. Further 
the article studied sensor and MCU, in the sensor 
three schemes the article chose the most match of car 
performance and requirements plan. 

According to people's normal thinking mode and 
life experience, the article constructed the control 
model, determined appropriate membership, made 
the proper fuzzy rules and fuzzy domain, found out 
input output domain, and then figured out the 
simulation debugging. At the same time it also 
completed the motor remote control debugging, 
realized the design and related functions. 
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Abstract: This paper presents an Improved 3DSIFT (I3DSIFT) method to extract coarse correspondences 
between two volumetric images. The method is insensitive to local scaling and rotation deformation. We deal 
with the rotation deformation by reorienting a scale related feature region according to its dominant directions 
and use scale selection during the descriptor construction procedure to solve the scaling deformation. 
Experiments on synthetic images and real lung CT images from different time series show the superiority of the 
I3DSIFT over the state of art. Furthermore, basing on the volumetric image corresponding result, we give an 
application on feature guided image registration. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Volumetric Image Corresponding, Feature Modeling, 3DSIFT 
 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 

Volumetric image corresponding is the process to 
establish coarse correspondences between two 
volume images. It poses an important and 
fundamental computational problem in geometric 
computing for images and videos. With the 
established one-to-one matching between two volume 
images, the comparison, integration, and deformation   
or motion analysis of these volume images (image 
sequences) can greatly benefit, which also facilitate 
many subsequent applications such as landmark 
based elastic registration [1-3], hybrid intensity and 
landmark based non-rigid registration [1], evaluation 
of registration [2-5], volumetric ultrasound panorama 
[6], object recognition [7], three dimension 
classification [8],  to name a few.  

Robustly extracting correspondences between two 
volumetric medical images is often highly 

challenging, because these acquired data usually 
characterize the deformations of organs, and hence, 
often consists of global and local non-rigid 
transformations. Because it is impossible to pre-know 
the non-rigid transformation between two medical 
images, we simplify the problem of non-rigid 
transformation into the local scaling and rotation 
transformation. It is reasonable to do like this, since 
the local scaling and rotation transformation is the 
main part of non-rigid transformation. Non-rigid 
transformation can be approximated by the 
combination of one or more local scaling/rotation 
transform. 

An effective volumetric image corresponding 
method is the 3DSIFT [9-11] algorithm. 3DSIFT is 
an extension of the widely-used 2D SIFT descriptors 
[12, 13], and it shows great discriminative ability on 
volume images. However, the existing 3DSIFT 
algorithms are still inadequate in handling 
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dynamically deforming volumetric images such as 
aforementioned medical images, due to their 
sensitivity against the scaling and rotation change, 
especially the local scaling and rotation global 
scaling and rotation can be easily pre-calculated. 
However, this method will fail on other image types 
such as videos. What is more, the local scaling and 
rotation is hard to pre-calculate. Therefore, it is 
essential to design an image corresponding method 
that is insensitive to local scaling and rotation. 

In the paper, we present an improved 3DSIFT 
algorithm. The algorithm is insensitive to global/local 
scaling and rotation deformation. We extend the 
method [12] used in planar images to three dimension 
to solve the scaling and rotation deformation. We 
define a scale related feature region and reorient it 
using dominant directions. The descriptor is 
constructed on the feature region. Therefore, we can 
get a scaling and rotation insensitive descriptor.  

The remaining of this paper is organized as 
follows. We briefly review related work in Section 2. 
Then, we elaborate the improved 3DSIFT in Section 
3 and some volumetric image corresponding results 
are illustrated in Section 4. We give an application on 
feature guided registration in Section 5. Finally, we 
conclude in Section 6. 

 
 

2. Related Works 
 

There are some works on volumetric image 
corresponding. Scovanner et al. [10] proposed the 
3DSIFT descriptor and applied it in action 
recognition. Since they randomly chose interest 
points, which have no scale information, this 
descriptor is sensitive to local and global scaling. Ni 
et al. [6] applied 3DSIFT in volumetric ultrasound 
panorama with scale space extreme detection and 
dominant direction reorientation. Cheung et al. 
extended the SIFT to the so called N-Dimension 
SIFT (N-SIFT) [9] and demonstrated its effectiveness 
using synthetic experiments on volumetric MRI and 
4DCT data matching. N-SIFT algorithm is still 
sensitive to both scaling and rotation. Allaire et al. 
[11] proposed a full 3DSIFT algorithm. They filtered 
out potential keypoints that either have low contrast 
or locate on edges or ridges. Many correct 
corresponding keypoints are filtered out 
unnecessarily. As a consequence, only 0.1 %  8 % 
of potential keypoints were kept, which is sometimes 
too few for reliable volumetric matching. Also, this 
3DSIFT is sensitive to scale change. 

Cheung et al. [9] proposed the global histogram 
feature and reoriented global histogram feature, both 
of them use single histogram on a global keypoint 
region, while the latter has an additional reorientation 
step. The reoriented global histogram feature 
normalizes the direction of the gradients with respect 
to the highest peak in the histogram, in order to 
increase robustness to orientation change. 
Unfortunately, both features were shown less 
discriminative than N-SIFT, for the lack of space 

information. Han [14] proposed a method based on 
3DSURF. Feature points are first extracted; then on 
subdivided local regions surrounding each feature 
point the partial derivatives and their absolute values 
are accumulated, which compose the descriptor on 
this feature. 

 
 

3. Improved 3DSIFT 
 
As discussed in Section 2, a reliable volumetric 

image corresponding algorithm should be insensitive 
to scale and rotation change. We propose an 
improved 3DSIFT (I3DSIFT) algorithm consisting of 
four main steps: keypoint detection, orientation 
assignment, direction reorientation, and descriptor 
construction. Our main contributions are in the third 
and fourth steps. Compared with the original 
3DSIFT, our I3DSIFT is insensitive to rotation and 
scaling transformations. We will elaborate these four 
steps in the following four subsections. 
 
 
3.1. Keypoint Detection 
 

Keypoint detection is an essential procedure in 
volumetric image matching. Keypoints can be 
defined as salient points that are different from their 
neighboring points in the image. In many image 
analysis problems, corners (extrema in very small 
neighboring regions) are used as keypoints [14] and 
corner detection algorithms [15] are used to identify 
keypoints. However, most of such corner-detection 
algorithms are sensitive to deformations as well as 
noise. On the other hand, keypoints can be identified 
through extremes of larger neighboring regions. Scale 
space analysis provides an effective approach to 
achieve this goal [16], and it was shown that such 
constructed descriptor is robust against scaling, 
rotation, and noise. Koenderink [17] and Lindeberg  
[18] pointed out that Gaussian function is the only 
one possible scale space kernel under a series of 
reasonable assumption. Therefore, Gaussian function 
is widely accepted in the construction of scale space, 
which is called Gaussian scale space. 

Gaussian Scale space can be further extended to 
3D. In the three-dimensional space, Gaussian 
function can be defined: 

 

 
 

2 2 2

3 2
2

1
G x, y, z,σ exp

22  

x y z



 
      (1) 

 
Given a volume image I, its Gaussian scale space 

can be defined as a stack of images that are smoothed 
using series of Gaussian function with variable σ : 

 

   L x, y,z,σ G x, y,z,σ I(x, y, z,σ) 
,
       (2) 

 
where   is the convolution operation. 
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DOG (Difference Of Gaussian)  [12] is usually 
adopted to detect keypoints. Given a volume image I, 
its DOG image D can be defined as a stack of images 
that are smoothed using series of DOG functions with 
the variable σ , 

 

      
 

D x, y, z,kσ G x, y, z,kσ G x, y, z,σ

                      * , , ,I x y z 

 
 

 
According to the property of the Gaussian 

function convolution, 
 
 

      
       
   

D x, y, z,σ

G x, y, z, kσ G x, y, z,σ * , , ,

G x, y, z,kσ *I x, y, z, kσ G x, y, z,σ *I x, y, z,σ

L x, y, z, kσ L x, y, z

I x y z  

 

 
     

 
Therefore, DOG image extremes are stable. For 

efficiency, an image pyramid with N octaves and S 
levels per octave is implemented. The image of the 
first level in each octave is a down-sampling (always 
by a factor of 2) one of the previous octave. The 
other level images are smoothed one of their previous 
level image. Finally, the extremes of 
3 3 3 3   across scale in each octave are defined as 
keypoints 

DOG extremes can be automatically assigned a 
scale, which is denoted as scale selection. The sigma 
of the Gaussian image in which the keypoint shows 
up is selected as the keypoint’s scale. Note that since 
an image pyramid is used, the scale should be 
assigned on each octave instead of the whole 
pyramid. For example, a keypoint that shows up on 
the Sth level image, its scale scl is assigned as: 

 

scl 2 σ
s

S  
(3) 

 
A keypoint may be detected more than once in 

different scales, so that the keypoint has multiple 
scales. 

 
 

3.2. Orientation Assignment 
 
Keypoint descriptor is another key problem in 

volumetric image matching. The choice of pixel 
attribute is important during the construction of 
descriptors. A good pixel attribute should be 
discriminative and invariant in some extent. Pixel 
gradient is a widely accepted pixel attribute. It has 
been shown that gradient-based descriptors, such as 
SIFT [12], are more discriminative than intensity 
based descriptors  [13]. 

3DSIFT is a gradient-based descriptor. Voxel 
gradient can be depicted according to its azimuth (θ), 
elevation (φ), and magnitude 3Dm , see Fig. 1. They 

are defined as: 
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where , x yL L and zL  are the partial derivatives. xL  

can be defined in discrete image space, as well as yL   

and zL , 
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Fig. 1. Definition of azimuth (θ), elevation (φ)  
and magnitude ( 3Dm ) of the Voxel gradient. 

 
 

3.3. Scale-related Direction Reorientation 
 
An important issue is how to deal with image 

rotation. Typically, this is done by defining a 
dominant direction and then we rotate the keypoint 
region accordingly. The key problem is the way to 
find a dominant direction that is representative of the 
keypoint. In the paper, we define a scale-related 
keypoint region and calculate the dominate direction 
on it. 

In order to calculate the dominant directions, a 
36 36 bin histogram is calculated in the surrounding 
region sized 6.0 scl . scl  is the keypoint’s scale 
computed from (5). Each bin covers a range of  

360
10

36



 . Magnitudes of points in the keypoint 

region are accumulated to their corresponding bins. 
For the bin with the maximal value vmax  the 

direction that it indicates is the dominant direction. 
Specifically, we select the bins whose values are 
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larger than 0.8vmax and also consider their directions 

as dominant directions. 
When the dominant directions are calculated, we 

can reorient the keypoint region by multiplying point 
locations with the following matrix [10]: 

 

 
* * * * *

* * * *

* * * * *

cos cos sin cos sin

T θ ,φ sin cos 0

cos sin sin sin cos

    
 

    

 
 

  
    ,

 

 
where *θ  and *φ are the dominant directions. 

 
 
3.4. Scale-related Descriptor Construction 
 

In order to design a 3DSIFT descriptor that is 
insensitive to scale change, we adopt a two-step 
algorithm. First, we extract a local estimate of scale 
for each keypoint. Then, descriptor is constructed 
using an image patch related to the scale. 

Since in our scale space extreme detection 
(Section 3.1), the estimate of the keypoint scale has 
been automatically obtained using scale selection, we 
can construct the descriptor less insensitive 
accordingly. 

In the paper, a keypoint’s descriptor is built on a 
surrounding region centered on the keypoint. After 
we finish the direction re-orientation, we divide the 
keypoint region into  4 4 4   sub-regions. The size 
of the sub-region is defined as 3.0 scl . If the 
keypoint has multi-scales, descriptor should be 
constructed on every scale. 

In the following, the procedure of scale-related 
descriptor is illustrated, 

1) We divide θ  and φ,  θ,φ [0,360)  evenly into 

8 8 bins, so that each bin represents a range of 

360
45

8



 . 

2) We add magnitudes to their corresponding bins. 
In order to avoid all boundaries affects that the 
descriptor abruptly changes as a sample shifts from 
being within one sub-region to another or one 
orientation to another. We propose a 5-linear 
interpolation method to interpolate within three sub-
region dimensions ( X, Y  and Z ) and two gradient 

orientations ( θ(x, y, z)  and φ(x, y, z) ). Each entry 

into a bin is multiplied by a weight of 1 d  for each 
dimension, where d  is the distance of the sample 
from central value of the bin as measured in units of 
the histogram bin spacing. After that, 8 8 bins are 
joined together as each sub-region’s features. 

3) We join features from 4 4 4   sub-regions 
together as the final descriptor. 

Finally, the 3DSIFT descriptor has a length of  
4 4 4 8 8 4096     . In the paper, we normalize 
the descriptor to [0,1] to discard information due to 
noise or illumination. We discard features below a 
threshold (0.2 in the paper) by setting it 0. After that, 

we normalize the descriptor to [0,1] again and get the 
final descriptor. 

 
 

4. Experimental Results 
 
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

I3DSIFT, we conduct experiments on volumetric 
images. Our experiment materials are lung 
volumetric images. We perform experiments on a 
dataset S1, S1 includes 3 real volume images (SE_1, 
SE_5, SE_8) from different respiratory periods of a 
same person. The volume images in S1 have a 
resolution of 465 465 20  . In preprocessing, we 
extract Region of Interests (ROI) through the graph-
cut image segmentation, and rescale the gray level of 
each volume image to [0, 255]. 

In our experiments, we detect scale space 
extremes as keypoints. We match descriptors based 
on NN (Nearest Neighborhood) search and only those 
matches whose ratio of NN distance and the second 
NN distance is smaller than a threshold T  ( T 0.8  
in our paper). We perform the NN search in two 
directions and a matched pair is kept only if it 
satisfies the NN-optimality in both directions. We 
conduct NN search using a k-d tree algorithm for the 
sake of efficiency. We adopt a 1.5 Voxel matching 
accuracy in the experiments on synthetic images. In 
the paper, most existing volumetric image matching 
algorithms are included to make a full range of 
comparison on volumetric image matching. The 
algorithms include global histogram (Global) [9], 
reoriented global histogram (Reor.) [9], NSIFT [9] 
and 3DSURF [14]. 

We implement a 3DSURF descriptor based on the 
paper [14] and use a source code provided in the 
paper [9] on global histogram, reoriented global 
histogram and NSIFT. I3DSIFT is implemented in 
C++ and ITK. Note that, the original object of our 
design of I3DSIFT is to be less insensitive to local 
scaling and rotation. However, it is hard to represent 
the local scaling and rotation using a single formula. 
Therefore, we consider the global scaling and 
rotation transformation which is part of the local 
scaling and rotation transformation. We show the 
performance of I3DSIFT on synthetic images to 
demonstrate the performance with scale and rotation 
change. Moreover, we show results on real data. 

 
 

4.1. On Synthetic Images 
 

Rotation insensitive is an important property to 
evaluate volumetric matching methods. In order to 
demonstrate the performance of I3DSIFT with 
rotation change, we do matching on SE_1 and its 
synthetic images with a transform of rotating by 30

 

about Z axis. Table 1 shows the result. In Table 1, 
I3DSIFT holds the highest accuracy of 84.8 %, which 
is about 10 % higher than 3DSURF. In addition, the 
correct matches extracted by I3DSIFT are about  
10 times more than that extracted by other algorithms. 
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Table 1. Matching results on rotation change. We compare 
matching result on a volume image and its synthetic image 
by rotating 30 about z axis. Most existing methods are 
included. 

 

Method Matches 
Correct 
Matches 

Accuracy 

Global [9] 0 0 0 
Reor. [9] 85 67 78.8 % 
3DSURF [14] 77 57 74.0 % 
N-SIFT [9] 55 13 23.6 % 
I3DSIFT 712 604 84.8 % 

 
 
Therefore, I3DSIFT demonstrate its better 

robustness against image rotation. 
Scale insensitive is another important property to 

evaluate volumetric matching methods. In order to 
demonstrate the performance of I3DSIFT with scale 
change, we show matching result on a volumetric 
image and its down-sampling synthetic images by a 
scaling factor of 0.8 along each of the 3 axes. Table 2 
shows the result. 

 
 

Table 2. Matching results on scale change. We compare 
matching results on a volume image and its down-sampling 
synthetic images by a scaling factor of 0.8. 

 

Method Matches 
Correct 
Matches 

Accuracy 

Global [9] 28 10 35.7 % 
Reor. [9] 25 9 36 % 
3DSURF [14] 195 133 68.2 % 
N-SIFT [9] 234 152 65.0 % 
I3DSIFT 221 172 70.8 % 

 
 
We can see that I3DSIFT gets an accuracy  

(70.8 %), about 2 %  5 % higher than 3DSURF 
(68.2 %) and N-SIFT (65.2 %), while global 
histogram and reoriented global histogram has an 
accuracy of 35.7 % and 36 % respectively. Since all 
the comparison algorithm features have no scale 
information, they are sensitive to scale change. Both 
global histogram and reoriented global histogram 
features perform much worse than the others due to 
the lack of space information. Moreover, I3DSIFT 
finds the most correct matches. I3DSIFT is partially 
insensitive to scale change. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we 
give some matching examples on rotation change and 
scale change. 

Above all, I3DSIFT is very robust against rotation 
and insensitive to scaling.  
 
 
4.2. Matching Real Data 

 
Our dataset S1 are volumetric CT images scanned 

during respiratory cycles. SE_i indicates the ith frame. 
We pick three frames 1, 5, 8, and use I3DSIFT to 
match their corresponding pairs: SE_15, SE_58, 
SE_18. The gray values of corresponding points vary 

little (i.e., the lighting condition is stable) in the 
volume images. Therefore, we compute mean of Sum 
of Square Difference D  to valuate he matching 
results. Effective matching should produce small D  
value. 

 

 
 

(a)                                       (b) 
 

Fig. 2. Matching examples on rotation change. The volume 

image is rotated by 30  along Z axis. 
 

 

 
 

(a)                                          (b) 
 

Fig. 3. Matching examples on scale change. The volume 
image is rescaled by the ratio of 0.8 along 3 axises. 

 
 

  2

1

1
D ( )F Fi M Mi

i N

I x I x
N  

   (7) 

 
where FI  and MI  are the fixed image and the moving 

image, Fi(x , )Mix  is the matching pair between the 

two images, N  is the match number. Table 3 shows 
the results. We give some matching example on real 
data in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 
 
 
5. Feature-guided Image Registration 

 
Assume we have two volume images. One image, 

the moving image MI ( )x , is deformed to fit the other 

image, the fixed image F I ( )x . FI  and MI  are each 

defined on their own spatial domain: 3
FΩ R  and 

3
MΩ R respectively. We are going to find a 

transformation T(x)=x+u(x) that makes   MI T x  

spatially aligned to FI ( )x . 
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Table 3. Mean of square difference D on 3 real volume 
image pairs. SE_ij represents a volume image pair that 
SE_i is the fixed image, SE_ j the moving image. The 
volume images are from different respiratory periods of the 
same person. Note that this error is small: for example, out 
of the gray-value range of 255, D = 36.18 indicates a mean 
gray difference of only 6.15. 

 
Method Data set Match D 

SE_15 239 79.45 
SE_58 592 58.66 3DSURF 
SE_18 210 86.88 
SE_15 201 98.06 
SE_58 396 36.64 N-SIFT 
SE_18 185 110.71 
SE_15 399 81.79 
SE_58 701 36.18 I3DSIFT 
SE_18 365 83.91 

 
 
The transformation is defined as a mapping from the 
fixed image to the moving image, i.e.  

3 3
F MΩ R Ω R   . The quality of alignment is 

defined by a cost function C with a regularization 
term P, In here, we will adopt the sum of squared 
differences with a feature regularization term: 

 
^

arg C(T; I , I ) λ P(T)T F MT min  , 
(8) 

 
where λ  weighs similarity against feature constraints. 
To solve the above minimization problem, there are 
basically two approaches: parametric and 
nonparametric. In here we will consider the 
parametric methods, that the number of possible 
transformation is limited by introducing a 
parameterization (model) of the transformation. The 
original optimization problem thus becomes: 
 

μ

^

μ μ F M μT
arg min C(T ; I , I +λ) P(T )T   (9) 

 
where the subscript   indicates that the 

transformation has been parameterized. The vector 
  contains the values of the "transformation 

parameters". In here, we use the non-rigid B-spline 
transformation: 
 

3 ( )
k x

k
k

x N

x x
T x P 




    (10) 

 
with kx  the knot points, 3β ( )x  the cubic 

multidimensional B-spline polynomial, kp  the B-

spline coefficient vectors (the control point 
displacements), σ he B-spline control point spacing, 
and xN  the set of all knot points within the compact 

support of the B-spline at x . The parameters μ  are 

formed by the B-spline coefficients kp  . 

The cost function is defined as: 

21
( ; , ) ( ( ) ( ( )))

| |
i F

F M F i M i
xF

C T I I I x I T x 


 
   

 

with ΩF  the domain of the fixed image FI  and F|Ω |  

the number of Voxels. Given a transformationT , this 
measure can easily be implemented by loop over the 
Voxels in the fixed image, taking F iI (x )  calculating 

,

,
, , ,

1
|| ( ) ||

| |
t i t

r t
r t r i t i

P Pt

E T P P
P 

  by interpolation, and 

adding the squared difference to the sum. 
Based on our proposed feature matching 

algorithm, we can get the feature correspondences 
between two volume images. They shall guide the 
spline-fitting. The regularization term therefore 
minimizes the distance of two corresponding feature 
points: 

 

2

|{ }|

1
( ) | ( ) |

| { } | F
i

M F
i iF

xi

P T x T x
x    (11) 

 

where F
i | {x } |  indicates the size of the 

correspondence set, and  ,F M
i ix x  are corresponding 

features from the fixed and moving images, 
respectively. 

Integrating the feature extraction step, we now 
apply our whole volumetric matching algorithm on 
the publicly available POPI dataset. In the 3D volume 
at time frame t, the coherent landmarks (a set of 3D 

points, denote as  
tt t ,1 t ,2 t , PP p ,p ,..., p  are available 

and can be used to evaluate the registration. 
In our experiments, we adopt the 3D consecutive 

image registration with the alignment of 
corresponded features enforced. The registration 
results are evaluated by the mean target registration 
error (MTRE) between the set of landmark points 

0 9{P ,...,P } . MTRE is defined by: 
 

,

,
, , ,

1
|| ( ) ||

| |
t i t

r t
r t r i t i

P Pt

E T P P
P 

   (12) 

 

where t,ip is a landmark i in time t , r,tT  is the 

transformation from time r to time t . In our 
experiments, we set the control weight in (9) as  
λ  0.1  Table 4 shows the comparison results 
between feature-guided matching and the registration 
algorithm without any feature constraints λ 0 . By 
comparing the MTRE errors, we can see the method 
with I3DSIFT outperforms (by 8% ) the method that 
do not consider the feature correspondences. 

Based on our feature-guided image registration, we 
can do the dynamic tumor motion modeling. With 
our volumetric registration between consecutive 
images, we can build up (by linear interpolation) a 
temporal deformation model. The motion and 
dynamics of the tumor can be analyzed using this 
model. The coherent tracking of the deforming tumor 
is visualized in Fig. 7. 
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Table 4. The registration error E on 40 landmarks among POPI-data. ,i jE  is the matching error from ith to jth frame,  E   is 

the mean error for the whole sequence. We show the result using B-spline fitting without feature as well as the result using 
b-spline fitting constrained with the correspondence result of I3DSIFT. 

 
 

0,1E  1,2E  2,3E  3,4E  4,5E  5,6E  6,7E  7,8E  8,9E  E  

Without Feature 0.71 0.80 1.42 1.41 1.71 1.21 1.51 1.41 1.13 1.25 

With I3DSIFT 0.69 0.69 1.40 1.40 1.16 1.18 1.50 1.30 1.08 1.15 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a)                                            (b) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

. 
 
 

(c)                                             (d) 
 

Fig. 4. Matching examples on real lung using I3DSIFT. 
 
 

 
 

   (a)                  (b)                     (c)                   (d) 
 

Fig. 5. Matching examples on real lung tumor using CT 
images I3DSIFT. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)                                      (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(c)                                   (d) 
Fig. 6. Matching examples on real thoracic cavity CT 

images using 3DSIFT . 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Temporal image registration guided by our feature 
matching results in 0th, 5th, 9th time frame (Experiments 

conducted on CT scans of lung during respiratory cycles). 
 

 
 

 
6. Conclusion 

 
In the paper, we present an improved 3DSIFT 

(I3DSIFT) algorithm. It is insensitive to scaling and 
rotation change. We demonstrate the effectiveness of 
our method on both synthetic and real data by 
showing that our algorithm outperforms the existing 
volumetric matching algorithm, such as N-SIFT [9], 
3DSURF [9], global histogram [9], and the reoriented 
global histogram [9]. We can conclude that our 
I3DSIFT can be used for reliable volumetric 
matching. 

A limitation of I3DSIFT is the expensive 
computational cost. Feature extraction based on 
3DSIFT needs a convolution in 3-dimensional space 
so it is very slow. On the other hand, in this multi-
scale space, it can be easily paralleled. In the near 
future, we will explore its GPU implementation to 
achieve efficient computation. 
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Abstract: The bending stiffness and the form force of the pipe conveyor have a grate influence on the 
performance of conveyor belt into tube, the wear and tear of conveyor belt, running resistance and stability for 
pipe conveyor. This paper analyzes the stiffness distribution and the force behaviour of the pipe conveyor belt 
and designed a test-rig used for detection of the form force of the conveyor belt. The maximum tension of the 
conveyor belt can afford and the minimum curve radius of the conveyor belt can bend can be obtained，which 
can ensure the required form stability of the belt and prevent the belt from collapsing or buckling in curves. This 
test-rig provides reference tools for the selection of pipe conveyor belt and the design of belt conveyor. 
Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Pipe conveyor belt, Bending stiffness, Form force, Test system for bounce forces of the pipe 
conveyor belt. 
 
 
 
1 Introduction 

 
The pipe conveyor is a new type of belt conveyor 

equipment based on the trough belt conveyor, which 
not only have compact structure, small cross section, 
economic space, but also can be transmitted along the 
space curve. As a kind of environment-friendly 
continuous conveying equipment, the pipe conveyor 
is easy to realize pollution-free transport and airtight 
transport, and the deviation of the conveyor belt can 
not occur. It is widely used in industry such as ports, 
metallurgy, building materials, electric power, 
papermaking, and petroleum chemical, etc, which is 
used for transporting the material such as coal, raw 
coal, coke, blending material, sinter, petroleum coke, 
limestone, sand stone, calcium carbide slag, add wet 
ash, chemical fertilizer, salt, waste paper, phosphorus 
gypsum and pyrite slag [1]. 

According to the incomplete statistics, so far the 
domestic total production of the pipe conveyor is 
about more than 300 units, whose total length reaches 
190 km. The maximum diameter of the pipe 
conveyor is 500 m and the minimum diameter is  
150 m. With the transmission distance up to 7102 m, 
the route contains all kinds of complicated routes, 
such as the horizontal curve, the vertical curve, the  
s-shaped curve and the space curve [2-3]. 

The pipe conveyor is not stable enough during 
operation, whose problems are mainly concentrated 
in the roller, the conveyor belt and damage of the 
frame structure, especially is the damage of the 
conveyor belt. The pipe conveyor belt repeats the 
action of opening and closing in the process of 
operation, which has some higher requirements 
compared with the traditional slotted conveyor belt. It 
is generally believed the pipe conveyor belt should 
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meet good flexibility to adapt to the bending 
deflection of curve section of small radius at runtime, 
good groove to remain the circular form stability in 
the process of running, good sealing ability to form 
good lap in the flexible edge preventing the dust 
escape, the stability of the dynamic load 
characteristics in the process of opening and closing 
the conveyor belt, Which can improves the lifetime 
of the conveyor belt. In some special occasions, it 
also require special performances such as requires 
wear-resisting, heat-resistant, fire-preventing, oil-
preventing, explosion-proof. These performances 
request for theoretical research on running resistance, 
bending radius of belt conveyor and on the form 
force of the conveyor belt. It also request for 
experiment research on the structure of conveyor 
belt, the longitudinal and transverse stiffness 
(especially the transverse stiffness). The aim of 
research is to improve the working life and the 
reliability of the conveyor belt [4]. This paper makes 
theoretical analysis and experimental study on the 
transverse bending stiffness and the form force of the 
pipe conveyor belt. 

The bending stiffness and the form force of the 
pipe conveyor have a grate influence on the 
performance of conveyor belt into tube, the wear and 
tear of conveyor belt, running resistance and stability 
for the pipe conveyor [5-6]. The transverse bending 
stiffness of the conveyor belt depends on the 
characteristics of the conveyor belt, which can also 
affect the resistance caused by pipe shaping, namely 
the forming force. If these form forces are too small, 
the edges of the belt could collapse. If these form 
forces are too high, the pipe belt aspires to open itself 
between the idler panels [7]. A minimum bending 
stiffness of the belt is necessary, to ensure the 
required form stability of the belt and to prevent the 
belt from collapsing or buckling in curves. From the 
demands for a minimum running resistance, a good 
shaping behaviour and good form stability, divergent 
requirements result in the quantity of the bending 
stiffness. 
 
      

2. Theoretical Analysis on the Stiffness 
Distribution and the Form Force 
Behaviour 

 

2.1. Theoretical Analysis on the Stiffness 
Distribution of the Conveyor Belt 

 
Different stiffness impinges upon conveyor belts, 

depending on the belt guidance. On the one hand, 
they are caused by the belt tension. On the other 
hand, they take on additional stiffness resulting from 
the belt guidance itself. 

Because of the additional elongation, the belt 
stiffness increase to the outer region of the belt 
starting from a neutral zone in the middle of a belt, 
while they decrease to the inner region of the belt [8]. 
Fig. 1 indicates the stiffness distribution inside the 
belt, which guided in a horizontal curve. The 

appropriate guidance is divided into four different 
sections. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. The stiffness distribution inside the belt. 
 

  

Section 1 is on the straight, far ahead or behind of 
the curve. The belt stiffness in this section caused by 
the belt tension in the system and is constant over the 
belt width. In section 2, just in front of and behind the 
curve is different over the belt width. The additional 
stiffness results from the elongation compensation in 
the reinforcement and extends far out of the curve, 
dependent on the belt guidance. Section 3 on the 
beginning or the end of the curve, which is similar 
stiffness distribution. The stiffness differences 
between the inner and the outer region of the belt are 
more distinct than in section 2. Section 4 is in the 
middle of the curve. In this section, the belt stiffness, 
conditioned by the belt tension, is superimposed by 
the maximal elongation in the outer region of the belt 
and the maximal compression in the inner region of 
the belt. This section is the critical area for the 
functional reliability, the stiffness distribution over 
the cross section of the pipe conveyor can be 
regarded as constant. 
 
 

2.2. Analysis on the Form Force of the 
Conveyor Belt 

 
The conveyor belt of the belt conveyor suffers a lot 

of forces, which can be divided into four forces: the 
tension force, the vertical force, the bending 
resistance force and the form force. As shown in  
Fig. 2, the tension force Ft occurs in the belt running 
direction.  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Analysis on the forces suffered on the conveyor belt. 
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The vertical force Fv consists of the weight of the 
belt and the weight of the conveyed material. The 
bending resistance force Fq results in curves from the 
belt tension as well as the curve radius itself and 
points to the curve centre. The form force FO points 
to the idlers which are arranged in a hexagon. These 
normal forces Fni describe the sum of the components 
of the vertical force, the lateral force and the form 
force on each idler. 

 
 

3. The Test Rig of the Form Force 
 

The bending stiffness and the associated form 
forces of a pipe belt are significantly influenced by 
the belt construction. After theoretical preliminary 
work, a test rig was designed and constructed to 

determine the form forces of pipe belts under 
operating conditions, as shown in Fig. 3. According 
to the conditions of a real pipe conveyor, the 
parameters such ad pipe diameter, curve radius and 
belt tension can be adjusted. It can simulate the 
conveyor route, straight and horizontal curve. This 
test rig consists of three test system for bounce forces 
of the pipe conveyor belt and two hydraulic 
cylinders. By constantly adjusting the position of 
three test systems and two hydraulic cylinders, 
curvature radius of the conveyor line can be adjusted, 
which make the conveyor line horizontal curve. By 
adjusting the hydraulic cylinder, the tension of the 
conveyer belt can be adjusted. Six sliders on the 
hexagonal flat in the test system can imitate hexagon 
roller of conveyor belt. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The test rig for the form force of the pipe conveyor belt. 
 
 

The test system for bounce forces of pipe belts of 
pipe conveyor is as shown in Fig. 4, consists of two 
parts, test instrument and computer and special 
software [9]. The test instrument is divided into four 
parts: the vertical test platform, the data processing 
and display circuit, the base plate of tester and the 
back of test platform. 

1) The vertical test platform. 
The base plate of vertical test platform is a 

processed hexagonal flat by machine using high-
density rubber board, 12 mm thick, fixed in front of 
test platform with bolt and sleeve. The slide 
composed of biaxial parallel and matched with linear 
bearing, is uniformly distributed on the plate, a dot at 
the center of the plate. Along the slide is the slider, 
load cell installed on the slider. On the hexagon plate 
the longest distance between two diagonal sliders is 
700 mm. The load cell sliding installed on the slider, 
consist of high-precision load cell, special contact of 
load cell, sensor cover of stainless steel, base plate 
for sensor installation. The force test component they 
formed is the core of the vertical test platform, while 
the vertical test platform is the core of the tester. The 
force Measured by the sensor is send to the data 
processing and display circuit in the form of millivolt 
level voltage signal for data processing and display.  

2) The data processing and display circuit. 
The analog signals measured by the force sensor 

are sent to the data processing circuit for A/D 
conversion to implement digitization. 

 
 
Fig. 4. The test system for bounce forces of the pipe 

conveyor belt. 
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A/D circuit is composed of 89C52 single chip 
micro computer and special software and other 
integrated circuit, which has the very high technology 
content and advanced data processing functions. The 
analog signal proportional to the bounce force of the 
conveyor belt will be processed for the digital signal 
in this circuit. Then it is sent to the six LED display 
to show a forth value. At the same time it is sent to 
the first computers for data entry, storage, printing, 
and management. 

 
3) The base plate of the tester. 
The base plate of the tester is the lower box and the 

support part, whose corners at the bottom have fixed 
support. And it also has a height adjustable activity 
leg to can adjust height, which is easy to obtain 
horizontal installment. The power switch, the 
entrance power light, the power on indicator, the 
display window of # 1 ~ # 6 force value measured 
and six corresponding reset button are installed on 
the upper part of the body. The electrical baseboard 
inside the top panel is fixed with six pieces of digital 
processing and display circuit. The reset button is 
used for the zero setting, when measuring point did 
not feel the rebound, but digital display window is 
not zero. Inside the box at the bottom of tester 
foundation is the box, which equipped with a 
dedicated power module for the digital processing 
circuit, to provide quality stable DC 5 V and DC  
12 V power for six data processing and display 
circuit. In addition the power inlet of the tester, the 

entrance of the data line and connection terminals are 
installed in the box. 

 
4) The special dynamometry software. 
The special dynamometry software is an important 

part of this system, which retrieves force value 
processed by six data processing display circuit, and 
display in the corresponding window. It can make 
secondary processing according to the needs of the 
test data, such as: calculate the average, storage, 
check, etc, and can form test report with a special 
format for printout. 
 
 
4. The Test Analysis 
 
4.1. The Normal Force Behaviour  

of the Conveyor Belt with Change 
Tension 

 
 On this test rig, the tension of conveyor belt C is 

adjusted with the same curve radius to observe the 
normal force behaviour. The normal force of the belt 
C for increasing belt tensions is given in Table 1. In a 
horizontal curve with a curve radius of 300 m, the 
belt C was impinged with different belt tensions. Fn1, 
Fn2, Fn3, Fn4, Fn5, Fn6 mean respectively the normal 
force of the conveyor belt measured by load cell 1, 
load cell 2,  load cell 3, load cell 4, load cell 5, load 
cell 6 fixed on the test platform. 

 
 
 

Table 1. The normal force behaviour of the conveyor belt C with a curve radius of 300 m. 
 

            Normal Force (N) 
Tension (kN) 

Fn1 Fn2 Fn3 Fn4 Fn5 Fn6 

0 300 500 520 900 420 0 

100 250 450 420 910 150 0 

200 250 600 520 1000 0 0 

300 250 700 600 1010 0 0 

400 250 780 700 1020 0 0 

500 250 850 750 1050 0 0 

 
 
With rising belt tensions Ft from 0 to 500 kN, the 

normal forces Fn2 on the inner slider 2 increase from 
about 500 N up to 850 N. At the beginning of the test 
the pipe belt impinges 420 N on the slider 5 without a 
belt tension. The belt is not in contact with the slider 
5 at a belt tension of 200 kN. Consequently, the 
normal forces on idler 4 increase from 1000 N to 
1050 N, which take up the entire vertical force of the 
conveyor belt. This method is also used to test other 
conveyor belt, such as conveyor belt A and conveyor 
belt B. The maximum tension of the conveyor belt 
can afford can be obtained from the test with the 
required form stability.  

4.2. The Compassion of the Normal Force  
of Different belt with Different  
Curve Radius 

 

For different conveyor belt, the normal force 
behaviour is compared through different curve radius. 
The normal force behaviour of different belt with belt 
tensions is 300 kN and different curve radius given in 
Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4, which is horizontal 
curve towards right. 

For three different conveyor belt, the normal force 
of inner slider increase with decreasing curve radius, 
which is shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4.  
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Table 2. The normal force behaviour of conveyor belt A with a belt tension is 300 KN. 
 

        Normal Force (N) 
Curve radius (m) 

Fn1 Fn2 Fn3 Fn4 Fn5 Fn6 

straight 25 40 30 130 70 20 
1000 30 40 40 130 40 0 
700 30 50 50 150 0 0 
500 25 60 160 200 0 0 
400 25 80 250 230 0 0 
300 30 120 250 260 0 0 

 
 

Table 3. The normal force behaviour of conveyor belt B with a belt tension is 300 KN. 
 

            Normal Force (N) 
Curve radius(m) 

Fn1 Fn2 Fn3 Fn4 Fn5 Fn6 

straight 30 30 80 150 80 40 
1000 40 40 90 160 50 0 
700 40 40 100 180 20 0 
500 20 50 140 200 0 0 
400 50 100 160 210 0 0 
300 60 150 180 250 0 0 

 
 

Table 4.  The normal force behaviour of conveyor belt C with a belt tension is 300 KN. 
 

             Normal Force (N) 
Curve radius (m) 

Fn1 Fn2 Fn3 Fn4 Fn5 Fn6 

straight 200 250 250 900 250 250 
1000 200 400 300 950 300 0 
700 210 420 300 900 190 0 
500 220 400 300 1000 190 0 
400 210 480 480 1000 310 0 
300 250 700 600 1010 0 0 
200 300 750 700 1050 0 0 

 
 
During the tests of the conveyor belt A and B in a 

straight guidance and in curves with the radius of 
1000 m and 700 m, only small normal forces of 50 N 
occur on the inner sliders. These belts constrict 
themselves due to the belt tension, which leads to 
smaller normal forces on the idlers, compared to the 
belt construction C. A similar constriction resulting 
from the belt tension at the belt A and B does not 
appear within the tests of the belt C. 

When the curves radius of conveyor belt is 700 m, 
the belt A has no contract with exterior slider 5 and 6, 
which illustrate the minimum curve radius of the 
conveyor belt can bend is 1000m with required form 
stability of the belt. The same method is used for belt 
B and C. The test indicates that the conveyor belt C 
has more bending stiffness than belt A and B. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 

 
During the design of pipe conveyors, the choice 

of a suitable belt is very important. If the character of 
the belt is determined, the bending stiffness of the 
belt and thus the reliability of the entire conveyor 
system are determined [10-12]. If the bending 
stiffness is too low, the inner belt edge might 

immerge into the transported material and throw it 
out into the discharge area. Moreover, the pipe belt 
could collapse in curves because of the occurring 
lateral forces. A safe transport of bulk solids could 
not be ensured. If the bending stiffness is too high, a 
pipe belt aspires to open itself between the idlers. 
From the demands for a good shaping behaviour and 
shape stability at the same time as well as a minimum 
running resistance, these requirements result in the 
quantity of the bending stiffness. 

The bending stiffness of the belt was 
experimentally determined at different parameters 
such as curve radius, belt tension, environmental 
temperature and the character of the bulk solids. For 
this purpose, a pipe belt test rig was built. Through it, 
the normal forces of pipe belt on the idlers at 
different belt tensions can be determined, the 
maximum tension of the conveyor belt can afford and 
the minimum curve radius of the conveyor belt can 
bend can be obtained with required form stability. 
Tests were carried out at different pipe belt A, B, C. 
The belt C showed the highest bending stiffness. The 
belt A and B showed s a lower level than the belt C. 
The normal forces on the inner idlers increased with 
decreasing curve radius and increasing belt tensions. 
They lost contact to the outer idlers when the curve 
radius decreases to certain quantity and the tension 
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increase to certain quantity, hence they were not 
guided by these idlers anymore. Such the maximum 
tension and the minimum curve radius with required 
form stability can be determined. 
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